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Foreword
Welcome to the Tenth International Conference on Distributed Multimedia Systems
(DMS'2004), and thank you for participating in the conference.
The DMS conference series was established in 1994. Over the years, through continued
efforts, the sponsors have worked diligently to improve the quality and appeal of this
conference. Universities of Taiwan, USA, Hong Kong, Canada, and Japan have hosted
this remarkable event. This year, DMS'2004 was held in the USA, for the third
consecutive year.
We are entering a new era of visible and invisible computers. Flexible folded and rolledup computer screen will become a part of our outfit. A large amount of information will
be available to users through such screens at any time and place. All individuals,
including elderly people and people with disabilities, will have an equal opportunity to
use new technologies and make a contribution in creating the information resources.
Many other exciting things will be developed and available to us in the near future.
However, a lot of problems should be solved to comfortably live in this era. What to do
with the information explosion, when to replace TCP/IP protocol, how to reach a good
level of security and fight against dirty activities on the Internet? These are a few
problems to be mentioned.
The series of the DMS conferences can be considered as a part of our efforts to find
solutions for such problems. DMS'2004 is a forum for theoreticians, end users, designers
and developers of distributed multimedia systems in all fields. To facilitate a fruitful
exchange of ideas centered around the core issues in the multimedia systems, six specialpurpose workshops were organized. In total, 148 papers were submitted; 46% of them
were accepted as regular papers, 28% as short papers, and 24% of the papers were
rejected.
We are grateful to all authors and reviewers for their contribution to the technical
program, making DMS'2004 a success. Many thanks to the program committee members,
the organizers of the workshops, keynote speakers, and the supporting staff.
Finally, we would like to thank Professor Shi-Kuo Chang of University of Pittsburgh for
his guidance, advice, and support in organizing DMS'2004.
Nikolay Mirenkov
and Maurizio Tucci
DMS’2004 Program Co-chairs
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EPC Networks will increase the visibility of the
today’s material flow. Therefore it will improve
the quality of the data acquisition to today’s
enterprise applications, such as Supply Chain
Management, Product Life Cycle Management,
and Asset Management. Furthermore, the logic
of the business processes can be pushed down
from today’s enterprise applications to the
software systems of the EPC Network to support
local business decisions and new applications
can be developed, such as counterfeit and goods
recall.

With the Radio Frequently Identification (RFID)
mandates from retailers like Wal-Mart, Metro,
Tesco, and Target, the U.S. Department of
Defense, the US Food and Drug Administration
of US, and Aerospace companies such as Airbus
and Boeing, Auto-ID has received a lot of
attentions in the past one year. This technology
will have a great impact on many industries,
such as consumer product, aerospace,
transportation, pharmaceutical, defense, airline,
and medical industries.
Started from MIT in 1998, Auto-ID initiative
intends to provide an infrastructure for
automatically tracking and tracing material flow
globally. Auto-ID initiative has been transferred
from MIT to EPCglobal and becomes an
industry standard organization. Electronic
Product Code (EPC) that provides a unique
identification tagged to the tracked physical
object is the fundamental concept for Auto-ID
technology. RFID and 2D barcode are examples
of Auto-ID. Based on EPC coding, an EPC
Network is designed for monitoring material
flow that can be potentially cross sites, cross
organizations, and even cross countries. The
tags, hardware and software systems used in an
EPC Network will be from different vendors.
Therefore the standards for tags and devices for
reading and writing tags, and the interfaces
between the systems that form the EPC Network
are very critical. Currently EPCglobal is
developing a set of standards, such as Tag
Standard, Reader Protocol, Reader Management,
Application Level Event (ALE) Interface, Object
Naming Service (ONS), and EPC Information
Service (EPCIS).

EPC Network will not only just improve today’s
business processes but also provide opportunities
for new applications. However EPC Network
also requires great changes with the current IT
infrastructure. It remains a big challenge to many
organizations to justify business processes in
order to take the advantages of EPC Network.
EPC Network will create a lot of research issues,
for example, the analysis and reporting of the
very large volume of data been generated, the
validation of the new business processes with
Auto-ID data, the monitoring of the EPC
Network. These issues require the assistance of
the visualization.
In this presentation, we will introduce the
technical concepts and issues for the
development and deployment of EPC Network.
The practical experience on the development and
potential research issues with EPC Network will
be discussed. Based on these discussions, we
will analyze the usage and requirement of
visualization technology for the development and
deployment of EPC Network.
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ABSTRACT

assumptions that have hampered
progress in the field and in making
systems that can address users’ needs.
These assumptions are: 1) that media
must be analyzed long after it has been
captured (and therefore effectively
removed from its context of creation and
use); and 2) that multimedia content
analysis must be fully automatic and
avoid user involvement (and therefore
miss out on the possibility of “human-inthe-loop” approaches to algorithm
design). By shifting the paradigm of
image and video processing from an acontextual, fully automatic model to a
model that leverages the spatiotemporal-social context of media
creation and use as well as interaction
among devices and people (especially by
taking advantage of new programmable
networked mobile media capture
devices), we have the promise of solving
long-standing challenges in visual
information
systems.

Multimedia researchers have been trying
to solve the problems of multimedia
content analysis and media asset
management for well over the past
decade. It is time to acknowledge that
this research has not delivered on its
promises.
Neither fully automatic
signal-based analysis nor manual
annotation of media content has
provided a workable solution to contentbased multimedia access. A new
direction and new solutions are needed.
In order for media to be as accessible as
text, descriptions of their content and
structure (i.e., metadata) must be created
that are computationally and humanly
usable. Unfortunately the low-level
features that current algorithms can
extract are not sufficient to meet the
needs of how humans want to search for
and use media content. This “semantic
gap” is endemic to current multimedia
information systems.
Most prior research in multimedia
content analysis has suffered from
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Abstract
The chronobot is a device for time and
knowledge exchange. The concept of the
Chronobot first appeared in a science fiction
short story written by me some twenty years
ago. Recently the Industry Technology
Research Institute (ITRI) and Institute for
Information Industry (III), two leading
research institutes in Taiwan, invited me to
lead a pioneering project to put my ideas
into practice to build a realistic device. The
Chronobot was thus conceived. To put it in
simple terms the Chronbot allows a group of
people to exchange time and knowledge. It
is a platform for time and knowledge
exchange. This paper describes the concept
of the Chronobot, its basic mechanism for
time/knowledge
exchange
and
its
application to e-learning. The application
scenarios, a Chronobot prototype and
research issues are also discussed.

1. Introduction
The chronobot is a device for storing and
borrowing time. Using the chronobot one
can borrow time from someone else and/or
return time to the same person. It is a very
convenient device for managing time.
The underlying premise of the chronobot
is that there is a way to exchange time and
knowledge. For example one spends time to
acquire knowledge and later uses this
knowledge to save time. A group of people
can also find some means to exchange time
and knowledge. Thus the chronobot is a
device to facilitate the exchange and
management of time and knowledge.
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A natural application domain for the
chronobot is e-learning and distance
education, although we can consider many
other interesting application domains for the
chronobot. Indeed whenever we need to
manage time and knowledge, we can make
good use of the chronobot.

2. Application Scenarios
In this section we describe two examples of
the chronobot for e-learning and distance
education applications.
John is a teenager. His parents recently
bought him a chronobot. When John wakes
up in the morning, he has breakfast and then
takes the bus to the school. On the bus John
has some free time. So his chronobot says
to John: “You know you have to write a big
report on the eating habits of dinosaurs
tonight. Why don’t you spend some time
now to collect some information? There is a
rock concert at Point Park tonight. If you
get the report done early, maybe your mom
will let you go to the rock concert!” John is
excited about the rock concert and really
wants to go, so he follows the chronobot’s
advice and puts in some effort to collect and
organize information. After the second class
period John again has some free
time. Again, following the chronobot’s
advice, John puts in some time to get more
pieces of information and label them
according to the chronobot’s suggestions.
But John’s efforts later pay off. After John
finishes school he turns to the chronobot
who to his delight has already fused the
knowledge together to form a rough draft of
the report. John only has to do some editing
and in less than twenty minutes the report is

completed! But some critical facts need to
be checked by John’s teacher. So John goes
to chronobot’s virtual classroom to interact
with his teacher Ms. Newman. In ten
minutes, John gets all the answers from Ms.
Newman. (Unknown to John, it is actually
Ms. Newman’s chronobot serving as a
surrogate to answer his questions, but this
does not matter.) It is only six thirty pm,
and John proudly shows off the finished
report to his mother, who approves John’s
request for an outing. So John happily goes
to the rock concert with his buddies. If John
does not have the chronobot, he would be
stuck with the report writing task the entire
evening and misses the rock concert!
The above example pretty much explains the
usefulness of the chronobot. As another
example, for a professional media artist
George, the chronobot serves the same
function of timely knowledge gathering. But
it can be even more useful because unlike
the teenager who is required to do his
homework by himself, George has no such
constraints and can rely upon the support
from his coworkers. However there is no
such thing as a free lunch. In order to ask
his coworkers Suzie and Bill to share his
workload, George has to put in efforts either
earlier (i.e. in the past time) or later (i.e. in
the future time) to help them. But at the
present time when George needs help, Suzie
and Bill will put in their efforts to help
George. Through their chronobots, George,
Suzie and Bill interact in the virtual
classroom. The chronobots in turn through
their masters’ conversation figure out what
they are expected to do. They work
independently to retrieve the knowledge
previously organized by their respective
masters, and then work together to fuse the
knowledge into a format useful for George
to put in the finishing touches.

3. Characteristics of the Chronobot
Based upon the above description of the
application scenarios we can envision some
of the general characteristics of the
chronobot:
1. The chronobot is a time manager. But it
is not an ordinary time manager. It can be
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used to manage not only one’s own time,
but also other people’s time through
time/knowledge exchange protocols. The
exchange protocol is very important,
because the unique concept of the chronobot
is that time and knowledge are
exchangeable. The chronobot can manage
not only the present, but also the past and
the future through suitable time/knowledge
exchange protocols.
2. The chronobot is also a knowledge
manager. It can be used to store knowledge,
organize knowledge, retrieve knowledge and
perform information fusion to produce
new knowledge. Information fusion is the
key concept. Without information fusion,
the chronobot will not be as effective in
managing knowledge and saving time.
3. For e-learning and distance education
applications, the chronobot offers a versatile
virtual classroom that combines the
functions of chat room, white board,
multimedia display device, time manager,
knowledge manager and time/knowledge
exchanger.
4. Utilizing the time manager, the
knowledge manager and the virtual
classroom, the chronobot can interactively
provide timely knowledge to the end user.
This is the main characteristic of the
chronobot. We often say time is money. We
also say knowledge is power. If we can
exchange time and knowledge, then these
four entities - time, money, knowledge and
power – all become interchangeable!

4. From Experiences to Knowledge
Present-day distance education systems are
still too rigid and do not lend themselves
easily to peer-to-peer learning. Since the
Chronobot is designed for time and
knowledge exchange, the participants are
naturally encouraged to exchange what they
have learned. As illustrated in Figure 1, the
Virtual Classroom is where such exchanges
actually take place. Thus the Chronobot
equipped with the Virtual Classroom may
circumvent the difficulty in supporting peerto-peer e-learning.

Figure 1. Chronobot and the Virtual Classroom.

Figure 1 illustrates the exchange of
knowledge in e-learning. In Figure 1, after a
successful negotiation, the Chronobot will
send the exchanged knowledge to the
Virtual Classroom, where the actual
transaction takes place, i.e., one participant
will transfer the knowledge to another. On
the other hand, the experiential knowledge
from user interactions in the Virtual
Classroom will be provided to the
Chronobot so that the Chronobot has better
knowledge about user characteristics and
user preferences.
In other words, the
Chronobot learns more about the User
Profile. The VC can also be used to
visualize the negotiation process and current
negotiation status of the Chronobot.

5. The User Profile
The User Profile UP is an abstraction of
user’s preferences and characteristics.
When a user first registers, the user is asked
to enter information about self, as well as
areas of expertise and so on. The User
Profile manager provides a HTML front-end
using which new users can register
themselves with the system. During the
registration, the User Profile manager
collects important information from the
users such as the UserId, Name, Address,
Credit Card details, Areas of Experience,
Skill Set, whether the user is an Expert or
not, the hourly rate, e-mail address etc. The
rationale behind having the credit card
information is that if the user defaults, then
his credit card is billed depending upon the
number of hours defaulted.

6. The Relational Index
Figure 2 illustrates the User Profile and the
Relational Index, two important data
structures for the Chronobot/VC system.
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Figure 2. User Profile and Relational Index.

The experiences accumulated in the Virtual
Classroom are the most important assets for
further e-learning.
In practice the
experiences are the transcripts of the Virtual
Classroom sessions. These transcripts are
XML documents. In fact, everything that
flows to the Chronobot/Virtual Classroom
system is some form of XML document.
The Relational Index RI is built to support
easy access of the learning experiences.
Basically, the session transcripts (XML
documents) are stored in an experience-base.
The Relational Index is then constructed. It
relates learning experiences to user
preferences in the User Profile.

7. Determination of the Exchange
Rate
The protocol that governs the information
exchange is explained in [1].
In the
negotiation for time exchange, if the two
agents feel their times have different value,
it will become necessary to negotiate the
exchange rate among the Chronobot agents.
In what follows we suggest a mechanism for
the determination of the exchange rate.
We would like to express our terminology as
follows, when we refer to agents, we refer to
Chronobot agents. For two agents agent x
and agent y, each agent is characterized by
attributes (x1, ..., xn), and (y1, ..., yn). For the
two corresponding attributes xi and yi, the
information distance measure is denoted by

di (xi, yi), where di is between 0 and 1 (a
metric).
The exchange rate between agents x and y,
is denoted as follows.
Exchange (agent x, agent y) =
e

( 1 /  Cji * d ( xji , yji ) )

where the summation is over all the terms
Cji * d(xji, yji), and Cji is a scaling constant.

information from different sources to
dynamically construct the User Profile is
also being formulated. Further experimental
studies of the Chronobot are currently under
way at Taiwan’s Industry Technologies
Research Institute (ITRI) and Institute for
Information Industry (III). One of our goals
is to apply the Chronobot to just-in-time elearning to quickly amass learning
resources in order to train the unemployed
and socially disadvantaged so that those
people can acquire new skills quickly to
qualify them for certain jobs.

We now illustrate the concept by presenting
an example. Let us assume that the two
agents' primary skill matches. Therefore C1
d1 (x1, y1) = 0. If the primary skill does not
match, C1 d1 (x1, y1) becomes a big number.
For instance, C1 is 10,000 and d1 is between
0 and 1, in this case close to 1. Then C1 d1
(x1, y1) is close to 100,000 and the exchange
rate is close to 1. No need to continue.
The two agent's familiarity with subject area
also is comparable, so c2 d2 (x2, y2) = 0. If
the familiarly does not match, then C2 d2 (x2,
y2) becomes a big number. For instance, C2
is 1,000 and d2 is between 0 and 1, in this
case close to 1. Then C2 d2 (x2, y2) is close
to 1,000 and the exchange rate is close to 1.
No need to continue either.
Finally, the two agents differ in secondary
skill. Therefore C3 d3 (x3, y3) is small and we
have an exchange rate that reflects the
difference in the two agents' secondary skill.
Notice the index function takes care of the
re-arrangement of the relative importance of
the n attributes. The constants Cj are also
important. They take care of the relative
scaling of the various attributes. Figure 3
illustrates the determination of the exchange
rate as a dynamic process of comparing
different attributes to identify the ones that
really matter.

8. Just-in-Time e-Learning
A prototype of the Chronobot was
implemented [2]. We are now developing a
methodology of query morphing for
information fusion and integration from the
experiences
utilizing
an ontological
knowledge base.
A model to fuse
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Figure 3. Determination of exchange rate.
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ABSTRACT

well as the process by which new
ideographs are added to the standard and
what the future holds.

Over half of the characters in the
Unicode Standard are ideographs.
This ideographic repertoire, termed
Unihan, is intended to provide complete
coverage for all the characters in current
or past use in all varieties of Chinese,
Japanese, Korean, and Vietnamese.

We will also provide an overview of the
Unihan database. This is a large body of
normative and informative data, which is
maintained by the Unicode Consortium
and included among the data files, which
are a part of each release of the standard.
We will discuss the nature of the data in
the database, how it can be used, and
how it can be improved.

In this talk, we will give an overview of
the structure of the current repertoire of
Unihan and its organization. We will
discuss some practical implementation
issues and how to deal with them, as
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Abstract

is visible at a time is dramatically reduced. As a result, the
number of sub-pages must be larger, or the content must be
reorganized or modified. There are many researches that
conquer the problem by summarizing content [1] or
transform the layout in whole new style [2]. However, most
of them are not suitable on educational content. Therefore,
the content of courses designed in desktop and running on
laptop or desktop computers can't be directly transferred
into Pocket PC devices.
x Connection Mechanism
Normally, E-Learners will be on-line when they are
using laptop or desktop computers. Since E-Learners would
stay at the same location longer when using their laptop or
desktop computers than using a Pocket PC devices. As a
result, they will be kept connected with the LMS, which is
running on the server, all the time. This is different from
Pocket PC devices because these devices are designed to be
portable. This means E-Learners don't stay at the same
location for a long period of time. Pocket PCs are carried
around to any place where is sometimes without network
coverage. Therefore, we need to find out a new connection
mechanism which will allow E-Learners to continue their
learning even they are disconnected from the internet.
x Courseware Import and Export
As we mentioned previously, Pocket PC devices could
be disconnected sometimes; however, we hope E-Learners
to be able to learn when the network is not existed. In order
to enable this functionality, we need to seek a way to allow
the courseware to be temporary stored in the hand carried
devices. In such way, E-Learners will still be able to learn
the course content when they are not on-line. However,
there is obstacle to prevent from temporary storing the
courseware on the pocket devices because of the storage
limitation. This could be a serious problem when the
platform is practically applied on the pocket devices.
x Learning Records Buffering
For a distance education standard such as SCORM, it
requires the LMS to be able to keep tracking on learners'
learning records so these records will be used to determine
learners' progress or maybe transfer to other LMS where
learner continue his education. As a result, it is important
for a SCORM compatible platform to be able to store
learners' learning records. As a Pocket SCORM platform,
we also need to enable our system to capture learners’

Mobile computing devices are becoming extremely
popular. Mobile telephones, Personal Digital Assistants
(PDAs), and hand-held computers are developing rapidly
and most of them have the domination of size which makes
them the expected platform for mobile learning. In this
paper, we concentrate on the issues of transferring the
current PC based Sharable Content Object Reference
Model (SCORM) to Pocket PC based and demonstrate the
implementation of the mobile learning tool , Adaptive
Pocket SCORM Reader.
So many researches have proposed how distance
education can be realized on pocket devices. We will also
introduce the prototype version of Pocket SCORM RunTime Environment (RTE). Proposed Pocket SCORM
Architecture is able to operate, even when the mobile
device is physically disconnected from the network, without
losing any students' learning record. Collected records will
then be sent back to Learning Management System (LMS),
runs at the sever side, after the device is back on on-line.
On the client side, mobile device has our Adaptive Pocket
SCORM Reader is able to load SCORM compatible
courseware.
Keywords: Pocket PC, PDA, SCORM, Distance Education,

1. Introduction
Pocket devices are very suitable for mobile or distance
education because of it’s carried around, small size and
light weight. Although Pocket devices have been improved
in both computing power and memory storage recently,
they are still with lots of limitation compared with laptop or
desktop computers. In short, they don't provide a robust
learning experience. Therefore, the platform running on
laptop or desktop computers can't be directly transferred
into Pocket PC devices. The courseware which is designed
for laptop or desktop computers should be modified in
some ways in order to be suitable for Pocket devices.
The following points are some differences between the
Pocket PC devices and laptop or desktop computers.
x Displaying Size
Since display size of the PDAs is much smaller than
that of desktop computers, the amount of information that
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reading course materials by PDAs were experimented.
There are also some applications developed for educational
purposes. TekPAC (Technical Electronic Knowledge
Personal Assistant Capsule) was introduced in [9]. TekPAC
was developed for providing access to readily available
electronic information, allowing the user to perform tasks
at locations with all schematics, photos, videos and BKMs
readily available, and integrating key interventions to raise
performance of target audience. PDAs have also been
adopted in medical field as a tool for education. There were
some PDA Projects at Virginia Commonwealth University
being introduced in [10].

learning data. In addition, the recorded data also need to be
temporary stored on pocket devices if learner is not
connected to the internet. After the learner is back on-line,
the system need to transfer these data back to LMS on the
server end.
In this paper, we proposed a platform which is known as
Pocket SCORM. The proposed platform is focused on the
pocket devices. There is also a LMS which will be also
SCORM compatible to support the Pocket SCORM
platform and the major data store. The rest of this paper is
organized as following. In Section 2, we will introduce
some related works which are related to SCORM and
systems on the pocket device. Section 3 will show the
architecture of our Pocket SCORM architecture. In Section
4, we will introduce the Pocket SCORM RTE which has
been developed in our lab. Before the final conclusion and
the future works, we demonstrate the implementation of
Adaptive Pocket SCORM Reader which is part of our
Pocket SCORM architecture. It is capable to load SCORM
compatible courseware, and adjust the course content to
adapt to the features of a pocket device.

3. Pocket SCORM Architecture
In this section, we will introduce our Pocket SCORM
Architecture which is shown as in figure 3.1. In proposed
architecture, we pointed out two types of connection for a
Pocket PC to connect with LMS Server. One type is Pocket
PC is directly connected to the server through wired or
wireless network to the internet while the other is Pocket
PC connects to the server via PC to the internet while
Pocket PC is synchronizing with the PC. With wireless
technology, some Pocket PCs have built-in wireless LAN
card, and some of them have an expansion slot which can
be add-in a wired or wireless LAN card. For those wireless
LAN cards normally support the IEEE802.11B network
protocol. There will be an access point also known as AP to
receive the wireless signals. The wireless signals from the
wireless LAN card will be transferred to AP first, and if
that particular AP is connected to the internet, then signals
can be redirected to the destination on the internet.
Therefore, if a Pocket PC with the wireless capability, it
can connect to the SCORM LMS server directly. For those
Pocket PCs which have neither built-in wireless LAN card
nor expansion slots for add-in wired or wireless LAN card
will connect to the internet through an on-line PC. There
are three major components within the Pocket SCORM
Architecture. In the following three sub-sections, we will
show more details of each of them.

2. Related Works
Distance education enables E-Learners to learn without
the restrictions of both time and space. There are many
web-based courseware have been developed to allow
learners to browse course content via a browser. SCORM
(Sharable Content Object Reference Model) is a standard
which is proposed by ADL (Advanced Distributed
Learning) [3]. SCORM is aiming at the standardization of
computer based teaching components. There are some
papers related to SCORM have been published. There are
some advantages such as portability of learning content, the
standardized communication interface between the LMS
and WBTs, and supporting the reusability of learning
object. However, there are some problems as well such as
the market value of SCOs, the process of producing WBTs
on the basis of different SCO providers, the maintenance of
SCOs and WBTs, and the quality of WBTs based on SCOs
of different providers. There is a review which discussed
these issues can be found in [4]. There is another paper
which discussed the Implementation of Content Repository
Management System is referenced in [5]. In “Using SOAP
and .NET web service to build SCORM RTE and LMS” [6],
the XML Web Service based LMS and RTE was
introduced. There was another system developed for
automating the generation of SCORM-Based multimedia
product training manuals was introduced in [7].
Personal Digital Assistants (PDAs) have become new
learning tools for distance education. Portability of the
PDAs was welcomed by students, and advantageous was
advantageous, limitations such as the small screen size,
navigation difficulties, and slow and error-prone methods
for entering text, made it difficult to read and interact with
document on the PDA [8]. Some students’ experiences for

Figure 3.1: Pocket SCORM Architecture

3.1 Pocket SCORM Run-Time Environment
There are six major components which are included in
Pocket SCORM Run-Time Environment. All these
components work together to form the whole Pocket
SCORM Run-Time Environment. They are listed as below:
x Communication Agent
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vertical scrollbar of an application. Our “Reflow” function
will adjust the content to make it fit in the width of the
display width on our reader. Since the content will fit in the
reader, learners need only to control the vertical scrollbar
instead of controlling two scrollbars. Our Pocket SCORM
Reader allows learners to use only one hand to view the
course content. This function extends the flexibility of
learning with a Pocket PC. The details of Pocket SCORM
Reader will be described in Section 5.
x SCORM PDA Database
For the downloaded courseware or learners’ learning
records, there is a temporary data store which is called
SCORM PDA Database. After courseware has been
downloaded, the Data UnPacking Agent will unpack the
course content and store it into SCORM PDA Database.
When learners are studying the courseware, our SCORM
PDA Reader will load the course content from the SCORM
PDA Database. So learners don’t have to be on-line for
learning courseware because it has been previously stored
in their Pocket PCs. During the learning period, the
Learning Agent will track and store the learning records
into this data store as well. After the learning records have
been transferred to the LMS Server, those records will also
be removed from this database as well as unused course
content to save the precious memory space of a Pocket PC.

The Communication Agent is used when the pocket
devices try to communicate with the SCORM LMS Server.
When E-Learners try to download the SCORM based
courseware from the LMS Server, it will receive the packed
courseware and pass it to Data UnPacking Agent. If there
are some learning records need to be sent back to the LMS
server, the Communication Agent will connect to the LMS
Server and send the packed learning records back to the
server. If the Pocket PC is connected directly to the LMS
server, the Communication Agent will communicate
directly with the SCORM XML Web Service Agent.
Otherwise, it will communicate with the Synchronization
Agent instead of SCORM XML Web Service Agent. We
considered using Simple Object Access Protocol (SOAP)
[11] to be our transmission protocol to make our services of
server side more extendable.
x Data Packing Agent
To reduce network load, we implemented the Data
Packing Agent. This agent will pack the data before
sending it to Communication Agent. For security reason,
we also consider to add security protection function for this
agent because normally it will pack E-Learner’s learning
records and some of his privacy information. Therefore, we
might need some protection for the E-Learner’s privacy.
x Data UnPacking Agent
Normally, the courseware will be packed as a Package
Interchange File (PIF) before it is downloaded by
Communication Agent from LMS Server. Therefore, we
need Data UnPacking Agent to unpack the PIF file after it
has been downloaded from the LMS server and then restore
the original courseware from the PIF.
x Learning Agent
When E-Learner starts to study the courseware which
has been downloaded from the LMS Server, the Learning
Agent will start to keep tracking on the learner’s learning
records. Since the learner might not be on-line as we
pointed out this issue at the beginning of this paper, our
Learning Agent will store those learning records in the
SCORM PDA Database instead of sending them directly
back to LMS Server. After the learner is able to connect to
the LMS Server, those temporary stored learning records
will be sent back to the Server. As a result, we will not lose
learners’ learning records even learners are off-line.
x Pocket SCORM Reader
Due to the hardware restriction, Pocket PC is small in
size. Therefore, normal web-based course content is not
suitable for Learners who use a Pocket PC because they
might need to use a stylus to control the scrollbars inside
the Pocket Browser. This will make learner hard to read the
materials on the Pocket PCs. To overcome this drawback,
we have designed a Pocket SCORM Reader with the
function called “Reflow”. The “Reflow” functions will be
performed by our Pocket SCORM Reader Data
Presentation Module. Normally, a Pocket PC will provide a
vertical scroll button which allows user to control the

3.2 PC Dock
PC Dock is a layer between Pocket SCORM RTE and
SCORM LMS Server. If the Pocket PC without the ability
to be on-line, it will require a PC Dock to be able to
connect to the LMS server. There is a Synchronization
Agent inside the PC Dock. The Synchronization Agent will
perform the data transmission job between Communication
Agent on the Pocket SCORM RTE and XML Web Service
on the SCORM LMS Server. The transmission protocol
will be focus on SOAP as well. PC Dock is aimed at
providing the internet communication ability for those
Pocket PCs without network ability.

3.3 SCORM LMS Server
There are two major components involved in SCORM
LMS Server. One is the SCORM Data Repository, and the
other is Pocket SCORM Service API. SCORM LMS Server
provides distance education courseware and all the
courseware is following SCORM Data Model. The
learners’ information is also contained in the SCORM LMS
Server. When a learner connects to the LMS Server, he or
she needs to first logon the system before he or she can
access any course materials. The uses of these two major
components are stated as below:
x SCORM Data Repository
The SCORM Data Repository stores all the course
materials which follow SCORM Data Object Model. These
course materials can not only provide for pocket device
users but also desktop or laptop computer users using
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browser based application to access the courseware through
LMS Server. In the paper, we mainly focused on the Pocket
PC devices. Therefore, we only care about how SCORM
Data Repository interacts with our Pocket SCORM Service
API. Nevertheless, this data repository should also supports
any SCORM based API. Furthermore, learners’ learning
records are also stored in this data repository. These
SCORM based learning records should also be able to
interact by using either Pocket SCORM Service API or any
SCORM based API.
x Pocket SCORM Service API
Ideally, Pocket SCORM Service APIs should be same as
normal SCORM based APIs. However, due to some
limitations of Pocket PCs such as computing power and
memory storage, we need to modify the original defined
guidelines of SCORM based APIs proposed by ADL and
make them accommodate some features which are only
found on Pocket PCs. Nevertheless, we hope defined
Pocket SCORM Service APIs can be widely applied by
other applications. We tried to build Pocket SCORM
Server APIs by adopting XML Web Service [12]
technology. XML Web Service takes SOAP as its
transmission protocol. One of the advantages of using
XML Web Service to become our APIs is the accessibility.
Since SOAP is loosely coupled protocol by using XML
wrapped envelope to invoke APIs, this vantage makes
XML Service APIs can be accessed by any platform which
follows SOAP protocol to acquire the service. As a result,
we hope to implement our Pocket SCORM Service APIs as
XML Web Services.
In this section, we have shown the overview of our
planed architecture of our Pocket SCORM and components
comprised in this architecture. The relationship between
each component is shown as figure 3.2.

4. Pocket SCORM RTE Implementation and
demonstration of Adaptive Pocket SCORM
Reader
Up to present, we have completed some portion of the
whole Pocket SCORM Architecture. There were some
components which comprises the Pocket SCORM RunTime Environment. Some user interfaces and functions will
be introduced in this section includes the implementation of
our Adaptive Pocket SCORM Reader.
In figure 4.1, there are two user interfaces. On the left
hand side, it shows the UI when student try to logon to
Adaptive Pocket SCORM Reader. Because we need to
track on learners’ learning records, the learner needs to
provide his identity before studying the course materials.
There is also an important issue need to be taken care. We
need to make sure is the same user who is studying the
courseware.

Figure 4.1: Logon Interface and Course List View
On the right hand side of figure 4.1, it shows a list of
imsmanifest files which represent the each different course
structure. In SCORM, imsmanifest file contents the course
organization information. Our Adaptive Pocket SCORM
Reader will list available courseware which has been
downloaded into the SCORM PDA Database. Learner can
choose one of them and start his learning.
In SCORM there are two major structures of a course
were defined. One of them is knowledge based course
structure, which is shown as on the left hand side of figure
4.2, and the other one is linear based structure, which is
shown as on the right hand side of figure 4.2. Our Adaptive
Pocket SCORM Reader is capable to display the course
structure according to defined imsmanifest file which
learner chose to load.
Adaptive Pocket SCORM Reader is able to load
SCORM compatible courseware. There are two display
mode provided by our proposed reader.

Figure 3.2: Relationship of Components within Pocket
SCORM Architecture
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Figure 4.4: Write personal notes down

Figure 4.2: Knowledge based and Linear based
Structure

5. Conclusion and Future Works
Distance Education provides alternative way of learning.
People are benefited from the flexibility of distance
learning since it has broken the time and space limitation.
To extend this flexibility and to make E-Learners able to
learn at any location, we have shown our proposed Pocket
SCORM architecture in this paper. The Implemented
Adaptive Pocket SCORM Reader was also introduced. We
hope our proposed architecture can make E-Learners to
learn easier by using a pocket device which can be carried
to anywhere and enable E-Learners to learn anytime. The
current completed implementation has led us toward to this
goal.
The whole Pocket SCORM architecture has not yet
completed. The future works include completing the PC
Dock and SCORM LMS Server which supports Pocket
SCORM Service API. The cooperation with our SCORM
LMS Server with other LMS Servers is another issue of our
future development. We also hope that we could conduct
some real-world experiment by asking students to
participate a SCORM based course by using our system
under Pocket SCORM Architecture. The actual feedback
from learners can contribute the ideas of future
modification of our proposed structure.

As shown in the left hand side of figure 4.3, the Normal
mode displays the course content according to its original
design. The original design of the course content is too
large to fit in the small display. As a result, learners might
feel inconvenient during browsing the courseware because
it requires learners operate two scroll bars in order to view
the whole page content. Alternatively, our reader provides
another display mode which is called MINE mode.

Figure4.3: Display Mode
By using MINE mode to display the course content, the
layout of the course content will be reflowed to fit in the
display width of the reader. MINE mode enables
learners to use only one hand to operate their pocket
device and view the whole page content.
Another major feature of our Adaptive Pocket SCORM
Reader is a learner is allowed to make notes while he or she
is reading the learning material. The explanatory notes then
will be saved. As shown in figure 4.4, these notes written
by the learner will be recorded in during MINE display
mode.
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Abstract

ULF[2], SOAP[3] and so on.
SCORM is a well-known e-learning standard proposed
by ADL [1, 4] in 1997 with the latest released version 1.3.
The main purposes of the model focus on the durability,
interoperability, accessibility and reusability of learning
resources among the distributed learning environments.
SCORM is combined with IEEE Metadata [7] Dictionary,
IMS [5, 8] Content Packaging, IMS Metadata XML
Binding, AICC [6] Content Structure, AICC Data Model,
AICC Launch and Communication APIs.
Nowadays, some famous academics and organizations
endeavor to build the authoring systems for the
SCORM-compatible learning contents. Consequently, we
believe that an efficient authoring system based on the
user-friendly interface will reduce the cost and time spent
while building such learning materials.
By adopting the important concepts specified by SCORM,
in our developed system, we want to achieve the costs
saving of course contents designing and sharing contents
with those who may design the same and duplicate
learning contents.
Furthermore, from the perspective of learners within the
distance learning environment, the learning activities will
be done via the web browsers and some specialized
LMSs. However, some pedagogic statistical researches
show that, the passive learning materials are important
for the learners, but some pedagogical and additional
information needs to be involved while learning for
enriching the user’s learning activities.
Hence we develop an integrated authoring system, which
provides the authoring abilities for SCORM-compliant
course contents, and also deliberately contains some
special tags to enrich the learning efficiency, and to
obtain the additional information for the analysis of
learner’s learning profiles.
This paper is organized as follows. We will introduce the
SCORM specifications in the second section. And in the
third section, we will illustrate the special tags for the
SCORM-compliant learning materials. The conceptions
of our innovated authoring system will be specified in
Section 4. Finally, the conclusions and some future works
are shown in the last section.

With the improvement of Internet, the learning activities
of the learners have become more and more various and
plentiful. Accordingly, the learning behavior in the
cyberspace may be different from the one in traditional
learning environment. In this paper, we develop an
integrated
authoring
system
based
on
the
SCORM(Shareable Content Object Reference Model)
specification, and provide some special tags that can be
embedded within the learning contents for the learning
activities. The special tags can be categorized to four
types by different properties of pedagogies. The
categorized tags can be taken as the inputs of learning
profiles, or as the condition rules of the learning status.
Additionally, our proposed authoring system also
supports the designing of the various learning materials
and the fulfilling with SCORM simple sequencing
specification. With the functionalities, the editing and
fulfilling the metadata attributes of the learning contents
will be easy to made by using the drag and drop
operations.

Keywords
Distance learning, SCORM, authoring System, learning
activity, learning management system, pedagogic tags.

1. Introduction
For the scope of distance learning, the learning space is
based on the network architecture, that is, the contents of
learning materials will be more various and complicated
than traditional learning. Hence, authoring on the various
learning contents will be an important issue for the
instructors. Besides, if we take into considerations about
the learning efficiency from the learner’s perspective, the
behavior of navigation will play an important role.
Besides, in most present distance learning environments,
the course contents have their varieties and there are no
standards for the authoring. In such situations, the
luxuriance of course contents was enriched, but relatively,
the sharability was accordingly reduced. Even though in
the same LMS (Learning Management System), the
environment that offers the capabilities for the learners to
manipulate the learning activities, the designed course
contents cannot reference each other as their sources.
Consequently, many learning contents or course concepts
need to be re-built and take necessary disk space for the
repository. To solve the issue, many organizations and
academic contribute many models to achieve the
reusability and sharability of course contents, such as

2. SCORM Specifications
SCORM is mainly consisted of the content aggregation
model, the metadata descriptions, run-time environment
and simple sequencing specifications. In the SCORM
Content Aggregation Model [9], it totally defines five
levels to the descriptive content aggregation. With the
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hyperlinks with capabilities of the passive navigation in
the learning environment. They will actively
communicate with the LMS and provide the applicable
learning activities to the learners while learning in the
cyberspace. In the following subsections, we will discuss
the four categorized special tags in our proposed course
authoring system.

definition, instructors can exchange learning content
objects with others easily and reduce the costs of
authoring.
The metadata is the description of the learning objects.
With the metadata mechanism, it is feasible for querying
and searching the content objects. Metadata [11]
definitions are divided into 9 categories in the SCORM
standard as the following:
z General: The general information of the course
objects, such as language, title, etc.
z Lifecycle: The history and status of the course
objects, such as version, status, role, etc.
z Meta-metadata: The information regarding the
metadata itself.
z Technical: The specifications of the technical
requirements, such as format, duration, etc.
z Educational: The educational and pedagogic
characteristics of the course objects.
z Rights: The intellectual property rights and
conditions of using the course objects.
z Relation: Relationship within the course objects.
z Annotation: The comments of the educational
uses of the course objects.
z Classification: The properties used by a specific
classification system.
The Run-Time Environment [10] in SCORM consists of
the API adapters and the Data Model. The Learning
Management System (LMS) will launch SCOs(Shareable
Content Object) to the learners. During the SCOs
launching, some parameters will be transferred to match
the data model and restored as the inputs of the learning
profiles. These operations can be traced in the learning
management system.
The learning sequence is a novel conception described in
SCORM 1.3. With the sequencing specifications, the
instructors can setup some different learning routes for
the learners according to the different condition rules.
The sequence rules are divided into 11 categories, such as
the Sequencing Rules, Limit Conditions, Objective Map
and so on. The instructors can design the learning activity
for a group with more than one learning activity.

Reference Tags
The reference tags can be used in the general learning
materials. By using the reference tags, the instructors can
provide additional learning resources and some
supplementary learning contents to the learners.
With comparing to the conventional tags within the
hypertext markup Language specifications, our proposed
reference Tags contain implicitly the reference conditions
defined by the instructors for the learners. This additional
information will communicate with the learner’s learning
profile and deliver the appropriate reference resources to
the learners. In the reference Tags category, some
necessary tags are included as following:
z [Video]: The instructor of the learning contents
can embed the Video Tags within the leaning
document. By doing so, the learners can just
move the mouse to hover the special tags and
bring out the Video clips in the popup screen
and some output devices, such as the PDA-like
mobile device.
z [Audio]: The main contribution of Audio tags is
to improve the audio progress in the
SCORM-Compliant environment. The instructor
can input the additional information about the
audio learning resources, and the learner can
enjoy the audio performance by creating the
personal registration.
z [URL]: This kind of reference tags seems to be
the same with the HTML definition. But in our
proposed URL tags, the instructor may combine
several reference Urls into one URL Tag. While
the learner performing the onmouseclick action,
the popup dialog will provide some necessary
links for the learning activities to enrich the
learning space.
The above-mentioned Reference Tags will be formed as
the visual styles with cascading the specified serial item
numbers for referring to the learning materials within the
contents repository.

3. Special Tags for SCORM-Compliant learning
materials
In our developed authoring system, in addition to the
abilities of course contents authoring, we define several
special tags for distinguishing different kinds of learning
activities while navigating the online learning contents.
Each of the special tags can be embedded between the
lines into the SCORM-compliant learning materials
generated from the practical authoring tools. When the
learners peruse the manufactured learning materials, the
specific tags will manage each of the functionalities
given by system or assigned by the course designers.
The special tags in our authoring system are divided into
four categories as follows: the Reference Tags, the
Navigation Tags, the Answer Tags, and the Auxiliary
Tags. The four kinds of additional tags embedded in the
learning course contents are different from the general

Navigation Tags
The main functionalities of Navigation Tags are defining
the learners’ learning profiles and the recording of the
progresses while course learning. In the specifications of
our system, some complex learning activities were
involved. By recording certain information while
learning, the gathered information will be worthy for the
instructors to author the learning contents and define the
learning rules to improve the learning efficiency of
learners. The navigation tags in our authoring system are
categorized as following:
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for recording the different objective of each SCO.
In the distance learning environment, the
different SCOs might have the same learning
objective, consequently, we have to add these
kinds of information to the SCOs while learner
trying to navigate the course materials. The
Objective Tags can be formed as [Objective ddd],
where the ‘ddd’ means the number of the learning
objective. There are some detailed tag
information contained in our proposed Objective
tags as the following:
[Objective Measure Tag]: This kind of
objective tags can apply the measurement to
the learning objective. The accomplishment of
each SCO depends on the predefined course
objective, and different SCO has its own
measurement for the objective. Hence we
design the Objective Measure Tag, with the
form of [Objective dddMddd], to see if the
learner has accomplished the course
objectives.
[Objective Weight Tag]: The tag is in highly
relation with the above Objective Measure tag.
After the measure tag is defined, we try to
specify the effect to each learner with the SCO
accomplishment. Consequently, we use this
tag to define the weight of each SCO learning
objective. The tag can be in the form of
[Objective dddWddd].
(c) Cooperative Tags: In traditional learning
environment, the learner can discuss the course
contents or concepts with other learners. In the
distance learning environment, if we want to have
the same methodology for achieving the target,
we have to define additional special tag for those
learners who want to cooperate with others. The
Cooperative learning focuses on the IMS learning
data model [10]. And by adding the tags to the
learning contents, the leaner can figure out the
learning status of other learners, and try to
cooperate with them while progressing the
learning contents.
z [Status Tags]: The Status Tags represent the
current learning status of each learner. There are
four types within the learning status, satisfied,
non-satisfied, completed, and incomplete.
z [Exit Tags]: When the learner wants to quit the
current learning course contents, he/she may use
the exit tag for telling the learning management
system the information, and the system will
record and commit the current learning status of
the leaner.

[Page Tag]: For recording the navigation of
course contents, and adding to the learning
profile. This tag will be formed as [P ddd],
where the ddd is the page number in the course
content. The recorded information can be used
for analyzing in the learning activity tree.
z [Next Page Tag]: This kind of navigation tags
provides the learner to navigate the next page in
the well-structured learning contents. As the
learner clicking on the tag, the status of learning
activity tree will be changed immediately and
recorded to the learning profile.
z [Previous Page Tag]: By providing the Previous
tags, we can be told that which concepts of the
learning materials play the important roles while
learning, or which content will have the most
reference value.
z [Milestone Tags]: The tags define the learning
records of the learner, and contain three detailed
items with it: the Attempt Tags, the Objective
Tags, and the Cooperative Tags.
(a) [Attempt Tags]: Mainly for accounting the
navigation times of each learner. The recorded
information will map to the learning rules set by
the SCORM Simple Sequencing rules.
The detailed Attempt tags are as following:
[Attempt dd/dd]: From learners’ perspective,
the Attempt Tags are used for recording the times
while they trying to obtain further knowledge
within the SCOs. The first parameter “dd” is the
SCO number mapping to the course materials.
According to the SCO number, the content
aggregation will easily be obtained, and the
learning status of each learner will be
consequently kept tracks. Oppositely, when we
want to do the learning in the traditional learning
environment, the learners have to read the
corresponding SCO to the electronic files. And
the system will notice the individual learning
status, and make some controls about the learning.
The second “dd” parameter means the learning
times of each learner. As this paper written, the
digits of the two parameters have the ranges from
0 to 1000.
In this part, we also use the Feedback (% number
condition) Tags to scheme the revealing of
non-computer outputs, such as the electronic
screen within the learning devices. By using such
a mechanism, the leaner may use different device
for the learning activities, and we can still obtain
the learning status of each learner and advise
some information to the leaner. The information
contains the percentage of the learning activities,
the number of the attempt times to the advanced
SCOs, and the conditions for displaying the
methods to pass the advance SCOs. The
conditions contain the following status: All, At
least one, At least %, and None.
(b) [Objective Tags]: The objective tags are designed

Answer Tags
The main functionality of Answer Tags is for the
assessment in the distance learning environment. In the
evaluation of assessment, we take account of the system
automation. Hence, some detailed answer tags for
different kinds of assessment developed as follows:
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[Multiple-Choice Tags]: The tags provide the
multiple choices for the assessment. When the
learner click on this type of tag, the system will
popup the corresponding quiz for the evaluation.
z [True-False Tags]: The same mechanism for the
simple true/false exams for the learners.
z [Fill-in-blank tags]: After performing the
clicking action, the corresponding fill in blank
exam will be popup from the exam repository.
After having the assessment, the system will record the
results of each leaner, and update the learning status, that
is, the ability of each leaner.
Auxiliary Tags
By using the Auxiliary Tags, the learner can decide to
open or disable the additional tags functionality of the
learning environment. There are four types of auxiliary
tags in our proposed system as following:
z [Start]: The Start Tags is used to open the
functionality with all the tags described above.
z [End]: To disable the functionality with all the
tags described above.
z [Pause]: To pause the functionality with all the
tags described above if the leaner need to do
something else for a while.
z [Continue]: To continue the functionality if the
current learning state is set to be Pause. The
system will perform the necessary tasks again
with the current learning status.
Because of the LMS will take responsibility for the
learning profile of each learner, such as the learning time
or the navigation tracks. This is important for the analysis
of the learner and the guiding principle of the instructor.
Accordingly, in the learning environment, we need some
auxiliary tags for aiding the learner with their
convenience.

Figure 1. Architecture of our SCORM-compliant
Authoring System with special tags
Besides the repository mechanism, in the system, we also
provide the easy-to-use query interface for the learners to
obtain the desirable learning resources from the
integrated SCORM metadata descriptions.
Figure 2 shows the System interface of our integrated
Authoring environment. The left-hand side of the
appearance is designed for the special tags embedding.
The main workplace in the middle is the course materials
authoring environment. With such functionalities,
instructors can design the SCO with different medias, and
conduct the course authoring as the traditional Microsoft
FrontPage-like editing environment. After the authoring
activities performed, the output of each SCO and the
associated medias will be stored in the database
repository. The right-hand side of the system tableau is
designed for the Sequencing Management of the
curriculum specified in the SSS (Simple Sequencing
Specification) of SCORM version 1.3. In this working
space, the instructors can also fulfill the metadata of each
SCO, or proceed the authoring the content of each SCO
according to the selection of the items within the popup
content menus.
With the completion of all the authoring and products, the
learners can go forward the learning activities according
to the delegated learning contents. The system will record
the learning activities of each leaner corresponding to the
special tags the instructors designed, and learning profiles
will be stored in the learner profile database. Such a
learning profile can be taken into the analysis of each
learner, and leads to some advanced course contents to
achieve the enrichment of knowledge.

4. System Design
Our integrated Authoring System, which supports the
special tags mechanism, combines three main
technologies and subsystems: the SCO authoring system,
the Special tags embedding system and the Exam
Authoring System. Our proposed system architecture is
as the figure 1, and there are total three databases we may
use in this system, the SCOs database for maintaining the
learning materials, the exams database for assessment,
and the learner profile database for recording the learning
progress of each learner. All the learning contents are
based on the specification of SCORM 1.3, hence we can
easily obtain the relative learning resources with the
sharability.
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system, as seen in the Figure 3. In the system illustration, we
use the drop-down menus for the filling of each SCO
metadata. This will remarkably reduce the burden while
editing the complicated metadata. Furthermore, some
information can be fulfilled as the default value according to
the different identification of the instructors.
In our integrated authoring system, we also provide the
Simple Sequencing Specification for instructors to
standardize the learning sequence of the learning
activities. The conditions can be set easily by selecting
the dropdown menus.
Special Tags Embedding System
In the special tags embedding system, we use the
user-friendly panel-bar-like interface for the embedding
functionalities, as shown in figure 4. The Special tags
embedding system contains the functionalities for the
four categories described above. In each categorized tag,
the instructors can fulfill the necessary information about
the specified tags, as shown in figure 5, by choosing the
item contained in the panel bar, and embed the tags into
the appropriate place with the mouse indexing.

Figure 2. Special Tags Authoring System
In the following subsections, we will elaborate on the
main projects in our proposed system.
SCO Authoring System
As mentioned to the on-line educations, the most fundamental
element we are expecting for is the learning materials. The
learning materials are various and plentiful to trigger the
interesting of the learners. In our proposed authoring system,
we provide the essential functionalities within the general
document editors.

Figure 3. SCO metadata designer
Figure 4. Four categories of special tags for the
SCORM-Compliant learning environment

According to the SCORM 1.3 specification, there are nine
categories for the metadata description. The metadata is
designed for the sharability in the Ilities within SCORM.
According to the criterion of SCORM 1.3 specification, it is
hard for instructors to edit and fill the numerous metadata
attributes of the learning contents and the information of
aggregations. However, those metadata indeed contribute the
fundamentality for the E-learning. Hence in our system, we
provide the automatic and semi-automatic metadata filling

The objective of this subsystem is to insert the specified tags
into the corresponding position within the learning contents.
After the completion, the output of each SCO will still
maintain attributes of the SCORM specifications, and
additional information with the special tag were embedded for
aiding the analysis of learning activities.
In our proposed system, for avoiding the duplications of
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contents authoring costs for the instructors, and apply the
pedagogical tags corresponding to the traditional learning
behaviors. By using the user-friendly authoring interface,
instructors can generate the SCORM-compliant learning
contents and the learning sequence specifications by
performing drag and drop operations. In addition, we also
provide the contents authoring workspace for the familiar
off-the-shelf course designer. It’s desired to be mentioned that
we deliberately design some pedagogical learning tags
embedded in the learning contents to communicate with the
learning activities.
The current version of our integrated system has the adequate
capabilities for the authoring of learning contents. In the future,
we are expecting for the different oncoming generations of
learning, such as the revolution of the online learning
activities. Also, we also intend to make the mobile learning
environment with different learning devices and learning
resources.

output formats, we take into account the different versions of
the learning contents outputs, such as the computer-based
outputs, and the PDA versions outputs. The instructors can
choose the output type of each SCO easily by selecting the
simplified checkbox.

Figure 5. Reference Tag Design Tool

Reference

Exam Authoring System
In our integrated system, the course contents are derived from
the off-the-shelf pre-designed learning contents or developed
via our SCO Authoring System. Learners can process those
learning materials and obtain the knowledge within the
learning contents. From the educational perspectives, the
assessment is an important issue for the learning, especially in
the distance learning environment because of the implications.
Accordingly in our authoring system, we also concern about
the developing of the exam authoring for the instructors to
design the suitable exams for the assessment, and the way to
deal with such learning results.
There are three types of exam styles contained in our exam
authoring system as we mentioned in the Answer Tags
specification. We offer an integrated exam authoring system
for instructors to design all the three types of examination
questions. After the exams authoring, the exams will be
automatically stored in the exams repository and
communicate with the Answer Tags embedded in the learning
contents. The Answer Tags can be defined by the instructors,
and be embedded in the appropriate place within the learning
contents. When the learner starts the navigation to the learning
contents, the Answer Tags will monitor the occurrence that
may be included in the learning activities and perform the
assessment to the learners. Consequently, the learning results
will be taken down into the learner profiles, and influence the
learning activities as the condition rules.
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5. Conclusion and Future Works
Our integrated authoring system is designed with the ideas of
applying the additional learning tags to enrich the learning
efficiency in the distance learning environment. And we adopt
the standard based on the SCORM specifications. There are
three main sub-systems contained in our integrated authoring
system, the SCO authoring system for contents authoring and
metadata fulfilling, the special tags embedding system for
enriching the learning activities, and finally, the exam
authoring system for the assessment and evaluation.
The objective of our system is made to reduce the learning
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Most of these textual materials retrieving approaches
depend on a lexical match between words in users’
requests and words in database objects. Typically only text
objects that contain one or more common words with those
in the users’ query are returned as relevant. These
word-based retrieval systems, however, are far from ideal
─ many objects relevant to a users’ query are missed, and
many unrelated objects are retrieved. Some researches
show that fundamental characteristics of human verbal
behavior result in these retrieval difficulties (Bates, 1986
[3]; Fidel, 1985 [6]; Furnas et al., 1988 [8]). Because of the
tremendous variety in the words people use to describe the
same meaning or concept (synonymy), people will often
use different words from the author or indexer of the
information, and relevant materials will therefore be
missed. On the other hand, since the same word often has
more than one meaning (polysemy), irrelevant materials
will often be retrieved.
Textual retrieval systems that utilize automatic
indexing techniques to create text representatives from
natural language, for better performance, must deal with
the problems of polysemy and synonymy. Polysemy, a
single word form having more than one meaning,
decreases retrieval precision by false matches. While
synonymy, multiple words having the same meaning,
decreases the recall by missing true conceptual matches.
We try to overcome these problems by indexing
textual information by its underlying concepts, rather than
the keywords (word forms). All human languages have
words that can mean different things in different contexts,
such words with multiple meanings are potentially
ambiguous. Polysemy and synonymy can be handled by
assigning different senses of a word different concept
identifiers and assigning the same concept identifier to
synonyms. Such the process of deciding which of their
several meanings is intended in a given context is known
as Word Sense Disambiguation (WSD). In other words,
word sense disambiguation is the task of automatically
figuring out the intended meaning (concept) of a word
when used in a sentence. Accurate word sense
disambiguation can lead to better results for information
retrieval. The words in an English question can be
“disambiguated” and the query subsequently expanded to
include similar words from online dictionaries.
Furthermore, the searched objects can also be processed in
similar way.

Interaction between the student and the instructor is
important for the student to gain knowledge. Also, one of
the major tasks on the instructor in e-learning is to reply
student e-mails and posted messages. Students usually
raise their questions by these two methods in an e-learning
environment. In this paper, we introduce a semantic-based
automated question answering system that can act like a
virtual teacher to respond to student questions online. With
the system, not only the instructor can be relieved from the
load of answering lots of questions, but also the student
can mostly get answers promptly without waiting for the
instructor to get online and provide an answer. This would
be a big help for both the instructor and the student in
e-learning.
Through the process of raising questions and getting
answers, the knowledge base will be enriched for future
questions answering. Further, not only the students can get
answers for their questions, but also the instructors could
know what problems students encounter in learning. These
would be big aids to both the teaching and the learning.
Keywords:

automated question answering, natural
language processing, distance education,
word sense disambiguation, Wordnet.

1. Introduction
For the interactions between the instructor and the
student in distance learning, there is a problem that the
instructor cannot be online all the time and it is not
possible for the instructor to deal with lots of questions
from students in a timely manner. Therefore, an automated
question answering system is definitely needed in
e-learning. To build an automated question answering
system, question-answer (Q&A) sets from students
(questions) and the instructor (answers) must be collected
first as initial knowledge base for the system.
Most existing question answering systems are based,
either directly or indirectly, on models of the traditional
Information retrieval (IR) system. Examples of classic
models include the probabilistic [17] or Bayes classifier
model [21], and the vector space model (Salton et al., 1975
[18]). Many others have been proposed and are being used
(Van Rijsbergen, 1986 [21, 22]; Deerwester et al. [5], 1990;
Fuhr [7], 1992; Turtle and Croft, 1991 [20]).
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Table 1. Some semantic relations defined in Wordnet.

Human beings are especially sophisticated at WSD.
For example, given the sentence “The bank holds the
mortgage on my home”, we immediately know that the
bank here refers to a financial institution that accepts
deposits and channels the money into lending activities.
Whereas given the sentence “He sat on the bank of the
river and watched the currents”, the bank here means the
sloping land beside a body of water. But unfortunately, it is
very difficult for computers to do the same job effortlessly.
Because meaningful sentences are composed of
meaningful words, any computer system that hopes to
process natural languages as human do must have
information about words and their meanings. This
information is traditionally provided through dictionaries,
and digitalized dictionaries are now widely available. But
most dictionaries are designed and constructed for the
convenience of human readers, not for machines.
Fortunately, there are a few machine-readable dictionaries
emerged and developed continuously. One of the most
widely known is the Wordnet, developed by George Miller
at Princeton University. We will introduce it later in this
paper.

Semantic Relation

Meaning

Example

Synonymy

X is similar to f(X)

homo, man, human

Hypernym

X is a kind of f(X)

Apple is a kind of

Hyponym

f(X) is a kind of X

Zebra is a kind of

Holonym

X is a part/member of f(X)

Wheel is a part of a

Meronym

X has part/member f(X)

Table has part leg

Antonym

f(X) is the opposite of X

Wet is the opposite of

being, human
fruit
Horse
car

dry

The two most typical relations for nouns are
hyponymy and hypernymy. These relations connect two
synsets if one referred to by another is “is a kind of”, or “is
a specific example of”. That is, if synset A is a kind of
synset B, then A is the hyponym of B, and B is the
hypernym of A (C. Fellbaum, 1998 [4]). For instance, {car,
auto, automobile, machine, motorcar} are the hyponyms of
{motor vehicle, automotive vehicle}, and {motor vehicle,
automotive vehicle} are their hypernyms.
The other typical relations for nouns are holonymy
and meronymy. These relations connect two synsets if one
referred to by another one is “is a part of”. That is, synset
A is a meronym of synset B if A is a part of B. Conversely,
B is a holonym of A if B has A as a part. There are three
types of holonyms: Member–Of, Substance–Of and
Part–Of. Conversely there are three types of meronyms:
Has–Member, Has–Substance and Has–Part (C. Fellbaum,
1998 [4]).
Two other relations defined for nouns are antonymy
and attribute. Antonymy links together two noun words
that are opposites of each other.
Two major relations defined for verbs in WordNet are
hypernymy and troponymy. These relations are similar to
the noun hypernymy and hyponymy relations respectively.
Synset A is the hypernym of B, if B is one way to A, and B
is then the troponym of A (C. Fellbaum, 1998 [4]). Just
like nouns, verbs synsets are also linked through the
relation of antonymy. Other relations defined for verbs are
entailment and cause.
The semantic relations for adjectives and adverbs in
WordNet are fewer than those for nouns and verbs, and
adverbs have even far fewer relations. The most frequent
relation defined for adjectives is similar to. As nouns and
verbs, the semantic relation antonymy links together words
that are opposite in meaning to each other for both
adjectives and adverbs
We utilize Wordnet to accomplish word sense
disambiguation (WSD), the result is - each keyword in a
sentence in the documents and query is mapped into its
corresponding semantic form (concept) as defined in
Wordnet. Not only we can use the semantic meaning of the
keywords to index the content, but also this step enables
subsequent query expansion based on semantic concepts
rather than keywords. We will explain these procedures
later.

2. Wordnet
WordNet is a machine-readable dictionary (MRD)
developed by George Miller and his colleagues at the
Cognitive Science Laboratory at Princeton University. It is
an online lexical database designed for use under program
control, it provides a more effective combination of
traditional lexicographic information and modern
computing (George Miller, 1993 [9]). WordNet is like a
dictionary in that it stores words and meanings. However it
differs from traditional ones in many aspects. For example,
words in WordNet are arranged semantically instead of
alphabetically. Synonymous words are grouped together
into synonym sets, called synsets. Each such synset
represents a single distinct sense or concept. For example,
in Wordnet, the synset {car, auto, automobile, machine,
motorcar} represents the concept of “4-wheeled motor
vehicle; usually propelled by an internal combustion
engine”.
WordNet stores information about words that belong
to four parts–of–speech: nouns, verbs, adjectives and
adverbs. There are 129,509 words organized in 99,643
synsets, Approximate 17% of the words in WordNet are
polysemous; approximate 40% have one or more
synonyms, some 300 prepositions, pronouns, and
determiners — although play an important role in any
natural language parsing system, they are given no
semantic illustration in WordNet (George A. Miller,
Richard Beckwith, 1993 [10]).
Wordnet database groups English nouns, verbs,
adjectives, and adverbs into sets of synonyms that are in
turn linked through semantic relations that determine word
definitions and senses. WordNet features a rich set of
299,711 relation links among words, between words and
synsets, and between synsets. Table 1 lists some of the
semantic relations (links) defined in Wordnet (C. Fellbaum,
1998 [4]).
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3. Word Sense Disambiguation

Depth in the hierarchy is another attribute often used.
The hierarchy of WordNet is deep, the type of link in
WordNet is explicit, such as IS-A-KIND-OF and
HAS-PART. Some of the studies that have used the above
concept include Sussna (Sussna,1993 [19]) who weighted
the edges by using the density of the sub-hierarchy, the
depth in the hierarchy and the type of link. (Leacock and
Chodorow, 1998 [13]) also rely on the length of the
shortest path between two synsets for their measure of
similarity. However, they limit their attention to
IS-A-KIND-OF links and scale the path length by the
overall depth D of the taxonomy. They all reported
improvement compared to straight edge counting.
Information (node) Based Approaches
Those analytic methods described above now face
competition from statistical and machine learning
techniques. And some hybrid approaches, that combine a
knowledge-rich source, such as a thesaurus, with a
knowledge-poor source, such as corpus statistics (Resnik,
1995 [15]; Lin, 1998; Jiang and Conrath, 1997 [12]), have
been proposed.
Face above problems with distance related measures,
Resnik (Resnik, 1995 [16]) proposed the idea of
information content of the concepts ─ he combined
together ontology and corpus. By the intuition that the
similarity between a pair of concepts may be judged by
“the extent to which they share information”, Resnik
defines the similarity of two concepts defined in WordNet
to be the maximum information content of their lowest
super-ordinate (most specific common subsumer) The
Information Content of a concept relies on the probability
of encountering an instance of the concept. Resnik used the
relative frequency of occurrence of each word in the
Brown Corpus to compute this probability.
(Jiang and Conrath, 1997 [12]) also used information
content to measure semantic relatedness, but they
combined it with edge counting using a formula that also
took into account local density, node depth and link type.
Their approach uses the notion of information content in
the form of the conditional probability of encountering an
instance of a child-synset when given an instance of a
parent-synset. Thus the information content of the two
nodes, as well as that of their most specific/lowest
subsumer, plays a role.
Our WSD approach
Word-sense disambiguation is the core of our system.
In our system, each keyword in the question and Q&A sets
is indexed with its corresponding concept (sense-id)
defined in Wordnet. So the performance of WSD is critical
for correctly retrieving the answer for user’s question.
Besides, this would also facilitate subsequent query
expansion based on semantic concepts rather than
keywords.
Our method is a hybrid approach that combines a
knowledge-rich source, Wordnet, with a knowledge-poor
source, the Internet (World Wide Web) search. Not only
the World Wide Web is the most rich and domain
extensive natural language text resource, but also the
context on it is very up to date and grows continuously. As
the context of webpages on the Internet are composed by

Word sense disambiguation (WSD) is the task of
deciding which sense a word has in a given context. It has
been very difficult to formalize the automatic process of
disambiguation, which humans can do so effortlessly.
Much of the early semantic relatedness study in
natural language processing centered around the use of
Roget's thesaurus (Yaworsky 92 [23]). As WordNet
became available later, most of the new work utilized it
(Agirre & Rigau 96 [1], Resnik 95 [16], Jiang & Conrath
97 [12]). One of the many applications of semantic
similarity models is for word sense disambiguation
(WSD).
Let’s now look at some WSD methods that have been
proposed based on Wordnet. A common method of
measuring semantic similarity is to consider the taxonomy
as a tree or lattice in semantic space. The distance between
concepts/nodes within that space is then taken as a
measurement of the semantic similarity. These methods
can roughly be classified into two types. Basically, one is
based-on the edges (semantic links) between synsets, the
other is based-on the information content.
Edge-based Approaches
In the line of the edge-based approach, semantic
distance is calculated using the edge counting principle. If
all the edges (branches of the tree) are of equal length, then
the number of intervening edges between two synsets is a
measure of the distance. The measurement usually used
(Rada et al. 1989 [14], and Lee et al. 1993) is the shortest
path between concepts. This relies on an ideal taxonomy
with edges of equal length. Unfortunately in taxonomies
based on natural languages, the edges are not the same
length.
A number of different methods related to distance
using edges have been modified to try to correct the
problem of this non-uniformity. These modifications
include the density of the sub-hierarchies, the depth in the
hierarchy where the word is found, the type of links.
(Hirst and St-Onge’s, 1998 [11]) measure semantic
relatedness based on that, two lexicalized concepts are
semantically close if their WordNet synsets are connected
by a path that is not too long and that “does not change
direction too often”.
The use of density is based on the observation that
words in a more densely part of the hierarchy are more
closely related than words in sparser areas (Agirre and
Rigau 1996 [1]). They proposed the conceptual density
concept for WSD. Given the WordNet as the structured
hierarchical network, the conceptual density for a sense of
a word is proportional to the number of contextual words
that appear on a sub-hierarchy of the WordNet where that
particular sense exists. The correct sense can be identified
as the one that has the highest density value.
For this density concept to be valid, the hierarchy
must be fairly complete or at least the distribution of words
in the hierarchy has to closely reflect the distribution of
words in the language. Unfortunately, neither of these
conditions holds completely. Furthermore, the observation
about density may be an overgeneralization, just like
simple edge counting is.
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4. The Question Answering System

innumerable people, the validity for used as a WSD source
is thus guaranteed. Furthermore, there are now a few
sophisticated and powerful keyword-based (lexical) World
Wide Web search engines can be used to help the task.
We utilize AltaVista search engine which supports
complex Boolean search through its advanced search
function, including brackets, AND, OR, NOT, and NEAR
operators. For the context of a question or Q&A sets, the
words are paired, and each word is disambiguated by
searching the Internet with queries formed using different
senses (actually, the word forms in each synsets) of each of
the two words. The senses are then ranked by the number
of hits with normalization. All the words in the context are
processed and senses are ranked in this way. The algorithm
is as follows.
Our WSD algorithm
1.

The architecture of the semantic based automated
question answering system is shown in Figure 1. There are
six main components in the system, including the
questioner assistant agent, the Q&A acquirer, the Q&A
database, the lexical parser, the semantic index module and
the answer generator.

Given T={t 1, t2 , t 3 …., tn}, is a set of terms (word forms) from a
user question or a Q&A set (or any text document), to disambiguate
every terms:

2.

For each pair {t i, t j} of terms from the set T, where 1 ≤ i, j ≤ n, i ≠ j;

3.

Look up in Wordnet for every synsets defined for t i and tj
respectively, store them in the sets S i, Sj, thus Si = {si1, si2,
si3 …, sim} which is the set of all possible senses/synsets of

Figure 1. Architecture of the Semantic-based Automated
Question Answering
The functions of the components are briefly described as
follows.
z
Questioner Assistant Agent: The main function of
this component is to be the interface between the
student/questioner and the Q&A system. The student
can send his questions and receive answers via this
agent. He can also provide relevance feedback to
improve the search results.
z
Q&A Acquirer: This
component
presents
unanswered questions from the Questioner Assistant
Agent to the instructor and provides an interface for
the instructor to manually answer the questions. This
would form new Q&A sets which are then saved to
the Q&A database. We have this component for
user’s questions might be unanswered by the system
due to there is no corresponding answer for it in the
Q&A database.
z
Q&A Database: This is the repository of all Q&A
sets and their metadata (semantic index). It can be
collected on a question-by-question basis through the
Q&A acquirer, or from a batch file arranged by the
instructor.
z
Lexical Parser: This component accepts sentences
from user question or Q&A sets, and tags
part-of-speech (POS) for them. These words
combined with their part-of-speech would be used to
query the Wordnet for their synsets. As we have
mentioned earlier, Wordnet database groups English
nouns, verbs, adjectives, and adverbs into sets of
synonyms, so it is critical to choose the correct
part-of-speech for the words in sentences for later
query to Wordnet. For example, in the sentence “I
like to swim”, the part-of-speech of the term “like”
here is a verb, not an adjective. For being as a verb,

term ti, where ti has m senses/synsets defined in Wordnet; Sj =
{sj1 ,

sj2 ,

j

s 3 …,

sjn}

which is the set of all possible

senses/synsets of term t j, where t j has n senses/synsets defined
in Wordnet;
4.

/*note that Si and Sj are sets of synsets*/

From Wordnet, get all the synonymous terms defined in every
synsets in Si and Sj. For example, for synset si1 in Si we get a
set of terms Wi1 = {w i1(1), w i1(2) …, w i1(y)}, which is the set of
all terms representing a single unique concept defined in
Wordnet, and for this example, there are y synonymous terms
(word forms) defined in synset si1; the same work are done for
every synsets in S i, Sj;

5.

For each synsets in Si (for sia , a=1 to m)

/* s i1 , si2, si3 …, sim

respectively */
For each synsets in Sj (for sjb, b=1 to n)

6.

/* sj1, sj2, sj3 …,

j

s n respectively */
7.

Search the WWW using AltaVista by the query
Q(sia , sjb ) = (w ia(1) OR w ia (2) … OR w ia (y)) AND (w
i (1)
b

OR w ib (2) … OR w ib(z))

/* note that here the

AND, OR and brackets in the query are the
operators provided by AltaVista’s search function */
Similarity between two senses ─ sense sia of the

8.

term t i and sense sjb of the term t j is calculated as,
Sim(sia , sjb) = ( number of hits of Q(sia , sjb) ) / (y+z)
/* divided by y+z for normalization */
9.
10.
11.

End for
End for
Select the pair of synsets having the lagest Similarity value as
the correct senses for term t i, and term t j respectively.

12.

End for
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5. System Implementation

the retrieved synset might be {wish, care, like};
while for being as an adjective, the retrieved synset
could be {like, similar}. The Maximum
Entropy-Inspired (MEI) parser is one of the best, so
we integrated it into our system.
Semantic Index Module: This module is the core of
the system. It takes the output (words with their POS
from a question or Q&A set) of lexical parser as the
arguments to query for the synsets in Wordnet and
search the WWW to carry out WSD for these words.
In Wordnet, each such synset represents a single
distinct sense or concept, and is assigned a unique
identification, called sense id. After we disambiguate
words in a text, we get the corresponding
concepts/senses defined in Wordnet for the words,
and use their sense id as the index for that text. The
text here is a user question or Q&A sets.
Answer Generator: This component computes the
match rank between the semantic index of a new
incoming question and the semantic index of the
Q&A sets in the Q&A database. We use the simple
Boolean match to retrieve semantically related Q&A
sets to the user question, and rank the match list by
equation 1:
For a pair of Boolean matched question q and Q&A
set qai, the rank for them is
Rank(q, qai) =

A prototype of the system has been developed. About
2,000 Q&A sets in the area of science have been built for
testing. The user can key in an English question in natural
language about this area and get answers immediately. The
answers are ordered according to their ranking.
For the questioner assistant agent, an interface for the
student to ask questions and get answers is developed, as
shown in Figures 2 and 3. Under the interface of Figure 2,
the student can submit his/her question. And he or she can
receive a list of answers from the answer generator as in
Figure 3. The student can evaluate the answers for
improvement of the system. If no satisfactory answer is
shown on the answer list, the question is sent to the Q&A
acquirer by the question assistant agent to be presented to
the instructor.

M ×C
………. equation 1,
qai

Figure 2: The student interface – Ask a question

where M is the total count of instance of any concept
matches, C is the count of unique concept match, | qai|
is the length (number of all words) of the Q&A set
qai.
For example, if a user question q is indexed with
Wordnet sense id’s as {2, 5, 30}, and there is a
matched Q&A set qai, which is indexed as {2, 78, 3, 2,
50, 61, 13, 5, 2}, and the length of qai is 25. then the
rank of this Q&A set to the question is:
Rank(q, qai) =

M ×C
(3 + 1) × 2
=
,
qai
25

as there are three instances of match of the sense-id
“2”, one instance of match of sense-id “5”, and there
are two distinct sense-id’s, “2” and “5” matched.
The answer generator then produces the final
answer list and sends it to the question assistant agent.
Relevance feedback is an important strength. After
the student receives a list of answers from the system, the
student question can be reformulated by relevance
feedback. The idea is that questions specified by students
sometimes fail to describe completely what those students
want. As a result, typical questions miss many relevant
answers. However, if the student can identify some
retrieved answers as relevant, then the system can use this
information to reformulate the original question into a new
one that may capture some of the concepts not explicitly
specified in the original question, which will hopefully
yield improved results.

Figure 3: The student interface – Show the answers and get
feedback
For the Q&A acquirer, an interface for the instructor
to answer questions is also constructed, as shown in
Figures 4. Under this interface, the instructor can collect
student questions. The interface shows a list of unanswered
questions to the instructor. And the instructor can choose
any question to respond with an answer. An agent can also
help the instructor to retrieve related answers from the
Q&A database. Or the instructor can just fill in the answer
directly. The Q&A pair is then saved to the Q&A database
by the Q&A acquirer.
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Figure 4: The instructor interface – List
unanswered-questions

6. Conclusions and Future Work
A system designed for automatically answering
student questions in an e-learning environment is
developed. It can score possible answers and presents the
answers to the student in semantic way. It is very important
to have such a system in e-learning to help both the
instructor and the student.
Most of text retrieving approaches depend on a lexical
match between words in users’ requests and words in
database objects. These word-based retrieval systems, are
far from ideal ─ many objects relevant to a users’ query
are missed, and many unrelated objects are retrieved. This
is due to the tremendous variety in the words people use to
describe the same meaning or concept (synonymy), and the
same word often has more than one meaning (polysemy).
We overcome these problems of ambiguity by indexing
textual information with its underlying concepts using
Wordnet and our proposed WSD method. Students thus
can use any words they get used to, to raise their questions
in natural language. Furthermore, they can describe their
needs freely, rather than striving to choose suitable key
terms and use complex query operators.
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Abstract

attending an on-campus class would provide. Consequently,
we have been engaged with DEN to provide collaboration
tools that would make the learning experience more interactive. Our first project is a multiuser audio chat room system
that is designed to allow groups of students to discuss assignments, allow teaching assistants to conduct lab sessions,
and enable student questions and feedback during lectures.
The multiuser audio chat system involves numerous
technical challenges that need to be addressed to build such
an application. The number of participants in a chat session
may be several dozens, with each student needing to hear
and possibly talk to any other person in the session. Additionally, the end-to-end audio latency needs to be kept sufficiently low such that natural interaction is possible. Hence,
we aim for our system to be scalable, practical (e.g., work
with different types of network connections), integratable
into the DEN infrastructure, and extensible with new features (e.g., speaker recognition).
In this study we report on the design and implementation of our AudioPeer chat room that is built on our overlay
network multi-cast protocol called YimaCast. We have chosen a peer-to-peer (P2P) architecture to allow the chat room
system to scale to a large user base without requiring massive resources on a central server system. We present design
choices and implementation details of our system and provide some initial experimental results. The contributions
of this report are in its description of multiple components
that integrate into a fully working implementation. An initial field test of AudioPeer with a pilot class was conducted
during the fall 2003 semester.
The rest of this report is organized as follows. Section 2 details the system design and components. Preliminary experimental results are presented in Section 3 while
Section 4 surveys the related work. Finally, future extensions and enhancements are described in Section 5.

Educational tools that utilize the Internet to reach offcampus students are becoming more popular and many educational institutions are exploring their use. We report on a multiuser audio chat system that is using a multicast peer topology
and is based on a new audio streaming protocol called YimaCast.
The tool is designed to foster collaboration and interactive learning between students, teaching assistants and instructors. The decentralized nature of the audio chat system avoids bottlenecks and
allows it to scale to large groups of participants.
We describe the system architecture, its multiple components
and how it integrates with the existing distance education infrastructure at our university. We include some preliminary results
from our prototype system that demonstrate the feasibility and
practicalilty of our approach.

1 Introduction
The expanding capabilities of the Internet to handle digital media streams is enabling new applications and
transforming existing applications in many areas. One of
the fields that is profoundly affected is higher education.
Traditionally, students have attended classes in lecture halls
on college and university campuses. The next step was distance education, enabled via video satellite links. More
recently, new communications media have broadened the
potential audience and allowed anybody with a broadband
Internet connection to potentially receive audio, video and
slide presentations on their computers.
However, with the basic lecture distribution technology now being available, many educational institutions are
grappling with the impact of this technological shift in education. Many pedagogical and policy issues must be resolved in addition to the technological challenges. The University of Southern California’s Distance Education Network (DEN) is actively engaging in learning and technological issues to provide both on- and off-campus students with
tools that enhance their learning experience. There is evidence from learning and psychology research that a simple
one-way communication (i.e., lecture broadcast) is providing less of a learning experience for a student than actually

2 System Design and Components
Our system aims to provide an efficient audio chat application with low audio latency. One of the primary concerns is an efficient interconnection topology and architecture. An immediate first approach would be to connect each
participant to a central server that merges incoming audio
streams and then distributes the final mixed result to every
listener that is connected. The advantage of such a star layout is that the sessions can be centrally managed and the

∗ This research has been funded in part by equipment gifts from Intel
and Hewlett-Packard, unrestricted cash grants from the Lord Foundation
and by the Integrated Media Systems Center, a National Science Foundation Engineering Research Center, Cooperative Agreement No. EEC9529152.
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The audio manager, described in Section 2.2, captures audio
samples and plays them continuously. It also mixes incoming audio packets sent from neighboring AudioPeers connected through the YimaCast delivery path, subtracts the
mixed stream, and forwards the result to the designated destination nodes.
An AudioPeer can take on one of five different functional roles: active peer, time-shifted peer, passive peer (or
listener), recorder, and player. An active peer participates in
online discussions. It requires low end-to-end latency with
other active peers. A time-shifted peer may suspend the
play-out of the current discussion temporarily. In the meantime, it automatically records the incoming audio packets
into a file, which can be reproduced when the user requests
a resume operation. To catch up with the current on-going
session, it may skip some audio packets, such as silence. A
listener is a passive user who mostly listens to the current
discussion and speaks infrequently. It requires less tight delay bounds, enabling higher audio quality. Usually, active
peers are located near the Yimacast core node, while listeners are attached to the leaves of the tree. A recorder, a
special case of a listener, receives audio packets and stores
them in an audio file. Finally, a player renders pre-recorded
audio content stored on the voice2text indexing server.
The distance education network (DEN) at our university provides all registered students with electronically
available educational services. The web-based authentication server maintains class information, registered user information, and recorded lecture materials. Thus, any user of
our system is authenticated through the DEN system. After
verifying a user, the server then forwards the login information to the rendezvous point server.
The rendezvous point (RP) server is the bootstrap node
that enables an authenticated node to join ongoing sessions.
To this end, it stores information about users, currently
available sessions, and other peers. For administrative purposes it also provides a statistics viewer and an YimaCast
topology visualizer. Once an AudioPeer is authenticated, it
can freely join and leave sessions at any time without contacting the RP server because YimaCast allows decentralized tree migration by design.
The voice2text indexing service allows users to perform a keyword search and retrieve the matching audio
fragments through a web interface. Functionally it consists of an audio recorder and an indexing server. The
recorder is connected to one of the AudioPeers in every
live session and stores the audio packets in a file. The indexing server then extracts keywords and associated audio
fragments from these files (currently an off-line process).
We plan to use three audio processing plug-ins: speech
recognition, speaker identification, and audio classification.
Speech recognition generates keyword indices by comparing speech in an audio signal to words in the speech recognition dictionary. Speaker identification identifies speakers
in an audio signal by comparing voices in an audio sig-
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Figure 1. Overall architecture of AudioPeer
with YimaCast.
delay for the sound streams to be relayed by the server depends mostly on the distance of the users from the server.
The disadvantages of this architecture are that the central
server requires a large amount of resources (for example
memory and network bandwidth) that is proportional to the
number of participants. Furthermore, the server can easily
become a bottleneck and also is a single point of failure.
Therefore, we adopted a distributed peer architecture where
a newly joining user may be connecting to one of her peers
who is already participating in an ongoing audio chat session. We call this low bandwidth consuming overlay network YimaCast.
One of the challenges with a distributed architecture
is that the end-to-end audio latency may be more variable.
From existing research we know that for an interactive conversation the delay from the microphone input through the
transmission to the audio speaker output should not exceed
150 to 250 milliseconds for a natural conversation. Our audio chat system is designed to work within these limits and
to dynamically adjust peer connectivity to optimize the audio transmission. Audio mixing is performed at each multicast member node to reduce the network bandwidth significantly. As a result, many simultaneous audio chat sessions
can be supported. While YimaCast manages the multicast
tree within a session, multi-session management is provided
at the system’s level. Our software suite consists of four
components as shown in Figure 1: multiple AudioPeers, a
rendezvous point (RP) server, an authentication server, and
a voice2text indexing service.
AudioPeer denotes the integrated collection of modules that allow a user to attend audio conferences. It includes an embedded web browser, an application-level multicast connection manager, and an audio manager. From
the embedded web browser the user can contact the authentication server and log onto the system. An interface
to query and retrieve pre-recorded audio files is also provided. The connection manager handles the applicationlevel connections with other remote AudioPeers through
the YimaCast application-level shared multicast protocol.
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nal to those of speakers in a speaker identification dictionary. Finally, audio classification recognizes specific audio
types such as thunder, applause, or laughter, and stores time
stamped information for classification based queries.

a heuristic Shortest Path Tree (SPT) algorithm, which attaches the new node to the nearest known nodes in the multicast tree. The design is to achieve minimum tree delay cost
while concurrently minimizing the service interruptions to
the existing nodes when modifying the tree.

2.1

YimaCast is also designed to handle the dynamics of a
distributed environment. At run time, various errors can occur, e.g., the failure to establish a connection with the parent
node, the loss of a connection during operation, the loss of
the core node, etc. By incorporating a multi-layered error
handling policy, YimaCast can repair most of these errors
without asking for help from the RP server. Our experiments also show that most of the errors are recoverable in
this distributed manner.

YimaCast Protocol

YimaCast is an application-level multicast protocol
designed to serve as a reliable audio streaming platform
that provides minimum overall end-to-end delay among all
peer nodes. Aiming at high reliability and low latency, the
YimaCast protocol dynamically maintains a shared multicast tree among all peer nodes. For space reasons we must
restrict our presentation of the YimaCast protocol to a relatively high-level description.
2.1.1

Tree Construction and Maintenance
2.1.2 QoS-based Tree Optimization

YimaCast builds and maintains the multicast tree by confining the operation of the AudioPeer client to the well-defined
states shown in Figure 2.

YimaCast addresses two QoS issues related to audio conferencing: the end-to-end delay and playback hiccups. The
end-to-end delay denotes the latency between speakers and
listeners and the goal is to minimize this delay. Playback
hiccups are caused by the variable delivery time of packets over a standard TCP/IP network. Data buffering at the
playback side can help to smooth out jitters, but at the price
of increasing the end-to-end delay. To solve the conflicting goals between these two QoS issues, YimaCast introduces a dynamic tree optimization algorithm that depends
on the participants’ individual QoS demands for the audio
chat room.

TIME_OUT
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JOIN_CMD

Core

Joining*

JOIN_REFER

JOIN_RESP(OK)

Setup*

Select*

Recover*

Leaving*

LEAVE_CMD

A user may be in either a listening or a speaking mode.
Naturally, users who speak more frequently require shorter
end-to-end latency because too much delay between speakers will make the conversation uncomfortable. At the same
time, users who are mostly listening may tolerate a longer
delay. In this case, the focus should be on minimizing the
playback hiccups to obtain a better listening experience.

Joined

* Transient states with time out

Figure 2. AudioPeer state diagram.
Tree construction is initiated with a connection to the
RP server, which replies with information needed for the
AudioPeer client to set up an audio connection with the exiting peer nodes. The bootstrap phase is the only time when
the YimaCast protocol needs to contact a central server; after that, all tree maintenance is performed in a distributed
manner. In order to achieve the minimum end-to-end delay,
we must to solve the famous Steiner Tree problem, which
is known to be N P-complete [3]. Fortunately, since all the
nodes in our tree are multicast members, the Steiner Tree
problem is reduced to the minimum spanning tree (MST)
problem, which can be solved in polynomial time. There
exist several centralized and distributed algorithms to solve
the MST problem, e.g., Prim’s algorithm [5] and the approach proposed by Gallager et al. [7]. However, these algorithms need to rebuild the complete tree every time when
there is a node join or leave operation. They are not suitable
for our application which operates in a very dynamic environment. Hence, during the join process, YimaCast uses

Dynamically reducing the end-to-end delay among
speakers is achieved by clustering the speaker nodes. This is
carried out by continuously monitoring the behavior of the
user and – if a user speaks frequently – gradually migrating her toward the core. On the other hand, if a user keeps
silent for extended times during a chat session, the client
will increase the audio playback buffer to reduce audio hiccups. With this algorithm, active peers move closer to the
core while passive peers are migrated to the edges of the
tree, hence the QoS requirements of both groups are met.
It is very noteworthy to mention here that the selection of
the core node does not significantly affect the performance
of the optimization. The reason is that the core node is
only used as the generic reference direction in which active
peers move together. Once clustered, the delay between the
speakers is optimized. Therefore, the optimization result is
relatively independent of the core position.
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Figure 3. Audio mixer module.

2.2

Software-Based Audio Mixing

The audio mixing algorithm focuses on minimizing
the network utilization for our audio conferencing application. Unlike in video conferencing, it is possible to aggregate the uncompressed audio sources through simple arithmetic calculations, preserving the original audio bandwidth.
Table 1 lists the currently supported audio media types
and their characteristics: high-quality, low latency (PCM
stereo); medium-quality, low latency (PCM mono); lowquality, low latency (GSM.610); and high-quality, high latency (MPEG-1 Layer 3). Among the audio codecs available, GSM.610 is reported to have a small compression delay and a tolerable audio quality. The high-quality high latency audio format is useful because some AudioPeers, participating as listeners or recorders may be connected via a
low bandwidth network.
Each peer node is equipped with an audio mixing
module that relays the incoming audio from remote nodes
to the outgoing connections. Our design allows heterogeneous audio transmissions and each conference participant can create a specific quality of audio samples, such
as PCM stereo sound and GSM mono sound. We use a
software-based audio mixing algorithm called decode-mixencode [12]. A linear mixing algorithm requires all the input audio bitstreams to be uncompressed for simple arithmetic additions and subtractions. Thus, all incoming encoded bitstreams are decoded into their uncompressed form,
and the resulting uncompressed bitstreams are merged to a
mixed bitstream. This stream is later used when constructing the outgoing streams for each respective remote nodes.
To illustrate, consider an example with three peer
nodes, A, B, and C, connected as shown in Figure 3 (A
is connected to B and C). Peer A locally captures uncompressed audio samples with a bandwidth of 1.5 Mbps; two
unidirectional links between A and B are constructed to
transfer compressed audio packets, say, as 13 Kbps GSM
streams. The links between A and C use uncompressed
PCM audio transmissions at 64 Kbps. A receives the audio
packets β and γ respectively from B and C. It also generates newly captured audio packets α periodically. With this
information the audio mixer performs the following steps.

Simple addition, while preserving the volume level
throughout a chat session, may cause integer overflows
when multiple talkspurts are added simultaneously. Another approach, dividing the original talkspurt by the number of participants or by the number of active talkspurts
before adding it to the mixed stream, prevents this overrun problem. However, it requires intelligent floor control
mechanism to detect the active talkspurts and generates additional exchange overhead of control messages.
Our implementation uses an augmented version of the
simple addition algorithm. It detects overruns before the addition step and lowers the volume level of the audio sources.
The mixer is implemented as a single thread with real-time
priority. It is blocked until the local capture module sends
a signal to wake it up. Immediately, it collects the uncompressed incoming audio samples, aggregates them and subtracts the original data. This mechanism guarantees a continuous hiccup-free audio transmission to the remote nodes.
One slight drawback is that it may increase overall end-toend delay because of queuing delays at the mixing module.

3 Experimental Evaluation
We present some preliminary results from experiments
measuring the end-to-end audio delay between two AudioPeer clients in a LAN/WAN environment and identify
the primary causes of any delays. We performed our experiments on a Windows platform. Note that all results are subject to improvements due to changes in audio I/O drivers,
operating system support, and specialized hardware.
The end-to-end audio delay can be modeled as the
summation of the capture interval, the play-out delay, and
any network latency. With our experiments, we identified
the two primary components of the end-to-end audio delay: the capture interval and minimum play-out delay. The
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Compression Type
Audio Format
Bits per Sample
Channels
Sampling Rate
Delivery Rate
Usage Method
Latency Requirement
Audio Quality

Supported audio media types
uncompressed
compressed
PCM
PCM
GSM.610
MPEG Layer3
8
16
8
16
mono
stereo
mono
stereo
8 KHz/16 KHz
48 KHz
8 KHz
48 KHz
64 Kbps/128 Kbps 1.536 Mbps
13 Kbps
56 Kbps
LAN
LAN
dial-up modem cable modem, DSL
low
low
low
high
medium
high
low
high

Table 1. Audio types supported.
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Figure 4. Minimum play-out delay per capture
interval.

Figure 5. Measured one-hop end-to-end delay
in a LAN environment.

capture interval, in milli-seconds (ms), is the time period
between successive callback functions to collect the audio
samples from the audio driver. If the capture interval is 20
ms, a callback function is invoked every 20 ms to transmit
the captured audio samples from the driver to the application. The minimum play-out delay, also represented in milliseconds, is the time used to pre-load the audio samples for
smooth audio play-out and to compensate for network jitters
and slightly irregular capture intervals.

In a LAN environment the network transmission delay was
less than 1 ms and the capture interval and play-out delay
would be expected to dominate the end-to-end delay. Our
expectation is confirmed in Figure 5 where the play-out delay is greater than or equal to 70 ms. The small distance
between the two curves is caused by the network delay and
system overhead. For play-out delays in the range of 40 60 ms an additional 10 ms delay is introduced whose cause
still under investigation.

Experimental setup. The Windows MME (MultiMedia
Extension) API was used for waveform capture and playback. To precisely measure the end-to-end audio delay,
we used an audio split cable. The two inputs of the cable
were connected to the original audio source and the receiving AudioPeer. The output was recorded on another machine and the maximum delay offset between the two inputs
was computed using cross-correlation in MATLAB. We repeated this experiment ten times with the same configuration to reduce the statistical errors.
Figure 4 shows the minimally required play-out delay
as a function of the capture interval with no audio dropouts.
We set the play-out delay as a multiple of the capture interval. We observe that (1) the minimum play-out delay increases as the capture interval increases and (2) the CPU is
more heavily loaded as the capture interval decreases. If the
capture interval rises above 30 ms, the play-out delay linearly increases by a factor of two. However, the minimum
play-out delay levels off at 40 ms.
Figure 5 shows the measured end-to-end latency when
the capture interval is 10 ms with varying play-out delays.

From these two figures we find that the optimal capture interval and the play-out delay are 10 ms and 40 ms,
respectively. Thus, the minimum one-hop audio delay is 60
ms in a LAN environment. Accordingly, any multi-hop endto-end audio delay can be roughly represented as minimum
one-hop audio delay (= 60 ms) + end-to-end network delay. Note that placing mixing modules at intermediate relay
nodes may add additional processing delays.
Next, we also measured the end-to-end audio delay in
a WAN environment between the USC campus in Los Angeles and Information Sciences Institute in Arlington, Virginia. We placed a loop-back module at the east coast site
to receive audio packets and reflect them back to the sender.
The average round trip time (RTT) was measured at 70 ms
with a small variance. The end-to-end audio delay in the
WAN environment exactly matches that of the LAN environment plus the one-way network transmission delay.
These encouraging results show the feasibility of a
medium-sized application-level audio chat service in a commodity Windows environment. Similar results have also
been confirmed by other research groups [9, 10].
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4 Related Work

several directions.
First, silence detection can improve the audio mixing
process by removing the noise floor that accompanies with
every open microphone. Second, our adaptive QoS algorithm that migrates nodes based on their active speaker status requires further investigation and performance tests.

Our system integrates the following components to
create an efficient, easy-to-use, scalable live audio chat service: web-based session management, shared tree based
application-level multicast delivery, live recording and retrieval, speech-to-text translation service, and audio mixing.
There exists related work in the audio mixing and multicast
area, but to the best of our knowledge no system with an
integrated feature set like ours has been reported.
Hierarchical audio mixing architectures [13] place all
participants at the leaf nodes and locate the mixers at nonleaf nodes. A mixer relays the audio coming from its children to the parent after merging the streams. A root mixer
broadcasts the mixed audio to all participants through the IP
multicast network. Several commercial products such as the
ClickToMeet conference product [1], formerly CUseeMe,
construct an efficient delivery path (full-mesh or multicast) among the mixers. Because most of the commercial
products are integrated with video conferencing applications, they focus on video delivery and cannot fully take
advantage of audio mixing. In end-system mixing architectures [12], one of the participants functions as the mixer.
Additionally, most of the above cited systems do not consider how to build efficient delivery paths among mixers and
participants.
Application-level multicast protocols providing manyto-many connectivity can be classified as mesh based, tree
based, cluster based and distributed hash table (DHT) based
architectures. An example of a mesh based architecture
is Narada [8], where each node constructs a single-source
multicast tree from the mesh structure. Due to its centralized nature, Narada does not scale well. Tree based architectures include Yoid [6], HMTP [14] and our proposed YimaCast. NICE [2] was developed as a hierarchical architecture that combines nodes into clusters, then selects representative parents among these clusters to form the next
higher level of clusters, and so on. DHT based architectures
use hashing mechanisms to generate node identifiers such
that nodes close to each other logically have similar node
identifiers. Subsequently a multicast tree is created on top
of this substrate. Pastry/Scribe [4] and CAN/CAN Multicast [11] are based on this concept. Even though these systems are designed to support a large number of users, all the
previous application-level multicast protocols fail to recognize the potential for constructing a more efficient topology
if the aggregation of audio packets along the delivery path
is allowed.
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5 Conclusions and Future Directions
We have presented our design and implementation of
a multiuser audio chat system using the peer-to-peer based
YimaCast protocol. Preliminary results are encouraging and
we are planning further real world tests and deployment in
the coming months. We also intend to extend our work in
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IM is currently available on many personal digital
assistants (PDAs), such as Palm, Compaq IPAQ, and
others. PDAs are not large enough to have physical
keyboards, and their display screens are quite limited
compared to those of desktop and laptop computers. The
preferred mode of data input is handwriting with a
stylus, or selecting individual characters with a stylus,
using a virtual or software-defined keyboard, which is
somewhat slow and cumbersome, although shortcuts and
predefined phrases may help to speed up frequently used
tasks. A stylus produces stroke information. Sometimes
it is referred to as electronic ink, or simply ink. Stroke
input is, at the minimum, stored as an ordered set of
quantized pen locations, but may include many more
attributes such as the time at which each location was
visited, the pen pressure and pen inclination, user-id of
the pen, user-id of the writer and others. Despite the fact
that ink is arguably the oldest method of data entry,
standardization efforts have lagged. There is renewed
interest in standardization by the w3C [2] consortium,
owed in part to the increasing importance of handheld
devices such as the Palm®, Compaq iPAQ®,
Handspring Visor® and others. Ink input is entered in a
very natural way on PDAs and tablet PC, while entering
text is more awkward. To be sure, other modalities such
as speech and gesture also solve some of the problems
associated with the lack of a keyboard, but due to a lack
of processing power, the predominant data type for input
is still text. Thus, the current state of IM lacks the
expressivity that stroke input can provide. Furthermore,
the record of the IM session is static, and does not allow
a user to draw attention to particular messages, let alone
add to them, or change them in any way, for all IM
participants to see. It is also difficult to navigate among
IM entries. This paper presents an ink instant messaging
system to solve the above-mentioned problems.

Abstract
We have investigated enhancements to Internet based
instant messaging (IM) system. Our system allows
communication via handwritten information, mixed with
other non-textual multimedia information.
All
information is presented to the user in a graphical user
interface using a scrollable whiteboard metaphor. A
compact timeline view, allows random access to
recorded multimedia messages. Our system allows
annotation of items entered anywhere in the IM record,
as well as deletion and modification. All users are
alerted to annotations by means of two hyperlinks; one
at the end of the IM record, the other at the annotation
itself. The system is especially useful with the PDAs and
Tablet PCs where handwriting input is currently
supported. A prototyped IM system in iPAQ PDA with
handwriting (ink) instant messaging and annotation will
be presented.

1. Introduction
Instant messaging has its roots in well-known Unix
commands such as “who” and “talk,” which allow users
to see who is available as a communications partner, and
to communicate nearly instantly. It is currently used
more and more as a replacement for e-mail, and as a
“control channel” among remote users running another
collaborative application. An early protocol developed
for instant collaboration is Internet Relay Chat [1].
Popular IM services are AIM (AOL Instant Messenger),
ICQ (“I seek you” AOL), Microsoft Instant Messenger
(MSN), IBM Lotus SameTime, and many others. IM can
also be embedded in web-based applications to allow
real-time access to people of similar interests. As such it
can promote website “stickiness.” See e.g. the Javabased Bantu client [6] and rely on the web application
for services such as login and authentication. Despite
the incompatibility of different proprietary IM protocols,
IM is enjoying very robust growth. The growth would be
accelerated into the enterprise environment with the
development of SIP SIMPLE standard IM protocol. A
typical IM session chat record, sometimes called history,
would include a sequence of lines of text.

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes
the system basic functions. Section 3 describes the
scrolling whiteboard metaphor. Section 4 describes
predefined form ink message communication. Section 5
describes timeline user interface. Section 6 describes the
hyperlinks mechanism. An ink instant messaging and
annotation IM system prototype is presented in section 7,
and a summary is given in section 8.
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classification is a form of metadata associated with the
object. This is useful for later browsing and retrieval of
objects in the IM record. The awareness field 1.4 is a
standard component of most IM systems. Fig. 1 shows a
minimum version of such as field, containing the names
1.4 of those logged in to the same IM session, together
with awareness icons 1.11 which have meanings such as
“I am logged in,” “I am away,” “Do not disturb,” etc.
In addition this field may contain a timestamp. Field 1.2
contains the input area for text based input. Clicking in
this field is equivalent to selecting Text in the modality
selector 1.3. Field 1.5 buffers stroke input and other IM
objects for input and allows preview. Objects in this
field are subject to geometric transformation when
displayed in the recording field. This allows for a more
compact IM objects that are not text. The “Clear” button
1.8 clears the last entered input object. The “Send”
button causes the input to be sent to the server for
distribution among session participants and storage in
the IM record.

2. System Description
The client application window shown in Fig. 1 is divided
into the following areas, starting at the bottom of Fig.1:
1.5 Private ink input field. Used for local previewing.
1.4 Awareness field showing registered users and their
status.
1.3 Scrollable chooser for input modality: Text, ink,
annotation, other multimedia objects.
1.2 Text input field
1.7 Send button. Causes input to be sent to all
participants in the session.
1.8 Clear button. Clears the input area.
1.9 Annotation; written directly into the recording field.
1.1 Public recording field containing text, ink and
annotation.
1.6 Scroll bar for the recording field.
1.10 Search button
1.11 Awareness icons that visually express the status of
participants.

In addition, a user can annotate the recorded IM session
with ink, which is in general of a different color
compared with the normal ink input (ink entered in the
ink input area). Annotations can also be general
multimedia objects. The scrollable chooser 1.3 is
optional. The intent of the user to choose ink, text or
annotation can be expressed by clicking in the private
ink input field 1.5, the text input field 1.2 or the
annotatable recording field 1.1, respectively. The
“Search” button causes the input to be used as key object
for content- based query. The content-based query for
the ink media is currently a active research topic [4]. The
emerging MPEG-7 [5] standard provides for a
systematic way to describe the multimedia content of IM
sessions so that browsing and querying become much
more efficient. Stylus locations are reported in binary
format, uncompressed or compressed. Compression of
handwritten strokes is known in the art. However,
progressive, scalable compression of strokes is an active
area of investigation [3]. Progressive transmission of
stroke information allows a user to gain an early visual
impression of the strokes, while refinements are sent
later.

3. Scrolling Whiteboard Metaphor
Figure 1. Schematic diagram of GUI
The recording field presents a scroll metaphor to the user
such that the entire scroll is accessible to users as if it
were a whiteboard of continuously increasing length as a
session progresses. Annotations entered in the recording
field are public and distributed to all users. It will be
understood that besides text and ink, other media types
may be inserted into the recording area, such as images,

Field 1.3 is the modality selector, with which a user
selects the type of instant message to be entered. Three
examples are shown: text, ink and annotate. Other
modalities can also be supported, in particular audio and
video objects. In effect, the modality selector explicitly
classifies the type of data entered in the IM record. The
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video and audio files. The public recording field 1.1
provides a viewport of a generally very long logical
recording strip. The recording area represents the
contents of all that has been entered into the session.
New content is added at the bottom. The graphical user
interface gives the user the impression that he/she is
looking at part of a very elongated strip of constant
width through a viewport. It is clear that the restriction
of constant width can easily be removed and a horizontal
slider added to the interface so that a user can move leftright in the recording display. However, in most cases a
fixed horizontal width will suffice.

transformation can be chosen such that the four
corresponding corners of the field 2.2 and 2.3 are
mapped onto each other.

4. Filling in of predefined forms
Quite a useful application in collaborative messaging
involves the filling in of predefined forms with text
and/or electronic ink. In this case, the recording field
holds the predefined forms upon session entry. Filling in
the forms proceeds as follows:
1.

2.

3.
4.

Select the field to be filled in by clicking on the
field of interest. This implies a segmentation of
the predefined form each having its own
specific meaning. The application program
detects that a field was selected that awaits user
input. For example, a signature.
Write the information to be filled in on the form
by writing in the user input area for electronic
ink, or by typing the information into the text
input field.
Press the Send button. Repeat steps 1,2,3 upon
error.
The current information (ink or text) will be
overwritten.

Figure 2. Predefined form application

5. Timeline
In order to facilitate searching the recorded IM session,
features such as skip-to-beginning/end and search by
content may be part of the user interface. Fig. 3 shows a
variation of the client graphical user interface. Some of
the public recording area has been reserved to implement
a “layered time line.” The frame shows the local user’s
text as a mark 4.1, text from others as mark 4.3 and
annotations (from anyone) as mark 4.2. Clicking on a
mark causes the recording frame to show a section of the
record corresponding to that mark (either ending at the
mark, or beginning at the mark). The frame shows a
timeline broken in sections, such that each section forms
a layer. The intent is that frame 4.4 represents the whole
instant messaging session. Distance along each layer
represents an elapsed amount of time. Preferably the
time is measured linearly and uniformly along each
layer.
However, especially when the session is
particularly long, the distance may be measured nonlinearly along each layer, for example, exponentially.
This allows us to greatly increase the information

As before, electronic ink input will be scaled and
repositioned. But now the scaling and repositioning is
such that it fits the user input areas of the predefined
forms. An example of a predefined form IM client is
shown in Fig. 2.
A view of the predefined form 2.1 is presented to the
user. This form may have a field with special meaning
such as a field 2.2 that can be filled in by the user. After
having clicked on field 2.2, the user creates the input 2.3
to be entered into 2.2. The system transforms the input
to fit in the field 2.2. The bounding box of 2.3 shall be
transformed so as to fit the field 2.2. This transformation
can be chosen such that the input maintains aspect ratio.
The latter implies uniform scaling in width and height,
such that, after transformation, the width does not exceed
the width of the field 2.2, and the height does not exceed
the height of the field 2.2.
Alternatively, the
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the target for his annotation. He then enters the
annotation 5.3. Message object 5.4 is now linked to (i.e.
associated with) annotation 5.3. Message 5.4 is visible to
the user as a bitmap of a house, but the message object
may contain many attributes, such as cost, age, number
of rooms and so on. In addition to the annotation
message object 5.3 a “back link” 5.7 is added to
annotation 5.3. The function of this “back link” will
become clear later in this section with an application
scenario. To facilitate navigation in the recording field,
entering an annotation causes an entry at the end of the
IM record. This entry is a hyperlink to the actual
annotation, and is a message object in its own right.
When clicked, it makes other users aware of the fact that
another user made an annotation somewhere in the
public record. Without this feature, users other than the
one making the annotation would not be alerted to
annotations. Because a user can scroll to any place in the
recording field, what each user sees is not necessarily
always the most recent part of the IM session. In
addition to the hyperlink in the recording field, the
hyperlink 5.1 is also entered as a symbol at the end of
the TF 4.4. The actual annotation 5.3 also appears in the
TF. The annotation can be associated with an earlier
entry 5.4.

content of the timeline frame (TF) 4.4, but at the
expense of readability of the oldest items. The timeline
frame allows the user random access to the recorded
material, while the scrollbar allows sequential access. It
will be understood that the marks of the timeline could
themselves be icons that are specific for the modality of
the input entered.

Figure 3. Graphical user interface consists a
timeline field.

6. Hyperlinks
All IM messages are objects (that is the object-oriented
description of an abstract or concrete entity having
attributes, methods and so on). In many cases, it will be
necessary to store pointers such as a URL to the actual
data describing the object. The present multimedia IM
system allows a user to make stroke based annotations
anywhere in the recording field. An annotation may or
may not be associated with an earlier message. If an
association is intended, the user is required to first select
the message to be annotated, for example by clicking on
it. For example, item 5.4 in Fig. 4 is to be annotated by
Bob. Bob clicks on 5.4. indicating that the house will be

Figure 4. Annotation with hyperlinks, allowing
quick jump to and back from an annotation
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Fig. 4 illustrates a scenario in which a hyperlink is used
to choose a picture of a house 5.4. User Karen has
entered several real estate listings on her PDA and has
shown them to Bob. She then prompts Bob for the house
that he likes best. Bob indicates his preference by
scrolling to the house he likes stopping at view 5.5 and
circling the house (stroke-based annotation). Karen, if
viewing the current view of the recording field
immediately sees the hyperlink 5.1 on her screen. If she
happens to be at a different view, she is still alerted via
the new entry in the TF, which may flash to draw
attention to it. To facilitate jumping back to the location
in the record from which the annotation was reached,
usually the end of the record, a “back” button 5.7 is
added to the annotation 5.3. The bottom part of Figure 3
shows the Bob’s annotation hyperlink consists of pointer
to the annotated object 5.4 and the ink data 5.3. The
horizontal line in the upper part of Figure 3 presents the
time line of the IM session, the small circles present the
objects have been entered in the recording filed in the
sessions. Object 5.3 (ink annotation data) and 5.7 (back
link) will be created after the annotation of object 5.4.
After the “Send” button is clicked object 5.1 (the
hyperlink) will be sent and show to the all participants.
Every participant can click object 5.1 to look at the
annotation object 5.3, and jumping back from there to
object 5.1 by clicking object 5.7.

Figure 5. Execution steps at client

7. Ink Instant Messaging Prototype

Fig. 5 shows the steps executed at the client. Block 101
starts off the IM client.
It includes login and
authentication by the server. The user joins an instant
messaging topic of interest in 102. If a session for that
interest group is in progress, the user is presented with
the most recent message or messages. In addition, the
messages may contain predefined message objects such
as forms that can be filled out. The user is now free to
contribute to the IM session in various modalities,
selectable in block 103. Modalities include text 106,
stroke 107, annotation 108 and other multimedia
objects, 109, such as audio and video. Block 104
represents the actions of the user that create IM input in
any of the modalities selected in 103. Input can also be
inserted via cut and paste from other applications.
Deleting the input is supported by clear block 105.
Block 110 is a decision block in which the user selects
his satisfaction or dissatisfaction with the input which is
at this stage still buffered at the client. The user can
signal whether the input is to be interpreted as a query
111 using the input as key object. If the input represents
a query the input is sent to the server for searching 113,
otherwise the input is sent to the server to be stored in
the IM record, as represented by block 112. The server

We have implemented the proposed Ink instant
messaging system on iPAQ. The IBM Lotus SameTime
is used as the central controller for distribution and
management of messages. The client is implemented in
pure Java using the SameTime SDK for cross platform
portability. The SameTime SDK provides programming
interfaces with SameTime server. All of the participants
must first log into the same meeting place through
SameTime’s community service. After authorized, each
participant can then communicate with all of other
participants or have a private conversation with a desired
participant. The communications among meeting
participants is controlled and maintained by the
SameTime’s places service. In order to achieve a natural
handwriting speed with the stylus on iPAQ, a special
care must be taken on the stroke input. In our
implementation, a simple decimation algorithm is used
for simplifying the input strokes while maintaining a
reasonable accuracy of strokes. The simplified strokes
then need to be compressed before transmission for
efficiency (details of streaming mechanism had been
reported in [3]).
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redistributes the input to the networked session
participants. The IM record consists of IM objects. The
IM objects are ordered temporally, except for
annotations. The IM objects are rendered in the
recording field to be viewed by the user. The current
implementation does not have the search capacity. Ink
content retrieval by ink strokes is an on going research
issue. Authors have a joint effort with CMU to
investigate this issue further [4]. We also have made use
of the MPEG4 scene graph [7] to successfully archive
and replay the ink strokes synchronously with the voice
content. This is especially useful to reproduce the
complete IM discussion session in exactly the time
sequences.

investigates the design of multimedia instant messaging
system that extends the text instant messaging into
multimedia instant messaging. Especially ink instant
messaging with annotation and whiteboard metaphor
enriches the effectiveness of the instant messaging in the
PDA and Tablet PC devices. The scrolling whiteboard
metaphor mechanism and timeline as well as hyperlinks
user interface has been presented and an IM system
using iPAQ PDA has been prototyped and evaluated.
Users of this iPAQ IM system have expressed a quite
favorable experience doing IM by ink writing. This
system would also be very suitable in the Tablet PC.
Inter-operability among various commercial IM systems
can be achieved by SIP SIMPLE protocol and W3C ink
data format standardization.

We have asked different people to evaluate the system
and found out that the proposed system is very suitable
for PDAs and the speed of the ink messaging input on
iPAQs is adequate for tracking natural human
handwriting. Since handwriting Ink message is a natural
choice for devices using stylus input, the Ink IM is much
more desired than text-based IM. Especially the
annotation feature and scrollable white board design are
very attractive for discussion and history review.
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8. Summary
Instant messaging (IM) is often used “when e-mail isn’t
quick enough” or “spam e-mail is too much” for short
text-based notifications and responses. IM is currently
touted as the Internet’s latest “killer app.” This paper
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disguise and variable imaging conditions; hand and finger
geometry has limited applications and has limitations that
these can be copied by the intruders, and although
fingerprints are very unique but they also have the
problem of fake fingers, storage and imaging conditions
problems; iris biometrics is difficult non intrusive and
requires co-operation from the individual during
enrolment and identification; speech biometrics has the
limitation of mechanical variance due to microphone and
dependence on subjects’ health [1]. Also the fingerprints,
facial features, DNA, retinal features are known to be the
most common biometrics based on the physiological
features that cannot be altered by the authentic user if they
so desire. There are a number of publications describing
methods using these features as the biometric
characteristics.
Biometrics that are related to some activities of the user
are also useable. Biometrics such as keystroke analysis
and gait analysis are based on the behaviour of the
individual [1]. However, not all behavioural biometrics
has been examined extensively. One area that has been
given light treatment so far is use of hand gestures
(movements) as the biometric.
Hand is a dexterous part of the human body and is
unique to the gesturer [2], but very little attempt has been
made to use the hand gesture as the biometrics. The use of
the spatio-temporal template of walking person has been
widely used for gait analysis for person identification. In a
similar way spatio-temporal template of hand movement
(gesture) can be used for person identification. The hand
gesture has been extensively used for developing Human
Computer Interaction (HCI) applications and similar
application. The use of spatiotemporal templates of hand
movement as the biometric will open a new area of
research with excellent research potential.
This paper reports the development of a new biometrics
method based on the hand gestures of the individuals.
Based on our earlier research temporal history templates
(THTs) generated from the video recordings of the hand
movements (gestures) have been used for this purpose
[21]. This research uses predefined hand gestures
(movements) for the motion-based recognition for person
identification. The invariant image moments of the spatio
temporal templates of the hand gestures are proposed as
the criterion for recognition of the individual are very
distinctive to the gesturer [2]. The proposed technique has
the advantage of being non-intrusiveness, unique and
under the control of the individual without leaving a paper
trace.

Abstract This work presents a novel technique of
identification of authentic users based on the visual hand
actions. The technique uses view-based approach for
representation of hand movements, and uses a cumulative
image-difference technique where the time between the
sequences of images is implicitly captured in the
representation of action to generate temporal history
templates (THTs) of the hand movement. THTs of
different individuals present distinctive 2-D motion
patterns. The scale, translation and rotation invariant
features have been used for discrimination of the THT for
identification. The work explores the identification
performance of the technique by the use of scale, rotation,
and translation invariant features Hu moments. The
recognition criterion is established using K-NN nearest
neighbor technique using Mahalanobis distance. The
accuracy of accepting an enrolled subject (AAES %) and
accuracy of rejecting an imposter (ARI %) are the
indicators of identification performance of the technique.
The preliminary experimental results from different
individuals indicate that: the THT based technique
achieves high identification rate when subject specific
movements are assigned to the subjects during enrolment.
Index Terms—Biometric, Identification technique, and
computer vision, Hu-moments

1.

INTRODUCTION

In our global information society, there is an ever-growing
need to authenticate individuals. With the rapid progress
made in electronics, e-commerce and with increased
emphasis on security, there is a growing need for
overcoming the limitations of the traditional identification
and authentication technologies.
Biometrics-based authentication using computer vision
technologies is emerging as a reliable method that can
overcome some of the limitations of the traditional
automatic personal identification technologies. Any
human physiological or behavioural trait or knowledge
can serve as a biometric characteristic as long as it is
universal, distinctive, sufficiently invariant with respect to
matching criterion, and these characteristic should be
physically and preferably non-invasively measurable [1].
All traditional biometrics measures have certain
limitations associated to them e.g. DNA can’t be used in
certain applications due to issues of contamination,
sensitivity, cumberness and privacy; ear dimensions as a
biometrics measure has a problem of non unique features;
facial biometrics has got problems with aging, face
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2.

of the various THT’s of different subjects using K-NN (KNearest Neighbour) classifier, “Mahalanobis distance”.

RELATED WORK

There are two main approaches in the literature about the
automatic gait recognition [3]. The first method is based
on the model based gait recognition, where a
mathematical model describes the subject’s movement
and the second method applies the statistical description to
the set of images. The second approach detects the
temporal changes in gait by using optical flow techniques
[4] [5].Another automatic gait recognition work, which
uses the statistical technique [6] describes the use of
statistical approach to the automatic gait recognition is
very similar to this work in terms of the features generated
from the gait, the work has taken the moments of optical
flow and claimed very promising results. Another similar
work reported in the literature, which describes motion
more closely than just pure statistical technique without
implicit knowledge of gait uses velocity moments instead
of just pure traditional moments[7]. This method has
shown encouraging results on a small database of four
subjects and is also immune to noise. In the related work
of identifying people by the use of behavioural biometrics
gait distinguished people from their walking by extraction
of video sequences from their walking patterns [8].
Cunado et al. has also reported similar work that also
considers gait as the behaviour biometrics for the purpose
of identification [9]. Little and Boyd used frequency and
phase features from optical flow information to recognize
people from their gait [6].
This work is based on the motion based template
research. The motivation of this work comes from the
real-time interactive applications developed by Davis and
Bobick [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] where they presented
a real-time computer vision approach for representing and
recognizing common human movements from lowresolution image sequences for its successful development
of an application named as “Virtual Aerobic Instructor”
[14] . This work is similar to the work done by Bobick and
Davis to develop a Virtual Aerobic Instructor for aerobics
exercises and Kids Room an interactive room where
children can play with the monster in an interactive
environment[14].

3.

3.1. TEMPORAL HISTORY TEMPLATES
This research is to test the efficacy of THT based method
for identification on the basis of the Temporal History
Templates (THTs) of hand movements. The representation
of THT is based on a view-based approach of hand
movement representation, where movement is defined as
the motion of the hand over time. The technique is based
on collapsing the hand motion over time to generate a
static image from the image sequence. This resulting static
image can represent the whole sequence of hand
movement. This single static image also gives all the
properties (shape, direction, where & how) the motion is
taking place in the image sequence. This technique is very
suitable for short duration, non-repetitive, medium
velocity movements making very much suitable for realtime biometric application [16].

3.1.1.

MOTION IMAGE ESTIMATION

For this work a simple temporal difference of frame
technique (DOF) has been adopted [13]. The approach of
temporal differencing makes use of pixel-wise difference
between two or three consecutive frames in an image
sequence to extract moving regions [13]. The DOF
technique subtracts the pixel intensities from each
subsequent frame in the image sequence, thereby
removing static elements in the images. Based on
research reported in literature, it can be stated that actions
and messages can be recognized by description of the
appearance of motion [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21]
without reference to underlying static images, or a full
geometric reconstruction of the moving hand [19]. It can
also be argued that the static images produced using THT
based on the Difference of Frames (DOF) can represent
features of temporally localized motion for identification
[15] [16] [20] [21] [22].
This process can be represented mathematically as follows
Let I (x, y, n) be an image sequence
&
let D(x, y, n) = |I(x, y,n) – I(x, y,n-1)|

IDENTIFICATION TECHNIQUE

The philosophy behind the approach for person
identification is based on the spatio-temporal templates of
hand movements for enrolment and identification. This
“THT” is a single static image integrated over time, is
very distinctive to the hand, which performs it and is
considered to be spatio-temporal hand biometrics. In the
enrolment process hand gestures corresponding to the
different individual are captured. From the enrolled hand
gestures the Temporal History Templates corresponding
to the different individuals are generated and stored in a
database. From the THT of the various hand gestures
global shape descriptors are extracted corresponding to
each hand movement. During the identification the
enrolled user is asked to perform the test hand gesture,
from the test hand gesture THT is generated and features
are extracted to be compared with the pre-stored features

Where I (x, y, n) is the intensity of each pixel at location x,
y in the nth frame and D (x, y, n), is the difference of
consecutive frames representing regions of motion.

B (x, y, n) is the binarisation of image difference
over a threshold of *

B (x, y, n)=

{

1

if

D(x,

y, n)

!

ī

0 otherwise

To represent how and where motion the image is moving,
we form a Temporal-History Template (THT). In a THT
HN, pixel intensity is a function of the temporal history of
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Motion at that point. The result is a scalar-valued image
where more recently moving pixels are brighter.
Then THT (HN (x, y)) is:

The mpq are the moments of a digital image of size (N, M)
and can be calculated as showed in (eq.4.8)

THT (HN (x, y))

{

=Max
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 1
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n

Ppq
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f (x, y)

p
(x -C x)

(y- Cy )q

1

f (x , y) is intensity function of the gray scale image and
Ppq are the centralized moments of the image and can be
calculated .
The 1st, 2nd and 3rd order moments calculated using the
above equations are,
P00=m00{P
P10=0
P01=0
P20=m20-PCx2
P11=m11-PxCy2
P02=m02-PCy2
P30=m30-3m20Cx2PCx3
P21=m21-m20Cy-2m11Cx2PCx2Cy
P12=m12-m02Cx+2PCxCy2
P03=m03-3m02Cy+2PCy3

FEATURE EXTRACTION

The features are based on the geometrical shape and are
invariant to scale, rotation and translation are based on the
geometrical normalised centralised moments up to 3rd
order and are called as Hu Moments [23].

These centralized image moments are inherently
translation independent but in order to achieve invariance
with respect to orientation and scale, these moments have
to be normalized as following by defining

npq =Ppq/(P00) J

3.2.1

MOMENTS, THEIR USE UP TO THE
3RD ORDER

Where J

To gain a better intuition of how to reason about moments
and get an insight into how to derive invariant features
based on moments, we next consider several low-order
moments and describe their physical meaning.
The definition of the zero-th order moment, m00 , of the
image f ( x,y) is
N

m00=

M

B(x,y,n)*n

where N represents the duration of the time window used
to capture the motion. In THT more recent movements of
hand actions are brighter than the older positions
represented with the darker values[15] [16] [20] [21]
[22]. The delimiters for the start and stop of the movement
are added automatically in the sequence. The temporal
history of the movement in THT is inserted into the data
by multiplication of the intensity of each frame with a
linear ramp representing time. The THT grey scale images
are then generated by temporal integration. Thus time is
explicitly encoded in the motion template.

3.2.

N

{ 1/NM

M

¦ ¦
x

1

y

The seven moment-based features proposed by
Hu that are functions of normalized moments up to the
third order are a digital silhouette or boundary image, and
are also rotation independent.
M1=(n20 + n02)
M2= (n20 - n02) 2 + 4n112
M3= (n30 –3n12) 2 + (3n21-n03) 2
M4= (n30 +n12) 2 + (n21+n03) 2
M5 = (n30 –3n12) (n30 +n12)[(n30 +n12) 2-3(n21+n03) 2]+(3n21n03) (n21+n03)[3(n30 +n12) 2-(n21+n03) 2]
M6= (n20 - n02)[(n30 +n12) 2-(n21+n03) 2] +4n11(n30 +n12)
(n21+n03)
M7=(3n21-n03) (n30 +n12)[(n30 +n12) 2-3(n21+n03) 2]-(n30 –
3n12) (n21+n03)[(3n30 +n12) 2-(n21+n03) 2]

f (x, y)
1

The two first order moments, {m10, m01} are used to locate
the centre of mass of the object. The centre of mass
defines a unique location with respect to the object that
may be used as a reference point to describe the position
of the object within the field of view. The coordinates of
the centre of mass can be defined through moments as
shown below

3.3.

X = m10 e m00
Y = m01 /m00

N

M

¦ ¦
x

1

y

f (x, y)

IDENTIFICATION

3.3.1. MAHALANOBIS DISTANCE
The Mahalanobis distance is a very useful way of
determining the "similarity" of a set of values from an
"unknown” sample to a set of values measured from a
collection of "known" samples. It is computed by the
equation below:

According to uniqueness theory of moments for a digital
image of size (N, M) the (p+q)th order moments mpq are
calculated
(For p, q =[0,1,2...)

m pq { 1 NM

(p+q)/2+1 and p+q t2

p q
x y

r 2 { (f - kx)c C-1 (f - kx)

1
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where r is the Mahalanobis distance from the feature
vector f to the mean vector kx, and C is the covariance
matrix for f.
Let k1, k2... kn be the means (templates) for the n-classes,
and C1, C2, ..., Cn are the corresponding covariance
matrices. Feature vector f is classified by measuring the
Mahalanobis distance from f to each of the means, and
assigning f to the class for which the Mahalanobis
distance is minimum.

3.4.
IDENTIFICATION
RECOGNITION PERFORMANCE

4.

The method of person identification is logically divided
into two separate modules: an enrolment (or training)
module and a recognition (or testing) module. In first step
the experimentation for enrolment and recognition is
carried out and the video sequences of hand movements
from the different individuals are captured and stored.
From the video sequences of different individuals THTs
are computed and stored. Both the enrolment and the
recognition module make use of a feature extraction submodule, which converts the THTs into set of features (Hu
moments), which are very distinctive to the hand, which
performs the movement. The enrolment module is
responsible for enrolling new individuals in the system
database. During the enrolment phase, the individual
supplies a number of samples of his/her hand movements.
A model of the individual is built based on the features
extracted from the instances of the hand movements.
During the recognition phase, the individual supplies test
sample of his/her hand movement, and a measure of
similarity is computed between the features of the test
hand movement with the available model to establish the
identity of the individual, using K-NN nearest neighbor
approach using Mahalanobis Distance. The efficacy of the
technique is determined by computing the Accuracy of
Accepting an Enrolled Subject AAES (%) and Accuracy
of Rejecting the Imposter (ARI%).

AND

The main goal of this research is to test the identification
based on the hand movements of individuals, so accuracy
is considered as the criterion for performance analysis.
Identification requires the subject being identified to lay
claim to that identity, so that the method may decide on
either accepting the enrolled subject or rejecting the
subject. As with any security system, given that the
subject is, or is not, a true instance of the enrolled subject,
there are four possible outcomes of the errors [1]. The
accuracy of any biometric method is generally judged by
four error rates.
x Acceptance of Authentic Enrolled Subject (AA)
or Genuine Accept Rate (GAR)
x Acceptance of Imposter Subject (IA) or False
Accept Rate (FAR)
x Rejection of Authentic Subject (RA) or False
Reject Rate (FRR)
x Rejection of Imposter Subject (RI) or Genuine
Imposter Rejection (GRR)
The biometric system accuracy requirements depend
greatly on the application. In forensic applications, such as
criminal identification, FRR rate (and not FAR) is the
critical design issue, because we do not want to miss a
criminal even at the risk of manually examining a large
number of potentially incorrect matches that the biometric
system identifies. In some cases the FAR might be one of
the most important factors in a highly secure accesscontrol application, where the primary objective is prevent
impostors (e.g., at airports). Many civilian applications
require, the performance requirements to lie between these
two limits of both FAR and FRR. In high-risk applications
such as bank ATM card verification, for example, a false
match would mean the loss of several hundred dollars,
while a high FAR might lead to the loss of a valued
customer. As our main goal is to test the THT based
method for its identification accuracy for authentication.
The first and the fourth identification rates are the main
goals to test the efficacy of the method. So AAES (%) and
ARI (%) are computed.
AAES (%)
= 100 X Total no of times correctly identifying an
enrolled subject Total no of enrolled subject attempts
ARI (%)
=100 X Total no of correctly rejecting an imposter Total
no of imposter attempts

METHOD

4.1

EXPERIMENTAL SETTINGS

For testing the efficacy of the method and to test the
performance of identification AAES (%) and ARI (%) has
to be computed. To compute the AAES (%) and ARI (%),
controlled experiments were conducted.

4.1.1.EXPERIMENTS
FOR
(MOVEMENT) DEPENDENT

GESTURE

To test the ability of the method to identify individual based
on unique gestures, each subject was assigned unique hand
gestures as described in Figure 2. Each subject repeated the
movement for 50 times and video recordings of each of
these was taken, with (5X 50) 250 video sequences of each
subject specific movements from the 5 different
participants. The THTs and the Hu moments of each video
sequence were computed. The system was trained using 20
of the video recordings. AAES (%) and ARI (%) was
calculated and tabulated for the 30 test recordings.

4.1.2.EXPERIMENTS
DEPENDENT

FOR

SUBJECT

To determine if the variation between subjects for the
same gesture was identifiable by this technique that
combines THT with Hu moments and Mahalanobis
distance, each subject was asked to perform a common
hand gesture, “moving all fingers clockwise” (common
to all subjects). Each subject repeated the movement for
50 times. There were total (5X 50=250 video sequences of
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common movements) from 5 different individuals. The
THTs of each video sequence was computed and features
computed using 7-Hu moments.
First Frame

Intermediate
Frame

End
Frame

AAES (%) WITH COMMON
MOVEMENTS
SUBJECT
AVERAGE
IDENTIFIER
MTTF
58 %

THT

60.4 %
53 %
62 %
55 %

RIGHT
FIST
HOLD
AFPR

Table 3

All Subjects With Common Hand Movement “All
Finger Moving Clockwise”

ARI (%) WITH COMMON
MOVEMENTS
SUBJECT
AVERAGE
IDENTIFIER
MTTF
48.25 %

Figure 1 Figure of Hand Movement Assigned to all
Subjects “All Finger Moving Clockwise”

5.

FIST
HOLD
AFPR

Table 4

6.CONCLUSIONS
This paper reports research of a novel method of person
identification by the use of hand movements as a new
biometric measurement. The low level representation of
the action collapses the temporal structure of the motion
from the video sequences of the hand movements while
removing any static content from the video sequences to
generate THTs of the hand movement. THTs of different
individuals present distinctive 2-D motion patterns where
each pixel describes the function of temporal history of
motion in that sequence. The scale, translation and
rotation invariant features have been used for
discrimination of the THT for identification. On the basis
of the preliminary experimental results, it can be
concluded that the THT based method can be used for
biometric identification with caution. The next step is to
test the accuracy on large database and its sensitivity
analysis.

RESULTS & DISCUSSIONS

Table 1-4 describes the results of achieved AAES%/ARI
% when the participants conducted common hand gestures
and for their unique hand movements over the 5-subject
population. Each row corresponds to the individual
participant. Table 1 and 2 show the AAES/ARI with
subject specific movements, each column represents the
unique hand gesture while Table 3 and 4 show result with
common hand movements. From the results, it is observed
that the THT based person identification is movement
dependent and is unable to identify the individual if the
gestures are common.
ARI (%) WITH SUBJECT SPECIFIC MOVEMENTS

SUBJECT
IDENTIFIER
MTTF
RIGHT
FIST
HOLD
AFPR

MTTF

93
85
96
92

RIGHT

FIST

HOLD

AFPR

AVERAGE

87

89
85

93
96
84

94
95
90.5
93

90.7 %
92.2 %
84.3 %
90.5 %
90.25 %

78
87
88

86
92

89

49.0 %
48.3 %
52.25 %
54.25 %

RIGHT

During the training of the K-NN classifier, the Hu moments
of the THT of each of the 20 video recordings of each of
the subject and (4X30=120) of the imposters (the other 4
subjects) were used to identify the person’s mahalanobis
thresholds. This was then tested using the balance 30 video
recordings of the each subject to compute Accuracy of
Accepting an Enrolled Subject (AAES %). The other 30
video recordings of the other 4 subjects were used as the
imposter samples to compute the Accuracy of Rejecting an
Imposter% (ARI%) and this was repeated for each subject.
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0
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RIGHT
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graphic objects without use of hand operations. Eagle Eyes
[4] allows a person to control the computer by moving eye
or head. The method is based on the measurement of
electro-oculographic potential (EOG), through electrodes
placed on the head. Periodically, new prototypes are
designed in laboratories, but without an effective
management of all these materials, the disabled persons are
still unable to control their computer. Multimedia
Multimodal (MM) applications are becoming an important
technique used in human-machines systems for evaluation
of performance and research [5], but it is also a
fundamental tool for people with special needs. A flexible
MM application should offer more freedom to the user,
since the disabled user can choose the best input/output
modalities adapted to its impairments. The MM application
should also give him/her the opportunity to keep an input
media during the dialog with the intelligent system (in the
runtime mode). At last and in a concurrent way, it should
react, in real time, to his/her unexpected errors.

ABSTRACT

Today, every body uses computers, in the everyday life
such as accessing an Internet, withdrawing cash, or
indirectly in a washing machine or a car. A proportion of
the population differs from the average in terms of their
physical, sensory or cognitive abilities. This section of the
population requires the same access to computers as
everyone. This paper describes a multimodal multimedia
software environment where speech, eye-gaze, and/or
wireless control, virtual keyboard and/or tactile screen are
used as input modalities and where, display on monitor
screen and voice synthesis, are the output ones. This
application is dedicated to paralytics and allows them to
navigate in the web and to use the Windows environment.
Our application called “InterAct” consists in multimodal
multimedia architecture “MMA” based on multithreaded
components. To increase the usability of InterAct, we
predict some interaction between the user and our
application expressed in the specific scenarios.

The software development for users with special needs is a
part of the discipline of humane computer interaction. We
develop a MMA based on multithreading components. The
different modalities are introduced in the application in
order to offer to the disabled users several ways to interact
with the computer. We choose at the minimum one device
for each principal human sensor (vision, hearing and
touch). The diversification of the input modalities offers to
the user a choice of the type of interaction needed in the
communication with computer and allows our application
to be adaptive at the user impairments. A fusion process in
our software permits to use several modalities at the same
time. Some requirements must be satisfied by the software
in term of the functionality and interactivity. The
application should be easier to use and should react to the
user unexpected errors. In other terms, our MM software
(MMS) satisfy some quality attributes like usability,
performance and dependability. The usability is important
quality in the software architecture especially for the users
with special needs; the disabled person must have the same
opportunities to use the computer as other people.

1. INTRODUCTION

The growing interest in multimodal interface design is
inspired in large part by the goals of supporting more
transparent, flexible, efficient, and powerfully expressive
means of human-computer interaction than in the past.
Multimodal interfaces are expected to support a wider
range of diverse applications, to be usable by a broader
spectrum of the population, and to function more reliably
under realistic and challenging usage conditions.
Technology has played a role in helping persons with
disabilities live and work independently. The promise of
the virtual reality (VR) technologies to provide powerful
and unique education and informational experiences is well
know [1]. In [2], the researches are focused to give
overviews of some of the way that people with different
types of disability can use a computer to enable them make
music. Other researches focus on designing new graphic
manipulators like PadGraph [3] based on adjustments of
the mass center of the operator. It allows the user to create
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2. PRESENTATION OF MULTIMODAL MULTIMEDIA
ARCHITECTURE

Mouse
Emulator

It is important to distinguish two areas of application of
information technology as used by people with special
needs. As we are all aware, computers are becoming an
increasingly vital part of daily life in work, education and
leisure. More people require access to them in daily life
and that include people who have impairments which affect
their ability to access standard technology. There is,
therefore, a need to adapt human computer interfaces so as
to make them accessible to such people. The second area of
application is what can be referred to as assistive use of
computers. That is to say, using technology to attempt to
alleviate some of the limitations caused by disability. In
such a role, a disabled person would use a computer (or
computer-based technology) for tasks for which most
people would not use the computer.

Interpreter1

Virtual
Keyboard

Interpreter2

Mouse
Keyboard

Interpreter3

Eye Gaze
System

Interpreter4

Tactical
Screen

Timer

Filter

Fusion

Visual

Screen

Audio

Loudspeaker

Commands

Interpreter5

Operating
System

Interpreter6
Voice
Device N

Interpreter n

Input Modalities

Output Modalities

Interface of Fusion

Figure 1: Overview of multimodal multimedia of InterAct
architecture
2.1 Description of the Interpreter Components Linked
To the Input Devices

We integrate the Interpreter components into the MMS in
order to normalize the messages in the interface of fusion.
Each Interpreter component is designed especially for one
input device. The Interpreter 4 is detailed in the following:

Our MMS (which is a part of application called InterAct:
Active Interface) assists the disabled person during the
interaction with the computer, it plays the role of intelligent
intermediate between the user and the computer. It offers to
the disabled user certain applications like Internet
navigator, but it permits him/her to use all windows
applications that procure great freedom. MMS offers to the
disabled users the possibility to control the computer in
Windows environment via different modalities. During the
communication with the computer, MMS application can
suggest autonomously to the user some modalities by
taking into account his impairments.

EyeGaze Interpreter component

The Interpreter component of the Eye Gaze System is
composed of several components (see Figure 2). The
Calibration component is used to calibrate the Eye Gaze
System for the user (screen definition and Eye position);
the calibration process is activated in the first use of the
software. The TrackEye component is a process that
captures the position (in the computer screen) of the gaze
of the user (the position is expressed in pixels), at fixed
frequency. These positions are saved in database. The role
of the Converter component is to collect the position (saved
in database) and to send it like message to the Filter
component. The message contains the command, for
example “mouseclick()”, which suggests a click of mouse
on the screen.

MMS is based on components using multithreading
technology. The disabled users can use several modalities
to interact with the computer. We implement for example
the mouse emulator (wireless control mouse), virtual
keyboard (keyboard showing on the screen), Eye Gaze
System (permits to the user to move mouse with its eyes),
tactical screen, voice (speech recognition) and classical
mouse and keyboard. The Figure 1 gives an overview of
the interface of fusion. The Interpreter components are
special components designed to translate the signals sent by
the input devices. The Filter component filters messages
received from the Interpreter components. The interval of
fusion is given by Timer component, it resets Fusion
component if the time of the fusion is elapsed. The Fusion
component saves the commands in order to merge them.
The Visual, Audio and Commands components are linked
to the output modalities.

Calibration

Track Eye
Process

Command : Cursorpos() ;

Data Base

Converter
P(x,y)
Interpreter Component

Figure 2: Description of Interpreter component of the Eye
Gaze System
Filter component

The set of messages provided by the Interpreter
components must be filtered before the fusion. The Filter
component has the role of filter, but it has another role, it
parameterizes all received messages and identifies the
complex and simple commands by using its list (the list
contains all complex and simple command).
Fusion component

Fusion component is the engine of the fusion process. It
contains a basic MM dialog [6] [7], it gives the user the
option of deciding which modality or combination of
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modalities is better suited to the particular task and
environment.

Example (see Figure 3): In this case, the disabled user with
the mobility handicap wants to target a file, and after, to
copy it. The disabled user activates the Eye Gaze System
and the Speech recognition to achieve the previous actions.
He says “copy file” on the microphone, the Interpreter
component starts the recognition process and sends a new
message to the Filter component (step 1). The message
contains the command relative to the dictated word of the
user. The Filter component sends the message to the Fusion
component (step 2) and parameterizes the message like
being a complex command. The Fusion component checks
the message and saves the first complex command (step 3).
It activates the Timer component, which starts the
countdown (step 4). The interval of the fusion is configured
previously by the user. If the time of fusion is occurred and
no other complex command arrives, the Timer component
resets the Fusion component (step 5), the commands are
erased. If the gaze of the user is fixed on the portion of the
screen the Interpreter component sends a new message to
the Filter component (step 6). The message contains
command “fix”, which informs the interface of the position
object fixed by the user. The Filter component
parameterizes the message like the complex command. If
the time of fusion is not occurred, the Fusion component
executes the fusion between the first and the second
command (step 7) by using the grammar of authorized
sentences. The execution of the merged commands is
applied by the operating system (step 8); the Audio
component uses human voice (step 9) and the Visual
component uses visual warnings (step 10) for indicate to
the user that the fusion is achieved. The Fusion component
stops the Timer component (step 11), which resets the
Fusion component (step 12).

The commands received by the Fusion component are
labialized and saved into table. To describe the fusion
process, we chosen an example, in the semantic expression:
(command 1Æcommand 2), command 1 is simply followed
by command 2. These expressions use the arrow operator
for sequential concatenation in the time domain. In the
following table, the codes (last column of Table2) are
obtained simply by summing the command labels of each
semantic code. The obtained codes give information
relative at the new merged command for the Fusion
component. In the first example of Table 2, two commands
(open, that) are merged, the Fusion component means
“Open Object” and executes the command labialized
{(8);(1)}.
Set of Sentences

Command
meaning

^ (openothat); (open)
`
^ (closeothat);
(close) `
^ (deleteothat);
(delete).`
^ (paste) `

Open object

^ (copyothat); (copy)
`
^ (cancel)`

Close object
Delete object
Past last
copied object
Copy object

Set of
correspondin
g semantic
codes
^ (1o7); (1)
`
^ (2o7); (2)
`
^ (3o7); (3)
`
^ (5) `

Set of
corresponding
codes

^ (4o7); (4)
`
^ (6) `

^ (11); (4) `

Cancel last
command

^ (8); (1) `
^ (9); (2) `
^ (10); (3) `
^ (5) `

^ (6) `

Table 1: Example grammar of authorized sentences
The fusion entities like ((closeÆopen) // click), (click //
(deleteÆopen)), etc. or isolated clicks are also ignored by
the system. Thus, some errors made by the user are avoided
by the model.

Eye Gaze
System

Timer

5

4

Filter

2.2 Description of the Fusion Process

InterAct has the ability to manage several modalities in
same time. The commands are sent by the input modalities;
it can be merged by taking into account the commands that
are arrived in the interval of fusion. The Interval of fusion
is saved in the Timer component and can be modified by
the user (at run-time). Each component of the interface of
fusion is used to special task. The Filter component
receives messages from all Interpreter components and
filters them. Two kinds of messages are identified: simple
and complex command

Voice

Fusion
2

1

3
Command1

Eye Gaze
System

12

Filter
Voice

11

Timer

10

Visual

5
9

Fusion
6

Audio

7
Command1
Command2

8

Commands

Figure 3: Fusion process in the InterAct software

Example of a Complex command

The complex command can be used in fusion process. In
this case, the first complex command is stored in the
Fusion component. The Timer component is activated in
order to count the time of fusion. If the time of fusion is
occurred and no other complex command is detected, the
Fusion component is reinitialized (the first command is
removed). If combination of the complex commands is
occurred, the commands are sent to the components of the
output devices.

3. GENERAL SCENARIO OF THE USABILITY TO ASSIST
PERSONS WITH SPECIAL NEEDS

One of the key concepts in HCI is usability- that is, making
systems easy to learn and easy to use. This entails
understanding the factors (psychological, socially,
ergonomically, etc.) that determine how people operate the
system. The designer and developer must ensure that the
systems are suitable to people and produce efficient and
successful interaction between the user and the system.
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Usability is defined in this way in ISO 9241-11: “Usability
is the extent to which a product can be used by specified
users to achieve specified goals with effectiveness,
efficiency and satisfaction in a specified context of use”.

Interpreter Component of the new modality and its
connection .The input modality is disabled.
4. CONCLUSION
This paper describes InterAct software which is a new
assistive and adaptable application for the disabled users.
InterAct is a multimodal multimedia software. This
application is dedicated to paralytics and allows them to
navigate in the web and to use the Windows environment.
The diversification of the input modalities offers to the user
a choice of the type of interaction needed in the
communication with computer and permits to our
application to be adaptive at the user impairments. Finally,
we increase the interactivity of our application with the
some usability scenarios.

To assist the disabled users during the use of the computer,
our application must characterized by a high degree of
usability. The goal of this section is to achieve better
system usability through autonomous architectural
decisions at run-time mode. Hence, understanding the
relationship between software architecture and usability is
important to ensure that the system ultimately achieves it.
A general usability scenario describes an interaction that
some stakeholders have with the MMS under consideration
from a usability point of view [8]. We cite some usability
scenarios of InterAct like cancelling commands, Using
InterAct concurrently with other applications, checking
correctness of the user, supporting multiple activities
during the communication, navigating quickly into
Windows operating system, supporting comprehensive
searching, configuring the time of fusion, automating the
selection of the input/output modalities, etc.
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Abstract
We present an environment able to coordinate the operations of distributed computing devices as well as an apparatus of sensors and multimedia renderers. The use of the
environment is demonstrated by the description of an artistic event in which inputs coming from light sensors steer
the production of sound and visual eﬀects.

1

Introduction

Chambre is a software enabling the use of multimodal
inputs to produce multimedial objects with a hypermedia
and virtual structure. It can therefore be exploited by designers of multimedia applications or performances to realise artefacts whose users may enjoy a multisensorial experience. It also allows the conﬁguration of several processing
units, to strenghten the management of hypermedia aspects
and the interaction model. Hence, it makes it possible to
construct networks of multimedia tools, able to exchange
information. Each multimedia object is able to receive,
process and produce data, as well as to form local networks
with its connected (software) objects. In Chambre, communication can thus occur on several channels, providing
ﬂexibility and robustness.
Figure 1 shows the relation between Chambre and its
input and output channels.
The design of Chambre is focused about a notion of
interoperability, so that communication between software
elements occurs on simple channels allowing the transfer of
a simple form of communication, namely formatted strings,
with a proper encoding of the type of request and/or information which is transmitted. Special channels can also be
devised, as is the case of the use of MIDI channels in the
application illustrated in this paper.
A Chambre application is typically built by interactively specifying a dataﬂow graph, where edges are communication channels, and nodes are processing units exposing
ports. These ports can be adapted to receive channels from
within the same subnet, or through TCP or MIDI connections.

Figure 1. Communication between Chambre
and the external world.

In this paper, we illustrate the generation of multimedia artistic events, where a performer generates positional
events by moving in a dark room. The events are processed by a Chambre network, which interprets them to
modify parameters steering the production of musical and
computer graphics responses. These are played back to the
performers, who can thus tune their movements in orer to
obtain some eﬀects, as well as to an audience outside the
room, potentially at some other geographical location.
Paper organisation. In the next Section we refer to some
related work, both in the area of dataﬂow architectures and
in the area of computer-supported artistic creation. In Section 3, we present the most important features of the architecture. Section 4 describes the use of Chambre for
the creation of artistic performances, and Section 5 draws
conclusions.

2

Related work

Flowgraph models have often been used for the deﬁnition
of conﬁgurable architectures, due to the facility with which
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a user can devise and deﬁne the dependencies between elements. An example in the ﬁeld of the construction of user
interface development environments is Amulet [8], where elements are connected by a web of constraints, while a direct
connection can be drawn with the LabView [1] or Prograph
[3] tools, where connections between elements describe passage of data.
Frameworks for the construction of distributed (objectoriented) systems have usually focused on passage of messages (actually remote procedure calls or method invocation), rather than on data. In these frameworks, the necessity for creation of stubs and proxies usually does not favour
reconﬁguration. The problem of reconﬁguration has been
addressed by Coulson et al., by proposing a componentbased deﬁnition of the middleware itself [2]. Their solution
involves an explicit representation of dependencies to determine the implications of removing or replacing a component. In our approach, as it is the receiver’s responsibility
to deal with data, we can live with the generation of inconsistent connections, by the fact that a component not
interested in some input will simply ignore it.
Several researchers and artists are devising ways to employ multimedia tools as creative devices. We draw the
attention of the reader to some experiences which are more
closely connected to the application depicted here. Cogeneration of graphics and music has been the objective
of [7, 5], where, however, one medium took control of
the other. Flavia Sparacino’s work explores the use of a
dancer’s movements as a way to govern an orchestra of
instruments virtually associated with the dancer’s body
parts [9]. This requires a predeﬁnition of the mappings between movements and controls, whereas our system allows
dynamic reconﬁguration as well as intervention of other
sources for parameter control. Fels et al. have proposed
MusiKalscope as a grahical musical instrument, combining
a virtual kaleidoscope with a system for generating musical improvisations, and provide the performer with virtual
sticks through which to drive eﬀects in the two media [4].
Also in this case, the coupling of the two subsystem appears
to be a rigid one.
The spatial distribution of performers is stressed in the
distributed musical rehearsal environment [6], where an orchestra conductor and the players can be physically removed by one another. The peculiarity of the task, however,
makes it necessary the use of speciﬁc solutions to preserve
the spatial perception of the music sources, which are not
necessary here.

3

Chambre provides speciﬁc drivers for inputs and outputs in
MIDI format, as well as managers of TCP connnections.

Figure 2. A configuration of a Chambre distributed application.

Chambre provides users with several modules (instances of subtypes of an abstract ProcessingUnit class),
through which they can create any type of (sub)network.
The basic kind of communication in Chambre
is realised in an asynchronous way, exploiting the
Observable-Observer pattern, as supported by the
Java Virtual Machine Implementation.
Hence, the
ProcessingUnit class is deﬁned as an extension of
Observable and an implementation of Observer. Every processing unit is associated with objects responsible
to maintain the input and output communication. The
Communication class abstracts from the speciﬁc forms of
communication, namely local communication, or communication across on a TCP connection or on the MIDI channel.
In order to allow a processing unit not only to send out data
on the MIDI channel, but also to receive a MIDI stream, a
special Bridge needed to be deﬁned.
Figure 3 presents a class diagram describing the core of
Chambre architecture, i.e. its ProcessingUnit class (in
the diagram the real name of the class, UnitaElaborativa,
appears).
Messages exchanged between objects are packaged and
unpackaged by suitable interface modules provided by the
specialisations of Communication and processed by any
Chambre object. Processing units can be in diﬀerent states
as regards their ability to receive or send on the diﬀerent
channels, or to communicate with other units in the same
local network.
The arg parameter of the update method (required
by the Observer interface) in any concrete realisation of
ProcessingUnit is always packaged as a String object.
Strings can be formatted in diﬀerent ways. Basically each
string message is considered as a sequence of tokens sepa-

Chambre architecture

Figure 2 shows a possible conﬁguration of the Chambre
architecture, in which a network of objects kept on a single
processor, communicates with other similar local networks
and with one Graphics and one Audio servers on diﬀerent
TCP connections, which can carry input and output signals.
Further inputs are provided by a camera, whose pictures are
processed to detect speciﬁc events, and by a MIDI device.
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Figure 3. The core of Chambre architecture.
the network, as a 32×32 window, and of an icon for creating
instances of it. The developer must then provide implementations for the update method, as well as for setting up an
instance of the plugin in the network and presenting a GUI
for interaction with it (i.e. an implementation of the abstract class UEGUI.
A number of plugins have been produced and are available within the Chambre environment. They are able to
perform arithmetics, geometric transformations, to execute
ﬁnite state automata, or are signal generators, switches,
sliders, etc.
Chambre provides the designer with an interface
through which the current conﬁguration of the network and
a summary of the available networks is represented. In a
collaborative scenario diﬀerent designers can register the local network for which they are responsible to the RncServer
plugin. Each designer is provided with an RncClient plugin, able to connect itself to the server. A network is elected
to maintain the server, so that this instance of RncServer
maintains the information about the local networks which
can therefore be observed by every designer involved in the
collaboration.
Figure 5 shows the selection of a network from a combobox and the representation of the selected network, showing information about the features of each node in it,
namely the type of messages it can understand, the script
through which input messages are processed by the node,
the type of messages it can produce, as well as the ports
through which MIDI or TCP data can be sent and received.

rated by spaces. Objects can use special Parsers to search
the string for tokens at a given position in the string, or
recognise suﬃxes or preﬁxes, or parse the string looking
for attribute-value pairs. It is responsibility of the sender
to produce a message in a way which is coherent with the
format managed by the receiver. On the other hand, any
received message which is not formatted in the way foreseen by the receiver class will be simply ignored, without
provoking any disruption of the communication mechanism.
A Chambre application appears therefore as a directed
graph of processing units, where the direction of an edge indicates the direction of the communication ﬂow, i.e. which
unit acts as a sender and which as a receiver. Units can be
multiply connected, as allowed by the registration mechanism of the Observable-Observer pattern. It is also possible that a unit must receive inputs from diﬀerent sources
to proceed with its computation. In this case it can exploit helper classes which buﬀer the inputs and transmit
them when all the inputs are ready, or at deﬁned intervals
of time.
The development of a Chambre application is realised
by deﬁning plugin packages. A Chambre plugin contains a
Plug class, which inherits from ProcessingUnit and implements the InterfacePlugIn interface. Figure 4 shows the
relations between classes needed to realize a plugin.
This interface speciﬁes the init(), start(), and stop()
methods, through which a plugin can act within the network of units to which it has been added. It also allows the
deﬁnition of methods for the visualisation of the plugin in
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Figure 4. The classes involved in the definition of a Chambre plugin.
nent of VideoGrid executes an algorithm to detect variations in the current frame with respect to the reference
frame. The result is marshalled into a message of the form
msg1 = (G < dimx >< dimy >< matrix >) and sent
via TCP to Chambre. G is a label which indicates that
the content of the message is a grid, whose size is given
by < dimx >, < dimy > and whose content is given as a
binary string in < matrix >. The FormDetection plugin of
Chambre evaluates msg1 to identify the bounding boxes
for each connected component in the grid. It produces a list
of forms and creates a message msg2 = (L < f orms ><
f ormlist >< dimx >< dimy >< matrix >) where L is
the conventional label for this type of message, < f orms >
is the number of identiﬁed forms, and < f ormlist > is a
sequence composed of the four coordinates of the extremal
points for each bounding box. msg2 is ﬁnally sent (again
via TCP) to the GraphicsServer component which produces
3D representations of the described forms. The representations are projected onto a screen visible both to the audience and to the dancer, who can thus form a feedback loop
with the generated images.
Figure 6 shows the fragment of the Chambre network
realizing the form detection and its transfer over the network, while Figure 7 shows the process from video capture
to form identiﬁcation for two diﬀerent frames.
The addition of a ”soundtrack” is easily obtained by interfacing some software such as PureData or MAX/MSP
to our application. These tools are indeed well suited to the
algorithmic treatment of audio and MIDI data, and are able
to support communication via TCP/IP.
In fact, communication with PureData occurs via a
TCP connection, through which it receives sequences of
data interpreted as control parameters to steer functions
for sound synthesis. It is therefore possible to realise a

Figure 5. During interaction with a client, a
designer can observe a representation of a
remote network.

4

Construction of a multimedia event

In this section we illustrate the use of Chambre in the
construction of an artistic performance.
A dancer performs movements in a closed environment,
with constant light. A reference frame is captured of the
environment without the performer. During the performance, a Webcam produces a stream of pictures at a rate
of 20 frames per second. The VideoGrid application receives this stream and subdivides each picture into a grid
of 24 × 24 subpictures. The VariationDetection compo-
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Figure 6. The Chambre network involved in
the detection of forms and communication
over the network.

Figure 9. Introducing a processing network
between a camera and a PureData music
generator.

Figure 7. A sketch of the video capture and
form detection process.

network of objects which use the content of the messages
msg1 and msg2 to extract control parameters for music
synthesis in PureData. The dancer can thus modify his
or her movements to steer music generation. Figure 8 shows
the window describing the state of the communication with
PureData.

Figure 10. Distributing information processing over a network.

dia results can be the ﬁnal object of creation, or the basis
for further creative processes, realising a full circle of feedback between creator, executor, and computing device. An
artist is therefore forced to think of the artistic support as
a function of interactive processes operating through diﬀerent channels. Several installations of this type could also
be connected over a network, so that diﬀerent artists could
interact over a geographic network.

Figure 8. Observing the state of the communication with PureData.

5

Conclusions

The Chambre environment for the development of distributed multimedia applications has been presented. It is
an open environment based on a simple model of communication among processing units. Developers can exploit the
communication primitives and create their application, in
the form of networks of plugins, chosen among those provided by Chambre or created in accordance with a speciﬁc

In the construction of the multimedia event, the diﬀerent
tasks can be realized on a local network, as shown in Figure 9, or distributed among several processors hosting the
diﬀerent components and servers, according to the schema
of Figure 10.
The diﬀerent types of multimodal inputs, or multime-
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[7] A. Kotani and P. Maes. An environment for musical collaboration between agents and users. In Proc. of Lifelike
Computer Characters, 1995.

interface, and inheriting from an abstract class.
Chambre appears as a very ﬂexible environment for several types of application, in the area of distributed computing as well as of multimedia, hypermedia and virtual reality
applications. It can be used in the teaching arena, for scientiﬁc or artistic purposes or for complex process control.
We have illustrated its use in the context of artistic creation. Here diﬀerent types of sensorial interaction
(IN/OUT audio and video in the presented application, but
haptic plugins can be also devised) provide the artist with
a complete development framework. An artist can manage
input and outputs stream in an interactive, concurrent way.
The open and naturally interconnected structure of
Chambre allows the communication among diﬀerent workplaces or operators with diﬀerent specialisations for a given
task. It is potentially open to communication with any
software able to exploit a TCP/IP connection.
We plan to extend the set of input and output devices
controlled by Chambre, possibly including other types of
communication channels. our experimentation in the artistic ﬁeld with the Chambre environment, and envision some
enrichment of the proposed performance. For example, by
coordinating the input from two cameras, one could recognise movements in the the 3D space, as opposed to simple
displacement on the horizontal surface. Another possibility is to exploit a number of light sensors arranged on a
grid, to detect the relative positions of several dancers. In
all these cases, some pattern detection algorithm on these
inputs could be used to drive parameters of diﬀerent algorithmic operators.

[8] Brad A. Myers, Richard G. McDaniel, Robert C. Miller,
Alan S. Ferrency, Andrew Faulring, Bruce D. Kyle, Andrew Mickish, Alex Klimovitski, and Patrick Doane.
The Amulet environment: New models for eﬀective user
interface software development. IEEE Trans. Softw.
Eng., 23(6):347–365, 1997.
[9] F. Sparacino, G. Davenport, and A. Pentland. Media
in performance: Interactive spaces for dance, theater,
circus, and museum exhibits. IBM Systems Journal,
39(3 & 4):479, 2000.
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Abstract

content in multimedia streams  as the event generator
which instructs the transformers for the appropriate
reaction. A trigger accepts multimedia streams (both
periodic and aperiodic) as input along with the
associated media content, and generates one or more
events. The language provides constraint-based
synchronization facilities with dynamic scaling for
groups of multimedia streams, which have a clock
associated with them to control their synchronization.
Context-related reactions to situations are detected by an
active repository, as are reactions to the external world.
The use of a persistent repository takes care of partial
conditions and the change in the order of
nondeterministic conditions since the truthfulness of
partial and nondeterministic conditions can be archived
in the active repository.
The major contributions of this paper are:

The Internet is being used more pervasively for multimedia
retrieval, multimedia transmission and rendering. However, little
work has gone on in Internet-based multimedia modeling
integrating user interaction, asynchronous and non-deterministic
multimedia events, multiple multimedia streams, and their
synchronization. In this paper, we describe a new and novel
XML based multimedia language ‘TANDEM’ which supports
the integration of user interaction, asynchronous non
deterministic multimedia events, multiple multimedia streams,
and their synchronization. More specifically, we describe ‘event
constructs’, ‘stream grouping constructs’, ‘transformation
constructs’, and ‘synchronization constructs’. We illustrate the
constructs with relevant examples.

Keywords: asynchronous, event, Internet, language,
modeling, multimedia, nondeterministic, synchronization.

1. Introduction

(1) The language allows the integration of asynchronous
events, deterministic multimedia events, and
multimedia event-based triggering commands.
(2) The language supports temporal and spatial
synchronization of complex media objects.
(3) The language separates and integrates five major
components of distributed multimedia reactive
systems: triggers; active repository; transformers;
grouping of media streams; and synchronization.
(4) The language allows dynamic scaling of the
multimedia time base for implicit synchronization.
(5) The language incorporates commands that interrogate
the active repository for partial condition verification
as well as pattern detection, oblivious data and
context-based conditions.

As the Internet becomes pervasive, the multimedia
knowledge base on the Internet will become a source for
Internet-based multimedia modeling application based
upon user interaction. For an effective use of distributed
multimedia data over the Web, we need to develop a
series of tools and languages that can help programmers
to create such applications.
Current multimedia languages [9] are evolving, and
are limited in their ability to model real world phenomena
which need integration of multimedia reactivity,
asynchronous events, computability, event-based
triggering, dynamic altering of multimedia attributes, and
synchronization of multiple streams. Languages for
modeling distributed multimedia systems must support
asynchronous events, loose ordering of events, and
automated dilation of time-scale in a group of streams to
preserve synchronization.
This paper introduces TANDEM ʊ an XML-based
distributed multimedia language for Transmitting
Asynchronous Non-deterministic and Deterministic
Events in Multimedia systems. The language supports the
development of distributed multimedia systems which
integrate deterministic and asynchronous nondeterministic events over the Internet. The language is
based on a conceptual model that has a trigger – a
mechanism which controls the reaction to multimedia

The paper is organized as follow. Section 2 briefly
describes related concepts in distributed reactive
multimedia systems. Section 3 describes the conceptual
model for TANDEM. Section 4 describes the constructs
for multimedia events, stream grouping for
synchronization, synchronization and transformation
constructs. Section 5 presents related works. The last
section concludes the paper. Due to space limitations, the
grammar for the language and a description of a major
nontrivial application will be presented elsewhere.
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2. Distributed Reactive Multimedia Systems

3. The Conceptual Model of TANDEM

Multimedia systems provide interaction involving text,
graphics, audio and video. The interaction is obtained via
multimedia streams and aperiodic signals. A multimedia
stream is a sequence of nested tuples and data values. A
multimedia stream can be:
(1) a continuous stream as produced by sensors
(2) a periodic stream where data is associated with a
periodic signal, or
(3) an aperiodic stream where the data is associated with
an aperiodic signal generated by an event or external
interaction.

The application module of TANDEM is based on the
conceptual model for the creation of distributed reactive
multimedia systems introduced in [5]. The distributed
multimedia application is modeled as reaction graphs
(see Figure 1) as follows:
(i) Media generation points are modeled as sources,
and media rendering (or archival) points are
modeled as sinks. Sources and sinks can be local or
remote. A sink is a URI where the multimedia
stream is rendered or stored.
(ii) Transformer nodes (see Figure 2) apply
transformation functions to modify the attributes of
the multimedia stream. For example, transformers
change the rendering rate of a group of streams,
multiplex streams, or reduce the number of channels
of a video for rendering.
(iii) Triggers provide a general mechanism for actions
after a set of Boolean conditions are met. Trigger
nodes control the media streams and initiate reaction
to the streams. A trigger is associated with sets of
multimedia stream groups and a set of conditions.
Triggers activate events in response to the
satisfaction of a set of conditions. A trigger reaction
includes
monitoring
of
external
sensors,
transforming the attributes of multimedia streams,
redirecting a stream to a different destination,
starting a new thread of computation, or a cascade
of triggers and events. A trigger reaction might
require a computation which involves the input
streams; in that case the input streams are pretransformed by one or more transformer modules.
(iv) Active repository nodes are associated with triggers.
The active repository samples and analyzes the
media content for the required conditions, and
transmits the outcome to the triggers. An active
repository detects and archives partial conditions to
match the conditions in loose order of occurrence.

A multimedia stream S has two components: attribute-set
and data. Three attributes periodic or aperiodic, number
of data elements per unit time, and type of data (such as
audio or video or music or audiovisual etc.) are essential.
Other attributes are specific to the streams, and vary
among different types of multimedia streams.
Example 1: The data for the audio stream is a sequence
of sampled packets with the attributes: (a0=periodic,
a1=audio, a2 = 44100 samples/second, a3 = no. of channels
= 4, a4 = 16 bits per sample, a5 = media length, …).
Each multimedia media stream has its own clock
which is synchronized to a common clock, and is played
according to the playback rate R of the media type.
In distributed reactive multimedia systems [2], a
number of multimedia streams and aperiodic signals are
produced in one location (local or remote) and are
consumed in another location. Multiple streams are
synchronized with each other, are transformed, and the
system reacts to asynchronous events. An aperiodic signal
interacts with other streams or signals, transforms a
stream (or group of streams), and triggers another chain of
events. Media types react to external stimuli (user
intervention) or their own content, or to some other media
type content. Repetition of the same actions does not
guarantee the same reaction due to the change in context,
past events, or the order of events.
Distributed reactive multimedia systems must be able
to react when certain conditions are met. The reaction of
the system consists of the generation of one or more
events that “respond” appropriately to the presence of
some previous phenomena, which consists of the
satisfaction of a set of Boolean conditions.
In distributed reactive multimedia system interactions
with remote locations is a necessity. Consider an on-line
conference in which participants draw on a shared
whiteboard object. The drawing must be visible to all of
the participants immediately. Actions which do not
directly require media streams’ attributes modification,
should be able to deal with network issues, mobile users,
security and alarm exceptions and resource management.

Source

Transformer1

Multimedia
stream

Source
Multimedia
stream

Streams

Transformern

Trigger
Aperiodic

Active
Repository

Procedure

Figure 1. The conceptual execution model
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A distributed reactive multimedia application is
constructed by specifying the sources, the sinks, the
triggers, the transformers, the active repository, and the
events. We first define the streams involved in the
application. The streams will be input to one or more
triggers. Each trigger will contain the description of the
groups that participate in the trigger, the loop constructs
that we apply to the input streams, the events that the
trigger will handle and the destinations of those events.
We describe the destinations of each event in the trigger.
The outline of an application framework is:

We distinguish two types of triggers: event-based
triggers and periodic triggers. Event-based triggers fire
when some constraints (or conditions) are satisfied. For
example, the alarm activation of a surveillance camera
fires a trigger when a human figure is detected. Periodic
triggers fire periodically. For example, a biologist
capturing the blooming of a flower will capture and
transmit pictures periodically. Triggers are also classified
as continuous or discrete. Continuous triggers do not
require resetting, while discrete triggers are reset every
time they go off. Triggers are associated with zero or
more streams and aperiodic signals. The trigger
communicates with an active repository to archive and
retrieve partial conditions and allow nondeterministic
ordering of conditions in multiple streams If the reaction
requires a computation which does not involve the input
streams, the trigger generates an aperiodic signal which
causes a procedure-call associated with the activated
event, indicated by the gears.

<application ...>
# we describe all the media streams
<media_stream ...> # mediastream 1 </media_stream>

...

<media_stream...> # mediastream M </media_stream>

# we describe all the triggers
<trigger ...>
# define all the loops involving media streams
<loop ...> ...# loop1 </loop>

MM Player1

...

Stream1
Transformer11

Transformer1p

<loop ...> ... # loopN </loop>
File

# define all the groups
<group ...> ... # group 1 </group>

...

Streamn

<group ...> ... # group G </group>

Figure 2. Application of transformers

#define events, conditions and trigger destinations
<event ...> ... # event 1 </event>

Groups are used to perform operations on sets of
related multimedia streams. Operation on multimedia
streams can be either 'isolated' or 'joint'. Isolated
operations do not affect individual media streams in a
group. Joint operations affect every member of the group.
Synchronization of streams is a joint operation. Multiple
groups can be associated with a trigger. Although a part
of triggers, aperiodic signals are not part of groups.
Together with the input signals, i.e. groups of
periodic multimedia streams (audio, video, text,
audiovisual etc.) or aperiodic signals, and the active
repository, the trigger forms the basic building block to
generate an event. The generated events, represented by
the dotted links in the above figure, perform the reaction
to the specific conditions verifications. Event definitions
in the trigger define all the conditions that must be
verified for the event to occur. The destination of an event
can be a transformer, a procedure, or a sink. A procedure
is activated when computations (other than stream
transformation) are required. Synchronization is required
after detecting a required pattern(s) in the active
repository. The active repository signals the trigger for the
verification of the partial conditions, and the action.

...

<event ...> ... # event E </event>

#describe transformers, actions and destinations
<transformer ...> ... # transformer 1 </transformer>

...

<transformer ...> ... # transformer S </transformer>

#describe all the procedures required
<procedure ...> ...# procedure1 </procedure>

...

<procedure ...> ...# procedure P </procedure>
</trigger>

...

<trigger>... # trigger T </trigger>
</application>

Figure 3. An outline of the application framework
The definition of the multimedia streams in the trigger
provides a way to collect information about all the
sources (remote or local) needed for the application. For
example, a remote source that is sending an audio at a
44,100 samples/sec rate collects the data and values of
the attributes as follows:
<media_stream name = "mm1">
<source name = "source1" URI = "192.168.2.102" />
<type> <audio name = "audio.wav"
samples_per_sec = "44100" no_of_channels = "2"
bits_per_sample = "16"
scaling_constraint = "[0.5, 2]" />
</type>
</media_stream>

4. TANDEM: Framework and Constructs
In this section we introduce generic constructs. Since
TANDEM is an Internet language the constructs follow
the XML style; however, constructs are generic.
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performed by using multiple remote destinations. The
ordering of the events in an application is handled by an
optional priority value. The priority, when specified,
guarantees the partial order of the events.

Repetition of streams is performed in the loop
construct. The construct contains the name of the loop
and defines the elements, which participate in the loop.
For example, the following construct defines a repetition
of stream mm1 3 times.

4.2 Group constructs

<loop name = "mm1loop" times = "3">
<loop_element name = "mm1" />
</loop>

Grouping clusters one or more media streams or groups
for synchronization. The groups are both dynamic and
hierarchical. Groups are an elegant and efficient way to
specify synchronization on multiple streams as follows:

Nested loops are defined by referencing the name of a
predefined loop. The following code repeats mm1loop
five times.

<group name = "soprano">
<member name = "mm1"/> <member name = "mm2"/>
</group>

<loop name = "nestedloop" times = “5”>
<loop_element name = “mm2” />
<loop_element name = "mm1loop" />
</loop>

The construct creates the group "soprano" which groups
two media streams, mm1 and mm2. Groups can be
modified dynamically by a transformer using group
actions as follows:

4.1 Event constructs

(i)
(ii)
(iii)
(iv)

An event is generated when specific conditions are
satisfied. An event has a destination according to the
action that the event must perform. The events are either
tightly integrated with the spatial and temporal constraints
or they may loosely coupled. In a tightly integrated
constraint the order of the events is very specific and the
temporal and spatial constraints are strictly followed.
Loosely coupled events may have a non-deterministic
order of events with more relaxed constraints.
In the following code fragment, the event
"start_video" starts a video clip if all the partial conditions
are satisfied. The partial conditions verify the presence of
two aperiodic signals: user's right-clicking and the end of
another video clip. After both the conditions are satisfied
the event is generated. The destination of the event is the
"transformer1", which takes as input data stream from the
source = "video1".

ungroup, to separate an existing group,
add_group, to add elements to a group
delete_group, to eliminate elements from a group
regroup, to incorporate elements into a new group

In the example described below, the transformer
“ungroup-soprano” ungroups the elements mm1 and
mm2 of the group soprano. After ungrouping the group
soprano does not exist. Regrouping is needed for group
reconstruction before further use.
<transformer name = "ungroup-soprano">
<action >
<ungroup > <elements group = "soprano"/>
</ungroup>
</action>
<destination name = "player1" />
</transformer>

4.3 Synchronization constructs

<application name = "example">

...

Synchronization in multimedia requires the ability to
relate the elements involved in the multimedia
application both spatially and temporally. The
synchronization specifies how those elements will be
presented in a specific spatial or temporal order on the
rendering device. The required synchronization can be
influenced by the events caused by the user interacting
with the multimedia system.
The synchronization constructs (i) provide
synchronization in the presence of external constraints,
such as user interactions, (ii) provide synchronization in
the presence of system environmental constraints, such
as network traffic or resource availability, and (iii)
provide synchronization for user defined media groups.
A trigger activates an event every time specific
conditions are satisfied. The activation can be started
immediately or delayed. In construct (1) the trigger starts

<event name = "start_video"
start = "0" priority = "1"... >
<partial_condition name = "cond1"
signal_type = "rightclick"
presence = "present" ... />
<partial_condition cond_name = "cond2"
signal_type = "video2_end"
presence = "present" ... />
<destination name = "transformer1"
source = "video1"... />
</event>

...
</application>

In TANDEM, the generated events can involve
multiple sources or multiple groups of multimedia
streams. A generated event is sent to one or more
destinations. Remote location interaction can be
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the event immediately, in construct (2) the delay is 9
units. The delay can be determined by a computation as
shown in construct (3).

...

<event name = "start_video" start = "0" > ... </event> (1)

<transformer name = "transf1">
<action>
<synchronize>
<temporal type = "start&end" scaling = "stretch"
reference
= "mm1" start = "0" end = "0">
(3)
<elements name = "mm2" diffstart = "3"
diffend = "0"/>
</temporal>
</synchronize>
</action>
<destination name = "player1" />
</transformer>

<destination name = "transf1"/>
</event>

...

<event name = "start_video" start = "9" > ... </event> (2)
<event name = "synch&start" start = "0"
var_delay = expression > ……</event>

(3)

An event might need to invoke a computation. For
example, an event might be delayed depending on
conditions of network traffic. An event "invoke_compute"
is going to start a procedure "compute_delay" which
checks for the network conditions and calculates the
appropriate delay. This is done within a period trigger as
shown below:

...
</trigger>

<event name = "invoke_compute" start = "0">

If the parallel start is applied to a group of streams,
the group elements are related synchronously to the
reference stream. In the code fragment below, all the
media streams of group1 start 3 units later than mm1 and
terminate at the same time, while all the media streams
of group2 start after 2 units and terminate 2 units earlier
with respect to the stream mm1.

# test the presence of the signal "procedure_start"
<condition name = "cond2" signal_type =
"procedure_start" presence = "present"/>
<destination name = "compute_delay" />
</event>
# check and compute the network delay
<procedure name = "compute_delay" start = "0">
<parameters> <param name = "delay" type = "int"
mode = "out"/>
</parameters>
</procedure>

<synchronize>
<temporal type = "start&end" scaling = "stretch"
reference = "mm1" start = "0" end = "0" />
<elements name = "group1" diffstart = "3"
diffend = "0" />
<elements name = "group2" diffstart = "2"
diffend = "-2" />
</temporal>
</synchronize>

Whenever synchronization is required an event must
be generated to activate the appropriate reaction. The
trigger identifies the specific transformer, and the
synchronization is activated. The transformer must
contain the synchronization actions to be performed.
Since transformers alter the attributes of multimedia
streams both spatially and temporally, the synchronized
actions must distinguish between spatial and temporal
synchronization. For example, consider two media
streams are played in parallel such that their start
together and end together match. Then the trigger will
start an event that will have as destination a transformer
that performs the synchronization.
In the following construct, the transformer starts the
two streams mm1 and mm2 in parallel: mm2 will start 3
units later than mm1 and will end at the same time. The
stretch required to perform the synchronization must be
compatible with the previously defined scaling
constraints. If stream scaling constraints are not verified,
no modifications will be performed on the stream. The
scaling type construct ‘Stretch’ causes the speed up or the
slow down of the playback rate of the media object.

Synchronization
actions
involving
spatial
constraints are computed by giving the relative values.
The following code locates all the elements of group1,
on the X-axis 3 points after the X-position of mm1.
Synchronization is handled by the synchronization type
"seq_start" as follows:
<synchronize>
<spatial type = "seq_start" scaling = "stretch"
alignment = "upper_left">
<elements name = "mm1" diffstartX = "0"
diffstartY = "0" diffendX = "0" diffendY = "0"/>
<elements name = "group1" diffstartX = "3"
diffstartY = "0" diffendX = "3" diffendY = "0"/>
</spatial>
</synchronize>

5. Related Works
The research involving synchronized multimedia streams
[8] and the use of high level distributed multimedia
language constructs such as event triggering and
synchronization constructs for flexible Internet based

<trigger name = "trig1" ...>

...
<event name = "parallel_start"...>
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modeling is evolving rapidly after the advent of the
Internet. The languages like SMIL [9], TAOML [1],
VRML [10] and its XML based variants, synchronous
language Esterel [3], and distributed multimedia
languages concerned with QoS (Quality of Service) [6]
have different aspects of multimedia modeling,
synchronization constructs and event based constructs.
SMIL [9] models concurrent multimedia streams by
synchronizing start and end of the streaming at a specific
point of time relative to other streams, and supports
spatial synchronization and placement of media streams.
However, there is no comprehensive stream group
construct in SMIL, and SMIL also does not support frame
level synchronization due to the lack of synchronization
of periodic signals. The event model (used primarily for
user interaction) is independent of the timing model (used
for playback). If no events are defined by a host language,
event-timing is effectively omitted [9]. For example, if a
video is started by the left-click of the mouse and is ended
by the right-click of the mouse, in SMIL we cannot
guarantee that the left-click followed by the right click
results in the media starting and stopping. SMIL also does
not support nondeterministic order of events with partial
matching of conditions.
VRML [10] and its XML based variants support the
notion of events and events triggering other events,
triggering computation, and grouping of multimedia
components. The events can be modified dynamically in
VRML. However, VRML also does not support
synchronization of periodic stream at the frame level, and
does not support nondeterministic order of conditions or
archiving partial conditions.
TAOML [1] has limited expression capability. For
example, nested loop or dynamic grouping is available
neither in TAOML nor in SMIL. Other languages, such as
HQML [6] have focused their attention on the quality of
service capabilities; therefore their synchronization
abilities are very limited.
ESTEREL [3] is a synchronous deterministic
hardware modeling language. Integrated with distributed
multimedia sources and sinks constructs, Esterel
constructs can be used to model multimedia objects and
periodic multimedia streams, and the triggering of a chain
of multimedia events. However, Esterel is not an Internet
based language, and does not support explicit grouping of
periodic streams and nondetermistic ordering of events or
storing of partial conditions.

the authors which uses a persistent active repository. The
active repository supports pattern-based matching and
content-based analysis of media streams. The use of the
persistent active repository allows us to store partial
conditions and relax the order of events. The language
has five distinct types of constructs, namely, multimedia
definition constructs, group constructs, trigger
constructs, synchronization constructs, and transformer
constructs. We support multiple stream synchronization
using group constructs, support aperiodic signals for user
interaction, and continuous streams for sensor
information. Trigger constructs are used either to invoke
media transformers that alter the attributes of media
streams or invoke a procedure call for computation. The
language is in an advanced stage of implementation.

6. Conclusions

[9] Synchronized Multimedia Integration Language 2.0
Specification, http://www.w3.org/TR/smil20/, Aug. 2001.

In this paper, we have described a distributed multimedia
modeling
language
TANDEM
that
integrates
deterministic and non-deterministic events, asynchronous
events, and spatio-temporal synchronization. The
language is based upon a novel model [5] developed by

[10] Virtual Reality Modeling Language(VRML) 2.0, ISO/IEC
14772,http://www.web3d.org/x3d/specifications/vrml/ISO
_IEC_14772-All/index.html.
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Abstract

languages, much time and effort are required, because this
type of languages is closer to computer languages and are
very abstract. The program written in a text-based
language is difficult to understand because they are based
on very abstract concepts and notations and meaning of
computation is not visible. The difficulty of understanding
causes the difficulty of editing, debugging, and reusing.
To solve these problems, various visual languages and
environments have been created. Many of these
approaches are based on representing modules and
components by an icon and allow compositions at level of
the icons. They do not visualize internal structures and
computations performed inside the module. Also, many
visual environments, such as, LabVIEW [2], MATLAB
and Simulink [3] express computation by a network of
modules as 2-dimensional graph structures, but this is not
always the best structure to represent computation. For
example, when it is necessary to express processing on
meshes and matrices, grid structures are more suitable, and
when it is necessary to express hierarchical structures or
processes, pyramids and trees are more suitable.
Our approach is to develop and use self-explanatory
components for software component representation [4]. A
self-explanatory component represents itself with multiple
views related to its dynamic, static, and hierarchical
features. Features are represented with images, animation,
sound, and text. A cyberFilm format is for the
representation of multiple views. A cyberFilm contains a
set of stills. A still is a view of an objects/processes feature.
With multiple view, the user can understand the meaning
of the component more deeply and easily. The ease of
understanding helps editing, debugging and reusing.
In the cyberFilm, the computation is presented by six
representative aspects [4]. The algorithmic skeleton is one
of such aspects to show algorithmic computational steps
and data structures. Algorithmic skeletons are represented
as a series of colored stills. Each still represents one
computational step by image symbols. Defining
algorithmic skeleton is designing stills with image symbols.
However, the editor has to support not only functions to
draw a picture like conventional drawing tools do but

A new type of multimedia editor for designing
algorithmic skeletons in a cyberFilm is presented. A
cyberFilm is a new multimedia format to represent and
edit computation through a set of algorithmic features. The
algorithmic skeleton is one of these features, in which the
algorithmic structure and the associated flow of activities
are described. The algorithmic skeleton is represented by a
series of stills and scenes. Each still consists of multimedia
symbols such as images, text and sounds, and corresponds
to one computational step. A scene is a subset of stills
which can be considered as related steps and meaningful
unit of an algorithm. The use of multimedia symbols in the
stills and the composition of stills into scenes must follow
the syntax of the cyberFilm language. The design of the
skeleton is performed by editing these multimedia symbols
in the stills and scenes. This process can be extremely
simplified by a special editor supporting high-level
operations and intelligent interfaces. This editor allows
even a novice user to draw a picture conforming to the
language and simplifies the task of extracting and
transforming the user’s computational intention into the
algorithmic skeleton images and animations. In this paper,
the different algorithmic features constituting the
algorithmic skeletons are described and a number of
sub-editors to edit those features are presented.

1 Introduction
Although, computer technology is needed in various
fields, programming productivity is insufficient for the
demand of the industry[1]. A main cause of this problem is
in programming languages. Current major programming
languages such as C, C++, Java, C# are text based
representations. There is a great gap between their syntax
and corresponding semantics. We must encode our mental
image of computation into source code in special, strict
syntax, and perform the opposite decoding to bring it back
to the mental image-level again to understand it. The
encoding and decoding tasks require special programming
knowledge and description techniques. To master these
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3.2 Structure Editor

operations can be performed in a similar way. The links
between nodes are automatically adjusted. When a node is
deleted, the unnecessary links are also removed. The result
of editing the structure is immediately reflected on all stills
in a scene, so that the user does not have to modify every
single still.
Note that the foreground and background items are
displayed while the structure is being edited. This is to
assist users who want to precisely align some node with
specific points of a background image or foreground items.
Of course, they can also be “hidden” if the user wishes so.

Structure Editors are used to modify the size and form of
structures. A structure can be of any geometrical 3D
construction. Figure 5 shows examples of some structures.
There is one editor for each type of structure since special
knowledge must be embedded to support structure specific
operations. For instance, a 2D-grid editor has the following
operations: add-row, add-column, remove row,
remove-column, etc. On the other hand, a tree editor has
the following operations: add-left-child, add-right-child,
add-children, remove-sub-tree, etc. By interacting with
these structure editors, a user can modify the size and form
of the structure without the danger of performing
operations that will result in a change in the structure type.
When a cyberFilm is loaded, an appropriate editor will
be loaded automatically according to the structures used in
that cyberFilm. In Figure 6, a general graph editor has been
loaded in the editing window.
To move a node, the user should first click on the “move
node” button, then click and drag the desired node. Other

3.3 Scheme Editor
Schemes can be edited in four different levels of detail:
the scheme-level, scene-level, still-level and the node-level.
For the first three levels, the interface shown in Figure 7 is
used.
The scheme-level editing is for completely exchanging
the current scheme with another. This means that all scenes
and stills are redrawn according to the new scheme. An
important point is that the structure will not change. So a
user can apply various schemes to the same structure and
immediately observe the changes in the flow of
computation. The available schemes for a given type of
structure will be presented by the editor so that the user
need not worry about selecting a scheme that cannot be
applied to that structure. For example, tree type schemes
are only for a tree structure and cannot be applied to grid
structures.

Figure 6 Structure Editor

Figure 8 Node Editor (Still-edit mode)
For the scene-level and still-level editing, delete and
move operations are supported. At the scene-level, stills
can be deleted or moved in units of scenes. At the
still-level, indivisual stills can be deleted and moved. Basic
functionality of this type of editing has been introduced in
[8]. In the current version of the editor, the editor has been

Figure 7 Scheme Editor
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implicitly describe complex structures and relations,
states and sequences of objects and dynamic processes.
All those features are better to watch and explicitly
modify rather then keep in mind. Additionally, these
features can be classified and considered separately.
Otherwise, even the arithmetical and logical expressions
embedded into complicated bodies of nested loops and
conditional branches become a serious problem of the
programming process.
Therefore, various visual programming languages
have been developed to enhance traditional programming
systems and solve some problems of the text-based
programming languages.
Visual languages allow
represent knowledge in a graphic way, which helps the
user to understand pieces of knowledge and manipulate
them better. The computer algorithm animation
technologies [1-3], Universal Modeling Language (UML)
diagrams [4], formal visualization models for
component-based software [5], etc, are representatives of
the algorithm visualization techniques. The visual iconic
data-flow programming languages are another example of
visual programming efforts [6,7]. As a special case we
would like to mention the animated visual 3D
programming language SAM (Solid Agents in Motion)
for parallel systems specification and animation [8].
There also several commercial tools for software
development
based
on
mathematical
objects
manipulations [9,10]. Additionally, it is necessary to
mention technologies for automated executable code
generation from the visual specification [11] and
visualization of dynamic and static aspects of a program
execution [12].
The most of the systems mentioned are very
specialized and focused on solving or demonstration
specific problems. As a rule, they represent an algorithm
from one or a few points of view that are not enough to
understand the algorithm thoroughly. The multiple view

Abstract
This work is a part of the filmification of methods
technology which is based on the visual algorithm
representation using an algorithmic CyberFilm concept.
Within this concept each algorithm is represented
through multiple views and a space-time metaphor.
Usually, to specify an algorithm, it is necessary to define
space structures and traversal schemes for visiting nodes
of those structures. In addition, variables attributes of
space structures and nodes should be declared,
operations (formula sequences) to be performed in
visiting nodes should be defined. A main focus of this
paper is a special multimedia subsystem for the variable
declaration and the formula sequence definition. This
subsystem uses a special multimedia language with
high-level constructions and operators in order to make
the programming process more efficient and comfortable.
Enhanced text-based terms, tables, images and stencils
are used for representing the arithmetical and logical
expressions. The multimedia language syntax and
semantics, user interface and some aspects of automated
code generation are described in this paper.

1 Introduction
At present, various programming languages are used
for software development. They are very powerful and
have a plenty of useful features, but they are still more
computer oriented rather then human oriented. So, the
programming process is complex for people using
conventional text-based programming languages, such as
C, FORTRAN, JAVA, etc. Representing abstract things
in text is very difficult for the programmers because they
have to keep in mind a lot of abstract concepts and should
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corresponding algorithmic features it is not necessary to
render large-sized sets. A structure can be any
geometrical object in multi-dimensional space, but now
we use grids, pyramids, trees, general graphs, matrices
and networks as a basis. This paper presents a subsystem
of the AKS supporting the development of the b-group
frames related to the structure and variables declaration as
well as the specification of the activity on nodes.
The a-group frames show an abstract activity on
structures by colors, shapes, and types of node flashing.
Different colors represent different formulas to be
attached to nodes. The shapes depict a hierarchy of nodes;
a normal structural node is a circle and a nested
CyberFilm is a square. Types of flashing indicate some
specific features of operations to be defined on corresponding nodes.
Once the areas of activities are defined, it is necessary
to specify concrete computational operations for each
type of activity in order to create a working algorithm.
These operations are specified via formula sequences
attachment process which is described in this paper.
The next section of this paper describes structure
definitions and variable declaration mechanism. The third
section describes methods and interfaces for the
specification and representation of the formula sequence,
correctness checking and executable code generation
from the formula specification. Section four shows a short
example of the formula presentation. The last section
contains conclusion and future research topics.

concept in [13] is oriented to show different aspects of an
algorithm including structure, operations, data
dependencies, etc, as well as to split program
development process.
Our approach is to use a self-explanatory visual
programming environment where algorithms are
represented in a "CyberFilm" format [14,15]. This format
is used as a new type of abstraction combining
mathematical and physical concepts. A special system
supporting the development, learning and use of
self-explanatory components in the CyberFilm format has
being implemented. This system is called Active
Knowledge Studio (AKS) [15].
The CyberFilm concept uses multiple views to
represent various features of computational algorithms.
CyberFilm has six groups of views representing different
features of computation. In Figure 1, algorithmic skeleton
view (a) presents dynamical features of the algorithmic
steps, variables and formulas view (b) shows activities
(formulas with arithmetical/logical expressions) attached
to selected nodes of algorithmic structures. Input and
output view (c) includes frames related to
inter-component and intra-component interfaces, and
integrated view (d) consists of frames with a special
structure representing a “summary” of algorithm. There
are two additional views: registration view (e) contains
registration information such as authors, date of creation,
etc, and links and statistics view (f) links to related or
referenced CyberFilms, other source of relevant
knowledge, and some statistical information, such as
number of usage, editing, etc.

2 Variable specification
2.1 Structure hierarchy
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Data structures are one of the key points in
programming [16]. So, it is necessary to pay a special
attention to data structure selection and definition. The
user should be able to choose and define structures easily
and have minimal chances to make a mistake. To satisfy
these requirements in our system the definition of the data
structures is started from the definition of space-time
structures. After that we allow a conventional type
variable declaration for whole structures as well as for
their substructures.
The space-time structures hierarchy is presented in
Figure 2. All structures are divided into three classes:
space, time and observer. Space-time continuum is the
most understandable human environment, because our
world consists of 3D space and 1D time. So, the basis of
all structures should be 3D space structures and 1D time
structure. This level of the data structure abstraction is
suitable for visual representation and manipulation. If an
algorithm requires more complex data structure, it can be
considered as a superposition of subspaces of 3D (such as
1D, 2D and 3D). There are many methods how to
represent N-dimensional space; it always can be projected

I/O
I/O
I/O

…

…
d)

Figure 1. CyberFilm multiple view

Within each group, there is a set of frames representing corresponding algorithmic features. For example,
in the algorithmic skeleton view a structure (or a few
structures) and scheme of activity on this structure are
represented by the frames. The frame structure shows the
algorithmic space (and its data) and the series of frames
shows the algorithmic activity in time. Usually, frame
structures are parameterized sets of nodes and links. It
means that, as a rule, to represent (to explain)
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1D-timeline where time steps are directly related to
frames of algorithmic skeletons (computational steps).
Maximum number of steps and size of each step are
attributes of the time structure (Figure 3, c). For example,
the step size function may be defined as a constant (f(i)=2
means that the history will contain only every 2nd
computational step) or may change during computation
(f(i)=log(i), where i is a number of computational steps).
Time structures and corresponding variables are
especially convenient to create and use traces of
computation.

into 2D or 3D space.
The class of space structures is divided into subclasses
according to the structure types: grid, tree, pyramid,
graph, etc. Examples of space structures are shown in
Figure 3, a.
Time structures

Space structures

grid

1D

tree

pyramid

Observer

…

2D … complete partial complete partial timeline

stack

queue

2.2

scalar
Attributes:
Length

Attributes:

Attributes:

Depth
Node degree

Height
Node degree

Attributes:
Rows
Columns

Attributes:
Max length
Interval=f(n)

Structure definition GUI

There is a special interface designed to set necessary
structure parameters. All structures used in the
algorithmic skeleton are appeared as icons and tabbed
panels inside a main window (Figure 4).

Attributes:
size

Attributes:

Attributes:
Depth
Max node

Start level
Height
Node degree

Figure 2. Structures classification

2D grid space

tree space
a) space structures

b) zero-dimensional observer structure
1 2

i

n-1 n

Figure 4. Structure definition and variables declaration window

frames:
...

The user can choose a type and subtype of structure,
and enter some numerical attributes. The system in some
cases can help the user to define structure correctly.
Additionally, some variables may be assigned to the
natural substructures (first row, first column, diagonal,
etc). A set of natural substructures is predefined for each
type of space structures.

...
time

c) time structure
Figure 3. Structure examples

The observer structure is some kind of common
zero-dimensional space, a special separated node (Figure
3, b) with indivisible access operations only. They can be
defined as operation on scalar, stack, queue, matrix, etc,
where all manipulations are “atomic” from the user’s
point of view. Any existing software component (“black
box”) may be considered as an operation on such observer
variables.
The time structure keeps a history of changes in the
variables of space structures. This structure is defined as

3 Representation of computational formula
sequences
Algorithmic skeleton shows data structures and some
general types of activity on these structures. In order to
precisely specify the activity, it is necessary to attach
arithmetical and/or logical formula sequences to
corresponding nodes. In our definition, a formula
sequence is a loop-free sequence of arithmetical and
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Masks are defined outside the formula as an additional
feature, so they are not included into the syntax. The
syntax of proposing language is defined as a set of rules
and layouts. Syntactical rules define terms and layouts
(Figure 6) to control term visual appearance. Semantic
rules are necessary to specify meaning of terms. They are
defined using semantic table (Figure 5). The first column
of this table contains types of formula symbols; the
second column shows visual layout of the symbols; the
third, fourth and last columns contains visual and textual
examples of formula elements. All terminal symbols have
dual semantic meaning for visual and textual
representation.
The executable code should be generated according to
the substitution rules in semantic tables, and visual
objects should be constructed according to these tables
also. The semantic table defines correspondence between
visual and internal representations. Each type of
CyberFilm has its own semantic table (for example,
matrix computations and computation on multi-stage
networks have different semantics of operations).
The use of the formula object depends on the situation:
if it is necessary to display entire formula for watching
and/or editing, the visual semantic meaning and layouts
are used; if it is necessary to generate executable code, the
internal “textual” semantic is used.

logical expressions specifying some local activity in
active nodes and around them. The expressions are
enhanced by using special images, symbols and tables in
order to simplify the perception of formulas. Using such
representation, the programmer can easier understand
relations between a real application and algorithm used
for it.

3.1 Index simplification
One reason of the easier understanding
above-mentioned is related to possible index expression
simplification. It is based on the algorithm design process
that is divided into several stages. In the first stage, the
user must choose a data structure. Then, in the second
stage he/she should design a computation-flow process
using skeleton editor tools [15]. In this stage it is possible
to select nodes and groups of nodes, where and when
some activity should be performed. This selection is
supported by special scanning templates. In the third stage,
the user should attach a formula sequence to active nodes
defined by a scanning template. The formula sequence
has several input and output parameters which are
necessary to connect the sequence to the scanning
template: variable name of the structure, color group id,
scanning parameters (i.e. active node coordinates). The
output parameters are new node values which were
implicitly modified by the formula sequence. All these
parameters are hidden, and the user should operate only
with visual objects specifying variables and index
expressions.
Therefore, a special set of multimedia symbols was
developed in order to simplify representation and
perception of index expressions. Examples of such
symbols are depicted by Figure 5.

3.4 Correctness checking and executable code
generation
Syntax correctness checking is rather simple by using
syntax diagram and semantic tables mentioned above.
During the formula design process the user should operate
with visual objects only. In this case, the system will not
allow the user to use wrong construction which is not
allowed by syntax. Also, each visual object representing
some part of the formula should produce linear text
according to the syntax. Then, each structure-specific
index term must be substituted according to the semantic
table. After that, using the linear form of the expressions it
is possible to make syntax analysis using target compiler.
This stage is to inform user that the particular expression
can’t be compiled due to some restrictions of the target
platform and point the place of possible mistake.
The executable code generation from the formula
sequence specification is done as follows. Fist, the linear
form of the formula is produced by the formula object, as
was pointed above. The executable code should be
generated using this linear textual representation with the
substitution rules from semantic tables applied.
Thus, the visual terms are represented by their
corresponding textual terms. Then the executable code of
the formula generated by our subsystem is transferred to
program generator [18] in order to produce an executable
code for the whole CyberFilm specification.

3.2 Formula sequence components
Each formula sequence consists of the following parts:
expressions, control structures, masks and regular text.
Expressions are necessary to specify data access and
manipulations with structure variables. The notation of
the expressions is close to the conventional mathematical
expressions. Control structures are used to specify
branch-forward conditions. The masks are used to disable
the node activity as whole. Regular text is used for
comments and additional explanations.

3.3 Formula syntax and semantics
The syntax and semantic formalization problems in
visual languages are discussed in [17]. Some of them may
be solved by using our approach. The formula
specification language has several syntactical and
semantic rules. Expressions, control structures and text
items can be constructed according to these rules.
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Symbol type

Examples

Visual layout

Visual

A[

contour_flash_node

]
A[ ]

stencil_node

A[

full_flash_node

sum
(sum of all flashing
nodes of specified
color)
stencil_sum
(sum with
coefficients of table )

∑

∑

]

x= ∑A

∑

0
-1
0

-1
2
-1

0
-1
0

A[

]

Textual
Element of A related to
full flashing node

A[I][J]

Element of A related to
contour flashing node

A[c1*I+c2][k1*J+k2]

Element of A related to
stencil node

A[I][J-1]

Sum of A’s elements
related to all flashing
nodes of a specified color

…
x=sum(A, COLOR_RED);
…

Sum of A’s elements
related to a central node
pointed by a full-flashing
node and its neighbors
with coefficients of table

(-1)*A[I-1][J]+
(-1)*A[I][J-1]+
2*A[I][J]+ (-1)*A[I][J+1]+
(-1)*A[I+1][J]

Figure 5. A part of the semantic table for variables declared on 2D structure
…
<math_expression> ::= <function> | <node_data> | <constant> | …
<node_index> ::= <constant> | full_flash_node | contour_flash_node | stencil_point | …
<active_node_index> ::= full_flash_node
<node_data> ::= <struct_variable>[<node_index>] | <struct_variable>[<active_node_index>]
<table> ::= {{<constant> [,<constant> ]}[, <constant>]}
<function> ::= sin(<math_expression>) | cos(<math_expression>) | …
<group_function> ::= stencil_sum(<table><active_node_index>) | min(color, <struct_variable>) |
max(color, <struct_variable>) | sum(color, <struct_variable>) …
…

Figure 6. A part of formula syntax diagram

Additionally, the user can attach special visualization
formulas. These formulas are used to invoke data
visualization subsystem with the following parameters:
variable name, method of visualization and additional
visualization parameters (Figure 7, bottom area).

3.5 Formula editor user interface
The user interface of the formula sequences editor is
presented in Figure 7. The left area of the window
presents formula sequences with their masks; the right
area contains buttons for manipulation with formulas; the
bottom area contains special formulas for variable
visualization. There is one common mask for all formula
sequences and several local masks one per formula. The
user can use mouse and keyboard to create and modify
formulas. There are several groups of buttons: relations,
operations and symbols, index icons, functions and
operators, visualization. To add or modify a part of the
formula, it is necessary to select it by left button of mouse
and press corresponding buttons from the right panel of
window. The system will not allow to do wrong
manipulation. To set or modify string parameter, it is
necessary to click appropriate formula component and
type a text. To specify variable access it is necessary to
click right button and choose the variable name from
popup menu, then click an index button. The formula
editing system also makes it possible to operate with
system clipboard as well as exchange (import/export)
formula text with other math software tools using
OpenMATH format [19].

Figure 7. Formula sequences editor GUI

4 Example
A typical example of our visual formulas is presented
by Figure 8, a. This formula looks like traditional
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differentiation scheme for the partial differential
equation [20]. There are two parts in the formula: a mask
and an assignment statement. The mask specifies
computing only on internal nodes of the grid. This means
that only internal nodes will be used as index parameters
in full-flashing indices and stencils. The assignment
statement consists of left and right parts. The left part has
variable F of 2D structure where result of the computation
should be stored. The right part has an arithmetical
expression with U variable as a source of data. Parameters
h and l are global (observer variables). The formula
means that variable F should be updated in all
full-flashing nodes of 2D space. The result of C++ source
code generation for the formula is shown in Figure 8, b.
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environments can be difficult, and disorientating,
especially when using a conventional mouse. Small
sensors can be used to report various data about the
surrounding environment and relative movement, etc.
One such sensor is that of a small camera.
The hypothesis that motivated this research is that a
camera, in conjunction with computer vision algorithms,
could be exploited to provide location information,
which in turn, could seamlessly and automatically drive
the navigation through a 3D graphical world
representing selected elements in the real world. In
addition to eradicating partially the complexity of 3D
navigation,
integrating
context-sensitive
speech
interaction could further simplify and enrich the mobile
interaction experience. Hence, the PARIS framework
was developed for experimenting with the provision of
mobile, context-sensitive, multi-modal user interfaces
for mobile maintenance.

ABSTRACT
Industrial service and maintenance is by necessity a
mobile activity, and the aim of the technology reported
is towards improving automated support for the
technician in this endeavor. As such, a framework was
developed called PARIS (PDA-based Augmented
Reality Integrating Speech) that executes entirely on a
commercially available PDA equipped with a small
camera and wireless support. Real-time computer visionbased techniques are employed for automatically
localizing the technician within the plant. Once
localized, PARIS offers the technician a seamless multimodal user interface juxtaposing a VRML augmented
reality view of the industrial equipment in the immediate
vicinity and initiates a context-sensitive VoiceXML
speech dialog concerning the equipment. Integration
with the plant management software enables PARIS to
access equipment status wirelessly in real-time and
present it to the technician accordingly.
1. INTRODUCTION AND MOTIVATION
Siemens is the world's largest supplier of products,
systems, solutions and services in the industrial and
building technology sectors. Service and maintenance is
by necessity a peripatetic activity, and as such one
continuing aspect of our research focuses upon
improving automated support for this task. Another
future trend that we have been focusing on is applying
3D interaction and visualization techniques to the
industrial automation domain.
In recent years we have witnessed the remarkable
commercial success of small screen devices, such as
cellular phones and Personal Digital Assistants (PDAs).
Keyboards remain the most popular input device for
desktop computers. However, performing input
efficiently on a small mobile device is more challenging.
Speech interaction on mobile devices has gained in
currency over recent years, to the point now where a
significant proportion of mobile devices support or
include some form of speech recognition.
The ability to model real world environments and
augment them with animations and interactivity has
benefits over conventional interfaces. However,
navigation and manipulation in 3D graphical

Figure 1: A mobile maintenance technician using PARIS.

To the knowledge of the authors, this is the first
reported VRML-based AR framework that executes
entirely on a commercially available PDA. PARIS
employs real-time vision algorithms for localizing a
technician and offers a multimodal user interface that
synchronizes an augmented reality graphical view based
on VRML [22] with a VoiceXML [21] speech-driven
interface. After automatically detecting when the
technician enters the vicinity of a specific plant
component, PARIS can engage him or her in a context-
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specific speech dialog concerning the corresponding
component, as shown in figure 1.
Reported in the remainder of the paper are some
novel aspects of PARIS. A brief discussion of related
work is provided in Section 2. The system architecture
and components are presented in section 3. In section 4,
the VoiceXML Lite subsystem that provides location
and context-sensitive speech support is reported. Our
vision-based techniques for marker tracking and
localization are presented in section 5. The industrial
scenario and multimodal interaction experience is
offered in section 6. Sections 7 and 8 propose areas for
further research and provide some concluding remarks.

research groups have focused their attention on the use
of PDAs for augmented reality applications [3, 7, 8, 9],
however none of these perform image processing
onboard the PDA. Bertelsen et al [3] use the PDA in
conjunction with a barcode reader to access to the data in
a water treatment plant. Geiger et al [7, 9] use the PDA
to acquire images, wirelessly transmit them to a server
for marker detection, scene augmentation and
retransmission back to the PDA for AR visualization.
Gausemeier et al [9] proceeds in a similar vein but try a
method that exploits feature correspondences to the 3D
models to estimate the pose and augment the video. By
contrast, PARIS performs all processing locally [26, 27].
Wagner et al report a PDA AR solution [23] that
perform local processing by leveraging the ARToolkit,
whereas PARIS uses a VRML solution.
Ressler et al [19] describe a technique for integrating
speech synthesis output within VRML, however the
integration of speech recognition is not considered at all.
Mynatt et al [14] describe, Audio Aura, to provide office
workers with rich auditory cues (via wireless
headphones) within the context of VRML for describing
the current state of the physical objects that interest
them. By contrast, PARIS supports speech in and out for
dialog using VoiceXML. In addition, neither approach
from Ressler nor Mynatt consider PDAs.

2. RELATED WORK
This review selectively traces the progress of mobile 3D
interfaces, location tracking, augmented reality and
speech interaction, and hence the confluence of these
technologies as they relate to mobile maintenance.
The benefits of mobile maintenance [20] and virtual
environments [4] to the industrial sector have been
reported. Navigation and manipulation in desktop 3D
graphical environments can be difficult. This need
spawned research into novel input and control devices
for this purpose [25]. Fitzmaurice et al [6] in 1993
simulated a palmtop computer to, among other things,
evaluate how novel input devices can expedite
interaction in virtual environments on handheld devices.
Hinckley et al [12] describes how a PocketPC was
augmented with multiple sensors to offer adaptive
interaction with mobile devices, including automatic
power on/off, automatic landscape/portrait flipping etc.
Mobile Reality [10] is a framework that combines the
input from infrared beacons and an inertia tracker to
drive automatically the VRML display on a PDA. In
contrast to the above, PARIS leverages vision-based
localization algorithms executing on the PDA to adjust
the viewpoints in the VRML scene correspondingly.
A variety of indoor location tracking technologies
have been reported. The Active Badge System [24]
facilitates position tracking of people wearing badges in
an office environment and, for example, to route phone
calls to the closest telephone. Memoclip [2] aims at
providing users with location-based messages. When a
user approaches a sensor that is physically associated
with a reminder, the Memoclip displays the
corresponding message. Newman et al [15] describe an
AR system whereby the user wears an ultrasonic
positioning device. An X-Windows server redirects the
user interface of the application to an iPAQ running
Linux. Goose et al [10] report a PDA-based hybrid
tracking solution that fuses the input from infrared
beacons and a three degrees-of-freedom (3 DOF) inertia
tracker.
The German Ministry for research and training
(BMBF) funds a project called AR-PDA [1]. A few

3. ARCHITECTURE
Important technology considerations were to embrace
international standards where suitable, execute on a
commercially available PDA, and also to leverage any
appropriate products and schemes used in contemporary
plants. As such, PARIS supports VRML and VoiceXML
for the graphic and speech media. The PDA device used
was a regular Compaq iPAQ Pocket PC equipped with
200MHz processor, 64Mb memory, a Compact Flash
camera and an 802.11b wireless card.
The PARIS framework comprises five significant
components or subsystems: Augmented reality
management unit, VRML engine, VoiceXML Lite [11,
5], Tracking and localization and Plant management
communication. A high-level functional view of PARIS
can be seen in figure 2. The inputs are on the left, the
outputs are on the right, and wireless communication
with the plant management system is below. The
following sections explain the function and interaction
of these components.
The central command and control center of the
PARIS architecture is the Augmented Reality (AR)
Management Unit (figure 3) which is responsible for
orchestrating all interaction between VoiceXML Lite,
the VRML engine and the Tracking and Localization
components. The VRML Manager is responsible for
initializing and instructing the engine to load the
appropriate VRML world. In addition, the VRML
Manager is responsible for coordinating and
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synchronizing any updates as the technician interacts
with the scene. The Video Manager provides an
interface to the tracking and Localization software. It
initializes the camera, makes appropriate calls to and
receives events from the Localization and Tracking
component to perform the marker detection. The Voice
Manager governs communication with the VoiceXML
Lite subsystem. It drives VoiceXML Lite, determining
the appropriate VoiceXML file to be loaded based upon
the purpose of the user interaction. The Voice Manager
gathers parameters from the user during the speech
dialog and forwards messages to the VRML Manager for
possible visual display.

queue. This process is repeated until all of the required
speech inputs have been gathered. Unless already
loaded, the VRML Manager instructs the VRML engine
to load the VRML world associated with this marker and
transitions the virtual camera position to the
corresponding viewpoint. The VRML Manager then
periodically polls the message queue for pending
messages from the Voice Manager. Just as HTML and
VoiceXML can contain JavaScript, so too can VRML. In
addition to geometrical information, the VRML world is
imbued with an extensible collection of JavaScript nodes
with parameterized functions for performing visual
actions to change the VRML scene. The information
extracted from a message and maps onto the parameters
of these JavaScript functions. The VRML Manager
interacts with the VRML engine to set each JavaScript
parameter in the VRML node(s) and then invokes the
appropriate JavaScript function(s) to perform various
visual action(s). Among the visual actions currently
provided are highlighting nodes, overlaying nodes,
displaying signposts containing textual descriptions, etc.

Figure 2: High-level view of PARIS.

Figure 3: Augmented Reality Management Unit.

The architecture is driven entirely by the inputs,
either from the input sensors or from the user. The
typical flow is described below. The tracking and
location component processes the video searching for
visual markers. Upon successful detection of a marker,
the Video Manager receives an event indicating the
unique identity of the marker. The tracking and
localization algorithm is then stopped, as it degrades the
performance of the speech interaction and visualization.
The Video Manager then communicates this information
to the Voice Manager and the VRML Manager. The
Voice Manager instructs VoiceXML Lite to load the
VoiceXML file associated with this marker and to begin
the speech dialog. The system then engages the user in a
speech dialog. As each spoken form input item is elicited
from the technician, an embedded JavaScript function is
executed to pass the data onto the Voice Manager. The
Voice Manager creates a message into which the input
data is placed. This data represents information
pertaining to the nature of the task and the entities
affected. This message is then written to a message

The Video Manager repeats the cycle by re-starting
the localization and tracking component.
4. VISION-BASED LOCALIZATION
Coded visual markers are used to support motion
tracking and localization, and are used in many
industrial sites for photogrammetry. In many cases,
marker positions are measured to millimeter precision
and stored in databases. Algorithms exist for computing
the 3D position and orientation of a camera relative to
markers. An example of the coded visual markers
employed by PARIS can be seen in figure 4. The
rectangular frame is used for the marker detection and
for image correspondences. Using the 4x4 coding
matrix, more than ten thousand uniquely coded visual
markers can be generated. Each marker provides at least
eight feature points for image correspondences.
The visual marker-based localization is implemented
through motion tracking and camera calibration. A
homography-based camera calibration algorithm exploits
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the correspondence between a set of coplanar points and
their images to estimate the position and orientation of
the camera. With every coded visual marker preregistered within the global coordinate system, the 3D
position and orientation of the camera attached to the
PDA can be thus determined [27]. Below is a brief
description of the camera calibration algorithm.

n

¦¦|| m
M

T

projection, m = [u, v, 1] , on the image plane as
s m = A [R t] M
(1)
where s is a scaling factor, R = [r 1 r 2 r 3 ] the 3 × 3

rotation matrix, t the 3 × 1 translation vector, and A the

u0 º
v0 » ,
1 »¼

optical center on the image plane, α and β the focal
lengths in image u and v directions, and γ the skewness
of the two image axes. Since all 3D points are on the
model plane, we construct the marker coordinate system
with Z =0. Thus equation.(1) can be rewritten as
= A [r 1 r 2 t] [ X Y 1]
or

T

j

in image i. This nonlinear optimization problem can

5. INTERACTION AND VISUALIZATION
The plant components designated to be visualized and
speech-enabled are each labeled with unique visual
markers, as can be seen in figure 1. Corresponding
VRML worlds and VoiceXML scripts must be generated
or created. The collection of JavaScript functions that
provide the visual actions must be embedded or
referenced in the VRML file(s). JavaScript for
enqueuing a message must also be embedded or
referenced in the VoiceXML file(s).

with (u 0 , v 0 ) being the coordinates of the camera

s m = A [r 1 r 2 r 3 t] [ X Y 0 1]

(5)

Previous work [3, 7, 8, 9] suggests that a PDA is not
powerful enough to perform the real-time image
processing and augmentation. The implementation of
PARIS reported in this paper proves the contrary, as the
PDA is the only computer used for processing. The
video analysis, marker-based tracking and localization,
image augmentation and AR visualization all execute
efficiently on the PDA. The current implementation
provides detection of the markers in real-time: image
acquisition and marker detection performs well at 10
frames per second or more, depending on other
processes being managed by the PDA. It is also able to
estimate the position and orientation of the PDA, and
therefore its user, relative to the environment. The
technician can stand approximately 10 feet away from
the marker.

T

0

|| 2

be solved with the Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm [17].

between a 3D point, M = [X, Y, Z, 1] , and its 2D
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where mƍ (A, R i , t i , M j ) is the projection of point

The pinhole camera model describes the relationship
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Figure 4: An example of a coded visual marker.

camera intrinsic matrix given by A =

m

T

= H [ X Y 1]

T

(2)

T

(3)
s m = H [ X Y 1]
where H is the 3 × 3 homography describing the
projection from the marker plane to the image plane. We
note
(4)
H = [h 1 h 2 h 3 ] = λ A [r 1 r 2 t]
Since at least 8 pairs of correspondences can be
obtained from each marker, the homography H can be
determined up to a scaling factor. In many cases, the
intrinsic matrix A is given from off-line camera
calibration, then the rotation matrix R and translation
vector t can be obtained. The final results are then
optimized by minimizing the following function for a set
of n images, each with m known coplanar 3D points:

Figure 5: 3D visualization of a pipe assembly with the
joints highlighted in red.
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Current maintenance practice ranges from completing
paper-based forms through to using various flavors of
mobile computers for inputting values into fields of
server-generated HTML forms. Instead of servergenerated HTML forms, PARIS could retrieve and
process server-generated VoiceXML forms. PARIS
facilitates the quasi-synchronized rendering of the
synthesized speech output with its visual counterpart.
This feature is necessary for confirming interactions in
noisy environments.

degrees Celsius” while displaying a text label
confirming this value. This can be seen in figure 7.

Figure 7: The pipes are highlighted in red, and a label is
displayed as a result of a speech-driven query for the
temperature in the pipes.

6. FUTURE WORK AND CONCLUSIONS
While a number of tracking technologies have been
proposed in the literature, Klinker et al [13] recognizes
that the most successful indoor tracking solutions will
comprise two or more tracking technologies to create a
holistic sensing infrastructure able to exploit the
strengths of each technology. We subscribe also to this
philosophy, hence current work involves integrating
supplementary localization technologies [10], providing
support in areas where visual markers are either not
present or cannot be detected effectively.
It possible to estimate from the video the position and
orientation of the PDA, and therefore its user, relative to
the environment. As the VRML worlds can become too
large in size for the PDA, current work includes a
scheme for downloading and caching of partial VRML
worlds. By transmitting to a server the marker identity
and the user’s location relative to the identified marker,
the corresponding partial 3D worlds can be returned.
Extensions to support mobile collaborative fault
diagnosis are also in development. These include the
ability to support a full duplex SIP/RTP voice-over-IP
channel and a shared VRML browsing session with a
remotely located expert.
Industrial service and maintenance is by necessity a
mobile activity. The aim of this research is to improve
the automated support for the technician in this
endeavor. As such, a framework was developed called
PARIS (PDA-based Augmented Reality Integrating
Speech) that executes entirely on a commercially
available PDA equipped with a small camera and

Figure 6: A text label is displayed as a result of a
speech-driven query for the pressure in the joints.

A scenario was developed in order to test and
evaluate the framework in the lab environment. A
maintenance technician patrols the plant with her PDA
and approaches the first piece of equipment scheduled
for repair. PARIS automatically localizes her and
displays the pipe assembly, as seen in figure 5.
Struggling to identify the joint at fault, she asks the
system to highlight the joint. PARIS then highlights in
red the joint and repositions the viewpoint for greater
clarity. The technician performs the repair. Once the
faulty joint has been replaced and the pipe assembly
reconnected and enabled, the technician begins a series
of tests to verify that the fault has indeed been corrected
satisfactorily. She says “Pressure”, to which the
framework issues a wireless HTTP query to the Siemens
WinCC plant automation software. Upon receipt of the
pressure information PARIS announces, “Current
pressure is 100 pounds per square inch” while displaying
a text label containing the same information (figure 6).
She walks on and climbs a nearby ladder to observe
the connection of the pipe assembly to a container tank.
PARIS again localizes her and transitions the viewpoint
to reflect her new location. She then issues a final check
by requesting “Temperature”, to which the framework
again queries WinCC for the real-time value. Upon
receipt PARIS announces, “Current temperature is 300
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wireless support. Real-time computer vision-based
techniques are employed for automatically localizing the
technician within the plant. Once localized, PARIS
offers the technician a seamless multi-modal user
interface juxtaposing a VRML augmented reality view
of the industrial equipment in the immediate vicinity and
initiates a context-sensitive VoiceXML speech dialog
concerning the equipment.
Important technology considerations were to embrace
international standards where suitable (VRML and
VoiceXML), execute on a commercially available PDA,
and also to leverage any appropriate products and
schemes used in contemporary plants. As such, PARIS
supports VRML and VoiceXML for the graphic and
speech media.
Although industrial mobile service and maintenance
has provided the application context throughout this
paper, the authors are exploring potential applicability of
the technology in other vertical markets, such as
healthcare, tourism and building information systems.
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of EVE platform [1], [3]. Main improvements of EVE that
has been integrated in EVE-II concern the sharing of
multi-user events, as well as the audio communication
among the users as described later in this paper. The
emphasis on the new version of EVE platform has been
given on the flexibility and extensibility of the
architecture, its stability as well as the support of a more
easy way for transforming standalone 3D worlds to multiuser places. EVE-II is based on Virtual Reality Modeling
Language (VRML) [8] for the representation of the 3D
worlds and for describing 3D objects. However, VRML
does not provide support for multi-user virtual worlds [3].
Thus, there is a definite need for a multi-user extension
behind the VRML. So far there is no standard in this area
[3]. The Living Worlds (LW) working group of the
Web3D consortium, which has been frozen, has made the
first attempt for standardization. Other remarkable
proposals are the VSPLUS proposal, which is a
simplification of the LW proposal, and the SPIN-3D
approach. However the aforementioned approaches for
VRML data sharing have some limitations. LW is
complex, VSPLUS does not support dynamic created
objects and SPIN-3D requires a proprietary VRML
browser [3]. EVE-II supports such an extension through a
VRML parser satisfying at least the following
requirements: (a) conformity with a standard VRML97
browser, and (b) easy transformation of a single user
world to a multi-user 3D world. This paper is structured
as follows. We initially describe the architecture of EVEII platform. Afterwards, we briefly describe a prototype
for offering e-learning services using EVE-II. Finally, we
present some concluding remarks and our vision for the
next steps.

Abstract
In this paper, we present the design and implementation
of an integrated platform for Networked Virtual
Environments. This platform called EVE-II is an
enhancement of the EVE distributed virtual reality
platform, supporting stable event sharing for multi-user
3D places, easy creation of 3D multi-user3D places,
H.323-based Voice over IP services integrated in a 3D
spaces well as many concurrent 3D multi-user spaces.

1. Introduction
Networked Virtual Environments (NVEs) are multi-user
virtual worlds, namely computer generated spaces, where
participants represented by avatars can meet and interact.
Nowadays, the use of NVEs is one of the most promising
uses of virtual reality. Using NVEs as communication
media, we can offer to members of virtual communities
the advantage of creating proximity and social presence,
thereby making participants aware of the communication
and interaction processes with others [2]. Furthermore,
NVEs could be the basis of Educational Virtual
Environments where the users could collaborate in order
to learn together. In the Educational Virtual Environments
the avatars of the users are provided with additional
behavior such as gestures, interactivity, movements and
voice communication. The following basic requirements
should be satisfied in order to implement an integrated
platform for NVEs that can also support Educational
Virtual Environments [9]: (a) high level of presence of the
users, (b) multi-modal user-to-user interaction via chat,
voice communication and gestures, (c) user-system
interaction, (d) scalability, (e) consistency of the multiuser space and (f) Quality of Services.

2. EVE-II Architecture
EVE-II’s architecture (Fig. 1) is based on a clientmultiserver platform model. The current form of EVE-II
constitutes an open and flexible architecture, which allows
and supports the basic functionality that the platform is
intended to offer. For that reason the servers on which the

In this paper such a platform for supporting NVEs, called
EVE-II, is presented. EVE-II is actually an enhancement
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platform relies, are the message server and two
application servers, a chat and an audio server. This
model offers scalability and flexibility to the EVE-II
architecture, because we can add more application servers
in order to offer more functionality and furthermore the
processing load is distributed among the above set of
servers.
In addition EVE-II is characterized from openness due to
the fact that is based on open technologies and
international
standards.
More
specifically
the
implementation of the platform is mainly based on:
x

VRML, for the representation of the 3D worlds and
for describing 3D objects.

x

VRML External Authoring Interface (VRML-EAI)
[8], for implementing an interface between the 3D
worlds and external tools.

x

Java, for the development of the client-server model,
and the network communication among the different
components of our platform.

x

H.323 [4], [5] for offering audio conferencing
services through the Internet.

x

It supports execution of shared scripts and VRML
routes, and full support of scripts sharing (both on
javascript and java format).

x

It supports server-side execution of scripts, which
offers better sharing of events, even if they are based
on time-triggering.

x

It supports dynamic insertion of shared object in
multi-user places.

x

It supports specific PROTOs (such as "chair" for
avatar's sitting).

x

It supports better initialization process.

EVE-II in comparison with the previous version of our
platform (EVE) is improved mainly on the sharing of
events, as well as the audio communication among the
users.
Concerning the sharing of multi-user events EVE-II, goes
beyond EVE and other platforms [3]. Actually the VRML
Data Sharing mechanism in EVE was based on the usage
of a specific type of file (called SVE), which was
maintaining every shared event and shared object in order
to facilitate the multi-user communication and the
initialization process.

Figure 1: Architecture of EVE II

Concerning the audio communication H.323 protocol is
supported. H.323 is an ITU recommendation, which
defines a network architecture and the associated
protocols necessary to voice and multimedia calls
establishment. H.323 is a protocol suite that can be used
in order to establish, modify and terminate multimedia
sessions or calls. These multimedia sessions include both
point-to-point and multi-point conferences and Internet
telephony applications. Main reason for this choice was
the H.323's modular structure that offers flexibility and
allows the usage of many well-known codecs and
mechanisms for the transmission of the data. Furthermore
H.323 supports much more services than voice over IP
such as videoconferencing that could be integrated in
future versions of EVE platform

The new approach for the sharing of the multi-user events
is based on a VRML parser that has been implemented.
This VRML parser runs on the server side, it is an
extension of the SVE parser and it helps the server to
recognise the shared events without the usage of an SVE
file. Exploiting this new approach EVE-II has the
following advantages in comparison with EVE:
x

It offers enhanced stability through better interface
with EAI as well as better support of avatar and
avatar's gestures.

x

It supports very easy creation of a multi-user space
from a standalone one, through the integration of the
VRML parser. Actually the shared events are
commented out (i.e. marked with a "#"), in the
original VRML file and in such a way the standalone
world is transferred to a multi-user one.

x

In the following paragraphs the main components of
EVE-II architecture are described.

2.1 Server Side
The servers on which the platform relies, is the message
server and two application servers, a chat and an audio
server.

It offers server-side syntax checking of 3D spaces in
order ti support better and faster sharing of multi-user
events.
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can enrich the functionality of the platform – for
example, by adding video conferencing capabilities in
the future.

2.1.1 Message Server
The message server is responsible for the manipulation of
the virtual worlds that are visited by the users of the
system. In addition, this server creates and supports the
illusion to the users that they are participants in the above
virtual worlds and that they share a common space by
updating the view of the world every time that a shared
object is modified. Two servers, each of which is used for
a specific sequence of operations, constitute this message
server. These servers are the Connection Server and the
VRML server:
x

x

2.1.3 Client Side
As depicted in Fig. 1, in order the users’ client to
communicate with EVE’s servers and have access to the
provided functionalities they need a web browser, a
VRML browser, the main EVE client and the audio client.

Connection Server: this server maintains a database,
which the system accesses in order to authenticate the
user and allow him/her to enter the virtual space of
EVE. In addition, the connection server reports every
entry or departure that takes place in the platform to
all other servers.
VRML server: this server monitors and records every
event that takes place in the virtual space and reports
these changes to all participant clients of the platform.
Thus, by performing these continuous updates the
system assures that the users will have the illusion of
sharing a common space. The VMRL server also
maintains constantly an updated copy of the world,
which is sent to the clients when they enter the
system. That way, the new users have the same
updated view that the existing users already have.

x

Web Browser: The web browser is used for the
communication with the web server of the system,
which provides an initial interface and entry point
between the user’s client and EVE’s environment.

x

VRML Browser: The 3D environment of EVE is
implemented using the VRML language. Therefore, a
VRML browser, a plug-in, is essential in order to
allow the navigation of the user’s avatar in the virtual
training space.

x

Main Client: This client is responsible for (a) the
primary connection of the user to the Message Server,
(b) the interaction between the user’s avatar and the
3D virtual space and (c) the text chat communication
between the users of the same virtual space. In
particular, the main client, which is a java applet,
makes an initial connection to the connection server,
which allows it to present the current connection
status and when the user is authenticated, it passes on
to the vrml server.
During an initialization phase, the list of the current
participants in the virtual space is retrieved, as well as
some information about the user avatar. Then, the
normal message exchange with the VRML server
begins. The first message received always contains
the world, in its current state, and the user avatars, so
that it completes the initialization phase, and starts
normal operation.

2.1.2 Application Servers
The application servers are responsible for providing
specific functionality to the participants of the virtual
world. In the current form of EVE there are two
application servers available, a chat server and an audio
server.
x

x

Chat Server: this server is responsible for the text
chat support. It allows group chat, which means text
chatting between multiple users, or whispering, which
allows the one-to-one communication between two
users.

During normal operation, this client is responsible for
the interaction between the user’s avatar and the 3D
virtual space of EVE. In particular, every time that a
user acts on an object, this client reports the
modification and interaction to the VRML server of
the platform that performs the update and transmits it
to all other current participants.

Audio Server: this server is responsible for the audio
communication between the users of the platform.
The audio server uses Ǿ.323 as its main protocol.
H.323 is a multimedia communication protocol,
which can transfer voice, video or data over IP
networks, and is especially fitted for this application.
The main audio service offered by the platform is the
audio communication among all participants in a
virtual world, or between pairs of them. So, the audio
server is in fact an H.323 MCU, which supports audio
conferencing among the platform users. By using
H.323, compatibility with a large range of H.323
audio servers and clients is achieved and the use of
audio as a separate service of the platform is
permitted, whilst the numerous applications of H.323

The main client also includes a chat client. This part
of the main client is responsible for the text chat
communication between the users of the same virtual
space. Every time that a message is send from the
client’s side, this is passed to the chat server that in
turn transmits it to the appropriate destinations.
x
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Audio Client: The audio client is a java applet that
records the audio stream from the user’s side and
transmits it all appropriate destinations, allowing the

audio communication between participants in the
same space. As already described, H.323 is used to
support the audio services. The audio client
communicates only with the audio server, which is
used as a Multipoint Conference Unit (MCU),
handling and mixing the audio streams that are sent
by the clients, and forwarding them to the correct
destinations.

that create the 3D world and the avatars, when a new
client enters the system.
A possible failure or loss in the delivery of this type of
messages could cause serious inconsistencies in the
presentation of the virtual environment and could
introduce security issues to the EVE platform.
2.2.2 UDP Communication

2.2 Network Communication

The main characteristic of this type of communication is
the high speed in the transmission of the information
packets. However, one of the main drawbacks of the
simple UDP communication is that it cannot assure the
reliable and correct delivery of the data packets.

The network communication of EVE, alike its
architecture, is focused on providing the available
functionality at the best possible performance. Therefore,
for the transmission of the packets and the achievement of
the communication of the connected clients with the host
servers (message server, audio server and chat server) as
well as for the server-to-server communication, there are
three types of communication supported. Each of these
types is found to be optimum for certain kinds of
messages. Thus, we categorized the messages exchanged
in the EVE communication platform in four basic
categories:
x

Therefore, this type of communication is selected for the
transmission of messages that their possible loss or failure
in delivery does not imply a severe impact on the
consistency of the virtual world of the connected clients.
Such messages are the position message, which carry
information about the avatars’ position and orientation in
the virtual world, and their failure in delivery does not
create important scene inconsistencies to the participants.

The messages related with the initial connection of a
client to a server as well as the messages exchanged
between the servers of the platform.

x

The position messages that are related with the
avatars’ position and orientation in the virtual
environment.

x

The important messages, which correspond to
messages that are vital for the consistency of the
networked virtual environment (for simplicity
reasons, we consider as important messages all
messages except for the position messages).

x

The messages related to audio streams.

2.2.3 H.323 based voice communication
As described above, H.323 protocol suite can be used for
audio communication, while the transfer protocol used to
actually transfer the audio data is RTP. A client exchanges
RTP packets with the audio server. As already described,
the audio server, which serves as an MCU, mixes the
audio streams and forwards them to the clients, making
sure that sounds generated by a client are not sent back to
it.

3. Case Study: Support of E-Learning Services
NVEs have a good potential to support e-learning
services, due to the fact that the can provide the students
with an opportunity to experience sensory interactive
learning environments, which enable them to move from
passive to active learning [3]. In addition, such
environments are able to support collaborative learning
among students at different locations by allowing them to
share experiences about exploring a common
environment. We call these environments Educational
Virtual Environments [2].

In the following subsections, we describe why a
connection type is selected for the corresponding category
of messages described above.
2.2.1 TCP Communication
The main characteristic of the TCP communication is the
reliability in the transmission of information packets.
Therefore, this type of communication is selected for the
cases where the reliable delivery of the exchanged
messages is essential and vital for the maintenance of the
consistency of the networked virtual environment, even if
that interferes some delay in the transmission.

The primary goal of an Educational Virtual Environment
is to provide tools in order to reproduce conditions that
augment interpersonal interaction in a physical
educational environment, e.g. a classroom. This goal is
effectively satisfied if the educational virtual environment
is represented by 3D virtual worlds where the users are
represented by human-like avatars. For this reason, the
EVE-II communication platform is exploited in order to
support an Educational Virtual Environment.

For the EVE platform, this type of communication is
selected for the following messages: a) the server-toserver communication, b) the initial connection of a client
to the message server, which includes the authentication
c) the messages that are vital for the consistency of the
networked virtual environment, including the messages
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The implementation of such a prototype gives us the
possibility to test every aspect of the system in order to
offer specific functionality. The environment that have
been implemented is a simulation of a classroom, it
combines 2D and 3D features in order to provide the users
with communication and collaboration capabilities and
necessary tools for realizing collaborative e-learning
scenarios,
and
it
is
accessible
at
http://ouranos.ceid.upatras.gr/vr/. The participants in the
virtual classroom could have two different roles: tutor
(only one user among the participants) and students
according to its privileges in the EVE Community.

Our next step is the performance monitoring and
evaluation EVE-II using networked simulators by
conducting the necessary experiments and having this
information available in order to trace a path on how the
recourses for each type of message should be managed to
achieve better performance. Furthermore, the integration
of intelligent agents in EVE-II will be a major
enhancement of the functionality offered. Intelligent
agents can support educational process and they can offer
intelligent help to the users for the usage of the system.
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Figure 2: User interface of EVE-II for supporting elearning services the training area

The users that participate in the virtual classroom are
represented by avatars. The users' avatars are able to make
various types of gestures: expressing opinions (e.g. agree,
disagree), expressing feelings, mimics (e.g. happy, sad),
as well as showing actions (e.g. move learning content,
pick learning content). The virtual classroom is supported
by audio collaboration, and text chat functionality. Also, it
provides a specific place where the users can upload their
content and show it to other participants in the course.
This space is a 3D presentation table. Moreover this table
offers more functionality such as shared whiteboard, or
simulation of a brainstorming board. The user interface of
the training area is depicted in Fig. 2. More information
about the functionality supported by the virtual classroom
is available at [2].

4. Conclusions - Future Work
This paper introduces EVE-II, which is a platform for
Networked Virtual Environments. This platform can
support multi-user 3D spaces along with chat and voice
over IP communication. It is based on an open and
flexible architecture exploiting well-known and open
technologies and standards such as VRML, Java and
H.323.
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Abstract

tion and deallocation of each media components and can be
used as the basis for an algorithm to schedule the download
and the playback of complex dynamic elements.

In this paper we present a state-transition model to describe a multimedia presentation evolution, i.e., its run-time
behavior. Each object is modelled as an independent entity
with its own behavior and resources allocation: a certain
amount of bandwidth, buffer and a display (or an audio
channel) for its playback. The evolution of a single media is modelled by means of a finite state machine, in which
states transitions are triggered when some specific events
occur, provided some conditions hold. The overall presentation is modelled as parallel (or sequential) composition
of single media items’ executions. The model is well suited
for reasoning on multimedia documents dynamics, and to
prove properties about them.

2. A model for multimedia presentations
We refer to the synchronization model for multimedia
presentations defined in [3, 4], which we briefly describe
addressing the reader to the bibliography for the rationale
and the details.
A multimedia presentation is a 4–tuple P
=
MI, CH, E, SR where MI is a set of media items which
build the presentation, CH is a set of channels, i.e., virtual
devices used to reproduce media components and mapped
to actual resources during their playback, E is a set of events
which will be detailed in Section 3, and SR is a set of temporal relationships which describe the presentation behavior. An author can design the presentation evolution by imposing a set of temporal constraints among the objects, by
means of five synchronization primitives: a plays with b
(a ⇔ b) models the parallel composition of objects a and
b; both objects start when either of them is activated, and
when object a ends, also b does (if still active); the relation
is therefore asymmetric; a activates b (a ⇒ b) models the
sequential composition of objects a and b; b starts when a
ends; a is replaced by b (a 
 b) models the replacement
of media item a by b in the same channel; a terminates b
(a ⇓ b) models the stop of media item b, as a consequence of
the forced stop of media item a; a has priority over b with
α
behavior α (a > b) is used to design presentation behavior
during user interactions; media item b is paused (α = p) or
stopped (α = s) when the user starts object a, e.g., through
a hyperlink.

1. Introduction
Multimedia presentations can be defined by a collection
of different types of media items and a set of spatial and
temporal constraints over them. If we consider a distributed
environment, media objects are dispersed over a computer
network and must be downloaded before playback. Their
retrieval from the server(s) is influenced by the network
throughput, and buffer resources on the client side must be
correctly sized to avoid jitters and stops in the presentation
playback.
In this paper we present a model to describe a multimedia presentation evolution, i.e., its run-time behavior. Each
object is modelled as an independent entity with its own behavior and resources allocation: a certain amount of bandwidth, buffer and a display (or an audio channel) for its
playback. Each object can be considered as a process which
requires specific resources. A correct presentation playback
is the result of a correct scheduling of retrieval and display
of media items.
The purpose of the model presented in this paper is to
describe the run-time behavior of a multimedia presentation
as the parallel (or sequential) composition of single media
items’ executions. The model describes the buffers alloca-

3. Description of the system
We consider distributed presentations in which the media to be displayed have to be previously downloaded. This
usually requires bufferization. Each channel is therefore associated to a buffer to be used by the media item currently
occupying that channel.
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The relevant information to be checked, when a single
media is modelled, is the status of its buffer, its channel and
its stream. To check the status of buffers and streams we
use the predicates isEm() and isF u(), for empty and full
respectively.
The channel occupation is given by the function isU s(),
shortand for isUsed: CH → MI ∪ { } that returns, for
every channel, the media item that occupies it. The underscore symbol denotes the absence of media item; it is the
value used to identify free channels.
In addition, it is possible to verify if the channel associated with a media is available. This control is done using
the isU s() function: the channel is available for the media
m if the channel is free (isU s(ch(m)) = ) or it is occupied by the media itself (isU s(ch(m)) = m). The predicate
isAv(), that has the media item as its argument, defines the
channel availability through these checks.
Each media exhibits its own behavior, which we model
in terms of a sequence of different states of the media. Media objects are classified as continuous media, like video
and audio, that once started have their own behavior, and
static media, like still images, that are simply displayed on
the user screen.
Media from the two classes have some states in common, while some other states are specific of continuous or
static media items. Both continuous and static media can
be idle, i.e., not active, waiting to be activated, as well as
init, that is, pre-fetching data to (dis)play. Continuous media can also be playing, the state of media being delivered.
The corresponding state for static object is active, i.e., actually rendered. Continuous media can be paused. When the
last segment of a continuous media is playing, the item is in
state terminating.
If we observe the presentation along time, it can be divided into a number of states: these states are more complex
than the simple states in which a media is modelled, since
the state of a media is embedded in the general state of the
system, represented also by means of some conditions, that
are a set of facts, which list a number of atomic conditions
that are true in the state. These conditions concern the status
of buffer, stream and channel of the media involved in the
presentation: this status is checked by means of the predicates and the functions previously introduced in this section.
Therefore, we model the behavior of every single media by means of a finite state machine, and the evolution
of a presentation, which is a complex dynamic system, as
the composition of the machines corresponding to the single atomic components plus the conditions that describe the
actual situation of the system.
State transitions are triggered by specific external events,
that have an effect immediately perceived by the user (requests to start or stop the media) and by internal, non observable events, that correspond to some modification in the

Buffer management is critical in distributed communication, since it affects the performance and, ultimately, the
feasibility of a distributed application, even if limited to media download and presentation. In order to abstract from
technical issues which do not limit the model power, we
make a number of simplifying assumptions which are plausible in the framework of the multimedia presentations we
approach.
First, we assume that the resources provided by the network are adequate, i.e., we face neither QoS problems
nor strict real-time constraints in media synchronization;
this assumption is acceptable for multimedia presentations,
since fine-grain synchronization is resolved by putting synchronized media in the same file, such as multitrack video
and audio file. Then, we assume that the time to process a
media segment for display, once downloaded, is negligible
wrt download time. In the same way, there can be some tolerances, e.g., at the end of a group of objects, there can be a
little interval before the next one. Finally, since we assume
that the resources are adequate for the whole presentation,
we also assume that any parallel combination of media defined in the presentation can be played independently from
the media download order, as long as all media are available in core memory when playback starts. In other words,
we are interested only in the mutual logical relationships
among media, and not in performance constraints that can
be induced on them by the implementation.
We refer to a simplified double buffer schema over segmented media streams: a media object is divided into segments of equal length, and equal to the length of the buffer.
Each time a new segment is required to start, the system
switches to the unused buffer and begins to fill it. When
the buffer is full, the application can begin media playback
(constrained by the synchronization relationships), while
the system retrieves from the network a new segment in the
other buffer. Other variants (e.g., copying the buffer content
into another location, or using a buffer pool) do not introduce significant changes. We shall use the word buffer to
refer to a buffer area whose allocation policy is not detailed.
We call pre-fetch the activity of filling the first buffer
for a media item; it defines the minimum delay between
download and play in a streaming environment.
Therefore for the remainder of the paper we abstract
from any buffer details, and work under the hypothesis that
every media is associated with a specific buffer, and that the
relevant information about that buffer only concern its being
empty, partially filled, or full.
The association of distinct media items with the buffers
they are using, is expressed by means of the function
bf (m), shorthand for buffer, where m denotes the media.
Analogously, we assume that every media m is associated
to a playback channel, and a stream of data. To denote this
association we use the functions ch(m) and st(m).
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next(id, startm ) = in
next(in, readym ) = pl
next(pl, RWm (p)) = in next(pl, FFm (p)) = in
next(pl, endingm ) = tr next(tr, endm ) = id
next(ps, startm ) = pl
next(x, pausem ) = ps, x ∈ { in, pl, tr}
next(x, stopm ) = id, x ∈ { in, pl, tr, ps}

internal state of the system, that the user is not necessarily
aware of (modifications in buffer status, like the start or the
end of pre-fetching phase). In the presence of these events,
state transitions are fired, provided some preconditions, expressed in terms of logical predicates, hold. The effects of
the events on a state of the system are captured by postconditions associated to the events.
We denote the set of events that can cause a state transition with E. It includes: startm , when a media item m
is activated; readym , when the pre-fetch of a media item
is terminated; pausem , when m playout is temporally interrupted; stopm , when a user forces the termination of
item m; FFm (p) (fast forward), when a user asks to play
an already active media item m, jumping at position p1 ;
RWm (p) (rewind), when a user asks to go back to position
p in the playout of media item m; endingm , when the last
segment of the media is starting playing (the item is finishing) and endm , when a media playout reaches its natural
termination.
The external events are start, stop, pause, FF(p), RW(p)
and end. The internal events are ready and ending.
An event has a direct impact on the state of the media,
causing a state transition of the media, and, more in general, on the state of the system: given an event, its effects
are recorded in the new state by (i) deleting, from the current state, those predicate instances which appear negated in
the postcondition of the fired transition; (ii) for any positive
predicate instance appearing in the postcondition, inserting
it in the resulting state. If the predicate instance p(bf (mi ))
is the inserted one, (that is, a fact stating something about
the buffer of media item mi ), any other predicate q(bf (mi ))
appearing in the current state (and concerning the same media item) is then removed (this replacement captures the dynamic evolution of the buffer condition). Some predicates
become true (and then are inserted in the current state) as a
consequence of the interaction with the environment (these
predicates are: isF u(bf ()), isEm(bf ()) and isEm(st())).
That is, some changes that are captured in the state of the
system are not induced by any media state transition. They
are instead a reaction to some modification in the environment.

Table 1. The function next: id=idle, in=init,
pl=playing, s=paused, tr=terminating.

S = {idle, init, playing, paused, terminating}; (ii)
s0 = idle; (iii) F = {idle}; (iv) next is the function
defined in Table 1; (v) T is a set of 4-tuples s, e, C, P
describing transitions, where s ∈ S is the initial state,
e ∈ E is an event, C is a set of enabling conditions for the
transition from state s when the event e occurs and P is a
set of postconditions, that is, conditions holding after the
transition takes place.
A finite state machine M SMm modelling a static media
m is obtained by the M SMm previously defined removing
states paused and terminating (and the transactions involving these states) and renaming state playing in state active.
In the following, to characterize state transitions we use
the following notation, where statei is the initial state and
e
stater is the resulting state: [C] statei → stater [P].
State transitions take place when an event occurs, and
their enabling conditions are satisfied. Preconditions and
postconditions mentioned in our transitions only concern
local predicates, i.e., predicates whose truth value might be
affected by the firing transition. For not mentioned predicates, persistency is assumed.
The set of transitions characterizing a media item is
shown in Table 2.
Given this representation, we can model a presentation
which contains several media objects, by composing the
corresponding finite state machines. Several unrelated media may exist in the presentation, therefore we first model
a system containing a number of independent media. Then,
we specialize some transition rules, to model synchronization primitives.
In the following definition, we shall use footers to distinguish different media, and the footer corresponding to each
media also refers to its states and events, thus distinguishing
between analogous states and events for different media.
We will denote with Csi ,ei the enabling condition for the
transition corresponding to event ei in the state si , for the
media item mi . Analogously for postconditions Psi ,ei .

4. Single media item and composition of items
We introduce an independent finite state machine modelling a single media item, that encapsulates the functional
and timing properties of the media object.
Definition 4.1 (Single Item Finite State Machine) The
finite state machine characterizing a continuous media
item m is M SMm = S, s0 , F, next, T , where (i)

Definition 4.2 Let m1 , . . . , mn be n independent media
items, and M SM1 , . . . , M SMn be the corresponding finite state machines. Let M SMi = Si , s0i , Fi , nexti , Ti ,
for all i = 1, . . . , n. The overall behavior is modelled

1 The position p is determined by the user. Then the system selects the
correct segment number and begins to fill the buffer of the media item.
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start

[¬isEm(bf (mi ))∧
isU s(ch(mi )) = mi ]

ready

[¬isEm(st(mi ))]
[true]

stop

[isEm(bf (mi ))∧
isU s(ch(mi )) = ]

[isAv(mi )]

id → in

[isF u(bf (mi ))]
[true]

in → pl
pause
in → ps

[true]

in → id

[isEm(st(mi ))]

pl

[true]

pl → in

[isEm(bf (mi )]

[true]
[true]

pl → in
pause
pl → ps

[isEm(bf (mi )]
[true]

[true]

pl → id

[isAv(mi )]

ps → pl

[true]

ps → id

[isEm(bf (mi ))]

tr → id

[true]

tr → ps

[true]

tr → id

[isF u(bf (mi ))]

in → ac

[true]

ac → id

ending

→

tr

F F (p)

RW (p)

stop

start

[true]

[isEm(bf (mi ))∧
isU s(ch(mi )) = ]
[isU s(ch(mi )) = mi ]

stop

[isEm(bf (mi ))∧
isU s(ch(mi )) = ]

end

[isEm(bf (mi ))∧
isU s(ch(mi )) = ]
[true]

pause


t ∈ T for an event e from smi , smj  to smi , sm
, if
j

t = smi , smj , e, Csmi ,smj ,e , Psmi ,smj ,e  ∈ T reaching the same state smi , smj  already exists, t replaces t ,
otherwise t is added to the set of transitions T .
In order to modify the transition rules described in Table 2 for taking into account the effect of synchronization
relationships on the media finite state machines composition, we define the notion of closure of an item, with respect
to some synchronization relations, to capture the effects of
event propagation among media.

stop

[isEm(bf (mi ))∧
isU s(ch(mi )) = ]

ready

[true]

stop

[isEm(bf (mi ))∧
isU s(ch(mi )) = ]

Definition 4.3 (SC⇔ ) The symmetric closure of a media
item a wrt. ⇔ is the set SC⇔ (a) such that (i) a ∈ SC⇔ (a),
and (ii) for any item c ∈ MI, if ∃b ∈ SC⇔ (a) such that
b ⇔ c ∈ SR or c ⇔ b ∈ SR, then c ∈ SC⇔ (a).
SC⇔ (a) contains all media items related by a ⇔ relationship, that are required to start simultaneously, when
one of them is activated. From the definition SC⇔ (b) =
SC⇔ (a) iff b ∈ SC⇔ (a).
The set SC⇔ (a) results from the closure of a transitive
chaining process. Basically, it includes all items which are
transitively connected to a, by means of ⇔ relationship. As
it will be clearer in the following, there are cases in which
some of the connected items have to be discarded. In this
case, when computing the symmetric closure of a wrt. ⇔,
items connected to a have to be included in the closure only
if the “connecting chain” does not include any discarded
item. This notion of restricted closure is formalized in the
following definition.

Table 2. Transition rules for independent
media items: id=idle, in=init, pl=playing,
ps=paused, tr=terminating, ac=active.

Definition 4.4 (SC⇔ (a)M ) The symmetric closure of item
a wrt. ⇔, limited by the set of items M , is the set
SC⇔ (a)M such that (i) if a ∈ M then SC⇔ (a)M = ∅,
else (ii) a ∈ SC⇔ (a)M , and for any item c ∈ MI \ M , if
∃b ∈ SC⇔ (a)M such that b ⇔ c ∈ SR or c ⇔ b ∈ SR,
then c ∈ SC⇔ (a)M .

by the finite state machine M SM = S, s0 , F, next, T ,
where (i) S = {s1 , . . . , sn  | si ∈ Si , i = 1, . . . , n};
(ii) s0 = s01 , . . . , s0n ; (iii) F = {sf1 , . . . , sfn  | sfi ∈
Fi , i = 1, . . . , n}; (iv) next(s1 , . . . , si , . . . , sn , emi ) =
s1 , . . . , nexti (si , emi ), . . . , sn , for any si ∈ Si , and
any event emi on the the media mi , i = 1, . . . , n;
(v) T contains the following transitions: ∀t, if t =
si , emi , Csi ,emi , Psi ,emi  ∈ Ti for a given i then
s1 , . . . , si , . . . , sn , emi , Csi ,emi , Psi ,emi  ∈ T .

All the synchronization primitives of the model exhibit
an asymmetric behavior. For some of them, a notion of transitive (forward) closure is needed, to deal with the forward
propagation of the effects of an event. For the sake of space
we introduce a parameterized asymmetric closure, in which
the parameter rel acts as a place holder for ⇔ or ⇓ synchronization primitives.

In a presentation some media are related each other,
therefore we must consider objects which are temporally
related by the synchronization relationships described in
Section 2. We translate the temporal relations into different composition of finite state machines, which are mostly
based on the one considered above.
Specifically, the finite state machine modelling media
items related by any temporal composition mi θmj , θ ∈
s p
{⇔, ⇒, ⇓, 
, >, >} is defined by: (i) applying the definition 4.2, to model the case of the general composition
of items mi and mj , and (ii) adding some transition rules
which will be described later in this section possibly overwriting already existing transition rules. Given a transition

Definition 4.5 (Crel ) Let a be a media item in MI and
rel ∈ {⇔, ⇓}. The closure of a wrt. rel is the set Crel (a)
such that (i) a ∈ Crel (a), and (ii) for any item b ∈ MI, if
b ∈ Crel (a) and b rel c ∈ SR, then c ∈ Crel (a).
Six new transition rules define the evolution of a composite presentation in case of events which have a wider impact on the document activating a cascade of simultaneous
media activations or stops. Such events are start, ready,
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Event: endingmi for any i ∈ {1 . . . n}
Notation:
Started = {mk |(mi ⇒ mk ) ∈ SR}
N otAv = {mk ∈ MI|¬isAv(mk )}
Repling = {mrj |mrj ∈ SC⇔ (mk ) for some mk ∈ Started
∧isU s(ch(mrj )) = mj for some (mj 
 mrj ) ∈ SR

stop, ending and end. When the system receives an event
startmi , all media items which are related by a ⇔ relationship, i.e., all media items in SC⇔ (mi ), should begin to fill
the buffer. The system controls if their channels are available (media items in SC⇔ (mi )N otAvailable ) or if there are
some media objects to replace, and in this case changes their
states to init (and consequently, the states of the replaced
objects become idle).

α

∨(mrj > m
j ) ∈ SR ∨ mj = mi }
StartCl = m ∈Started SC⇔ (mk )N otAv\Repling
k
IP = {mj ∈ StartCl|sj = idmj ∨ sj = psmj }
α
 mrk ) ∈ SR ∨ (mrk > mk ) ∈ SR
Repled = {mk |(mk 
r
ing
for some 
mk ∈ Repl }
StopCl = m ∈Repled C⇓ (mk )
k
I = {mj ∈ StopCl|sj = idmj }
Precondition: isEm(st(mi )) ∧ |IP | = |channel(IP )|
Initial state: s1 , . . . , plmi , . . . , sn 
Final state: s1 , . . . , trmi , . . . , sn , where
∀mj ∈ IP , sj = inmj ;
∀mj ∈ I, sj = idmj ;
∀mj ∈ IP ∈ I, sj = sj
Postcondition:
∀mj ∈ I, isEm(bf (mj ));
∀mj ∈ I \ Repled , isU s(ch(mj )) = ;
∀mj ∈ IP , ¬isEm(bf (mj )) ∧ isU s(ch(mj )) = mj

Event: readymi for any i ∈ {1 . . . n}
Notation:
N otAv = {mk ∈ MI|¬isAv(mk )}
T R = {mk ∈ N otAv|sk = trmk }
StartCl = SC⇔ (mi )N otAv
IP = {mj ∈ StartCl|sj = inmj ∨ sj = psmj }
Ready = {mj ∈ StartCl|isF u(bf (mj ))}
F ree = {mj ∈ StartCl|sj = idmj ∨ sj = psmj
∧isAv(mj )}
p

P aused = {mk |(mpk > mk ) ∈ SR such that sk = idmk
for some mpk ∈ SC⇔ (mi )}
Precondition:
IP = Ready ∧ F ree = ∅ ∧ T R = ∅ ∧ isF u(bf (mi ))
Initial state: s1 , . . . , sn 
Final state: s1 , . . . , sn , where
∀mj ∈ IP , sj = plmj if mj continuous,
sj = acmj if mj static;
∀mj ∈ P aused, sj = psmj ;
∀mj ∈ IP ∈ P aused, sj = sj
Postcondition: ∀mj ∈ IP , ¬isEm(st(mj ))

Table 4. Event: endingmi .
When mi naturally ends (Table 5), the system stops all
media items in C⇔ (mi ), i.e., media items currently playing
in parallel, and frees their channels. Then it checks if there
are some media objects that must be started after its end,
and whose channels are now available. In this case changes
their states to init and begins their bufferization.
A complete description of these transition rules, which
are not detailed here due to lack of space, can be found in
[1]; Tables 3, 4 and 5 summarize the events which are used
in the example of Section 5.

Table 3. Event: readymi .
In case of event readymi the system controls if all media
items have their buffers full, and in this case the presentation
begins its playback (Table 3). Otherwise, the system waits
for media objects already buffering and controls if there are
other media items in SC⇔ (mi ) for which the channel is
now available and begins their bufferization.
If the user stops the playback of an item mi , the system looks for all media items which must be stopped at
the same time, i.e., all objects contained in C⇓ (mi ), frees
their channels and changes their states to idle again. Otherwise, if mi naturally ends, the system first notices that its
stream is empty (event ending) and then that also the buffer
is empty (event end). When the system receives the event
endingmi , it checks what media objects must be started after its end, i.e., media items in SC⇔ (m) such that a relationship mi ⇒ m exists and checks if their channels are
available2 , or if some media items can be replaced. Then the
system changes the states of media objects whose channels
are available to init and begins their bufferization (Table 4).

5. An example
We introduce now an example to show how these rules
are used. Let us consider a multimedia presentation about
an artwork: an initial video (intro) introduces the history
period related to the artwork and the artist who made it.
At its end, activates another video clip (vclip) illustrating the artwork itself. This second clip plays in parallel
with a soundtrack (sound) and a comment page (caption).
At the end of vclip, a text page (text) is displayed, with
information about the museum which contains the artwork. The channels are video, audio and window, such that
ch(intro) = ch(vclip) = video, ch(sound) = audio and
ch(caption) = ch(text) = window.
Due to space constraints, we only comment a fragment

2 Since the stream is already empty, channel of m is considered availi
able for new items.
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Event: endmi for any i ∈ {1 . . . n}
Notation:
End = {mj ∈ C⇔ (mi )|sj = idmj }
Started = {mk |(mi ⇒ mk ) ∈ SR}
N otAv = {mk ∈ MI|¬isAv(mk )}
Repling = {mrj |mrj ∈ SC⇔ (mk ) for some mk ∈ Started
∧isU s(ch(mrj )) = mj for some (mj 
 mrj ) ∈ SR

tem processes the last ready event as described in Table
3, activating these elements (i.e., moving presentation to
idleintro , playingvclip , playingsound , activecaption ,
idletext ).
When also the stream of the video about the artwork vclip becomes empty, the system receives the event
endingvclip , and changes the states of media items beginning the download of the final text pages according to
Table 4: idleintro , terminatingvclip , playingsound ,
activecaption , idletext . When bf (vclip) is empty, vclip
ends. As described in Table 5, the states of the media become idleintro , idlevclip , idlesound , idlecaption ,
inittext . Then, event readytext occurs when the buffer
bf (text) is full. Therefore, there is a transition to idleintro ,
idlevclip , idlesound , idlecaption , activetext (see Table
3).

α

∨(mrj > m
j ) ∈ SR ∨ mj ∈ End}
StartCl = m ∈Started SC⇔ (mk )N otAv\Repling
k
IP = {mj ∈ StartCl|sj = idmj ∨ sj = psmj }
Ready = {mj ∈ StartCl|isF u(bf (mj ))}
α
 mrk ) ∈ SR ∨ (mrk > mk ) ∈ SR
Repled = {mk |(mk 
r
ing
for some 
mk ∈ Repl }
StopCl = m ∈(Repled ∪End\{m }) C⇓ (mk )
i
k
I = {mj ∈ StopCl|sj = idmj }
ChF ree = {c|∃m ∈ (I ∪ End) ∧ c = ch(m)∧
isU s(c) = m} \{c|∃m c = ch(m) ∧ m ∈ IP }
Precondition: isEm(bf (mi )) ∧ |IP | = |channel(IP )|
Initial state: s1 , . . . , trmi , . . . , sn  >
Final state: s1 , . . . , sn , where
∀mj ∈ End ∪ I, sj = idmj ;
if StartCl = Ready ∀mj ∈ Ready, sj = plmj
if mj continuous, sj = acmj if mj static;
else ∀mj ∈ IP , sj = inmj ;
∀mj ∈ End ∈ Ready ∈ IP ∈ I, sj = sj
Postcondition:
∀mj ∈ I ∪ End, isEm(bf (mj ));
∀cj ∈ ChF ree, isU s(cj ) = ;
if StartCl = Ready ∀mj ∈ Ready, ¬isEm(bf (mj ));
else ∀mj ∈ IP , ¬isEm(bf (mj )) ∧ isU s(ch(mj )) = mj

6. Conclusion
The abstract formal model introduced so far describes
the behavior of a multimedia presentation in terms of resources allocation (buffers and network bandwidth) and
synchronization among the media objects.
For this reason it can be used to define and check a sequence of media items download: during the presentation
playback, the system calculates a priori what happens at
the end of a component, i.e., which objects are activated
(see Table 4), and finds out a correct scheduling download
sequence for their bufferization.
The proposed model is also well suited for reasoning on
multimedia documents dynamics, and to prove properties
about them. For example, given a set of media items Act,
the model can check if it is possible that the presentation
reaches a state in which all of them are active. In this case,
we need the complete finite state machine associated with
the multimedia documents and a description of the initial
state of the overall system, expressed in terms of (positive)
predicates on media buffers and channels. Then, we can
look in the composite finite state machine for a presentation
state in which all media m ∈ Act are in state active (if m
is a static media) or playing (if m is a continuous item) and
return the shortest sequence of events to reach that state.
Another interesting property, is the correctness of a sequence of media items download with respect to the modelled behavior of a presentation. The model can check if
a given sequence is correct since the finite state machine
completely describes the status of the buffers and channels
at each moment. Therefore, we can control if the sequence
of events ready is compatible with the finite state machine
associated to the presentation. For example, if n media
items must begin to playback in parallel, they change their
states from state init to playing when the last buffer (i.e.,
the buffer corresponding to the object with biggest delay)

Table 5. Event: endmi .
of the presentation; a more detailed discussion on the example is in [1]. Consider the presentation when only
the introduction video is playing, i.e., media items are in
the following states: playingintro , idlevclip , idlesound ,
idlecaption , idletext and the following conditions hold:
isU s(video) = intro, isU s(audio) = , isU s(window) =
and isF u(bf (intro)).
Suppose endingintro occurs (i.e., the data stream
corresponding to the introduction became empty, i.e.,
isEm(st(intro))). The system then controls which items
should be activated at the end of video intro, i.e., vclip,
sound and caption and checks if their channels are available as described in Table 4. Therefore, the current states of
media items are: termitatingintro , initvclip , initsound ,
initcaption , idletext .
When the condition isEm(bf (intro)) holds, event
endintro occurs. A state transition takes place (Table 5),
and the states of the media become idleintro , initvclip ,
initsound , initcaption , idletext . When the buffers of the
video clip, the music and the caption page are full, the sys-
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reason within this model, by properly defining axioms and
proof rules, according to the methods usually adopted for
program verification and model checking.

is full (see Table 3). Therefore the set of possible correct
download sequences contains all sequences which respect
this property, no matter whether the system begins to fill
some buffers before the others.
Other works approach the problem of multimedia
scheduling. Candan et al [2] define a model to design and
play multimedia presentations. Differently from our approach, it does not describe all the possible run-time behaviors of a multimedia document, but only the dynamic
structure as designed by the author, through the use of a
graph in which media items are the nodes and the edges are
flexible temporal constraints among the objects. A possible presentation schedule (and the resources allocation) can
be derived by the graph, but the model is not well suited to
check other properties of the document.
In [7] the authors propose a new CPU scheduling technique to improve performance of multimedia and real-time
applications, in which the management of events delivery
is a critical point to avoid delays. The idea is to coordinate
event scheduling and task scheduling by making the multimedia applications event-aware. The domain here is little
different from the one addressed in this paper and includes
multimedia application like virtual worlds or multi-player
games.
Paulo et al. [6] describe an approach very similar to the
one addressed here. The paper presents a synchronization
model based on hypercharts, an extension of the finite state
machine formalism. A hyperchart contains timed transitions to specify the temporal behavior of presentation activities whose firing depends on the state of the system, and
the system performs a single step at each time unit, reacting to all external changes that happen in that time interval.
Hypercharts provide mechanisms for specifying hypermedia requirements such as objects duration, delays, jitters and
user interactions, but require a explicit definition of the time
instant at which an event occurs, therefore our model allows
a easier management of further modifications of a multimedia document.
In [5] Layaı̈da et al. discuss the effect of uncertainty
in the duration of some media objects in multimedia scenarios. Media items can be distributed over the internet
and the access delay can be very different. Different from
our approach, users interactions with the document cause
de-synchronization. The model proposes a scheduling algorithm based on flexibility to solve the problem of resynchronization.
Our model provides a more general framework that allows to define a correct sequence of download for the media
items of a multimedia presentation, as well as to investigate
other properties of the real time behavior of the document.
This second feature is not considered in the models present
in literature.
In the future, we plan to develop a formal system to
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Abstract

few fractions of streaming frames will be cached in limited
client buffer. Therefore, the client needs to transmit other
un-cached frames from the server. The streaming proxy can
cache streaming frames and forward those frames to clients.
It reduces the server workload and the network traffic if the
streaming proxy can efficiently cache frames that will be
referenced again in short period. Therefore, our objective is
to improve the utilization of the streaming proxy cache by
properly scheduling the patch frames in the proxy.
In this paper, we propose a patching scheduling algorithm in the proxy to reschedule those frames that will be
patched from the server to clients. Our patching scheduling
algorithm is based on the GBR algorithm. The GBR algorithm maximized the number of frames that a new client can
retrieve from this most recently initiated ongoing complete
transmission by scheduling the transmission channel. The
streaming proxy uses the patching scheduling algorithm to
find a Proxy Cache Schedule (P CS) to dynamically cache
frames that will be requested again soon. Patching scheduling algorithm cache frames which are lost due to limited
client buffer size, thus the proxy cache can be treated as the
extension buffer of each client.
The major contribution of this paper is that we introduces
the patching proxy that combines the patching algorithm
and caching scheduling algorithm to reduce the server and
network overheads dramatically. In the large scale system
like mobile network, handheld devices can retrieve video
streams from the patching proxy, and video streams can
be played more smoothly. Proxy-based patching is useful
if multicasting capability is not available from the content
server to clients.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In
Section 2, we review related researches in the multimedia
streaming. In Section 3, we describe our system architecture and the patching scheduling algorithm. In Section 4, we
show the experiment environment and simulation results.
Finally, we conclude our paper in Section 5.

Patching can effectively reduce the server workload and
the network traffic for streaming servers. It enables a client
to receive a multicast streaming by listening to an ongoing
transmission of the same video clip for reducing retransmitted frames from the server. Greedy Buffer Reuse (GBR) is
a patching algorithm that allows clients to patch from multiple ongoing transmissions. However, multimedia streams
multicasting to clients must be stored in the client buffer,
and fractions of multimedia streams will be lost due to the
limited client buffer size. Existing patching schemes do not
cache the transmitted frames patched from the server for reducing nwtwork overheads. In this paper, we first propose a
patching scheduling algorithm based on the GBR algorithm
to schedule each patching frame on the ongoing streaming
to be cached in the proxy. The patching proxy will generate
a Proxy Cache Schedule (P CS) to specify which frames
are cached on the proxy, and a new channel transmission
schedule (N CSi ) to specify how the frames are transmitted on channel i from the server. This will further reduce
frames that need to be patched from the server. The simulation results show that the patching proxy can reduce sizeable reduction in transmission overhead with small cache
space when a video clip is very popular in the multimedia
server.

1. Introduction
Multimedia streaming applications [5] get more and
more popular in the Internet. They consume a significant
amount of server and network resources due to the high
bandwidth and long duration of audio and video clips. If
a video is popular in the server, a large number of requests
will make the server overloaded and the network congestion. Patching can be expanded dynamically to serve more
clients by multicast. It reduces the server and the network overhead by allowing a client to receive a multimedia
streaming from an ongoing transmission of the same video
clip. Greedy Buffer Reuse (GBR) algorithm [14] minimizes
the required transmission bandwidth by allowing clients to
patch from multiple ongoing transmissions. However, only

2. Related Work
Video streams typically have high transmission bandwidth requirement even with compressing. For popular video streams, client requests may arrive closely. To
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frames as soon as possible. The patching proxy produces
a new channel schedule (N CSi ) for the multimedia server,
and determines a reception schedule (RSi ) for each client
i. It also generates a proxy caching schedule (P CS) for
the proxy to cache streaming frames. In our system model,
we only focus on a single video, because the requests for
different streams do not interact to each other.

avoid the server crash and reduce network congestion, requests for the same video arriving within short time duration are bunched together and served in a batch by a
single data stream [1, 16]. The drawback of aggregating these requests is that it increases playback latency of
clients. Other techniques are proposed such as dynamic
multicast [4, 18, 19], patching techniques [3, 12] and dynamic caching [6, 2, 8, 10, 11, 13, 17].
Greedy patching algorithm [9] is a simple patching algorithm, which schedules a new regular multicast for a batch
only if there is no regular multicast currently serving the
same video. Grace patching algorithm [9] is to improve
the greedy patching algorithm which only share last B time
units of the regular stream when the video size of the period
between new request and last regular multicast exceeds the
client buffer space.
Since the Greedy patching and the Grace patching do not
fully exploit the client buffer space or the ability of the client
to listen to more than one ongoing transmission. Periodic
Buffer Reuse (P BR) algorithm [14] maximizes the amount
of data that a subsequent client can receive from the existing
complete transmission (regular stream), even if the client
buffer is not large enough to store the entire sliding window
of frames.
Although P BR maximizes the amount of data that a
client can receive from an existing complete transmission,
it does not exploit the potential of receiving data from
more than one ongoing transmission. The Greedy Buffer
Reuse (GBR) algorithm [14] schedules the client to receive
frames as late as possible from an ongoing transmission, or
directly from the server.
Most people would like to play a video at beginning and
usually do not play it to the end. Therefore, the prefix
frames of a video are accessed with high probability. That
is why the prefix caching [7, 15] is necessary.

Multimedia Server
NCS

PCS
Streaming Proxy
(patching server)
proxy cache

RS

RS
iMac

RS
iMac

RS
iMac

iMac

buffer

buffer

buffer

buffer

Client A

Client B

Client C

Client D

Figure 1. The streaming service model

3.2. Motivation of patch cache scheduling
We give an example to explain GBR algorithm in the
patching server and explain why we use the proxy cache
to enhance the patching algorithm. In this example, we assume that there is a video clip composed of 20 frames in
the multimedia server and requested by three clients. The
second request R2 and the third request R3 arrived at time
5t and 6t relative to the first request R1 respectively. The
client buffer is assumed to hold three frames. Request R1
cannot receive any frames from the ongoing streaming because there is no existing channel for this video. The system
may contribute the benefit after the first request.
In Figure 2, we can find out that all frames of request
R1 will be transmitted on channel C1 . The frames of request R2 may receive from the channel C1 behind frame
6. The capacity of client 2 buffer is limited to hold three
frames, thus each frame behind frame 6 must be checked
that the frames received from the existing channels (such as
C1 ) can be stored in the client 2 buffer. Frames 6, 7, 8, 11,
12, 13, 16, 17, 18 of request R2 will be received from channel C1 . Frames 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 are missed when request R2
arrived. When request R3 arrives, more ongoing streams
could be chosen. Frames 7, 8, 11, 13, 16, 17 of request R 3
will be received from channel C1 , and frames 2, 3, 4, 5, 9,
10, 14, 15, 19, 20 of requests R3 will be received from channel C2 . Therefore, it has an opportunity to make the frames
be shared by the clients closer to their playback time. It
increases the utilization of the client buffer, and thus share
more frames on channels. We can find out that the number of patching frames is reduced when request R3 patches
frames from the server.

3. Patching Model of the Streaming Proxy
3.1. System model
Figure 1 is the model of our proposed patching streaming proxy. The objective of the patching server is to reduce
the workload of the multimedia server and to reduce the network congestion by sharing the online streaming frames. In
this model, we put the patching server into the proxy and
cooperate with the proxy cache. The proxy contained the
patching server can reduce the network bandwidth between
the video server and clients. In our system model, the buffer
is used to keep portion of multimedia streams both in the
patching proxy and clients. Frames are stored in the buffer
of the client when they arrive before their playback time.
When requests arrived simultaneously, they are served as
a single batch. As the requests arrive asynchronous, they
will be served in the order of the request time slot. Because
the streaming proxy must send multimedia streaming from
the server to clients and it must cache portion of streaming
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Figure 2. Three requests to the same video
clip

Figure 4. Objective of the cache scheduling

We can find out that some frames are unable to be stored
in the client buffer because of the limited client buffer. It
makes the server retransmit the same frames at different
time slots. We can use a patching proxy to cache a portion
of the video streaming to reduce frames which are patched
from the server at different time slots.
For example, we assume that the proxy cache is limited
to hold three frames for each video streaming. After request R1 play the streaming, frames 1, 2, 3 are cached in
the proxy, and the proxy will forward those frames to the
second client. However, request R3 will just patch frame 1
from the proxy cache because frames 2, 3 are retrieved from
the ongoing transmission channel C2 . It means that frames
2, 3 cached in the patching proxy are useless. So the prefix
caching just saves four frames transmitted from the server,
as shown in Figure 3. In the prefix caching mechanism,
cache objects in the proxy will not be replaced. It means
the proxy cannot dynamically determine which frames to
be cached at appropriate time. Therefore, the prefix caching
would not perform efficiently with the patching algorithm.
The number of frames patched from the server can be lowered down when the proxy utilize the cache efficiently.
Therefore, our objective is to schedule the proxy cache dynamically for improving the utilization of the proxy cache
by using patching scheduling, as shown in Figure 4. Next
section, we describe how the proxy dynamically cache the
frames appropriately.

will cache the same frames in different CSi and share these
frames among clients. The patching proxy reschedules CS i
to a new channel transmission schedule (N CSi ) and a proxy
caching schedule (P CS). The N CSi is a vector that represents how the frames are transmitted on the channel i
from the server. The P CS is the schedule that the proxy
will cache frames at appropriate time slot. The RSi of the
client i is unchanged, because the proxy is transparent to the
clients.
Figure 5 represents the data structure and the pseudo
code for the patching scheduling algorithm which generates
a P CS and N CSi for client i. CSi is the channel schedule
which generated by GBR patching algorithm. The structure
of the element f in P CS is a patching frame class. The
vector P LT , as LT in GBR algorithm, keeps track of the
latest time. And the vector P LC, as LT in GBR algorithm,
maintains the channel on which a frame will be sent from
the server.
First, we make a copy of CSi to N CSi . We consider
the frame j on existing channels to be cached in the proxy
before the frame j transmitted to client i. Frame j will be
scheduled to be an element of P CS if frame j has already
cached in the proxy or frame j can be stored into the proxy
cache during the latest time of the frame j be sent from
the server to the time before frame j be played. It updates
cache occupancy to store frame j if frame j does not exist
in the cache during P LT [j], . . . , Dj − 1. In this case, the
frame j will not be transmitted from the server, so we let
N CSi [j] = 0. Otherwise, the frame j will be transmitted
from the server, so we update the vector P LT [j] to be the
time of sending frame j and P LC[j] to the channel of sending frame j. The frames are cached in the proxy according
to the schedule generated by the patching schedule algorithm. Each frame has a counter in the cache. The counter
is increased if the same frame is scheduled to cache in the
proxy. The counter of the frame in the cache is decreased
when a client access the frame in the proxy. The frame is removed from the cache when the counter is zero. Finally, we
get two schedules that are P CS for the proxy and N CS for
the server. The original CS will be placed in the proxy to
indicate that the proxy forwards the frames from the server
or forwards the frames from its cache.
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Figure 3. Prefix caching with GBR

3.3. Patching scheduling algorithm
The patching scheduling algorithm works with the patching server in the proxy. The patching scheduling algorithm
will schedule the patching frames that based on GBR algorithm, thus the patching scheduling algorithm in the proxy
is to reschedule CSi for the request of client i. The proxy
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// data structure
Class patchFrame
{
j; (frame number)
Dj; (playback time of frame)
SendTime; (starting time of frame transmitting)
Channel; (logical channel of frame receiving)
}
// algorithm
patching scheduling(CSi , ti , P LT , P LC)
{
CSi :the channel transmission schedule of client i
ti :the arrival time of client i
P LT :keeps track of the latest time of a frame
P LC:maintains the channel information to transmit a frame

}

Client 2
NCS2[1]= 1
NCS2[2]= 2
NCS2[3]= 3
NCS2[4]= 4
NCS2[5]= 5
NCS2[6]= 0
NCS2[7]= 0
NCS2[8]= 0
NCS2[9]= 0
NCS2[10]=0
NCS2[11]= 0
NCS2[12]= 0
NCS2[13]= 0
NCS2[14]= 0
NCS2[15]= 0
NCS2[16]= 0
NCS2[17]= 0
NCS2[18]= 0
NCS2[19]= 0
NCS2[20]= 0

CS2[1]= 1
CS2[2]= 2
CS2[3]= 3
CS2[4]= 4
CS2[5]= 5
CS2[6]= 0
CS2[7]= 0
CS2[8]= 0
CS2[9]= 9
CS2[10]=10
CS2[11]= 0
CS2[12]= 0
CS2[13]= 0
CS2[14]= 14
CS2[15]= 15
CS2[16]= 0
CS2[17]= 0
CS2[18]= 0
CS2[19]= 19
CS2[20]= 20

N CSi = CSi
for j=1, . . . , N
{
if((CSi [j]! = 0) AND (P LT [j] ≥ ti ) AND (frame j can store into
the proxy cache OR frame j has existed in the proxy cache
during P LT [j], . . . , Dj − 1))
{
1. Add f to the Proxy Caching Schedule (P CS)
f.j = j
f.Dj = Dj
f.SendT ime = P LT [j]
f.Channel = P LC[j]
add f to P CS
2. Update cache occupancy to store frame j if frame j does
not exist in the cache during P LT [j], . . . , Dj − 1
3. N CSi [j] = 0
}
else if(CSi [j]! = 0)
{
1. P LT [j] = Dj − 1
2. P LC[j] = Ci
}
}

Client 3
NCS3[1]= 1
NCS3[2]= 0
NCS3[3]= 0
NCS3[4]= 0
NCS3[5]= 0
NCS3[6]= 6
NCS3[7]= 0
NCS3[8]= 0
NCS3[9]= 0
NCS3[10]= 0
NCS3[11]= 0
NCS3[12]= 0
NCS3[13]= 0
NCS3[14]= 0
NCS3[15]= 0
NCS3[16]= 0
NCS3[17]= 0
NCS3[18]= 0
NCS3[19]= 0
NCS3[20]= 0

CS3[1]= 1
CS3[2]= 0
CS3[3]= 0
CS3[4]= 0
CS3[5]= 0
CS3[6]= 6
CS3[7]= 0
CS3[8]= 0
CS3[9]= 0
CS3[10]= 0
CS3[11]= 0
CS3[12]= 12
CS3[13]= 0
CS3[14]= 0
CS3[15]= 0
CS3[16]= 0
CS3[17]= 0
CS3[18]= 18
CS3[19]= 0
CS3[20]= 0

Figure 6. CSi v.s. N CSi
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Figure 7. P CS by patching scheduling

3.4. Example
client requests and multiple clients arriving within the same
time unit (frame time) are batched and served together. The
inter-arrival time is assumed to follow a P oisson distribution. Our basic comparison is performed on a proxy with
prefix caching and a proxy using the patching scheduling
algorithm. The metric of the measurement is the reduction
ratio, and defined as following formula,

We take the same example described in section 3.2. The
patching proxy reschedules the CSi and then generates the
N CSi and a PCS, as shown in Figure 6 and Figure 7 respectively. According to the P CS, the proxy will cache
the frames on the specified channel. We can find out that
frames 9, 10, 12, 14, 15, 18, 19, 20 are scheduled to be
cached in the proxy dynamically to be patched to clients.
Figure 8 shows the patching proxy can reduce eight frames
which patched from the server by our patching scheduling algorithm, although the proxy cache can hold just three
frames. It means that patching scheduling can reduce the
server workload and the network congestion efficiently in
particular circumstance.

Ratio =

P atch f rames using the proxy cache
.
P atch f rames without using the proxy cache
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4 Experiments and Discussion
patching from server

4.1 Simulation environment

receiving from ongoing streaming

ith frame to be shared between
i client 2 and client 3

The frames received from the proxy
cache by patching scheduling

The experiments consider a one-hour video stream. The
playback rate is 25 frames per second. We generate 500

Figure 8. Patching scheduling with cache
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4.2 Effect of the proxy cache size
The utilization of the prefix-cache proxy is proportional
to the proxy size. But it is not the same in the patching
scheduling algorithm, as shown in Figure 9. We can observe
that the reduction ratio of prefix caching is increased when
more space of the proxy cache is available, thus the curve
of prefix caching mechanism is monotonically increased.
The reduction ratio of patching scheduling mechanism does
not increase after the size of the proxy cache is larger than
3-minutes. No matter how the size of the proxy cache is
increased, the reduction ratio of the patching scheduling
mechanism is saturated. As shown in Figure 8, frames 1, 2,
3, 4, 5 are missed, because the frames are not on the existing
ongoing stream when the second request arrived. Therefore,
no matter how large the capacity of the proxy cache is, it is
unable to cache those frames under the patching scheduling
algorithm.

4.4 Overall comparison
We want to observe the effects under different client
buffer size, different proxy buffer size and different interarrival time. We integrate all of the experiment results, as
shown in Figure 11.
In these experiment results, we can observe that the reduction ratio of the prefix caching and the patching scheduling are extremely different due to the size of the client buffer
under the fixed size of the proxy cache and the small interarrival time. In fact, the curve of the patching scheduling
algorithm is like a parabolic curve. The effect of the curve
of the patching scheduling is that the maximum point of the
curve occurs in the small inter-arrival time when the size
of the client buffer is reduced. Therefore, the maximum
point of the curve of patching scheduling should occur before 10 seconds of inter-arrival time. The reduction ratio of
the prefix caching and patching scheduling are closer when
the size of the proxy cache is fixed and the inter-arrival time
is increased to an extent, such as the inter-arrival time is 10
minutes.

4.3 Effect of request rate
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In this paper, we study the issues in the multimedia
streaming and propose a patching scheduling scheme. Our
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We propose a patching scheduling in the proxy to dynamically cache frames that will soon be requested. Therefore,
the patching scheduling will virtually increase the capacity of the client buffer. The multimedia server and clients
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our patching scheduling algorithm. In experiment results,
we can observe that the reduction ratio is better than that
of the prefix caching or patching scheduling approach when
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Adaptive Packet Size Assignment for Scalable Video Transmission over
Burst Error Channel*
Chu-Sing Yang, Chen-Wei Lee, Yih-Ching Su
Department of Computer Science and Engineering,
National Sun Yat-Sen University, Kaohsiung 804, Taiwan R.O.C
capable of delivering layered video data with precise rate
control. The characteristics of FGS are considered as
pluses especially for error-prone heterogeneous
transmission environments, e.g. mobile video-on-demand
systems.
There is an inherent trade-off between the selection
of packet size and the consequent packet-error-rate (PER)
on a multi-access channel. For wireless links, the
dominant error mechanism is bit error. The longer the
packet size, the higher the probability of unrecoverable bit
errors, and the higher the probability of packet loss. On
the other hand, the smaller the packet size, the higher the
header overhead in each packet. In the context of the
streaming video, a lossy channel exacerbates the problem
if the packet size is not adaptive. This problem is well
studied in numerous works. In [9], they try to find the
optimal bit allocation in FEC-based video, but they only
consider Internet video without wireless video. In [8], a
dynamic packet size mechanism in wireless networks was
proposed, but the problems of burst-error channel and
video quality adaptation have not addressed.
To cope with the sometimes rapidly varying
transmission conditions over wired or wireless Internet
connections we propose and investigate in this article a
video transmission scheme which combines a scalable
video coder with unequal error protection (UEP) and
adaptive packet size assignment simultaneously. In order
to reach the goal of adaptive packet size and UEP
assignment, the analytic model in scalable video stream
has been analyzed and compared in this work. Our
approach does not require any support from the network.
It can be employed in any packet-oriented network.
This paper is organized as follows: Section 2
introduces the burst-error channel model; several
functions have been derived to calculate packet-error-rate
from bit-error-rate. Section 3 describes how the
hierarchically encoded video stream is packetized,
protected by unequal error protection and transmitted to
the receiver. The complete analytical model in scalable
video stream is formulated. Furthermore, the adaptive
packet size assignment algorithm for scalable video
transmission over burst error channel is also explained in
this section. The performance evaluation for distinct

ABSTRACT
This article aims to find an adaptive packet size
assignment scheme for scalable video transmission over
burst error channel. We have developed an analytic model
to evaluate how the channel bit-error-rate affects the video
quality of streaming scalable video. A video transmission
scheme which combines adaptive assignment of packet
size and unequal error protection for raising the end-toend video quality will be proposed in this article. Several
distinct scalable video transmission schemes over bursterror channel have been compared, and the simulation
results reveal that our transmission scheme is capable of
reacting to the varying channel condition with less and
smoother quality degradation.
Key words:
adaptive packet size, scalable video, burst error channel

1. INTRODUCTION
Bit errors and packet losses are commonplace over the
wired/wireless Internet. They can severely affect the
quality of delay sensitive multimedia applications. In the
current Internet architecture it is up to the application to
react to the perceived congestion level in the network. The
ability of the application to react is enhanced by the
availability of simple and efficient loss models. A number
of studies have shown that loss patterns exhibit a finite
dependence in time [1-2]. The most generalized model
that represents quasi-stationary phenomena is a finite state
Markov chain. Because of its simplicity and effectiveness,
a two state Markov model or Gilbert-model [3-4] is often
used to simulate burst loss patterns over wired/wireless
channel [5-7].
Scalable video coders for Internet application have been
proposed in the past by many authors [12-15]. Among
them, Fine Granular Scalability (FGS) [12, 16] in MPEG4 is one of the highly flexible coding techniques
__________________________
* This work was supported in part by project grant NSC 92-2213-E110-020 from the National Science Council, Taiwan, ROC.
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scalable video transmission schemes over burst-error
channel will be shown in Section 4. Finally, conclusions
are given in Section 5.

following the increment of Pb for a specific burst status
(e.g. Lb

70 ).

2. CHANNEL MODEL
A two state Markov model or Gilbert-model is used to
simulate burst loss patterns over wired/wireless channel.
The two states of the model are denoted G and B (see Fig.
1). In state G, a bit is received correctly, while in state B,
a bit is lost. This model is described by average bit error
rate Pb and average burst bit error length Lb . The
transition probability Pgb
computed using
Pbg

1
Lb

Pgb

Pbg

and Pbg can be easily

Pb and Lb :
(1)

Pb
1  Pb

(2)
(a)

Pgb
1  Pgb

G

B

1  Pbg

Pbg
Fig. 1 Gilbert channel model.

To get packet loss patterns, we must have packet error
rate PB (PER) and average burst packet loss length L B in
advance. The calculations on PB and LB are as the
following:
PB 1  ((1  Pb )  (1  Pgb )W 1 )
(3)

PGB

1  (1  Pgb )W

PBG

PGB 

(1  PB )
PB

(4)
(5)

1
(6)
PBG
W : packet length in bits
Fig. 2 shows the relations between PB (PER),

(b)
Fig. 2 The relations between

LB

Pb (BER), and Lb . In Fig. 2(a), under the condition of
Pb 10 3 , PB will decrease as Lb increases, and a
shorter packet length results in a smaller PB . It has also
been observed from Fig. 2(b) that PB will enlarge

PB (PER), Pb (BER) and Lb .

3. ADAPTIVE PACKET SIZE ASSIGNMENT

As illustrated in Fig. 3, bit streams of all layers are
interleaved into one block of packets (BOP) and the
transmission packets are the rows of the BOP. Note that
the source data with length ri belonging to layer i
( i 0 ~ l , layer 0 is the base layer) are filled into the
arranged portions (column width = si ) of k i packets, and
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the remaining portions of n  k i packets ( n = number of
packets) in the BOP are filled with channel coding
redundancy. Therefore, k i determines the protection level
of layer i . To satisfy the buffer and delay constraints for
real-time communication, we assume that the BOP buffer
size r is fixed. Given the number of packets n , then the
packet size s r n in Fig. 3 is known too.

Fig. 3 The data structure of BOP.

Packet loss over Gilbert-channel can be modeled
with a renewal error process [4]. In other words, the
lengths of consecutive inter-error intervals (also called
gaps) are independently and identically distributed.
Following the development of [4], let g (i ) denote the
probability that a gap length is i  1 , i.e.,
g (i ) Pr(0i 11 | 1) , where ‘ 1 ’ denotes a lost packet and
0i 1 denotes i  1 consecutive successfully received
packets. Similarly, let G (i ) denote the probability that a

gap length is greater than i  1 , i.e., G (i ) Pr(0i 1 | 1) .
Then the probability R( m, n ) that m  1 packet losses
occur in the next n  1 packets following an error can be
computed by recurrence [4]. Thus,
G ( n ), m 1,

° n  m 1
(7)
R( m, n ) ®
g (i ) R( m  1, n  i ), 2 d m d n.
°
¯ i 1
Finally the probability of m lost packets within a
block of n packets or P( m, n ) is [4]

¦

nm1
PB G (i ) R( m, n  i  1), 1 d m d n,
°
° i1
(8)
P( m, n ) ®
n
°
1
P( m, n ), m 0.
°
m 1
¯
PB in (8) means the average packet loss rate of a
Gilbert-model.
Combing the BOP data structure with the Gilbertmodel renewal error process, the complete analytical

¦

¦

model in scalable video stream from our earlier works
[10-11] can be formulated as follows:

K
·
§
¸
¨
¸
¨
¨ i 1
l 1 n  ki 1
n  m 1
U j R(m, n  j  1) ¸
F 
Iij ¸
P( m, n)¨
¸
¨ j 0 j
P(m, n)
i 0 m n  ki 1
j 1
¸
¨
partially
¸
¨ perfectly
reconstructed
ted
¸
¨ reconstruc
quality
quality
¹
©
, k 1 0 , k l 1 n  1
(7)
where
¾
: means the expected received quality for a BOP .
¾ F i : denotes the incremented quality that layer i is
received correctly.
¾ Iij : represents the residual quality that the first j  1

¦ ¦

¦

¦

packets of layer i are received correctly.
¾ U i : indicates the probability that the first error occurs
in packet i .
We can define the adaptive packet size assignment
problem as to find some n (number of packets) that
maximizes the received video quality as follows:

arg max{K (n)}

(8)

n

After the searching for n , the adaptive packet size
can therefore be found since s r n , r is BOP buffer
size. Here each adaptive packet size was derived and
applied for per BOP unit.
Take the adaptive UEP into account, the previous
optimization problem can be rewritten as:
arg max{K (n, K )}
(9)
n ,K

l

subject

to

l

ri

¦ ¦k

s

si

i 0

0 d k 0 d k1 d  d k l d n

i 0

and

i

(10)
t

where . k 0 , k1 , k 2 ,..., k l .
The common test conditions for all of the video
streams being used in this paper are as follows:
(i) frame resolution = CIF format (352x288)
(ii) constant stream rate = 256 Kbps
(iii) 1 GOP = 1 intra frame accompanied with 14 inter
frames and frame rate = 15 fps
(iv) sequence length = 9 GOPs
(v) MPEG-4 FGS method has been adopted to generate
the scalable video streams. Each MPEG-4 FGS
video stream is composed of one base layer and one
enhancement layer.
(vi) Packet header length: 40 bytes (IP/UDP/RTP).
Fig. 4 compares the analytical and the simulated
PSNR values resulting from the adaptive packet size
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assignment scheme (8) toward different bit error rate Pb .
In this example, the test video sequence is “Silent”, and
the burst bit error lengths Lb for those three curves are 20,
40 and 80 respectively. As shown in Fig. 4, the simulation
results are very near to the analytical results, which
validates the correctness of (8).

long the packet size has been decided, the other three nonadaptive schemes will fall in either too large packet size
with high Pb for bad channel condition or too small
packet size with high header overhead for good channel
condition, and the outcome is severe quality degradation.

(a) low FUEP (25%,10%)
Fig. 4 Comparison of the analytical and the simulated PSNR values
resulting from the adaptive packet size assignment scheme.

4. SIMULATION RESULTS

In this section the performance evaluation for distinct
scalable video transmission schemes over burst-error
channel will be demonstrated. At first, fixed UEP (FUEP)
is being considered. We compare the performances of
several FPS (Fixed Packet Size) schemes and our APS
(Adaptive Packet Size) scheme under various channel
conditions.
Fig. 5 shows the performance comparison of our
APS scheme with some other FPS schemes, where the test
sequence is “News” and the channel related parameters
are Lb 80 and Pb 0 ~ 10 2 . Adaptive UEP scheme
has not been taken into consideration here. For the sake of
convenience, we take fixed 200 bytes labeled as FPS200
and so on. More specifically, we classify the fixed
protection ratios into two levels: low protection ratio (Fig.
5a) or high protection ratio (Fig. 5b). The percentages
within the brackets in Fig. 5 legends denote the protection
ratios for the base layer (left percentages) and the
enhancement layer (right percentages) individually.
From Fig. 5 it is observed that only our adaptive
packet size scheme can effectively adapt to the varying
channel condition and react to the worse condition with
smoother quality degradation. In contrast, no matter how

(b) high FUEP (75%,50%)
Fig. 5 The performance comparison of our adaptive packet size scheme
and three other fixed packet size schemes under (a) low protection ratios
or (b) high protection ratios.

Fig. 6 displays performance evaluation for APS and
three FPS schemes over burst-error channel with adaptive
UEP (AUEP) scheme. The test sequence is “Container”
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and the channel related parameters are Lb
5

70 and

2

Pb 10 ~ 10 . It has also been observed from Fig. 6
that APS can effectively adapt to the varying channel
condition and react to the worse condition with smoother
quality degradation.
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5. CONCLUSIONS

In order to raise the end-to-end video quality over burst
error channel, we develop an analytic model of how the
channel bit-error-rate affects the packet-error-rate which
in turn affects the video quality of streaming video. An
adaptive packet size assignment scheme for scalable video
transmission over burst error channel was proposed in this
article. Given a total available bandwidth, adaptive
assignment of packet size and UEP is achieved
simultaneously by maximizing the video quality.
Simulation results reveal that our method can effectively
adapt to the varying channel and react to the worse
channel condition with less and smoother quality
degradation. Our approach does not require any support
from the network, it can therefore be employed in any
packet-oriented network.
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Abstract—In this paper we present an active queue
management and packet scheduling technique to be used in the
transmission of packets by real-time Internet video applications
such as the Remote Technical Consultation System – RTCS.
The RTCS is a system designed to perform real time video
consultation to experts over the Internet. In order to minimize the
consequences of packet loss along the network, it divides the
video image into a Region of Interest, the most important one, and
a Region of No Interest, assigns high priority to the former and
low priority to the later. According to that priority, under
congestion, packets with lower priority are discarded first,
ensuring that packets arriving at the receiver can reproduce, at
least, the Region of Interest, making the images for consultation
always useful.
In this work, we improve the RTCS, with a new technique for
queuing management and packet forwarding, based on the
calculation and combination of values of remaining time and
distance, in order to correct at routers unexpected delays that
packets may suffer along the communication path. We design,
implement, and simulate the algorithms and also emulate the
Sender and Receiver parts of the application. Using a simulator
we evaluate and confirm the validity of our proposal.
Keywords—Real Time Video, Queuing, Scheduling.

I. Introduction
In this paper we propose a new queuing discipline
introducing an active queue management and packet
scheduling technique to be used by real-time Internet video
applications and in particular by the Remote Technical
Consultation System [3] or RTCS.
Thus, in this work, we introduce improvements mainly
for the Network component of the RTCS, having as
objectives keeping high reliability in the transmission of
preferential packets, controlling packet discarding, putting
a bound on the maximum transmission delay and reducing
jitter among packet flows. Since the RTCS concentrates in
transmission of video images, in our proposal we simplify
the design of the queuing discipline and concentrate
primarily in the transmission of video packets.
Because this discipline can face scalability problems, we
must reduce the complexity of the implementation to the
minimum possible. In order to do so, we have devised some
procedures that allow scheduling packets and managing the
buffer queue, avoiding complications in traffic handling
and keeping a low processing burden.
More specifically, we research on a technique that can be
used inside the Differentiated Services Assured
Forwarding PHB [9] for keeping low complexity,

performing per-class classification, and, that at the same
time, improves the service guarantees it can provide to
invoking applications.
Some recently proposed techniques include systems that
are neither within the Differentiated Services nor the
Integrated Services frameworks. These are complete
systems that make use of some of the concepts of DiffServ
and IntServ or combine the two frameworks in order
provide harder guarantees while reducing complexity.
These systems are the Desart system [12], the SCORE
system [13], and the Rainbow Fair Queuing system [1].
In the next section of this paper we give an overview of
the Remote Technical Consultation System and explain the
problems arisen in the first implementation. In the third
section we state our research objectives and describe our
proposal. We describe the experiments done for the
evaluation and present and discuss the results in the fourth
section. Finally, we describe our future work and draw
conclusions.

II. The Remote Technical Consultation System
A. Description
According to the original proposal in [3], the RTCS
performs technical consultation between senders and
receivers, using video communication on networks.
Senders take video images of objects for consultation and
transmit them; Receivers, as experts, diagnose problems
and advise senders.
In the RTCS, video images are divided, as depicted in
Figure 1, into a Region of Interest -ROI- and a Region of
No Interest -RONI-, layered and then encoded. The packets
generated are prioritized, with packets belonging to the
ROI and lower layers receiving higher priority. Routers
forward those packets reflecting the requested priority and
transient conditions of the network. If congestion, and
packet loss occur at any link of the network path, due to
their reduced priority, packets belonging to the RONI may
be discarded first, always before discarding RONI packets,
so ideally the packets that arrive at the receiver will be
enough to reproduce the ROI, making the consultation still
useful.
In the first implementation [8] of this proposal, packet
forwarding in routers was done following fixed port
numbers for every pair Layer-Region. Each one of these
pairs of values identifies one flow. This implementation
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Fig. 1. The Remote Technical Consultation System

was done using the ALTQ Queuing Framework [11]
running on top of the FreeBSD Operating System. The
scheduler chosen was WFQ. This implementation achieved
suitable Quality of Service for using the RTCS on the
Internet with reduced bandwidth. However, some problems
were seen as we explain next.
B. Problems
1) Loss of synchrony between ROI and RONI packets:
As the transmissions rates of every Layer-Region packet
flow are different, every packet flow experiences a
different delay. The consequence of this delay variation, or
jitter, is the loss of synchrony among the elements of the
same image, i.e. images in the ROI and images in the RONI
will not be corresponding if played back at the same time.
New experiments made using the DiffServ framework
showed a slight increment in the quality of service provided
to the application. This is achieved by, according to the
DiffServ model, discarding more aggressively packets
belonging to the RONI. This allows providing a little more
bandwidth to the ROI and other competing flows.
2) Wasted bandwidth: When using WFQ scheduling,
due to the reduced bandwidth for one of the flows, e.g.
RONI, it is likely that the packets will suffer an extended
delay. Applications such as video communication have
stringent latency requirements, and if a packet arrives too
late, is not useful and it is ignored. Late arriving packets
result in wasted bandwidth and a reduction in the quality of
service to the application [2].

III. Proposed Technique
In this work, we introduce improvements for the Remote
Technical Consultation System with a new technique for
doing queue management and packet forwarding. The
usefulness of this technique is oriented towards
incrementing the Quality of Service provided to (1) the
transmission of real time multimedia traffic in general and
(2) the Remote Technical Consultation System in
particular. During the research process, we have designed
simulated and evaluated this technique, which is based on
the calculation and combination of values of remaining
time and distance in order to correct in routers, unexpected
delays that packets may suffer along the communication

path. This proposal is based on the one described on [6].
The main objectives for this technique are: (1) Keep high
reliability in the transmission of ROI packets. (2) Control
packet discarding. (3) Put a bound on the maximum
transmission delay. And (4) Reduce jitter among packet
flows - ROI/RONI - to cope with the synchronization
problem.
The RTCS consists of three components: Sender,
Receiver and the Relay-Forward Network Mechanism that
connects them. Sender and Receiver, upon establishing
communication, also coordinate and set values for
transmission, values such as the maximum delay, the
maximum number of hops expected in the communication
path as well as the sending rate. These and other values are
inserted in every packet and then the packets are sent.
A. Sender Side
In addition to the already described functions, in the
proposed technique every packet is given a priority value
according to the Layer and Region it belongs to. We call
this value Discard Priority. Upon transmission, a packet is
also marked with a Time Limit to arrive at the destination
and the expected Number of Hops until arrival as a measure
of distance. Other values such as Current Time are also
added. Time Limit and Number of Hops are combined to
form a Relay Priority. The details of this calculation are
described later.
B. Relay Mechanism
When a packet enters every router of the communication
path, first, information the packet is carrying along is read.
Then, according to its Discard Priority the packet is
classified into a class. This class corresponds with the
region of the image the packet belongs to, i.e. ROI/RONI.
After classifying the packet, its new Current Time is
calculated and used to update its remaining time. The new
remaining time or new Time Limit corresponds to the
previous Time Limit minus the difference between the
previous Current Time and the new Current Time. In other
words, this is the previous Time Limit minus the time it
took the packet leave the previous router and arrive to the
current one.The number of Remaining Hops until arrival is
also updated though automatically because it corresponds
with the TTL.
The Relay Priority is recalculated based on the new Time
Limit and the new Number of Hops, and used to schedule
the packet with a preferential position inside the output
queue. Finally the packet is forwarded giving preference to
the class that belongs to the ROI. Next we describe in detail
these procedures.
1) Relay Priority Calculation
Time Limit and Number of Hops are combined to form a
relay priority. When a packet is going to be sent, a Relay
Index –RI– is calculated, where RI = Time Limit / Number
of Hops. This value expresses the ratio time-distance or in
other words the expected delay per hop inside the network.
Thus, low Number of Hops and high Time Limit will raise
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Fig. 2. Relay Mechanism

the value of the index; higher values help raising the
priority valueof the packet. This RI value is also inserted
into the packet and is invariable.
As described in figure 2, when the packet arrives at the
router, a new RI value is calculated and compared against
the value the packet has previously stored in. If the new
value is greater than or equal to the previous value, it means
that the packet is experiencing only the expected delay, so
there is no need for changing anything. Thus the new Relay
Priority will be made equal to the remaining time (Time
Limit). If the new value is lesser than the previous one, it
means that the packet is experimenting a more than
expected delay. Then the new Relay Priority will be made
equal to the result of the recalculation the Time Limit using
the previous index and the number of Remaining Hops:
Relay Priority = RI x Number of Hops.
2) Scheduling
Using the value calculated for the Relay Priority, the
packet is inserted into the queue of its respective class. The
queue we are using is a Calendar Queue, described in [2].
The Relay Priority is used to find each packet a preferential
position inside the queue, the lower the value, the sooner
the packet may be served. However, this is not the only
consideration.
Provisions are taken to penalize the Relay Priority
according to the time previous arrived packets spent
waiting for service inside the queue. As depicted in Figure
3, each queue has an increasing time offset that represents
the time elapsed since the first packet arrived to the queue.
We add this Time Offset to the Relay Priority and get a
Departure Relay Priority and use it to find the final position
of the packet inside the queue. In this way, every new
packet may be delayed an extra instant according to the
time other packets may have been waiting for service. From
another viewpoint, with this procedure we are updating /
increasing the priority of every packet, while they wait for
service.
3) Packet Forwarding and Discarding
Under normal network conditions, every class is given

fair service; we forward packets from the queues of both
classes. Packets exceeding their Time Limit, i.e. their Time
Limits become zero or less, are always discarded;
resending them is unnecessary because, being real time
traffic, the receiver will no longer be waiting for them. In
this case, discarding is done not from the output queue, but
when the packet arrives at the router and its values are read.
In the event of congestion, packets from classes with low
discard priority, i.e. RONI, are discarded first. In this way
we guarantee that the most important packets will keep
high reliability. When discarding packets, we do it starting
from the head of the queue. For delay-sensitive but
loss-tolerant traffic like video transmission, retaining
packets that have already waited in the queue for a long
time is meaningless. Also the probability of those packets
arriving on time decreases. Unlike TCP traffic packets, the
packets that follow in the queue will not be sent again
despite that previous packets may have failed to arrive so
this procedure does not increment the amount of traffic.
The main reason to discard packets from the head of the
queue is to notify connections early that there is congestion
in the network and allow them to initiate recovery
promptly, reducing its transmission rate.
C.Receiver Side
The receiver monitors the number of correctly received
packets and the number of discarded packets. Also it keeps
monitoring variations in the number of hops traversed in
the network by the packets. According to these results, it
sends feedback to the sender so it can regulate its
transmission rate, adjusting it to the available bandwidth.
The sender can also increase or decrease the number of
expected hops. The receiver must also reserve a buffer big
enough so it can contain all the packets that arrive inside
the time limit chosen at the time of connection
establishment.

IV. Evaluation
A. System Behavior
We first evaluate the behavior of the Sender and
Receiver application that we have constructed and
simulated. The purpose of the first experiment is to show
the response of the Sender and Receiver application to
time
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B. Time Limit and Hop Count Effects
Now we observe the effects of different Time Limit and
different Hop Count on the packets transmitted at a link.
For this experiment, we set up a 2Mbps link and send two
1Mbps RTCS flows A and B, and run the simulation for 10
seconds. These two flows differ once in Time Limit and
once in Hop Count. This time we take only the delays
experienced by ROI packets.

500kbps ROI
500kbps RONI

Flow
A
_
_
RTCS
Senders
_
_

Flow
A

RTCS/DiffServ
Router

_
_
RTCS
Receivers
_
_

Router

800kbps/
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B

Flow
B

UDP
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UDP

Fig. 4. Configuration of Simulation Environment
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Fig. 5. Throughput fluctuation due to bandwidth sensing and loss
detection for the Sender and Receiver Application with a RTCS router
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severe congestion conditions, and also highlight the
benefits of preferential forwarding and discarding by
comparing it with a standard implementation of the
Differentiated Services model.
In this experiment, we set up and try sending, by force,
one RTCS flow of 1Mbps over a simple link with only
800kbps of available capacity, with 500kbps for the ROI
and 500kbps for the RONI, distributed like Flow A in
figure 4. We also setup the same distribution for a DiffServ
Core router instead of the RTCS for comparison purposes,
with drop preferences good enough to avoid loses of ROI
packets. This simulation scenario is run for ten seconds.
As we can see in figure 5, there is a fluctuation of the
transmission rate, adapting itself to the available bandwidth.
The transmission rate throttles up after a number of
successful delivered packets and throttles down after
detecting loses. In a real implementation of the application
this may well represent the initial stage of connection
establishment.
The ROI flow receives more bandwidth only when
RONI packets are being lost. After that period as the
transmission rate is corrected, both flows recover its
intended same rate. In figure 6, we can see that the
transmission rate of the flows within the DiffServ setup is
similar to the rate within the RTCS setup, although much
more variable.
In this experiment we also observe the behavior of the
priority dropping mechanism. Packets are being discarded
when the buffer fills up. However, the packets being
dropped belong only to the RONI, protecting this way the
ROI packets that are important for consultation. The same
holds true for the DiffServ Setup, thanks to its standard
discarding priority mechanisms.
Although both RTCS and DiffServ setups show almost
the same behavior, when analyzing the numbers of packet
generated and successfully transmitted we see the
difference.
In figure 7 we see that the results are quite similar so
both configurations work protecting ROI packets. It is
necessary to point out that the configuration of the DiffServ
discarding options, are tweaked to provide zero loss of ROI
packets.
In order to obtain good image for consultation, both
regions ROI and RONI need to be present so, in the long
run, the results obtained with the RTCS setup would be
preferable over the results obtained with the DiffServ setup
due to the presence of more RONI packets.
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Fig. 6. Throughput fluctuation due to bandwidth sensing and loss
detection for the Sender and Receiver Application with a DiffServ router.
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Fig. 7. Packets Generated, Received and Discarded with both setups

First, when both flows A and B have the same values the
characteristics of the expected delay are as seen in figure 8.
The delay bound is set to 200ms for both flows
As in figure 9, having the same hop count, flow A has a
lower time limit than flow B. we observe that the delay
experienced by Flow A is lower than the Flow B. The delay
bounds are set to 150ms for Flow A and 200ms for Flow B.
The same holds true for the same Time Limit but
different Hop Count. Flow A has a higher Hop Count than
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flow B so as seen in figure 10, packets from flow A spend
less time waiting for service.
We see here that our proposal is working as designed,
giving preference to packets with tight time limits and
longer remaining distances. We do not perform comparison
against other disciplines because no one has functions for
handling preferentially ROI and RONI packets.
C.ROI/RONI synchrony
As for the loss of synchrony between ROI and RONI
flows, we observe the delay experienced by every packet of
0.13
F low A
F low B
0.12

De la y (s e conds)

0.11

0.1

0.09

0.08

both ROI and RONI elements of the same flow in
conditions of mild congestion, although buffer routers are
completely filled caused by a third contending CBR UDP
flow, as in figure 4.
This simulation also runs for ten seconds and its results,
shown in figure 11, indicate that under mild congestion, the
delay that both flows experience is almost the same.
We compare this with the delay experienced by ROI and
RONI flows within the DiffServ setup. The delays for both
of the conditions, mild congestion and full congestion with
packet drop, are almost the same, as seen in figure 12.
We can see that within the DiffServ setup, the delay
experienced by ROI packets is steady, however, the delay
experienced by RONI packets varies greatly, more over,
the difference of delay between these two flows is clearly
broad. Moreover, the amount of packet transmission,
shown in figure 13, makes the point more clear.
We can understand that by using our proposal we can
provide better packet transmission while at the same time
we can keep the jitter experienced to a low level.
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Fig. 9. Two RTCS flows with A having lower Time Limit
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Pkts.
ROI
RONI
Total

RTCS Setup
Gen. Rec.
Dis.
1087 1087
1087 1087
2174 2174
-

DiffServ Setup
Gen. Rec.
Dis.
1036 1036
1036 1036
2072 2072
-

Fig. 13. Packets Generated, Received and Discarded by both setups under
congestion

match two of the discarding priorities. This queuing model
constitutes a subset of a complete queuing system inside a
router; therefore we don’t provide procedures like traffic
admission control. Routers time synchronization: We
assume that routers performing time operations implement
some methods for keeping themselves aware of their time
differences.
Number of Hops: Routes followed by packets, are rather
stable. “Routing alteration is more an exception than a rule”
[4], [10]. This allows us to set a very tight value for the TTL
and monitor its adequacy using signaling in the RTCS
application. Using a close to zero value for the hop count
will help improving the Relay Priority, however, using a
very low value has as a disadvantage the increasing of the
possibility of packets being discarded while traversing the
network because its TTL became zero.
Time: Real time applications require a maximum limit
for the experienced delay during transmission. Typically
the end-to-end delay tolerated for audio transmission,
according to ITU are 150ms for an ideal unnoticeable
delay, and fewer than 400 ms for a low, yet tolerable,
quality communication. Over 400 ms, the communication
is almost useless [7]. We assume here that the delay for
video is the same, as we plan to also integrate audio
transmission in our application.
Jitter: The transmission delay is bounded, so as long as
the application can hold enough packets in its buffer, no
problems with jitter will be perceived. The jitter we want to
suppress is the variation of delay among the different flows
of traffic in the RTCS, i.e. ROI/ RONI, although the
simulation results showed a smooth variation under mild
congestion.

V. Conclusion
We have proposed a new technique for active queue
management and scheduling at routers, preferentially
forwarding and discarding packets and bounding the
transmission delay for real time video. This technique will
allow us to perform an efficient Remote Technical
Consultation on the Internet.
We evaluated the behavior of the system under
contingency with other UDP flows and contingency with
other RTCS flows with different time bounds. By using
priority dropping, under normal conditions ROI and RONI
obtain equal throughput, and under contention with other
flows, RONI is being dropped until no more BW is
available for ROI transmission. When this case occurs, the
application throttles down its transmission rate avoiding
packet losses.

As for delay and jitter control, we showed that the delay
experienced by both ROI and RONI tends to be the same,
making the interflow jitter minimum. The experiments also
showed that the interflow delay or inter-arrival delay is
represented by a smooth curve making the interflow jitter
also minimum.
We could not do extensive comparison with any other
system because there is no real similarity with existent
proposals for doing the kind of queue management and
scheduling we propose.

VI. Future Work
The current simulation assumes fair queuing using
packets of the same size and performing simple round robin
to serve packets. It is necessary to extend the algorithm so
we can use it with more flows of mixed characteristics, i.e.
many different sizes. We also plan to implement the
algorithms of the proposed technique. For this task, as in
the first implementation done at our laboratory, we intend
to use the FreeBSD Operating System, with the AltQ
queuing framework providing the required advanced router
functions.
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Abstract
While avoiding many of the conventional difficulties
with IP multicast, existing peer-to-peer (P2P) end-system
multicast frameworks have their own unique limitations.
For instance, such frameworks typically only enable
broadcast communication across an entire peer group,
rather than allowing finer-grain multicast transmission to
select subgroups. Of even greater concern, is that these
frameworks do not provide explicit control over the
underlying distribution tree topology, thereby precluding
the adoption of arbitrary, application specific data
distribution policies that enable rich quality of service
(QoS) features or the enforcement of other constraints.
In this work, Channel Infrastructure for P2P Systems
(CHIPS), an end-system multicast framework addressing
the concerns above, is introduced. While the proposed
framework can be leveraged by a broad range of
applications, its particular utility in the distributed media
domain is demonstrated with the implementation of a
CHIPS-based P2P media streaming system.

1. Introduction
By now, arguments challenging the traditional view
that multicast functionality is best handled at the network
layer are well established in the literature. This has led to a
substantial body of research into end-system approaches to
multicast (e.g. Narada [1], ALMI [2], ALMAP [3]), many
of which emphasize communication within dynamic peer
groups. While such P2P end-system multicast frameworks
enable various applications, they nevertheless remain
limited in at least two fundamental ways.
First, these end-system multicast frameworks usually
support only broadcast communication within peer groups,
rather than allowing multicast transmission to select
sub-groups of peers. In enabling larger peer-groups and
more complex patterns of communication within those
groups, this finer level of granularity is desirable for many
applications. Unfortunately, no existing P2P end-system
multicast framework allows this.
Second, in typical use, these end-system multicast
frameworks hide the underlying multicast graph topology
and its management from higher layers of software. This
is detrimental from the standpoint of flexibility. In
particular, by insulating an application from knowledge of
and control over the underlying distribution graph
topology, it is not possible to engineer traffic in an
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arbitrary, application specific manner in order to
implement QoS features or other constraints appropriate to
that application. For example, an application may want to
restrict itself to multicast trees that route data only through
peers belonging to a certain set (e.g. those peers that have
paid for that data). Alternatively, it may want to ensure
QoS for certain prioritized peers by only constructing
multicast trees that route data to those peers through
underutilized high-bandwidth links. In both cases,
implementation of these application specific features is
made possible with higher-level control of the underlying
distribution tree. Nevertheless, no existing framework
provides this level of control.
The emerging domain of P2P media streaming is one
of many application areas that suffers from these
limitations. Several P2P streaming designs have been
proposed (e.g. ZIGZAG [4], PeerCast [5], CoopNet [6]),
many of which are preoccupied with the formation and
maintenance of P2P multicast trees that are optimal
according to some application specific criteria. Clearly, the
development of such systems would benefit from an
end-system multicast framework whose tree management
scheme could be easily adapted to such criteria.
To address the aforementioned concerns, this paper
introduces the Channel Infrastructure for P2P Systems
(CHIPS) framework. At the core of this framework is a
label-switching inspired, three-way handshake protocol
that enables a member of a dynamic peer group to: (1)
advertise a new channel, (2) request subscription to a
channel through a particular path of peers and (3) approve
a subscription request or reject it, optionally specifying an
alternate path in case of the latter. By giving a channel
source explicit control of the paths to each of its
subscribers, CHIPS enables applications to define
customized distribution graph management schemes that,
in turn, enable the implementation of rich QoS and other
policy requirements. Note that the framework provides a
simple plug-in mechanism that allows the specification of
such QoS and other policies in a modular fashion.
As part of this work, Multicast Video (MCVideo), a
CHIPS-based P2P media streaming system, is developed.
While it should be emphasized that P2P media streaming
is by no means the only application of CHIPS, the
effective N-to-M content distribution achieved in this
example system (i.e. N source peers transmitting separate

streams to their own multicast groups) and its successful
use of a custom QoS plug-in, demonstrate the success of
CHIPS in addressing the two limitations of existing
approaches to end-system multicast.
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows.
Section 2 outlines the architecture of a typical CHIPS
based application and Section 3 details the three-way
handshake label switching protocol at the core of the
CHIPS framework. Section 4 presents the P2P media
streaming application developed using CHIPS, providing
a detailed description of the QoS plug-in it uses. Finally,
and Section 5 concludes.

2. Architecture
Figure 1 illustrates the structure of a typical
CHIPS-based application peer. The salient feature of this
architecture is an effective separation of concerns in which
multicast infrastructure construction and management is
handled by CHIPS and its supporting components, while
specification of the QoS and other domain specific
policies that govern the design of this infrastructure is
relegated to a higher-level application layer. Each of the
elements in this architecture is briefly described below.
The application layer on top of the CHIPS
framework provides QoS and policy modules that together,
contain all logic and data specifying the distribution graph
management scheme used by the application. These
modules can communicate with CHIPS to gather relevant
network statistics (e.g. inter-node loss rate, bandwidth,
delay, etc.) which are then used to compute a description
of the optimal distribution graph topology. CHIPS can
then draw on this description to form and maintain suitable
topologies. Note that the modules implement a standard
plug-in interface in order to communicate with CHIPS.
The CHIPS framework relies on an end-system
multicast middleware to provide application-level routing
information that, in turn, is used to construct and maintain
a distribution graph (typically a multicast tree) for each
channel. This middleware is also used to manage
membership in the overall peer-group (e.g. detect new,
failed, or exiting peers) and optionally, collect relevant
network statistics. While at present the Application Level
Multicast Approach to P2P Dynamic Groups (ALMAP)
framework is used, communication with the multicast
middleware takes place through an adapter to ensure that
any suitable replacement can also be employed.
Finally, CHIPS may also rely on application specific
unicast middleware to support the basic inter-node
communication from which multicast semantics are
ultimately built and perhaps also to collect additional
network statistics. In a P2P media streaming system, for
example, unicast middleware providing access to RTP and
RTCP functionality may be appropriate. Again,
communication with this component takes place through
an adapter to ensure the independence of CHIPS from any
single middleware.
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Figure 1. Architecture of a CHIPS-Based Application Peer

3. CHIPS Protocol
In this section we introduce the three-way handshake
label switching protocol at the core of the CHIPS
framework, henceforth referred to as the “CHIPS
Protocol”. This protocol was designed with the following
requirements in mind:
(R1) The protocol should enable the two fundamental
goals of the CHIPS framework: (1) to allow fine
granularity multicast communication within peer
groups and (2) to allow programs built on top of
CHIPS to define arbitrary, application specific QoS
mechanisms and data distribution policies.
(R2) The protocol should be self-organizing, in the sense
that node joins, exiting and failures should be
transparent to applications built on top of CHIPS.
(R3) The protocol should be easily adapted to work on top
of the various application-level routing protocols
implemented by different end-system multicast
frameworks. In particular, note that while this paper
only considers application-level routing protocols
based on shortest paths spanning trees rooted at each
member of a peer-group, the CHIPS protocol should
not necessarily be confined to this approach.
Section 3.1 provides an overview of the basic
protocol, Section 3.2 presents the algorithms used by the
protocol to handle node joins, exiting and failures and
finally, Section 3.3 briefly discusses how the protocol
addresses the second part of requirement R1.
3.1 Basic Protocol
The basic CHIPS protocol is structured as a
three-way handshake. Before detailing this mechanism,
however, the concept of label switching must be
introduced. In simple terms, a “label” is an identifier that
can be used to uniquely determine a remote entity or
resource. In the context of the CHIPS protocol, a label is
an IP address, port number pair identifying a source or

destination of channel data packets (e.g. 142.103.7.14,
3000). In a label switching protocol, such as the CHIPS
Protocol, every node maintains a forwarding table, each of
whose entries contains a pair of labels: an “In” label and
an “Out” label. An example forwarding table is shown in
Figure 2. Each such entry in the forwarding table for a
node X says that any data packet received from the entity
identified by the “In” label should be forwarded to the
entity identified by the “Out” label. In the discussion
below, note the similarities to other label switching
protocols (e.g. Multi-Protocol Label Switching [7]).
Channel ID

In

Out

1

142.103.7.14:3000

142.103.7.18:4000

The final, optional step of the three-way handshake is
subscription approval. If the content provider chooses to
accept the subscription request, a “subscription approval”
message is sent to the subscriber through the route
negotiated in the previous two steps of the three-way
handshake. At each node along this route, the
corresponding forwarding table entry is marked as valid.
Note that by providing appropriate additional parameters
in this message, interesting node-based QoS mechanisms
can be implemented (i.e. resource reservation, etc.).
Upon successful completion of the three-way
handshake, a channel distribution graph (again, typically a
multicast tree) containing routes from the content provider
to all subscribing peers is established. The channel source
can start transmitting content at this point.

2

142.103.7.7:4500

142.103.7.56:5000

3.2 Group Management

Figure 2. Example Forwarding Table for a CHIPS Peer

The first step in the CHIPS Protocol three-way
handshake is for a peer to start a channel by broadcasting a
“content available” message to the entire peer group.
This message is broadcasted using application-level
routing information provided by the underlying
end-system multicast middleware. Note that while this
information typically specifies shortest paths spanning
trees rooted at each peer, the use of such trees is not a hard
requirement.
When a content available message arrives at a node X
from its parent node Y in the broadcast graph topology, it
contains at least two pieces of information. First, it has the
label for Y. Second, it has the accumulated path from the
content provider at which the message originated, up to X
(e.g. C, N1, N2, …, Y). When such a message arrives at X, it:
(1) records the label of the parent Y from which it received
the message as the “In” label in a forwarding table entry
for the corresponding channel, (2) modifies the message
by replacing the label of Y with its own label and updating
the accumulated path information to contain X and (3)
forwards the modified message to its children in the
broadcast graph topology. The first step of the three-way
handshake is complete once the content available
broadcast is finished.
The second step of the three-way handshake is
channel subscription, in which an interested node
subscribes to a channel by sending a unicast “subscribe”
message to the content provider. This message goes from
the potential subscriber to the content provider following
the reverse of the path used to get the content available to
the potential subscriber. Upon arrival at each intermediary
node Y from a previous child node X, this message
contains the label of X, which is used to set the “Out” field
of the corresponding router table entry. Y then sets the
label field in the message to its own label and forwards it
to its parent along the route. Note that in traversing the
path back to the content provider we are actually using
“reverse” label switching by using the “In” labels at each
node to determine the next hop.
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Although the basic three-way handshake mechanism
described above can be used to establish a content
distribution graph for each channel, it does not provide an
on-line mechanism for adapting these graphs as nodes fail,
or join and leave the peer group. The subsections below
detail the algorithms used by CHIPS to handle these cases.
3.2.1 Node Join
The CHIPS protocol can be configured (by using the
appropriate policy module) to employ either a subscriberbased or a provider-based approach to handling node joins.
In the former, when a new node joins a group it uses the
underlying end-system multicast middleware to broadcast
a “channel collection” message to all peers. If a content
provider decides to respond, it triggers a label distribution
procedure similar to that used in the first step of the
three-way handshake protocol, but different in two key
respects. First, the response to the channel collection
request is a unicast message, unlike the broadcast content
available message. Second, rather than directly using the
routing information provided by the underlying
end-system multicast middleware, the topology of the
existing distribution graph is used to route the channel
collection request and any response.
In the provider-based approach, a source peer
interacts with the end-system multicast middleware to
listen for new nodes. Upon notification of a node join, it
can then proactively trigger a unicast label distribution
equivalent to that used above. This latter approach avoids
the broadcast channel collection message and allows
content providers to take the initiative by proposing routes
to the new node from the outset.
3.2.2 Node Exit and Failure
The handling of node exiting and failures differ only
in that the former is triggered by a “leave” message
explicitly broadcast by a departing node via the
end-system multicast middleware, whereas the latter is
triggered when the end-system multicast middleware
notifies the CHIPS framework of a downed node. In both
cases, CHIPS must respond by repairing any damaged

channel distribution graphs.
Once the repair process has been initiated for a
particular channel, the corresponding source peer goes into
a “channel repair” state in which no new subscriptions are
allowed. Using its complete knowledge of the paths to
each of its subscribers, this content provider computes the
set of nodes in its distribution graph affected by the node
exit or failure. It then instructs all of these affected nodes
to disconnect from the other nodes (by clearing their
forwarding tables), as well as to stop receiving and
forwarding data.
At this point, a “change route” message is broadcast
through the peer group using application-level routing
information provided by the underlying end-system
multicast framework. As this message is received by a
node X from its parent Y, it is processed as follows. First, X
retrieves the entry in its forwarding table for the channel.
If it finds that no such entry exists, or that the channel is
“inactive” (i.e. no data for the channel is passing to or
through X), it then creates or updates, respectively, a table
entry that points to Y as the “In” node for that channel.
Alternatively, if the channel is active for node X, then no
changes to the forwarding table are made, leaving the
route to X unchanged. This latter provision ensures that
channel repair is transparent to unaffected peers receiving
channel data. The change route message is then updated
with the label of the processing node and passed along to
its children in the topology used by the end-system
multicast framework to broadcast the message. Once the
“change route” message has been processed, the content
provider moves out of the “channel repair” state and the
affected nodes may resume their subscription.
3.3 Application Control of Data Distribution
The power of the novel label distribution scheme
used by CHIPS lies in the fact that it gives applications
greater knowledge of and control over distribution graph
topology. This greater knowledge and control is provided
in a number of ways. First, for any route from the content
provider to a potential subscriber to be usable, that route
must first be proposed by the content provider through
either a broadcast label distribution step (i.e. that described
in Section 3.1) or a unicast label distribution step (i.e. that
alluded to in the discussion on provider-based handling of
node joins). Second, the content provider has the power to
accept or reject any subscription request. Considering
these two points alone, it is evident that a channel source
effectively has complete control over the paths to each of
its subscribers. Finally, while a content provider clearly
has a global view of its distribution graph under this
scheme, each node in this graph also has knowledge of the
route back to the content provider, given the accumulated
path information stored in the messages used to propose
routes.
Although not explicitly provided in the current
implementation of CHIPS, a number of trivial extensions
of this framework can provide even greater control. For
example, intermediary peers could easily reject the

formation of paths through them for certain channels by
allowing them to “cut off” label distribution. In this way,
peers are given greater control over the allocation of their
bandwidth. Another extension would be to annotate the
messages used by the content provider with certain
parameters that, in turn, specify the per-hop behaviour of
nodes along that route.
In all cases, greater application control of the
distribution graph allows the formation and management
of more sophisticated graphs – thereby facilitating richer
QoS and distribution policies.

4. MCVideo
To demonstrate the viability of a CHIPS-based
application, a P2P media streaming system, MCVideo,
was developed using this framework. MCVideo consists of
roughly 7000 lines of Java code, 3000 lines implementing
the user interface and 4000 lines implementing the QoS
and policy modules that plug into CHIPS. (As an aside,
note that the CHIPS framework itself consists of 6000
lines of Java code and the underlying ALMAP framework,
discussed in Section 4.2, consists of an additional 8000
lines.) The subsections below present this application by
detailing for it the particular implementations of each of
the components above and below CHIPS in the
architecture diagram of Figure 2.1.
4.1 User Interface
MCVideo has a simple GUI composed of three tabs:
the Message Manager, the Broadcast Manager (Figure 3)
and the Reception Manager (Figure 4). The first of these is
a trivial instant messenger, used for initial coordination of
content providers and subscribers, that allows peers to
broadcast text messages to the global peer group.
The Broadcast Manager allows a peer to create, start
transmitting and stop transmitting a channel. Note that for
MCVideo a channel is simply a multiplexed stream of
H.263 encoded video and GSM encoded audio, derived
either from default capture devices or a file. As shown in
Figure 4, the Broadcast Manager for a peer transmitting a
channel also incorporates a visualization tool that

Figure 3. Broadcast Manager Screenshot
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illustrates the current topology of the distribution graph
rooted at that node (which is always a multicast tree for
MCVideo) to distribute data to subscribing peers.
Finally, the Reception Manager presents the user
with a list of currently available channels. Subscription
to any of these channels can be requested and a list of
channels for which these requests are approved is
maintained. The user can elect to receive data from any
channel to which he or she is subscribed and if data is
currently being transmitted on that channel, it will be
rendered in a player with basic audio and video controls.

the source peer for that channel.
4.5 QoS Module
The QoS module for MCVideo specifies a simple
mechanism that maintains “optimal” multicast trees rooted
at each channel source for content distribution. (Note
that the initial multicast trees used to bootstrap the system
are always derived from application-level routing
information provided by the end-system multicast
middleware supporting CHIPS.) Using the MCVideo QoS
module, CHIPS is instructed to carry out three tasks: (1)
gather network statistics, (2) compute a new multicast tree
based on these statistics and (3) adjust the actual multicast
tree based on the tree just computed. Each of these parts is
detailed in the subsections below.
4.5.1 Gather and Monitor Receiver Statistics

Figure 4. Reception Manager Screenshot

4.2 End-System Multicast Middleware
As discussed in Section 2, CHIPS relies on an
underlying end-system multicast middleware for peer
membership management and obtaining multicast routing
information. MCVideo uses the ALMAP framework for
this purpose. In brief, ALMAP employs a semi-centralized
approach to manage the dynamic peer group and computes
application-level routing information representing a
shortest path spanning tree rooted at each node.
4.3 Application Specific Unicast Middleware
In addition to using TCP for the inter-peer
communication implementing the three-way handshake
label switching protocol underlying CHIPS, CHIPS-based
applications can use of any unicast middleware
appropriate to their unique data distribution needs.
MCVideo, for instance, uses implementations of RTP and
RTCP to stream media from one peer to another and
collect statistics for the corresponding inter-peer link.
These implementations are provided by the Java Media
Framework (JMF) [8], an optional extension of the Java 2
Platform providing media support. (Note that the JMF is
also used for H.263 and GSM encoding and decoding, as
well as for audio and video capture and playback.)
4.4 Policy Module
MCVideo makes use of a trivial policy module that
accepts all subscription requests posed to it. Thus, if a
particular node asks to receive channel data through any
path of peers it specifies, that request will be granted by
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In MCVideo, the CHIPS instantiation at each peer
determines an estimated bit rate for the incoming P2P link
from its parent in the multicast tree, as well as the loss
rates of the outgoing P2P links to its children in the
multicast tree, by interacting with the unicast middleware
to access RTCP sender and receiver reports. By
propagating these statistics up each multicast tree, the
source peer for each channel has knowledge of (1) the bit
and loss rates for each of the links in its multicast tree and
(2) the overall bit and loss rates for each subscribing peer.
The CHIPS instantiation at each source peer
monitors these statistics and should it find that the loss rate
for a particular subscriber exceeds a predefined threshold
for a sufficiently long period, it initiates an adjustment task
for this subscriber. This adjustment task consists of two
parts: (1) computation of a new multicast tree and (2)
modification of the existing tree based on this new tree.
4.5.2 Multicast Tree Computation
Before discussing multicast tree computation, it
should be noted that the MCVideo QoS module makes two
assumptions about the end-system multicast middleware
used to support CHIPS. First, it assumes that this
middleware designates a single peer as a centralized
controller. Second, it assumes that this controller knows
the delay of the direct P2P link between any two members
of the global group. Clearly, the ALMAP framework
satisfies both of these assumptions by electing a single
controller and propagating the results of ping-based delay
measurements to this node. As will be evident shortly,
these assumptions are only necessary to make sure that the
node computing a multicast tree has access to a global
view of the P2P network. Distributed approaches that
ensure this latter requirement can also be used if an
end-system multicast framework not satisfying the
assumptions above is unavailable.
In MCVideo, the channel source peers periodically
forward their statistics for the bit and loss rates of each of
the links in their trees to the CHIPS instantiation at the
central controller. This central instantiation, in turn,
maintains a fully connected weighted graph that has a

single node for each peer in the global group and each of
whose edges represents a P2P link (which may or may not
be part of a current multicast tree). The weight weight(e)
of an edge e in this graph is defined as follows:
weight(e) = Į * ( delay(e) / max_delay ) +
ȕ * ( loss_rate( e ) / max_loss_rate ) +
Ȗ * ( bit_rate( e ) / max_bit_rate )
Here delay(e) is the delay of the P2P link corresponding to
e, loss_rate(e) is the loss rate, bit_rate(e) is the estimated
bit rate and max_delay, max_loss_rate and max_bit_rate
are the maximum values for these metrics across all links.
Obviously, if no bit and loss rate measurements are
available for a particular edge e, then the corresponding
link is not being used and so bit_rate(e) = loss_rate(e) = 0.
Also, note that Į, ȕ, Ȗ İ (0, 1] and Į + ȕ + Ȗ = 1. The
selection of these parameters is based on experience and
specific application requirements.
When a particular channel provider deems that
adjustment of its multicast tree is necessary, it notifies the
controller. This controller then makes use of Dijkstra’s
algorithm on its weighted graph to compute a new
multicast tree as the shortest paths spanning tree from the
requesting node and returns this tree.
4.5.3 Multicast Tree Adjustment
Although the multicast tree computed by the
controller is in some sense optimal, it is not directly
adopted by the requesting content provider, but rather, is
only used to adjust the path from the channel source to the
subscriber whose high-loss rate triggered the adjustment.
In this way, the tree is updated with minimal disruption to
other subscribers. Also, by limiting fluctuations in the
multicast tree topology, the data streams running across
this tree have more time to stabilize and so, statistics
measured for its P2P links are more reliable.
The algorithm used to adjust the current multicast
tree based on the newly computed tree is similar to that
used to handle failed nodes. Recall that the content
provider knows the paths to all the receivers and thus, can
compare the current multicast tree with the new tree. By
making such a comparison, the source peer first identifies
all nodes affected by the adjustment and computes new
routes for them (the details of these steps are discussed
shortly). It then tells each of the affected nodes to
disconnect itself from all other nodes (by clearing its
forwarding table) and cease to receive and/or forward data.
The source peer now uses a unicast label distribution step
for each of the affected peers to construct the new paths
computed for them. Once these paths have been setup, the
affected nodes can resume subscription, if previously
subscribed, as well as receive and/or forward data again.
The algorithm for identifying affected nodes and
computing new paths to them is as follows. Starting from
the receiver whose loss rate triggered the tree adjustment,
we compare the route to the source peer in the current
multicast tree with that in the new tree on a hop-by-hop
basis. Upon arriving at the first differing pair of nodes, the
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children of the original receiver are connected to the
current node in the old tree and the receiver itself is
connected to the current node in the new tree. The affected
nodes are the original receiver and its descendants and the
new paths for these affected nodes are as determined
above. From the first different point in the new route, the
operations above can be carried out recursively until the
content provider is finally reached.

5. Conclusions
In this work Channel Infrastructure for P2P Systems
(CHIPS), a novel end-system multicast framework, is
introduced. Through the use of a label-switching,
three-way handshake protocol, CHIPS provides two
features not available in previous approaches to
end-system multicast. First, rather than restricting itself to
broadcast communication within a peer-group, multicast
transmission to subgroups is supported, where a subgroup
is defined as the set of peers subscribing to a particular
channel. Second, knowledge of and control over the
multicast graph topology used by a channel is given to the
source peer for that channel. This, together with a simple
plug-in mechanism, allows applications to implement, in a
modular fashion, arbitrary distribution graph management
schemes that ensure QoS and various other constraints are
observed. While the generality of this framework makes it
applicable to many domains, its particular relevance to
distributed multimedia has been demonstrated by the
implementation of an effective CHIPS-based P2P media
streaming system with basic QoS support.
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Abstract
terminal or Rayleigh fading that is caused by the wave
strength dips resulting in burst errors [8]. If the wave strength
is 10db smaller than the mean wave strength, BER can be 20
times worse. Faster the portable terminal moves, higher the
frequency of distortion caused by burst errors and more the
deterioration in video quality.

In this paper, we propose an adaptive priority-based
selective repeat ARQ (PSR-ARQ) transmission scheme for
transmitting video over a single-hop lossy wireless link. If
transmission errors occur in a lower layer of the video, the
errors propagate to all the higher layers of related frames
resulting in significant degradation of the video quality at the
receiver. Due to the limited channel bandwidth, retransmission
of every corrupted packet may be unacceptable for video
streaming applications. Our proposed on-line priority-based
scheme prioritizes all layers of various frames of a group of
pictures and transmits them over a lossy wireless link. The online transmission policy achieves good video quality (of small
distortion). Simulation results show that the proposed scheme
performs better than the traditional scheme for video
transmission over wireless channels.

While forward error-correcting codes (FEC) can be used to
reduce the effects of transmission errors at the decoder, the
associated increase in bit payload is often unacceptable,
particularly in a wireless environment, where bandwidth
resources are severely limited. Error concealment techniques
have been applied to decoders such that they can extrapolate
information from received bits to reconstruct the lost
information. However, when large amounts of data are lost
due to burst errors, the reconstruction process has insufficient
information to work on.

I. Introduction

Closed-loop error control techniques like automatic repeat
request (ARQ) have been shown to be very effective and have
been successfully applied to wireless video transmission
[2,4,5]. However, retransmission of corrupted data frames
introduces additional delay, which might be unacceptable for
real-time conventional services. A combination of ARQ and
FEC (hybrid ARQ) is recognized as a good choice for video
over wireless.

The trend to streaming stored media over wireless networks
is emerging. Streaming video stored at the video server is the
technique to achieve smooth playback of video directly at
wireless terminals without downloading the entire file before
the playback begins. While the demand for such video
communication over wireless links has increased considerably,
the transmission rate of the wireless channels remains low. In
addition, wireless links are error prone. The limited bandwidth
and high bit error rate (BER) can be problematic for video
streaming over wireless networks. In this paper, we consider
the problem of transporting video over a single-hop wireless
channel. The single-hop wireless channel can be a dedicated
channel as in mobile cellular scenarios or a shared channel as
in Wi-Fi (802.11).
Video signals transmitted through the wireless channels are
corrupted by two types of errors: (1) Stationary random errors
that depend on the mean strength of the received wave or on
the distance between the station and the wireless terminal and,
(2) Variable error that is caused by the motion of the portable
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Liu and Zaiki [7] classify the hybrid ARQ scheme into two
categories: type-I and type-II schemes. A general type-I ARQ
scheme uses error detection and correction codes for each
transmission and retransmission. The receiver attempts to
correct the errors by decoding the current received code
words. Previously received code words that contain
uncorrectable errors are discarded. A general type-II ARQ
scheme uses a low rate error correction code. An information
packet is first transmitted with some correction bits for error
correction. Incremental redundancy bits are transmitted upon
retransmission request. The receiver combines the transmitted
and retransmitted packets together to form a more powerful
error correction code to recover the information. For timevarying wireless channels with burst errors, type-II ARQ
scheme may suffer from poor performance. Refinements of
ARQ schemes for video have been proposed to alleviate this

received correctly if the channel exhibits transmission errors.
If the channel condition is good, many enhancement layers (in
addition to the base layer) are successfully transmitted and
good video quality is achieved at the receiver.

problem. Pyun.et.al [2] proposed a hybrid ARQ with
interleaving scheme, which reduces the number of
retransmission to minimize the delay. Zhang and Kasam [10]
proposed a hybrid ARQ scheme, which takes advantages of
both type-I and type-II hybrid ARQ, and this partially solves
the problem of inadequacy of error correction code to recover
the information. For time-varying wireless channels with burst
errors, type-II ARQ scheme may suffer from poor
performance. Wang, Zheng and Copeland [9] proposed QOS
selective repeat ARQ (QSR-ARQ) scheme to enhance the
existing data link layer protocols in wireless mobile
environments. This scheme delivers I and P frame packets
with limited numbers of retransmission to guarantee the delay
bound while it transmits B frame packets only once to avoid
long delays caused by retransmission [1, 14].

We assume that layered coding encodes an I-frame into a
hierarchy of X layers {I (BL), I (EL1)… I (ELX-1)}, where I
(BL) is the base layer while layers I (EL1) to I (ELX-1) are
enhancement layers. Layered coding encodes P-frame and Bframe into a hierarchy of Y and Z layers. Accordingly, {P
(BL), P (EL1), P (ELY-1)} are generated for each P frame and
{B (BL), B (EL1), B (ELZ-1)} are generated for each B frame.
The layered video is shown in Figure 2. Note that we have
X>Y>Z since I frames are larger (in size) than the related P
frames and P frames are larger than B frames.

In this paper, we propose a transmission scheme that is
priority-based selective repeat (PSR) ARQ. Layered video
packets are first sequenced at the sender based on the
contribution to the entire video quality and inter-dependency.
The base layer of the I-frame is the most significant one and is
at the head of the sequence. The highest layer of P/B frame is
of least significance and is placed at the tail of the sequence.
Our PSR-ARQ scheme increases the chance of successful
transmission of important packets by maximizing the number
of retransmissions within the delay bound. The PSR-ARQ
scheme works at the application layer on tops of the UDP/IP
stack. The link layer provides the acknowledgement scheme.
For each transmission of data frame at the link layer, the link
layer will send the ACK/NACK message to the PSR-ARQ.
Based on the link layer acknowledgement, PSR-ARQ controls
the video packet retransmission. This requires control traffic
between the link layer and the application layer.

To reduce the amount of the computation performed at the
sender when transmitting, we order all the packets (off-line).
The rule is based on the computed distortion (to the entire
GOP (Group of Picture) of each packet. A sequence of ordered
video packets is available at the sender. The packets contribute
to the entire video quality with decreasing significance from
the left side to the right side in the ordered sequence. If the
given video sequence is I B1 B2 P1 B3 B4 P2 B5 B6 P3, the
ordered packet sequence could be similar to the following:
I(BL), I(EL1), P1(BL), P2(BL), P3(BL), B1(BL), B2(BL),
B3(BL), B4(BL), B5(BL), B6(BL), I(EL2), I(EL3), P1(EL1),
P2(EL1), P3(EL1), B1(BL), B2(EL1), B3(BL), B4(EL1), B5(BL),
B6(EL1)…..
In the above list, I (BL) represents the base layer of I frame.
P2 (EL1) represents the first enhancement layer of P2 and B2
(EL1) represents the first enhancement of B2. By changing X,
Y and Z values properly, it is reasonable to assume that each
video packet is of the same size statistically.

II. PSR-ARQ Transmission Scheme
The output of H.263 compression is a sequence of three types
of frames: I frame (Intra-picture), P frame (forward Predicted)
and B frames (Bidirectional predicted). I frames are reference
frames and are self-contained. A P frames specifies the
difference between the previous I frame; a B frame is an
interpolation between the previous and subsequent frame of I
or P type. If an I frame is lost, all the subsequent P and B
frames (until the next I frame) are of no value. If a P frame is
lost, all the previous and subsequent consecutive B frames (till
the next I or P frame) are of no value. Clearly I-frames that
start each scene are statistically larger (in size) than the P or B
frames because I-frames are self contained.

The algorithm presented in Figure 1 constructs the
sequence. Note that if frame P1 is ordered prior to P2, its
related B frames of P1 should be ordered prior to the B frames
related to P2 as well.
In our scheme, packets are transmitted by on-line prioritybased selective repeat ARQ with acknowledgement of ACK or
NACK. The video streaming server keeps two transmission
queues. Initially, video packets of first two GOPs put into each
transmission queue separately according to the off-line
ordering algorithm. Retransmission is required if no ACK is
received before timeout or a NACK is received. Upon
receiving an ACK, the server deletes the transmitted video
packet from the transmission queue. The server selects the
first video packet from the first queue for transmission. The
reason we choose PSR-ARQ is because of the strong data
dependency among video packets. Packets P1(BL), P2(BL) and
P3(BL) are useless unless I(BL) is transmitted successfully.

Layered video coding is very useful in coping with the
time-varying nature of wireless channel conditions [3]. A
scalable encoder encodes video into several layers. The base
layer guarantees a basic display quality and each enhancement
layer (correctly received by the receiver) improves the video
quality. Only base layer and few enhancement layers are
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number of chances to transmit. Our on-line transmission
policy computes the expected distortion of the next packet of
the current GOP and of the first packet of the next GOP. Then
it chooses the packet with the smaller expected distortion
value to transmit. The computation of expected distortion is
given by equations (5) and (6) at the end of section II.

j = 1; //notation: j = 1: BL, j =2: EL1, j=3: EL2 …
L = {all packets of all frames of current GOP}
Create an empty queue.
// X, Y and Z are the total number of layers of I, P or B
// frames respectively.

The on-line PSR-ARQ transmission algorithm is shown in
Figure 4. Next we evaluate our scheme. A wireless channel
can be described as a packet-based burst error channel [11,
12]. One commonly studied analytical model is the Gilbert
model (two-state Markov model), which characterizes the
bursty nature of wireless channel errors. The model has two
states, a good state (S0) and a bad state (S1). Pij is the transition
probability from state i to state j. P00, P01, P10, and P11, are the
state transition probabilities. P00 represents the probability of
transition from good state to good state. P10 represents the

DO
{
Delete X/Z layers of I frame (from the bottom to the top)
from L and add them to the queue (again order it from
bottom to top)
Delete Y/Z layers of all P frames from L and add the deleted
layers to the queue (in the order of decreasing significance)
Delete layer j of all B frames and add the deleted layers to
the queue (in the same order as their related P frames).
j = j+1;

lsTX

GlsTX

lsTX

BL

BL

} WHILE (j<=Z)
// The queue now has the ordered the video packet sequence
Fig. 1 Video packet sequence off-line ordering
algorithm

lsX

Each packet will be retransmitted in case of loss or packet
corruption, but the maximum number of times a packet can be
transmitted is limited. The number of retransmissions of a
packet is bounded by the timestamp of current GOP. Packets
belonging to the same GOP are buffered at the receiver before
the entire GOP is scheduled to be decoded and displayed.

isG

I-frame

P-frame

B-frame

Fig. 2 The layered video frame sequence of a GOP
An important component of our on-line PSR-ARQ
transmission scheme is the on-line transmission policy at the
sender. The on-line policy dictates which packet at the source
should be (re)transmitted. For every feasible set of unsent (or
retransmission required) video packets, the decision made by
the policy must increase the video quality by minimizing the
expected distortion of the entire video. The expected distortion
of a video packet is defined as the multiplication of absolute
distortion of the video packet and the overall transmission
failure probability of maximum number of retransmission.

GOP M

I(BL)

P1(BL)

P2(BL)

Bk(ELZ)

GOP M+1

The on-line transmission policy is simple when deciding
which packet should be transmitted in current GOP. It selects
the first packet of current GOP in the transmission queue.
However, the decision is not clear when choosing between the
first packet of the current GOP and the first packet of the next
GOP. For instance, as shown in the Figure 3, packet I (BL) of
GOP M+1 is of greater significance than the unfinished
packet, say Bk(ELZ) in GOP M. But packet Bk(ELZ) has less

I(BL)

P1(BL)

P2(BL)

Bk(ELZ)

Fig. 3 The on-line transmission scheme
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same PER, large ABL implies that errors are bursty. We have
Sequence all GOPs in the video by number 1, 2...in their
temporal order.

ABL

Pre-buffer M-1 GOPs at the receiver. The time-bound for
following GOP transmission is given by the time-stamp of
that GOP.

PER

K=M;

The time-bound for transmitting current GOP is determined
by the duration T1 before the last frame of the current GOP is
scheduled to decode and display. Accordingly, the maximum
number of packets F (including retransmitted packets)
transmitted for the current GOP can be computed as:
F

Compute the expected distortion by sending the first
active packet of the GOP K+1 and denotes it as D(2).

G

;

(3)

T2 * B
;
S

(4)

Suppose in the process of current GOP transmission, the
next scheduled layer of current GOP is Xi (Yj), which has the
absolute distortion D (Xi (Yj)). The expected distortion of that
layer can computed as:

probability of transition from bad state to good state. State
transitions occur at discrete time instants. In our work, we
assume the time between two successive time instants is equal
to the time taken for transmitting one packet at the MAC
layer. A packet is transmitted correctly when the channel is in
good state and errors occur when the channel is in bad state.
The transitions between states occur at each packet instant.
The channel state-transition probability matrix can be set up as
S 0 ; P( S1 )

S

The maximum number of packets G (including
retransmitted packets) transmitted for the next GOP with
duration T2 can be computed as:

Fig. 4 On-line PSR-ARQ transmission algorithm

P01 º
ª1  P01
; P( S 0 )
« P
1

P10 »¼
¬ 10

T1 * B

Where B is the estimated bandwidth of the wireless link and S
is the packet size. B can be estimated fairly accurately and the
details appear in the next section.

IF( D(1)<D(2) )
Transmit the first active packet of the GOP K.
ELSE
Transmit the first unmarked packet of the GOP K+1.
}
}WHILE (the video transmission is not completed)

P01 º
P11 »¼

(2)

With the assumption that any bit error will cause the packet
error. Therefore PER = 1- (1-BER) L, where L is the packet
length. When the packet length becomes longer, PER becomes
higher.

DO
{ IF (GOP K exceeds its time-stamp) {
Dump all packets of GOP k from the queue.
Put packets of GOP K+2 into that empty queue.
K++;
}
ELSE {
Compute the expected distortion by sending the first
active packet of the GOP K and denotes it as D(1).

ª P00
«P
¬ 10

(1)

To simulate the burst error, we generate a uniformly
distributed random number r in (0,1). The transition from S0 to
S1 occurs when r is less than P01 and the transition from S1 to
S0 occurs when r is less than P10.

At sender, for each GOP, order all packets off-line using
the algorithm of Figure 1. Initially, put packets of GOP M
and M+1 into two transmission queues respectively.

P

1
;
P10
P01
.
P10  P01

D(1)

DE ( X i (Y j ))

PER

F

D( X i (Y j )) ;

(5)

The scheduled layer from next GOP is Xa(Yb) with absolute
distortion D(Xa(Yb)). The expected distortion of that layer can
computed as:

S1 .

D(2)

The packet error statistics vary according to the values of
the transition probabilities. The transition probabilities can be
calculated from the channel characteristics, i.e. the packeterror-rate (PER) and average-burst-length (ABL). Given the

D E ( X a (Yb ))

PER

G

D( X a Yb ) ;

(6)

III. Simulation Studies
We use three video sequences (foreman, waterski and
wg_cs_9) to measure the simulated performance. In our
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transmission policy achieves good video quality (of low
distortion). Simulation results show that our scheme performs
better than traditional scheme for video transmission over a
single wireless link with limited bandwidth and high burst
errors. If the wireless link provides QoS, for example when
using 802.11e, it is clear that the wireless link as viewed by
our scheme exhibits good behavior (low latency, etc) and
hence the video quality will be good. Note that since our
scheme is adaptive, the video quality is automatically adjusted
based on the quality of the wireless link. Many concurrent
schemes can be supported on a single wireless channel of
sufficient bandwidth due to the very small real-time
processing overhead. Since significant preprocessing is done,
supporting live video requires large buffering delay at the
sender and hence the end-to-end latency can be large. If audio
is encoded in a layered way, our approach can easily be
adapted to audio streaming also. The details of the encoding
method used in audio will be needed to accomplish this.

experiments, only the DC value is included in the base layer.
Each enhancement layer contains one or more AC values. The
higher enhancement layers include AC values with larger
frequency than AC values contained in lower enhancement
layers. PSNR (peak signal-to-noise ratio) is used to evaluate
the layered video quality. Higher the value of PSNR, better the
video quality is. Also, we assume that all the motion vectors
are decoded correctly.
First, we analyzed video quality with respect to different
number of AC values. The PSNR values are shown in table 1
and Figure 5. Second, the gains of PSNR by adding more DCT
values are computed by deducting the PSNR value from the
previous one in Table 1. Note that Table 1 and Figure 5 show
the PSNR values of a typical frame.
Based on the observation of Table 1, we use the video
layering policy shown in Table 2.

Our future work will be video transmission over multi-hop
wireless links or wired/wireless links.

The layered video packets are transmitted over a wireless
link. In equation (5) and (6), estimated wireless bandwidth is
required for computation. The available wireless bandwidth
can be estimated by the equation (7).

Bnext

k B past  (1  k ) Bcurr

Table 1 PSNR with different DCT values

(7)
DC
DC+AC1
DC+AC1~2
DC+AC1~3
DC+AC1~4
DC+AC1~5
DC+AC1~6
DC+AC1~7
DC+AC1~8
DC+AC1~9
DC+AC1~10
DC+AC1~11
DC+AC1~12
DC+AC1~13
DC+AC1~14

Where Bnext is the estimated wireless channel bandwidth for
the next period. Bpast is the past estimate of wireless link
bandwidth and Bcurr is the measured net bandwidth in the
current estimation period. Note that Bpast of next estimation
period equals to Bnext of current estimation period. The
estimation coefficient is k (0<k<1).
The estimated and the actual wireless channel bandwidths
are shown in Figure 6. Figure 6 shows a good estimation of
wireless bandwidth given by equation (7).
We compare our proposed on-line PSR-ARQ transmission
scheme with the traditional scheme (SR ARQ). In our
simulation, the PSNR values are obtained by averaging the
absolute PSNR values of video GOPs transmitted by our
scheme and the traditional scheme. The PSNR values of the
proposed and the traditional schemes for different PER
wireless link are presented in Figure 7. Figure 7 shows that the
proposed transmission scheme performs better than the
traditional scheme. As the PER increases, PSNR gain of our
scheme over the traditional scheme increases.

wg_cs_9
24.25
24.66
32.84
36.02
36.66
36.89
36.78
36.87
37.48
40.65
42.68
44.14
44.74
44.61
43.82

foreman
26.47
26.35
34.14
36.4
37.19
37.1
37.19
37.18
37.78
39.68
40.73
41.57
41.98
41.73
41.71

waterski
29.04
29.09
34.28
36.7
36.98
37.04
37.06
37.11
37.21
38.81
40.12
40.46
40.59
40.55
40.56

Table 2 Video layering policy

IV. Conclusion
In this paper, we have presented a scheme for layered video
streaming over a wireless link. Our PSR-ARQ scheme
minimizes the significant packets’ failure ratio by maximizing
the number of retransmission within the delay bound. Our
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Abstract–In this paper, we propose a conditional replenishment
based framework for video streaming over ad hoc networks. The
main challenges for video streaming in ad hoc networks are: (i)
link reliability and (ii) bandwidth scalability. Based on conditional
replenishment coding (CRC) technique, the proposed framework
provides an integrated solution of multi-path transport (MPT) and
dynamic rate control for above challenges.

1.

INTRODUCTION

The video streaming over multi-hop mobile ad hoc
networks has attracted a lot of attentions recently. Possible
applications include: video conferencing in remote places
without wireless infrastructure, battlefield visual intelligence,
rescue operations, etc. However, there are two major
challenges for supporting video streaming over ad hoc
networks, which are: (i) link reliability, and (ii) bandwidth
scalability.
x Link Reliability: Due to the mobility of wireless nodes,
the topology of an ad hoc network may change often. It is
likely that an established end-to-end route may be broken
during the transmission, which may cause interruption of the
continuous streaming. To improve the quality of service for
video streaming applications over ad hoc networks with
unreliable links, Multi-Path Transport (MPT) has been
proposed. The main idea of MPT is to transmit video streams
over multiple paths so that the video playback will not be
disrupted by any individual link failure. Multiple Description
Coding (MDC) has been proposed to support MPT so that the
original video sequence can be divided into complementary
yet independently decodable streams.
x Bandwidth Scalability: In current wireless access
technologies, such as IEEE 802.11, auto-fallback is a very
common technique, which allows the nodes to select the best
physical-layer transmission rate for any specific link distance
and interference condition. Therefore, the link bandwidth may
be very different for different paths. Moreover, for a specific
link, the available bandwidth may be varied over time due to
traffic congestion, resulting in a significant amount of
backlogged packets and unacceptable large delay. The
variation of available bandwidth is a critical factor in ad hoc
communications, and thus may affect the quality of playback.
Besides general techniques to provide scalability by temporal
and spatial down-sampling, bandwidth scalability can be

provided by Layered Coding (LC), which was originally
designed to support bandwidth scalability by allowing the
sender/receiver to decide to whether to encode/subscribe any
or all enhanced layer streams.
Although MDC and LC are originally designed to handle
link reliability and bandwidth scalability, respectively, they
are not well suited to handle both issues. It is hard to adjust the
encoding bit-rate of a specific stream within MDC. On the
other hand, LC does not fit well with MPT, since ELs cannot
be decoded without the successful reception of BL.
In this paper, we propose a conditional replenishment
coding (CRC) based framework for video streaming over ad
hoc networks. In the proposed framework, video sequence can
be delivered to the receiver through multiple complementary
streams. In addition, CRC-based bandwidth scalability and
dynamic rate control can be easily integrated for each
individual MPT stream. Therefore this framework is an
effective alternative for video streaming over ad hoc networks.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section
2 provides related work of video streaming over ad hoc
networks. Section 3 describes conditional replenishment
coding algorithm. Section 4 presents the video streaming
framework with MPT and dynamic rate control based on CRC
technique. Finally, we conclude the paper in section 5.
2.

RELATED WORK

General issues, such as error resilience, error concealment,
and error correction, have been studied recently for video
streaming over wireless and mobile environments
[16][17][18][19]. Forward error correction (FEC) codes and/or
various automatic repeat request (ARQ) schemes can be used
to provide certain error control for video streaming
applications [20].
However, in an ad hoc network, packet loss is mainly due to
wireless interference and network saturation. In such case,
neither FEC nor ARQ is the effective solution to improve the
quality of service of video streaming applications as well as
the overall network performance, because both techniques
consume additional bandwidth and further worsen the network
congestion condition. Therefore, in ad hoc networks,
bandwidth scalability coding is one of the highly desirable
features for ad hoc video streaming.
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Layered Coding is proposed to provide bandwidth
scalability [1][2][3][4][5][6][7] to streaming applications in
packet network environments where available bandwidth is
not know a priori and may constantly changing over time. In
layered coding technique, the video source is encoded into a
Base Layer (BL) and one or multiple Enhanced Layers (ELs).
The reconstructed quality, in general, is related to the number
of layers used for decoding and reconstruction. The minimal
rendered quality is provided at the receiver as long as the BL
is received successfully. The video quality can be improved
progressively with the correct rendered ELs at the receiver.
The successful transmission of BL is critical in layer coding
technique, since the failure of the transmission of BL will
cause the failure of the entire application. Typically,
unbalanced forward error correction (FEC) or certain
automatic repeat request (ARQ) mechanism may be
implemented to provide extra protection on the BL. Wellknown representatives of LC are MPEG-4 [8] and ITU H.264
(or MPEG-4 AVC) [9].
Another desirable feature for ad hoc video streaming is the
support for Multi-Path Transport (MPT) [21][22]. Being
originally considered for non-real-time data transmission,
MPT has raised many attentions for providing reliable video
streaming over ad hoc networks. The main idea of MPT is to
transmit video streams over multiple paths so that the video
playback will not be disrupted by any individual link failure,
which is highly likely to happen in multi-hop ad hoc networks.
MPT is a general transmission strategy that can be support by
any type of coding technique. However, it has been noticed
that layered coding may not be well suited for MPT due to the
unbalance of BL and ELs. Multiple Description Coding
(MDC) [23][24][25][26][27] has been proposed recently to
support MPT. By using MDC technique, the video sequence is
encoded into multiple streams that are complementary with
each other. The decoder is able to decode any stream
independently without any information of other streams. MDC
is less vulnerable to the failure of a particular stream, and in
such sense, it is more suitable for MPT than LC. However, it
is worth noting that MDC usually causes more overhead than
LC due to the multiple descriptions for streams.
Performance comparison between LC and MDC can be
found in [28][29][30][31].
3.

3.1. Video Format
In the video generated by the conditional replenishment
algorithm, all video frames have the same format, all intracoded without motion vector, as shown in Fig.2. The functions
and formats of sequence and GOP are the same as
MPEG/H.263 standards. Within the frame, each MB begins
with an MB_ptr field, which stores the sequence number of
corresponding macro-block within the frame. The sequence
number starts at zero from the upper-left corner of the image,
ends at the lower-right corner. The bit length of the MB_ptr
field is associated with the image_width and image_height
fields. For example, for a frame size of H.263 CIF (352x288),
MB_ptr field is 9 bits long, which is sufficient to identify the
number of macro-block within the frame; while for the size of
QCIF (176x144), MB_ptr field is instead 7 bits long. Since the
removal of GOB (or slice) logical layer, the MB_ptr field is
also functional as a resynchronization marker. Error will be
limited at the boundary of macro-blocks. Followed by the
MB_ptr field, are the intra-coded luminance, Cr and Cb blocks
of the macro-block identified by the 24bits markers and block
type headers. It is not necessary that all MBs are encoded in
the frame. Only those MBs encoded by the conditional
replenishment algorithm stay in the frame, which is identified
by the MB_ptr field. Also, it is not necessary that all three
types of blocks exist in one MB. For example, if only the
luminance blocks is required to be encoded based on the
criteria of conditional replenishment algorithm for a specific
MB, Cr and Cb blocks will not be in that MB. The blocks in
one MB follow the order of lum1, lum2, lum3, lum4, Cr and
Cb if they are in the MB, as shown in Fig. 1. Because the
removals of motion vector (MV) and motion compensation
(MC), the computation complexity of our algorithm is low.
Especially at the receiver side, the decoding process becomes
much simpler without MC, hence the wireless/mobile
terminals can be maintained at lower power levels.

CONDITIONAL REPLENISHMENT CODING (CRC)

Conditional replenishment coding (CRC) has been proposed
as a compression technique for taking advantage of the
similarity between successive frames in video-telephony or
video conferencing where video cameras typically are
stationary and scenes usually change slowly [10][11][12][13].
Conditional replenishment is appropriate to distance learning
or visual phone applications. The rudimentary algorithm
behind conditional replenishment is to transmit the pixel
intensity value plus an address for each picture element that is
changed by more than a certain threshold since the previous
displayed frame.

Fig. 1. Hierarchical video format

3.2. Block-based Spatial Conditional Replenishment
At the encoder (or transcoder), the luminance plane of
incoming frame is first gridded into 16x16 macro-blocks, and
each macro-block is associated with four luminance blocks,
one Cr block, and one Cb block. To decide whether or not to
encode and transmit any type of block, the algorithm uses the
block distance as the metric. Block distance is calculated as
the following equation.
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In the above equation, (x1, x2, …, xn) is the block of pixel of
current incoming MB, (p1, p2, …, pn) is the block of pixel of
the corresponding MB (i.e. same spatial position) in the
previous frame. The block distance is the sum of absolute
difference between (x1, x2, …, xn) and (p1, p2, …, pn). Three
thresholds, TLUM, TCR and TCB, are used to determine whether
to transmit the corresponding type of block. In practice, for
luminance blocks, we run the algorithm together. Only for
those blocks, whose block distance is larger than the threshold,
will be encoded and transmitted. If the receiver does not
receive any macro-block, or the received data are corrupted
because of the wireless channel interference, it uses the
corresponding macro-block in the previous re-constructed
frame.
3.3. Bandwidth Scalability
Based on CRC, the bit-rate of an encoded stream essentially
depends on two factors, i.e., three conditional replenishment
thresholds (TLUM, TCR and TCB) and the intensity of motion of
the encoded video sequence. Increasing the thresholds
decreases the required transmission bit-rate as well as the
rendered playback quality of the bit stream. We test eight
video sequences to illustrate the relationship between
encoding threshold and encoded bit-rate. In the test, encoding
thresholds have locked ratio as TLUM=4TCR=4TCB. Fig. 2
illustrates the ratio (comparing to the maximum bit-rate at the
minimum luminance threshold) of conditional replenishment
video bit-rate corresponding to a specific luminance threshold,
e.g. for video sequence “claire”, the percentage of video bitrate at luminance threshold = 512 or 1024 is approximately
40% or 25% of the maximum bit-rate respectively. By
increasing the luminance threshold, the number of intra-coded
macro-blocks of the frames decreases. The rates of decreasing
are different between video sequences. This difference can be
characterized by a parameter, motion degree Ȝ, which
describes how much difference (on average) it is between
successive transmitted video frames. From Fig 2(b), we know
that for small Ȝ (video with less and/or slow motion), the
video bit-rate decreases rapidly when the luminance threshold
is still small. On the other hand, for large Ȝ (video with more
and/or fast motion), the video bit-rate decreases slowly. Given
the same luminance threshold, large Ȝ is associated with low
average PSNR of the video sequence, as shown in Fig. 3. This
is reasonable because there is more information loss for high
motion video based on the conditional replenishment
algorithm. In Fig. 2, video sequences with more motion are
convex shape while less motion video sequences are concave
shape. Video sequence with medium motion like
waterski.mpeg is a watershed. Ȝ is a scene-based parameter,
which may not be fixed for the entire video. It can be precalculated or estimated, and stored in GOP headers to be used
as a parameter to adjust the luminance threshold to obtain any
desirable video bit rate. The rate control scheme will calculate
and adjust the threshold based on Ȝ. However, the exact video
bit-rate can never be achieved because of the variable length
of macro-blocks and the subjective and statistical properties of

Ȝ. Instead of adjusting video bit-rate in fine granularity way,
we use a number of bit-rate levels, each corresponding to one
particular threshold. A simple threshold-switching scheme is
proposed.

Fig. 2. Video source bit-rate ratio (%) to the maximum bit-rate
(a) enlarged area; (b) completed range of luminance threshold [4, 20000].

Fig. 3. Video sequence average PSNR v.s. luminance threshold

4.

MULTI-PATH TRANSPORT WITH DYNAMIC
RATE CONTROL

As we mentioned in the introduction, MPT and rate control
are two effective techniques to handle the unreliable end-toend path and constantly changing available bandwidth in
wireless ad hoc networks, respectively. MDC technique has
been designed to support MPT, while LC technique is more
specialized for providing bandwidth scalability and rate
control. However, so far, neither technique can support a
combination of MPT and rate control very well. Comparing
with MDC and LC, CRC technique intrinsically suit for such a
combination of MPT and rate control.
4.1. CRC-MPT
In order to generate multiple streams for MPT, the original
video sequence can be separated into N streams, Vn’s, as
follows:
(1)
Vn iN  n, where i 0,1,2,  n 0,1,  ( N  1) ;
For example, if N=3, the original video sequence is divided
into three streams, which is shown in Fig. 4. Each stream is
encoded by the CRC algorithm with its own thresholds, which
can be dynamically adjusted according to the throughput and
delay of the transmission path. To achieve MPT, the receiver
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should be able to regenerate the video sequence by any single
stream. Given a single stream, Vn, received from a specific
path, the receiver can reconstruct two successive frames
within the stream, and then extrapolates frames that are not
included in Vn as follows:
x n i

( k  i ) x n  ix n  k
, i 1...( k  1)
k

(2)

computational complexity, and thereby more appropriate for
the situation requiring fast and scalable online estimation of
available bandwidth.
The notations involved in this section are shown as the
following:
Bsat,i
Bava,i

Di
S
tack
tenqeue
Bmin,n

Current estimate of the saturation throughput at node i
Current estimate of available bandwidth at node i
Percentage of time that MAC queue at node i is busy (non-empty
queue or busy channel) in current measurement period
MAC layer payload (upper layer packet) length in current
measurement period
The time of receiving successful MAC layer ACK
The enqueue time of a packet seen by applications
The minimum available bandwidth for stream Vn

The estimate of saturation throughput at node i is updated
every time period Thello as the following,
S
(3)
);
B
avg (
sat ,i

Fig. 4. Generating multiple CRC streams

Illustrated by Fig. 5, if the transmission path of V2 in the
previous example is broken, the receiver will still be able to
extrapolate V2 by the reconstructed V1 and V3.

Fig. 5. CRC-MPT and decoding processing

4.2. Rate Control
We assume that IEEE 802.11-like CSMA access technology
is used as the underlying access technology for the ad hoc
network. In such a network, available bandwidth is hard to
measure due to the wireless interference and channel
contention. Since the saturation throughput may be varied due
to the number of contending nodes and the average packet
length of the ongoing traffic, the available bandwidth cannot
be derived simply as the difference between the physical
channel bandwidth and the current throughput.
We estimate the saturation throughput and available
bandwidth at each node by modifying the method in [14]. We
re-define the idle time of a station as the time period that
neither is channel busy nor is MAC queue non-empty. This
modification combines sending and receiving throughput to
get more accurate available bandwidth condition of the node.
The second modification is takes account of multi-rate
supports. The bandwidth estimation is distributed, of low

t ack  t enqueue

where avg(x) stands for the average of all x’s calculated in a
period of Thello. bava,i is affected by multiple factors. The more
MAC frames in the queue, the longer queue delay for a
specific frame, leading to a larger value of (tack-tenqueue) and a
smaller bava,i. The average packet length, number of contention
nodes, and channel BER, are all indirectly reflected in (tacktenqueue). Also, Bsat,i is calculated as the average of all packets in
Thello, which also has the effect of averaging throughputs of all
links proportional to the number of packet having been
transmitted on those links. If no packet has been transmitted in
the last second, we simply use the last Bsat,i. Thello and the
initial value of Bsat,i right after the reboot can be configured by
the network operator for nodes together or individually.
Nevertheless, the value of Thello should be carefully chosen to
avoid frequently fluctuation or inaccuracy of current condition
of Bsat,i. A recommendable value of Thello is 1 second. Bava,i is
calculated as the following,
(4)
Bava ,i (1  D i ) B sat ,i ;
Note that, the available bandwidth at node i, Bava,i, is
estimated as the minimum of the transient available bandwidth
based on periodical measurements and reserved bandwidth at
node i, which is the total requested bandwidth of all admitted
QoS sessions.
When node i is in the saturation condition, i.e., the queue is
never empty, Di = 1, which means no spare bandwidth
available. In this case, the available bandwidth in the last Thello
interval is zero no matter what the saturation throughput is. On
the other hand, if Di = 0, which means no packet being
transmitted in the last second, Bava,i is equal to the last
calculation of Bsat,i minus Bres,i. As stated in [15], the accuracy
of the estimates based on calculated saturation throughput and
idle time is satisfactory. More important, this method is robust
and feasible to be implemented at mobile nodes with the least
modification and impact on the MAC or network layer
protocol.
With aforementioned method and additional signaling
protocol, each node periodically informs the video streaming
source node of its estimated available bandwidth. The source
node periodically calculates the minimum available
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bandwidth, Bmin,n, along the path of each stream Vn. We have
(5)
B min, n min^B ava ,i `;
where i’s are all the nodes along the path of Vn.
A finite set of conditional replenishment thresholds are preselected for each video sequence. An initial threshold can be
selected as an application configuration parameter. The source
node may initiate streaming with the initial threshold for all
the streams. In brief, for any stream Vn, if Bmin,n=0, the source
node will increase the encoding threshold for this stream to the
next larger value in the set, which decreases the encoding bitrate as well as PSNR. On the other hand, if and only if
Bmin,n>į>0 for W consecutive Thello’s, where į can be preconfigured as well, the source node will decrease the encoding
threshold for this stream to the next smaller value, which
increases the encoding bit-rate as well as PSNR. In such a
way, dynamic rate control may be achieved for each stream of
the MPT and this does not require any modification on the
CRC decoding process at the receiver.
5.

CONLCLUSION

Multiple description coding (MDC) and layered coding
(LC) have been proposed recently to support to support video
streaming over ad hoc networks, where (i) link reliability and
(ii) bandwidth scalability are two major problems. MDC
emphasizes on the support of Multi-path transport (MPT) to
handle the unreliable ad hoc links. On the other hand, LC
mainly focuses on the support of bandwidth scalability and
rate control. However, both MDC and LC have limitations as
an integrated solution to handle both problems above. In this
paper, we proposed a video streaming framework based on
conditional replenishment coding. We show that the
framework can support both MPT and dynamic rate control.
Therefore, it is an effective solution for video streaming over
ad hoc networks.
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Abstract—The TCP-Friendly Rate Control (TFRC) is a rate-based transport protocol designed for streaming multimedia applications to provide
smooth, low delay and TCP-Friendly packet transmission. However, as
TFRC was designed for wired networks, it does not perform well in multihop ad hoc wireless networks. Specifically, MAC layer contention effects,
such as retransmission and exponential backoff mislead TFRC’s congestion control mechanism, resulting in an inaccurate sending rate adjustment.
This paper illustrates that an unmodified TFRC’s sending rate overloads
the multihop wireless MAC layer, leading to increased round-trip times,
higher loss event rates, and lower throughput. We propose an enhancement
to TFRC, called RE TFRC, that uses measurements of the current roundtrip time and a model of wireless delay to restrict TFRC bitrates from overloading the MAC layer, while retaining the desirable TCP-Friendly characteristics. RE TFRC requires minimal changes to TFRC and no changes
to the MAC layer and evaluation of RE TFRC shows substantial improvements over TFRC for some wireless scenarios.
Keywords—Wireless, Multimedia, IEEE 802.11, TFRC, Ad Hoc

I. I NTRODUCTION
The Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) is the de facto
transport layer protocol used in wireless ad hoc networks. Recent research [1], [2], [3], [4], [5], [6], [7] has shown that TCP
can perform poorly in 802.11 wireless networks because many
of the TCP mechanisms assume a wired network infrastructure.
Designed to support rate-based streaming multimedia and
telephony applications over wired networks, the TCP-Friendly
Rate Control (TFRC) protocol [8],1 faces challenges similar to
that of TCP on wireless ad hoc networks. However, to the best
of our knowledge, there has been very little TFRC-related performance research done for wireless networks.
At the core of TCP/TRFC’s wireless challenge is the wireless Media Access Control (MAC) layer of IEEE 802.11.
802.11 uses Carrier Sense Multiple Access with Collision
Avoidance (CSMA/CA) and the Request-to-Send/Clear-to-Send
(RTS/CTS) mechanism to reduce hidden terminal collisions.
However, as the 802.11 MAC layer approaches saturation, contention delays and retransmissions caused by the RTS/CTS
mechanism become the major cause of TCP/TFRC performance
degradation. This behavior is referred to as RTS/CTS jamming [9] or RTS/CTS-induced congestion [10]. Moreover, since
TFRC observes loss events after the MAC contention phase,
TFRC is unaware of MAC layer congestion and does not compensate for it. Consequently, TFRC overestimates the maximum
sending rate, overloads the MAC layer and exacerbates MAC
layer congestion. Eventually, the wireless network reaches a

sub-optimal stable state with respect to throughput and roundtrip time.
Previous research in TCP performance improvements over
wireless ad hoc network includes investigating link breakage
and routing failure issues [1], [2], [4], link layer solutions [3],
[7], MAC layer solutions [5], and TCP protocol modifications [6]. A few recent papers have focused on methodologies
to improve TCP throughput by controlling the total number of
packets in flight. Fu et al [7] present a link layer approach named
Link-RED that reduces MAC layer collisions by limiting TCP’s
sending window, while Cali et al [5] limit TCP window sizes
directly. While these previous efforts share a common goal with
this research, as window-based approaches they are not applicable to the rate-based TFRC protocol. Furthermore, none of
these studies attempt to minimize round-trip times which are of
critical concern for interactive multimedia applications.
This investigation focuses on the problem of the misinteraction between TFRC and the 802.11 MAC layer. Specifically, the objective is to make TFRC aware of RTS/CTS-induced
congestion such that it chooses a near-optimal sending rate that
avoids MAC layer saturation. A major contribution of this paper
is the introduction of a new Rate Estimation (RE) algorithm in
TFRC to estimate the saturation capacity of the MAC layer. This
involves creating a model for round-trip time during MAC layer
saturation and deriving a composite TFRC loss event rate that
reflects the current MAC layer congestion level. By limiting the
sending rate to a value that is lower than the estimated rate, RE
TFRC avoids MAC layer congestion. NS-2 simulation results
presented in this report comparing RE TFRC with TFRC indicate a 5% to 43% reduction in round-trip times, a 8% to 75%
reduction in the loss event rate, and up to 7% improvement in
overall throughput. Given that TFRC is intended for multimedia applications, large delay reductions with slight throughput
improvements with RE TFRC implies this scheme can improve
performance for streaming flows in wireless networks.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section II analyzes TFRC behavior in wireless ad hoc networks and investigates the relationship between performance and a constrained
sending rate; Section III details the RE TFRC algorithm; Section IV evaluates the RE TFRC algorithm in several wireless ad
hoc network scenarios; Section V summarizes our conclusions
and presents possible future work.
II. TFRC P ERFORMANCE A NALYSIS



The Datagram Congestion Control Protocol (DCCP) has
posed to use TFRC as its congestion control mechanism.
http://www.ietf.cnri.reston.va.us/html.charters/dccp-charter.html.

proSee

While the RTS/CTS collision avoidance mechanism reduces
hidden terminal collisions in the 802.11 MAC layer, repeated
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Fig. 1. Simulation topology

MAC layer backoffs and retransmissions can lead to sub-optimal
transport layer performance in wireless environments. Fu et
al [7] demonstrates the impact of hidden terminals on the transport layer protocol.
In TCP-Friendly transport protocols, the sender responds to
network congestion by adjusting its transmission rate or window
size based on packet loss and round-trip time information gathered from the network. However, since these metrics also include the effects of the RTS/CTS mechanism, MAC layer backoffs and retransmissions when operating on a wireless network,
they cannot be used effectively as congestion indicators.
This section shows simulations (via NS-2 [11]) of the TFRC
protocol with a constrained sending rate to explore the relationship between the TFRC throughput, round-trip time and loss
event rate in multihop 802.11 ad hoc networks. The goal is a
meaningful characterization of the effects of 802.11 on TFRC
and to gain insight into adapting TFRC’s sending rate when
transmitting streaming flows over wireless LANs.
A. Simulation Environment
To simplify the analysis of TFRC performance, the chain
topology shown in Figure 1 with the default NS-2 802.11 parameter settings is used in a series of simulations. For the simulation
results presented, all nodes are immobile, the distance between
nodes is set to 200 meters, the transmission range is 250 meters,
and the wireless channel capacity is 2 Mbps (the NS-2 default
setting).
The throughput equation used for TFRC [8] is a version of the
throughput equation for a conformant TCP Reno flow:
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where is the transmission rate in bytes/second, is the packet
size in bytes, is the round-trip time in seconds, is the loss
event rate which is the number of loss events as a fraction of
),
is the TCP
the number of packets transmitted (
retransmission timeout value in seconds, and is the number of
packets acknowledged by a single TCP acknowledgment.
Research in [12] establishes the maximum throughput for an
ad hoc network to be approximately to of the link capacity. Our simulations show the maximum achievable throughput for TFRC over a multihop wireless network to be significantly lower than the line capacity. Since Bianchi [13] showed
that 802.11 MAC layer throughput decreases when offered
load exceeds the saturation threshold, this lower-than-expected
throughput can be attributed to the RTS/CTS congestion [10]
that occurs when the MAC layer becomes saturated.
As expected, all transport layer packet loss in our simulations
are caused by MAC layer contention and frame drops when no
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Fig. 2. Offered load and throughput versus the constrained sending rate

transport layer congestion is induced. While TFRC is supposed
to react to transport layer losses, it is not tuned to respond to
MAC layer congestion, and hence does not reduce its sending
rate appropriately. The MAC layer congestion also causes an increase in MAC contention time and end-to-end round-trip time.
The details of this performance are not given here due to lack of
space, but the complete analysis can be found in [14].
B. Rate Constrained Simulations
To clarify the behavior of TFRC in overloading the 802.11
MAC layer in a multihop environment, we modified NS-2 to
provide a version of TFRC that had a manually constrained
sending rate. Figure 2 shows the TFRC offered load and
throughput as the constrained sending rate is varied for a seven
hop network. As the constrained rate increases, offered load and
throughput increase linearly until a divergence occurs at approximately 300 Kbps. Beyond this point, increasing the constrained
TFRC rate yields reduced throughput. The observed gap between offered load and throughput at high TFRC rates is due to
lost packets.
Figure 3 shows a sharp increase in MAC layer losses starting
at about 300 Kbps, as the constrained sending rate increases.
Graphs of TFRC’s round-trip time and loss event rate (available
in [14]) also show a sharp increase at about 300 Kbps. Additional simulations run with typical wireless bit error rates still
show constraining the rate of TFRC under 300 Kbps achieves a
round-trip time lower than that of unconstrained TFRC.
In rate-constrained mode, TFRC uses the minimum of the
constrained rate and the TCP-Friendly rate to control the sending rate. Figure 4 depicts the relationship between the average
sending rate, the constrained sending rate and the computed
TCP-Friendly rate. Above 300 Kbps, TFRC uses the TCPFriendly rate to control the sending rate. This implies that TFRC
does not keep the sending rate below the MAC saturation point
on wireless LANs. Namely, TFRC will select a sub-optimal
transmission rate on wireless LANs when the MAC layer is
saturated. Thus, the next section presents a new algorithm designed to constrain TFRC and avoid saturating the MAC layer
on 802.11 wireless networks.
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, we use
, which represents the minimum round-trip
ing
is used instead of
time during MAC layer saturation.
because when the maximum sustainable throughput in the MAC
layer is achieved, there is a small queue at individual nodes of a
multihop flow. TFRC has a built-in function for estimating the
receiving rate, , which is used as a basis for our modifications.
As described in Section II, TFRC’s sending rate is not constrained by a window size but rather by the computed TCPFriendly rate. TFRC uses an equation based on TCP throughput
to compute an estimated TCP-Friendly sending rate, which is a
function of the round-trip time ( ), loss event rate ( ), packet
size and time out value ( ). Assuming a fixed packet size
(typically around the network MTU) and the default value of
(as set in [8]), we simplify the TCP-Friendly bitrate
equation in Equation 1 and derive a function for :
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A. Rate Estimation

Therefore, the equivalent TFRC loss event rate ( ) can be
, and then and the
estimated using the inverse function
current round-trip time measured by TFRC (
) can be used
to estimate the optimum sending rate ( ) that will just saturate
the MAC layer:
2

From the results in Section II, when unconstrained, TFRC
produces an offered load that is above the rate sustainable by the
multi-hop 802.11 MAC layer. The MAC layer then suffers from
multiple frame retransmissions that increase the round-trip time.
Although TFRC eventually receives some packet loss notification because of the frame retransmissions, these packet losses
arrive too late for TFRC to curtail its offered load below the saturation point of the MAC layer. To be able to adjust its sending
rate to below the MAC layer saturation point, TFRC needs to
determine the loss event rate ( ) that corresponds to the MAC
layer congestion point.
We propose to enhance the performance of TFRC based on
aspects of TCP Westwood [15], a TCP variant designed to perform well over wireless links. TCP Westwood uses a bitrate estimation algorithm based on the minimum observed round-trip
time and acknowledgment rate to compute a window threshold for TCP. Whenever there is congestion, the TCP congestion window is set equal to the window capable of producing the bitrate estimate ( ) assuming no queuing delay (i.e.
). We propose a similar algorithm to estimate the MAC layer saturation bitrate. However, instead of us2
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Figure 5 depicts the relationship between TCP-Friendly bitrate and loss event rate, where each curve is the TCP-Friendly
bitrate for a particular round-trip time.
B. Round-Trip Time Modeling
Realizing the benefits of the proposed TFRC enhancements
, the minimum round-trip
requires a mechanism to compute
time during MAC layer saturation. Previous research on delay
modeling of 802.11 networks [16] shows that the average delay
(the service time) of a single hop ad hoc network at saturation
can be modeled by:
(4)
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is the initial conHere, is the average back-off step size,
tention window size, is the probability of successful transmission, and is the time wasted during a single collision.
is a physical layer parameter (with a default of 32 for DirectSequence Spread Spectrum (DSSS)), while [16] assumes and
are computable as functions of the number of nodes ( ) in the
and are constants for fixed size packets and can
network.
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) from Equation 8
Based on the model, the round-trip time (
assumes saturation of the MAC layer and can therefore be used
for an hop ad hoc wireless network.
for
Figure 6 depicts the round-trip time estimate from this model
and the round-trip time obtained by TFRC during simulation.
TFRC provides an offered load above the MAC saturation level
.
which causes the round-trip time to increase beyond
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for a fixed
layer) and data packets, respectively, and
packet size. is the propagation delay.
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C. Algorithm Summary and Implementation
By combining the loss event rate estimation algorithm from
TFRC and the extended round-trip time model, we provide a
complete rate estimation algorithm for TFRC, shown in Figure 7.
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Therefore, given the physical network type and the number
of nodes in the network, Equation 6 can be used to estimate the
average service time to obtain the delay under MAC saturation
conditions.
To extend this model in multi-hop wireless networks, we assume that under saturation conditions, the traffic at each hop is
independent, which allows a multi-hop ad hoc network to be
divided conceptually into multiple independent, single-hop networks. By using the model on each of the single hops, a cumulative delay for the multi-hop network can be estimated. By
assuming RTS/CTS solves the hidden terminal problem in applying the single-hop analysis, we do not need to consider the
interference from other nodes outside the transmission range.
singleThe -hop chain network can then be divided into
hop networks with four nodes and two single-hop networks with
three nodes at the source and destination. The round-trip time
at the transport layer (such as in TFRC) is estimated by measuring the time elapsed between sending a data packet and receiving the acknowledgment. Therefore, the round-trip time can be
computed as:
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Fig. 7. The rate estimation algorithm for TFRC (RE TFRC)
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To make the implementation of the RE TFRC algorithm in
Figure 7 more stable and adaptive, a few enhancements were
needed. First, at line 2 and 6 of the algorithm, the TCP-Friendly
sending rate computation that is fundamental to TFRC is used to
ensure appropriate response to transport layer congestion. Second, note as the number of hops or flows increases, the round-
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IV. P ERFORMANCE E VALUATION
The goals of Rate Estimation TFRC (RE TFRC) are to reduce
MAC layer congestion, reduce TFRC loss event rate and average round-trip time, and improve throughput without changing
the MAC layer protocol. This section evaluates RE TFRC using
NS-2 simulations with the same wireless chain topology used in
Section II. The first step is a detailed analysis of RE TFRC performance in a seven hop simulation. This is followed by simulation experiment results where the the number of hops is varied
from 4 to 15 and other simulations where three flows generate
the offered load. The section concludes with a study of the behavior of the RE TFRC in typical Bit Error Rate (BER) network
environment.
A. Performance Improvement
A seven hop chain topology was used to compare a standard
TFRC implementation against the Rate Estimation TFRC (RE
TFRC) algorithm. Since the RTS backoff mechanism drops an
RTS frame after seven consecutive collisions, this event represents a packet loss as seen by TFRC. Figure 8 presents the Cumulative Density Function (CDF) for RTS retransmissions for
the two simulations. The x-axis is the number of RTS contention
backoffs from 0 to 7 where 0 implies no collisions and 7 means
TFRC will see this as a loss event. Figure 8 shows that TFRC
has a 89% chance of not having to retransmit an RTS while RE
TFRC, has a 93% chance of not having to retransmit an RTS, so
RE TFRC will experience less backoff delay. Since the backoff
algorithm causes exponential growth in backoff delay with an
increase in the number of retransmissions, the seemingly small
differences in the CDF curves represent significant changes in
the contention delay. The reduced collisions result in a lower
loss event rate and round-trip time and a smoother sending rate
for RE TFRC (see [14]).
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Fig. 10. Average round-trip time versus number of hops

B. Multi-hop Performance Evaluation
The next evaluation of RE TFRC involves varying the number
of wireless hops from 4 to 15. Figure 9 shows the improvement
of MAC layer loss rate for RE TFRC. The MAC layer drop ratio
is reduced by between 13% to 66% compared to TFRC.
Figure 10 demonstrates that the round-trip time of RE TFRC
is 5% to 40% lower than that of TFRC, and Figure 11 shows
that the RE TFRC loss event rate is 8% to 55% less than that of
TFRC.
From the results of multi-hop simulations, RE TFRC also
shows up to 5% throughput improvement over TFRC when the
number of hops is increased from 5 to 15. (see [14]).
C. Multi-flow Performance Evaluation
This section considers situations where three flows are providing the offered load. Table II shows RE TFRC reduces the
MAC layer drop rate, TFRC loss event rate and average roundtrip times significantly. However, RE TFRC has little effect on
throughput in the multi-flows scenarios (see [14]). The “-” in
the table means the difference is less than 1%.
D. Bit Error Rate Evaluation
The Bit Error Rate (BER) in wireless networks is usually
higher than in wired networks. Typical BER ranges from
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time and loss event rate while still providing the same or better throughput than regular TFRC. As TFRC was designed for
streaming multimedia and telephony applications, large delay
and loss rate reductions with slight throughput improvements
implies this scheme can improve performance for streaming
flows in wireless networks.
Our current ongoing RE TFRC research is focused on refining
the sending rate, loss event rate and round-trip time estimation
algorithm. The goal is a more robust RE algorithm that will
adapt and remain stable even when the wireless nodes become
mobile and the topologies are more complex. Other potential RE
enhancements include incorporating particular characteristics of
TFRC applications, such as streaming multimedia, in further optimizing performance. Ultimately, the objective is to implement
TFRC with wireless extensions on an operational ad hoc wireless network testbed and empirically evaluate its performance.
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TABLE II
RE TFRC IMPROVEMENT FOR MULTI - FLOW ENVIRONMENT
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RTT reduction
Loss rate reduction
Throughput improvement
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Abstract
A large-scale network is composed of various types of
communication channels. Here, each communication channel supports Quality of Service (QoS) which may be different from others. In group communications, each process
sends a message to multiple processes while receiving messages from multiple processes. In addition, messages are
required to be causally delivered. A process supporting
enough QoS, cannot deliver the messages if another process supporting lower QoS does not receive the messages.
Thus, multimedia data cannot be delivered to processes so
as to satisfy the real-time constraint if a slower process is
included in a group. In this paper, we discuss group communication protocols by which multimedia messages can be
delivered to a process with synchronization and QoS constraints.

1. Introduction
In large-scale distributed systems like Peer-to-Peer (P2P)
networks [10], large number of processes are cooperating
by exchanging messages. In distributed multimedia applications like teleconference and Video on Denamd (VoD),
multimedia data is exchanged among multiple processes in
networks like Gigabit and ATM networks [1, 4]. Multimedia communication protocols like RTP [11] and RSVP [3]
are developed so far, by which a large volume of multimedia data can be efficiently transmitted to one or more than
one process. One-to-one and one-to-many communication
protocols to satisfy Quality of Service (QoS) requirement
like delay time, bandwidth, and loss ratio are discussed in
papers [1, 14].
In group communications [5,12–14], a collection of multiple processes are cooperating by exchanging messages.
Here, messages have to be causally delivered to multiple
destination processes in the group [2]. A message m1
causally precedes another message m2 if and only if (iff )
a sending event of m1 happens before a sending event of
m2 [7]. Various types of the group communication protocols which support a group of multiple processes with the
causally ordered delivery of messages have been discussed
[2, 6, 9]. In a centralized approach to realizing group communication, there is one controller process through which
processes are exchanging messages. The centralized approach is not suited to realize real-time multimedia applications including multiple processes, especially distributed
in a wide-area network due to longer delay time. We take
a fully distributed approach where every process directly

sends a message to destination processes in a group of processes in order to satisfy real-time constraints of multimedia
data. Each process receives messages from multiple processes. The process has to causally order messages received
from multiple processes by itself. In addition, the process
is required to send a message to each destination process
while receiving messages from multiple processes so that
QoS requirement is satisfied.
Since each communication channel between processes
may support different QoS due to distance and congestions,
a message sent by a process may not arrive at every destination process at a same time. Every destination process cannot deliver messages received until the slowest destination
process receives the messages. Thus, time constraint is not
satisfied if a group includes a less-qualified process. We discuss requirements of group communication like real-time
constraint in addition to the atomic and causally ordered
delivery of messages. We discuss how to synchronize transmissions of messages to multiple processes and receipts of
messages from multiple processes so as to satisfy the group
communication requirements in the fully distributed group.
In section 2, we present a system model. In section 3, we
discuss a model for transmitting and receiving multimedia
messages in a group. In section 4, we discuss the atomicity
and causality of multimedia messages in group communication.

2. System Model
2.1

Channel

The distributed application is composed of multiple application processes AP1 , . . . , APn (n>1) which are supported by system processes p1 , . . . , pn (n>1). A collection of multiple peer processes cooperating is referred to as
group G. The group communication service is provided for
the application processes by multiple system processes. The
network is modeled to be a collection of logical communication channels. Processes communicate with each other by
taking usage of communication service supported by channels. There is a channel Cij = pi , pj  between every pair of
processes pi and pj in the group G. Each channel pi , pj 
is bidirectional and synchronous. Each channel is realized
by communication service of the underlying network.
An application process APi sends a message m to one or
more than one destination process in a group. Let dst(m)
denote a collection of destination processes of a message
m, which is a subset of a group. Let src(m) show a source
process which sends a message m. A message m is transmitted from a process APi to every destination process APj
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in dst(m) via a channel Cij = pi , pj . A message m sent
by an application process is decomposed into a sequence
pkt(m) (l ≥ 1) of packets t1 , . . . , tl  [Figure 1]. A packet
is a unit of data transmission in a network. Packets are
transmitted through a channel of the network. The process
pi transmits a packet sequence pkt(m) to every destination
process pj of the message m via a channel Cij = pi , pj . A
destination process pj receives packets sent by the process
pi through the channel Cij and assembles the packets into
the message m. Then, the message m is delivered to the
destination application process APj .

bandwidth (bw) and delay time (dl) are more significant
than the packet loss ratio (pl) in an application, bw → pl
and dl → pl in a preference P of the application. Here, bw
and dl are maximal. The QoS instance A is more preferable
than B with respect to the preference P (A P B) since the
bandwidth and delay time of A are better than B although
the packet loss ratio of B is better than A. Let Q(A) and
Q(B) show sets of QoS parameters of QoS instances A and
B, respectively. A preference relation “A P B” with respect to a preference P holds iff
1. For every maximal QoS parameter qi in Q, ai P bi .
2. If ai = bi for every maximal QoS parameter qi in Q,
A P B  for QoS instances A and B  obtained by
removing QoS instances of maximal QoS parameters.

message

AP1

......

APi

......

APn

P1

......

Pi

......

Pn

Application layer

System layer

Channel

Network layer
packets

...

t2
t1
tl
AP1, ..., APn : Application process
P1, ..., Pn : System process

Figure 1. System model.

2.2

QoS

Each channel pi , pj  supports Quality of Service (QoS),
which is denoted by Q(pi , pj ) or Qij . QoS is characterized by parameters; bandwidth(bw) [bps], packet loss
ratio(pl) [%], and delay(dl) [msec]. Each QoS instance is
a tuple of values v1 , . . . , vm  where each vi is a value of
QoS parameter qi (i = 1, . . . , m). Let Q be a set of QoS
parameters q1 , . . . , qm . Let A and B be QoS instances a1 ,
. . . , am  and b1 , . . . , bm , respectively. Each QoS value
ai of the parameter qi in the QoS instance A is shown by
qi [A]. If ai is better than bi (ai  bi ) for every parameter
qi , A precedes B (A  B). A  B iff A  B or A = B. A
pair of QoS instances A and B are uncomparable (A  B)
iff neither A  B nor A  B. A preference relation “→” is
a partially ordered relation on QoS parameters q1 , . . . , qm ,
i.e. → ⊆ Q2 . “qi →t qj ” shows that a process pt prefers a
QoS parameter qi to another parameter qj . “qi → qj ” shows
“qi →t qj ” for some process pt in a group. The preference
relations “→t ” and “→” are asymmetric. For example, bw
→t pl if bandwidth (bw) is more significant than packet loss
ratio (pl) for a process pt . For every pair of QoS parameters qi and qj , qi ∪ qj and qi ∩ qj show least upper bound
(lub) and greatest lower bound (glb) of qi and qj , respectively, with respect to the preference relation “→”. Let Pt
be a partially ordered set Q, →t , named preference of a
process pt . Q, → is Q, ∪ →t . For example, Q =

QoS requirement Ri of a process pt is given a pair of
parameters M axQt and M inQt , which show maximal and
minimal QoS required by pt , respectively. A process pt is
referred to as satisfy QoS requirement Rt if M axQt t Qt
t M inQt for every QoS instance Qt taken by the process pt . M axQt shows the most preferable QoS which can
be realized in the implementation and M inQt indicates the
least preferable QoS of the process pt . Suppose a process
ps sends messages to another process pt . We discuss how
much QoS instance a pair of processes ps and pt agree on
in order to communicate with one another. Let Q be QoS
instance. Q is referred to as satisfiable for a pair of QoS
requirements Rs and Rt of processes ps and pt , respectively, if M axQs s Q s M inQs and M axQt t Q t
M inQt . Q is maximally satisfiable for the requirements Rs
and Rt i.e. Q = Rs ∪ Rt iff Q is satisfiable for Rs and Rt
and there is no QoS instance Q satisfiable for Rs and Rt
such that Q s Q and Q t Q. Similarly, we define a
minimally satisfiable QoS instance (Rs ∩ Rt ) for Rs and
Rt .

3. Data Communication Model
3.1

Transmission

A process pi sends packets t1 , . . . , tl (l ≥ 1) of a message m to every destination process pij in dst(m) (j = 1,
. . . , ki ). There are following ways to transmit a packet sequence pkt(m) (=t1 , . . . , tl ) to all the destination processes [Figure 2]:
1. Synchronous transmission: A process pi sends each
packet th to every destination process pij through a
channel Cij . Here, each packet th is sent in each channel Cij after th−1 is sent in every channel (h=1, . . . ,
l).
2. Partial-synchronous transmission: A process pi sends
a number nj of packets to a process pij while sending a
number nh of packets to another process pih . Here, the
ratio n1 : · · · : nki is the transmission synchronization
ratio of the process pi to the processes pi1 , . . . , piki .
3. Asynchronous transmission: A process pi sends a sequence pkt(m) of packets through each channel independently of the other channels.

t=1,...,n

{bw, pl, dl} and bw →t pl and dl →t pl for a process pt .
A preference Pt is Q, {bw →t pl, dl →t pl}. A QoS parameter q is referred to as maximal in Q iff there is no QoS
parameter q  in Q such that q  → q.
Let A and B be QoS instances 128[Mbps], 100[msec],
0.1[%] and 64[Mbps], 100[msec], 0.01[%], respectively,
for QoS parameters Q = bw, pl, dl. Here, 64 
128[Mbps], 100 = 100[msec], and 0.1  0.01[%]. If the
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Pi1
Pi

Piki
2 Partial-synchronous.

pij , . . . , piki [Figure 3]:
1. Quality(Q)-balanced transmission: For each packet th
of a message m, Qi1 (th ) = . . . = Qiki (th ).
2. Quality(Q)-unbalanced transmission: For some pair of
channels Cij and Cih , Qi1 (tk ) = Qij (tk ).

. . .

Piki
1 Synchronous.

Pi

. . .

. . .

Pi

Pi1

Piki
3 Asynchronous.

Figure 2. Types of transmission.

Pi1

1. Synchronous transmission:
for h = 1, . . . , l do
{ Ssnd(th , Ci )  . . .  Ssnd(th , Ciki ); }
2. Partial-synchronous transmission:
for h = 1, . . . , g do
{if T1h = φ, PSsnd(T1h , Ci1 )}  . . . 
{if Tkhi = φ, PSsnd(Tkhi , Ciki )};
3. Asynchronous transmission:
Asnd(T , Ci1 )  . . .  Asnd(T , Ciki );
In the synchronous transmission, each packet is multicast. After a packet is multicast, a succeeding packet is
multicast. In the asynchronous transmission, a sequence of
packets are transmitted for each channel independently of
the other channels. If destination processes have different
maximum receipt rates, the source process pi can take the
partial-synchronous transmission. The transmission synchronization ratio shows the receipt ratio of the destination
processes.
Each destination process pij of a message m sent by a
process pi has some QoS requirement Rij . A process pi
has to deliver a message m to every destination process pij
so as to satisfy the QoS requirement Rij . Let Qij (tk ) show
QoS of a packet tk transmitted in a channel Cij = pi , pij .
When a group G is established among processes, every pair
of processes pi and pij do the negotiation on the preference
Pij to be used when a process pi sends messages to the
process pij . Let “ij ” denote a preference relation “Pij ”.
Qij (tk ) is required to be satisfiable for QoS requirement
Rij . In fact, Qij (tk ) is shown in terms of bits. There are
two ways to transmit a message m to multiple processes

. . .

. . .

Pi

Ssnd(t, C) shows a procedure to send a packet t through
a channel C. Asnd(T , C) shows a procedure to send a sequence T of packets t1 , . . . , tl through a channel C, i.e.
for h = 1, . . . , l do { Ssnd(th , C);}. A packet sequence T
g
is decomposed into a sequence Tj1 , . . . , Tj j  of segments
for a process pij . A segment is a subsequence of the packets. Here, each segment is composed of the same number
of packets. Let |Tjk | show the number of packets in a segment Tjk . The ratio |T11 | : · · · : |Tk1i | shows the transmission
synchronization ratio for the destination processes pi1 , . . . ,
piki . PSsnd(Tjk , Cij ) shows a procedure to send a segment
Tjk of packets in a channel Cij . If the transmission synchronization ratio is 1:· · · :1, a process pi sends packets at a
same rate. Here, a notation F1  F2 means that a pair of procedures F1 and F2 are independently, possibly concurrently
performed. For example, F1  F2 is realized by creating a
thread for each of the procedures F1 and F2 . The ways of
transmissions can be realized by the following procedures:

Pi1
Pi

Piki

Piki
1 Q-balanced.

2 Q-unbalanced.

Figure 3. Quality-based transmission.
In the first way, each packet of a message m is sent with
same QoS in every channel. That is, a same packet is sent
in every channel. In the second way, QoS in each channel is
not necessarily same. For example, some channel supports
lower bit-rate. In order to synchronously transmit packets to
multiple destination processes, packets with smaller number of bits are transmitted.
Let us consider a synchronous transmission of a message m to multiple destination processes in dst(m). If
each channel supports enough QoS, a process pi can
synchronously send a same packet in every channel.
Here, since each channel supports the same QoS, this is
quality(Q)-balanced transmission. The Q-balanced, synchronous transmission is referred to as fully synchronous. If
some channel Cij does not support enough QoS due to congestions and network faults, the process pi sends a packet
tk with less QoS in the channel Cij than the others. That is,
Qij (tk ) ≺ij Qih (th ) for some channel Cik (h = k). Next,
suppose QoS is more significant than the synchronous requirement in an application. The process pi sends the packets in the channel Cij more slowly than the other channels.
That is, the process pi asynchronously sends packets of the
message m. The Q-unbalanced, asynchronous transmission
is referred to as independent.

3.2

Receipt

A process pi receives messages from one or more than
one process in a group G. There are following ways for a
process pi to receive messages from multiple processes pi1 ,
. . . , pikt (ki ≥ 1) [Figure 4]:
1. Synchronous receipt: A process pij sends a sequence
pkt(mj ) of packets tj1 , . . . , tjli (li ≥ 1) of a message
mj to a process pi (j=1, . . . , ki ). The process pi receives a packet tjh from each process pij after receiving a packet tf h−1 from every process pif (f=1, . . . ,
ki ).
2. Partial-synchronous receipt: A packet sequence
pkt(mj ) of a message mj from a process pij is decomg
posed into a sequence Sj1 , Sj2 , . . . , Sj j  of segments.
Each segment includes the same number of packets,
g −1
g
i.e. |Sj1 | = |Sj2 | = . . . = |Sj j | = N Sj and |Sj j | ≤
N Sj for a process pij . The process pi receives the
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hth segment Sjh from a process pij after receiving the
(h − 1)th segment Sfh−1 from every process pif (f =
1, . . . , ki ). Here, the ratio N S1 : · · · : N Ski shows
the receipt synchronization ratio for the processes pi1 ,
. . . , piki .
3. Asynchronous receipt: A process pi receives packets
from each process pij independently of the other processes.
Pi1

1 Synchronous.

Piki
2 Partial-synchronous.

1. Synchronous receipt-transmission: A process pt sends
one packet of a message m1 each time pt receives one
packet of m2 from a process ps .
2. Partial-synchronous receipt-transmission: A process
pt sends some number n1 of packets of a message m1
to a process pu while receiving some number n2 of
packets of m2 from ps . The ratio n1 :n2 shows the
receipt-transmission synchronization ratio of the process pt to ps .
2. Asynchronous receipt-transmission: A process pt
sends packets of m1 independently of receiving packets of m2 from ps .

Pi1
Pi

Piki
3 Asynchronous.

Figure 4. Types of receipt.
“t := Srec(C)” shows a procedure to receive one packet
through a channel C and store the packet into a buffer t.
“C = φ” means “end of transmission”. Let T be a sequence
of buffers t1 , t2 , . . . , for storing one message, where each
buffer can admit one packet. “T := Arec(C)” shows a procedure to receive a sequence of packets into a buffer sequence T = t1 , . . .  for a channel C. Arec is realized by
the procedure: while C = φ do {th := Srec(C); h := h + 1;}.
Let T be a buffer for storing one segment. “T := PSrec(C)”
shows a procedure to receive a segment of packets into a sequence T of buffers. The ways to receive a packet sequence
pkt(mj )(= tj1 , . . . , tjlj ) of a message mj are realized as
follows:
1. Synchronous receipt:
while some Cij = φ do {
t1h := Srec(Ci1 )  . . .  tkih := Srec(Ciki );
h := h + 1; }
2. Partial-synchronous receipt:
while some Cij = φ do {
T1h := PSrec(Ci1 )  . . .  Tkhi := PSrec(Ciki );
h := h + 1; }
3. Asynchronous receipt:
T1 := Arec(Ci1 )  . . .  Tki := Arec(Ciki );

Receipt-transmission

Suppose there are three processes ps , pt , and pu exchanging messages as shown in Figure 5. A process sends
messages to processes while receiving messages from other
processes. Suppose a process pt sends a message m1 while
receiving a message m2 from a process ps . There are following ways to send messages while receiving messages:

. . .

Piki

Pi

. . .

. . .

Pi

Pi1

3.3

In the synchronous and partial-synchronous receipttransmission ways, every common destination process pu
of messages m1 and m2 is required to synchronously receive the messages m1 and m2 from the processes ps
and pt , respectively. The 1:1 partial-synchronous receipttransmission way is just a synchronous way. In Figure 5,
a process sends packets to a pair of processes pt and pu .
The process pt sends two packets to the process pu while
receiving three packets from the process ps . Here, the synchronization ratio is 3:2. The process pu is required to synchronously receive messages from the processes ps and pt
with the receipt synchronization ratio 3:2 for the processes
ps and pt . Here, a segment of a message m1 includes three
packets and a segment of m2 includes two packets.
There are following types of receipt-transmission with
respect to QoS:
1. Quality(Q)-balanced receipt-transmission: Packets received from a process ps and packets sent by another
process pt have same QoS.
2. Quality(Q)-unbalanced receipt-transmission: Packets
received from ps and packets sent by pt have different
QoS.

As discussed in transmission of messages, there are following ways to receive messages from multiple processes
with respect to QoS:

ps

1. Quality(Q)-balanced receipt: A process pi receives
packets with same QoS from each destination process
pij .
2. Quality(Q)-unbalanced receipt: A process pi receives
packets with different QoS from different destination
processes.

pt

pu

m1
m2

time

If a process synchronously receives messages in a quality
(Q)-balanced way, the process is referred to as fully receive
packets. If a process asynchronously receives packets in a
Q-unbalanced way, the process is referred to as independently receive packets.

Figure 5. Receipt-transmission synchronization.
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4. Atomic and Causal Delivery
4.1

Group communication service

A group is a collection of peer processes which are cooperating to achieve some objectives. In the group communication, a process sends a message to multiple destination processes while receiving messages from multiple
processes in a group. Let si (m) be a sending event of a
message m in a process pi . The happens before relation on
events in a distributed system is defined by Lamport [6]. A
message m1 is referred to as causally precede another message m2 (m1 → m2 ) iff a sending event si (m1 ) happens
before a sending event sj (m2 ) [6]. Every common destination process of messages m1 and m2 is required to receive
m1 before m2 if m1 → m2 . Messages are causally delivered by using logical clocks like linear clock [6] and vector
clock [7]. In addition, a process receiving a message m can
deliver the message m only if every other destination process m surely receives the message m. In the papers [8,9], a
protocol to atomically deliver messages in a group in presence of message loss is discussed.
Let us consider a group of four processes p1 , p2 , p3 , and
p4 [Figure 6]. Suppose the process p1 sends a pair of messages m1 and m2 to each of the processes p3 and p4 . The
process p2 sends a message m3 to the processes p3 and p4
after receiving the message m1 and then sends a message
m4 after receiving m2 . Here, the message m1 causally precedes the messages m3 and m4 (m1 → m3 , and m1 → m4 )
and the message m2 causally precedes m4 (m2 → m4 ).
Suppose the process p3 receives m3 and m4 from p2 and
receives m1 from p1 but does not receive m2 from p1 due
to the communication delay. The process p3 can deliver m1
but cannot deliver m3 and m4 because the message m2 following the message m1 from p1 might causally precede m3 .
The process p3 has to wait for a message from the process
p1 .

1

m
2

p3

p2

p4

m3

m4
delay

time

Figure 7. Causality in a group.

4.2

Data communication instances

There are two types of requirements for group communication, synchronization and QoS requirements as discussed
in the preceding section. Let ST and QT be synchronization
and QoS types of transmission and receipt, respectively, i.e.
ST = {Synchronous (S), Partial-synchronous (P S), Asynchronous (A)} and QT = {Quality-balanced (QB), Qualityunbalanced (QU )}. A data communication instance is determined by a tuple s, q ∈ ST × QT which is a combination of a synchronization type s ∈ ST and QoS type q ∈ QT.
There are six data communication instances as shown in Table 1. For example, S, QB shows that a process takes a
synchronous and Q-balanced transmission.
Table 1. Types of data communication.
Instances Types of communication
S, QB
Synchronous, Q-balanced
S, QU 
Synchronous, Q-unbalanced
P S, QB Partial-synchronous, Q-balanced
P S, QU  Partial-synchronous, Q-unbalanced
A, QB
Asynchronous, Q-balanced
A, QU 
Asynchronous, Q-unbalanced

m
3

m

m1

m2

4

m4
m2 m1 m3

P1

p1

m

P2

the process p3 cannot deliver messages from the process
p2 . If the process p1 sends real-time multimedia data, the
process p4 cannot satisfy the real-time requirement even if
the process p4 receives all the messages. The delivery time
depends on the slowest process.

P4

m
2

m
1

P3

Figure 6. Causality.
Next, let us consider a pair of the processes p3 and p4
which receive messages from p1 and p2 . The process p4 receives the messages m1 , m3 , m2 , and m4 in this sequence.
On receipt of the message m2 , the process p4 can deliver
the messages m1 and m3 . However, the process p4 cannot
deliver the message m2 because the other destination process p3 has not received m2 yet. The process p4 has to wait
until p4 knows that the process p3 receives the message m2 .
If a communication channel C13 between processes p1
and p3 implies smaller bandwidth than another channel C23 ,

A process selects a data communication instance which
satisfies application requirements. Then, each process sends
and receives messages by using the selected data communication type. If an application requires the strict atomic receipt, a process selects an instance S, QB or S, QU , i.e.
each process synchronously sends and receives messages. If
an application does not require strict atomic and real-time
communication, a process selects an instance P S, QB
or P S, QU . On the other hand, if a process requires realtime communication, a process selects an instance A, QB
or A, QU , i.e. each process independently sends and receives messages. If quality of data is the most significant for
an application, each process takes the Q-balanced way. In
another case, if quality is not significant for an application,
each process takes Q-unbalanced one. We consider that data
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communication instance which satisfies group communication service will be taken in the group.

4.3

Tree-based data transmission

We discuss how to transmit messages to processes in a
group. A group G includes processes with different QoS
and synchronization services. If every process in a group
is required to take a same data communication instance, the
group can only support applications with the minimum service to be supported. Hence, the processes in the group
G are classified into six types of subgroups shown in Table 1. For example, synchronous and Q-balanced processes
compose a S, QB subgroup. Then, subgroups are interconnected in a tree as shown in Figure 8. Let Gα show
a subgroup of type α ∈ { S, QB, S, QU , P S, QB,
P S, QU , A, QB, A, QU  }. Messages are transmitted
by the type α data transmission procedure in each subgroup
Gα . In this paper, we consider a two-layered tree structure,
i.e. one root subgroup and multiple leaf subgroup.

leaf subgroup

root subgroup

group G
root (source) process
forwarding processes
leaf (destination) processes

Figure 8. Division of group.
First, multiple processes in a group G establish transmission tree based on the synchronization and QoS requirements The group G is divided into subgroups each of which
support some data communication instances. A root process S sends a sequence of packets to a process Fi in a root
subgroup (i = 1, . . . , l). Then, each process Fi forwards
packets to processes Li1 , . . . , Lili in a leaf subgroup.
C11
C1

F1

S
Cn

Fn

C12
Cnm

L1
L2
Lk

Figure 9. Data transmission route.

synchronous, partial-synchronous, asynchronous, qualitybalanced, and quality-unbalanced ways. We also discussed
the atomic and causally ordered delivery of messages with
synchronization and QoS requirements. We are now designing the protocol for exchanging multimedia data in a group
of multiple processes.
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5. Concluding Remarks
This paper discusses a group communication protocol
to exchange multimedia messages among multiple processes under some synchronization and QoS requirements.
Multimedia messages are exchanged among multiple processes in a group so as to satisfy QoS required by applications. We discussed how to transmit and receive messages;
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Abstract
In this work we present a totally distributed peer-to-peer
application aimed at Video-on-Demand. This target, never
faced before, offers many challenging problems different from
traditional file-sharing. Some of these are sequentiality and
real-time constraints, sources’ reliability and quality of the offered service. We introduce some new ideas to P2P networks,
like affinity and collaboration between peers, linking and association in abstract entities called communities, to the end
of lowering message overhead and improving efficiency in resource search. A simulation environment has been developed
to test the network; results have demonstrated the scalability
and robustness of the architecture and support our theoretical study. Keywords: peer-to-peer; video streaming; affinitybased search

1

Introduction

Research within peer-to-peer is evolving continually,
given the enormous potentialities it offers in terms of resources availability at a very low cost. P2P is also being
considered as a possible research field for multimedia
and real-time applications, to overcome the scalability
limitations of a traditional “many clients-few servers”
conception. CoopNet [5] has recently been proposed as
a solution to this problem, a peer-to-peer architecture of
a mixed type where the server acts more as a network
coordinator than a service provider. Still the centralized
server remains a single failure point of this Cooperative Network model. When live broadcast streaming is
the issue, a hierarchical structure of failure points is not
easily avoidable. Nevertheless no significant proposals
for totally decentralized networks have been advanced
when on-demand streaming is involved. A major benefit
P2P introduces in the VoD is its inherent scalability: the

common goal is to replace expensive hardware with a
network of low cost peers, thus offering a service which
can scale to millions of users.
Nevertheless, many factors make a real-time distributed application much different from file-sharing. In
traditional file sharing the file can be conveyed without
caring about byte-sequence order and with no restraints
in transmission time. In real-time film transmission this
idea is inconceivable, as sequentiality is the key to make
reproduction possible and time requirements are very
strict. When a peer assigns part of its upload bandwidth to a corresponding peer, it might then be unable
to accept other possible requests, until streaming of that
chunk is over. When a peer requests a video stream, we
must be sure that there are sources enough to supply the
required data rate. Moreover when a peer is halfway in
playing a movie, its knowledge of the network state may
be already outdated, and service be degraded by the lack
of sources. Novel source discovery algorithms and peer
aggregation strategies must be introduced, along with a
lightweight P2P communication protocol.

2

System Architecture

Routing inside our P2P network is based on the
Kademlia protocol. Kademlia routing protocol has a
computational complexity which is equivalent to complexity of other protocols (see [4]), but is more flexible
because of the quality of the XOR metric [3] it adopts.
Node identifiers (which we here call IDnode) are ran,
domly generated 160 bit vectors. For each
a node holds a list of triples <IPaddr, port, IDnode>
of the nodes which have distance between and
from this node. Thus each node stores 160 lists and every list is called a k-bucket because it holds triples,
and as the number of peers (usually
with
for networks of 1 million nodes). Every k-bucket
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is ordered by keeping at the head of the list the node that
has not been contacted for longer time.
Kademlia uses a k-bucket updating based on standard traffic exchanged between nodes. No node will be
eliminated from the lists if it is still active. This leads
to a remarkable robustness of the whole network and
comes from statistical observation of Gnutella users: it
has been proved that the longer a node has been online,
the higher the probability is that it stays online one more
hour.

Access point
Peer
Chunk zone 1
Chunk zone 2

Chunk zone n

2.1 Tracing of resources
Here we introduce many important novel characteristics that make indexing of resources inside our network
deeply different from other existing P2P networks.
Each peer is bound to allocate part of its disk space to
form a local cache containing film chunks made available for download. Each cache is then part of a large
“distributed cache”, which is the key element to obtain
efficiency and adequate permanence of the films inside
the network. Our distributed cache performs duplication of the more requested resources, so as to maintain
sources availability proportional to users’ requests. The
basics of our chunk finding algorithm lie in the efficiency and distributed features of DHT store (see [1]),
which we use to assign one or more resources to a peer.
Through SHA-1 criptography we obtain a unique key
(which we call IDmovie) from any given video file; this
key is a 160 bit vector, thus in the same space as the
IDnode vectors.
When the algorithm carries out a lookup request for
an IDmovie, it will find the list of nodes “nearest”
by the XOR metric to the above vector. These nodes
we call the access points to the indexed resource and
they maintain the necessary information for video files
tracing and availability. They serve as starting points in
the distributed data structure that keeps track of a film’s
chunks. Each access point contains a list of links to
some of the nodes possessing the first chunk of the indexed film. So the peer that starts the reproduction will
contact the access point only once and will be able to
contact one of the owners of the first chunk. Besides,
each of these owner peers will contain links to other
sources of the same chunk, as well as to the owners of
the previous and following chunk. So we understand
that the resulting data structure is a dynamic linked list
that has a high degree of scalability and fault-tolerance.
Later, when we need to refer to all the peers containing the same film chunk, these will be referred to as a

Figure 1. The chunk list. Multiple access points can
exist. The video file is made up of chunks.


chunk zone and the data structure will be called chunk
list, see Fig.1. Thus each chunk list will consist of a
list of chunk zones linked to each other. An adequate
number of links among the peers is necessary for this
structure to work. So each peer must contain a list of
links to elements of the same chunk zone as well as
links to the previous and next chunk zone. Obviously, if
the number of copies of a chunk is less than , the list
of links in a peer would be incomplete. List is updated
and kept ordered by putting at the head of it the most
recent contacts. When a new peer comes into contact,
a ping is made of all the elements in list, starting from
the latest. If one of them does not answer the ping, the
new element is put on top and the other is dropped. If
they all answer, the new peer is equally inserted on top,
and the last one is the one to drop. In any case each peer
of a chunk zone periodically contacts a subset of the elements in list, in order to keep track of its presence in
case too long time has elapsed since last contact. In this
way, contacts between the peer tend to be as frequent as
possible. If chunk of a film is extinguished, the most
evident consequence would be an empty chunk zone. As
a result, the elements of chunk zone
should keep the
, waiting for a peer with chunk
links to chunk zone
zone to get back online to give rise to a new level in
the chunk list. The moment a peer of chunk zone
,
, comes into contact with it, it would immedior
ately insert it in its link list and notify the event to all
the links of the same chunk zone, which in turn signal
it to their own links. This is necessary in order not to
make a chunk list inconsistent, but does not exclude the
chance that a peer in not reached by the notification message and thus only keeps links at the chunk zone which
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is two steps away (instead of one). For this reason, while
scrolling a list, the peer does not take for granted the information of a missing chunk zone, before getting the
same answer from more than one peer.

3. excluding doubled peers, it estimates the filling rate
of its own list through a percentage value. To do
so, if we assume that all peers have a filled list of
elements and the distinct elements obtained are
, the chunk popularity will be given by
. When the elements in a list are less
>

2.2 Resource distribution
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An efficient management of this distributed storage
should meet two basic requirements:

has to be accordingly changed.
F

E

Once estimated the two necessary parameters, each
, given by the contributes of
chunk is assigned a
the film score and that of the chunk.
G

1. The most popular films, that are the ones mostly
required, should enjoy a high duplication so as to
allow all the peers to get good quality playback;
2. The less popular films, the ones whose duplication
level may be lowered to the minimum, should never
be extinguished.
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Definition 2.1 (score). The aim of the
is that of
quantifying the validity of the chunk’s request to occupy
a space in the peer’s cache.
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where is a fixed application parameter
to weight the number of requests per hour of each film;
one may choose to keep it low to enhance the weight of
less required films, or high to lower the duplication rate
of more obsolete video files.
Estimation related to the popularity of a chunk
is more complex, considered that the number of duplicated chunks is practically unavailable; a peer can only
try to approximate it by carrying out the following steps:
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Then a comparison between the present chunk
and the others now present in cache is made, and if there
than the candiis a chunk in cache with a lower
date, it will be substituted by the new one. In only one
case is this mechanism not respected, i.e. the case in
which the chunk is the only specimen present in the net.
In this case (see our second requirement at the beginning
of this section) the chunk will be maintained.
The rule we have chosen is that of giving a high score
to very popular films and a medium-low score to the less
popular. But being the latter less privileged in caching,
and so at extinction risk, we have chosen to privilege the
least diffused chunks, by making the chunk popularity
is defined as
have an influence on their score. The
G

The algorithm devised to quantify the saving priority of
a chunk is based essentially on two parameters, i.d. the
popularity of the film and that of the chunk. They are estimated in rather different ways, according to the information supplied by the distributed structure of the net.
As for a film popularity, the rule is based on the variable
rph (request per hour by the access points). It should
be remembered that the routing algorithm at the base of
the DHT exerts the duplication of information, so there
will not be a single access point but at least . Each of
them will probably be consulted by each peer requiring
the film.
Each access point thus takes into account the total
number of contacts
and the number of minutes it has
been online
. We have
.
Once we know that value, we estimate the film popso that
and
ularity
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and has values in the
range.
and
are the partial scores of the film and of the chunk. As
stated before, if a video is considered little popular
), the contribution due to the chunk popu(
larity, is added to the score, so privileging the less popular ones. The threshold to distinguish a popular from
value, where
a less popular film is given by the
. We easily obtain
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1. contact the first peer whose identity is known and
ask for its list of neighbours;
2. contact each of the elements in list and ask for their
list of neighbours;

2.3 Communities
A video-on-demand application is different from a
generic file sharing application in another way: distributed content can easily be categorized into a set of
thematic areas, which we call attributes from now on.
This aspect is far from being uninfluential on the structure of the network, since it introduces an aspect of
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P2P nets which has been little exploited so far, i.e. locality and the existence of communities. The idea of
communities as affinity groups sharing the same interests has already been exploited on the Internet through
the “web communities”. These are always based on a
central authority coordinating their functioning, and the
users’ participation is only possible through explicit assent. P2P-based communities can be very dynamic and
self-managed, since it is the peers themselves that find
“similar” users to make links with. We can even find
parameters to quantify such affinity, so as to create a
dynamic list of “neighbours” (not in the geographical
meaning of the term) which may help the peer to make
the best of its online experience.
Each user will maintain a list of neighbours that is
quite distinct from the k-buckets necessary for routing. It is made up of a fixed number of elements (i.e.
elements) and is continuously updated as
new links are made. The size of this list influences the
performance of the net. A high number implies a greater
involvement of peers in the network and the possibility
of getting a greater amount of information. On the other
hand, this might lead to excessive communication overhead. All the contacts present in the list of neighbours
sharing an attribute with this peer will implicitly be part
of the same community. It is now necessary to give some
definitions for a thorough analysis of the idea of affinity
between peers, inspired by [2].

where are the outlink weights of the peers
that contain . Being
, we have that
When we want to evaluate the affinity between peer P and peer P , we have
that
where is the
number of common attributes among P and P and
are the
coefficients of the
abovementioned attributes.
We can easily point out some special cases: if inside
the network we only have movies belonging to a unique
attribute , shared among all the peers, we would ob,
and as a consequence
tain
; if the two peers P and P have no at; if P and
tributes in common we obtain
P do have common attributes but inside P ’s (or P ’s)
list of neighbours there is no peers sharing at least one
of those attributes with it, then
List management is dynamic and ruled by the
affinity coefficients. When peers come into contact,
they exchange their list of attributes and their relative
coefficient, thus calculating their
coefficient. If a new peer has a higher degree of
,
it will be inserted instead of another. Thus there is a continuous recirculation of neighbours and gradually the list
will be made up of the most “interesting” elements, from
the point of view of the peer. On this list of affine neighbours we build some key functions of our architecture,
as we will analyze in the following sections.

Definition 2.2 (outlink weight). It is the weight assigned to each attribute in relation to the percentage of
a peer’s outlinks that directly reach other peers sharing
the same attribute.

2.4 Searching resources













The greater the outlink weight for an attribute, the
higher the percentage of neighbours sharing the attribute.
We may also quantify the involvement of a peer in
the network, as follows:
Definition 2.3 (involvement). We define involvement of
a peer , within a community interested in attribute ,
the sum of ’s outlink weights applied to all ’s neighbours that contain among their attributes of interest.




Evaluation of the affinity between two peers consists in comparing their degree of involvement in the attributes of common interest. Given a peer and the size
of the neighbours’ list , if we call
the number
of peers in list that own attribute , then
relative to attribute
is given by
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The community has an extremely important role for
the peers, because it allows them to keep up to date
with availability of net resources. Considering the difference between this type of application and file sharing,
a mechanism of file search by name is not contemplated.
The principle on which the net is organized is thematic
search. To this end we exploit peers locality and the
above affinity of interest, the key element to build communities.
The reason for the introduction of this mechanism is
that, in its absence, a user interested in a film should beforehand know its IDfile (i.e. its hash). If on the one
hand this corresponds to the idea of “link” for the Internet, on the other the mechanism is not handy, since it
would imply an external infrastructure to keep track of
the available resources. Our solution is to let resource
owners themselves advertise and signal their existence.
Here comes into play the idea of community. The management of the information regarding resource availabil-
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ity is based in fact on peer location and their willing to
collaborate in the common interest.
Each peer keeps a list of the films partially or totally
contained by itself or by its neighbours. The list is updated periodically to meet the changing of the cache, the
dynamism of the network and the variations of neighbours’ lists. The aim is not that of listing the sources
of each film (this is done by the chunk list). It is rather
to keep <file name, IDfile> associations to allow search
and playback of the movies. Whenever a new peer is
added to the list of neighboring peers, its list of video
files is transferred locally, so that each peer contains a
list of all neighbours’ files. This is a decisive factor to
obtain a broad though not invasive view of network resources.
Locally contained films are stored in the local list,
while films contained in neighboring peers are stored in
second level lists. If we assume optimistically that each
peer contains a list of neighbours distinct from any others, and is the size of the list, we might obtain the file
IDs contained in
peers. If, for example,
we
already have the information from 40.000 peers with no
messaging overhead inside the network.










effective way to minimize the risk of loosing bandwidth
slots during playback, is to rely on a statistical approach.
Gnutella trace files (see [6] and [3]) can be used to build
a useful relationship between the probability of remaining online and the actual online time. After an analysis
of the trace files we have chosen the function




(2)




























to approximate the results, where we call the online
time in minutes and the probability to remain online,
that is the fraction of nodes that stayed online minutes
and remained online for the next
minutes.
, the
Thus by knowing the actual online time
probability to remain online 60 more minutes is given
and the minimum online time
by
for a peer is
minutes.
When a peer wants to reproduce a chunk, it goes
through the chunk list up to the relative chunk zone and
tries to fill in its own list of sources for this part of the
film. Next, by knowing
for each source, it estimates the possible time the source remains available and
,
compares it with chunk playback time in minutes
CHUNK_SIZE
given by
, where CHUNK_SIZE
is in bytes. All sources having
are immediately excluded. The remaining are sorted by free upload bandwidth and from them the slots are requested.
The peer playing the chunk will decide at the end of the
chunk whether to keep it in cache (according to the criteria of section 2.2) or not. A peer reproducing a chunk
becomes a source for that chunk and enters the corresponding chunk zone, by populating its own list of
elements.
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2.5 Real-time playback
Real-time playback may be considered as the highest
level of our architecture. We have to deal with reliability
of service and accurate selection of playback sources.
The objectives of our application are the following: 1)
assuming that, through all the playback, the state of the
network remains unvaried, it must guarantee that the service will come to a successful conclusion keeping high
and constant quality. Otherwise user request is rejected;
2) it must minimize playback interruptions by a correct
scheduling of stream sources.
When a request to stream a chunk is accepted by
a peer, a portion of the upload bandwidth (a slot) is
assigned to the “client peer” till the entire chunk is
streamed. Thus the receiving user is guaranteed a constant bitrate, and no degrading of quality occurs from
excessive uploading, since new requests beyond upload
capacity are rejected. A chunk may be transferred from
multiple sources in parallel, so that each source gives a
slot of its upload bandwidth till the bitrate of the film
is matched and successful playback can occur. Multiple
sources and stream mixing is natively supported by RTP
protocol [7].
The problem in choosing the available sources is that
peers can leave the network asynchronously. The only
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Simulation results

We have tried to obtain important information about
the scalability of the system, which is our main objective, by considering networks of up to 100.000 peers
inside a custom simulation environment we have developed for this project. Most important simulation objects
are the peer and the movie.
The peer. Upload and download bandwidth are symmetrical and set to 1200KB/s. Peer parameters are as
, being the number of peers;
follows: is set to
is set to 3;
is set to 200 unless otherwise stated;
; cache size is set to 40, and it is initially filled
up at 30% with chunks belonging to randomly chosen
films.
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that is based on the concepts of affinity and involvement
of the peers in the network itself.
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In Fig.2 the most interesting aspect of the links between peers is pointed out. It is the average value of the
affinity, which shows the quality of the neighbours for
each peer, in terms of similarity of interests and involvement within one’s communities. The highest benefits are
obtained in large networks, where the average affinity is
about 16 times as large as in the small ones. For this
the maximum
test we have also enlarged to
value of neighbours and recorded a very high value of
contacts (650 per peer on average). So our mechanism
is obviously oriented towards large networks and communities.
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We have shown that a P2P architecture can reach
valuable results even when strict real-time constraints
must be respected. To our knowledge this is the first approach that combines a distributed P2P architecture and
the requirements of a VoD application. A new approach
consisting in a self-organization of the peers, based on
affinity and communities has been introduced and the
feasibility of a distributed network of video servers has
been proven, in terms of service guarantee and availability of resources. Further investigation must be done, especially in the field of the proposed new search engine,
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A Threshold based Multicast Technique in a
Distributed VoD System with Customer Reneging
Behavior
Sonia González, Angeles Navarro, Juan López and Emilio L. Zapata
Abstract— We present a new delivery strategy for distributed
VoD systems, inspired in the threshold based multicast technique.
Our approach tries to not only minimize the overall bandwidth
usage in the system but also to provide a preset quality of service
for each customer. Threshold based multicast technique allows a
client that arrives before a threshold to receive part of a complete
stream (which was serving a previous request) by listening to the
ongoing stream of the requested video. In addition, a partial
stream is initiated to send the first minutes of the video to catch
up with the complete stream. In our strategy, once a complete
stream has started, instead of serving the new incoming requests
immediately, the requests are delayed a few seconds to form
a mini-group first. The mini-group will then be served by a
partial stream in order to merge into the complete stream. In that
way, the clients batched together in a mini-group share the same
partial stream, reducing even further the bandwidth usage. We
briefly present an analytical model to help selecting the time of
batching to form mini-groups as well as computing the threshold
to control when a complete stream is initiated. We include some
preliminary experimental results which demonstrate that our
strategy reduces both the customer reneging probability and the
waiting times when they are compared to previous techniques.
Index Terms— Video-on-Demand, Distributed servers Architecture, Multicasting, Reneging Behavior.

I. I NTRODUCTION
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Distributed VoD system.

is defined as the frequency of requests for this video issued
for all the customers in the system. We focus our research
on local or metropolitan area networks. In this context, it
seems reasonable to assume similar user preferences in all the
servers and for this reason we work within global popularities.
To keep our proposal general enough, we assume that the
popularity follows a Zipf law distribution [2], which models
the video popularity quite well [3]. Such distribution depends
on the parameter (degree of popularity) that correspond to
the degree of skew. The greater , the more skewed on the
popularities.
In a distributed VoD system the replication of MPEG-2
videos in all the servers would require huge storage capacity
that would make the system prohibitively expensive. So in our
approach we reduce the storage requirements by not allocating
all the content in all the servers. Only the most popular videos
are replicated in all of them. We call replication degree to
the percentage of videos replicated in all the servers.
Obviously, the user preferences will not be uniform over
a given 24-hour period. Not only does the video popularity
fluctuate, but the load. The system provider could characterize
the load periods, and on a daily basis, for each load period, it
could update the video popularities. In this paper, we work on
one such load period where the request rate and popularities
are known and don’t fluctuate. Using that information, the
videos among the servers is carried out
distribution of the
videos are ordered
as follows: first, we assume that the
with regard to their popularity in the system (i.e. the most
popular ones first). Using the replication degree, we establish
the number of videos to be replicated, select the first
videos in the ordered sequence and store them in every server.
videos are uniformly distributed among
The remaining
the servers. With this distribution the non replicated videos
are stored only in one server. Therefore, all system requests
for these videos have to be served only by the corresponding
server. This situation is obviously worse than if these videos
$

$

I

N recent years, there has been an increasing interest in
Video on Demand (VoD) systems thanks to the advances in
networking and video technology. A promising way to contain
the costs in such systems is to build a distributed VoD system
made of several small servers interconnected by a network
and store (cache) in such servers the videos more frequently
demanded by the local clients.
We show in Figure 1 the architecture of our distributed VoD
system. In particular our research system consists in
servers interconnected by an ATM switch. The bandwidth of
and each link that connects one
the ATM switch is
server with the switch has a
bandwidth in each direction.
Every server has attached
clients, and can retrieve
concurrently
streams, being
the bandwidth
required for servicing a video [1]. The number of videos
offered by the system is .
In this paper we assume that the videos are distinguishable
and that they are required according to their popularity. In our
system, the popularity of the videos is given by the customers’
behavior. Basically, the popularity of a video in the system
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were copied in more than one server. We think this is a
challenger worst case distribution for our system.
The clients attached to a sever can request videos that are
stored in the server (local request) or videos that are not stored
in it (remote request). A local request which is attended (local
service) consumes local bandwidth for the video stream. A
remote request to a server which is served generates a remote
service from the server that allocates the requested video.
Client 1 arrives
Li

Complete
stream

Client 2 arrives








Partial
stream
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stream
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stream
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Fig. 2.
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Threshold-based Multicast.

We note that a remote service consumes more resources
than a local service: i) local bandwidth in the remote server,
ii) bandwidth in the output link of the remote server, iii)
bandwidth in the ATM switch and iv) bandwidth in the input
link of the local server which made the request.
To minimize the high amount of bandwidth required if
customers are individually served, several strategies has been
proposed in order to minimize the server and network bandwidths. One approach is the batching technique where the
clients are grouped together to be served by a unique multicast
stream. The period of batching could exceed the time that some
clients are willing to wait and these ones could renege. The
quality of service (QoS) of a VoD system implementing this
technique is measured by two factors: the reneging probability,
that is, the probability that the clients leave the system without
), which is the
receiving service, and the waiting time (
average of the period which elapses between the arrival of a
request and the time when the service is initiated.
Another approach that tries to reduce the server and network
bandwidth usage without introducing any client startup delay
is the patching policy [4]. This strategy allows a client to
receive part of a complete stream (which was serving a
previous request) by listening to the ongoing stream of the
requested video. In addition, a partial stream is started to send
the first minutes of the video to catch up with the complete
stream. To achieve this, clients must be able to receive twice
the media playback rate, and to have some amount of local
storage (set-top box).
Several patching-type approaches have been proposed in
[5], [6], [1]. The basic scheme in these approaches, called
Threshold-based multicast, introduces a threshold to control
the frequency to which a new complete stream is initiated:
with this scheme if a client arrives out of the threshold, the
server initiates a new complete stream transmission. Figure 2
shows how this scheme works. Let’s suppose that, at time
).
0, Client 1 requests video i (the length of video i is
Then, a complete multicast stream is initiated to serve it.
is the threshold for video i. As we can
Let’s suppose that




see, since Client 2 and Client 3 arrive before , they join
the ongoing stream initiated for Client 1 while two partial
streams are initiated to serve them. However, since Client 4
arrives after time , a new complete stream is initiated for
this last request. The authors demonstrated that this scheme
optimizes the used bandwidth and decreases the waiting time
when compared to a patching policy without threshold. Others
works as [7] and [8] propose approaches where the bandwidth
usage is a logarithmic function.
However the reneging behavior of the clients is not taken
into account in none of the above mentioned approaches.
In this paper, we present a new delivery strategy for our distributed VoD system, inspired in the threshold based multicast
technique, but we also consider reneging.
In our approach, the key idea is to apply the following
strategy to the most popular videos: once a complete stream
has started, the new incoming requests are not served immediately but delayed a few seconds to form a multicast minigroup. The mini-group will then be served by a partial stream
in order to merge into the complete stream. In that way,
the clients batched together in a mini-group share the same
partial stream, reducing even further the bandwidth usage. A
critical point in our approach is the selection of the period of
batching to form mini-groups. We will determine this period
in such a way that the number of clients in mini-groups be
high but do not increase the chance of clients’ reneging. In
addition, we compute the threshold to control when a complete
stream is initiated, which turn to be depending on this period.
As we mentioned, the goal of that threshold is to optimize
the bandwidth usage. In Section II we present a model to
compute the parameters that minimize the used bandwidth
while guarantee that the customer reneging probability is
smaller than a preset value. The experimental results showed
in Section III have demonstrated that our strategy reduces both
the customer reneging probability and the waiting times when
they are compared to previous techniques. In other words, it
improves the QoS of the system.




II. O UR MULTICAST

APPROACH

The goal of this paper is to minimize the waiting times
for a service to begin in a distributed VoD system with a
preset quality of service for each costumer. To this end, we
use a scheduling strategy in order to optimize the bandwidth
resources. We use the mixed patching-batching multicast technique mentioned in the previous section to schedule the videos.
In this section we present the main characteristics of our
approach, that we will denote as BITM (Batching Intervals
in a Threshold based Multicast).
A. Technique Description
Our technique verifies the following characteristics:
1) We suppose that clients can be impatient, so, they can
leave the system without being served if their waiting
time exceeds a level of tolerable delay.
2) In each server there is a queue per video. The queues
are scheduled following the criterion of Maximum Factored Queue Length (MFQL) [3]. MFQL schedules the
videos with the maximum factored queue length. This
parameter is obtained by applying a weighting factor to
each video queue length, where the weight decreases
as the popularity of the video increases. This technique
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Video Queue i










































3) As the videos have different probabilities, they will have
different bandwidth usage. So we focus our discussion
on a particular video i with a length of
seconds and
seconds.
a threshold of
the exponential distribution function that deLet be
denote the fraction of
fines the reneging behavior. Let
requests for a video i in a interval of length t that leave the
system, assuming that the video service begins after the end of
the interval . Due to the Poisson arrival assumption, requests
arrive uniformly in [0,t]. Therefore by [9], [11],
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trades off the popularity of the videos against the time
that customers are queued. Therefore MFQL is a fair
scheme because balances the scheduling of videos [3].
3) Once a queue is scheduled (for the easy of the explanation let’s suppose the queue of requests to video i), a
complete stream is initiated to serve the clients in the
queue (this happens at time 0 in Figure 3).
4) Let’s assume that the next request to video i arrives
at time
(it corresponds to
within the threshold
Client 1 in the mentioned Figure). Then, this request
and the next (to video i) arriving during the interval
(as happens for Client 2) join at time
to the ongoing multicast session initiated previously at
time . At the same time, a multicast partial stream is
started to send to the group of clients the first minutes
of the video, to catch up with the complete stream.
5) A new request to video arriving in the interval (
, as happens with Client S in Figure 3, will define
a new mini-group and will be served as in the case
of Client 1. However, when Client N arrives, the mini.
group is restricted to the clients arriving in
6) Finally, any request to video
arriving out of the
threshold is queued until the scheduler provides a new
multicast stream for video i (as happens to Client T).
and the
Our aim is to determine the optimal threshold
maximum batching interval
to minimize the bandwidth
such that
requirement. To this end, we first determine the
the maximum number of clients arriving within it, are grouped
together in a mini-group, but the reneging probability doesn’t
is obtained, we will
overcome a preset value . Once
that minimizes the used bandwidth.
derived the threshold
As we will see, the optimal threshold
depends on
.


We want to keep small enough the reneging probability, let
say smaller than a preset low value . Therefore, the maximum
must verify that
interval
(3)
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provides
As we mentioned in the Introduction, since
the opportunity that a mini-group of requests for a video i
shares a partial stream, we expect that more than one client
period. That
will share the partial stream at the end of a
happens if
(5)
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B. Analytical model
In this section we assume that:
1) The requests arrive to any server following an exponential distribution with rate . Then, the requests for
video i arrive at each server according to an exponential
, being the
distribution with rate , where
probability of requesting the video i.
2) Each client has different tolerable delay. This behavior
may be described by a sequence of random variables mutually independent and with the same density function
, where
is the reneging
rate request [9], [10].

So, given a probability of reneging , Equation 4 gives an
upper bound for
. On the other hand, Equation 5 will
determine the videos to which our strategy is applied, it is, the
videos for which a mini-group is created. Only very popular
videos (those that verify Equation 5) would benefit from this
feature. For instance, we can choose the reneging probability
, which is small enough to consider negligible the
number of clients that leave the system during
. This
. For example,
number of clients is lower than
if
seconds and
req/sec the number of
clients arriving within during
is 6, whereas the number
of clients that leave at the same period is lower than 0.306.
is determined, we focus in deriving the optimal
After
threshold that reduces the used bandwidth. In our analysis we
use the average server bandwidth (denoted as ) requirement
as the performance parameter in order to find the threshold
that optimizes the resources usage. To derive that optimal
threshold we model the system as a renewal process [6]. We
where
is the
are interested in the process
total server bandwidth used from time 0 to t. In particular, we
are interested in the average server bandwidth
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Let
(
) denote the times at which the system
schedules a complete stream for video i. These are renewal
points in the sense that the behavior of the system for
does not depend on past behavior. We consider the process
where
denotes the total server bandwidth used
the total number of clients served during the jth
and
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. Because this is a renewal process, we
renewal epoch
will drop the subscript j. Then we have the following result:
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and
. Since the fraction of clients
Next, we derive
that leave the system is negligible,
is given by
that represents the clients that will arrive within the
and that will be served with partial streams.
threshold
Consider now
. Since our system has limited resources,
some requests will not produce partial streams. Then, an upper
is given by the case of unlimited resources. This
bound of
bound is as follows,
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On the other hand, the aggregated bandwidth due to the
remote services through the network is bounded by,
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G













bandwidth required by BITM decreases. In Fig. 4(c) we have
represented the reneging probability in a interval of length t
according to Eq. 2. Figs. 4(b) and 4(c) suggest a trade-off
must be considered in the selection of
because as we
can observe in Fig. 4(b) the bandwidth required by BITM
and from Fig. 4(c) we can see that the
decreases with
reneging probability increases when
increases.
The aggregated bandwidth due to the replicated videos
which are stored in each server is bounded by the number
of streams that can concurrently be served in a local server,
i.e.,
(11)
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, denotes the
The first term of the equation,
bandwidth required by the complete multicast stream initiated
to serve the video i. For the second term, the upper limit of
is the number of mini-groups that can be
the sum
formed (see subsection II-A) in an interval of length . The
sum denotes the aggregate bandwidth required by the partial
streams started to serve the different mini-groups. The third
, corresponds to the bandwidth required to
term,
serve the partial streams for the clients that arrive during the
.
interval
and
, we replace them in
Once determined
Equation 6 and we derive an upper bound of the average server
bandwidth required to service video i as,
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From Equations 9, 10, 11 and 12 we get a relationship
,
,
,
between the system parameters (
), the algorithm parameters ( ,
) and the client
behavior ( ). These equations could be used as guidelines to
resize the network and servers in our system. We will explore
this issue in future works.
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III. E XPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In this section, we evaluate the performance of BITM in our
distributed system through two metrics related with the QoS
of the system: the reneging probability (measured as the ratio
of clients that leave the system before they receive a service)
). We note that when
is
and the waiting time (
computed, the waiting times of the reneging requests will not
be counted. On the other hand, remember that only the most
popular videos, those that verify Equation 5, are considered
to form mini-groups. In the experiments, our technique BITM
is compared with the baseline version of the algorithm [1],
where the requests are not delayed to form mini-groups, but
the clients may leave the system.
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second term of this expression is,
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Therefore the corresponding value of the lowest upper
is,
bound of the average used bandwidth





A. Parameters of the Simulations
streams, and
Every server has
clients. Every client generates requests following an
exponential distribution with a mean time of
seconds. We set the parameters MRT and to 600 seconds
and 0.05 respectively. Therefore from equations 2 and 4, the
seconds.
maximum delay is
videos whose lengths are
The system offers
uniformly distributed in the interval [3600,10800] seconds and
which are distributed as it is mentioned in the Introduction.
To model the popularity of the videos we use the so-called
. We
pure Zipf law distribution [2], [3] with parameter
analyze the system behavior with different replication degrees
that vary from 75%, 50% and 25%.
For every experiment, the simulation time was over 4 hours.
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At this point, we would like to evaluate the behavior of
our approach. For comparison purposes, we use a baseline
version of the BITM algorithm, in which the clients are
not delayed to form mini-groups. An analytical model for
that baseline scheme is derived in [1]. In this scheme, the
is given by
and
optimal threshold
the average used bandwidth
has as lowest upper bound
.
We can note that the analytical values
and
for BITM
depend on the parameter
. In Fig. 4(a) and Fig. 4(b) we
have respectively depicted the optimal threshold and the lowest
upper bound of the average used bandwidth for both schemes
and for the most popular video among the 100 videos offered
by the system. The parameters that we have used are the same
that we will use in section III. As we can see from Fig. 4(a)
the optimal threshold for BITM is always higher than the
optimal threshold derived for the baseline scheme. As
increases,
increases and as we can note in Fig. 4(b) the
-
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B. Analysis of the results
In Fig. 5(a) we compare the waiting times for the different
replication degrees. The X-axis represents the number of
, and Y-axis gives the average
servers in the system,
waiting times in seconds. In Fig. 5(b) we have represented the
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Fig. 4. (a) Optimal threshold and (b) The lowest upper bound of the average used bandwidth for the most popular video in BITM and the baseline approaches.
videos, length of the video 7200 sec,
req/sec and
Mbps; (c)
We have considered, in both cases, the next parameters:
Reneging probability
: the fraction of requests for a video i in a interval of length t that leave the system.
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total reneging ratio (Total) as well as the reneging ratio due
to remote requests (it is, due to the Non Replicated videos
N.R.) computed by both approaches with different number of
servers and replication degrees.
In Fig. 5(a) we can see that in almost all the cases the
waiting times of BITM are the smallest ones. This is because
the most popular videos are delayed to form mini-groups, and
this fact makes that the required bandwidth is smaller, as it
was predicted in the analytical model. Therefore, this confirms
that our BITM algorithm reduces the usage of the resources.
is almost constant whichever
Moreover, we can note that
it is the replication degree. It is only for a 25% of replication
decreases from 10 servers in the system. This is due
that
to two reasons. The first one is that for the 25% of replication,
the third part of the total reneging ratio is mainly due to the
non replicated videos (as we can see in Fig. 5(b)). As there
are less remote requests, there are less competition by the
interconnection network. Therefore the remote requests that
don’t leave the system wait less time. The second reason is
related to the video distribution that we have assumed. With
this distribution, if a system has a low number of servers (2, 4,
6 servers), these have to store more non replicated videos than
the servers of a system with a larger number of them (10, 12,
14, 16 servers). Therefore, a server with few non replicated
videos store less videos in total and, as a consequence, hasn’t
to share its local bandwidth among so many videos. So there
is less contention by the local bandwidth and, therefore, the
clients that don’t leave the system wait less than the clients
(in the same situation) of a system with few servers.
Now, from Fig. 5(b) we can note that the reneging ratio
due to non replicated videos (N.R.) increases when the degree
of replication decreases. With a low degree of replication
(e.g. 25%) a system has to handle more remote services so
there is a competition by the network resources. Therefore,
the clients have to wait necessarily to get the service. But the
more remote services, the more the clients have to wait and,
as a consequence, the reneging ratio increases. The difference
between the total reneging ratio and the reneging ratio due to
non replicated videos is obviously, the reneging ratio due to
requests to local videos. From the results, we deduce that with
BITM the clients that request local videos renege less than if
they are scheduled by the baseline approach. It is, delaying a
few seconds the clients to form mini-groups produces that the


































%

local bandwidth is optimized, and therefore more clients are
served and don’t leave the system.
Let’s analyze the reneging behaviour in more detail. Now,
Fig. 6 depicts the total ratio of clients that leave the system
as well as the total ratio of clients that leave the system
before 600 seconds (which is the Mean Reneging Time). In
order to evaluate the performance of our algorithm, we have
represented the analytical value of the reneging distribution
function for 600 seconds (
). The ratio of clients that
leave before 600 seconds are very similar for both approaches
in any case
and in addition, they fit the analytical value
of replication. However, we can note that when the replication
decreases, the total ratios of the baseline and BITM differ from
2-3% to 5-6%. This is due to the fact that BITM optimizes
the bandwidth when some clients are delayed to be served
with the same stream. Therefore, the rest of clients wait less
) because there are more resources. This leads to
(than
a decreasing of the total reneging ratio.
We can note also that the total reneging ratios are larger
. The reason is very simple:
than the analytical value of
we have supposed that the clients leave the system following
seconds.
an exponential distribution of mean
Therefore, there are clients that leave the system before and
after 600 seconds. As the total reneging ratio includes the
clients that leave the system after MRT, this leads to total
.
ratios that are bigger than the analytical value
Another important fact is that the total reneging ratios
decrease when the replication degree decreases in the system.
This can be observed in the Fig. 6(c). The reason of this de.
creasing has just been explained with the decreasing of
With a low degree of replication there are less competition by
the local resources (as there are less local videos for servicing),
and therefore this leads to a lower reneging ratio due to the
local videos, and as a consequence, to a lower total reneging
ratio.
In other words, from the reneging behaviour point of view,
the most appealing choice would be to design a distributed
VoD system based on the bigger number of servers that verify
the constraint expressed in Equation 12, and using a small
replication degree. However a trade-off must be considered
in the selection of the replication degree, because as we
saw in Fig. 5(b) the less the percentage of replication, the
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Fig. 5. Performance results for BITM and the baseline version. (a) The waiting times in seconds; The x-axis represents the number of servers in the system;
and (b) Reneging ratios: the odd rows represent the total reneging ratios and the even rows the reneging ratio of the non replicated videos. The first two
columns represent the ratios with a 75% of replication in the system; The next two, the ratios with a 50%; The last two ones, the corresponding ratios with
a replication degree of 25%.
Replication degree: 75%

Replication degree: 50%
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Fig. 6. Reneging ratios: reneging ratio before 600 seconds and total reneging ratio; (a) Reneging ratios in a system with 75% of replication; (b) Reneging
ratios in a system with 50% of replication; (c) Reneging ratios in a system with 25% of replication. F(600) represents the analytical mean value of the reneging
distribution function.

more reneging for the non replicated videos requests. We will
explore further these issues in future works.
IV. C ONCLUSIONS
In this paper we have proposed a delivery strategy for a VoD
distributed system. Through some preliminary results we have
seen that delaying some clients during a short interval leads to
optimize the usage of the resources whereas it is maintained
a preset reneging probabilities. In addition, we have seen
that BITM not only reduce both reneging probabilities and
, but also improves the results obtained by the baseline
algorithm. In other words, BITM improves the QoS of the
system.
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public and private companies foreseeing a new, easily
reachable market for entertainment.
Thus, nowadays, the Internet-based Media onDemand (MoD) can fulfill the expectations that were
not accomplished by proprietary and highly-expensive
Video on-Demand (VoD) systems.
The distinctive key points [16] of the Internet-based
MoD are: re-use of existing infrastructures, flexible
communication media (e.g., modem, wireless, cable,
ATM, LAN, satellite), one service among many others
(reverse economics from traditional VoD), quality
scalability (from hand-held devices to HDTV),
adaptive compression, easy integration with WWW,
easy integration with recording functionalities, security
through encryption, cheap authoring, a potential lot of
contents.
Several Internet-based MoD systems, some of which
are also able to record live multimedia streams, have
been developed and are currently available:
• research oriented systems: IMJ [1], MASH
Rover [17], ViCROC [9, 10], mMoD [14], MVoD [12],
KOM-Player [19];
• commercial systems: RealNetworks Media
System, Windows Media System, Darwin Streaming
Server [6].
However, in the very last years the research focus
on Internet-based MoD has been shifting from ad-hoc
built systems, such as the above mentioned ones, to
Content Distribution Networks (CDNs), which can
more efficiently provide diversified media services
ranging from TV broadcast to VoD. CDNs are overlay
networks on top of the Internet that consist of a set of

Abstract
In this paper we present the COMODIN
(COoperative Media On-Demand on the InterNet)
system, a media on-demand platform for synchronous
cooperative work, which is aimed at securely
supporting an explicitly-formed cooperative group of
distributed users for (i) requesting an archived
multimedia session, (ii) sharing the playback, and (iii)
collaborating with each other through questioning
and, optionally, synchronous audio/video tools.
At the server-side, the system is based on an IPmulticast-enabled Content Distribution Network, which
consists of a coordinated set of heterogeneous and
distributed multimedia servers, whereas, at the clientside, the system centers on Java-based applications
and applets which interface the cooperative group of
users.
Significant applications featured by the COMODIN
system encompass Collaborative Learning on-Demand
and Distributed Virtual Theaters.

1. Introduction and Motivations
Multimedia streaming services and systems on the
Internet are currently fostered by: (i) advances in IPcompliant communication infrastructures (e.g. lastmile, 3G cellular, and satellite networks) [5]; (ii)
standard multimedia internetworking formats (e.g.,
H.261, MPEG), protocols (e.g., RTP/RTCP, RTSP,
SIP) and architectures [4]; (iii) commercial interests of

*

This work is a deliverable of the COMODIN project, a biennial research project between the Università della Calabria (Italy) and the
Universidad Politecnica de Valencia (Spain) partially funded by the MIUR and the CCITT in the “Italy/Spain Integrated Actions” framework.
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coordinated distributed servers that are located close to
users for the provision of contents in a low-latency
fashion [18].
The aforementioned MoD systems basically provide
(i) single users with point-to-point transmission and
control of selected media sessions and (ii) multiple
users with point-to-multipoint transmission of selected
media sessions. In the latter, if a user wishes to control
the transmission of a media session, which is also
watched by other users, the following policies can be
adopted:
• session splitting and proprietary control: the
media session is cloned and transmitted to the user on a
different address; users can thus control their own
session [1];
• session control based on the initiator: only the
initiator of the session is qualified to control the
session; the others are only passive viewers [12,14,19];
• shared control of the session: any control action
induces a session state change affecting all session
participants [9, 10, 17].
The latter policy is particularly interesting in that it
can enable cooperative playback sessions in which a
group of user cooperatively controls and watches a
played-back media session. The MASH Rover system
[17] and, particularly, the ViCROC system [9, 10] were
built to support cooperative playback sessions.
However, the main issue preventing their diffusion and
exploitation is that they are strongly-based on IPmulticast which is still not widely deployed on the
global Internet.
This paper describes the models, protocols and
architecture of the COMODIN (COoperative Media
On-Demand on the InterNet) system, a media ondemand platform which is able to provide cooperative
playback services [11] on the current Internet
infrastructure, exploiting IP-multicast only where
available.
The system securely support an explicitly-formed
cooperative group of distributed users for (i) requesting
an archived multimedia session, (ii) sharing the
playback, (iii) collaborating with each other through
questioning and, optionally, synchronous a/v tools.
The server-side of the COMODIN system is built
atop a CDN for media-streaming [13, 15] which was
designed according to the architecture of the PRISM
system [3] and implemented using Java technologies
(e.g. Java Media Framework) and the Darwin
Streaming Server [6].
The client-side of the COMODIN system (or
COMODIN
Client),
which
was
completely
implemented using Java and the Java Media
Framework, consists of a Swing-based multimedia GUI

supported by an application or by an applet. It allows
an user to securely organize a cooperative playback
session, play the media session, control the session
playback using a VCR panel, and exchange questions
with the other users of the group.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows.
In §2 the cooperative playback service model and the
related design guidelines are presented; then, a
cooperative playback control protocol is defined. In §3
the main components of the server-side part of the
COMODIN system are described whereas in §4 the
GUI of the client-side part along with some application
domains is explained. Finally, conclusions are drawn
and on-going research activities discussed.

2. The Cooperative Playback Service
2.1. The Cooperative Playback Service Model
The cooperative playback service [9, 10] allows an
explicitly-formed group of clients to cooperatively
share the control of the streaming of a multimedia
session being played back. It works according to a
multicast client/server model which has been in depth
analyzed through simulation [8].
Tool-based Interaction

in-gate

CONTROL COMMAND

C1
C3
C2

out-filter

CN

REPLY

MSS

MEDIA STREAMS

Multicast-based Synchronous
Cooperative Group

Media Delivery Point
Control Point

Figure 1. Abstract reference schema of the
cooperative playback service model
Figure 1 reports the schema of the model. While the
Media Streaming Server (MSS) transmits the media
playback to all the members of the group, each member
can send control commands (e.g., PAUSE, PLAY, SEEK,
etc.) which can affect the playback session state of the
whole group.
In particular, the MSS holds the session state and
changes it each time a control command is accepted.
The control command issued by a member is
considered to be provisional in that it is the reply of the
MSS that modifies the session state. The MSS
announces the new state to all the members according
to a sort of soft-state paradigm [17], i.e., the session
can continue even though some member is not aware of
the state change. The out-filter is a virtual gate through
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which control commands are routed from the
Synchronous Cooperative Group (SCG) to the control
point of the MSS. The out-filter models a specific
coordination policy among the clients which can be
token-based, voting-enabled or random [8]. The MSS
sends control replies and media streams to in-gate
points which represent mechanisms (e.g., IP-multicast)
allowing to multicast messages to group members. In
addition, members can interact with each other using
specific tools (e.g., question board, audio/video
conferencing).

server and client side, and recovery, which involves
actions the server and/or the clients have to carry out in
order to cope with detected failures.

2.3. The Cooperative
Protocol (CPCP)

Playback

Control

CPCP is a specialization of the COoperative
COntrol Protocol (COCOP) [8] which allows to
cooperatively send control commands using an implicit
coordination mechanism among clients with final
contention resolution based on the server.
CPCP is currently implemented in Java and can be
adapted both to TCP/reliable UDP-based unicast
connections and to multicast channels based on the
Lightweight Reliable Multicast Protocol (LRMP).
The high-level definition of the REQUEST and REPLY
messages exchanged between clients and the server are:
• REQUEST=[Ti|CK|REQtype], where Ti is the
request transmission time, CK is the identifier of the
client issuing the request, and REQtype is the type of
request: {PAUSE, PLAY, SEEK stime, STOP}.
• REPLY=[Ti|CK|TCk|REPopt], where Ti is the
reply transmission time, CK is the identifier of the client
issuing the request related to the reply, TCk is the
transmission time of the request related to the reply,
and REPopt is a field containing optional data.
The global requests are partially ordered whereas
the requests issued by a single client are totally
ordered. The session time is kept by the server so that
the reply transmission time embodies the instant in
which a session state change occurred. The replies are
totally ordered.

2.2. Design Guidelines
A system implementing the model introduced above
should be equipped with the following functionality:
• Group Organization, which contains group
formation and group management. The former enables
the creation of a group of users wishing to work on and
control the same playback session. The latter deals with
the following issues (i) how to share the starting time of
a playback session among the group members; (ii) how
to expel from the group a member who interrupts the
others using an improper behavior.
• Media Streaming, which transmits media
content to the group members. It is based on a media
transport protocol (e.g., RTP - Realtime Transport
Protocol [4]), streaming agents and a multimedia
archive. The multimedia archive is a distributed media
repository which contains both multimedia sessions
dumped from the network and media files (e.g., MPEG
files).
• Cooperative Streaming Control, which allows
the group members to share the control of the playback.
Normally, this functionality is embedded in the Archive
Control Protocol (ACP) on which the C/S control
interaction relies. Control messages are typical
commands of a VCR remote controller such as PLAY,
PAUSE, STOP, SEEK (i.e., a PLAY with a time range).
• Joint Work, which is usually in the form of
questioning and annotation. Questioning means that the
members of a group can exchange questions and
answers about the content of the playback session.
Annotation allows tagging a particular point in the
session for a discussion proposal, which can be started
during or at the end of the playback. Additional
synchronous collaborative tools can also be used (e.g.
the MBone tools [4])
• Security, which provides private cooperative
playback sessions through authentication, key
distribution, and media encryption.
• Fault Tolerance, which includes detection,
which deals with the discovery of failures at both

FTimer

READY

UsrReq / send(REQUEST)

Request

REQUESTDONE

Reply / process(REPLY);
setTimer(FTimer, TC)
PROCESSDONE

Reply / process(REPLY);
setTimer(FTimer, TC)
Reply / process(REPLY);
resetTimer(FTimer, TC)
(a)

READY

Request / process(REQUEST);
send(REPLY);
setTimer(FTimer, TS)

PROCESSDONE
FTimer
(b)

Figure 2. (a) the client and (b) the server
automata of the CPCP
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The client and server automata of CPCP are
reported in Figure 2.
In the Ready state, the client process (or client) can
(i) accept a request (UsrReq) from the local user in
order to forward the corresponding client request to the
multicast group, (ii) sense a client request (Request)
sent from a remote client so performing the implicit
coordination mechanism, (iii) process a server reply
(Reply). In the RequestDone state, the client ignores
other Request and, once it receives a Reply, it passes
into the ProcessDone state and sets the timer TC,
disabling the user to perform new requests. The client
gets Ready again after receiving the timer expiration
event (FTimer).
In the Ready state, the server process (or server) is
available to receive and process a Request. After
processing the Request and sending the Reply, the
server rests inactive for an amount of time TS which is
introduced both to make the clients aware of the
session state change, and to regulate the session
interactivity. In fact, the group has to wait at least TS to
be able to get another request accepted. In the
ProcessDone state, the server refuses all incoming
Requests. As soon as the timer expires, the server gets
Ready again. Usually, TS is set at session set-up
whereas TC is dimensioned upon TS.

A client begins a media session by issuing a request
to the CDN, the REDIRECTOR component captures the
request and, after interacting with the CONTENT
LOCATOR component, re-routes the request to the
proper MEDIA STREAMING SERVER (MSS) component
on the basis of closeness to the client and load
conditions. The client can connect to the MSS for
receiving and controlling the media session. An MSS
can be either the Darwin Streaming Server [6] or a
Java-based streaming server [7]. The latter integrates
two advanced modules:
• Secure Streamer Module (SSM), which
transmits RTP-based MPEG streams encrypted using
the Blowfish symmetric encryption technique (see [11]
for details);
• Media Flow Adapter Module (MFAM), which
continuously adapts the media flow to the client
network conditions by means of a rate controller [2].
The CONTENT MANAGER component can redirect a
client to a better MSS if the client network conditions
worsen too much or the load of the MSS becomes too
high.
CDN
MSSk

CCC

MSSk

MSSw

MSSt

CCC

MFECij FECa FECb

USC

FECq

FECi
UMS

Ci
(c)

Content Location
Procedure

Ci

Cj

Ca Cb

Cq

(d)

Cooperative Playback Control Protocol
Media Streaming
FE = Unicast Front-End, M FE = Multicast Front-End
UMS = Unicast M edia Streamer, USC = Unicast Streaming Controller
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The architectural schema of the CDN for media
streaming which constitutes the media streaming
platform of the COMODIN system is portrayed in
Figure 3. The CDN architecture was inspired by the
architecture of the PRISM system [3].
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In order to provide cooperative playback sessions,
the architecture of the CDN for media streaming was
enhanced by adding software modules incorporating
CPCP (see §2.3) and coordination protocols.

Figure 3. Architectural schema of the media
streaming CDN
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In particular, given that the client Ci is already
connected to the MSSK (see Fig. 4a), when a client Cj
wishes to cooperatively control the same cooperative
playback session X (CPSX) of Ci, it sends a request to
the CDN for joining CPSX. The CDN can satisfy the
request in several ways, mainly according to the type of
access network of the client Cj. Three solutions were
implemented:
• IP-multicast-based (Fig. 4b): if Cj is on the
same access network of Ci and the access network is
IP-multicast-enabled, Cj is redirected to and served by
MSSk. In particular, since the Front-End (FECi) of
MSSk is serving Ci using a unicast connection, another
FE (MFECij) is created which can serve Ci and Cj using
IP multicast. So, Ci and Cj can receive the same media
streams on the multicast group MG and share the media
streaming control by sending control commands to the
multicast group CG. A FE is composed by a Media
Streamer (MS) and a Streaming Controller (SC).
• Unicast-based (Fig. 4c): if Cj is on the same
access network of Ci and the access network is unicast,
Cj is redirected to and served by MSSk. In particular,
another FE (FECj) is created and synchronized with
FECi. Ci and Cj can therefore receive the same
duplicated media streams and share their control by
sending unicast control commands to their respective
FEs which are coordinated with each other by the local
Control Coordination Channel (CCC), which allows for
the synchronization of the distributed Streaming
Controllers (SCs) belonging to the same CPS. If Cj is
on a different access network of Ci and the access
network is unicast, Cj can be redirected to and served
by MSSw. The same steps as in the previous case are

carried out. The difference is that the CCC is
distributed between MSSk and MSSw.
• Hybrid (Fig. 4d): if Cq requests to join CPSX, it
can be redirected to MSSk, MSSw or MSSt. The
multicast or unicast solutions can be used according to
the type of access network of Cq. If Cq is redirected to
MSSt, the unicast solution is used. In all cases, the FEs
interact through a distributed CCC.
3.2.1. Synchronization of the Streaming Controllers.
Given a set of streaming controllers {SC1,…,SCM}
belonging to the same CPS, when a client Ci sends a
REQUEST to SCj to which it is connected, SCj, upon
reception of the REQUEST, starts synchronizing with the
other SCs. After the synchronization phase, the SC, SCj
or another SC, which received a REQUEST
simultaneously with respect to SCj, is chosen to change
the playback session state.
The SCs are connected by CCC, a reliable multicast
channel through which SCs exchange synchronization,
REQUEST and REPLY messages.
The synchronization phase is carried out as follows.
Upon reception of a REQUEST, SCj sends the SYNCHRO
message containing a random number in the range
[0..1] onto CCC. The receiving SCs, that have not
received any REQUEST, reply with the OK message and
suspend themselves, waiting for a REPLY. Those SCs
that received a REQUEST behave similarly to SCj. The
winning SC is the one that sent the SYNCHRO with the
highest random number. Finally, only the winning SC
sends a REPLY onto CCC so that the other SCs can
receive and route it towards their attached clients.

Figure 5. The Cooperative Media and Control GUI
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Politecnica de Valencia. Two kinds of evaluations are
being carried out: (i) usability evaluation from the
client perspective and (ii) performance evaluation from
the system perspective.

4. The Client-side of the COMODIN
system
4.1. The Cooperative Media and Control GUI

6. References

Figure 5 shows the Cooperative Media and Control
GUI of the COMODIN client. It is organized in three
main parts:
• Media, which allows for the presentation of
playbacks (i.e., audio/video RTP-based sessions). It
relies on the Java Media Framework API.
• Control, which provides the following
functions: (i) connection to the COMODIN server-side,
(ii) browsing the media archive, (iii) selection and
control of a cooperative playback session.
• Collaboration, which allows to: (i) monitor the
membership of the cooperative playback session, (ii)
visualize the result of a control command acceptance,
and (iii) send/receive questions using selective filters.
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4.2. Application Domains
4.2.1. Collaborative Learning On-Demand (CLOD).
CLOD is an original synchronous/asynchronous remote
learning paradigm which enable a group of students
(e.g., classmates) to share the view and the control of a
playback (e.g., seminar, talk, lecture) so as to go over it
by collaborating with each other [10].
4.2.2. Distributed Virtual Theaters (DVT). A DVT is
a distributed virtual environment where users (or
viewers) meet in order to cooperatively browse,
preview and playback movies in private virtual spaces.

5. Conclusions and on-going work
This paper has presented and described the models,
protocols and architecture of the COMODIN system, a
CDN-based media streaming platform which provides
cooperative playback services.
The COMODIN system represents an interesting
contribution in that it is able to overcome the issues
affecting the MBone-based cooperative media ondemand systems, by efficiently providing cooperative
playback services on the current Internet infrastructure
by means of a CDN which exploits IP-multicast only
where available.
Currently, the COMODIN system is being evaluated
on a distributed testbed consisting of two highperformance PC networks connected through a mrouteenabled IP-tunnel and respectively located at the
Università della Calabria and at the Universidad
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Abstract

mediated collaborative environment. Here, the designation
floor control [1] is used to embrace mechanisms that facilitate turn management in a networked collaborative environment. More precisely, floor control mitigates race conditions on the transmission, reception or manipulation of
shared data among collaborating subjects. The term ”floor”
in this context can be thought of as a virtual token, whose
possession is the necessary precondition for an entity to access a shared resource. Note, that the term ”floor” does not
confine the respective implementation to a specialization of
token-passing protocols.
Above all, the motivation for floor control stems from
the need to achieve awareness [2] in a collaborative session.
This is achieved by disallowing anarchic interaction and by
introducing a form of controlled concurrency. Beside this
primary motivation, we add two supplementary functions
covered by floor control. The first is admission control in
network environments, where no explicit admission control
functionality is available. For instance, floor control is often
used in videoconferencing tools to regulate the number of
concurrent video streams received by a client with limited
downstream capacity. Second, legacy applications – i.e. applications that were not engineered for collaboration – can
be integrated without changes into a collaborative environment using floor control middleware. Such a middleware
serializes data delivery to the single-input legacy application and conversely distributes the single output of the application to all collaborating partners. An example, where
such a middleware becomes useful, is sharing legacy applications (e.g. worksheets, text processing tools) in a groupware environment.
This paper presents Activity Sensing Floor Control
(ASFC), a distributed floor control protocol based on sensing activity on a shared resource, to which concurrency control needs to be applied to. Our design is valid for coordinating access to fully-replicated shared resources, i.e. resources that maintain identical process instances on every
collaborating end system and use group-scoped broadcast
for disseminating data to the collaborative environment.

The present paper introduces a novel approach to coordinate access to shared resources in a computer-mediated
collaborative session. Our work borrows activity sensing
and collision detection concepts from Ethernet-like protocols and delivers a fully distributed concurrency control
(floor control) protocol. The control algorithm offers enhanced robustness and can be parameterized for network
environments with varying quality of service characteristics. Additionally, it minimizes human intervention by coordinating a session in a fully automated way. To evaluate the
protocol performance, we first model the behavior of collaborators in the context of floor control. Subsequently, we
use the derived models to develop a simulation tool for our
protocol, covering a comprehensive set of interactions seen
in real-life collaborative sessions. Our results indicate high
throughput and interactive response times for small group
sizes. We finally propose minor alterations to the initial design to improve the responsiveness for larger groups.

1. Introduction
Computer Supported Collaborative Work (CSCW) is being increasingly deployed to enable the cooperation of geographically dispersed users in a cost efficient manner. Familiar application examples comprise of videoconferencing, synchronous distance learning, collaborative editing
and distributed simulations. At the same time, network
games nowadays account for a considerable merit of the
digital entertainment market pie. All the above applications are characterized by a critical transition from the traditional face-to-face interaction to computer-mediated interaction over a communication network. One of the critical
issues is the coordination of activities between collaborating
entities. Intuitive verbal (voice volume, turn-taking orders)
and non-verbal cues (gestures, eye contact, facial expressions) in face-to-face meetings are not valid in a computer-
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Typical resources that fall into this category are live audio/video streams in a videoconference, shared whiteboards
or multiparty network games, where the virtual channel that
disseminates the data to a group of participants can be regarded as the shared resource.
The concept of floor control can be further dissected into
floor control mechanisms and floor control policies. Mechanisms cover issues like protocol formalism and network
topology. Policies refer to the resulting coordination strategy. For example, consider a videoconference with a centralized floor control server. Users place requests to the
server and are granted access to the resource according to a
queueing algorithm implemented by the server. The centralized topology, the floor control messages and the requestreply model constitute the floor control mechanism. Over
this specific mechanism, one can employ several policies
by tuning the queueing strategy (e.g. FIFO, priority-based).
In the premises of this work, we only cater for providing
a distributed floor control mechanism for multimedia collaborative applications. As such, we employ the common
policy of explicit floor request and explicit floor relinquishment, allowing at most one active user on the shared resource at any time. Although other policies are possible,
evaluating the impact of different policies to the collaboration outcome is out of the scope of this work. Furthermore, floor control protocols are classified by Dommel [1]
as either assistive or autonomous. The first require human
intervention (e.g. chairperson-controlled) to facilitate floor
management, whereas the second rely on automated processes. ASFC belongs to the autonomous category and does
not require human intervention in the floor decision process. Semantically, this has the side effect that ASFC is
suitable for sessions, where the ordering of user requests is
not relevant. Brainstorming meetings, unstructured discussion groups, educational puzzle games and ”quick-answer”
games are examples of such sessions.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Chapter 2 contains a survey of related work. In chapter 3, we
start with modelling a collaborative session in the context of
floor control and then describe the ASFC protocol. Chapter 4 elaborates on the evaluation methods and discusses the
experimental results. We end up finally in chapter 5 with
conclusions and future work.

vide guidance to chairperson-controlled seminars over the
MBone. Research within the CSCW community has rather
focused on the efficiency of floor control policies with regard to collaborative awareness and group-work outcome.
In [5], the authors evaluated for four different policies the
consensus achieved in an online meeting, while Boyd [6]
explored theoretically the design space for floor policies in
multi-user applications.
Proceeding to past research strongly related to our work,
the EMCE system (Experimental Multimedia Conferencing
Environment) [7] is – according to the authors’ bibliographical research – the first to refer to activity sensing mechanisms to facilitate concurrency control in a collaborative
session. The respective prototype uses a primitive voiceactivated floor control scheme to force a single user speaking at every instance of time. If two participants started
speaking simultaneously, the respective floor control modules suppressed audio transmission after detection of the
collision. Collision resolution in the EMCE system relies
on the behavior of conferees, i.e. by having all but one of
the colliding users withdraw their intention to speak via intuition or explicit coordination (messaging).
The work presented herein is inspired by the EMCE floor
control scheme. However, we went on to develop on the
idea of activity sensing and give an elaborate description
and evaluation of a distributed algorithm for the same purpose. In this sense, we tackle many design and performance
issues that were not addressed in the work discussed in [7].
Additionally, we eliminate the reliance of collision resolution on human behavior by assigning this task to automated
processes.
The CECED (Collaborative Environment for Concurrent
Engineering Design) [8] environment employed the floor
control scheme of the EMCE system without developing
further on the scheme itself. Recently, Dommel [9] worked
on a comparative analysis of several classes of floor control
protocols, including the activity sensing case. The method
presented in [9] borrows from the analytical evaluation of
CSMA protocols and is used to estimate the theoretical
throughput of activity sensing protocols. However, the paper does neither deliver a sound protocol design for activity
sensing, nor does it contain a practical evaluation, as the
present work.

2. Related Work

3. Protocol Details

Most of prior research on floor control mechanisms
comes from the area of conferencing systems. The Conference Control Channel Protocol (CCCP) [3] provides
building blocks for managing conferences of various sizes.
Its design accommodates a moderator-based floor control
scheme for interaction control. Malpani [4] employed similarly a centralized assistive floor control model to pro-

3.1. Protocol Description
In order to formalize the concept of a collaborative session (CS), we first present a characterization of a CS. A
collaborative session can be defined as a 4-tuple:
CS = (G, U, R, F )
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(1)

where G stands for the connectivity graph G = (V, E),
V for the set of end-system nodes and E for the set
of end-to-end links connecting them. Moreover, U =
{u1 , u2 , u3 , ..., uN } is the set of collaborating users ui (i =
1..N ), where N stands for the group size. The system
assumes a one-to-one correspondence between nodes and
users, i.e. only a single user resides at a single end system for the entire session lifetime. Furthermore we denote
with R the set of resources available for shared access in
the premises of the collaborative session and with F the
set of floors providing mutually exclusive resource access.
We assume a one-to-one correspondence between R and F ,
meaning that access to each resource r ∈ R is regulated by
one and only one f ∈ F and conversely. For the sake of
simplicity, the last statement implies that each floor administers exactly one (floor-controlled) resource. However, we
believe that our protocol can easily be extended to accommodate cases, where a single floor entity regulates access to
a group of resources.
The ASFC protocol aims at providing mediation of concurrent access to fully replicated resources in a collaborative
session. Mediation is achieved by each user monitoring the
activity on a specific resource and contend for resource usage only when the medium is sensed unoccupied. For every
resource r ∈ R that a user ui is subscribed to, a floor control
agent ei r manages access to the shared resource by running
an instance of the ASFC protocol. We use henceforth the
term ”agent” to refer to an instance of the ASFC. The agent
is started immediately after the creation of the local instance
of the resource r and serves the local user during the entire
lifetime of the session.
Activity sensing is achieved through real-time monitoring of the incoming data traffic towards the resource (i.e.,
on the well-known resource port). The monitoring mechanism of the ASFC protocol is conceptually derived from
the carrier sense strategy of the Ethernet IEEE/802.3 protocol (CSMA/CD) [10]. The CSMA/CD algorithm enables
multiple nodes to share a single medium, provided that each
node is equipped with the ability to tap the traffic on the
medium. In ASFC, a resource is asserted occupied, if the
inter-arrival time between two consecutively received data
packets does not exceed a specific time threshold Tmax ; otherwise the resource is considered free. Neglecting for now
the case of packet loss, the former statement is valid, if the
following two preconditions hold:

with QoS guarantees. For the sake of the protocol presentation here, we assume the general truth of precondition a)
and discuss at the end of this chapter how to meet this precondition in networks, where maximum network delay and
packet loss rate are hard to estimate. Next, we cover precondition b) as follows. We first fix the maximum interdeparture time threshold to the maximum one-way transit
delay OT Dmax of a data packet (assuming uniform data
packet sizes). On every new data packet transmission, the
floor holder starts a timer initialized to OT Dmax . If the
timer expires, the floor holder broadcasts a ”dummy” data
packet of minimal size. We claim that exploiting ”dummy”
packets will not incur a considerable overhead to the network because of their minimal size and small transmission rate (not bursty). And second, because we expect that
”dummy” packets will be infrequently used: these packets are essentially used to prevent a floor holder from ”losing” the floor unintentionally during activity breaks (thinking time) within his activity slot. This is not necessary for
high-rate continuous sources (e.g. audio/video streams) and
infrequently needed for other resource types (whiteboards,
games). The strategy ensures a maximum inter-departure
time of OT Dmax at the sender and essentially a maximum
data packet inter-arrival time Tmax at the receiver given by:
Tmax = 2 × OT Dmax + (2 × k − 1) × γmax

(2)

where γmax stands for the predefined maximum transmission time of a single data packet and k is given by k =
N − 1, where N is the number of the collaborating users as
defined above. Ultimately, an ASFC-agent monitors a resource by restarting a timer initialized to the maximum tolerable inter-arrival time Tmax on the reception of every new
data packet. It can be shown that Tmax also represents the
maximum time interval a node’s ui ∈ V attempt to access a
resource can be intercepted by another node uj ∈ V (i = j)
. In other words, Tmax constitutes the vulnerability time for
a floor acquisition attempt. Clearly the time interval Tmax
plays a significant role in the proper operation of the protocol. This maximum time threshold should be known to
every ASFC-agent during initialization (either hard-coded
or preferably communicated via a session control protocol).
Note that, if the collaborative session uses a group communication transport (e.g. IP multicast), the transmission
overhead (2 × k − 1) × γmax term in (2) reduces to γmax ,
due to the fact that each packet is emitted only once at the
sender (i.e. k = 1). Even in the absence of a group communication scheme, the transmission overhead is negligible
compared to OT Dmax for the group sizes (5 ≤ N ≤ 50)
and the client bandwidth capacity (128Kbps) under study.
Thus, in what follows, we approximate Tmax as given in
(2) with Tmax ≈ 2 × OT Dmax .
We model the ASFC-agent as a finite state machine with
a state space S = {IDLE, PASSIVE, CONTENDING, AC-

a The worst case one-way transit delay (OT Dmax ) experienced by a data packet is fixed and globally known.
b The maximum inter-departure time between two consecutive data packets transmitted by the floor holder is
fixed and globally known.
Precondition a) is true for specific network environments, like Local Area Networks (LANs) and networks
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TIVE)} (Fig. 1). Transitions are triggered either by user- or
environment-initiated events (in the following text we depict states with capitals and transitions with italic letters).
The floor control agent of a reference user ui starts as
IDLE. In this initial state neither floor requests of the local
user are awaiting service, nor is the local user the current
floor holder. Consequently, an IDLE agent does not need to
sense activity on the resource.

denotes the vulnerability time of the protocol. A contention
round ends, when exactly one of the colliding agents sends
a probe packet and does not sense any traffic on the resource for a time period Tmax . The contention winner
moves from the CONTENDING to the ACTIVE state and
starts broadcasting data packets to the shared resource (contention won). The rest of the colliding agents abandon the
backoff mode as soon as they start receiving data packets
from the new floor holder and change back to the PASSIVE
state (contention lost), waiting for the resource to become
free to restart contention. Finally, when user ui signals the
completion of his activity on the resource, his ASFC-agent
moves to the IDLE state (release resource).
Note that our protocol differs from traditional CSMA
protocols in the resource probing approach. In the CSMA
paradigm, end systems start sending data as soon as they
sense the channel free, i.e. no special probing packets are
used. When transferring the same method to the ASFC
paradigm and specifically to network environments with
longer round trip delays one has to be careful. In environments with long round trip delays, two colliding nodes require more time until they sense the collision and defer from
data transmission. Consequently, letting nodes probe by initiating data transmission – as performed in CSMA protocols
– would overload the network with extra (and probably not
useful) packets. We manage to reduce network overhead by
controlling the volume of probing information. For this we
use the ”probe” packet mechanism described above.
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Figure 1. State Diagram of the ASFC-agent.
States are illustrated with circles and transitions with directed line segments
In case of user interaction of user ui (floor request event),
his agent changes its state to PASSIVE. Subsequently, the
agent starts monitoring the resource as follows. It fires a
timer initialized to Tmax and listens for data packets sent to
the replicated resource. If a data packet is received before
timer expiration, the timer is restarted (resource occupied).
However, if the timer expires without receiving a new
data packet (resource available), the agent assumes a free
medium and proceeds to the CONTENDING state. The
agent of ui then broadcasts a probe packet of minimal size
claiming access on the resource. At the same time it starts
a new timer (also initialized to Tmax ) and monitors the traffic on the resource. If no probe packet is received during a
timer period Tmax , ui becomes the active floor holder, transits to the ACTIVE state and starts transmitting data packets to the resource (contention won). Otherwise, a collision
occurs: the colliding nodes remain in the CONTENDING
state and initiate a Binary Exponential Backoff (BEB) algorithm as introduced in [10] to resolve the conflict (collision). We employed the BEB algorithm for collision resolution as it provides fair access to a shared resource and
allows for distributed implementation. In the conflict resolution mode each contending node fires up a backoff timer
initialized to a value that is uniformly random in the backoff
interval bT :
0 ≤ bT ≤ (2n − 1) × Tmax

3.2. Discussion
According to the above description, one can argue that
the ASFC protocol is primarily suitable to be deployed in
high speed Local Area Networks (LAN), where maximum
latency can be estimated with high probability and packet
loss rate is negligible. However, we argue that our protocol
is deployable in network environments with probabilistic
quality of service characteristics (e.g. Internet). We achieve
this via a) an appropriate parameterization of the one-way
transit delay OT Dmax and b) the introduction of misbehavior resolution mechanisms in case of detection of improper
protocol operation. In the next section, we examine the performance of our protocol with regard to the OT Dmax value.
We set OT Dmax to rather high (and thus ”safe”) maximum
transit delays (OT Dmax = {250|500} ms) to cover various
network conditions, such as those found in the Internet.
Our protocol handles packet loss events in a reactive
manner. Instead of putting effort in loss prevention, we take
an optimistic approach and shield the protocol with functionality to resolve non-explicit resource accesses. Consider that, if a probe packet or a train of ”dummy” packets
is lost, agents in the PASSIVE mode will erroneously assert a free resource and will start contending for the floor.

(3)

where n denotes the number of unsuccessful resource acquisition attempts in the specific contention round and Tmax
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4.2. Input Workload Generation

In some cases this could lead to the situation, where two
distinct users claim to hold the floor, violating thus the protocol correctness requirement. To ensure atomicity of a user
in the ACTIVE state, we force an active ASFC-agent to immediately defer and transition to the PASSIVE state (exclusivity violation), as soon at it receives data packets from another user of the collaborative session. The quantification of
the impact of packet loss on the protocol’s performance using Internet-like packet loss models constitutes a significant
fraction of our ongoing work.

It is critical to choose cautiously the value ranges of the
independent variables that model the behavior of collaborative users; otherwise the simulation results will not resemble the protocol behavior in real-life scenarios. First, we
a
model the effective activity time Tef
f , i.e. the time that
a participant uses the resource, when becoming the floor
holder. Due to the lack of statistical data of user-behavior
a
in similar application scenarios, we model Tef
f as a uniformly distributed random variable with boundary values
a
a
Tmin
and Tmax
respectively. For the selection of the activity time boundaries, we have defined two scenarios with
different degrees of interactivity.
In scenario-1, we capture collaborative sessions, where
speakers rather spend time on a predefined topic or participate in collaborative tasks with relatively long lasting turns
(e.g. document editing, graphical designs) than often interrupting the speaker. Complementary to this, scenario-2
models sessions with spontaneous short turns, like for instance distributed quiz shows or question-and-answer sessions. We believe that the above two settings cover a major
part of activity time patterns seen in real-life collaborative
sessions and therefore, allow us to generalize our simulation
results. Additionally, we model the behavior of collaborating users with regard to floor request generation. For this,
we use a centralized approach defining a random variable
K, which represents the number of new floor requests generated during an activity time. Taking into consideration
that a not yet serviced floor request is buffered at an end
system, the random variable K takes values in the interval
[0, N − H], where N is the group size and H the number
of users, who possess buffered floor requests that will be
serviced in future contention rounds. Again, due to the lack
of measured user behavior, we have chosen a distribution
of K, imitating interaction patterns in real-life collaborative sessions. We observe that for constant group size, it is
highly probable that the contribution of the actual speaker
(or more generally resource user) will provoke a small to
moderate (relatively to the group size) number of new floor
request generations. However, there is always a rather low
probability of an activity causing a burst of simultaneous
floor requests. Such bursts occur for example, when a hot
topic is touched by the active speaker during a meeting or
when a key step is taken by the active floor holder during a
collaborative problem solving session. Based on these assumptions, we model the number of new floor requests K
with a Poisson distribution, i.e. the probability P (k) that k
new requests are generated during a single activity round is
given by:
e−λ · λk
(4)
P (k) =
k!

4. Protocol Evaluation
4.1. Simulation Setup
We used the OMNET++ discrete-event simulation
framework to realize a packet level simulator for our floor
control scheme. Our simulator fully implements the application layer (AL) and session layer (SL) of a collaborating end system. We simplified our simulation environment
by abstracting a single transport layer (TL), which carries
out the delivery of a packet to the rest of the collaborating
peers. The experiment topology comprises of a fully connected graph; vertices of the graph model participating end
systems and edges model end-to-end paths connecting any
two systems. Whenever a packet is generated by the AL
or the SL, it is delivered to the TL for transmission. Subsequently, the TL calculates the effective one-way transit
delay (OT Def f ) of the packet to each of the collaborating
peers. OT Def f is a random variable within the value range
[OT Dmin ,OT Dmax ] adhering to the Poisson distribution.
Finally, the packet is pushed into the network, adding a
transmission time overhead to the overall packet delivery
time. The packet transmission time is specified using the
assigned node bandwidth (B) and the packet size (Pdata
or Pprobe as maximum data and probe frame size respectively). Note that our model assumes links with zero packet
loss and therefore, our simulation results do not capture the
influence of loss incidents on the protocol performance. At
simulation warmup, the nodes exchange handshaking messages and agree on a common maximum one way delay.
The latter is used by the algorithm to specify the protocol’s
vulnerability time. After the end of the bootstrap phase,
the simulator generates the floor request patterns of a collaborative session: it generates floor requests randomly and
assigns them to idle nodes, together with the (random) time
interval for which the node will hold the shared resource
when it becomes active. In the following, we describe the
patterns used to construct the floor control request and activity time samples, which form a critical input for the quality
of the simulation results.

where λ determines the mean value (E[K] = λ) and the
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standard deviation (σ[K] = λ) of K. Throughout the simulation experiments, we let the parameter λ grow linearly to
the group size according to the function:
λ(N ) = 1 + β · (N − 5), (N ≥ 5)

Dataset
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

(5)

where N stands for the group size and parameter β controls
the impact of the group size on the density of new floor requests. We conducted our experiments using two distinct
values for parameter β, namely β1 = 0.04 and β2 = 0.1.
The value β1 captures a scenario of low to moderate number of floor requests, whereas with the value β2 we test our
algorithm against more aggressive interaction modes. Note
that in (5) λ only depends on the group size. One might
argue that K should also depend on the size of each activity round, since a longer speech would probably cause
a greater amount of floor control requests by the listeners.
This would obviously preclude the modelling of the random
variable K with a stationary distribution. For simplicity reasons and due to the small variance in the chosen activity
time values, we model λ as independent of the length of the
activity time.

a
Tmax
210s
30s
210s
30s
210s
30s
210s
30s

β
0.44
0.44
0.44
0.44
0.11
0.11
0.11
0.11

Figures 2 and ?? present the achieved throughput of the
protocol for the eight datasets. We observe that the throughput decreases slowly with an increasing group size in the
scenarios with large activity time slots (30s to 210s), remaining above 88%. This is comprehensible, if one considers the difference in the order of magnitude between useful activity time and resource acquisition time samples. As
shown later in our results, we found the average resource
acquisition time to be between 1 and 9 seconds. Compared
to the time spent on the resource (uniform distribution in
[30s,210s]), the average overhead for a resource access is
considerably low, even in the case of aggressive interactivity patterns (Datasets 5 and 7). Moreover, we observe that
across the scenarios with large activity time, the utilization
of the shared resource was nearly independent of the vulnerability time (OT Dmax ). This motivated us to experiment
with higher values of vulnerability time to test the protocol
deployment in network environments with no fixed worst
case packet delivery time guarantees (e.g. Internet), without sacrificing its high throughput. On the contrary, the scenarios with short activity slots yielded high throughput only
for small group sizes. We observe that utilization decreases
steadily as group members grow, reaching its lowest value

The results presented in this section were produced as
follows. We start the simulator and the floor request generation module assigns requests to collaborating nodes for a
predefined simulation time point tlast = 3600 sec. If after
the simulation period nodes with waiting floor requests exist, we continue the simulation until all outstanding requests
have been satisfied (tf in ). We first measure the throughput
of the system to evaluate the utilization of the shared resource under the previously discussed input workload. The
throughput T is given by the overall activity time over the
entire session duration tf in , as shown in (6). Note that
we implemented our simulations such that at least one outstanding floor control request exists after the completion of
every activity period.
OverallActivityT ime
tf in

a
Tmin
30s
10s
30s
10s
30s
10s
30s
10s

Table 1. Sets of simulation input parameters

4.3. Simulation Results

T =

OT Dmax
250ms
250ms
500ms
500ms
250ms
250ms
500ms
500ms

(6)

Intuitively, the throughput depends on the magnitude of activity times, the protocol overhead (e.g. vulnerability time)
and the interaction modus (number of colliding requests).
To test this hypothesis we created eight datasets with varying input values for each parameter, as shown in Table
1. For each dataset, we alter the value of exactly one parameter, while keeping the rest of the parameters constant.
For instance, we used Dataset1 and Dataset5 to test the
influence of the interaction modus to a session with relatively large activity times (30s to 210s) and low overhead
(OT Dmax = 250ms).

Figure 2. Protocol throughput for mild interactivity patterns (β = 0.44)
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Figure 4. Average waiting time versus group
size for the low interactivity scenarios

Figure 3. Protocol throughput for aggressive
interactivity patterns (β = 0.11)

across all measurements (50% in dataset 4). This is due
to the fact that resource acquisition time is comparable to
the resource usage time (uniformly distributed in [10s,30s]).
Also note that our interactivity model assumes that the number of new floor requests generated during a single activity
slot is independent of the size of the time slot. Hence, small
slots equal to a larger floor request generation rate and consequently to more and lengthier collisions with a negative
impact on the utilization of the resource.
Apart from efficiency in terms of resource utilization, responsiveness is of equal importance for a floor control protocol used in a collaborative application. Therefore, we
need to study the time between consecutive resource usages (contention time) as well. During this time interval,
the resource is seen by each user as idle and thus we need
to limit these idle slots to a few seconds, otherwise the protocol would degrade the effectiveness of the online collaboration. For an ASFC-agent that will try to acquire the floor
in the next contention round, we define as waiting time the
time interval:
W aiting T ime = tocc − tf ree

Figure 5. Average waiting time versus group
size for the high interactivity scenarios

4.4. Discussion
It is straightforward that a contention round is proportional to the vulnerability time (OT Dmax ). Throughout our
evaluation we studied only cases with fairly large vulnerability time values to cover various types of network environments. For instance, our results do not capture the
case of a collaborative session comprising of participants,
who are geographically close to each other. In this case
the OT Dmax protocol parameter will decrease and so will
the waiting time measurements. In this first work on ASFC
we confined ourselves to protocol design, simulator development and performance evaluation of principal scenarios.
Evaluating the protocol performance in different network
settings and for further interaction scenarios is for us ongoing research.
Finally, we demonstrate here an algorithm that gives
constant waiting times, irrespective of the one-time delays
(bounded by OT Dmax ) of the underlying network. Intuitively, long contention times occur when a large number of

(7)

where tocc is the timestamp that the resource is sensed to
have been occupied - either by the local agent (contention
won) or by another agent (contention lost) - and tf ree stands
for the absolute time that the resource was first sensed free
during this contention round. For each simulation run, we
averaged the waiting time samples assessed by each agent
and depicted the results versus group size as shown in Fig.
?? and ??. The results manifest that the current protocol
design is suitable for rather small groups of collaborating
entities (roughly up to 10 members). Beyond this group
threshold, the waiting time grows unacceptably high (up to
9.6 sec) for an interactive application.
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participants contend for the floor. In particular, the BEB algorithm yields collision rounds that are logarithmic to the
number of colliding participants. A simple solution that
gives constant waiting time is to let every contending agent
select after the first collision uniformly a random integer
out of the interval [1, L], where L is the number of colliding
agents in this specific round. The first ”dummy” collision is
needed to let all agents specify the number L. For the rest
of this round only agents that picked numbers in the interval [1, M ] will continue contending for the floor, whereas
the remaining L − M agents will return to the PASSIVE
state. The duration of average waiting time versus group
size measured at scenarios with more intensive interactivity
contention rounds can then be controlled by setting the constant M to a desired value (obviously as a function of the
vulnerability time). Keep in mind that this strategy does not
only provide fixed waiting times, but will as well improve
throughput due to lower protocol overhead.

nally, we consider applying fairness criteria to the selection of backoff intervals by the BEB algorithm. Currently,
we employ a flat uniform selection of backoff intervals. It
might be relevant for specific collaborative scenarios, such
as those where users with small participation time require
priority over users monopolizing resource usage, to perform
research on different backoff strategies.
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Abstract
In an ad hoc environment with no wired communication
infrastructure, mobile hosts necessarily operate as routers,
in order to provide network connectivity. Since mobile ad
hoc networks change their topology frequently and without
prior notice, routing in such networks becomes a challenging task.
In this paper we present MORA, a movement-based routing algorithm for mobile ad hoc networks. The algorithm
is completely distributed, since nodes need to communicate
only with direct neighbors in their transmission range, and
utilizes a specific metric, which exploits not only the position, but also the direction of movement of mobile hosts.

1 Introduction
Mobile ad hoc networks consist of wireless hosts that
communicate with each other in the absence of a Þxed infrastructure . In an ad hoc wireless network, mobility and
bandwidth are two key elements representing research challenges. Not all hosts are within the transmission range of
each other and communication is achieved by multi-hop
routing. Due to the hosts mobility, the topology of the network can change with time and nodes have to build and update their routing tables automatically and effectively.
Traditionally, multi-hop routing for mobile ad hoc networks can be classiÞed into proactive and reactive algorithms. In proactive routing algorithms, each node in the
mobile ad hoc network maintains a routing table that contains the paths to all possible destinations. If the nodes in
the network are reasonably mobile, the overhead of control
messages to update the routing tables becomes prohibitive.
Moreover, storing large routing tables in low-cost mobile
nodes might be too expensive. Reactive routing algorithms,
on the other hand, Þnd routes only on demand. When a


This work is partially funded by the Province of Trento in the framework of the DIPLODOC project.

node needs to send a message to another node, the sender
needs to ßood the network in order to Þnd the receiver and
determine a path to reach it. This process can still use a
signiÞcant amount of the scarce available transmission resources. A detailed review of routing algorithms in mobile
ad hoc networks can be found in [1, 2].
An interesting approach is represented by position-based
routing algorithms [3, 4], which require information about
the physical position of the participating nodes. The distance between neighboring nodes can be estimated on the
basis of incoming signal strenght or time delay in direct
communications, or may be available using GPS.
In this paper, the problem of routing in an ad hoc network
is considered. An alternative MOvement-based Routing Algorithm (MORA) is presented, which exploits not only the
position, but also the direction of motion of mobile hosts.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the
new method, which is then analyzed in Section 3. In Section 4 a comparison with existing algorithms is presented.
Finally, Section 5 concludes the paper.

2 The proposed method
The desirable properties of any routing protocol include
simplicity, loop-free operation, convergence after topological changes, small storage, reduced computational and
transmission overhead. In a position-based routing algorithm, each node makes a decision to which neighbor to
forward the message based only on the location of itself,
its neghboring nodes, and destination. In our approach, this
decision is taken considering also which direction neighbors
are moving in, in order to exploit this knowledge to optimize data path. None of the existing strategies to forward
packets (MFR, NFP,...) takes into consideration that hosts
in ad hoc network are moving in directions that can introduce unpredictable changes in the network topology , which
can hamper the stability of the links and routes. Moreover,
the system is made more robust by avoiding centralized information management, and easier to set up and operate.
The metric used in MORA is a linear combination of
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the number of hops, arbitrarily weighted, and a target functional, which can be calculated independently by each node.

1

2.1 The functional

0.5

The idea is to create a functional that each node can independently calculate, which depends on how far the node
is from the line connecting source and destination, , and
on the direction the node is moving in. The target functional should reach its absolute maxima in the case the node
is moving on and it should decrease as the distance from
increases. Moreover, the more a node moves towards
, the higher should be its value, i.e. for a Þxed distance
from
the functional should have a maximum if the node
is moving perpendicularly to .
Let
be a reference distance metric, chosen on the basis of the application context (e.g. 1 meter, or 10 cm). Let
be the adimensional distance of the current node
from
and
the adimensional distance from destination of the point of intersection between
and its perpendicular starting from the node current position . The
and
,
functional is a function of
where represents the angle between the line of direction
and the perpendicular line to .
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carefully setting and , it is possible to modify the inßuence of nodeÕs direction of movement and therefore the
curvature of functional .
The functional
will be sampled and put into a look
up table. In this way, each node does not need to calculate
for any computation, but it can easily obtain the value
corresponding to a given combination of and with a
table lookup.
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Another degree of freedom of the metric employed in
MORA is the weight assigned to each node, which can be
used to represent trafÞc conditions, application constraints,
etc. The goal of the weighting function is to obtain a fair
distribution of the available resources through the overall
network. For the purpose of the paper, the function , de, is given by
Þned for
j

For the purpose of the paper, the functional
as follows

is deÞned
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where and are two parameters set on the basis of the
application. With such deÞnition of , more weight is given
to nodes moving on , and also to nodes moving towards
it (see Figure 2) as required above. In fact: i) for
there are 2 absolute maximums, for
respectively;
ii) for
arbitrarily small the trend is the same
the function decreases; iv) for
as above; iii) for
there is a relative maximum corresponding to
; v) for
and
constants
deÞned with the choice of and
there is a maximum
corresponding to
.
The idea is to favor relatively stable paths and not necessarly those with smaller number of hops. Moreover, by
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where both
and
and therefore
. Due to the fact that and
are the coordinates of node and depends on the node
, in following sections we refer to
and
without distinction. The reader should note that, by choosthe higher the
ing such metric, the higher the value of
probability node is selected for the path from source to
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destination. Moreover, if node is congested and therefore
, then
.




























only one probe message. All other packets getting to node
after the decision will be discarded.
When a Þxed timeout expires, the source has a set of
different reliable paths to the selected destination and the
. The source node has to take a
corresponding functions
decision to which path to use. Such decision obviously depends on the weight of each node, its position and direction
of movement.


3 The MORA routing protocols





U-MORA
The Þrst version of the routing protocol is called
Unabridged-MORA, because the core idea is similar to
source routing on IP networks and it does not support scalability. In position-based routing algorithms, usually a short
probe message is used for destination search, that collects
routing information from destination to sender, and Þnally
data are send from source to destination. Our approach exploits this small packet, not only to localize the destination, but also to get information about the best path between
source and destination at that moment and for the near future (see Figure 4).
In this algorithm a similar short probe message, used to
localize the destination, once it is received, it is sent back
from the destination node through several routes, imposing
strictly increasing values of to avoid loops and values of
bigger than a certain threshold to avoid ßooding. Each
node , except the source node, receiving the packet through
the link
, updates the value of the function
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Figure 4. Metric computation example

Figure 4 presents a simple example . The destination
node computes
, while the intermediate nodes
update the received function, i.e.
,
,
. The source node get two
packets, in which an available path and
,
are respecdata are
tively recorded: if
then sent through the path
, rather than through
.


















































































































by calculating the functional (see Section 2.1) and increasing the number of hops (with relative weight). The packet is
updated with the node identiÞer and the updated value
In such a way each
received by the source identiÞes a
single path to destination. The state diagram for node is
presented in Figure 3.










probe message is received from node i with value M i



U-MORA requires a relevant amount of trafÞc, due to
the several possible paths and therefore to the several packets trasmitted. The following routing algorithm, D-MORA,
presents another use of the metric , deÞned in such a way
to reduce control trafÞc overhead.


D-MORA

node j

The second version of MORA is scalable and it is called
Distribuited-MORA.

active

idle

. Again the short probe message is sent
Let
from destination back to source. Every hops the current node receiving it polls for information its neighboring
nodes, considering only those with bigger value of in order to avoid loops ( is related to the distance from the destination as in Section 2.1). The probe message is then forwarded to the neighbor with the higher value of , attaching path information as in U-MORA. The state diagram for
node is presented in Figure 5.


if F > η and y j > y i m j is calculated and the packet
is forwarded with the updated M j









Figure 3. U-MORA flow chart



Supposing that different probe packets, following different routes, pass through the same node , in order to avoid
computational and trafÞc overheads, node has to make a
decision depending on functions
of packets arriving simultaneously (in a predeÞned time-window). After the deand forwards
cision, node updates the function to get

















If a node has no possibilities to forward the packet, it
removes its identiÞer from the packet, increases the value
of by one and returns the packet to the node from which
it originally received it.
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probe message is received from node i with value M i

Table 1. Routing protocols classification
Method
Pos inf
Path str Metric Scal
shortest path
no
single
N hop
no
MFR
pos
single
N hop yes
LAR, DREAM
pos
ßood
N hop
no
DFS
pos
single
N hop yes
power aw
pos
single
power yes
U-MORA
pos/mov
mult
comb
no
D-MORA
pos/mov single
comb
yes

node j
idle

active

if k > 0 and y j > y i then the packet is forwarded
after decreasing k of one; if k = 0 and yj > y i
m i is calculated for each neighboring node i and the
packet is forwarded to the node with maximum
value of m i after resetting k•1

Figure 5. D-MORA flow chart

cution time: in the case of 10, 50, 300 nodes uniformly
placed in 300 sm, as well as for 10 nodes moving randomwaypoint (pause 2 s, min/max speed 0,1/10 m/s).

4 Comparison with existing routing schemes
5 Conclusions
This section outlines potential advantages and disadvantages of the MORA approach with respect to other existing routing algorithms taking as a starting point the taxonomy of position-based routing protocols proposed in
[4]. Table 1 reports the selected features of some routing
algorithms. Exploiting the knowledge of the hosts position
could be not enough in a conÞguration with frequent topological changes. In such a situation it is important to try to
garantee links stability and therefore robustness of the routing protocol. The idea behind MORA is to take also into
consideration also the direction of movement of the nodes
in order to try to Þnd a solution to this critical problem.
If only position information is used, it is possible to lose
some good candidates to forward the packet. For example,
considering Location Aided Routing and Distance Routing
Effect Algorithm for Mobility if one host, moving in direction of , is out of the Órequest zoneÓ it will be never
considered. Similarly, Most Forward within Radius doesnÕt
care if the selected next hop is moving in the wrong direction (exactly in direction of the source node for example).
Another advantage of MORA over LAR and DREAM concerns ßooding: U-MORA signiÞcantly reduces ßooding,
while D-MORA quite completely eliminates it (experimental results are under evaluation).
Depth First Search could appear similar to D-MORA,
since the decision among direct neighbors is taken by minimizig a distance function. However, with this method links
are unstable if the topology is highly dynamic.
Shortest-path-based solution are also very sensitive to
small changes in local topology and activity status. On the
contrary, MORA is adaptive to Ósleep periodÓ operation,
since power consumption is extremely reduced for inactive
nodes and only a few nodes are involved in packet routing.
Detailed simulation is in progress using the Global Mobile Simulator (GloMoSim) Library [5]. From a preliminary analysis, U-MORA approximately generates the same
number of events as AODV or LAR with very similar exe

In this paper, a motion-based routing algorithm for ad
hoc networks (MORA) is proposed. The algorithm is completely distributed, since nodes need to communicate only
with direct neighbors in their transmission range, and utilizes a speciÞc metric, which exploits not only the position,
but also the direction of movement of mobile hosts. Considerations outline that MORA represents a good solution
in cases of high-mobility of the terminals.
Future work will provide a detailed numerical and statistical evaluation of the MORA routing protocol and extensive comparison with other existing approaches. In addition, the problem of accuracy in the knowledge of the position of the nodes will be studied.
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for communications, but if we can use super high speed
network such as JGN (Japan Gigabit Network) [1] we
can construct intercommunication environments by
high quality video multicast streams such as DV (Digital Video) that uses about 28.8Mbps per a stream.
However it is difficult for us to join the high quality
communication session on a business trip or from my
home. To know all communication environments of all
participants is very difficult, and even if we can join the
high quality DV session, realtime communications may
fail by lack of bandwidth and computing power. If
translator and mixer functions defined by RTP [2] are
available on the communication environments, it is able
to transcode the DV stream into another format of
stream such as MPEG, M-JPEG and H.263. Suppose
that the required intercommunication environments are
static and the total number of participants are limited,
required transcoding functions can be located into suitable intermediate nodes in communication path in advance. However the preparation is very difficult because the communication environments are not always
static. Therefore we should consider on demand
transcoding functions with relocatable decision method.
As network platform that can be customized by user,
Active Network [3] has been proposed. The Active
Network users can program about communication flow
and each packet behavior [4,5,6]. In addition, the users
can update program without shutdown of network
equipments. However, a new system architecture is
required over transport layer in order to dynamically
relocate transcoding functions and regulate frame rate
and image quality in according to users’ environments
and QoS (quality of service) [7,8] requirements.
On the other hand, as middleware platform that can
migrate executing program, Aglets [9], Voyager [10],
Plangent [11] have been proposed. They are mobile
agent platform and various applied researches are progressing on the mobile agent platforms. The mobile
agents that perform given tasks while migrating on
some hosts connected with computer networks are one

Abstract
Although we can construct intercommunication environments by high quality video multicast streams such
as DV (Digital Video) streams on super high speed
networks, it is difficult for the reasonable network service users to join the high quality communication session. If we can use transcoding functions that include
translator and mixer functions defined by RTP, it is
able to transcode a media stream format into another
stream format. Media transcoding functions are usefulness for intercommunication on heterogeneous
computer networks. However, it is difficult for distributed communication systems to prepare the suitable
transcoding nodes in advance because the required
intercommunication environments are not always
static. Accordingly, we should consider dynamic
transcoding functions with relocatable decision methods. In this paper we propose a novel middleware system that realizes dynamic transcoding functions by
extendable media stream.

1. Introduction
The advent of high performance computers that can
process and integrate audio, video, graphics and text on
interconnected high speed networks has constructed
multimedia communication environment. At ordinary
times, we actually can use multimedia applications
such as IP telephone, IP radio, Video-on-Demand system, multimedia teleconference system and so on. We
can communicate with remote locations easier than
before by using these multimedia applications.
When we communicate with each other as long as
we use current communication systems we must select
media codec and format according to available network
bandwidth and computing power. Moreover, we must
prepare some communication systems that are constructed from software and hardware to some locations
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of important base technologies for constructing dynamic intercommunication environment.
In this paper we propose a novel middleware system
that realizes media processing and session management
by using mobile agent based extended media stream.

tions to process media in local computer system, the
system should have some functions to get required media processing functions from the other computer systems.
The system is able to construct intercommunication
environment on computer networks dynamically according to the environment of users and QoS requirements from users. Fig. 2 shows an abstract of MidField
Session. A MidField Session consists of at least one
multicast session and offers peer-to-peer communication to system users. In Fig. 2, three system users (MF1,
MF2, MF3) join to a MidField Session. At this point,
both MF1 and MF2 have enough communication environments to transmit DV stream. On the other hand,
MF3 can't transmit DV stream because the environment
doesn't have enough bandwidth and computing power
to handle DV stream. Therefore MF3 requests to use
MPEG4 stream to join the MidField Session. In such
case, MidField System locates required transcoding
functions into suitable node on computer networks to
communicate with each other. In this example, both
MF4 and MF5 transcode from DV stream into MPEG4.
By using transcoding functions, MF3 can join to the
MidField Session.

2. MidField System
Fig. 1 shows the system architecture to realize constructing dynamic intercommunication environment.
The middleware system name is MidField (Middleware for Flexible intercommunication environment by
relocatable decision). This system architecture is between the application and the transport layer. The system is constructed by 3 layers and 4 vertical planes and
offers multimedia communication functions to the application layer. Stream Plane is constructed by synchronization, data transform and media flow control
layer, and performs multimedia stream processing. Session Plane performs management of communication
sessions. System Plane monitors network traffic and
CPU rate in the local host, and performs admission
tests for QoS requirements from system user. Event
Process Plane processes various events that are created
in the system.

from MF2

from MF1

Multicast Session
(DV, MPEG4)

MF1

from
MF1

from MF3
(via MF5)

MF4
Application Layer

System Plane
Session Plane
Stream Plane
(Continuous)

(Discrete)

from MF3 (via MF5)

MidField Session

MF5
from
MF3

Transcoder

Event
Process
Plane

MF2

from
MF2

Multicast Session
(MPEG4)

MidField
System

MF3
from MF1 (via MF4)
from MF2 (via MF4)

Synchronization Layer
Video Stream

Data Transform Layer

MidField System

(e.g. DV : 28.8Mbps)
(e.g. MPEG4 : 384Kbps)

MF1ᨺ5

Flow Control Layer

Figure 2. MidField Session
Transport Layer

2.1 Functional Modules

Figure 1. MidField System Architecture

The functional modules of MidField System are
shown in Fig. 3. The functions of each plane in MidField are offered to application program by Stream
Interface, Session Interface and System Interface. Each
processing in MidField for these interfaces is performed by Stream Agent, Session Agent and System
Agent. Stream Agent has a Stream Segment for RTP
streaming and transmits RTP streams in the Stream
Segment and transcodes media data of RTP packet.
Session Agent has a Session Property that includes
information of MidField Session. As the need arises,

In the Session Plane of MidField System, information of both participants and media streams is handled.
It should be considered that some new functions for
handling this information are required by various session types. Therefore if both these information and the
handling functions can transfer to intermediate node
that performs to transcode, the system will have flexibility for updating new management functions for new
session types. In addition, if there are no suitable func-
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these agents make clone of it and can migrate to the
other MidField Systems. System Agent monitors cpu
rate and network traffic in local computer and performs
admission test when system users join to MidField Session.

stream is transcoded into MPEG4 and PCM over RTP
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Figure 4. Extendable MidField Stream

Agent
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Here, it is the most important point that these stream
agents perform in suitable transcoding nodes. The next
section shows how to use the extendable MidField
Streams in a MidField Session.

Figure 3. Functional Modules
Agent Place manages all agents in the local system
and performs creation, migration and termination of
agents, and has Agent Loader and Agent Server for
realizing of agent migration. Agent Place is also an
agent itself in MidField System.
These agents can exchange messages with the other
agents. Connection Manager in Event Process Plane
manages objects of connected socket interface and performs exclusive control for message delivery with no
problems. On the other hand, System Event Manager
has mechanisms to process various events that are created by each agent in the system. If an agent creates
some events, the agent posts the events to System
Event Manager and the events are stored into Event
Queue. The stored events are processed by idled Event
Processor that has a Thread. Thus, MidField System
can perform unified event management and priority
based event processing.

3. Dynamic Configuration
The MidField System creates some RTP sessions in
a MidField Session as the need arises. Then MidField
System locates transcoding functions between the RTP
sessions to configure a flexible intercommunication
environment. A RTP Session is on a IP multicast session. Therefore, in order to send a RTP stream, it
should be checked that there are enough bandwidth and
CPU power at the sender and all receivers. On the other
hand, in order to receive a RTP stream, the system can
use dynamic mechanism to locate transcoding functions
in suitable intermediate node in according to bandwidth and CPU power of the receiver.
In fig. 5, there are 5 MidField Systems on computer
networks. MF1 and MF2 will communicate with each
other by using DV multicast streams, then MF3 will be
able to use MPEG4 streams to join the communication
session of MF1 and MF2.
At first, this session agent in MF1 creates a new
MidField Session. Next, the session agent in MF2 joins
the MidField Session. Now, fortunately both MF1 and
MF2 have a communication environment enough to use
DV multicast streams. So, MF1 and MF2 start to communicate by DV multicast streams.
Well, the MF3 wants to join the DV session. However, unfortunately MF3 doesn't have a communication
environment enough to use DV streams. Accordingly
MF3 can't join the DV session, so MF3 joins another
session for MPEG4 streams. When the MF3 joins the

2.2 MidField Stream
Fig. 4 shows an overview of extendable MidField
Stream. The StreamAgnet0 has an input stream from
DV capture device and the output is a DV over RTP
stream to the multicast session A. The StreamAgent1
receives the DV over RTP stream as an input stream
and creates an output DV over RTP stream to another
multicast session B. This stream agent doesn't
transcode the RTP stream, but relays the source RTP
stream from a multicast session to another multicast
session. On the other hand, the StreamAgent2 also receives the DV over RTP stream. And the received RTP
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Figure 5. Dynamic Configuration of a MidField Session
MPEG4 session, the stream agents in MF1 and MF2
start to search for transcoding node. And then MF4 and
MF5 are selected by the stream agents in MF1 and
MF2 respectively. Then, the DV multicast streams are
extended for MF3.
On the other hand, when the MF3 starts to send a
MPEG4 video stream to the MidField Session, MF3
also searches for transcoding node to relay the MPEG4
stream to the upper DV session. In fig. 5, MF5 is selected as the rely node, and finally MF1 and MF2 will
be able to receive the MPEG4 stream from MF3 via
MF5.
Thus, MidField System constructs dynamic intercommunication environments according to available
resources.

In the Plug-In modules, each RTPSender and
RTPReceiver performs RTP packets transmission. The
RTPPacketizer and RTPDepacketizer perform packetization and depacketization respectively. The MediaProcessor can process a media stream by connecting
these Plug-In modules that include various codecs, demultiplexers and renderes. In addition, these Plug-In
modules have control modules to control media processing as external interfaces. Therefore a StreamAgent
can control media processing.

Frame/Packet

StreamSegment

Frame/Packet

MediaProcessor
Capture Device

File

ὉὉὉ

File

4. Stream Segment for Transcoding

RTP Stream

RTP Stream

Fig. 6 shows a configuration of a StreamSegment for
media transcoding. The StreamSegment has a
MediaProcessor for processing of media stream and the
MediaProcessor realizes media processing by connecting some suitable Plug-In modules. The MediaProcessor can take a capture device or file or RTP stream as
input. The input data stream is processed at unit of a
frame or a packet. On the other hand, processed media
data stream are outputted by the unit of a frame or a
packet.

䂥

Plug-In Modules

Controls

(to process data stream in the media processor)

ὉRTPReceiver
ὉEncoder
ὉRTPDepacketizer ὉDecoder
ὉDemultiplexer
ὉConverter
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ὉRTPPacketizer
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Control Modules
(to control plug-in modules)

ὉSynchronizer
ὉData Transformer
ὉFlow Controller

Figure 6. Configuration of a StreamSegment
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A. Receiving RTP Packets

The RTPPacketizer takes a frame data from a connecting codec module and appends packetized RTP
packets to the RTPSendQueue.When the RTPPacketizer finishes packetizing the frame data the
StartTransmission() method is called. The StartTransmission() method sends a transmission start message to
the RTPSender. Then the RTPSender starts sending
RTP packets by using the methods GetFillPacket(),
RTPSend() and PutFreePacket(). In MidField System, a
set of RTPSendQueue and RTPReceiveQueue is created in a MediaProcessor per a SSRC value that is included in RTP packet. Therefore the system can identify some senders in a RTP session.

As describe above, RTPReceiver can receive RTP
packets. Fig.7 shows a data flow and processing methods to deliver depacketized RTP packets to a suitable
codec module.
The RTPReceiver uses two socket interfaces for RTP
and RTCP, and has an RTPReceiveQueue to deliver
incoming RTP packets to RTPDepacketizer. The
RTPReceiveQueue has two packet queues; one is filled
with incoming RTP packets and another is free queue.
Some pointers to an allocated memory bloc for incoming packets go to and from these two queues.
MediaProcessor
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RTPContext
RTPContext

RTPDepacketizer

Encoder/Decoder
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Encoder/Decoder

RTPDepacketizer

a)RTPReceive()
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(copy)

Packet

b.2)PutFillPacket()

(copy)
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Figure 7. Receive and Depacketize RTP Packets

(copy)
2)PutFillPacket()
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(per a frame data)

(RTP,
(RTP, RTCP)
RTCP)
RTPSend
RTPSend
Queue
Queue

c)PutFreePacket()
b)RTPSend()
a)GetFillPacket()

Packet

Figure 8. Packetize and Send RTP Packets

At first, the RTPReceive() method in fig. 6 receives a
RTP packet, then the DispatchRTPPacket() method
dispatches the RTP packet to a suitable RTPReceiveQueue. In MidField System, the RTPReceiveQueue(s) are managed per RTP sender's CNAME
associated with SSRC value in RTP packets. Therefore,
RTP packets can be dispatched into suitable RTPReceiveQueue. If the RTPReceiver has a suitable RTPReceiveQueue for an incoming RTP packet, the GetFreePacket() method takes a free pointer and copies the
incoming packet payload to the pointer. Then, the copied packet payload is added to the filled queue by PutFillPacket() method. On the other hand, The RTPDepacketizer takes incoming packet payload by using
GetFillPacket() method and copies the payload to an
allocated memory bloc for a frame data. When the
RTPDepacketizer finishes copy of a frame data from
RTP packets, the RTPDepacketizer delivers the frame
data to suitable codec.
B. Sending RTP Packets
The RTPSender in fig. 8 sends RTP packets. Fig. 8
shows a data flow and processing methods to deliver
outgoing RTP packets.
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5. Prototype System
In order to implement a prototyped MidField System,
we use Java (Ver.1.4), C and C++ programming languages on Windows XP. Above described codec functions are realized by using some filters of DirectShow
(DirectX 9.0) [12]. Some RTPPacketizer and RTPDepacketizer are implemented for each media type as the
filter of DirectShow. The RTPSender and RTPReceiver
are implemented by using Lucent Technologies RTPlib
1.02b [13].
So far we have implemented a prototype system that
includes the System Plane, Event Process Plane and
Stream Plane in fig. 1. Although the functions of Session Plane are not available yet, now we are testing
implemented functions. In the Stream Plane, the prototype system has been able to process DV, MotionJPEG,
MPEG4 and PCM streams. Fig. 9 shows a simple sample code for sending and transcoding a RTP stream by
using external interfaces of the prototype system. At
first, the MidField System instance is created by
MFSystem.invokeSystem() method. Next, the instance
creates a new MFStream instance. In this sample code,
the MFStream instance takes capture device DVCam as

input. The output is DV stream. Then, the streaming
process starts by calling sender.start() method.
After that, a new MFStream instance is created as
transcoder. In this example, the transcoder's input is the
DV stream and output is MPEG4 and PCM streams.
Here, these IP multicast sessions for input and output
are different. Moreover, in line 17, xcoder.migrate()
method can be called for migration to suitable transcoding node. After this call, the transcoder will migrate to
another MidField System that is running for media
transcoding. Then, the transcoder will perform the
stream data processing according to given input and
output.

totype system and evaluate the functions for dynamic
configuration of intercommunication environments.

References

01: // Invoke the MidField System
02: MFSystem mfs = MFSystem.invokeSystem();
03:
04: // Create a new send stream and start to send the stream
05: // IN : Video capture device (DVCam) , OUT : RTP stream (DV/RTP)
06: MFStream sender = mfs.newStream();
07: sender.setInput(
”capture://DVCamera&Default;”);
08: sender.setOutput(
”stream://StreamAgent00/239.192. 0. 0/20000/2&DV_RTP;”);
09: sender.open();
10: sender.start();
11:
12: // Create a new transcoding stream, migrate and start to transcode the stream
13: // IN : RTP stream (DV/RTP), OUT : RTP stream (MPEG4/RTP)
14: MFStream xcoder = mfs.newStream();
15: xcoder.setInput(
”stream://StreamAgent00/239.192. 0. 0/20000/2&DV_RTP;”);
16: xcoder.setOutput(
”stream://TranscodingAgent01/239.192. 0.1/20000/2&MPEG4_360X240_RTP;
stream://TranscodingAgent02/239.192. 0.1/20000/2&PCM_RTP;”);
17: xcoder.migrate(”destination_hostname”);

Figure 9. Simple Sample Code for Streaming

6. Conclusion
In this paper we have proposed a novel middleware
system for realizing flexible intercommunication. The
system architecture is based on mobile agent technology and can construct flexible intercommunication environment by using relocatable mobile agent. Now, we
are implementing the prototype system on Windows XP.
Although the functions of Session Plane are not available yet, now we are testing implemented functions. In
the Stream Plane, the prototype system has been able to
process DV, Motion JPEG, MPEG4 and PCM streams.
As future works, we will design required modules for
MidField Session in detail and implement the modules.
The modules include session announcement protocol,
exchange method for session locator and relocatable
decision method according to CPU rate and available
network bandwidth. In addition, we will construct pro-
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ABSTRACT

tion, and technology. The infrastructure considers the relationship of the attributes and utilizes ontological methodology. It also provides agents and users aim interoperable service interfaces to access its integrated attributes and supports the product design stage.

In the supply chain process, the initial design phase is especially important from the perspective of cost reduction,
and a more efficient system to support the design phase
such as automating agent is required. The semantic Web
provides an excellent environment for the information infrastructure that integrates product design attributes: component-cost, quality, function and technology. The infrastructure makes it possible for agents to support the design
stage efficiently with semantics. In this paper, an automating agent system to support product design is designed and
implemented with multi- and mobile agent approaches in
collaboration with the information infrastructure. Reduction of network traffic, split application, and parallel operation of the product design task are achieved. The performance is also evaluated based on the measurement of time
cost for the product design. This system did not achieve a
satisfactory level of performance. Nevertheless, the multimobile agent system has potential for real supply chain
networks with adaptation of flexibility and cooperation.

The semantic Web service provides a powerful environment for software agents to perform assigned task automatically and efficiently with well-defined, flexible and expressive information. It even enhances agent capability.
In the SCM process, time and development terms of
products are very important because companies compete
with each other. In the design phase, a more efficient system to support product design such as automating agents is
required to reduce the time cost.
In this research, a multi-mobile agent system to support
product design in the semantic Web service is proposed.
The initial agent system [2] tackled this design support using semantic Web service, and this agent system used just
static stationary agent. However, the potential of agents can
be tapped by adopting multi- and mobile agent technology.
The multi-agent is an agent system with multiple agents that
divide a large goal into manageable sizes and cooperate
with each other to achieve the goal. This cooperative ability
is very attractive because the agent system can achieve assigned jobs flexibly, dynamically and efficiently. Mobile
agents [3] also have the ability to travel from site to site in a
heterogeneous network and reduce network load and overcome network latency. In this paper, we describe the construction of a more useful agent system to support product
design with this technology.

Keywords
Supply Chain, Semantic Web Service, Design Support,
Multi-Mobile Agent
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INTRODUCTION

E-business on the Internet is rapidly becoming ubiquitous.
The methodology and technology that make business processes more efficient such as automation of Supply Chain
Management (SCM) and Web service are attracting the attention of many researchers.

The organization of the paper is as follows. In Section 2,
we describe the importance of design phase in the SCM
process and the characteristic of the information infrastructure on semantic Web service [2] that supports the design
stage. Section 3 reviews mobile agent technology and its
java implementation. Section 4 explains the initial agent architecture to support product design. In Section 5, the architecture of multi-mobile agent system is described. Section 6
shows experimental environment, method and result. In
Section 7, we discuss the multi-mobile agent system and

SCM is a critical part for e-Business. It can reduce a series of costs and raises corporate profits by coordinating
and integrating flows of materials and finances moving in a
process from supplier to manufacturer, wholesaler, retailer
and customers.
The information infrastructure [1][2] integrates four
product design attributes: component-cost, quality, func-
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evaluate it. Conclusion and future work are given in the final section.

2

face). The agent program with ASDK is platform independent and highly portable because of its Java-based implementation.

INFORMATION INFRASTRUCTURE FOR
DESIGN SUPPORT IN SUPPLY CHAIN

4

In the SCM process, the consideration of the initial plan and
design stage is especially important because careful construction of this stage leads to reducing the unnecessary cost
of redesigning and modifying the product. The developing
cost of the product is small in the initial phase, but the cost
becomes higher toward the end of the production stage, so
the supporting design phase in a supply chain is extremely
significant from the perspective of cost reduction [1].

The initial design support agent [2], described in Figure 2,
retrieves and procures attribute information of component
parts and reasons about which component combination is
appropriate for user preference with an if-then rule-based
reasoning engine [5][6] and design product. The client
agent accesses the service interface of the information infrastructure and procures attribute information directly.
This agent system has problems in that the information
procurement requires high network traffic because each interaction occurs over the network. Moreover, the network
load exponentially increases as the number of supplier sites
grows, and over-concentration of client transactions occurs
because a client is only one yet needs to deal with a lot of
information from multiple suppliers. This results in taking a
lot of time to design products. Reduction of network traffic
and the split application and parallel operation of product
design tasks are needed to save time costs.

The semantic Web environment where our agents will
work was developed as the information infrastructure for
design support [2]. The infrastructure coordinates four design attributes information: component-cost, quality, function, and technology with their relation and ontological
paradigm and offers a combined Web service interface to
agents. With this environment, the agent can provide highquality service such as multilateral inspection for design attributes to support the design phase.

3

JAVA MOBILE AGENT TECHNOLOGY

3.1

THE INITIAL AGENT ARCHITECTURE TO
SUPPORT PRODUCT DESIGN

Mobile Agent Technology

It is necessary for distributed systems to perform multiple
interactions in order to achieve assigned jobs. These systems essentially need high network traffic because of interactions over the network. A mobile agent has the ability to
move its own code and state to a remote location, so the
agent can move to a remote host and complete the distributed job at the remote machine, and then return itself or only
its result over the network. This characteristic converts interactions over the network into interactions on a local host
and reduces network traffic. The reduction of network traffic leads to protection against network latency. (see Figure
1)
Figure 2. Initial agent architecture to support product design.

5

Figure 3 shows the architecture of the multi-mobile agent
system to support product design. This architecture makes it
possible for client agents to perform split application of an
assigned task and parallel processing of product design
leading to the reduction of network load by essentially freeing the procurement of attribute information and the reasoning transaction from the client agent. Required tasks are divided into supplier-based blocks and delegated to independent mobile agents, and then the mobile agents perform the
job autonomously.

Figure 1. Mobile agent and reduction of network traffic.

3.2

THE ARCHITECTURE OF A MULTI-MOBILE AGENT SYSTEM TO SUPPORT
PRODUCT DESIGN

Java Mobile Agent Implementation

The Aglet Mobile Agent Development Kit (ASDK) [4] developed by IBM Japan and utilized in this research is an
agent framework made by Java language for mobile agents
in the Internet. ASDK provides schemes for moving code,
data and state information from one site to another as a Java
class library. The mobile agent program can be implemented easily using this API (Application Programming Inter-
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5.1.1

This system involves a client, a supplier, and mobile
agents and stationary agents for clients and suppliers. The
client creates the mobile agent and dispatches the mobile
agent to the supplier site which has attribute information of
component parts. The mobile agent retrieves and procures
attribute information. It then reasons and designs a product
automatically according to user preference and returns the
designed data to the client.

The leader mobile agent is a leader agent of the worker mobile agents and manages them. The leader mobile agent is
created and initialized with the conditions of user preference, a list of suppliers to be visited and user account information. The leader is dispatched to one supplier site by a
client stationary agent. Then it generates the worker mobile
agents for only the number of supplier sites and initializes
them with the user preference and the account information.
The leader mobile agent allocates one supplier sites as the
destination for each worker mobile agent and dispatches
each to its assigned site. Then the leader mobile agent waits
for the result message of product design from the mobile
worker agents, the request and instruction message from the
client stationary agent. When the result message comes, the
leader mobile agent receives the message and sends the result to the client stationary agent in an arrival order. If the
instruction of agent disposal comes, the leader mobile agent
sends disposal message to the worker mobile agents. After
the confirmation of the worker mobile agent disposal, the
leader mobile agent disposes itself (see Figure 4).

5.1.2

Figure 3. Multi-mobile agent architecture to support product
design.

5.1

Leader Mobile Agents

Worker Mobile Agents

The worker mobile agent is an actual worker that supports
product design. The worker mobile agent is created for only
the number of supplier sites. It is initialized with the information of user preference and user account and then assigned a destination and dispatched to the supplier site by
the leader mobile agent. The worker mobile agent authenticates the user based on name and password and communicates with the supplier stationary agent, getting the attribute
information and reasoning about if component attribute information appropriate for user preference exists. If attribute
information that meets user demands exists, the worker mobile agent designs the product automatically and sends the
designed data to the leader mobile agent. After the first design, the worker mobile agent stays in the assigned supplier
site and waits for new request and instruction message from
the leader mobile agent. If new request message comes, the
worker mobile agent performs design based on new user
preference and sends the result to the leader mobile agent.
If disposal message comes, the worker mobile agent disposes itself (see Figure 4).

Mobile Agents

In this system, there are two kinds of mobile agents. The
first is the leader mobile agent, and the second is the worker
mobile agent. Mobile agents visit supplier sites and procure
component attributes information and design desired products. Figure 4 shows the flow from mobile agent creation to
mobile agent disposal.

5.2

Client Site

The client site is composed of the client graphical user interface (GUI) and the client stationary agent. This client
mediates between the user and the agent system, supporting
user data entry and the resulting data presentation and controlling the creation and disposal of the mobile agent.

5.2.1

Figure 4. Sequence diagram that shows the flow from mobile
agent creation to mobile agent disposal.

GUI

The client GUI helps the user to input individual preference
data and to instruct the creation of the mobile agent. It displays the results and the condition log of mobile agents to
the user.
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5.2.2

Client Stationary Agent

support product design. This experiment is performed in the
following situation.

The client stationary agent creates the mobile agent and initializes it with the user preference and list of suppliers to be
visited. Then the client stationary agent dispatches the mobile agent to the supplier site. If the dispatch of mobile
agent is finished, and the user requests a new preference,
the client stationary agent sends the new request as a message to the mobile agent without a new dispatch of mobile
agents. After reception of the designed product data from
the leader mobile agent, the client stationary agent shows
the result to the user through the GUI.

5.3

The initial agent system:
•
The case of using thread processing
The multi-mobile agent system:
The case of processing starting from the initialization
and dispatching of mobile agents

•

The time taken in milliseconds for designing a product,
which is the time from the user giving an instruction of
product design to the display of the design result, was measured 10 times for each architecture with a common design
preference. The average time was considered the product
design time (time cost) of the architecture. The experiment
was implemented cases in which there were two, four, and
eight supplier sites, and the time taken for dispatching mobile agent to supplier sites was also measured. The conditions of user preference were that light source brightness be
greater than 7.5 as a quality product design attribute, the
price of the product be medium, the age of the user be
young, and the life time of product be long as user’s preferences.

Information Infrastructure

The information infrastructure includes the well defined
database of component attribute information and provides
the interface to access the database and pull up demanded
data flexibly and efficiently.

5.3.2

Supplier Stationary Agent

The supplier stationary agent waits until the worker mobile
agent visits. When the mobile agent arrives at the supplier
site and sends the message for authentication, the supplier
stationary agent inquires for authentication of the user
based on name and password sent by the mobile agent to
the information infrastructure through the interface. If the
authentication is successful, the stationary agent waits for
the request message of the mobile agent. When the request
comes, the stationary agent accesses the interface, retrieves
and procures the requested data, and returns the data to the
mobile agent.

6.3

Initial agent system with no thread processing
Multi-mobile agent system in the case of processing
starting from the initialization and dispatching of mobile agents
Multi-mobile agent system in the case of processing
starting from the completion of the mobile agent dispatch

EXPERIMENT

6.1

Results
20000

15000
Time for Product Design [ms]

6

The case of processing starting from the completion of
mobile agent dispatch

•

Supplier Site

5.3.1

The case of not using thread processing

•

Environment

In this experiment, the following environment was constructed and utilized. Table 1 shows the experimental environment of the client and supplier site. One computer as a
client site and eight computers as supplier sites are
equipped.

Initial agent system with thread processing

10000

5000

Table 1. Supplier and client site environment

Location

The University of Aizu

Workstation

SUN Blade 100

Operating System

SUN OS 5.8

Aglet Software

ASDK 2.0.2

JDK Version

1.4.2_03

6.2

0
0

2

4

8

Number of Supplier Site

Figure 5. Comparison of time cost between the initial
agent system and the multi mobile agent system
Figure 5 shows the experimental results, the time taken for
product design for each architecture. The black dot describes the time cost of the initial agent system with no
thread processing. The white square dot shows the time cost
of the multi-mobile agent system in the case of processing
starting from the initialization and dispatching of mobile
agents. The black square indicates the time cost of the multi-mobile agent system in the case of processing starting

Method

An experiment regarding two different architectures, the
initial agent system and the multi-mobile agent system, is
performed for evaluating the multi-mobile agent system to
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from the completion of mobile agent dispatch. The white
triangle dot shows the initial agent system with thread processing.

level of performance, but the agent system had positive features that the initial agent system did not have. It has the potential to show real talent in the real network.

7

The multi-mobile agent system constructed in this thesis
is one applied example of multi-agent technology. In multiagent systems, multiple agents achieve an assigned job in
collaboration with each other. This cooperative ability leads
to flexibility and efficiency of problem solving. By applying
it appropriately, the multi-agent technology has potential to
be one key methodology in constructing an efficient system
and converting existing system into a more flexible system.

7.1

EVALUATION AND DISCUSSION
Evaluation of Multi-mobile Agent System

In every cases, with two, four, or eight site, the multi-mobile agent system was able to shorten the time it takes for
designing a product compared to the initial agent with no
thread processing, and the time cost was suppressed in spite
of increases of supplier sites. These results mean that the
parallel operation using multiple mobile agents had the desired effect. However, the performance, while not so bad,
was inferior to the initial agent system with thread processing. While the initial agent system performed product design with simple methodology, the multi-mobile agent system needed several steps such as the initialization and dispatching of mobile agents in order to start product design.
This additional transaction is thought to be a major cause of
the performance disparity.

7.2

In this paper, an efficient method in which the mobile
agent was dispatched to a supplier site according to supplier's location, distance and traffic route from client to supplier site was not argued. It is very important to consider
where the mobile agent is dispatched based on the network
structure in order to save unnecessary time cost and make
use of this agent system.
In the future, it will be necessary to research an algorithm
for dispatching mobile agents suitable for the network structure and more general multi-agent architecture, and mobile
agent details, including network latency considerations, and
adaptive communication.

Discussion

MAgNET opened the possibility of mobile agent to apply
to procurement in e-Business [7]. And it showed simple
procurement scenario and experimental result through the
network globally. Our work has improved the static architecture in the initial agent system [2]. Although the initial
agent system with thread processing was the best methodology to support product design based on the experimental results [2], there are merits to utilize this multi-mobile agent
system. The advantages are the reduction of network traffic,
the protection against network latency, and system flexibility. These experimental results were based on an experiment
performed using the local area network of The University of
Aizu. As this network has uniform network conditions,
careful consideration of network latency and reduction of
network traffic were not needed. Real supply chain networks are composed of various conditions of bandwidth,
and enormous quantities of data are traded over the networks. It is necessary to respond to narrow-band connection
flexibly and to process of a lot of information. The multimobile agent system has the capability of meeting these necessities with its system characteristics. This system also
has flexibility in that it is possible to construct more useful
services such as the notification of the infrastructure service
update easily by extending the capability of supplier stationary agents. That is why this system is considered beneficial and worthy of utilization.

8
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CONCLUSION

An automating agent system to support product design was
designed and implemented with multi- and mobile agent
methodology, and the performance was evaluated based on
the measurement of the time cost for the product design. In
this experiment, this system did not achieve a satisfactory
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ABSTRACT
Limitations on the bandwidth to a server makes the
retrieval of a large-size high-resolution image, even
compressed, very time-consuming. To speed up this
process we have replaced the retrieval process from a
single server with the retrieval from multiple servers, i.e.,
simultaneously retrieving different part of an image from
multiple server sites. Specifically, in a related work we
have implemented a block-based distributed retrieval
strategy for Wavelet compressed images. In the paper, we
model block-based distributed retrieval as a combinatorial
optimization problem, and prove this problem is NPComplete. We propose a heuristic algorithm to solve the
optimization problem. Experimental results are given to
show that the heuristic algorithm performs reasonably
well in the initial tests performed.
Keywords: Load balancing, Computational complexity,
NP-Completeness, Heuristic algorithm

important and challenging area of research and attracts
many researcher’s attention [3-4].
Block-based distributed retrieval implies, partitioning an
image I into a set of blocks ( I

M

¦B

i

), and assigning

i 1

multiple servers concurrently to retrieve them. It aims at
minimizing retrieval time by scheduling retrieval task
appropriately on multiple servers. Let t ij be the time for
transferring block Bi from the server # j into the sink,
the assignment of M blocks must be load balanced to
make the sum of retrieval times at each server as close as
possible. The problem can be modeled as the following
combinatorial optimization problem:
min

N

§
M
M
½·
½
¨¨ min ®¦ t ij G ij ¾  min ®¦ t ik G ik ¾ ¸¸
¦
j , k 1©
¿¹
¿
¯i 1
¯i 1
Subject to ¦ G ij 1
i 1,2,..., M

2

(1)

j

1. BLOCK-BASED DISTRIBUTED RETRIEVAL
Thus far, conventional retrieval across the Internet relies
on transmission efficiency from a server to a client.
However, due to the server’s bandwidth limitation, the
retrieval of a large-size high-resolution image, even
compressed, is very time-consuming. Hence, there is a
compelling demand of multiple servers retrieving the
same image in a parallel mode. A distributed retrieval
system provides a scheme to speed up downloading.
Multiple connections are opened between multiple servers
#1 , # 2 , , # N and a single sink (client), and data is
synchronously downloaded into the same sink from
multiple servers. Because multiple connections together
have more bandwidth capacity than a single connection,
their collaboration shortens downloading time. In such a
distributed retrieval system, one concern is how to
equalize (load balance) the connections workload. The
need for load balancing arises in a parallel and distributed
system, there have been several books dealing with
various aspect of this topic [1-2]. However, it still is an

Here,

G ij

is block assignment function and is defined as:

1
®
¯0

G ij

if

Bi # j

otherwise

Bi # j means Bi is transferred by # j ,

¦G

ij

1

j

means a block must be transferred by a server, rather than
multiple servers. Solving (1), the minimum retrieval time
of M blocks is:

M
½
max ®¦ t ij G ij ¾
1d j d N
¯i 1
¿

T

At first, let us measure the complexity of (1). Block
assignment set : is defined as:
N

: {G ij : ¦ G ij

1, i 1,2,..., M }

j 1

: contains N M cases ( :

C 1N u C 1N u  u C 1N

N M ).

Finding the minimal retrieval time by exhaustive
enumeration has exponential complexity and is intractable
as the number of servers N and number of blocks M
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increase. For the convenience of theoretical analysis, t ij is
assumed to be an integer, otherwise, a tiny time atom can
be introduced as the quantization factor to quantize t ij
into an integer.
To reduce the complexity of the problem, let us assume a
distributed system consists of two servers and a sink, with
transfer times of M blocks being expressed as a M u 2
matrix:

Q

ª p1
«p
« 2
« 
«
¬ pM

q1 º
q 2 »»
 »
»
qM ¼

(2)

Here, both pi and qi are positive integer. (1) can thus
be simplified into finding a partition I 1  I 2
that

min min(¦ pi )  min(¦ qi )
iI1

I , such
(3)

iI 2

¦ p ¦q
i

iI1

SSP:
Instance:
Given positive integers a1 , a 2 ,  , a M , B
Question:
Is there I c  I {1,2,  , M } , such that

¦a

Q1

5º
7 »»
4»
»
2¼

ª2
«6
«
«1
«
¬5

Q2

5º
7 »»
4»
»
2¼

LBP is in NP:
First note that LBP belongs to NP because given a
partition as a guess, the equality question above can be
verified in polynomial time.
REDUCTION:
To show LBP is NP-complete all we need to do is show
that a known NP-complete problem can be reduced to
LBP in polynomial time.
Given an instance of SSP, a known NP-complete problem,
we generate an instance of LBP. Let k be the maximum
index such that

k

¦ ai d B and
i 1


°
° pi
®
°
° q
¯ i

(4)

For the first, minimal retrieval time is max{2+6,4+2}=8,
the partition is I 1 {1,2} , I 2 {3,4} . Let us transform
Q1 into Q2 by a slight modification, then the minimal
retrieval time is max{6+1,2+5}=7 , the partition is
I 1 {2,3} , I 2 {1,4} . Next, we remove “min” from (3)
and further simplify, and show that even this simplified
version is NP-Complete.

with pi , qi  Z

^( p , q ) i  I
i

i

t B , and

(5)

¦ p  ¦q

D( I 1 , I 2 )

i

iI1

Because

¦p

i

iI 2

B , it follows that

i

iI

D( I 1 , I 2 )

B  ¦ pi  ¦ q i = B  ¦ ( pi  qi )
=B

iI 2

iI 2

¦ ai

iI 2

Clearly, if ( I 1 , I 2 ) is a solution to an LBP instance, i.e.

D( I 1 , I 2 ) =0, then

¦a

i

B . This implies I 2 is a

iI 2

solution

to

an

SSP

instance.

For

example,

A {3,7,2,5,9} , by (5), A is converted into Q3

{1,2,  , M }`

Q3



Question:
Does there exists a partition I 1  I 2

i

i 1

For any partition ( I 1 , I 2 ) of I , define sum difference as

LBP:
Finite set of pairs Q

¦a

Clearly the conversion is polynomial, in fact it is O (M ) .

2. PROOF

Instance:

k 1

 ai 1 d i d k
K
°°
®B  ¦ a n i k  1
n 1
°
°¯ 0 k  2 d i d M
ai  pi 1 d i d M

iI 2

We restate the above problem using the instance and
question by removal of “min” in (3) and further
simplification, and call it the Load Balance Problem
(LBP). To show LBP is NP-Complete, we reduce Subset
Sum Problem (SSP) [5] into LBP. For this purpose, we
describe SSP.

B

i

iI c

To intuitively explain the above problem we give two
examples:

ª2
«6
«
«9
«
¬5

i

iI 2

I , such that
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ª3
«7
«
«2
«
«0
«¬0

0º
0»»
0» Q 4
»
5»
9»¼

ª3
«7
«
«1
«
«0
«¬0

0º
0»»
1»
»
5»
9»¼

if

{4,5} , I 2 {1,2,3} is a LPB
solution. Accordingly, I 2 {1,2,3} is the SSP solution.
When B 11 , A is converted into Q4 , both LBP and
I1

The partition

SSP have no solutions.
The conversion (5) is formally simple, but, regrettably,
some pi or qi can become zero after the conversion. To
overcome the disadvantage, another conversion to reduce
SSP into LBP is defined as follows

 2kai i 1,2, , M
°
i M  1, ,2 M
® 1
°kB  kS  M  1 i 2 M  1
¯
1 i 1,2, , M
°
®kai i M  1, ,2 M
° kB i 2 M  1
¯


°
° pi
°°
®
°
° qi
°
¯°

algorithm based on swaps. We focus our attention on the
distributed system consisting of two servers and a sink,
whose transfer time of M blocks is listed in (4). At first,
we find the minimum of both elements in each row,
maximize the difference between two column sums, and
then by means of swaps, lower the difference until there is
no further improvement. The actual steps are described as
follows:
Step 1:
Find min(pi , qi ) and calculate S1

¦a

i

(6)

and D

S 1  p i , S 2 ,i

E

min S1,i  S 2,i

Ji

M
1

M
1

If {Oi }i

and {J i }i

1,2,, M

S2

1,2, , M

is the above LBP solution, it

implies
M

M

¦ O p  ¦ (1  J
i

i

i 1
M

i

i 1

¦ (1  O )q  ¦ J q
i

i

i

i 1

i 1

(7)

 q 2 M 1

i 1

Notice that p 2 M 1 !! q 2 M 1 , therefore, q 2 M 1 must be
chosen. In place of pi and qi in (7) by (6), we obtain
M

M

i 1

i 1

(8)

k ¦ ( 2Oi  J i )a i kB  ¦ (J i  Oi )
(8) implies

M

¦
Oi

i

1,2,  , M and

S1, k  S 2,k
I 2  {k} , S1

S 2  q k , continue step 2,

S1,i

S 1  p i , S 2 ,i

E

min S1,i  S 2,i
iI 2

If 0  E  D
I 1 I 1  {k} , I 2

S2

S1  p k ,

I 2  {k} , go to end

S 2  qi i  I 2 ,
S1, k  S 2,k

I 2  {k} , S1

S1  p k ,

S 2  q k , continue step 2,

Otherwise
If E 0 I 1 I 1  {k} , I 2
Else go to end

I 2  {k} , go to end

4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

(J i  Oi ) must be divisible by k , thus

i 1

Ji

i

S 2  qi i  I1 ,

Otherwise
If E 0 I 1 I 1  {k} , I 2
Else go to end
When S1  S 2

) pi 1

M

iI1

If 0  E  D
I 1 I 1  {k} , I 2

i 1

Oi

I \ I1 ).

S1,i

, k ! M . Clearly, the conversion is

if pi is chosen
i
otherwise
if qi  M is chosen
i
otherwise

S1  S 2 ( I1 {i : pi  qi } , I 2

¦q

iI 2

Step 2:
When S1 ! S 2

polynomial. Let

1
®
¯0
1
®
¯0

and S 2

i

iI1

M

Here, S

¦p

M

¦O a
i

i

B

i 1

Therefore, SSP is reducible to LBP in polynomial time,
which implies (1) is NP-Complete.

First, let us take Q2 as an example to illustrate proposed
heuristic algorithm.
Step 1: I 1 {1,2,3} , I 2 {4} , S1 9 , S 2 2 ,
D 7.
Step 2: S1,i {7,3,8} , S 2,i {7,9,6} , E 0 ,

I1

3. PROPOSED HEURISTIC ALGORITHM
Hu presented some suggestion on how to design an
efficient algorithm when facing a new problem in his book
[6], based on his suggestion, we build a heuristic

{1,2,3}  {1} {2,3} , I 2

{4}  {1} {1,4} ,

go to end.
We implement proposed heuristic algorithm in C++ and
use a TXT file to record and trace swaps, and two column
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sums S1 and S 2 . The chosen element is marked by a *
in the TXT file. Many experiments have been done based
on random transfer time matrices generated by a seed, and
have been used to validate that the proposed heuristic
algorithm is a very efficient one. For fixed M , swap
times depend upon the row minimum distribution. When
the majority of the row minimum is located at the 1st or 2nd
column, more swaps are needed. We randomly select an
instance to illustrate the trace process (column 1-3 in
Table 1), where, M 10 & seed = 20. After two times
swap, an approximate solution is obtained, but there exist
a slight difference between the approximate solution
(Column 3) and the exact solution (Column 4). We
consider two extreme situations: retrieval time of two
servers for each block is close and different, the
experimental results are listed Table 2.

Table 2: Retrieval time of two servers for each block is
close and different
1-5
6-10
1-5
6-10
blocks
blocks
blocks
blocks
11*
12 16* 16
12
2*
2*
18
14
14*
5*
6
16
4* 11
1*
5*
6
2
4*
5* 18
15
1*
15
15* 12
12* 12
1*
4*
17
3
2* 10*
8
2* 18
13
3*

S1

8
44

S1
S2

23
34

S1
S2

30
29

S1
S2

29
29

The above-mentioned swap algorithm can be easily
extended into a distributed system consisting of multiple
servers and a sink. In the multi-dimensional case, swap is
always done between two columns whose cumulative
sums are maximum and minimum, each column
cumulative sum has to be recalculated after each swap,
this procedure continues until there is no further
improvement. Here we randomly select an instance,
M 20 , N 4 & seed=20. Its solution is listed in
Table 3, and cumulative transferring time allocated to four
servers are respectively S1 29 , S 2 30 , S1 33 ,
S 2 33 .
5. CONCLUSION
In this work we modeled the underlying problem for
block-based distributed retrieval of a wavelet image from
multiple servers. We proved that the general problem is
NP-complete even for a simplified scenario and proposed
a heuristic algorithm. Experimental results show that the
heuristic solution is quite close to the exact solution for a
limited number of blocks and servers.

47

S1

13 S 2

12

Table 3: Multi-dimensional case
1-4 blocks
5-8 blocks
19 17
10* 18
11
9
19
7 11
12
6*
19
8
17
4
4* 10
10
3* 11 13
4* 17
18
10
8* 14 18
9-12 blocks
13-16 blocks
14 13
4
2*
19 10* 12
5* 11
18
8
17
8* 9
12
8
11
8*
11
6* 9
6* 18
19
10
2* 19
8
17-20 blocks
1*
9
7
17
1
15
19* 11
9
2* 19
18
19 14
4*
4

Table 1: The trace of swap and both column sum S1 , S 2
2*
14
2*
14
2*
14
2*
14
8
8*
8
8*
8
8*
8
8*
1*
14
1*
14
1*
14
1*
14
14
10* 14
10* 14
10* 14* 10
15
10* 15* 10
15* 10
15
10*
4*
17
4*
17
4*
17
4*
17
7
5*
7
5*
7*
5
7*
5
1*
12
1*
12
1*
12
1*
12
11
10* 11
10* 11
10* 11
10*
5
1*
5
1*
5
1*
5
1*

S1
S2

47 S 2

13*
4*
8
16
12
14
15
7
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Abstract
A library architecture suitable for searching software
components by their algorithmic features is presented. One
of the main goals of the library is to provide an efficient
search mechanism for a large number of reusable software
components. To achieve a higher degree of reusability in
comparison with conventional libraries, a library in which
each component is stored as a cyberFilm [11] is considered. A cyberFilm is a component format that can represent
software as a set of algorithmic features, such as structures,
schemes, formulas, and I/O operations. These algorithmic
features provide a common, high-level and yet precise description of computation. The library takes advantage of
these features in the searching operations. A set of software
modules responsible for manipulations with corresponding
features constitute the library architecture. In this paper,
an overview of the attributes derived from different features
to classify and access cyberFilms is presented. Applicability of the attributes to support searching interfaces is also
described.

1 Introduction
In spite of the many difficulties of programming, a
greater population of people is required to be involved in
the information technology and development of information resources for supporting the future growth of our society. Software component libraries have become an important part of software creation. It is extremely rare that we
create programs completely from scratch. In the simplest
form, we use code fragments created by others as includes
and imports, or simply make calls to standard libraries of the
programming languages. In a more sophisticated form, we
program within the framework of some component-based
technologies, such as Microsoft’s COM, JavaBeans, OSGI,
etc. [4]. These frameworks help in reducing the developer’s

load related to the tasks of accessing, composing, and executing components. In either case, building new solutions
by combining existing components improves quality and
supports rapid development. However, it is very difficult
for users with limited knowledge to understand and reuse
these libraries. Such libraries include a large variety of algorithms. For example, Java class libraries and Standard Template Library [7] provide a wide range of functions from basic data structures and GUI gadgets to high performance algorithms. Library based programming tools, such as LEDA
[8] also provides a lot of useful algorithms. Currently, it
is up to the user to find an appropriate class or component
and discover how to use them. The most common approach
in performing this search is reading text and diagrams of
thick documents. It is possible to say that we are still facing
the productivity problems in programming [5-6]. One possible method for the user to acquire the right components
corresponding to his/her needs is retrievals based on algorithmic features. In many case, the users know what to do,
but do not know how to do. It means, the library architecture should support problem solutions through extracting or
predicting algorithmic features from the problem description.
In this paper, a library architecture for searching software
components by their algorithmic features, is presented. It
is based on the self-explanatory components approach [910]. In this approach, a component is created in a “cyberFilm” format. One notable characteristic of the component
is that it can represent software as a set of algorithmic features. The set of algorithmic features includes at least three
groups: multimedia algorithmic skeletons (AS), variables
and arithmetic/logic expressions, and input/output operations. The library architecture includes a set of modules
responsible for manipulations with corresponding features.
A feature can be considered as a set of attributes, and we
present two main sets of attributes important for the searching operations. The first group is attributes mainly to identify each component and to summarize its algorithmic features. The second group is attributes to describe how the
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component is related to other components and how it has
been used by other users. In other words, the idea is to
describe the component from internal and external perspectives to allow a search from multiple points of views, thus
increasing the possibility of finding a suitable component
from a large library for various users. Most of these attributes are automatically discovered/generated by supporting modules of the library when the user registers/accesses
the cyberFilm. Applicability of the attributes to support
searching interfaces is also described.

2 Related works
In addition to papers from the introduction, we would
like to mention some other works related to software component search. SPARS-J (Java Software Product Archiving, analyzing and Retrieving System) [2] is a component
search system where source codes of classes or interfaces
are parsed and ranking methods based on frequency of
words to discover relations between various components are
used. Agora [3] is also a component search system that
shows a useful integration of Web search engines and component introspection. However, these systems work only
with the source code format. They provide effective searching of components such as Java classes and JavaBeans. As
a rule, many object-oriented language researchers focus on
fixing Java’s trouble spots or extending the language itself
[1]. However, it is difficult to extract additional high-level
descriptive information, such as algorithmic features, from
them.
In our framework, algorithmic cyberFilm components
are acquired in a library as pieces of “active” knowledge.
In most cases, the user should not create cyberFilms from
scratch. He/she can retrieve a suitable cyberFilm from the
library. Users can embed their algorithmic ideas into the
skeletons of existing cyberFilms to create new cyberFilms
by relatively simple operations. The modified cyberFilms
are stored into the library again, and will be used for generating new cyberFilms. It is worth mentioning that the same
computational scheme can be used to represent many specific algorithms by attaching different sets of formulas, variables, and input/output operations to the skeletons. In other
words, such cyberFilms can be used easily to create a variety of new cyberFilms (algorithms) by substituting the existing sets with new sets.

of a component. The second group is attributes to describe
how the component is related to other components and how
it has been used by other users. Each attribute takes a part in
the creation of a classification code. The classification code
is a coded tuple of attributes of a corresponding cyberFilm
component. These attributes are used for the searching operations. In this paper, we do not mention how the codes are
created, but we focus on the extraction of the attributes from
the algorithmic features of a cyberFilm component and on
the types of these attributes.
The first column of Table 1 depicts the current list
of internal attributes. The attributes are defined by the
user through special editors to specify algorithmic features.
These attributes are used to produce different sections of the
classification code. In this section, details of these internal
attributes and how they are implicitly defined by the user in
a language of micro-icons, are described.
Table 1. Table for Internal Attributes
Internal Attributes
Structures
Schemes
Masks
Static irregularities
Type of compositions
Mathematical notations
Variables
Stencils
Input/Output structures
Input/Output communication types
Complexity based on AS
Complexity based on full features
Complexity defined by authors
Title
Author
Date
ID

Structure. A structure or a combination of structures
is one of the most interesting and the most likely to
be required attribute for searching computational algorithms as well as algorithmic skeletons. The structure is a space shape of computation, and determines
a model of corresponding applications and problems.
Figure 1 (a) depicts examples of micro-icons to specify basic structures such as 2-D grids, 3-D grids, trees,
graphs, particles in 3D space, etc. In many cases, these
basic icons will be used to specify structures, but also
additional icons that represent more specific features
of a structure such as additional properties or different
layouts, can be used for a variety of applications and
user’s intentions. Figure 1 (b) shows examples of additional micro-icons to specify constrained structures
for more special types of computation, such as circular trees, cone trees, bipartite graphs, complete graphs,
and balanced trees.

3 Internal Attributes
The architecture supports mainly two groups of attributes in the cyberFilm for searching software components. The first group is a set of internal attributes to
uniquely identify and summarize the algorithmic features
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ing formulas regardless of the computational scheme.
For example, the leftmost micro-icon of Figure 2 defines computation only on external nodes of a 2-D grid
structure.

(a)

Type of composition and levels of hierarchy. For
composite cyberFilms, a great variety of spatial (for
example, shown in Figure 1), temporal, and hierarchical structures, and a combination of spatial and hierarchical structures, are supported. Also, in hierarchical compositions, levels of the hierarchy can be important attributes to characterize corresponding components. In temporal compositions, special structures
for iterative and branching constructs are supported as
shown in Figure 4.

(b)

Figure 1. Examples of micro-icons for structures

Mask. A mask is specifies static irregularity on regular structures. In other words, a mask modifies the
space structures so that the user can characterize computational shapes in more detail. Figure 2 represents
examples of micro-icons for the masks related to 2-D
grids and 3-D grids. Both simple and complex geometrical configurations and patterns of irregularity can
be represented.

n
for

while

if-else

Figure 4. Examples of Temporal Composition

Mathematical notations/functions. One of essential points of this library is that components can be
searched by kinds of mathematical notations/formulas
used. Figure 5 shows examples of micro-icons for the
mathematical notations/functions.

Figure 2. Examples of micro-icons for masks

min

Scheme. A scheme defines a partial order of node
scanning on the corresponding structures. Figure 3
shows examples of micro-icons for possible computational schemes. This attribute also allows to specify
sequential or parallel processing, directional characteristics and patterns of computational flows.



sin

asin sinh
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max cos

acos cosh

x
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y

x ex
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atan tanh

x

y

x log

mod

x

gcd

log10

Figure 5. Examples of micro-icons for mathematical notations/functions

Variable. This attribute includes a list of (structure,
data type) pairs for all variables declared in the component.
Stencil. A stencil is used as a high-level construct for
specifying indexes in formulas [9]. Figure 6 shows examples of micro-icons for stencils.

Figure 3. Examples of micro-icons for computational schemes

Static irregularity. To add additional levels of irregularity to the computational schemes, a set of masks can
be used. In fact, these masks are applied not to space
structures but to computational schemes on the structures. A mask can inhibit a set of nodes from execut-

Figure 6. Examples of micro-icons for stencil
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Input/Output structures and their data types. Input/output structures include 1-D/2-D/3-D grids, trees,
pyramid, and other structures. This attribute is a set
of pairs (a structure and a data type such as integer,
double precision integer, float, double precision float,
character, string, etc.). Kinds of I/O structures and data
types occurred before, after, and during the process of
computation, can be specified.
Complexity based on algorithmic skeletons. Complexity of algorithmic skeletons can be estimated from
a combination of schemes and structure sizes. This
complexity is based on the number of computation
steps represented by the algorithmic skeleton and does
not consider complexity of operations performed in the
structure nodes.

4 External Attributes
In this section, a set of external attributes about how a
component is related to other components and how it has
been used by other users, is considered. Relations between
components and statistical attributes such as frequency of
usage, can be attractive search keys. After the registration
or specification, any activity with a cyberFilm component
in the library will be recorded and used to update the statistics and links between the cyberFilm components. Table 2
shows the current set of external attributes. In this section
details of the attributes are considered.
Table 2. Table for External Attributes
External Attributes
Latest referred date
Number of usage
Activity rate
Number of updates
Parent
List of children
Number of inheritance
List of source links
List of target links
Frequency of usage based on user’s activity

Complexity based on full features. It is like in previous case with additional taking into account complexity of operations in the structure nodes.
Complexity defined by component designers. Some
times, it is difficult or unsafe to derive exact complexities of corresponding components automatically. As
an attribute, the author can evaluate the complexity by
himself.

Latest referred components. A set of components
that have been used recently (for example, this month)
should be supported. This value can be used to derive
activity rates as below.

CyberFilm title. A title is a conventional name which
can be used as a keyword for searching operations.
Author. This attribute includes a personal name, as
well as a name of company, university, or research organization. For example, a search based on this attribute can provide a list of components registered by
a particular group of people or organizations.

Number of usage. This value can comprise famousness of corresponding components. Also, this value
can be used to derive the activity rates.
Activity rate. This value computed from the latest referred components and the number of usage. This attribute is important not only for searching, but also for
library arrangement. For example, passive knowledge
such as components that are used seldom for a long
time, will be removed to a special section of the library
by the system automatically. Also, in some search interfaces, multiple search results are ordered based on
the activity rate. That is to say, the most active component will appear first in a list of candidates.

Date of creation. Currently, date is automatically set
to the registration data. Also, this date implies latest
modification date.
ID. When a component is registered, a URL-like address is attached to the component. In this address,
the component is available in the cyberFilm format. It
means that a direct observation of the component feature can be used for searching operations.
Above mentioned attributes are recorded for each component. On assumption, each cyberFilm can be applied to
various application fields. It will be interesting and useful
to search components by application fields as well. However, depending on creators and users, definitions of such attributes may be different. People in different fields have different knowledge and use different terminology. So, clusters of cyberFilms depending on people’s knowledge or professional orientation should also be prepared in the library.

Number of updates. This value is incremented every
time when the component is modified. In some sense,
it is like a version number. Definitely, a variety of components improves the library quality.
Parent and list of children. As mentioned previously,
a library component can be derived from existing cyberFilms by editing/composing operations. A parent
as well as a list of children provide genetic (historical)
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information of the components. These attributes enable search based on inheritance relationship between
components.
List of links. The links associate composite cyberFilms. There are two types of links: for target and
for source components.
Here, it is important to mention that a cyberFilm has an
attribute to record the frequency of usage. It would be useful
to know which components were frequently used by users
from a certain field or profession. The library maintains
tables to provide mapping between component IDs and frequencies for each different groups.

face shows components that match several attributes simultaneously in a two or three dimensional surface. It has vertical and horizontal groups of axes to specify value ranges
of several attributes. The number of axes and corresponding attributes are changeable. Operations such as “union,”
“intersection,” “difference,” and “complement” of these attributes are supported. Selected components are presented
by colored squares according to their features.
Active Knowledge Studio
f(x)
CyberFilm Searching
word

5 Applicability of the attributes
In this section, applicability of the attributes presented
in previous sections is considered. These attributes are used
by special modules of the library to perform searching operations. We do not mention about concrete search algorithms
and their efficiency, but we focus on kinds of search methods applicable with the attributes through a special set of
library interface panels.
Figure 7 shows an example of an interface for searching
by a narrow down technique. Users can specify preferred
values for several attributes to find matching components.
The specification of the attributes is based on icon selection
or if necessary on keyboard input of texts or numeric values.
Users can select kinds and numbers of attributes. Figure 7
shows that our focus is on searching with attributes related
to algorithmic skeletons and input/output formats.
Active Knowledge Studio
f(x)
CyberFilm Searching
word

Show

Add
Input/Output

Icon





ew

Add


Query Chooser

Next



tered View

Figure 7. An interface for search on queries
Figure 8 shows an example of an interface for search by
specifying possible ranges of attributes values. This inter-

Add







tered View

Attribute Chooser
Add

Figure 8. An interface for search on values of
attributes

Figure 9 shows an example of an interface for searching on the interrelationships between components. These
searching operations are based on traversing library components connected by links on a three dimensional spherical surface. Such information visualization technique is
presented in [12].
A main point of this searching method is considering different kinds of interrelationships. Some of them are related
to the embedded inheritance, others are created as a result
of the component and library use. Basically, a set of links
implies relations between components, so they are changeable according to users purposes. One of useful relationship
is similarity. The proximity of any two components are derived by how algorithmically (based on the attributes) similar they are. As a rule, lengths of the links depict distances
between components. Consequently, components that have
similar attributes are gathered, while less similar components will appear distantly from one another. The distances
between two components and their locations are computed
based on the classification codes. The inheritance relationship uses the list of parents and children. Also, links to other
components can be considered. A cyberFilm can include
other cyberFilms. This link corresponds to such a relationship. The user can search application cyberFilms that refer
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A library architecture that is suitable for searching software components by their algorithmic features has been
presented. Contents of the library are software components
presented in the cyberFilm format. A cyberFilm represents
software by a set of algorithmic features. Two groups of attributes have been introduced to efficiently and effectively
search these components. The first group is a set of internal
attributes to uniquely identify the component and to summarize its algorithmic features. The second group is a set
of external attributes to describe how the component is related to other components and how it has been used by other
users. The architecture is based on modules responsible for
extracting component features and transforming them into
a set of attributes to produce a special classification code.
These attributes and code are used to implement efficient
searching operations. To specify the operations, a special
set of interface panels has been introduced.
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There are various commercial products, such as
Adobe Premiere and Apple Final Cut, which help the user
to edit video materials he/she has recorded. Here, roughly
speaking, facilities provided in such software are to cut a
video into segments and then arrange those video
segments with certain transitions and titles. In other words,
editing of structural aspects (i.e., the order of video
segments) is possible, which is called intra-segment
editing. Yet other powerful tools/facilities allowing the
user to edit the contents of each video segment are
requested. We call this type of video editing inter-segment
editing. Researches on inter-segment editing have been
active in recent years [4]-[6]. However, still further
studies are needed.
This paper presents a new idea of inter-segment
editing. The user can edit a video shot in a scene by
specifying desirable camera motions - specifically, pan,
tilt, and zoom - as a postproduction condition. For
example, while an original shot is taken without any
camera motion, it is possible to generate a shot featuring a
continuous pan with an additional zoom-in in a certain
part of the shot in order to call viewer’s attention to a
target zoom-in object.
Image mosaicing [7] which is a well-known
technique in computer vision and computer graphics for
creation of a comprehensive overview of a video shot
content is used as a means of interacting with the user.
The video content is visualized in a form of mosaic image.
The user specifies his/her preference in video editing over
the given mosaic image. It is noted here that the
specification of camera motion is also given in a mosaic
form. This uniformity improves the user-friendliness of
the system.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows:
Chapter 2 describes background and motivation of this
research. Chapter 3 explains a user-interface of the
proposed system. A method of generating a final video
shot is explained in Chapter 4. Finally, in Chapter 5, we
conclude the paper.

Abstract
Videos are active and rich media which are
enjoyable for the people. Recent advancement of digital
technologies, specifically the development of consumer
digital video camcorders and mobile phones with camera,
makes us possible to take videos with ease. This then
requests us to have a facility of editing videos which have
been taken, so as to fit to their preference. While many
video editing software are available, it is allowed in most
cases just to cut a video into segments and arrange them
along a timeline.
In this paper we propose a new editing scheme
allowing the user to specify desirable camera motions,
specifically pan, tilt, and zoom, to a video shot after the
shot has been taken. Image mosaicing which is a
well-known technique in computer vision and computer
graphics is used as a means of interacting with the user, by
knowing the fact that the outer shape of a mosaic image
conveys the information of camera motions included in
the shot.

1. Introduction
Videos are active and rich media that people feel fun
and enjoyable. Development of consumer digital
equipments, e.g., video camcorders and mobile phones
with camera (camera phones), allows us to take videos
casually. Those equipments are small enough to bring, and
thus taking a video is becoming a common activity for us
in our daily life. Furthermore it is reported in [1] that
worldwide unit sales of camera phones will reach nearly
150 million in 2004. Camera phone sales are expected to
experience a compound annual growth rate, CAGR, of
55% to reach 656 million units in 2008.
Here those who take such videos are mostly
non-professionals – people who have less knowledge of
taking good videos. They just press a recording button and
take a video without any scenario in advance. They leave
what they take in a video to chance. As the result, video
materials are not good enough in their image quality and
structure to watch repeatedly after they have been taken.
Video editing is becoming more and more important and
crucial for the success in video utilization [2], [3].
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2. Research Background and Motivation

first frame

2.1 Non-linear video editing
Throughout the 1990s many manufactures
introduced non-linear video editing systems, such as
Adobe Premiere and Apple Final Cut. While traditional
videotape-based editors are linear in the sense that they
require editing a video sequentially from beginning to end,
video edits in non-linear video editing environments can
be done at any order and at any point in the timeline. This
random accessibility of non-linear editing increases the
usability and performance in complex editing tasks.
Furthermore, video editing systems provide a variety
of video effects. For example, the user uses color
correction tools to adjust hue, saturation, and brightness
throughout a video shot. And the camera view command
in Premiere, for example, gives the impression of a
camera looking at your shot from different angles - rotate,
flip, and zoom. It should be noted, however, that the shot
itself doesn’t change. The video image (or shape) is
transformed something like a flying plane in a 3D space.
In addition to those commercial-based video editing
tools, researchers have been interested in developing new
and powerful editing tools. For example, Hitchcock
system in [4] identifies the type and amount of camera
motion. It uses the data to identify shots for inclusion in
the final video and to select their start and end points. [5]
presented video editing operations that support complex
postproduction modifications, including changes in
camera motion, with the idea of spatio-temporal volumes.
However, user interaction with the system for editing is
not a main concern.
2.2 Mosaicing
Mosaicing [7] is an already established technique in
many disciplines and has been applied to various domains.
Video browsing and retrieval are examples [8], [9], where
the capability of mosaic image – the content is
understandable “at a glance” – helps the user to specify
his/her query.
A mosaic image is created by piling up frames of a
given shot. In this process, the camera motion is first
estimated, and successive frames are then overlapped.
Figure 1 shows an example mosaic image. For reference,
the first, middle, and last frames of the shot are presented
as well.
Here, an interesting feature of mosaicing in our
context is that a different combination of pan, tilt, and
zoom results in a different shape of the mosaic image. The
degree of panning and tilting is observable through the
size of horizontal and vertical blank space (i.e., black
region in the mosaic image), respectively, as illustrated in
Fig. 2. The scale of video frames corresponds to the
degree of zooming. Smaller the video frame, greater the
zoom-in factor.

middle frame

last frame

Figure 1 An example of mosaic image
video frame

tilt

pan
Figure 2

zoom

Mosaic image with pan, tilt, and zoom
operations

Thanks to this characteristic, editing of a video with
the change of camera motion becomes possible. For
example, while a source video contains only a pan
operation, the user can make a different video featuring
the tilt and zoom.
Yan and Kankanhalli proposed the idea of using
mosaicing for video editing [6]. However, in their trial,
mosaicing is adopted for detecting video segments
towards detection and removal of lighting and shaking
artifacts.

3. User Interface for Video Editing
As explained, a video is formed into a 2D mosaic
(panoramic) image in advance. Specification of editing in
camera motion is given by placing a desirable mosaic
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shape, i.e., outer frame of mosaic image, onto the original
mosaic image. This uniformity reduces the semantic gap
and helps the user to carry out the task.
Figure 3 shows an editing interface of the proposed
system, consisting of a command menu and a main editing
window. When a source video is specified by the user, the
corresponding mosaic image is generated by the system
and presented in the main editing window, as in the figure.
camera frames

Here, in specifying the visual sentence as a
combination of separate camera frames, those camera
frames denote the timing where meaningful transitions in
at least one of the camera parameters occur. This idea has
been borrowed from graphics animation, where keyframes
are used in a similar manner.
Meanwhile, since the final outcome is a video, the
system has to interpolate frames between camera frames.
Here we suppose that parameters between the frames vary
linearly. This assumption may, however, not be preferable
in some cases. More powerful capability of changing
motion parameters is requested. Let us here consider a
facility of editing the speed of camera motion.
Since the camera motion is a temporal feature, the
most conventional approach would thus be of using a
timeline. Images corresponding to the camera frames are
arranged as keyframes on a timeline. Change of the
camera motion speed can be specified by dragging a target
camera frame image. If a camera frame image is moved
closer to its adjacent camera frame image, it is interpreted
as speed-up, and vice versa.
Meanwhile, we propose using a spiral-based
visualization scheme that one of the authors presented in
[10], as the alternative to the linear timeline-based
approach. The spiral-based visualization was proposed
originally for identifying periodical patterns of temporal
events on a timeline.
Though both 2D and 3D spiral representations are
presented in [10], we adopt the 3D form of spiral in this
trial. It is noted here that the form is not just like a coil
formed by a wire around a uniform tube. Additional
interactive function is provided, at which the keyframes
are aligned, resulting in a non-uniform spiral as appeared
in Fig. 4. Square green boxes in the figure correspond to
keyframes. A longer diameter shows a longer period
between the associated keyframes.

command menu

editing window
Figure 3

Example of a visual sentence specifying the
edited camera motion

A camera frame denoted by a rectangle box in Fig.3
is a primitive component used to specify a preferable
camera work, and is defined by dragging a mouse on the
mosaic image. Semantically it specifies static parameters
on the position of camera center and the zoom factor.
Dynamic features, that is, the movement of a video
camera, are specified in terms of a sequence of camera
frames, forming a visual sentence, as in the figure.
More specifically, the position of a camera frame
within the editing window specifies which portion of a
source video scene is framed. Its size is inversely
proportional to the zoom factor. That is, a small camera
frame means that the camera is focusing on details of the
source video scene, and vice versa. Lines connecting the
camera frames provide a visual feedback on the
movement of video camera.
For example, the visual sentence in Fig. 3 features
three camera frames. It describes a combination of pan (to
the right), tilt (to the above), and zoom-in (between the
second and the third camera frames). A visual clue on the
outer frame of the visual sentence, or target mosaic image,
gives a fruitful feedback to the user.

Figure 4
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Spiral-based speed control

Adjustment of the camera speed is carried out by
making the diameter longer or shorter depending on the
user’s preference. He/she can easily recognize the
temporal pattern (or periodicity) of the frames by looking
at the shape of spiral. Also the user may switch their
representation from symbol/box to thumbnail, and vice
versa.

possible frames

G

D

4. Generation of Resultant Video

F

E

portion to be extracted

Next we explain a method of generating a resultant
video along the given visual sentence being composed of
multiple camera frames.
As explained in 2.2, a mosaic image is created by
piling up video frames, where successive frames are
overlapped with making an adjustment of their position
with respect for the camera motion (see Fig. 5). Camera
frames forming a visual sentence, or a target mosaic
image, are specified on the source mosaic image through
the interface explained in the previous chapter. The
system first identifies frames in the source video, which
are associated with the visual sentence. And then a
specific portion of each frame is extracted as a frame to be
included in the resultant video.

Figure 6

Multiple choices in selecting a frame

Our interest goes to image quality – the number of
pixels in a target image portion. In the case of pan and tilt,
as you can imagine, all frames have an equal image
quality while the scene in those frames may be different.
Therefore we can choose any one of the possible frames.
In the case of zoom, however, image quality with respect
to the target image portion differs frame by frame. We
choose the one which includes the whole portion of the
target image and takes the greatest zoom-in parameter. In
the case of Fig. 6, F is the frame to be chosen.
Finally, all portions which correspond to the target
mosaic image are obtained. Here, as illustrated in Fig. 7,
those portions have different image size depending on the
zoom factor specified in the visual sentence. In order to
generate a complete video file, they are expanded or
reduced in their image size, resulting in a sequence of
frames whose size is the same.

source video
frames
associated with
the target mosaic
image

portions corresponding to
the target mosaic image
source mosaic image

resize
target mosaic image
Figure 5 Video frames associated with the target
mosaic image
Here the portion to be extracted may belong to
multiple frames. In other words, there are multiple choices
in selecting a frame for the portion, as illustrated in Fig. 6.
We have to choose one of them in advance of the further
processing.

generated video frames
Figure 7
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Resize of frame portions

source video

resultant video
Figure 8

Source video and resultant video to the visual sentence specification in Fig. 3
[5] E. P. Bennett and L. McMillan, “Proscenium: A
Framework for Spatio-Temporal Video Editing,”
Proc., ACM Multimedia, pp.177-184, 2003.
[6] W. Q. Yan and M. S. Kankanhalli, “Detection and
Removal of Lighting & Shaking Artifacts in Home
Video,” Proc., ACM Multimedia, pp.107-116, 2002.
[7] M. Irani, P. Anandan, J. Bergen, R. Kumar, and S.
Hsu, ”Mosaic Representations of Video Sequences
and Their Applications”, Signal Processing: Image
Communication, special issue on Image and Video
Semantics: Processing, Analysis, and Application,
Vol.8, No.4, May 1996.
[8] J. Assfalg, A. Del Bimbo, and M. Hirakawa,
“Mosaic-based Query Language for Video
Databases,” Proc., IEEE Symposium on Visual
Languages, pp.31-38, 2000.
[9] M. Hirakawa, K. Uchida, and A. Yoshitaka,
“Content-based Video Retrieval using Mosaic
Images,” Proc. International Symposium on Cyber
Worlds: Theories and Practices, pp.161-167, 2002.
[10] K. P. Hewagamage and M. Hirakawa, “An
Interactive Visual Language for Spatiotemporal
Patterns,” Journal of Visual Language and
Computing, Vol.12, pp.325-349, 2001.

Figure 8 shows some snapshots of the source and
resultant videos for the given specification of visual
sentence in Fig. 3.

5. Conclusion
In this paper, we presented a new video editing tool
which enables the user to edit a video by giving desirable
camera motions which include pan, tilt, and zoom. The
resultant video can thus take different camera motions
from the original/source video. The idea of image
mosaicing has been applied for both the representation of
a source video and the specification of a user’s
requirement. This unified interface is helpful to the user in
manipulating the system. We have developed a prototype
system and the experiments provide compelling evidence
for the efficacy of the proposed method.
Much more still remain to be investigated. One
serious problem is that, in case of using a zoom-in
operation, a part of the video frame is extracted and
expanded. This degrades the image quality of the resultant
video frame. Further study on image processing is
necessary.
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There are many compression methods and storage
formats for digital images. These methods can be classified
as two kinds for image compression mainly: lossless[6] and
lossy compression. Lossless compression methods are
guaranteed that the restored image is numerically the same
as the original one but restricted to lower compression rates
and less efficiently. Lossy compression methods, on the
contrary, can compress image within very high
compression rate and keep the reconstruction quality in the
acceptable scope. Therefore, lossy compression methods
are used in many fields.
Since lossy compression methods cause some
degradation in the reconstructed image. In order to provide
a quantitative measure of the effect, the PSNR (Peak Signal
to Noise Rations) value is calculated and displayed. For an
8 bits gray image, the measure of PSNR is follow:

Abstract
Vector quantization (VQ) is an efficiency and
importance technique for digital image compression. In
order to reduce its data size, we would like to encode the
VQ compressed image again. To avoid degrading the
quality of reconstructed image, we employ lossless
technique to keep the quality. This method is combining the
concept of state codebook, lossless encoding method and
statistic table of index occurs. A comparison of bit-rate is
made between our method, SOC and LAS. We use several
data sets to demonstrate that our results are better than
other methods.
Keywords: Vector quantization, variable length coding,
lossless encode

1. Introduction

§ 2552 ·
¸¸
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The industry of digital image processing is currently
an area of rapid growth. These technologies originated from
two principal application areas: improvement of pictorial
information for human interpretation; and processing of
image data for storage, transmission, and representation for
autonomous machine perception. Since the image size
maybe large, we need some compression techniques for
image data storage and transmission. The image
compression techniques aim at reducing the data rate to
within the network bandwidth capacity or optimize storage.
These techniques were based on the feature of images, such
as its two-dimension data characteristic and (a little)
difference toleration by human eyes.

MSE

(1)

dB

1 N 1 N 1
¦¦>X i, j  X d i, j
NuN i 0 j 0

@2

(2)

Where N u N is the image size, X i, j is the pixel
value in original image, and X d i, j is the pixel value
after decompressed. In general, a lower MSE or a higher
PSNR means the reconstructed image quality is better. But
it is not absolutely. Sometimes a little part changes may
cause an obviously influence in human visual. When we
evaluate the quality of reconstructed image, we can use
both the objective and subjective aspects at the same time.
Within the lossy compression methods, we can also
classify them in two ways: transform method and vector

This work is supported by NSC-92-2213-E-018-009.
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quantization (VQ) [1][2][3]. Transform methods are based
on image data transformation, quantization and coding. The
JEPG image format is the most popular lossy transform
method. It used the Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT)
method to prune the insignificant part and keep important
information for compression. VQ is a direct and efficient
method which skipping the part of transformation and
quantization. The image is divided into small and
non-overlapping blocks which size is m u m . Each block
is regarded as a vector contains m u m dimensions. In the
encode phase, each vector x v is computed the Euclidean
distance with the codewords (or codevectors) of codebook.
And using the index of the nearest distance codeword
represents this block. These indices are composed an index
table. The table is indicated as the compressed image. In
the decode phase, the decoder reconstructs the image just
using the index to perform table look-up to get the
codeword from the codebook.
Nevertheless, the original VQ methods takes too much
time in encoding phase since we need to search codeword
one by one and compare their Euclidean distance. Many
researches have focus on improving the VQ encoding
efficiency. One is to enhance the VQ encoding efficiency,
such as Principal Component Analysis (PCA) or Euclidean
distance table look-up, to improve the encoding speed. The
other way is to improve VQ compression rate by reducing
the VQ index table, i.e. codebook, [7][10][11][12]. These
methods, such as Search-Order Coding (SOC) [8] and
Locally Adaptive Scheme (LAS) [9], are usually exploiting
the relation between neighborhoods within a codebook to
save more storage size. Since the codebook is the major
part of VQ method, so these methods in the second encode
phase using lossless compression for keeping the quality of
reconstruct image.
In this paper, we propose a novel method to enhance
the VQ compression rate by reduce the VQ codebook size.
It combines the concept of state codebook of Full Search
VQ (FSVQ, will be discuss in Section 2), lossless encoding
method, and the statistics table of the index frequency. This
paper is organized in the following manner. The measure
quality of reconstructed image and related works are
presented in Sections 2. Section 3 details our method. In
section 4 the experimental results is demonstrated that our
method is better than others. Finally, conclusions are given
in Section 5.

2.1 State codebook of Full Search VQ (FSVQ)
In FSVQ[4][5], each input block is encoded by
searching the nearest distance codeword in the state
codebook not in the super codebook. In general, the FSVQ
encoder consists of a finite set of state codebooks. It
regards the previously encoded blocks as a parameter to
input the next-state function to predict the next one. There
are mainly two different approaches used for designing the
state codebook and next-state function. One consists a large
codebook, called the super codebook, for each state a small
subset of the super codebook is selected. The other is
determining the state and then creating a state codebook
separately. In our method, we encode the index table of VQ
compressed image, to choice the state index-book by using
the occur frequency of previously indices.

2.2 Encoding Method
The predictor in next-state function of the FSVQ is not
always right as full-search. In FSVQ, in order to reduce the
calculation time, it just finds the nearest distance in the sate
codebook. If the prediction is correct, the FSVQ performs
well. Otherwise, the best matching codeword is not in the
state codebook, the quality degraded. So we can¶t guarantee
that the quality of reconstructed image is good as
full-search VQ. Two different lossless encoding techniques
are described as followed.

2.2.1 Reserved bit (RB) technique
Assume that the super codebook has C codewords
with C=2c, and state codebook has DRB codewords with
DRB=2d. The C and DRB bits (C > DRB) are indicated the
index of super codebook and state codebook, respectively.
In this approach, an extra bit as a flag is needed to indicate
the situation. For the current input index, the encoder
compares the index and codewords in state codebook. If the
index lies inside the state codebook, a ³0´ bit followed by
the state codebook index is transmitted to the decoder.
Otherwise, a ³1´ bit followed by the super codebook index
is transmitted. In another word, in the former case 1+d bits
are transmitted. The latter case needs 1+c bit to transmit.
When the decoder received the first bit, the next c or d bits
are picked up is decided. Receiving the first bit is ³0´,
reconstruct the index using the state codebook, while is ³1´
the decoder employ the super codebook.

2.2.2 Reserved codevector (RC) technique

2. Related works

This method does not need to insert an extra bit for
each codeword. The super codebook size is the same as RB
technique, but the state codebook size is different. The state
codebook has DRC=2d-1 codewords. If the current index
locates in the state codebook, the state codebook index is
transmitted using d bits. If not so, the index is outside the
state codebook, a sequence of d ³1´s followed by the super

In this section, we address the research background of
this paper. We shall firstly describe the basic idea of VQ
and FSVQ, which is the central element of our proposed
method. Then, we will briefly introduce two different
lossless encoding techniques, Reserved Bit (RB) and
Reserved Codevector (RC).
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codebook index. In brief, either d or d+c bits are needed
depended on whether the predict value is correct or not. In
this way, the decoder must receive the first d bits. If the
first d bits represent a number is smaller than DRC, the
decoder looks up the codeword in the state codebook. If the
receives number is equal DRC, it needs to pick up the
followed c bits and then to look up the codeword in the
super codebook.
The RC and RB methods provide different bit-rate. In
general, if the wrong states occur frequently, RB has good
performance. Otherwise, RC provides a lower bit-rate.

Original image

VQ encode

Index table

3. The proposed method
In this section, we shall first address the design of the
Occur Frequency table, which is a two-dimension table
keeps the frequency of the codeword appeared on the VQ
compressed image. Then, the proposed lossless codebook
compression on VQ technology will be presented.
The lossless encoding approach consists of state
index-book, occur frequency table and lossless encoder. Fig.
1 describes the process.

Index

Refer index

Super
codebook

Encoded image

Encoder

State index-book

Table of occur frequency

2¶nd encode

1¶st encode
(a)

Encoded
image

Decoder

Index

Refered index

State index-book

Index table

VQ decoder

Restructured
image

Super
Codebook

Table of occur frequency

1¶st decode

2¶nd decode
(b)

Fig. 1. Encoder and decoder of our method: (a) encoder scheme (b) decoder scheme
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In the first encode phase, the original image is
decomposed in to small blocks and then calculate the
Euclidean distance. Finding the best matching index
according the shortest distance rule. In the second encode
phase, the two-dimension table of occur frequency is
initialed. When the index inputs to encode, it must take the
refer index to generate state index-book, and then perform
lossless encoding by using RC or RB. The next process is
described as follow.

RC
Sizestate
codebook

Size

C

D

E

F

G

H

I

J

K

«

«

«

«

«

or Count d 1
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RB
state codebook

2 , if
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®4 , if
°8 , if
¯

R t T1

or Count d 2

T1 ! R t T2

or 2  Count d 4

(5)

R  T2

In above Formula, T1 and T2 are predicted thresholds.
According to experimental, while using RC method, the
thresholds are 0.8 and 0.4. And the RB method, we set the
thresholds equal to 0.6 and 0.3.

In order to generate the codeword more correctly, we
use a two-dimension table, called occur frequency table, to
add up the index occurs times. In our method, we choice
the left index as reference to predict the current encode
index. As we know, in fig.2, the encode index ³F´, its
neighbors are A, B, C, E, G, I, J and K. Before the index
³F´ is encoding, four indices (A, B, C and E) have encoded.
So, we can refer the four difference aspects to predicate the
current state. From experimental results, we decide to
choice the left index as a seed to generate the current state
index-book. It means that when we want to encode the
index F, we can find out the reference index is equal to E,
to choice the higher L frequency index to compose the state
index-book. And then the encoder compares the index F
and the candidate indices in the state index-book to encode
the index. Final, we must add 1 to the (E, F) in the table.

B

R t T1

T1 ! R t T2 or 1  Count d 3
R  T2

In Formula (4), the Count indicates occurs time. If we
employ the RB method, the decision is as follow:

3.1 The occur frequency table

A

1 , if
°
®3 , if
°7 , if
¯

4. Experiment results
The proposed method was evaluated using thirteen test
images. In the table 1 and 2, we can see the bit-rate using
the fixed size of RC and RB approach individually.
Table 1
VQ and our method (RC) results for different image. State codebook
size is fixed.
(Super codebook size=256, image size=512×512)
Our method (State codebook size)
VQ
1
3
7
Airplane 0.335480
0.281624
0.303265
0.5
Baboon 0.490997
0.495979
0.507732
0.5
Barb
0.373230
0.366402
0.384289
0.5
Boat
0.290344
0.277748
0.309887
0.5
Girl
0.387909
0.350533
0.337780
0.5
Gold
0.353699
0.350197
0.361370
0.5
Lena
0.434052
0.418434
0.413433
0.5
Lenna
0.330505
0.300728
0.310558
0.5
Pepper
0.347351
0.311043
0.313610
0.5
Sailboat 0.305267
0.311653
0.342571
0.5
Tiffany
0.232269
0.196449
0.226635
0.5
Toys
0.176178
0.200020
0.244915
0.5
Zelda
0.366150
0.327492
0.312695
0.5

Fig. 2. The index table

Table 2
VQ and our method (RB) results for different image. State codebook
size is fixed.
(Super codebook size=256, image size=512×512)
Our method (state codebook size)
Image
VQ
2
4
8
Airplane 0.289070
0.288815
0.319862
0.5
Baboon
0.468567
0.452694
0.445061
0.5
Barb
0.358738
0.356724
0.369205
0.5
Boat
0.279404
0.293186
0.324078
0.5
Girl
0.353264
0.332369
0.338135
0.5
Gold
0.344425
0.342693
0.353794
0.5
Lena
0.408966
0.388447
0.384998
0.5
Lenna
0.311687
0.303074
0.323868
0.5
Pepper
0.319271
0.307972
0.324593
0.5
Sailboat
0.306961
0.318386
0.344219
0.5
Tiffany
0.219936
0.228046
0.272770
0.5
Toys
0.200390
0.238071
0.284786
0.5
Zelda
0.339752
0.316830
0.322590
0.5

3.2 Determination of the state codebook size
There are two kinds of state index-book size: fixed
and variable. Using the fixed size is an easy design
approach. The smaller size doesn¶t mean the lower bit-rate,
because of the right index may be not locate in the state
index-book. In the situation, we need to recode the index in
super codebook. According to the statistics, more than 70%
index can be found in the state index-book that its
candidate index size is 8. So we can set two thresholds to
determine which size is need. According the rate (R) to
determine which size is selected.
Count max
(3)
R
Count total

In Formula (3), Countmax indicates the maximum
frequency; Counttotal indicates the total occur time. If we
apply the RC method, the decision is as followed.
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From the two tables, the bit-rate of all image are lower
than VQ and when the state index-book size is equal to 3 or
4 more than half images have better compression ratio then
other fixed size. We can find that smooth image using the
RC encode method can get the higher compression ratio,
otherwise the complex image use RB method is better then
RC.

From this table, it can demonstrate that our method
(fixed size or variable size) has lower bit-rate than SOC.
This is because the reference scope of our method is all of
the previous encoded indices. By counting the index occur
frequency continuously; the probability of find out the
correct index in the state index-book is higher.
Table 5 and 6, we compare the SOC, LAS, Optimal
FSVQ and our method.

Compare the fixed and variable size, we can find the
result in table 3, only the image ³baboon´ using RC
variable size, the bit-rate is larger than fixed size.

Table 5
SOC, LAS and our method that the state codebook size is vary results.
(Super codebook size=256, image size=512×512)
Our method
Image LASΰ8ͪ8α
SOC
RB
RC
Airplane
0.2924
0.3013
0.280109
0.276489
Boat
0.3042
0.3064
0.273067
0.272919
Gold
0.3827
0.3678
0.318237
0.326111
Tiffany
0.2285
0.2338
0.201637
0.178421
Toys
0.2188
0.2433
0.199089
0.164928

Table 3
Bit-rate results (bpp) for fixed size versus variation size.
(super codebook size=256Εimage size=512×512)
Our method
RB
RC
Fix
Var. (0.6,0.3)
Fix
Var. (0.8,0.4)
Airplane 0.288815(4) 0.280109
0.281624(3)
0.276489
Baboon 0.445061(8) 0.439564
0.490997(1)
0.499130
Barb
0.356724(4) 0.337948
0.366402(3)
0.358437
Boat
0.279404(2) 0.273067
0.277748(3)
0.272919
Girl
0.332369(4) 0.324173
0.337780(8)
0.330250
Gold
0.342693(4) 0.318237
0.350197(3)
0.326111
Lena
0.384998(8) 0.371674
0.413433(8)
0.400154
Lenna 0.303074(4) 0.288719
0.300728(3)
0.285976
Pepper 0.307972(4) 0.296913
0.311043(3)
0.296059
Sailboat 0.306961(2) 0.293163
0.305267(1)
0.300495
Tiffany 0.219936(2) 0.201637
0.196449(3)
0.178421
Toys
0.200390(2) 0.199089
0.176178(1)
0.164928
Zelda 0.316830(4) 0.298225
0.312695(8)
0.291660
Image

Table 6
Optimal finite-state VQ and our method results.
(Super codebook size=256, image size=512×512)
RB
RC
Image
Our method
OFSVQ
Our method
Lenna
0.289
0.271
0.286
Sailboat
0.293
0.303
0.300

These number are referred on [8][9] and [4]
respectively, our method which the state index-book size is
variable. From table 5, six images are tested; our proposed
method also has better result. In table 6, we compare two
encoding methods; the OFSVQ has lower bit-rate for the
image ³Lenna´. For the image ³Sailboat´, our method
using RB encode method is better than OFSVQ; and the
bit-rate of RC method is equal to OFSVQ. Because of the
OFSVQ collects a great deal of information before encode
phase, this is vary efficient for the smooth image such as
image ³Lenna´. If the image is not smooth, the statistic
may be not effective such as ³Sailboat´. Thus, we believe
that the proposed compression method using encoded index
of the image itself as a reference can get the good results,
and does not need to perform the collection before encode
the image.

Most of image with the variable size have lower
bit-rate than the fixed. Because of the size is variable by the
adjacency refer index, make the size is suitable for each
encode index.
Generally, the SOC method refer the adjacency 4 or 12
indices has better results. In table 4, compare the SOC and
our method.
Table 4
SOC and our method result.
(super codebook size=256Εimage size=512×512)
Image
Airplane
Baboon
Barb
Boat
Girl
Gold
Lena
Lenna
Pepper
Sailboat
Tiffany
Toys
Zelda

SOCΰreferenceα
4
12
0.328128 0.375839
0.479965 0.467834
0.432381 0.437515
0.337395 0.381821
0.406837 0.412399
0.426910 0.428177
0.433708 0.434998
0.433342 0.427185
0.400566 0.411407
0.414207 0.411514
0.247604 0.334717
0.285049 0.351721
0.427048 0.422516

RB (4)
0.288815
0.452694
0.356724
0.293186
0.332369
0.342693
0.388447
0.303074
0.307972
0.318386
0.228046
0.238071
0.316830

Our method
RB (8)
RC (3)
0.319862 0.281624
0.445061 0.495979
0.369205 0.366402
0.324078 0.277748
0.338135 0.350533
0.353794 0.350197
0.384998 0.418434
0.323868 0.300728
0.324593 0.311043
0.344219 0.311653
0.272770 0.196449
0.284786 0.200020
0.322590 0.327492

OFSVQ
0.249
0.300

RC (7)
0.303265
0.507732
0.384289
0.309887
0.337780
0.361370
0.413433
0.310558
0.313610
0.342571
0.226635
0.244915
0.312695

5. Conclusions
Our method represents a new lossless compression
method applied on the indices of the VQ compressed image.
The main contribution reported in this paper is to reduce
the bit-rate by varying the state index-book. A statistic table
and state index-book were developed. This is variable
length coding method. In the encode phase, two conditions
occur, one belonging to the case when the right index is
inside the state index-book and another one belonging to
the case that is not located in it. Simulation results showed
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the bit-rate that applied fixed state index-book can reduce
about 60% as compared to the traditional VQ. In order to
make the size more suitable for encoding, we set two
thresholds to determine the state index-book size.
Compared to the other methods, the reference indices are
increase in our method, and the bit-rate is lower.
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Abstract

The new video coding standard H.264 seems to be answer
to fulfill these requirements. The ITU-T recommendation
H.264 (also referred to as MPEG-4 part 10) has been
jointly published by the Moving Pictures Experts Group
(MPEG) of ISO/IEC and the Joint Video Team (JVT) of
ITU-T.
Compared with previous standards, H.264 introduces many
new features in all the aspects of the video encoding
process. Firstly it can use 7 blocks configuration (see
Figure 1). If all blocks are active, exhaustive motion
estimation is performed and better quality and compression
performance are achieved.

The JVC/H.264 standard video coder can obtain high
compression rates together with important video quality
improvements if compared with existing standards. On the
other hand, the encoder complexity, if compared with
previous video-compression standard algorithm, is largely
increased, mainly because of the high computational cost of
the Motion Estimation module.
In this paper, we propose an innovative algorithm for
reducing the complexity of the Motion Estimation (ME)
module. The main idea is to make dynamically modifiable a
previously static H.264 coder parameter: the size of the
search window in motion estimation. A Motion Detection
module has been added to the video coder in order to
compute the search window size. Detailed motion
estimation is performed only when and where it is required.
The Motion Detection algorithm is based on blob coloring
[1] over sub-sampled binary images generated by block
wise threshold image difference.
In the proposed solution, a reduction in the number of
calculated SAD (Sum-of-Absolute-Differences) allows
decreasing the encoder complexity, especially in low
complex sequences (e.g. video-surveillance and videotelephony applications). H.264 [2] has been used for
validating the proposed approach; nevertheless there are no
algorithm’s constraints in use it for other video coding
standards based on motion estimation.

Figure 1 – Block configurations for ME
Another H.264 key feature is the multiple frame reference;
in this case motion estimation is performed N time (where
N is the number of reference frames) in order to improve
quality and compression. Anyway the computational
complexity is increased N times respect to the single
motion estimation application.
H.264 achieves 50% bit-rate save at same quality compared
with existing video coder standards as H.263 [3], but the
complexity of the encoder has been increased of more than
one order of magnitude (while the decoder is increased by a
factor of 2) [4].

1. Introduction
The wide range of multimedia applications based on video
compression (video telephony, video surveillance, digital
television, distance learning, mobile applications) leads to
different kind of requirements for a video-coding standard
(image quality, compression efficiency). Today there are
new high band request from actual multimedia services and
efficient video coders are needed in order to obtain a
sensible reduction of video streams high band occupation.
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The scheme in Figure 2 explains where the motion
detection module works in the window search estimation.

The high compression rate together with the good quality
obtained by the H.264 standard make it suitable for a large
variety of applications (video-surveillance, video telephony
on mobile terminals). Moreover the introduction of new
features like the new frame types called SP-frames and SIframes [7] allow implementing bit-stream switching and
“VCR functionalities” (random access, fast forward, fast
backward, etc.) in a more efficient way [7]. Therefore,
Video-Surveillance operations like sequence retrieval,
switching between video stream coming from different
cameras and navigation in video-streams can be better
performed using H.264 algorithm.
Several H.264 application areas require high power
efficiency (especially in the video encoder part) in order to
work on embedded systems and mobile terminals. This
requirement implies the need to dramatically reduce the
complexity of the H.264 video encoder.
Algorithm analysis shows that mode-decision and ME
modules are the most complex in the H.264 encoder
(especially when Rate-Distortion Optimization is used) [5].
This is mainly due to the great number of SAD calculation
in ME (e. g. 1500 millions in the first 50 frames of the
standard sequence foreman, using 5 reference frame and
all-blocks configuration activated). There are many
algorithms performing a reduction of the number of SAD
calculation based on spatial and temporal correlation of
motion vector [8].
In the following, we will introduce a different approach,
based on motion detection and blob coloring algorithms.
The algorithm proposed in this paper can significantly
reduce H.264 ME computational cost and achieves the best
performance in sequences with low complexity (where
spatial movement is limited in time), as we can have in both
video-surveillance and video-telephony environments. This
approach is useful for each configuration feature of the
H.264 coder.

Motion
Estimation

Search
window size
Motion
Detection

Figure 2 - Algorithm position in H.264
This algorithm consists of several steps performed for each
frame of the input video sequence. First of all the current
frame is divided into 8x8 blocks (Figure 3), then the image
difference with threshold is computed.

Figure 3 – Frame 8x8 blocks
The difference is calculated between the current frame and
a reference frame (the latest intra-frame). A threshold
(called detection threshold) is applied to the resulting
difference, producing a binary image of black and white
pixels: if the original value is less than the threshold, the
pixel value is assigned to 0 (a white pixel); otherwise it is
assigned to 255 (a black pixel). As we will show in the
following, the detection threshold is a critical parameter in
the efficiency-quality tradeoff.
The sum of the white pixels is evaluated for every 8x8
block. If the resulting sum value is greater than a fixed
white-pixel density the status of the related block becomes
activated, else it is not activated. Obviously, the greater is
the detection threshold the smaller is the density of the
white pixels. Therefore, this parameter determines the
sensitiveness of the motion detection algorithm (setting a
great threshold implies the detection of considerable
movements only).
At this point we have a set of activated and not-activated
blocks. Each block can be viewed as a pixel of a reducedsize binary image. Blob coloring [1] is performed over this
sub-sampled binary image obtained from the described
steps. The result is an array of elements, each one
composed by two coordinates identifying motion object
boundary (bold rectangles in Figure 4).

2. Proposed Algorithm
The proposed algorithm is based on the idea that exhaustive
motion search is useful only in video sequences containing
large motions and not in low complex sequences. H.264
can use its entire feature set if there is the real need to do it.
The H.264 ME full-search can be applied just when the
motion detection algorithm identifies motion and,
specifically in the region where the motion is detected. In
particular, the motion detection module is utilized to
calculate a parameter that is usually a constant, the search
window size. Motion detection evaluates where and when
to set a large window for the motion estimation; otherwise
a minimum-size window will be used. Since this parameter
strongly influences the number of calculation performed in
the video coder, the dynamical setting of this value can
save a lot of time in the compression process with minor
effects on the quality of the produced video sequence.
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has been utilized for comparison purpose in order to test
the proposed algorithm with a more complex sequence. In
the following tests, we encoded the sequences at 30fps. The
CAVLC entropy coder and Hadamard were used for all
tests, with quantization values of 28. The H.264 activated
block configuration is 8x8 16x16.
From the results reported in this section it can be noted as
our proposed scheme can simplify the encoder complexity.
The performance is measured evaluating three aspects: time
spent to compress the selected video sequences, size of
compressed sequences, and achieved quality. These values
are compared to the reference software using a range of
values for the detection threshold parameter; the zero value
corresponds to the original H.264 coder without applying
the presented algorithm. Figure 6 shows the gain obtained
by this algorithm in terms of compression time for the
selected standard sequences. The proposed approach
achieves from 50% to 60% encoding time reduction in
typical video-surveillance and video-telephony sequences.
Anyway, also the worst-case foreman shows a good
computational time reduction (about 30% for threshold
equal to 5, about 60% for thresholds greater than 40).
The H.264 coding efficiency is only slightly decreased, as
can be noted from the graphs in Figure 8 – Size of
compressed sequence Foreman , 8, and 9 (also in these
cases the detection threshold values are on the x-axis).
The quality is evaluated using the SNR Y, measured by the
jm6.0a test model [6]; in Table 1, SNR Y values are shown
in decibel for different ranges of detection threshold values.
As previously explained, the proposed algorithm is strongly
influenced by the detection threshold parameter, as the
estimation of detected movements depends on the threshold
value (using a very high value not all of the motions can be
detected, otherwise a very low value can cause the
detection of background noise as relevant motion). This can
explain the reduction of the compression time together with
a minor reduction of image quality when increasing the
value of this parameter. Setting the detection threshold to
the maximum value will cause a unitary window size, as
the motion detection module will never signal the presence
of motion in the input sequence.

Figure 4 - object boundary in bold
The information obtained applying the blob-coloring
algorithm, is utilized to define an approximate motion
image (Figure 5). This is an approximation of the blobcoloring output result, because we need as little as possible
complexity in motion detection algorithm.
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Figure 5 - Motion Images Example
During the video coder motion search, the motion image is
scanned in order to decide the search window size for every
H.264 macro block. Larger window size will be applied for
macro blocks where motion has been detected.
Otherwise the video coder will use a minimum-size
window.

3. Results
The proposed algorithm has been validated with version
jm60a [6] of the reference JVT software. The reported tests
have been performed using four standard sequences in
QCIF format (tests have been also performed on CIF
format with analogue results). Akiyo, hall and salesman
have been selected on the basis of application of interest
(video-surveillance and video conference), while foreman

Figure 6 - Compression time
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4. Conclusions
In this paper, an innovative algorithm for ME complexity
reduction based on motion detection has been presented.
The proposed algorithm has been integrated in the JVT
reference software jm60a [6] and validated using standard
CIF and QCIF sequences. Tests show significant results in
video-surveillance and video-telephony standard sequences
where the proposed approach allows performance
improvement applying exhaustive motion estimation only
in rarely situations. The motion detection algorithm has a
very low complexity due to sub-sampled image blob
coloring application allow an H.264 encoder speed-up.
Moreover motion detection is a part of many last generation
video-surveillance applications.
Future development will focus on H.264 blocks scalability.

Figure 7 – Size of compressed sequence Akiyo
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involved in the tree construction process itself, precious
human knowledge is wasted instead of being inserted on the
final model [2][3]. This knowledge includes tacit domain
and context knowledge that resides in the expert head and
was gained over the years of experience on data gathering
and analysis. This knowledge is not coded formally in the
data so it cannot be automatically incorporated by machine
learning algorithms.
This work describes an interactive approach for the
construction of decision trees, which combine mechanisms
for user intervention with a traditional decision tree
construction algorithm [7]. This approach allows the
intervention of the expert at any time during the tree
construction. This enables the expert to verify and, if
desired, direct the choice of classification attributes and
splitting points of the tree. This allows the expert to
interactively bring his domain and context knowledge to the
tree construction process. In this user-centered approach, the
expert and the computer can both contribute to the tree
building process: the user providing domain knowledge and
evaluating intermediate results of the algorithm; and, the
computer automatically extracting patterns, satisfying the
user constraints, and generating appropriate visualizations of
these patterns.
In order to make this approach work, one needs to use
effective interaction mechanisms between the machine and
the experts. For that, we use visual data mining techniques
that combine powerful visualization techniques with
interactive query mechanisms [15]. In particular, we use a
hierarchical visualization technique called Treemap
[5][17][18], combined with graphical widgets for fast tree
exploration and querying. These mechanisms enable the
experts to visualize and explore the intermediate trees built
by the J38 classification algorithm [11]. This structure
allows human interaction to be performed with the computer
during the whole classification process.

Abstract
Most of the approaches published in the literature
proposes a completely automatic process to generate
decision trees. These approaches miss valuable expert tacit
knowledge input during the construction of the tree. This
paper describes an approach for interactive construction of
decision trees. The approach is user-centered. It combines
the strengths of the user and the computer to build better
decision trees. The user provides domain knowledge and
evaluates intermediate results of the algorithm. The
computer automatically creates patterns satisfying user
constraints and generates appropriate visualizations of the
produced tree. A tool was developed to support this
approach. It combines treemap visualization, visual data
mining mechanisms, and the J48 (Weka) algorithm to
interactively build a decision tree.
Index Terms—Visual Data Mining, Decision Trees,
Classification, human-computer interaction.

1.

Introduction

D

the last decade, data repositories have grown
faster than our ability to analyze them. The area of
Knowledge Discovery from Databases (KDD) has appeared
as an attempt to balance this equation. KDD aims to extract
non-trivial, previously unknown and potentially useful
information from data repositories [8][14]. KDD is a highly
iterative process that goes from the definition of the analysis
goals to the extraction and assimilation of knowledge from
the data repository.
The main activity of this process is data mining. Data
mining is characterized by the use of algorithms to extract
useful knowledge from pre-processed data sets.
Classification is one of the most common tasks in data
mining [14], and the construction of decision trees is one of
the most popular classification methods. Decision Trees are
intuitive, easy to interpret, relatively fast to construct and,
compared to other classification methods, have equal or
better accuracy [7].
Many approaches for decision trees construction have
been proposed in the literature. However, most of them,
focus on the algorithm and follows a completely automatic
process for constructing a decision tree. In these approaches,
the expert configures only a few parameters before the start
of the tree construction process. As the expert is not
URING

2.

Decision Tree Classifiers

Decision tree classifiers [7] learn a discrete-valued
classification function, which is represented by a decision
tree. Figure 1 shows an example of a tree for deciding if one
can play outside or not. The tree has leaf and intermediate
nodes. Each intermediate node corresponds to an attribute
test. Edges symbolize all possible outcomes of the test in the
node. The leaf node contains the label of one of the existing
classes (in the example, yes or no). A path from the root to a
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leaf node defines a classification rule in the decision tree. In
Figure 1, the left most path contains the rule: IF
outlook=sunny AND humidity<=75 THEN yes (one can
play outside).

the selection of the split point for numerical attributes, is
carried through the maximization of the discrimination
between the classified classes [6][7].
Many times the resulting trees have very specialized rules.
These trees adjust excessively to the peculiarities of the
training set, and tend to produce deductive models of the
training set instead of inductive models of the real world. On
those trees, leafs nodes are supported by a small number of
examples that represents isolated facts and do not reflect
reality. The pruning phase consists of simplifying the
constructed tree to remove its excessively specialized parts.
This generates less complex and more significant decision
tree structures.

outlook

= sunny

humidity

<= 75

= outcast

= rainy

Yes (4,0)

> 75

Yes (2,0)

No (3,0)

windy

= True

No (2,0)

= False

Yes (3,0)

Figure 1. A Decision Tree

3.

The construction of the decision tree consists of two
phases: (1) the construction itself; and, (1) the pruning of the
tree. In the first phase, the tree is constructed by recursively
partitioning the training set until each partition consists
mostly of records of the same class. This set is then labeled
as a leaf node. For each intermediate node, an attribute is
selected. This attribute must not have been used yet in the
classification path. The chosen attribute is the one that
promotes the maximum segregation among the records with
respect to the classification criteria. If the selected attribute
is categorical, a sub-tree is created for each of its possible
values. If the attribute is numerical, the algorithm verifies the
value (or values) that better splits the data with respect to
class segregation. A split (normally binary) is then created,
with tests of the type “less than (<)” and “equal or greater
than (≥)” the chosen split value.
The construction of the tree is guided by the objective
decreasing the difficulty of classification. Thus, the choice of
the attribute that will constitute the decision node, as well as

Interactively Building Decision Tree Classifiers

Many approaches for decision tree construction have been
proposed in the literature. Most of them, however, focus on
completely automated algorithms for tree construction,
allowing only a few parameters to be configured before the
start of the algorithm. Typically, the user involvement in this
process is limited to the choice of the data and the
parameterization of the algorithm that will be used. Once the
construction process starts, the algorithm does not allow user
intervention or the visualization of intermediate results, only
the final model is shown to the user [2].
Ankerst proposed an interactive model for decision tree
construction [3]. In this model, the user cooperates with the
computer in the construction of the tree. The user can choose
the next node to be expanded, select the attribute that will
partition the data as well as its split points, or to leave those
decision to the system.
3.1. An Approach for Interactive Decision Tree
Construction
In our approach, the construction of a classification tree is

Legend:
User Operation
System Operation
System shows the current decision tree
and the data of its active node

User visualizes and
explores tree

User removes node of
decision tree and assings
class label to node
User Pruning

User

System lists possible split
attribute and split point

System expands
whole level

System expands
node

System remove nodes
of decision tree
System Pruning

User selects a split
attribute and split point

System peforms split
of active node

Figure 2. Approach for Interactive Decision Tree Construction
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highly interactive. For this, we adapted Ankerst model to the
approach shown in Figure 2. In this figure, the activities
performed by the user are shown as white rectangles and the
activities performed by the computer are shown as gray
rectangles.
The approach is centered on the user. After the beginning
of a work session, the user can choose one of the following
operations:
1) Manually remove a node of the tree. This corresponds
to a manual pruning, where the current node is
transformed into a leaf node and all its children are
removed from the tree;
2) Ask the system to suggest a list of possible classification
attributes and splits points for a specific node. The
attributes are ordered by its mathematical information
gain for class segregation;
3) Choose an attribute and its split point, and ask for the
system to execute the expansion of a node based on this
attribute;
4) Ask the system to explore the data. The systems opens
the tree exploration tool and allows the user to browse
and query the tree constructed up to that moment;
5) Ask the system to automatically expand a node of the
tree. The system automatically chooses the attribute
with bigger mathematical gain and expands the node;
6) Ask the system to automatically expand a level of the
tree. The system automatically expands all nodes in the
current level of the tree;
7) Ask to the system to prune the tree constructed up to
that moment. The user inputs the parameters for
pruning, and the system automatically removes from the
tree all nodes that it judges too specialized for effective
classification.
The approach described in Figure 2 has some important

differences from the model originally proposed by Ankerst:
(1) it allows the expansion of a complete level of the tree;
(2) it permits tree pruning at any time during its
construction; and, most important of all, (3) the visualization
and interactive exploration mechanisms are quite different.
Ankerst approach is pixel-based [4][12]; in it, each pair
attribute-value is represented by one colored pixel in the
visual screen. We propose the use of treemaps [18]
associated with query devices and details on demand
controls [13][15]. We argue that these resources are
instrumental to the success of the approach shown in Figure
2. They are intuitive and allow the user to explore the
characteristics of these trees and the data associated with
their nodes.
4.

A Visual Classification Tool

4.1. Treemaps
As said before, the proposed decision tree construction
approach uses treemap visualization to allow user-computer
interaction. Treemap is an information visualization
technique proposed by Shneiderman for visualizing
hierarchical structures [17][18]. They use 100% of the
available space for information visualization, mapping
hierarchies into rectangular regions. This contrasts with the
traditional representation of trees that uses lines to establish
the connection between parents and children nodes of a
hierarchy. The traditional type of representation has two
significant disadvantages: (1) a great portion of the available
visual space is spent in the organization of the nodes; and,
(2) non-trivial hierarchical structures generate trees difficult
to visualize.
Because it uses all the available space for drawing,
treemaps allow the efficient visualization of large hierarchies

1

2

3

4

Figure 3. Visual Data Exploration of a Classification Tree
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Figure 4. (a) Interactive Classification - Node Selection (b) Expansion of Fig 4a selected node (c). Decision Tree automatically constructed

that can be in the order of thousands of items [17]. It is also
very efficient in coding node attributes using the rectangles
size and color.
We have built a visual data-mining tool that uses treemaps
as its main visualization paradigm [1]. A screenshot of the
tool, named TreeMiner, is shown in Figure 3. Part 1 of this
figure shows the use of a treemap to present a hierarchy. The
users can choose interactively the data variables that define
the shown hierarchy (Part 2) and examine .any record of the
hierarchy in detail (Part 3). They can also dynamically
associate any variable of the data with visual attributes like
color, label, and rectangle size (Part 4).

of the TreeMiner visualization structures, dynamic query and
details on demand devices, while executing a decision tree
construction algorithm. The visualization of intermediate
trees is brought up to date at each step of the tree
construction process, allowing the expert to explore it, and
re-direct the tree building process if necessary.
The new tool has all the TreeMiner funcionalities, except
for the dinamic association of variables with the visual
attributes “color” and “size”. In the new tool, the visual
attribute “size” is used to represent the number of records
that supports a node of the decision tree, and the visual
attribute “color” is used to represent node’s purity degree –
i.e., the number of records of the classified attribute that
belongs to a given class.
In the new tool, each class (e.g., yes and no) is a
associated with a distinct color (e.g., red and yellow). The
purity degree of a leaf node can be visualized by the clarity

4.2. Interactive Classification
Based on the TreeMiner and a traditional decision tree
constrution algorithm, we wrote a tool to support the
approach shown in Figure 2. The new tool allows for the use
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interaction of users during tree construction. It was adapted
in three points: (1) to allow the tree construction level by
level, (2) to allow the tree construction node by node, and
(3) to list the attributes´ information gain and their splitting
points for any given node. For the first functionality, the
algorithm had to be modified to work breadth first (level by
level) instead of depth first. Figure 5 illustrates the old and
the new sequence of node construction carried by the
algorithm.
1

in

following

web
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2

Step 1

5

2

Level 1

3

Level 1
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Level 2

6

Step 2
4

5

Level 2

6
Step 3

Figure 5. Data Exploration

Besides the mentioned adaptations in the Weka and the
TreeMiner tools, the following functionalities are being
added to the tool: (1) a functionality for user annotation
during the whole decision tree construction process; (2)
filters to assist data selection for the training sets; (3) a
functionality for mapping numerical attributes into
categorical ones; and, (4) a functionality for allowing the
assignment of weights for the attributes in the J48 algorithm.
The tool is currently being used to explore and build
classification models from empirical software engineering
data.
5.

Conclusion

The current classification approaches allow a limited
participation of the expert during the decision tree
construction process. These approaches do not take
advantage of the experts´ knowledge with respect to the data
and domain being mined. With a cooperative classification
approach, the expert and the computer can contribute with
their best. The computer providing the capacity to recognize
mathematical patterns. The experts providing their ability to
interpret and promote a deeper understanding of these
patterns. This combination should generate more trustworthy
models.
This work defined an approach and implemented a tool
for the interactive construction of decision trees. The defined
approach is adapted from the cooperative classification
model originally proposed by Ankerst. The implemented
tool enacts this model, using treemap visualizations and
visual data mining query devices to create efficient
mechanisms for supporting user-computer interactions
during the construction of decision trees.
The tool was developed by combining functionailities
from a visual data mining tool, TreeMiner, with an
environment for knowledge discovery, Weka. The resulting
tool supports all phases of classification process, from the
data selection to the interactive exploration of the obtained
results.
For future work, we intend to include new mechanisms for

4.3. Some Implementation Details
Besides the TreeMiner developed at Salvador University
[1], the tool uses functionalities from Weka1 (Waikato
Environment will be Knowledge Analysis) functionalities.
Weka is an environment for knowledge discovery that was
developed at the University of Waikato in New Zealand
[9][11]. It implements algorithms for several data mining
techniques, including the J48, an improved version of the
C4.5 for building decision trees [16].
From Weka, we used the structure for creating
classification sessions, its resources for data preparation, its
resource for algorithm parameterization and the base of the
J48 algorithm for constructing decision trees. The algorithm,
however, had to be adapted in order to make it possible the
1
The Weka is available
http://www.cs.waikato.ac.nz/ml/weka/

1

Level 0

Order of Creation

of the color representing it. This way, the tool creates an
intuitive representation for the decision tree nodes support
and purity at any point of its construction.
Figure 4 (c) shows, as a treemap, the same decision tree
presented earlier in Figure 1. This representation not only
shows the values of the classifying attributes, but it also
shows the purity and support of its leaf nodes through its
rectangle color and size. This way, the treemap offers a one
shot view of the decision tree and its class distribution.
Besides the visualization, the developed tool supplies
interaction mechanisms based on visual data mining
techniques to assist the user to explore the tree at any point
of its construction. Upon selecting a node (figure 4a-1) in the
tree, the information about that node is shown in right
superior corner of the screen (figure 4a-3). Three
informations are shown to the user: (1) the dominant class of
the node; (2) the amount of registers that supports the node;
and (3) the total number of impurities in the node (i.e., the
number of records that do not belong to the node dominant
class). Moreover, if necessary, the user can also request the
list of all the registers that support the selected node.
By selecting a node in the interactive mode of a decision
tree construction, the user can also choose the split attribute,
based on the calculated gain information (Figure 4a-2).
The tool also has in its bottom right corner filters to
explore the decision tree, see Figure 4c. The “depth filter”
hides deeper nodes of the tree, allowing to the user to
quickly examine simplified trees, and take pruning decisions.
The “class filter” redraw the tree using only the selected
classes. The “impurity filter” allows the interactive
verification of nodes that have impurity values over or under
the set values. And, the “number of records filter” allow the
verification of the nodes that have support over or under the
set values. It is important to observe that the time between
user interaction with these filters and the tool updating of the
visual screen is practically zero. With these interaction
resources, the user can quickly decide which node to remove
or to expand, or if the obtained tree is already satisfactory.

address:
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visualizing and interacting with the decision trees. In
particular, we intend to add a module that uses traditional
tree drawing methods to visualize and interact with the
produced trees. This will allow the comparison of the
treemap approach with more traditional approaches of tree
visualizations and exploration. We also intend to incorporate
a module for visually comparing generated trees by
overlapping them on the computer screen at each iteration of
the tree construction process.
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estimation models. There is a large spectrum of
techniques that can be used for discovery driven data
analysis.
In software engineering, a good portion of the work on
discovery driven data analysis has focused on model
building [3,4,8]. Much of it even precedes the data
mining age. The majority of the old cost estimation
modeling can be classified as discovery driven, as those
models are built directly from data.
It is our position that model building is the tip of the
iceberg. A good model is where one wants to arrive, but
some issues have to be considered in order to get there.
This paper discusses how data mining geared towards
visualization and interactive data exploration can help
with that. It presents a framework for data collection and
analysis that highlights the need for collecting and
considering context information during the model
building process. The paper finishes by presenting a case
study in which visual data exploration is used to bring
expert context information to a traditional model
building approach.

Abstract
Software engineering model building is not an
immature science anymore. Over the last decades, a
large number of model building approaches have been
proposed in the literature. These approaches include
both statistical and machine learning-based techniques.
However, most of them are essentially data-driven, in
the sense that very little input is given by humans during
the model building process. This paper argues that
model building should consider expert context
information during the model building process and that
visualization and interactive data exploration are
important mechanisms to do that. We propose a modelbuilding framework in which context information is
considered during all activities of the model building
process. We finish by presenting a case study in which
visual data exploration is used to bring context
information to a traditional model building approach.
Index Terms: model building, software engineering, data
mining, and visualization.
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2.Context Information
Data-driven model building is an activity that has
much to profit from learning about the data. Some of the
questions a modeler wants to answer before he builds a
model from a data set are: (1) where the data comes
from? (2) In which context it was gathered? And, (3)
what is the quality of this data. There are two
complementary approaches for answering these
questions: (1) store context information together with the
data; and (2) extract context information about the data.
The former is the best approach because context
information is easier to collect when the data itself is
colleted. However, one cannot predict all future usages
of a data repository. It is impossible to foresee all the
context information one may needed to record. Besides,
data collection costs money and there is a trade off
between how much one can spend and how much data
(and context information) one wants to collect.

Introduction

S

OFTWARE engineering data repositories are now
commonplace in software organizations and data
mining is pointed as the tool of choice to explore this
data. Formally, data mining can be defined as the
extraction of new, useful, and non-trivial information
from data repositories [1,5]. Data mining represents a
shift from verification driven to discovery driven data
analysis. The main goal of verification driven data
analysis is to validate hypotheses postulated by data
analysts, usually to confirm an idea. The tool of choice
for verification driven data analysis is inferential
statistics.
The main goal of discovery driven data analysis is to
automatically, or semi-automatically, extract useful
information from volumes of data. This “useful”
information manifest itself in the form of patterns, rules,
and ready to use prediction, classification, and

2.1. Gathering Context Information
Although it costs money, there a minimum set of
context information that we consider necessary to store
with any data set. Model building greatly profits when
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there is information about the original goals of the data
storage, the process of data collection, artifacts used
during data collection, and perceived data quality
(reliability, accuracy, and precision of the data) [7].
Just as important as gathering and recording context
information, it is to revise and update it every time the
data is reused. New data analysis goals, assessed data
quality, lesson learned, insights, and obtained models
should be recorded whenever possible. We see context
information as a live knowledge repository that is born
with the collected data, but grows and evolves as the
data is used.

and construction of models on the top [5].
The aim of interactive data exploration is to help to
describe complex information and better understand
what is going on in the data. It can be seen as a datadriven extraction of context information. This level
helps with data pre-processing, data cleaning, data
transformation, data set selection, and identification
relevant variables. Techniques based on visualization
and visual data mining can be successfully used for
interactive data exploration [2,6].

2.2. Extracting Context Information from
Experts
Unfortunately, the context information associated with
data repositories is usually coarse. In many cases,
important context information is not coded at all. The
most common scenario is that software engineers
acquire useful knowledge during the production,
collection, preparation, and analysis of data, but this
knowledge is not transcribed in an explicit format to
future data users. We call this the tacit knowledge
problem [11].
It is key to transform as much tacit knowledge as
possible into explicit information. Tacit knowledge
tends to be lost with time and people relocation.

Estimation and Prediction
Classification
Clustering
Association Discovery

Visualization

Pattern Extraction

Interactive Data Exploration

Interactive Querying

Figure 1 – Data mining and model building.

Pattern extraction aims at identifying useful patterns
in data. Techniques like cluster analysis and association
discovery helps to identify groups of homogeneous data
sets and associations between relevant variables. They
also may have strong impact on data understanding,
selection of data sets, and selection of independent
variables for model building.
Model building should be the last step. It must be
grounded on data understanding. It is the tip of the
pyramid and should be supported by interactive data
exploration and pattern extraction.

2.3. Extracting Context Information Through
Data Mining
The previous sections talked about directly gathering
context information. Frequently, this is not possible.
Most of the times, the context information associated
with data repositories is insufficient. A solution to this
problem is to try to extract part of this context
information directly from experts and available data.
Data mining is about extracting useful information
from data, so it can help experts to extract context
information. It helps them to identify relevant questions
about the data. Questions that they would not have
thought to ask before.
Next session argues that visualization and interactive
data exploration has much to offer to the experts by
helping them to explore and better understand the data
during a model building process.
1.

Model
Building

2.

Bringing Background Knowledge to Model
Building

Figure 2 proposes a model building process that
considers context information. The top of the figure
shows the process activities and the decision points of
this process. The left bottom lists the context
information need during the modeling process. As
discussed, the sources for this information can be
experts´ tacit knowledge, recorded context information
(knowledge repository), and mined context information.
The new, generated, context information is seen on
the right under the activities. This information includes:
modeling goals, assessed data quality, lessons learned,
insights, and produced models. This information should
be added to a knowledge repository for future usage.
The process activities are as follows:

Our Perspective on Data Mining And Model
Building

Figure 1 breaks down data mining activities in three
levels: model building, pattern extraction, and
interactive data exploration. They can be seen as a
pyramid where the exploration of data in the base
creates the fundamentals for the extraction of patterns
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context information for the correct use of this model
should be made available. Important context information
may include: (1) data quality assessment; (2) the model
sensitiveness, accuracy, precision, limitations, and
assumptions; and, (3) information about the model
building process.
We have been using our model-building framework
over empirical software engineering data. The next two
sections present this work, focusing on the use of visual
data exploration techniques to bring context information
to the model building process.

1) Problem Definition and Modeling Goals –
beginning of the process. Goals, initial parameters,
limitations and expectations are stated.
2) Obtaining and Understanding Stored Data and
Gathering Knowledge – data is assembled and
explored. The available context information about the
data is gathered. This information may come from the
repository, from data exploration or from the tacit
knowledge of software engineering experts. Best
modeling techniques are identified.
3) Assessing Data Quality – data reliability,
precision and accuracy are estimated based on the
collected context information. The experts´ judgment
has a great influence in the process; they should use the
gathered context information to assess data quality and
discard data that are not trustworthy.
4) Model Construction – the modeling algorithm is
applied. This step is dependent on the results of the
previous steps. It is interactive and iterative with the
others activities. The experts will rebuild the model
many times, until he is satisfied with it.
5) Models Evaluation – the generated models are
evaluated against a testing data set, and measures of the
model’s precision, error and accuracy are taken. This
activity finishes when the experts are satisfied with the
produced model. If not satisfied, the experts can
backtrack to some of the previous modeling activities.
6) Conclusions, Recommendations and Packaging
– It consists of describing the model and organizing all
context information about the model. This information
should be packaged in with all the necessary information
for re-creating the model from the same data. All the
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3.

Work Context

In order to illustrate the role of visualization on
software engineering model building, we have been
using data collected during the Readers Project. The
project is a collaborative research effort to evaluate
software defect detection techniques through controlled
experiments [12,13]. It involves researchers from the
Fraunhofer Center MD, the University of Maryland, and
several universities in Brazil. The project backbone is
the replication of controlled experiments to produce
more empirical data about the techniques we want to
evaluate.
In this paper, we use data from the Perspective Based
Reading (PBR) Experiment [14]. PBR is a family of
reading techniques based on scenarios to improve the
effectiveness of inspections over natural language
requirements documents. The PBR experiment is aimed
at comparing the efficacy and efficiency of PBR against
Checklist techniques for detecting defects in software
requirements documents.
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Figure 2 – Model Building Framework
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The experimental design of the PBR experiment is
shown in Table 1. Subjects were divided into two groups
of nine people. Both groups applied Checklist on the

1º
Day
2º
Day

colored by effectiveness of the subject who discovered
it.
The sections below use data from two PBR
replications to illustrate how we used treemaps to
address the issues raised in Figure 2, namely, better
understand the data, assess data quality, build models,
and evaluate these models.

Table 1 – PBR Experimental Design
Group 1 – 9 Subjects
Group 2 – 9 Subjects
Theory Checklist and Training
ATM
PG
3
3
3
3
3
3
Designer Testers Users Designer Testers Users
Theory PBR and Training
PG
ATM

4.1. Obtaining and Understanding Data
The data was obtained directly from the replicators,

PBR

first day and PBR on the second. The experimental
artifacts are two requirements documents describing an
Automated Teller Machine (ATM) and the operation of
a Parking Garage (PG). The groups applying PBR were
divided into three subgroups of three subjects. Each
subgroup applied the technique from one of the PBR
perspectives, either a Designer (D), a Tester (T) or a
User (U). Depending on the perspective, the reader must
follow specific scenario in order to uncover software
defects. Once the defect is uncovered, the subject must
assign a type to the found defect based on the taxonomy
of the defects.
The dependent variables of the PBR experiment are:
number of defects found, effectiveness, and efficiency.
The independent variables are: reviewed document,
technique, perspective, experience, defect type, defect
class, subject native language, subject experience as
manager, developer, tester and analyst, and subject
experience using and writing requirements documents.
4.

Figure 3 – A Treemap to Visualize Defects Classes and Types

but we did not have much context information on it. In
order to understand the data, three tables were
assembled, one for each replication and one combining
all data from the two replications. The next step was to
use visualization to understand data and pre-select
relevant variables. The goal is to identify equivalent
variables and relationships between dependent and
independent variables. This process is highly interactive
and iterative with the quality assessment and model
building activities.
The idea is to use visualizations from different
perspectives to better understand the data. Figure 3 is a
good example of one of those visualizations. It shows
the distribution of the effectiveness by the classes and
type of defects. The figure points out that there is no
strong relationship between class-type of defects and
effectiveness, showing that these variables are not
critical for the models we want to build.

Using Visualization in a Model Building Process

This section shows how we used visual data
exploration to support the construction of models
following the framework shown in Figure 2. It focuses
on building classification models for defect detection
effectiveness from the data gathered out of the PBR
replications. In particular, it describes the building of
decision trees, one of the most popular classification
methods [5,6,9].
Although, we could have used different visualization
techniques, we focused on treemap visualizations to
illustrate our case study. Treemaps is an information
visualization technique effective for visualizing
hierarchical structures [11]. They are well suited to the
problem at hand: to build decision trees. Figure 3 shows
a treemap that presents the defects detected during one
of the PBR replications. The defects are hierarchically
organized by defect class (omission and commission)
and defect type (incorrect information, incorrect fact,
ambiguous information; extraneous information,
miscellaneous). In the example, the defects are also

4.2. Assessing Data Quality
Even when the data is gathered in a controlled
environment, software engineering experiments has
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understanding, assessing data quality, model building,
and model evaluation. For example, the first trees we
built for different replications were very different from
one another. We had to step back and understand that
this variation was caused by the experience variables we
discussed earlier. Visualization helped much with this
process.
Figure 4 shows an example of a decision tree
expressed as a treemap. It shows in its hierarchy a
precedence of information gain for the variables:
document used, English language knowledge and
technique being used. The importance of the technique
for the effectiveness wasn’t surprisingly, but the high
information gain for the type document was. This
motivated us to evaluate if this model made any sense.
4.4. Model Evaluation
Empirical models are usually statistically evaluated, in
terms of precision and accuracy, against a testing data
set. Our model-building framework proposes to go
beyond that and to use context information to understand
the model itself.
In our case study, for example, we wanted to
understand if indeed the document type was an
important variable for the subjects´ effectiveness, and
why this was so. To answer these questions, we build the
treemap shown in Figure 8.

Figure 3 – Experience of the Subjects as a Manager

many sources of noise and variation. As with any type of
measurement, it is always necessary to assess data
quality. In our case study, we could indeed find
problems in data quality through data visualization. An
example is the coding of the experience of the subjects.
These variables were numerical and supposed to be
coded in years of experience. We knew that the subjects
were undergrads or first year grad students It was
improbable that a student could have an experience in
testing of 24 years, or an experience as manager of 12
years, as seen in Figure 4. We hypothesized that some of
the subjects answered the experience questions in
months. Looking at the background questionnaire
answered by the subjects, we found out the experience
questions were written as: How many years/months of
experience do you have as a software manager? Our
hypothesis was confirmed.
4.3. Model Construction
The goal of the models we wanted to construct was to
study the impact of different context variables on the
effectiveness of defect detection during the replications.
For the construction of the model, we used an algorithm
for building decision trees adapted from Quinlan´s C4.5
algorithm [9]. We implemented a tool to make treemap
visualization and user interaction possible during the
construction of decision trees [10].
Many trees are built during the model building
process shown in Figure 2. For each new tree, we
needed to go through the activities of the framework,
and evaluate the tree built. The process is highly
iterative. There are feedback loops between data

Figure 4 – A Decision Tree Expressed as a Treemap

Figure 8 shows a treemap (not a decision tree) in
which the records are hierarchically organized by
effectiveness, language knowledge, and document type.
Each rectangle represents a defect detection event and is
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exploration have a key role to play in supporting better
data understanding and model building. These
techniques help experts to bring background knowledge
and context information to the model building process.
The paper goes through a case study where treemap
visualizations were used to understand empirical
software engineering data, assess its quality, and build
and evaluate decision tree models from it.
The experience showed that the process is highly
interactive with the modeling experts, and highly
iterative in the modeling activities.
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Abstract
Exploratory visualization techniques may complement
statistical data analysis, helping users to understand and
treat data from empirical studies. Visualization becomes
particularly interesting as data sets grow large and more
diverse. This paper discusses how visual representations
and exploratory data visualization may be applied to support and enhance analysis of data sets collected in empirical studies on reading techniques applied to requirements
documents. Information Visualization techniques are used
to analyse data from experiments comparing different reading techniques, allowing us to identify advantages and limitations of visual approaches as compared with traditional
statistical techniques.

1. Introduction
In order to successfully attain project goals and deadlines
software development teams must choose suitable models
and supporting techniques [5]. Empirical Software Engineering attempts to evaluate models and techniques, registering how they perform in practical contexts, with the
goal of establishing a knowledge database to support decision making for development. As such, empirical studies aim at providing evidence of the quality and productivity of software development methods, techniques and tools
[2, 6, 8, 9].
Experimentation processes are typically conducted to
validate previously formulated hypotheses. Hypotheses
state an assumption on how dependent variables are influenced by the independent ones. Thus, in an experimental design the independent variables are isolated to investigate if the hypotheses hold, which is usually determined
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by a statistical analysis. As data is gradually accumulated,
it may be difficult to observe non-anticipated relationships
and patterns in the data applying only standard statistical
techniques. Visual representations may help data analysts to
convey information better, and visualization techniques provide an alternative approach to explore data sets produced
in empirical software engineering.
In this work visualization techniques have
been employed to support knowledge presentation,
hypothesis-oriented data analysis (confirmatory visualization) and, to a lesser extent, undirected data exploration
(exploratory visualization) of data from experiments
comparing different reading inspection techniques applied
to software requirements documents. This is part of an
effort to identify how visual techniques can be integrated
into a systematic data analysis process in this context.
We plan to revisit previous work by Carver [4], who
proposes a systematic approach for building hypotheses
both top-down, using knowledge available in the literature,
as well as bottom-up, using experimental data, to study
the relationship between an inspector’s characteristics and
his or her effectiveness in an inspection. Our interest is
to investigate how visual representations may assist the
hypothesis formulation process. We illustrate such uses on
data collected in two experiment replications conducted
in the scope of the Readers Project [10], that congregates
Brazilian and American researchers on an effort to produce
and integrate a large body of results from controlled
experiments on families of technologies.
This paper is organized as follows: in Section 2 we discuss work on the empirical studies on reading techniques
for reviewing requirements documents, and describe the experiment whose data is used to illustrate the potential role
of visualization in data analysis; in Section 3 we present
a brief overview of Information Visualization; in Section
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4 we describe how Visual Data Analysis has been applied
both in hypothesis-driven and exploration-driven data analysis. In Section 5 we provide a discussion and perspectives
for further work.

2. Empirical Studies on Software Requirements Analysis: A Case Study
Researchers from the Empirical Software Engineering
Group (ESEG) at the University of Maryland have conducted experiments observing the application of several
reading techniques, aimed at evaluating and comparing their
efficacy and efficiency. In particular, Basili et al. [2] proposed Perspective Based Reading (PBR), which consists
of a family of reading techniques for detecting defects in
software requirements documents. PBR provides a process to review requirements documents in which the reviewer assumes one particular perspective: Designer (D),
Tester (T), or User (U). Depending on the perspective, the
reader must follow specific guidelines to conduct the revision process. Experiments have thus been designed to
compare PBR against other reading techniques, particularly
with the Checklist approach for defect detection. Several
experiments have been replicated in the scope of the Readers project, producing data on PBR [10].
The original experimental design of the PBR experiment,
run at the University of Maryland, addressed questions such
as: 1) Do teams applying PBR detect more defects than
teams applying Checklist? 2) Do individual reviewers using PBR and Checklist find more defects? 3) Does the reviewer’s experience affect his or her effectiveness? Shull et
al. [10] pointed out that the original experimental design
left some open questions, and the experimental design for
a set of replications of the original experiment extended the
roll of questions to be investigated, such as: 4) Does a reviewer, individually, find out different defects applying PBR
and Checklist techniques? 5) Do the PBR perspectives have
the same effectiveness and efficiency? 6) Do the PBR perspectives find different defects?
Following the design specified in the Lab Package,
shown in Figure 1, subjects were divided into two groups
for the experiment. In the first day, subjects in both groups
used the Checklist technique to review one of two requirements specification documents: Automated Teller Machine
(ATM) or Parking Garage (PG). In the second day, each
subject was trained in one of the PBR perspectives – Designer, Tester or User – to review the document that she/he
had not revised yet: those who had reviewed the ATM document applied one PBR perspective to review the PG requirements document, and vice-versa. For each defect occurrence observed the subject should register the page on
the correspondent requirement document and classify the
defect according to a given taxonomy: Ambiguous Infor-

mation (A) – Information is ambiguous; Inconsistent Information (II) – Two sentences contradict each other; Incorrect fact (IF) – Some sentences assert a fact that cannot be
true; Extraneous Information (E) – Information is provided,
but is not needed or used; Miscellaneous Defect (MD) –
Other defects; Omission (O) – Necessary information has
been omitted.
First
Day
Second
Day

Group A
Group B
Training
Training
ATM
PG
(D)
(T)
(U) (D)
(T) (U)
Theory PBR
Training
Training
PG
ATM

Checklist
PBR

Figure 1. Experimental Design [2]

3. Information Visualization
Visualization techniques can be categorized, according
to the type of task supported, in presentation, confirmatory
and exploratory.
Presentation techniques assume that facts to be presented are known and fixed a priori. Confirmatory visualization techniques are useful to support confirmation or
rejection of hypotheses about the data held by the analyst –
the visualization may motivate (or not) additional statistical
analyses on the data. Exploratory techniques create representations from raw data, and are useful when there are no
a priori hypotheses – for example, if the user has little idea
of what to search for in the data, or is pre-processing data to
improve quality for further input into analytical algorithms
and tools. With interactive exploration, a user conducts an
undirected search for structures, and gradually forms mental
hypotheses that may be confirmed by appropriate visualizations or statistical analysis [1]. These different visualization
categories may be applied to data from empirical studies to
support different analysis tasks.
task

Data
Raw
Data

Visual Form
Data
Tables

Data
Transformations

Visual
Structures
Visual
Mappings

Views

View
Transformations

Human Interaction

Figure 2. Visual Analysis Process [3]
A typical Visual Analysis Process follows the pipeline
described by Card et al. [3], depicted in Figure 2. The
pipeline describes the tasks and interactions for producing
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4. Visualization Applied to Empirical Software
Engineering: PBR Data
Visualization techniques may assist in different stages
of a data analysis process with different roles. One may
identify the major stages of a process supported by visual
analysis tools starting from Wohlin et al.’s [12] description
of a statistical analysis process: a Pre-Analysis stage involves data processing and treatment, including data set reduction when applicable; Hypothesis Verification, which is
in the core of the analysis; and two additional stages that
may rely on heavy support from visual techniques, Synthesis – which involves presenting results – and Meta-Analysis
– which refers to analyzing data from multiple experiments
or replications.
1 http://www.spotfire.com/

User Role
Subject

Type of Support

Explorative
Analysis
Confirmative
Analysis

Replicator

Meta-Analysis

Synthesis

Analysis

Presentation
Pre-Analysis

a human perceivable, interactive visual representation from
raw data. Arrows indicate multiple transformations over the
data: once raw data is “cleaned” and instances and relationships organized into a data table, it is possible to create
Visual Structures. These combine spatial substrates, marks
and graphical properties and may be interactively modified
by the user to reach his/her goals. Views from the visual
structures are obtained by setting visualization and viewing
parameters. One may identify two phases in the process:
Data Treatment and Visual Treatment. Although connected,
they occur in different spaces (the data space versus the representation space) and, therefore, require different types of
support. Flexible interaction with visual representations is
a major requirement to explore possibilities and draw conclusions, and such capability must be provided by the visualization tools.
In general, these tools can obtain data from several
sources, from text flat files – in standard or custom file formats – to data base management systems. The data collected in the experiment replication and used in this study
was summarized in datasheets, which were then converted
to text files. Attributes describe subjects’ background experience as a software analyst, tester and developer; subjects’
previous experience on writing and inspecting requirements
documents; the document inspected; the inspection technique; the reported defects and their classification. The resulting Data Table (see Figure 2) – was formatted as required by the different tools used. We used SpotFire DecisionSite 1 and XmdvTool [11] to generate visualizations for
both exploratory and confirmatory analysis, and also a local implementation of Parallel Coordinates for exploratory
analysis.
The general process described in Figure 2 was thus instantiated in this context, and results are presented in the
next section.

Designer
Stage of Analysis

Figure 3. Visualization applied in empirical
studies

Figure 3 shows our view of the potential application
space of visualization techniques in the analysis of empirical data, considering three axes representing the type of
user (Designer of the experiment, Replicator or Subject),
the stage in the analysis process (Pre-processing, Hypothesis Verification, Synthesis or Meta-Analysis), and the nature of the tasks to be supported (Presentation, Confirmation, Exploration). The front plane, for example, shows the
potential usefulness of visual techniques to an experiment
Designer. Exploratory visualization techniques are potentially useful in Pre-processing, Hypothesis Verification and
Meta-analysis, and Visual Presentation techniques are useful in the Synthesis stage. Visual Presentations may also
convey information to Subjects and Replicators, as well as
to the Designers themselves. The size of the circles drawn
in the figure reflects our feeling regarding the potential usefulness of visual representations for a specific combination
of analysis stage, task nature and type of user in the analysis
process. Thus, we believe, for example, that visualizations
are likely to be very useful to Designers (front plane) in several stages, for example for conducting Confirmatory and
Exploratory tasks in the Analysis and Meta-analysis stages,
whereas experiment Replicators (middle plane) are likely to
benefit a lot from Presentation techniques in the Synthesis
stage and from Confirmatory visualizations in the Analysis,
though they are usually not concerned with Meta-Analysis.
The back plane shows that Subjects might resort to effective visual Presentation techniques, for example, to understand results and evaluate their own performance (Synthesis
tasks).
In the above scenario, visual analyses conducted in this
study concentrate mainly on the front and middle plane regions, considering the experiment Designers’ and Replicators’ perspectives. Analyses were conducted with two dif-
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Figure 4. Defects found by Technique and Defect Type (R1)
ferent goals. First, confirmatory visualizations that could
actually support qualitative “hypothesis” confirmation or rejection were produced. Here, interactive visualizations were
the main resource to identify and group the attributes of interest – identified as the dependent and independent variables defined in the experimental design to visually “show”
how the data behaves regarding a certain hypothesis. Once
the relevant information is identified, it may be conveyed
by a proper visual presentation organized to show the target (dependent) attribute in relation to the secondary (independent) ones. At this point, simple presentations, such as
pie and bar charts, usually suffice. Secondly, exploratory
analyses were conducted trying to look at the data without
directing the search by hypotheses. Undirected exploration
was limited, however, as the study was restricted to a small
data set from two replications.

Extraneous Information (E) have been found.

4.1. Hypothesis-Driven Visualization

Focusing on Question 3 (Does the reviewer’s experience
affect his or her effectiveness?), the visualization in Figure 5 allows observing the role of reviewers’ previous experience and background on performance. Subjects’ experience as software Developer, Manager, Tester and Analyst, plus how much experience Using Requirements Documents and Writing Requirements Documents were considered. Figure 5 shows the number of defects detected by
each group, for each Document and Technique, with the
group´s average experience level mapped to a grey scale:
white represents the minimal experience coefficient, varying gradually to black for the maximal experience coefficient, as shown in the figure. This figure shows that the
less experienced group had a significant improvement when
applied PBR.
Question 6 (Do the PBR perspectives find different defects?) is concerned with the defects revealed by the different PBR perspectives. If we handle Checklist as an additional perspective we may compare the number and type of
defects detected by the four perspectives. Figure 6 shows

Initial visualizations were inspired by the Questions
posed by the experimental design, trying to visually identify
as trends in a graphical representation the known statistical
results. Although data from two replications on PBR experiment have been used, the results presented are from the
first replication – the results obtained using data from replication R2 are quite similar. Focusing on Question 2 (Do
individual reviewers using PBR and Checklist find more defects?), an example of a hypothesis-driven visualization that
considers the type of the defects is presented in Figure 4. In
this visualization, the horizontal axis (x) depicts defect type,
the vertical axis (z) represents the defect identification numbers, and the reading technique is on the y axis. This visualization allows observing the distribution of reported defects
and their types, comparing the behavior of both PBR and
Checklist techniques. One may observe, for example, that
defects of the type Omission (O) have been found more frequently than other types and that very few defects of type

Figure 5. Defects detected by Document and
Technique – color maps average Experience
(R1)
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a scatterplot: the x axis shows the subjects and the y axis
shows the defects, identified by their number in the PG document. One observes that defects in the beginning of the
document (low identification numbers) were detected by a
greater number of subjects for any perspective and any technique. This suggests a verification of the experimental process, as it seems that even with enough time for each review
session, subject’s effectiveness decrease with time. However, before considering investigating this issue any further,
a quick look at the distribution of defects in the documents
(Figure 7) shows that defects are indeed concentrated in
the beginning of the documents for both documents. Thus,
this result may not be due to subject behavior. To verify
the influence of defect distribution the Lab Package may be
evolved, making feasible the use of requirements document
with different defects distribution.

Figure 7. Defect distribution in documents

4.2. Exploratory Data Visualization
Although limited within the scope of data from two experiments, we investigated how visualization could assist
an undirected exploratory process on the data, separately.
In this context, we tried to produce visualizations capable
of conveying potentially interesting and unknown relationships amongst independent experimental variables. Figure 8 shows a Parallel Coordinates [7] visualization of two
PBR replications data (R1 and R2), focusing on the attributes that register subject’s previous experience as Manager, Developer, Analyst, Tester, Using Requirements and
Writing Requirements. The range of values for these four
attributes was normalized and experience values are expressed in months.
Figure 8(a) shows that 14 out of 18 subjects have exactly the same experience on Using Requirements and Writing Requirements, and four of the subjects have quite similar experience in general. The same is not observed at
Figure 8(b): there are no straight correspondence among
these experiences (Using Requirements and Writing Requirements), but it is possible to keep this idea considering
the small variance among them. It might be interesting to
verify if this holds in other replications, as this information
might be considered for attribute reduction in future replications. Carver [4] has discussed some specific skills that
may affect software development experience, suggesting a
study about their particular influence on subject’s effectiveness. A visual analysis may help to decide whether it is
worth to conduct further statistical analysis on all the experience metrics collected from subjects. For example, it
may not be worth to consider separately the experiences on
Using Requirement and Writing Requirement.

5. Conclusions and Further Work
Figure 6. Defects detected by subject (R1)
This work is an initiative towards introducing visual
techniques in the process of analyzing data from empirical
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we are investigating how visual data analysis can support
meta-analysis and deal with the difficulties introduced by
different data organizations. Also, new hypotheses might
be proposed for future experiments using exploratory visualization and visual data analysis.
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Abstract
We describe a method for extracting architecture of a
program1 from its source code. Such architecture is
represented by imposing the execution counts computed
from the dynamic traces collected from program
execution on a static call graph at the function level or a
control flow graph at the basic block level. A tool, VSAC,
was developed to automate the extraction and present the
results graphically. An example of using VSAC on a C
program is also reported to explain the use of this tool in
detail.
Key words: Software architecture, dynamic execution
trace, call graph, control flow graph, execution count,
basic block

1. Introduction
A C program2 can be modeled by a graph with a set of
interconnected nodes. Depending on the granularity, each
node in the graph can represent a function or a basic block
in a function. Two nodes, α and β, are connected if
control can flow from α to β. A basic block, also known
as a block, is a sequence of consecutive statements or
expressions containing no transfers of control except at
the end, so that if one element of it is executed, all are.
This, of course, assumes that the underlying hardware
does not fail during the execution of a block. Hereafter,
we refer to a basic block simply as a block.
With this in mind, in this paper the architecture of a
program is represented in terms of its static structure such
as call graphs or control flow graphs and the execution
†

counts collected from dynamic execution traces. More
specifically, the architecture is represented by imposing
the execution counts computed from the dynamic traces
collected from program execution on a static call graph at
the function level or a control flow graph at the basic
block level.
Information captured in such an architectural model
can help programmers understand and maintain their
programs. For example, when a node has an unexpected
number of execution counts (such as some code that
should not be executed by a test case but is executed), it
gives an indication that there might be a program bug in
the code which decides the corresponding control flow.
Another example is that such information can be very
useful in performance analysis by identifying which
function(s) or which block(s) and their surrounding
structures are responsible for most of the executions.
To automate the extraction and present the results
graphically, a tool, VSAC (standing for Visualizing
Software Architecture in Code), was implemented on top
of ATAC which is part of the Telcordia Software
Visualization and Analysis Toolsuite (also known as
χSuds) [1,6]. Given a C program, ATAC instruments it at
compile time by inserting probes at appropriate locations
and builds an executable based on the instrumented code.
For each program execution, ATAC saves the execution
traceability in a trace file. With this information, VSAC
can compute how many times a function is invoked and
how many times a block in a function is executed. Such
information along with the static structure of a program
(either call graphs at the function level or control flow
graphs with respect to individual functions) is then
displayed in a user-friendly graphical interface.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows.
Section 2 explains the use of VSAC with an example.
Section 3 presents an overview of some related studies.
Our conclusions and recommendations for future research
are in Section 4.

Corresponding author. Tel: 972-883-6619; Fax: 972-883-2399.
Email address: ewong@utdallas.edu;
Web URL: http://www.utdallas.edu/~ewong.
1
In this paper, we use “program,” “application,” and “software”
interchangeably. We also use “functions” and “procedures”
interchangeably.
2
The method discussed in this paper also applies to other 2. An Example on the use of VSAC
programming languages such as C++ and Java. For illustration In this section, we explain the features of VSAC by way
and the associated tool development, however, we have to select of a running example eparser – a simple expression parser
a specific language -- C in our case.

which parses and evaluates constant expressions, that is,
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expressions with no variables. For example, it takes as
input a string containing a numerical expression, such as
(10 – 5) * 3, and computes the proper answer. The source
code for the eparser program, which consists of eleven
user-defined functions, is contained in two files: eparser.c
and elib.c.
We compile the source code with ATAC, generate an
instrumented executable (eparser), and collect the static
information. Next, we run eparser on a test case (say t1) to
generate a dynamic execution trace file (eparser.trace).
Figure 1 shows the main VSAC window display based on
the static and dynamic information we have collected. On
the left of the menu bar, there are four pull-down menus:
File, Analysis, Graph, and Help. All features of VSAC
can be invoked through these pull-down menus except for
Summary and Update which are invoked by clicking on
the corresponding buttons on the right of the menu bar.
There are four additional buttons in the left panel, which
allow the user to conveniently invoke a function or block
call graph, or zoom in/out the current graph. The window
below the zoom in/out buttons displays some general
information about the program being analyzed. In our
case, it shows that elib.c and eparser.c are the two
functions being analyzed. The window on the right, which
is initially blank, is used to display, by default, the
function call graph. The number at each node is the
execution count of the corresponding function. For
example, the number “2” at node eval_exp2(elib.c)
implies the function eval_exp2 in file elib.c is executed
twice. If function A calls function B, there is a directed
edge in the graph from A to B and the associated number
gives the number of invocations of B by A. For example,
there is an edge from eval_exp2(elib.c) to
eval_exp3(elib.c) with a number “4”; this means
eval_exp3 is called four times by eval_exp2 because of the
execution of eparser on t1.
Suppose we run the executable on another test case
(say t2). New trace information will be generated and
appended at the end of eparser.trace. In fact, VSAC
continuously monitors this trace file to see if any new
trace information has been added to it. If so, it highlights
the Update button in red to indicate this. We can click on
the Update button to tell VSAC to incorporate the new
trace information from t2 into its display. Figure 2 shows
the updated function call graphs. Compared with Figure 1,
we notice that the number at the node eval_exp2(elib.c)
changes from “2” to “6” which implies the function
eval_exp2 in file elib.c has been executed four more times
because of t2. In addition, the number at the edge from
eval_exp2(elib.c) to eval_exp3(elib.c) changes from “4” to

“11”; this means eval_exp3 is called seven more times by
eval_exp2 because of the execution of eparser on t2.

Figure 1 The call graph at the function level after executing t1

Figure 2 An updated call graph at the function level after executing t2

In Figures 1 and 2, only part of the call graph is displayed
in the VSAC window because the graph is too large for
the display window. We can use the zoom out feature to
reduce the size of the graph. Figure 3 shows a reduced
graph of the one displayed in Figure 2. On the other hand,
we can use the zoom in feature to focus only on a small
enlarged portion for a better view.
In addition to displaying the execution counts directly
on function call graphs these counts can also be listed in a
tabular format. An example of this appears in Figure 4
which lists the execution counts of all the functions in the
eparser program.
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Similar to call graphs at the function level where each
node represents a function (such as Figure 1 and
Figure 2), we can generate a control flow graph (or a call
graph at the basic block level, namely, a block call graph)
for each function with each node representing a block and
each edge indicating a possible control flow from the
block at the head of the edge to the block at the tail of the
edge. Figure 6 shows the control flow graph for function
eval_exp2 in elib.c. Same as before, the number at each
node or edge is the execution count of that node or edge.
From this figure, we make the following observations:
• If the cursor is moved onto a node, the source
code of that node will be displayed. For example,
the code while ((op = *token) = = ‘+’) is
displayed when the cursor is at B1.
• The number at node B2 is 8 which means block B2
is executed eight times.
• The numbers at the edge from B2 to B4 and from
B2 to B3 are 2 and 6, respectively. This implies of
the eight executions of B2, two are followed by an
execution of B4 and six by B3.
• The number at node B4 is 5 which is larger than 2
(the number at the edge from B2 to B4). This is
because B4 can also be executed after the
execution of B1. In our case, three of the eleven
executions of B1 are followed by an execution of
B4. As a result, the total number of execution
counts for B4 is 5 (the sum of 2 and 3).

Figure 3 A reduced call graph after zooming out the one
displayed in Figure 2.

Figure 4 Execution counts of functions in the eparser program

The listing in Figure 4 can be sorted by “Function Name,”
“File Name,” or “Execution Counts”. For example,
Figure 5 shows the list sorted in an ascending order by the
“Execution Counts”.

Figure 6 The control flow graph for function eval_exp2 in elib.c.
The text next to B1 gives the corresponding source code at B1.

Click on the Summary button and you will see the
execution counts for every block in this function as
displayed in Figure 7.
Figure 5 The sorted list with respect to the execution counts
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which might not be possible for a software system without
appropriate documentation.

4. Conclusion and future research

Figure 7 Execution counts of each block in eval_exp2 in elib.c

3. Related Studies
Several tools and methods have been developed to
identify software artifacts in the subject program and
organize them into higher level abstractions. One example
is ManSART [2,3], a software architecture recovery tool,
which automatically recovers architectural features from
source code by using data flow, control flow, and static
program slicing. In the context of large-sized applications
with multiple languages, ManSART decomposes the
source code according to different languages or modules,
invokes component analysis for each decomposed piece,
and then interprets and integrates the results of localized,
language-specific source analyses. One significant
problem of this approach is that it is entirely based on the
static analysis of the program without including any
dynamic information from its execution.
Another example is Rigi [5] which has a similar goal
as ManSART for understanding large software systems
through their architectures. It semi-automatically extracts,
manipulates and analyzes program artifacts through a
distributed, multi-user repository. It also allows software
analysts to identify the relations among different pieces of
code and integrate these pieces based on their experience
and domain knowledge of the program being analyzed. As
a result, Rigi can be used to help programmers understand
legacy software. However, the process for such an
understanding makes heavy use of human cognitive
abilities.
A third example is an approach proposed by Chris Pal
[4] for extracting and visualizing the dynamic component
level interactions obtained at runtime. For a given
program, it uses Rigi to extract the static structure, runs
the compiled program in a debugging mode with predefined breakpoints in each function, analyzes the file
generated by debugging call stack traces for each
breakpoint, and finally determines a set of call
relationships between procedures. The major disadvantage
of this approach is that such call relationships are
incomplete unless all possible scenarios are considered

In this paper we propose a way to construct an
architectural abstraction of a program in terms of its static
structure (call graphs or control flow graphs) and
execution counts collected from dynamic execution traces.
A tool, VSAC, was implemented to support this process.
The extracted architecture is displayed in a graphical
interface with zoom in and out features. The benefit of
using this abstraction model in program debugging and
performance analysis is also discussed. An important
future study is to explore how the architecture extracted
by using our method complements other architectures
which are also extracted from the source code. Another
study is to apply VSAC to real-life context applications to
examine how it can help programmers understand and
maintain their programs.
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Abstract
This paper describes PDAGraph, an event-driven, component-based visual programming language for “power users”
of Personal Digital Assistants (PDAs). PDAGraph will give
users the ability to create customized applications, taking
advantage of existing PDA applications and hardware modules. It uses a visual programming language derived from
Prograph but adapted for non-professional programmers and
for use on a small screen. We describe our initial design here
and then discuss how we expect to further develop our design
to prepare for user testing.

1. Introduction
With the ability to put more and more computing
power into a smaller package, computer hardware companies started in the early 1990’s to develop handheld computers, such as Apple’s Newton and Palm’s Pilot. These
devices are now commonplace, and are likely to become
even more widely used than desktop computers. The
widespread use of desktop computers created a demand
from end users for customisability and programmability: it
is clear that there is a similar demand from users of handheld devices. Already, there are simple tools such as spreadsheets and database products for handhelds, that allow
some level of end user programmability.
We discuss here the approach we are taking in researching the provision for end-user programmability of PDAs,
our current progress in our work in this area, and a discussion of our future directions. We have previously reported
some preliminary discussion of this work [2].

2. Related Work
There are currently a variety commercial products
which allow end-user customization of PDA’s running the
Palm OS. HotPaw Basic [5], Quartus Forth [10] and OrbWorks Pocket C [9] are all textual programming languages
which operate under the PalmOS. Creating useful programs with these products on the PDA is tedious as all text
must be entered using Grafﬁti (the simpliﬁed script used
with handwriting recognition on the Palm OS). Furthermore, it is impossible to view much of the code at any one
time due to the small screen size. This is to say nothing of
the problems end users have in creating useful programs
using general purpose textual languages such as C and
Basic even without the restrictions of a handheld device.
Very little academic research has been done regarding
customization and scripting of PDA’s. Hyperﬂow [6] is a
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visual programming language developed by Dr. Dan
Kimura designed for use by children on a pen-based (but
not strictly a hand held) computer system. Hyperﬂow is a
dataﬂow-based visual language intended for a range of
software development. Hyperﬂow was implemented
within the PenPoint Operating System [4].

3. Overall Approach
We are taking a component based, event driven
approach to providing programming capabilities to end
users of PDAs. We deﬁne three different types of components. External Components provide the equivalent of an
Application Programming Interface between PdaGraph
scripts and other hardware devices or software applications. These would be created by professional programmers, and loaded as ‘plug-ins’ in the PdaGraph
environment. For example, the developer of a Global Positioning System (GPS) module might create an external
component plug-in to provide the ability to access the
GPS information from within a PdaGraph script. Similarly, external components would be developed to access
things like the ToDo list, Memo and Calendar data maintained as part of the PalmOS.
User Interface Components hold collections of forms (the
PalmOS equivalent of a window). Elements on these
forms can be deﬁned to supply information to scripts, take
information from scripts, and/or trigger the execution of
scripts. Forms in UI components are created by the end
user, on the PDA, and are re-usable.
Finally, Script Components contain the graphical code
created by the end user to provide the functionality they
desire. Script components, like UI components, are reusable, as we will see in our example in Section 4. Scripts
are written in a data-ﬂow language which evolved from
Prograph [8]. We have made adaptations from Prograph,
since it is a general purpose programming language aimed
at professional programmers using desktop computers,
and PdaGraph is a domain-speciﬁc language aimed at end
users for use on handheld devices.
An Application is simply a set of components, which are
bundled together, and which could be complied into a
stand alone application.
3.1 Execution Model
Our execution model is based on events. Events may be
system, user, or program generated (they may come from
external, UI or script components respectively), and are
referred to as Triggers. All execution is performed in

Figure 1 — Application Interface

Figure 2 — Triggered Method

response to triggers. We have special methods, called Trigger Methods which are conﬁgured to respond to them, and
operations called Triggerring Operations which are used to
generate triggers. We are still exploring a number of issues
relating to the processing of triggers. For example, if, in
the process of executing a script in response to a trigger,
another trigger is generated, is the ﬁrst processing paused
while the new trigger is processed, or should the new one
be queued for later processing? Furthermore, if responses
to triggers are queued (and there must be some queuing,
since more than one method can respond to a single trigger), then is the queue processed in LIFO or FIFO order,
or perhaps something else altogether? We are working on
designing user tests to determine the answers to these and
related questions, and will report on this work at a later
date.

putation, and then deposits the result into the output ﬁeld
of the form using the tell operation at the bottom.
In Figure 3 we see the body of the “sum” method,
which simply uses a conditional operation to compute the
sum. In Figure 4 we see the three parts that comprise the
conditional operation. The leftmost of these is used to
deﬁne the test for the conditional operation. The result of
the test is fed into the small output bar at the bottom of
the pane, and this determines which of the two other
panes is executed. If the result is True, the centre of the
three conditional panes is used, supplying 1 as the output.
If it is false, the rightmost pane is executed, which takes
the input, subtracts 1 from it, calls the “sum” method
recursively to calculate the sum for n-1, and then adds on
the input to produce the desired result.
In Figure 5 we see another implementation of the body
of the “sum” method, this one done using a deﬁnite iteration control structure. The pane on the left shows the
body of the sum method, with the call to the looped operation. The remaining two panes show the two parts of the
iteration structure. The ﬁrst of these, in the centre of the
ﬁgure, shows the controls on the iteration, and the speciﬁcation of the inputs and outputs to the body of the loop.
In this case we see that the loop will start at one, step by

4. Example
We will illustrate the current status of our PdaGraph
work using an example. The example is a program (with a
user interface) to add up the numbers from 1 to n. We will
show three different ways of solving this problem with
PdaGraph. First a recursive solution, and then using two
different forms of iteration. All of the ﬁgures shown are
screen captures from our current implementation.
In Figure 1 we see the interface for the application (running in our interpreter). The user enters a value in the top
text area, presses the button, and the result is displayed in
the lower text area.
In this form, the input text area is deﬁned as askable (an
item from which information can be extracted in a script),
the output text area as tellable (an item to which information can be provided in a script), and the button as a trigger (as discussed in Section 3.1 this can be used to cause
the execution of a script).
In Figure 2 we see the triggered method that is executed
in response to pressing the “Add it up” button. This uses
an ask operation called “input” to get the value from the
input text ﬁeld, calls a method called “sum” to do the com-
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Figure 3 — Sum Method

Figure 4 — Conditional Recursive “sum” Method
one, and continue to the value input to the looping operation. The left input to the body of the iteration will be the
index of the iteration. The right input will initially be 0,
and then, on each subsequent iteration, the output from
the body will be looped around to this input. When all
iterations are complete, the output of the looping operation will be the last value output from the body. Finally, on
the right in this ﬁgure we see the deﬁnition of the body of
the loop, which simply adds the current index to the
cumulative sum so far.
In Figure 6 we see another implementation of the
“sum” method, this one using an indeﬁnite iteration.
Again, the pane on the left shows the sum method deﬁnition with the call to the looping operation. The remaining
two panes show the deﬁnition of this looping operation.
The pane in the centre of the ﬁgure shows the speciﬁcations of the indeﬁnite iteration, and the inputs and outputs to the body of the loop. This indicates that the ﬁrst
output from the body will be used to test for continuation
of the loop. The remaining two outputs are paired with
the two inputs, indicating that the outputs of these will be
looped around to the corresponding inputs for the following iteration. For the ﬁrst iteration of the body, the left
input to the body will be the input to the looping opera-

tion, and the right input to the body will be 0. Finally, the
rightmost pane shows the contents of the body. Note that
this is more complicated than in the previous ﬁgures, since
this particular computation lends itself well to recursion or
deﬁnite iteration, but is awkward to express with indeﬁnite
iteration. In any case, we see that the left input is used to
keep track of which iteration (counting down from the
limit) and the right input is used to keep track of the sum
so far. When the body is executed, one is subtracted from
the left input, and this value is output on the centre output, to be looped back around for the next iteration. This
value is also tested against zero, and this value is sent to the
leftmost output, to be used to test for continuation of the
loop. We also see that the two inputs are added together,
and the result sent to the rightmost output, calculating the
sum so far.

5. PDAGraph Structure
As discussed above, an Application can be made up of
three different types of components: External, Script and
User Interface. External components provide the following
types of methods that can be called from within scripts:
Simple, Ask, and Tell. They also provide triggers. UI Components contain forms, but also provide Ask and Tell
methods, as well as triggers.

Figure 5 — Deﬁnite Iterative “sum” Method
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Figure 6 — Indeﬁnite Iterative “sum” Method
In deﬁning a Script Component, a user can create Simple, Ask, Tell, and Triggered methods. Restrictions on
inputs and outputs to the various types of methods, and
notes on their usage are shown in Table 1.
Type
Simple

Inputs Outputs
Any

Any

Ask

0

*1

Tell

*1

0

Triggered

0

0

Notes
A “general-purpose” user
deﬁned method
Used to extract data from
another component
Used to supply data to
another component
Execution caused by an
event

Table 1: Method Types and Arguments
The body of a method is made up of a number of different operations, each of which may have inputs and/or
outputs, connected together with data links. The different

Type
Input Bar

types of operations are: Input Bar, Output Bar, Simple,
Ask, Tell, Triggering, Conditional and Looping. Restrictions on inputs and outputs to the various types of operations, and notes on their usage are shown in Table 2.
5.1 Ask and Tell Operations and Methods
Semantically, there is no difference between an ask
method and a simple method with only outputs. Similarly,
there is no semantic difference between a tell method and
a simple method with only inputs. However, we feel that
conceptually, there is a difference between performing
some sort of arbitrary computation, and accessing data. In
order to make PdaGraph concepts more closely aligned
with end user conceptualisations, we have created separate
methods and operations for data access.
5.2 Conditional and Repeated Execution
As illustrated in our example in Section 4 we are using
special-purpose operations for conditional and repeated
execution. This is in contrast to Prograph, in which any
method can contain conditional execution instructions,
through the use of method cases and Next Case annota-

Inputs Outputs
0

Any

Output Bar

Any

0

Simple
Ask
Tell
Triggering

Any
0
*1
1

Any
*1
0
0

Conditional Any
Looping
Any

Any
Any

Notes
Any method which allows inputs includes an input bar operation. The outputs on the
input bar correspond and provide access to the inputs to the method.
Any method which allows outputs includes an output bar operation. The inputs on the
output bar correspond and provide access to the outputs from the method.
This type of operation speciﬁes a call to a built-in or programmed method.
Used to access data provided by a component.
Used to provide data to a component.
When a triggering operation receives an input of true, it ﬁres it’s trigger, which may be
used to initiate the execution of triggered methods. Multiple trigger operations with the
same name within a component refer to the same trigger.
Used to perform conditional execution.
Used to perform repeated execution.
Table 2: Operation Types and Arguments
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tions on operation. Similarly, in Prograph, any operation
can be annotated to repeat its execution, with annotations
for looping inputs, or for iterating across a collection of
objects, and the termination of repeated executions is controlled through a variety of controls. We feel that our
approach, although less ﬂexible, will be more amenable to
end users than the Prograph approach. In particular, even
in the case of infrequent use, a user is ‘directed’ through
the construction of a conditional or repeated execution by
following the tabs, as opposed to Prograph, where the various annotations need to be remembered or relearned each
time.
The conditional operation is fairly straightforward,
with the ﬁrst tab being used to compute a boolean test
value, which is fed into a small output bar at the bottom of
the form with a single output on it. Depending on the
result of this test, either the second (true) or third (false)
tab is executed. We are also considering a more general
form of conditional execution, where the value fed into
the test result operation can be any primitive data, and
then multiple tabs can be created, each with an associated
value. The tab to be executed would be the one with the
value which matches the value fed into the test result operation. A default tab could also be created. Alternatively, we
could have pairs of test/computation tabs followed by an
(optional) default tab, much like chained if-then-else statements in traditional languages.
The iteration operation is more involved. It is made up
of two tabs, one used to deﬁne the type of iteration, the
controls on the repetition, and the inputs and outputs to
the body of the iteration. The other tab deﬁnes the computation that is to be carried out iteratively.
In the ﬁrst tab, the programmer chooses between deﬁnite iteration (“Counter”) and indeﬁnite iteration (“Conditional”). In the case of deﬁnite iteration, a control
structure is included in the dataﬂow diagram,
. This structure accepts inputs for the start
(“from”), stop (“to”) and step (“by”) of the iteration, and
provides an output (“i”) that gives the index of the current
iteration, which can be connected as an input to the body
of the iteration. In the case of indeﬁnite iteration, a different control structure is included in the dataﬂow diagram,
. This control takes a single input, which is connected
to an output on the body. The control stops the execution
of iterations of the body when the value becomes False.
With both deﬁnite and indeﬁnite iteration the ﬁrst tab
also include speciﬁcations to the inputs and outputs of the
body. These can be either simple ( or ) or looped
(
or
). A simple input indicates that the same
value will be provided to the body of the iteration each
time the body is executed (with the exception of a simple

input connected to the output on the deﬁnite iteration
control structure, which provides the index of the iteration). A simple output, when connected to the output bar
of the tab, will provide the value computed by the last iteration of the body to the output of the iteration operation
when it completes execution. Looped inputs and outputs
always occur in matched pairs. On the ﬁrst iteration, the
value connected to the looped input is provided to the execution of the body. On subsequent iterations the value
output on the looped output is cycled around, and provided as input to the next iteration of the body. If the
looped output is connected to the output bar, then after
the last iteration, the ﬁnal value on the looped output is
output from the looped operation.

6. Concluding Remarks
We have reported on our continuing progress in our
work on providing end user programming capabilities to
users of handheld computers. We are not yet at the point
where we are able to perform user testing, but we are looking forward to the lessons we will learn when we shortly
reach that stage in out research. We anticipate that there
will be signiﬁcant changes and adaptations to the work we
have shown here, but we also expect that we will see some
promise for the continuation of this work.
Besides continuing work on deﬁning and reﬁning the
PdaGraph language we are spending considerable effort
investigating questions relating to the usability of the system. We use or plan to use a variety of interface techniques
to ease the programming task for the end user. For example, rather than writing names of things, the user will usually choose items from lists, and names need only be
entered when something is ﬁrst created. We are also investigating techniques for displaying more information on
the screen at one time, from things as simple as automatically abbreviating names and labels, to more sophisticated
techniques borrowed and adapted from information visualisation research.
There are two areas where we are particularly active at
the moment, as described in the following subsections.
6.1 Automatic Layout
Interaction with the PDA is done primarily using a pen
on the touch sensitive screen. As a result, it is imperative
that construction of the scripts be tailored to that method
of input. One feature which we feel will greatly assist in
this area is incremental automated script layout [3]. Traditionally, this is a very difﬁcult graph theory problem; however our domain poses many useful constraints. The small
screen size limits the number of objects that can on the
screen at one time. Also, it is assumed the user will place
each object approximately where he/she feels it should go
and as a result only incremental changes will be necessary.
We feel it may be beneﬁcial if the movement of objects/
links is done using animation such that the user can easily
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follow.
Many factors contribute to aesthetically-pleasing dataﬂow diagrams. The most obvious being minimization of
edge crossings. Other factors which must be taken into
consideration are bend minimization, symmetry maximization, edge length uniformity, and graph area minimization. A tension exists between these factors in that the
optimality of one often conﬂicts with the optimality of
others. Proper design and implementation of this portion
of the system would ultimately result in increased user efﬁciency through elimination of tedious time consuming
tasks in rearranging graphs on the screen.
We have made some initial progress in this area [1].
6.2 Message Flow
For simplicity of use there is a need in PdaGraph for a
high-level message-ﬂow view that will allow the end-user
to see how different components of the users’ programs
connect and interact, to design the program, and to create
the different components. The components connect to
each other through message-ﬂow links. Graphical user
interface items (such as buttons and text ﬁelds) can be generated automatically after the user deﬁnes the message ﬂow
between a form inside a UI component and any other
component.
Visually, the high-level view of the program will show
the user the different components as icons. UI components and scripting components will have distinguishable
icons, and each external component will be uniquely identiﬁed. Two components that interact with each other will
be connected by a message-ﬂow link. The user will be able
to decide visually where the execution of the program
starts.
From this level of view, the user can add more components and add links between components. The user can
also view the content of components by clicking on the
icons, and access a detailed list of messages that ﬂow
between the two components by clicking on the messageﬂow link. As the scripting component is the environment
where all the computing and assignments are done, there
cannot be message ﬂow between external and UI components without passing through a scripting component.
In general messages can ﬂow from:
• UI component to a scripting component
• Scripting component to UI component
• External component to scripting component
• Scripting component to external component
• Scripting component to scripting component

The message-ﬂow link is just a possible link between
the two components and can have zero or more actual
messages ﬂowing between the two, linking methods and
UI objects.
The use of UI components and scripting components
as a library for forms and methods is probably too complicated for beginners and might even be time consuming for
power users to learn. Thus there is a need to have a simpler
high-level view in order to help novice users to learn PdaGraph quickly. The simpliﬁcation of the UI and scripting
components can be achieved by having a UI component as
one form and a scripting component as one method. This
will help a novice end-user to navigate through components in a new environment, as writing visual languages
can be an acquired skill.
We have made some initial progress in this area, including a user study of this aspect of the system [7].
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Abstract
One of the most expensive and resource-consuming tasks in
the testing cycle is locating faults. To do so, testers must identify
suspicious source code elements such as statements, controls, and
variables involved in failures. This paper presents a new technique that visualizes tested source code elements to assist with
these tasks. Our visual modeling technique uses visual artifacts
and colors to represent the participation of each source code element in the outcome of the execution of a function under test, or
intra-procedural testing. Based on this visual mapping, a user can
inspect and identify source code elements involved in failures, and
potentially locate faults. This paper also describes a tool that
implements our technique.

1. Introduction
Reducing the number of faults in software systems is
clearly desirable. Among the tasks required to reduce the
number of faults in software development is locating errors.
This is a resource consuming task that can have a significant
impact on the cost of the delivered software. Inevitably, techniques and tools that can automate the process can provide
significant savings, and evidently reduce the time required to
locate faults. This can have a significant impact on the overall
cost and quality of the software development and maintenance cycle.
Observations made by Spafford et.al. [8] suggests that
one of the tasks of locating faults begins with the activity of
identifying program statements involved in failures. Developers, in an attempt to locate faults, use tools to manually trace
the program, and with a particular input, encounter a point
of failure, and then backtrack to try to find suspicious program elements and potential causes. With large programs and
large test suites, the huge amount of data produced by such
an approach, if reported in a textual form, may be difficult to
interpret, and very time consuming [8].
Herold et.al [5] implemented a visualization technique
that provides a global view of the results of executing a program with an entire test suite. The technique uses color to
visually map the participation (pass and fail) of each program
statement in a test suite. Based on this visual mapping, a user
can inspect the statements in the program, and identify
potential faulty statements. Our approach, while similar in
the use of a visual mapping scheme and color, focuses on providing more complex mapping of a source code elements
(statements, control, and data-flow interactions) in individual
functions. To further assist testers in locating faults in a function under test, our technique employs a scheme that visually
maps, not only the statements of a function, but rather all
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function elements, including control and dataflow interactions. Visually representing static data-flow interactions of a
function under test is particularly complex due to the overwhelming number of data flow interactions, especially in the
presence of loops.
Our technique uses visual modeling artifacts that are
interactive. That is, after a test case is applied, these visual
artifacts are colored to reflect, based on a particular codebased testing criterion (All-nodes, All-edges or All-du
chains)†, the testedness of the source code elements of a function under test. The decision to use colors as an indication of
testedness in our technique/system is inspired by the work in
Burnett et. al. [3]. In that work, empirical studies showed that
colors are very effective in reflecting the testedness of formbased programs.
One attempt to visualize statements and controls of a
function under test was introduced in Combat [6]. The visual
CFG supported by Combat represented blocks as numbered
circles, and control between blocks as edges with arrows.
Static data-flow interactions were not however visually represented.
This paper presents the details of our visual mapping
technique that solves the visual mapping of statements, controls, and data-flow interactions of a function under test. The
paper also presents a description of a tool, Visual Testing
Environment for C, (VTEC), that implements the technique.
Our new testing technique, as we will show, helps to quickly
identify and locate untested elements, especially when these
elements correspond to complex dataflow interactions.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: in
Section 2 we briefly describe both control-flow and dataflowtesting methodologies for imperative languages, and discuss
related work. In Section 3 we discuss, in the context of a C
example, our visual modeling technique. In Section 4 we
describe VTEC, the prototype that implements the technique, and demonstrate, using an example, its effectiveness in
visually identifying and locating untested program elements
and their corresponding portions of the source code. Finally,
in Section 5 we conclude with some directions for future
work.

2. Background and Related Work
Most test adequacy criteria for imperative languages are
defined in terms of abstract models. The most commonly
used abstract model is the Control Flow Graph (CFG). Con† The All nodes, All-edges, and All du-chains testing
criteria are explained in Section 2

trol flow analysis in a CFG focuses on how conditional code
constructs explicitly reflect how the program execution paths
follow the control flow in the graph. Data flow analysis in a
CFG focuses on how variables are bound to values, and where
these variables are to be used. A path in a CFG from a variable
definition to its use is commonly known as a definition-use
chain or du-chain.
Two practical code-based testing methodologies are
available for imperative languages: control-flow testing; and
data-flow testing. Control-flow testing focuses on traversing
all nodes (statements) or all edges (controls) in the CFG,
while data-flow testing focuses on traversing some or all duchains. Traversing all du-chains is also known as All-dus. Two
kinds of uses are important to All-dus: computational use or
c-use; and predicate use or p-use [4]. Given a definition of a
variable v in a block or node bi CFG, we say that a node bj
CFG contains a computational use or c-use of v if there is a
statement in bj that references the value of v. We also say that
a block bk CFG contains a predicate use or p-use of v if the
last statement in bk contains a predicate statement where the
value of that variable is used to decide whether a predicate is
true for selecting execution paths. Each block bi that contains
a predicate statement is referred to as a predicate block.

2.1 Prograph’s Visual Dataflow Environment
The visual artifacts we use to construct the source code
elements of a function under test, is based on a subset of
Prograph’s [7] visual constructs. We next informally introduce
the visual syntax subset of Prograph that is of interest to our
current work. Figure 1 depicts the following operations: roots,
terminals, input bar; output bar; local; and multiplexed-locals.
The input bar represents a method’s input parameter list. The
roots (implicit variable definitions) on the input bar represent
the formal parameters of the method. As depicted in Figure 1,
r1 represents the formal parameter on the input bar. The output bar represents a method’s output parameter list. The terminals (implicit variable uses) on the output bar represent the
parameters returned by the method. As depicted in Figure 1,
t1 on the output bar represents the parameter returned by the
method. In visual dataflow languages such as Prograph, variables are not explicitly defined. That is, users write programs
by creating icons that are connected via datalinks. In general,
a datalink is created between a root on one operation, and one
or more terminals on another. In Prograph, roots serve as vari-

Figure 1—A subset of Prograph.
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able definitions and terminals connected to those roots via a
datalink serve as variable uses. As depicted in Figure 1, the
root r2 on L3 is connected to the terminal t2 on L4.
A local operation is analogous to a parametrized beginend block in a standard procedural language. As depicted in
Figure 1, “L3” represents a local operation. Control can be
applied to most operations in Prograph. An operation can be
annotated with next case on success or next case on failure controls. The next case control is analogous to a conditional statement in textual languages. Once triggered, depending on the
condition being checked, execution of the current case immediately terminates, and execution is initiated in the next case.
As depicted in Figure 1, L1 and L2 are annotated with next
case on success and next case on failure; respectively.
Local operations in Prograh can be annotated with a
repeat-control. The result is a multiplexed-local operation that
is analogous to a while or for loop in imperative languages. As
depicted in Figure 1, the local operation L6 is annotated with
a repeat-control. A local or multiplexed-local operation, when
double clicked, opens up a new window with its own input
bar and output bar to represent the input and output to and
from the operation. Roots and or terminals on most operations
in Prograph can be annotated with a loop-control. The result is
a multiplexed-local with a wrap-around link. A wrap-around
link is a datalink that starts at the root of a multiplexed-local
and is wrapped around the latter to enter into the appropriate
terminal. As depicted in Figure 1, r3 on L5 is annotated with
a loop-control. The wrap-around link on L5 is formed by
wrapping r3 and t3 with a datalink.

2.2 Related Work
Harold et. al. [5] have presented a technique that uses
statement coverage or All-nodes to aid in the task of fault
localization. Their technique visually maps each source code
statement in a program to a short, horizontal line of pixels.
This “zoomed away” perspective lets more of the software system be presented on one screen during testing. Their technique is implemented in a tool called Tarantula. Tarantula
colors statements in a program to show their participation in
passed and failed test cases. Our work, while similar in the use
of a visual mapping technique and color, “zooms in” on all
source code elements (statements, control and data-flow
interactions) of a function under test. That is we visually map
each source code element using visual artifacts to expose more
knowledge of the source code. These visual artifacts are then
appropriately colored to reflect their testedness according to
testing criteria such as All-nodes, All-edges, and All-dus. This
“zoomed-in” approach allows testers to apply more stern testing criteria such as All-edges and All-dus, and at the same
time zoom in on the testedness of the visual representation of
the source code elements. As a consequence, faults have a
higher chance of being uncovered and visualized.
In other related work, Burnett et. al. [2] implemented an
abstract model structure, Cell Relation Graph (CRG) to test
form-based visual languages. The CRG made it possible to
apply a variety of testing criteria. Later work by Burnett et. al.

[3] proposed the use of visual elements and colors to communicate to the user the testedness of cell formulas under a particular test adeqaucy criterion. Our work parallels that in
Burnett et. al. [3]. That is, we make use of visual elements/
artifacts to represent source code elements of an imperative
function under test, and use colors to communicate the testedness of each element.

3.

Our Visual Modeling Technique

Given a function F in a program Q under test, let
CFG(F)(V, E) be the control flow graph corresponding to F,
such that V and E are the set of nodes and edges CFG(F),
respectively. Our visual modeling technique in VTEC takes a
CFG(F) and produces a Visual-CFG(F) or VCFG(F)(N, C, R,
T, D) such that: N is the set of visual nodes (locals or multiplexed-locals); C is the set of visual controls (next case annotations) that may be applied to a subset of N; R is the set of
visual roots representing variable definitions in the CFG(F); T
is the set of visual terminals representing variable uses in the
CFG(F); and D is the set of visual datalinks connecting a subset of R to a subset of T, representing the data flow interactions in the CFG(F).
Next, we illustrate, in the context of the C example that
is depicted in the window labeled “main” in Figure 3 and its
CFG(C) in Figure 2, the construction process of the VCFG(C)
that is depicted in windows “main” and “n3” in Figure 3. The
C program of Figure 3 computes the square root of a number
between 0 and 1 to an accuracy e, such that 0 < e <= 1.

3.1 Visual Modeling of the Control Flow
After we perform static control flow analysis on a
CFG(F), we build a VCFG(F) in VTEC as follows:
For each CFG(F), and each multiplexed-local operation,
we construct the appropriate visual input bar and output bar
in the VCFG(F). For each non predicate block bi CFG(F) we
construct a local ni  1 For example the local labeled n2 in
the VCFG(C) of Figure 3 corresponds to block b2 in the
CFG(C) of Figure 2.
For each predicate block bi  CFG(F), we construct a
predicate-local ni 1 in the VCFG(F). A predicate local ni is a

C >= 2

b1 read(P, E, D= 1, X = 0, C = 2*P;
C<2

print(error); b2
exit(0);

b3

while(D > E)

print(X); b7

D = D/2;
b4 T = C -(2 * X + D);
T<0
T>0
C = 2 * C; b5
b6 X = X + D;
C = 2* (C - (2 * X + D));

Figure 2 — A C example and its CFG.
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local that is annotated with a

on its right-hand side, and a

on its left-hand side, to represent the predicate block's
true and false edges or outcomes, respectively. For example,
the predicate-local n1 in the VCFG(C) of Figure 3 corresponds
to block b1 in the CFG(C) of Figure 2.
For each block bi CFG(F) representing the entry of a
loop, we construct a multiplexed-local ni  VCFG(F). For
example, the multiplexed-local n3 in the VCFG(C) of Figure 3
corresponds to the loop that starts at node b3 in the CFG(C)
of Figure 2. As depicted in Figure 3, the window labeled “n3”
contains the set <n4, n5, n6> of locals 1in the VCFG(C) of
Figure 3 that corresponds to the set <b4, b5, b6> of blocks in
the CFG(C) of Figure 2.

3.2 Visual Modeling the Data-flow Interaction
After we perform static data flow analysis on a CFG(F),
we map the data-flow interactions to a VCFG(F) as follows:
For every formal parameter fi in CFG(F) we construct a
root ri  R on the input bar of the VCFG(F). The set of roots
R= <r1, r2,..., rn> VCFG(F) corresponds to the set of formal
parameters F= <f1, f2,..., fn>  CFG(F). F and R are both
sorted in an ascending alphabetical order, and placed from
left to right on the input bar of the VCFG(F).
For every formal parameter fi that reaches live (without
encountering a redefinition), the end of the method, we construct a terminal ti on the output bar of the VCFG(F). We use
standard data flow analysis and methods to determine
whether a formal parameter fi can reach the end of a method
before a redefinition of fi is encountered. With imperative
languages, a definition of a variable v reaches a point p in a
subroutine S if there is an execution path from the definition
to p along which v is not redefined or killed [1].
For every formal or actual variable definition vj in bi 
CFG(F), that reaches, live, the end of bi, we construct a root rj
on the local ni. For example, in the CFG(C) of Figure 2, the
definition of X in b1 reaches, live, the end of b1 and thus we
construct a root on n1 of the VCFG(C), as depicted in
Figure 3.
For every formal or actual variable definition vj in bi that
reaches, live a use(s) in a block other than the one it was
defined in, we construct a terminal tj on the local ni N 
VCFG(F). For example, in the CFG(C) of Figure 2, variable X
is defined in b1 and reaches, live, via the path (b1, b3, b7), a
use in block b7. Thus, we construct a terminal ti on n7, as
depicted in the VCFG(C) of Figure 3.
Let P be the set of complete paths in a CFG(F). We
model the data flow interactions between variables definitions
and their uses in a VCFG(F) as visual datalinks. To construct
these visual datalinks in VTEC, we define a family of variable
uses in a CFG(F): direct use; extended use; and wrap-around

Figure 3 — VTEC, a C example containing an error (left) and its VCFGs (right).
use. Each variable use in this family can be either a c-use or a
p-use.
We say that a direct use from (bi to bj)  CFG(F) corresponds to an execution path M  P iff the definition of a variable vd in bi reaches, live, a c-use or a p-use of vd in bj, and bj is
the executional successor of bi. A direct use CFG(F) is constructed in VTEC as a direct datalink DL inthe VCFG(F) that
connects a root rd R to a terminal td T. For example, in the
VCFG(C) of Figure 3, we construct a DL between the root
labeled X on n1 and the terminal on n7.
We say an extended use from node (bi to bk)  CFG(F)
corresponds to an execution path M  P iff (1) the definition
of a variable v in bi, bi  to a block representing a loop LB,
and v reaches, live, a c-use or a p-use of v in bk, such that bk
exists outside the static scope of LB, and (2) the definition of a
variable v in bi, bi exists outside LB, and v reaches, live, a c-use
or a p-use of v in bk, such that bk  LB. Therefore, an
extended use CFG(F) is constructed as a extended datalink
EL in the VCFG(F) in two cases: (1) a definition inside the
body of loop that reaches, live, a use outside the loop, or (2) a
definition outside the loop body that reaches, live, a use
inside the body of the loop. For example, in the first case, the
definition of X in b6 of the CFG(C) of Figure 2 reaches, live, a
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use in b7 via the path {b6, b3, b7}. Thus, we construct in the
VCFG(C), as depicted in Figure 3, an EL from the root labeled
X on n6, to the terminal on the output bar, and from the root
labeled X on n3 to the terminal on n7. The terminals on the
output bar of a multiplexed-local represent ports through
which definitions of variables inside the loop reach uses either
outside the loop or back in the loop via the loop edge. In the
second case, for example, the definition of D in node b1 of
the CFG in Figure 2 reaches, live, a use in node b6 via the
path {b1, b3, b4, b6}. Thus, we construct, as depicted in
VCFG(C) of Figure 3, an EL from the root labeled D on n1 to
the terminal on n3, and, as depicted in Figure 3, the link is
extended from the root labeled D on the input bar of Figure 3
to the terminal on the n6.
We say a wrap-around use from node (bi to bl) V corresponds to an execution path M  P iff the definition of a
variable v in bi, bi  LB, and v reaches, live, a c-use or p-use of
v in bj, such that bj LB, and i possibly equals to j. A wraparound use CFG(F) is constructed in VTEC as wrap-around
datalink WL VCFG(F). Thus, a WL is constructed for every
variable defined inside the body of a loop that reaches, live,
uses back in any block inside the loop via the loop edge. We
construct a WL by: (a) constructing a DL from the root where

the variable is defined to the appropriate terminal on the output bar of the multiplexed-local; (b) constructing a loop-link
on the DL constructed in (a); (c) wrapping the link
around the multiplexed-local, and into the appropriate loopterminal; (d) constructing DL from the appropriate root on
the input bar of the multiplexed-local to terminals that are
associated with the uses; and (e) constructing loop-links on the
DL(s) constructed in (d). If the DL(s) that are to be constructed in (d) already exist, we simply skip the construction
process of (d), and apply (e). A loop-link is constructed to differentiate between the definition of a variable (outside the
body of the loop) that reaches, live, c-uses or p-uses directly
inside the loop, and a redefinition of the same variable (inside
the loop body) that reach, live, c-uses or p-uses via the loop
edge.
To illustrate, consider the CFG(C) of Figure 2. The definition of X in b1 reaches, live, c-uses in b4, and b6. Thus, as
depicted in the VCFG of Figure 4, one EL is created from n1
to n4 and another EL is created from n1 to n6. Also, in the
CFG(C) of Figure 2, the definition of X in b6 reaches, live, via
the loop edge, c-uses in b4, and b6. Thus, as depicted in the
VCFG(C) of Figure 3, we (a) construct a DL from the root that
is associated with X in n6, to the appropriate terminal on the
output bar of the multiplexed-local n3 (b) construct a loop-link
on the DL that was constructed in (a), (c) wrap the link
around the multiplexed-local n3, and into the third right-hand
side loop-terminal, (d) skip the construction process since the
DL(s) that are associated with the uses in n4 and n6 already
exist, and (e) construct the appropriate loop-links on the
already constructed DL(s). This completes the construction
process of the VCFG(C).
The set of visual locals, predicate-locals, and multiplexedlocals N = <n1, n2,... nm> VCFG(F) and datalinks (DL, EL,
and WL) can be directly manipulated by the user. That is, a
user can double click on any ni and view the source code that
corresponds to bi CFG(F). The user can also double click
on any datalink, and view, in the source code, the variable
associated with that particular data flow interaction. The layout of locals, multiplexed-locals, and datalinks are movable in
VTEC to give the user more visual flexibility and control during a testing session.

4. Prototype
We have built a visualization system VTEC, that implements the visual mapping described in Section 3. VTEC is
written in Java. It takes as an input a program, and generates
the VCFG(F) for each function F  P. VTEC supports three
code-based testing criteria: All-nodes; All-edges; and All-dus.
Test cases can normally be extracted based on either the specification or the logic of the source code; however, in the current implementation of VTEC we manually create test cases.
Users can right click in the source code window of a function
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F, or the window displaying the generated VCFG(F), and
choose a testing criterion and input the test cases. Once a
chosen test case is run, VTEC reflects, based on a particular
testing criterion, the testedness of the visual artifacts of the
VCFG(F). We next show how these visual testing feedbacks
can aid the user in visually locating either statement(s), control(s) or data flow interaction(s) responsible for untraversed
source code elements.

4.1 An Example
To best illustrate a testing session in VTEC, we test
using all three supported testing criteria the erroneous C program that is depicted in Figure 3. This program computes the
square root of a number between 0 and 1 to an accuracy e,
such that 0 < e <= 1. The error in the program lies in lines 19
and 20 that should be interchanged. The test suite results of
Table 1 is used here to give, in tabular form, the testedness of
the C program of Figure 3 under all three supported testing
criteria in VTEC. As, depicted in Table 1, the third test case
results in a 100% coverage of All-nodes and All-edges, but
only 98% All-dus. The All-dus criterion is not satisfied since
the path (b6, b3, b4, b6) is not traversed with regards to the
definitions of X and C in b6. This means that the definitions
of X and C in b6 do not reach their uses over the loop edge
into statements 19 and 20, respectively.

4.2 Reflecting the Testedness With Color
Under All-nodes, after any test case T in a test suite TS is
executed, VTEC colors green each local  VCFG(C) if its corresponding block bi  CFG(C) is traversed, otherwise red.
Under All-branches, after any test case T in a test suite
TS is executed, VTEC colors the next case visual annotations
(
and
) of each predicate-local or predicate-multiplexed
and
)
local ni  VCFG(C) as follows: (1) we color (
green to reflect that the true and false edges that are associated
with the predicate block bi  CFG(C) are traversed; (2) we
color

green and

red to reflect that the “true” edge has

been traversed; (3) we color

red and

green to reflect

that the “false” edge has been traversed; and (4) we color
and
both red otherwise. For example, after the third test
case in the test suite of Table 1 is executed, VTEC, as
depicted Figure 4, colors the next case visual annotations
and
on the predicate-locals n1, n3 and n4 green. The G
and R labels in Figure 4 represent the Green and Red colors,
respectively. We annotate the visual artifacts with G and R
appropriately to reflect the testedness, since colors are not
supported in the final printed version of Figure 3 or Figure 4.
Table 1: All Nodes, All-edges and All-dus test suite.
P
1
0.9
0.9

E
-1
0.004

output
invalid domain
0.0 “wrong result”
0.625 “wrong result”

Nodes
28.5 %
28.5 %
100.0 %

Edges
12.5 %
12.5 %
100.0 %

Dus
0.0 %
12.0 %
98.0 %

Figure 4 — The visual reflections of tested and untested du-chains.
Under All-dus, after any test case T in a test suite TS is
executed, the datalinks (DL, EL or WL) that are associated
with a traversed du-chain are dealt with as flows: (1) if the
datalink corresponds to a du-chain whose variable definition
v in bi  CFG(F) reaches a p-use in bj  CFG(F), VTEC colors
the appropriate datalink in the VCFG(F) fully green to reflect
that the true and false edges that are associated with the predicate block bj  CFG(C) are traversed, one green and one red
to indicate that only one edge has been traversed, and red
otherwise; (2) if the datalink corresponds to a du-chain whose
variable definition v in bi  CFG(F) reaches a c-use in bj 
CFG(F), VTEC colors the appropriate datalink in the
VCFG(F) fully green to reflect that the du-chain has been traversed, and red otherwise.
For example, in the CFG(C), and under the All-dus testing criterion, no amount of further testing or test cases would
result in traversing the definition of C and X in block b6 that
reaches uses in block b4. To reflect these untested du-chain in
the VCFG(C), we color in red, as depicted in Figure 4, the
loop-links of the WL(s) that start at the roots that are associated
with the definition of C and X at n6, wrap round n3, and end
at the first and third left-hand terminals on n6, respectively.
All other datalinks will be colored green to indicate that they
have been traversed.

4.3 Locating the Variable(s) Associated With
Untraversed Du-chains
To help VTEC users locate the variable involved in
untraversed du-chains, the user can simply double click on
the red locals, predicate-locals, or datalinks, and the environment will take the user into the source code where the suspected statements, controls, or variable du-chains be
highlighted. This activity is analogous to that of modern
IDEs where a user can double click on reported complier
error and the IDE takes the programmer to the suspected line
in the source code where a syntax error has occurred. Our
testing system parallels that in providing the user/tester with
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visual clues as to where in the source code, an untraversed
statement, control, or du-chain has occurred.

5. Conclusion and Future Work
We have implemented a system/technique that solves the
problem of incorporating and visually representing both control-flow and data-flow characteristics of a function under
test. We have demonstrated that these visual artifacts can
reflect, according to a particular testing criterion, a program’s
testedness in a way that gives the user/tester visual clues to
untraversed source code elements, and in turn help locating
faults.
We are currently in the process of preparing a usability
study to empirically further investigate the effectiveness of
this system. Furthermore, the study will look into determining a benchmark in relation to other existing testing tools.
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Abstract
The use of graphics is a common technique for providing
programmers with added information for program comprehension tasks. However, the development of visual programming languages has provided opportunities for programmers
to use graphics directly within programming languages. In this
paper we investigate the use of control ﬂow notation within
visual data ﬂow programs. Our investigation is centered
around the comprehensibility of boolean expressions that control the execution of data ﬂow and how variations in these
notations can effect the comprehension of programs. We report
on a user study of visual boolean expressions and a design to
improve the task of program comprehension.

1. Introduction
The collection of conditionals, and their evaluation to
determine program behavior at runtime, is a signiﬁcant
aspect of the control ﬂow of a program. Understanding of
control ﬂow is central to program comprehension [20]
and is often cited as the ﬁrst cognitive task programmers
perform when trying to understand a program [3]. Reading and comprehension of a set of conditionals results in
the construction of higher semantic abstractions that can
aid in understanding of a program’s behavior. To create
these higher forms of understanding a programmer is
required to evaluate the numerous conditionals within
source code.
Program maintenance and evolution accounts for more
than 90% of the total cost of software [23]. Of this percentage, 50-90% of that time is simply spent understanding previously written source code [5]. A signiﬁcant aspect
of understanding source code is understanding the control
ﬂow of the program. Since conditionals are a major aspect
of the control ﬂow of a program, if conditionals can be
evaluated more quickly, the time needed to understand a
program will be reduced. If conditionals are difﬁcult and
time consuming to evaluate programs will be difﬁcult to
comprehend and time consuming to maintain.
One of the promises of visual programming languages
(VPL) is to provide opportunities for reducing programming time by making code faster and easier to comprehend. Speciﬁcally VPLs are able to do this by providing a
closer mapping between the problem domain and the
expression of the domain solution using a VPL notation
[2][26]. This mapping is, however, not automatic and
must follow a set of clear guidelines to improve comprehension [13]. The visual nature of the VPL can provide
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affordances to programmers seeing code for the ﬁrst time,
thus supporting comprehension and maintenance tasks
[16][19]. Because program comprehension is a difﬁcult
and time consuming task, we would like to aid in comprehension by providing a representation that integrates control and data ﬂow. In the current phase of this work, we
examine the reported difﬁculties of the present control
ﬂow notation of the Prograph data ﬂow language [6] to
examine programmer’s ability to understand conditional
expressions. We report on an experiment that compares
the present Prograph-style control ﬂow notation to an
alternative notation. In this experiment, we use time spent
in understanding code fragments as a measure of the ease
of understanding of control ﬂow notations. We discuss
related work on boolean expressions from a cognitive and
programming perspective and then present the visual control ﬂow notations that are the subject of our experiment.
This is followed by the presentation of the experiment, its
results, and some concluding remarks.

2. Related Work
Our work intersects two areas of research, program
comprehension and visual programming. As conditionals
are evaluated on the basis of boolean logic we ﬁrst explore
the cognitive issues with regard to their comprehension.
We then examine visual techniques that have been used to
program boolean expressions.
2.1 Boolean Expression Evaluation
A Boolean concept is simply a cognitive mapping
between elements of a domain and the boolean values of
true or false. Evaluation of Boolean concepts was examined by Posner when testing subjects about the truth of a
simple statement “Is the star above the cross” [21]. This
sentential evaluation of a conditional expression was performed after showing subjects a picture of a star and a
cross. Posner found that participants performed more rapidly when the statement was posed in the positive form
than in the negative, such as “Is the star not above the
cross.” Posner explained this behavior by observing that
cognitive functions evaluate Boolean concepts in the positive form and then perform a second stage to evaluate the
meaning through negation. From experience we know that
code that is expressed in terms of a negated expression is
harder to comprehend and thus it is regarded as poor programming in practice [12].
Novice users of Boolean expressions generally do not
understand AND, OR, and NOT constructs. The terms

‘and’ and ‘or’ are used in natural language differently than
in formation of query logic, thus errors are made when
using knowledge of English [12]. A common mistake was
to substitute AND for OR when translating an English
sentence to a query. The NOT Boolean operator is often
misinterpreted in terms of scope due to ambiguity [12].
Combinations of Boolean logic, where evaluation of an
expression is based on several sub-evaluations, is more difﬁcult to comprehend since sub-expression results need to
be held in working memory while other sub-expressions
are being evaluated.
2.2 Visual Boolean Expressions
Michard [18] attempted to represent Boolean expressions graphically using Venn diagrams to show operations
on sets. Each attribute of an expression is expressed as a
circle where users form queries by pointing at portions of
the intersecting circles. In a user study of twelve college
students he found that subjects performed better using the
graphical query interface. Another graphical Boolean
interface, based on relative positions of tiles, was developed by Anick et. al. [1].
Visual Boolean expressions for SQL queries have been
of interest for some time due to the inherent difﬁculties in
formation of Boolean expressions [4][27]. The Filter/Flow
system used data ﬂow as a the base model, with a visual
source and result display using graphical links showing the
ﬂow of records between query attributes [28]. Using this
system participants in a user study made fewer errors evaluating Boolean expressions, in some cases one-third as
many errors as compared to SQL.
Program comprehension has been shown to be
improved through the use of control ﬂow annotations
added to textual programs [7]. Studies have also shown
that data ﬂow is harder to understand than control ﬂow
[10]. Intuitively this seems natural since we tend to think
in terms of sequences of instructions when performing a
task rather than the ﬂow of the work that is produced
while performing the instructions. However, in cases
where instructions are complex or even unpredictable,
data ﬂow as a model greatly simpliﬁes the ability to deﬁne
program behavior [24].
Evidence that data ﬂow is an appropriate notation for
programming is the existence of a number of commercially successful VPLs based on data ﬂow including LabVIEW [15], VEE [14], Simulink [8], Softwire [25] and
Prograph [6].
However, the speciﬁcation of control ﬂow within these
languages continues to be a problem. In LabVIEW conditionals are built from logic gates that are displayed within
the language and connected with links that carry Boolean
data. Logic gate notation is extremely well known and,
since LabVIEW is targeted to the engineering domain, it
would seem natural that such a representation would ﬁt.
However, observations by Green [11] suggest that engi-

neers have a difﬁcult time comprehending programs written in this notation.
We also see difﬁculties with control ﬂow notations in
the Prograph family of languages [6][9][22]. These use a
particular control ﬂow notation that is speciﬁed by visually
annotating the source code displayed as a data ﬂow graph.
We and our colleagues have observed that ﬁrst year computer science students being taught programming using
Prograph reported having difﬁculty understanding this
particular aspect of the language. Green et. al. [11] also
noted that these controls were difﬁcult for test subjects to
comprehend. They attributed these difﬁculties to what
they call “hard mental operations.” That is, a programmer
must stop and carefully evaluate a conditional to in order
to understand the behavior of a program. Meyer et. al.
[17] reported that the number of control choices also contributed to comprehension difﬁculties.

3. Visual Control Flow Notation
In this section we present the control ﬂow notation
used in the Prograph family of languages. We provide an
informal deﬁnition and show how the notation is used to
build conditionals that control the ﬂow of a data ﬂow program. We also present the alternative notation that we
have developed and used in our study.
A Prograph program is made up of operations (built-in
functions and operators or calls to user deﬁned functions)
connected by datalinks. Data ﬂows between the operations
on the links. The execution order of a set of operations is
controlled by the arrival of data at the operations — an
operation can only execute once all of its data is available.
Although there exist pure data ﬂow languages where the
execution of operations is determined only by the availability of data, this is not a practical programming methodology, and visual data ﬂow languages usually include
some method of specifying the ﬂow of control. In
Prograph this is provided by annotations on operations.
3.1 Controls
In Prograph, a control annotation, or simply control, is
a visual annotation attached to the body of an operation.
The control is evaluated during execution to determine if
the data ﬂow graph of a program will continue after the
execution of the operation is complete, or branch to some
other sub-graph.
Figure 1 shows examples of some Prograph operations
with annotations. Each operation has inputs on the top
(terminals) and outputs on the bottom (roots). When an
operation executes, the input values are used, output values are calculated, and then propagated along the links
connected to the roots. Operations also have annotations,
such as those shown on the right hand side of the bar and
snafu operations. These annotations are used to control the
execution ﬂow of Prograph programs. Besides the two
annotations shown here, Prograph also has a variety of
other annotations to support repeated execution. How-
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ever, these other controls are not discussed here and their
examination is left as future work.
When an operation
executes, besides returning values for its outputs, it also produces an
execution message. This
execution message has
one of two values, “success” or “failure.” It is
this execution message
that is tested by the
control annotations for Figure 1: Prograph Operations
use in controlling the
ﬂow of the program. Conceptually, this is equivalent to
having an additional boolean output which can be tested
for control ﬂow purposes.
The control annotations on operations are made up of
two parts, a trigger state (success or failure) and an action
(for example, next case or continue). It should be noted
that the absence of an annotation on an operation means
that the operation has the control “Continue on Success”
which is the default behaviour for an operation.
3.2 Control Trigger State
A control has a trigger state, which has one of two values: success (designated by a checkmark, as shown on the
snafu operation in Figure 1) or failure (designated by an X,
as shown on the bar operation in Figure 1). In order to
determine if a control will “ﬁre” it’s action, the execution
message from the operation is compared against the control trigger state. If they match, then the action is ﬁred,
otherwise it is not. In order for a programmer to ﬁgure out
the behaviour of an annotated operation, he must ﬁrst
determine the execution message from the operation, and
Result
Operation
Control
Match is true, therefore do
control action.

Match is false, therefore do
not do control action.

Match is false, therefore do
not do control action.

Match is true, therefore do
control action.
Table 1: Biconditional Variations

then apply a boolean match function (i.e. a function
which returns true when its two inputs are the same) to
the execution message of the operation and the control’s
trigger state.
There are four possible combinations of execution message and control trigger state for an annotated operation.
The combinations are illustrated in Table 1. These combinations show a sample conditional using the equality operator with two integer inputs. The operation will evaluate
to true or false and emit an execution message of success or
failure respectively. The match function is then evaluated
using the trigger value and the trigger state of the control
to determine if the control action is ﬁred. Of the four
combinations only the ﬁrst and last combination result in
the action being ﬁred.
3.3 Control Action
The action of a control is the behavior it performs when
it ﬁres. There are several different actions that can be used
to control program ﬂow. Each action is represented as a
unique icon which contains the check or X for the control
trigger state and indicates to the programmer what the
program will do when the control ﬁres. In our current
study, we use only the next case control, illustrated by the
icon. The next case control stops execution of the current case, and executes the ﬁrst operation in the next case
in the sequence of cases of a method or local operation.
This provides functionality equivalent to that of an if or
case statement in a language such as C.
3.4 Comprehension of Control Flow
As we have shown, a control is composed of two distinct concepts. The ﬁrst is the control trigger state, represented by icons placed in the center of the control icon.
The second is the control action, represented by an icon
surrounding the trigger state and forming the “body” of
the control that is attached to an operation. The three
parts – operation, action, and trigger state – form a conditional statement that evaluates to cause a particular behaviour. To comprehend this conditional statement a
programmer must interpret these three parts and the result
it produces. It is this evaluation that has been identiﬁed as
being difﬁcult and that forms the focus of our investigation.
Upon further analysis, we can see that controls consist
of two independent Boolean expressions that are tightly
coupled. Both of these expressions must be evaluated independently before the “ﬁnal” result of the control can be
determined and the behavior of the expression understood. The ﬁrst expression is that of the operation itself.
The programmer must ﬁrst evaluate the code to which the
control is attached. As we have seen this can be a conditional expression or simply a single operation. In all
instances the operation’s execution message provides a
Boolean result that matches the result of the operations
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Result

Operation

Control

Operation returns true,
therefore do control action.
Operation returns false,
therefore do not do control
action
Table 2: Uniconditional Variations
logical result. Next, the programmer must read the control, with its Boolean trigger state, and compare it against
the result of the operation’s Boolean state to determine the
ﬁnal Boolean result of the conditional. This design produces what we call a biconditional expression where each
evaluation of a conditional in the language requires two
Boolean conditional expressions to be evaluated.
3.5 Alternative Notation
We have created an alternative control ﬂow notation
which uses a stateless control that has only an action. With
this design the resulting program comprehension task
requires the evaluation of only a single Boolean expression,
i.e. the expression provided by the operation. If the operation evaluates to true the stateless control will ﬁre, otherwise it will not. As shown in Table 2 this control design
provides only two possible results compared to the four
results possible with biconditional controls of Table 1.
The difference presented in the state-ess control is that
the result of the operation determines the execution of the
control and not the result of the Boolean expression
between the operation state and the control state. This
means that one of the Boolean expressions required to
evaluate the conditional has been removed resulting in a
uniconditional statement. The icon of the uniconditional
statement, as a whole, represents the action of the control
(to stop) and not its state, since it has none.

4. User Study
In our user study we compare two control ﬂow notations. Participants were asked to complete a single task of
evaluating a Boolean expression. The main goal of the
study was to determine which of the two control ﬂow
notations allowed the participants to perform the task correctly in the least amount of time. However, the study also
demonstrates that programmers can effectively understand
control ﬂow elements in a predominately data ﬂow representation.
The hypothesis is that there is a difference between the
two conditionals and that the uniconditional expression
will take less time to comprehend than the biconditional
expression, and that the subjects’ responses will be more
accurate using the uniconditional notation.

4.1 Participants
The study consisted of 14 male participants. The participants were programmers with 6 with no university
training, 7 undergraduates, and 1 with graduate level education. Experience was spread with 1 having <5 years, 11
having 5-10 years, and 2 having >10 years programming
experience. Ages were clustered with 12 between 26-35, 1
<18, and 1 >35 years of age. None of the participants had
any experience with visual or data ﬂow programming.
4.2 Apparatus & Procedure
The task we were testing was the evaluation of visual
data ﬂow conditional expressions. Task test items consisted
of viewing a code snippet and pressing a button in
response to a question regarding the code. The experiment
used the two variations of control design described in Section 3.
The study was delivered to all participants though the
Internet via a web browser. The interface consisted of a set
of web pages and forms written in PHP and two Java
applets embedded within the pages. In performing the
study participants navigated through a total of eight pages.
Interaction with each page consisted of reading and clicking on controls (buttons, checkboxes, lists) with the
mouse. No typing was required. Data was collected by
submission of forms and through interaction with the Java
applets. This information consisted of participant proﬁles,
test results, and survey results. The use of Java applets to
collect timing information minimized the effects of network latency on the collected data.
Participants started at an introduction page that
explained the procedure of the experiment. The interaction with the participants was in three phases: demographic questionnaire, ﬁrst experiment and second
experiment.
The ﬁrst phase consisted of single page that presented a
brief questionnaire to obtain consent and collect general
demographic information such as age, gender, and years of
programming experience. We also included questions pertaining to their knowledge related to the experiment such
as if they had previous VPL, data ﬂow, or control ﬂow
experience. Preference and experience with textual languages was also collected.
The second and third phases were identical in structure
but different in experimental content. The ordering of
these two phases was randomly chosen for each participant. Each phase consisted of three web pages that sequentially presented a tutorial, test, and survey. The tutorial
consisted of a Java applet that displayed a series of pages of
information that contained the content of the tutorial.
The test was also presented in a Java applet within a
web page. It consisted of three panels. A top panel presented a question. The center panel displayed a code snippet. The bottom panel displayed a set of three buttons.
The procedure in performing the test was to read the ques-
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tion in the top panel, evaluate the expression in the center
panel, and press a button in the bottom panel in answer to
the question posed in the ﬁrst panel.
Participants started the test by ﬁrst reading the text in
the web page and then clicking a start button on the
applet when ready. The text in the web page asked the participants to respond to the test as quickly as possible while
maintaining accuracy. The question in all cases for both
tests was “What does the following code cause the program to do”. The buttons provided to answer this question
were labelled “Continue”, “Stop”, “Don't Know”. Upon
each press of a button a new code snippet would be presented for to a total of 10 questions (note that only 9
responses were used — the ﬁrst question was used as a
practice to allow the subject to familiarize himself with the
format). After the ﬁrst practice question, the questions
were presented in a random order. Once complete participants were asked to move on to the survey page. The survey page consisted of six multiple choice questions rating
their impressions of the test they had just performed.
The pages were designed to prevent the use of the
browser back or refresh button preventing users from visiting previously viewed pages. This was important since we
did not want to have participants view the tutorials more
than the allocated duration, nor did we want them to
attempt to re-try the tasks.
To reduce the number of variables possibly effecting the
experiment we did not include any participants with previous Prograph experience. We reasoned that past experience
would cause an unfair advantage when evaluating biconditionals and a disadvantage for conditionals since habit formation with biconditionals would cause increased
interference in expression evaluation. This meant that all
participants were effectively learning the syntax of the data
ﬂow language for the ﬁrst time.
4.3 Results
The focus of the experiment was to determine if there
was a signiﬁcance in the difference between uniconditional
and biconditional expressions. The results of the two surveys were analyzed using paired, 1-tailed t-tests. The three
factors analysed were expression type (uniconditional vs.
biconditional), speed of response, and accuracy. We chose
a signiﬁcance level of _=.05.
The mean calculated for biconditional response time
was 6042ms and for uniconditionals was 3880ms. Standard deviation for biconditionals was found to be 2097ms
versus uniconditionals of 1207ms. Calculation for signiﬁcance between the two groups was performed using a
paired, 1-tailed t-test on response time and showed signiﬁcance with t(13) = 5.016, p < 0.001.
The mean calculated for biconditional correctness was
89% and for uniconditionals was 96%. Standard deviation
for biconditionals was found to be 20% versus uniconditionals of 9%. Calculation for signiﬁcance between the

two groups was performed using a paired, 1-tailed t-test
on correctness and did not show signiﬁcance with t(13) =
–1.571, p = .07.
We explored order effects with respect to task ordering
using a one-way ANOVA with the following results:
Biconditional correctness, F(1,13)=.050, p>.05; Uniconditional correctness, F(1,13)=1.242, p>.05; Biconditional
time, F(1,13)=9.305, p<=.01; Uniconditional time,
F(1,13)=0.045, p>.05.
4.4 Discussion
The t-test results on response time provide a good indication that biconditionals are more difﬁcult to comprehend than uniconditionals which would have caused the
added time required to respond for biconditionals. The
differences in the mean, 64% faster for uniconditionals,
provides an indication that uniconditionals are simpler
and easier to understand.
The t-test results for correctness did not show signiﬁcance in the difference between the biconditionals and
uniconditions, but there is a trend towards increased correctness in the uniconditional case.
The 89% and 96% correctness values indicate the programmers have no difﬁculty in manipulating control ﬂow
annotation in a data ﬂow language. Thus, Prograph provides a mean for integrating both control and data ﬂow
information without obscuring the conditional elements
of control ﬂow.
An order effect was found for biconditional time, which
we potentially attribute to a learning effect. It is likely that
performing the uniconditional task ﬁrst assisted participants in performing the biconditional task.

5. Conclusion
In this paper, we explored the representation of control
ﬂow in Prograph, a visual data ﬂow language. The integration of the two types of ﬂow provides a notation that can
be used for the development of improved program comprehension tools. This combination avoids the limitations
existing in pure data ﬂow languages to create a visual representation for simultaneously viewing both control and
data ﬂow. In future research, we intend to demonstrate
that allowing programmers to view both types of control
will improve their ability to leverage data ﬂow information
during program comprehension tasks. The high correctness values that we obtained indicate that programmers
have no difﬁculty in extracting control ﬂow information
from the merged representation. Users with no experience
in visual programming had little difﬁculty in evaluating
Prograph control structures.
Apart from the possible beneﬁts to program comprehension, this research also suggests a technique for
improving the representation of control ﬂow in the
Prograph family of languages. Signiﬁcant improvement in
time and a trend towards improved correctness suggests
that uniconditionals are easier to understand and formu-
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late. The improvement in time provides additional veriﬁcation of earlier ﬁndings with respect to Boolean systems.
As expected, the time taken to manually evaluate a uniconditional is signiﬁcantly less than for a biconditional
expression.
While existing models of program comprehension
exploit a programmer’s ability to extract control ﬂow from
source code, little attention is paid to data ﬂow. This
research has the potential to address this omission by using
existing research in visual programming languages to provide improved and more effective representations. The
simultaneous representation of control and data ﬂow creates an integrated representation that can be used as the
foundation for new and better comprehension tools and
environments.
In future work, we plan to explore more complex
expressions and expand our range of testing to include
other control structures such as loops, repeats, and locals.
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work [3]. The more detailed introduction into our visual
meta-programming notation is presented in [4]. This paper focuses on control structure aspects and provides new
examples of meta-programming rules.

Abstract
Two-dimensional data flow diagrams provide representations of meta-programs that expose potential parallelism. This work suggests visual notations for data structures, data flows, pattern matching, conditionals, iteration and synchronization. The framework provides encapsulation means for hierarchical rule design and default
mapping rules to reduce screen real-estate requirements.
The representation supports practical reuse of generic
data structures for program representation, abstract syntax type definitions for common programming languages,
and related default mappings (e.g. parsing and deparsing).

1

2

Detailed rationale for data-flow diagram notation and a
survey of related work can be found in a previous paper
[3]. Briefly, a meta-program is rendered as a set of twodimensional data flow diagrams that shows the dependencies between data and functional computations. Each diagram defines a single function called a rule.
Each diagram represents a single function with several
inputs and outputs. The rectangular boxes in our notation
denote data objects, and ovals denote patterns, that could
be matched with data objects. A rectangular box representing a data item may have names associated with its
input ports, those names can appear in the expression
within the data box and are visible only within this box. A
simple data flow delivers values one at a time. There is
never more than one data item in a simple data flow channel between sender's output port and receiver's input port.

Introduction

Compiler and program generator design is a domain that
has been studied extensively. The following domain features are among the most common for language processor
design and have contributed to our language.
x The architecture of a language processor in most
cases can be represented as data flow between components (e.g., the famous compiler data flow diagram on
page 13 in the “Dragon Book”[1]).

A stream is similar to a simple data flow, except that it
contains an unbounded sequence of values, and can deliver as many of those values as needed to match the
guarding patterns of a rule. A data box fires when and
only when the following conditions are satisfied:

x Context-free grammars are used to specify syntax
and to serve as a basis for parser design.
x Attributes associated with data items, and attribute
dependency and propagation schemes are of great relevance.
x Tree and graph traversal and transformation are common for optimization and code generation tasks.
x Pattern matching (e.g., with respect to regular expressions or context-free grammars) is a useful control
structure for this problem domain.

x

all input values are delivered to the corresponding
input ports;

x

all data flow output values produced at the previous
execution cycle are consumed from output ports by
input ports of the connected nodes downstream (output streams are always available for output).

A data switch node has one or more input ports and the
same number of output ports on the “True” and “False”
edges. Input ports have names used within a Boolean expression associated with the data switch node. If the Boolean expression evaluates to True the input data is forwarded to the “True” edge output ports, if it evaluates to
False, the data items are passed to the “False” edge ports.

Data-flow diagrams are most commonly used to represent dependencies between data and processes in visual
programming languages, for instance, in LabVIEW [5]
and Prograph [7]. Two-dimensional diagram notation
could significantly improve readability of meta-programs.
Some of these ideas have been explored in our previous
1

Data flow diagrams
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This construct demonstrates that it is possible to integrate
data flow and control flow mechanisms into a single notation, as opposed to, e.g. [6].

4

The following rule #expression illustrate the main
control structures of our notation on a simple arithmetic
expression parsing example for the following grammar.
expression::= term ( “+” term )*
term::= identifier | number |
“(“ expression “)”

Data object patterns are used to visualize structure of
objects in order to provide access to object components
and associated objects. An object pattern may be placed
in any part of the data flow and is matched with the object
connected to the pattern’s input.
If pattern matching is successful the output object is
passed downstream. If pattern matching fails (or all
branches of an alternative pattern fail) then the entire diagram execution fails, and the diagram sends to its outputs
a default value Null, unless the pattern has been provided
with the ‘Failed’ output route. The pattern sequence consumes as many objects from the stream as it can successfully match. The semantics of pattern matching is derived
from RIGAL language[2].

3

Examples of parsing and generation
rules

The input source code is a stream of strings representing tokens. It is assumed that there is a lexical module
that filters out comments, spaces, tabs, end-of-line characters from the stream before it is fed to the parsing rules.
Each of the rules #expression and #term outputs an
object of the type expr representing the abstract syntax
tree for the expression parsed.
Remarks for the rule #expression

Types and default mappings

x A pattern may have several alternatives. The alternative pattern is denoted by gray vertical bar at the left hand
side of diagram. The alternatives are applied in order of
appearance, if the first alternative fails, the input stream is
restored to its state before the first alternative and the next
alternative is applied until one of alternatives is successful. If all alternatives fail, the entire alternative pattern
also fails.

Basic predefined types include char (characters) and
int (integers). Aggregate types are trees (ordered tuples
of heterogeneous objects), which are useful for abstract
syntax representation, sets and lists (sequences of homogeneous objects that could be dynamically augmented).
Types can be parameterized.
Example of a list type definition.
text :: [char]

x The entire sequence of patterns in the rule consumes
part of the input stream delegated from the calling rule. A
rule pattern can consume arbitrary many data items from
a stream.

Example of a type definition with several alternatives
(union type).
expr :: int | id | (op expr expr)

x When a pattern fails, all data items that were matched
by parts of the pattern are restored to the stream, including indirectly invoked sub-patterns.

This effectively declares that types int and id are subtypes
of expr in the scope of this definition.
Selected rules may be declared as default mappings.
There can be at most one default mapping from the given
source type to the given target type. The type system uses
name equivalence, so that it is easy to create many disjoint but isomorphic subtypes of a given type. This facilitates control of default mappings. It means that corresponding rule calls are optional in the diagrams, and input
and output data boxes may be connected directly. This
helps to save some screen real estate and to make diagrams less crowded and more readable. Typically default
mappings are introduced for text-to-abstract syntax (parsing) and for abstract syntax-to-text mappings (de-parsing,
or abstract syntax-to-concrete syntax mappings).

x The rule #expression may be used as a pattern. If
pattern matching encapsulated in the rules is successful,
the rule also is successful and returns value, which may
be used by the calling rule.
x The application of pattern sequence “+’ and #term
may be repeated zero or more times (indicated by the ellipsis ‘…’), each successful pattern matching contributes
two elements to the tuple constructor (as the boxes of the
types op and expr, correspondingly).
x Nesting boxes and forwarding output of pattern
matching inside the resulting box of the type expr provide an intuitive visualization for the tuple constructor.

Yet another kind of default mapping is associated with
construction and concatenation operations for tuples, sets
and lists.

x If the first branch of the alternative pattern (i.e. ‘+’
#term) fails, the second branch unconditionally succeeds
(since it does not have any pattern to match and does not
consume any values from the input stream), and produces
the default value (also Null in this case). Any value at the
input port of string constant data box (“done” or “not

Definitions of abstract syntax types for common programming languages and related parsing and de-parsing
default mappings may be valuable assets for reuse.
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yet”) fires this data box and sends the corresponding

string value down the data flow.

#express io n: S t re a m [s tring] -> exp r

# term

…

# term

‘+ ’

“no t yet”
expr:
op:op:

expr:
expr:

expr:

F IN ISHE D

“do ne ”

X
FIN IS HE D
FIN IS HE D

X = “not ye t”

expr:

Fig . 1 Pars in g th e g ra m ma r ru le e x p r e s s i o n : : = t e r m ( ‘ + ’ t e r m ) *

x The connectors marked FINISHED are used to
avoid arrow intersection, and in fact are representing a
data merge node.

clared as a default mapping in the scope of our example
and that there are default mappings defined for int -> text,
id -> text, and op -> text.

x The iteration of the pattern sequence (‘+’ #term)
will produce a nested tuple of the type expr representing left-associative abstract syntax tree for the arithmetic
expression parsed. After the current tuple has been completed (i.e. all three components have been supplied), the
whole tuple object is passed down the flow to the data
switch, and the tuple constructor is ready for the next
iteration.

Remarks for the rule #generate.
x The input is an abstract syntax object for an expression and a pattern for this object (nested oval boxes) provides an access to its subcomponent retrieval.
x

A pattern may check the type of the object.

x A constructor box for text represents a concatenation
operation for text objects. The concatenated components
may be either results of default mappings, or constants of
the text type (like ‘(‘ and ‘)’) directly embedded into the
constructor box.

We will illustrate use of pattern matching for tuple traversal and default mappings on the example of generating
textual prefix representation of the arithmetic expressions.
The rule #generate takes as an input an object of the type
expr and outputs the text with the prefix form. We suppose that the rule #generate: expr -> text has been de-
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#generate: expr -> text

int:

id:
text:

expr:

‘(‘

op:

text:

expr:

text:

text:

expr:

‘)’
Fig. 2 Exampleof text generation
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Conclusions and work in progress
We expect the following advantages of this approach.

x Visualization of data and data flow provides better
readability and uncovers parallelism in data processing.
x The language provides systematic and consistent
correspondence between constructors and patterns.
x Data streams and patterns give a flexible and expressive framework for parsing rules supporting extended
BNF notation.
x Control mechanisms, such as data switch, iteration
and recursion well fit with data-flow notation and provide
a transparent and expressive language to define different
kinds of meta-programming algorithms.
At the moment of this writing the interpreter for the
core of data-flow language is already implemented, and
work is in the progress on the graphical editor.
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Abstract: In this paper a visual approach for the query
interface on the spatial/temporal data is described, which is
designed for the users who know nothing about query
languages. Based on concept of elementary query and query
operators, a complex spatial/temporal query could be built
as a compound query which is broken down into several
interactive iterations. In each of iterations, users just need to
build a simple elementary query and select a query operator,
which greatly reduces the mental load of users. To make
query building more efficient, a novel approach based on the
query pattern retrieving and matching is explained and used
in the interface. An experimental prototype has been
implemented to demonstrate the usability of the interface.
Keywords: spatial/temporal query, query interface, query
operator, query pattern;

1. Introduction
Query on the objects which may change over the time and
space become more and more important and complex. For
example, when the hurricane comes, it is crucial to know the
movement of its range over the time. Meanwhile some
related objects could also be important. For instance, it is of
great interest for people to know the houses and residents
which are in the hurricane area, and moving airplanes which
are interfered by the hurricane. This process makes queries
even more complex. There are many interesting problems
related to this kind of spatial/temporal query. Query
interface is one of most important issues, which interacts
with users to build query and visualize result.
In this paper a visual approach for interactive query building
interface is described in detail, which is designed for the
user who knows nothing about query languages. It is
analyzed based on the 6 Query Language (6QL) [1], which
is a powerful SQL-like temporal/spatial query language.
However, it can be applied for any query languages. In other
words, it is query language independent.
It is worth noting that one of main usability issues in HCI
(Human Computer Interface) is to decrease user’s mental
load [3]. To achieve this goal, in our approach, complex
query can be built by several steps and each step is
expressed in a straightforward visual form. User always has
the chance to see the result of query before moving to next
step. A new concept - query path is proposed in this paper

which basically is the sequence of related queries from
initial (simple) one to final (complex) one. Similar query
paths could be generalized as a query pattern during query
processing. Utilizing query patterns, similar queries can be
built in few steps based on previous experience.
This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 presents 6QL
query language as the background knowledge. Section 3
describes the related works and the motivation of our
approach. In Section 4, elementary query and compound
query are defined, and query operators especially spatial /
temporal operators are described in detail. To reuse the
repeated structures in complex query, query path and query
pattern are defined in Section 5. Section 6 presents
algorithms for query pattern retrieving and matching. An
experimental prototype is described in Section 7 to show the
visual appearance of the interface by an example, followed
with the future work in Section 8.

2. Background
Query language is one of key issues in query processing. In
spatial/temporal query, it is crucial for the query language to
deal with spatial/temporal relation effectively and efficiently.
6QL is an extension of SQL, which can represent spatial
/temporal queries using a natural way for users.
6QL query language explicitly deals with spatial/temporal
information in query with the clause “CLUSTER” [1, 2]. In
the same cluster, objects have same characteristics (such as
having a same time value). For example, from a video
source we want to find a red car followed by a truck within
10 minutes. The corresponding query in 6QL is:
SELECT object
CLUSTER ALIAS OBJ1, OBJ2
FROM
SELECT t
CLUSTER *
FROM video_source
WHERE OBJ1.type=’car’ AND
OBJ1.color=’red’ AND
OBJ2.type=’truck’ AND
OBJ1.time<OBJ2.time AND
OBJ1.Time>OBJ2.time-10
Figure 1. Example of a 6QL Query.
In this Query, OBJ1 and OBJ2 will be retrieved. Each one is
several collections of the same objects which have the same
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time value. In [2, 7], a query system for 6QL is described in
detail including query processing, refinement and
optimization. However, another problem is that users have
to learn 6QL query language before they can use the query
system. Even for the expert, it is not easy to write a query in
6QL by hand. As mentioned in [6], in most information
retrieving applications on temporal/spatial data, a visual
query building tool is of great significance.

3. Related Research
Broadly, the query interface can be categorized into two
groups: textual interfaces and non-textual interfaces. The
6QL scheme can be treated as a textual interface, which is a
text-based extension to SQL [1]. For the non-textual
interface, which we are focusing on, usually there is a visual
language supporting it, called as a visual query language.
Several approaches on visual query languages are proposed
in [3,9,10]. In these approaches, the picture elements
conveying different meaning are connected together to form
a query. For example in [3], a simple query can be
represented by a data input element and a data output
element connected by a filter symbol. A filter also can
connect different simple queries to get more complex
queries. In [9], iconic symbols which have various meaning
are composed by spatial relation (such as horizontal or
vertical concatenation) to generate a query. From the style of
connecting elements, all these approaches can be
distinguished into two groups: connection-based [3] and
geometric-based [9].
The foundation of the connection-based query languages is
E-R (Entity-Relation) diagram, which is widely used in
database design. But unfortunately for naïve users who have
no knowledge on database and query language, it is not easy
to understand E-R diagrams. Another constraint for both
approaches is: when query is getting complex, all these
diagrams will become much more difficult to build and
manage.
To eliminate the accumulated complexity, complicated
query are broken into several separated iterations in our
approach. It is worth noting that in many cases, users are not
completely clear on what they are really trying to find
before starting, or they may change their interest after the
result of queries shows up. For example, a commander
wants to find all tanks of his troop in a battle field. Once
tanks are shown on the map, objects of threat near these
tanks highly probably will become the target of next query.
In other words, queries could be generated step by step and
coupled together getting more and more complex. This is
another reason to make query building interactively.

4. Elementary Query and Compound Query

Here is an example to show the processing of interactive
query building: the query in figure 1 can be rewritten in
following equivalent way:
(2) SELECT OBJECT
(2) CLUSTER t ALIAS OBJ1,
(1)
SELECT OBJECT
(1)
CLUSTER t ALIAS OBJ2
(1)
FROM video-source
(1)
WHERE OBJ2.type=’truck’
(2) FROM Video-Source
(2) WHERE OBJ1.type=’car’ AND OBJ1.color=’red’
AND OBJ1.time<OBJ2.time AND
OBJ1.Time>OBJ2.time-10
Figure2 breaking down the complex query
Using this reorganizing, the query can be built in two
iterations. The query for the first iteration is the statements
marked with (1) selecting all the truck objects from video
source, which is organized by time. The statements with
mark (2) are the query for the second iteration. Besides the
object, time, space and some properties needed to be
specified as same as first step, the relationship with the first
step is another thing needed for the second step. From this
point of view, the second iteration can be divided into two
parts: one part is building a simple query –“selecting all the
red cars from video source”; the other one is choosing a
relation operation to combine these two queries. For users,
the relation between different queries can be treated as an
operator like a function which is applied on two queries. In
this example, the query operator is working on the temporal
relation -Objects in query (1) appears before Objects in
query (2) within 10 minutes.
As shown in Figure 2, each complex query can be treated as
a compound query constructed in several iterations. During
each of iterations, user needs to construct a basic query,
called an elementary query, which is defined as follows:
Elementary-Query = <Object, Source, Time, Space,
Direction>
The five items are explained as follows:
z Object: object type, such as ‘car’, ’truck’, etc.
z Source: the data source which query will be applied.
z Time: time of interest (TOI) [5].
z Space: area of interest (AOI) [5].
z Direction: set of constraints on movement, color and
other properties of objects, such as {object.color=red
AND object.moving=True}.
A compound query is defined recursively based upon query
operators:
Compound-Query = Query-Operator (Elementary-Query,
Elementary-Query) | Query-Operator
(Elementary-Query, Compound-Query)
Using Query operators, elementary queries are composed by
the nested query in 6QL. But this composition rule is
implicit for the users. In other words, users don’t need to
know the nested 6QL. What is required is an understanding
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coveredBy and inside (figure 4). Meanwhile, a distance
is also needed to specify how far between centers of
objects, which may depend on the shape of objects.

of the meaning of different query operators.

5. Query Operators
Query operator specifies the relation between the object in
current query and previous one. It is represented as a
constraint which could nest two queries in 6QL. For
example, in Figure2, the nesting constraint is “OBJ1.time <
OBJ2.time AND OBJ1.Time>OBJ2.time-10”. In general,
query operators can be categorized into three groups:
direction operator, spatial operator and temporal operator.
i. Direction Operators
Direction Operator describes the relation on the common
properties of the retrieving objects except time and space. In
most temporal/spatial queries, there are only limited number
of common non-temporal and non-spatial properties for
objects, such as object, type, color, moving and background.
For example, for the property “object”, there are relations
such as coexistent and associate. For “type” of two objects,
there are relations such as Equal, Similar, and Different,
which are predefined in domain knowledge.
Formally, direction operator is defined as a 2-tuple:
Direction operator=<Common Property, Relation Predicate>

Figure 4. Predicate of Spatial relations.
ii. Temporal Operators
Temporal operator specifies the temporal relation between
two retrieving objects. Temporal relation can be treated as
one case of spatial relation (Figure 5), because the time
property of every object can be visually represented as
segments on time line.

Figure 5. Temporal Relation could be treated as a special
case of spatial relation.
So we also have following relation between the time of two
objects: disjoin, meet, overlap, coveredBy and inside. Using
more natural words about time, they are before,
end-meet-start, overlap, co-start and within. Meanwhile a
“distance” is also needed, called as time interval between
two objects.

For example, direction operator D =<type, similar>, it
applies on the two queries Q1 and Q2. Assume the Object1
and Object2 are targets of Q1 and Q2, D (Q1 , Q2) generates
a new query nesting the Q1 and Q2 by predicate
“similar(Object1.type, Object2.type)”.

6. Interactive Querying, Query path and Query
pattern

ii. Spatial Operators
Spatial operator specifies the spatial relation between the
retrieving objects. There are many methods to specify a
special relation between objects [5]. For a graphic user
interface, the following two approaches are the most natural
ways:
1. Orientation & Distance: It is easy for user to specify
spatial relation using orientation and a distance such as
“Is there a red car in the 0.1 miles northeast of my
house?” (Figure3).

As shown in previous sections, a compound query can be
represented by n (n=1, 2, 3……) elementary queries with
n-1 query operators. The main function of the user
interface is to provide a visual interface for users to
compose elementary queries and query operators into a
compound query. However, for a complex query, this may
make the query building even more time consuming and
error prone. An approach to utilize repeated structures in
queries is proposed based on following two concepts: query
path and query pattern.

Figure 3. Orientation and Distance to specify spatial
relations.
2. Predicate & Distance: Spatial predicate [4] is useful in
the scenario which users don’t care about the
orientation, The spatial predicate classifies the special
relation of two objects as disjoin, meet, overlap,

Query path p is defined as a sequence of queries (Q0, Q1,
Q2, ……, Qn), in which
i 1,2,...n op  Query-Operators q 
Elementary-Query Qi=op (q, Qi-1)
Basically query path shows the track of an interactive query
building form Q0 to Qn. In each step, a query operator and
an elementary query are applied on the previous one.
A Query path p = (Q0, Q1, Q2, ……, Qn) is complete, if and
only if
Q0  Elementary-Query
Complete query path is a history of an interactive query
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building from an elementary query.
Given query paths p1=(Q0, Q1, Q2, ……, Qn) and p2 = (Q’0,
Q’1, Q’2, ……, Q’m) (m d n), p2 is sub-path of p1, e.g.
p2  p1 if and only if
 s, 0 d s d n-m i 0,1,...m Q’i =Qs+i
Query Pattern P is defined as a triple <Qpath, S, L > in which
z Qpath is a query path such as {Q0, Q1, Q2, ……, Qn};
z S is a set of variables, which is {x1, x2 ,…,xm}. x1,
x2 ,…,xm are variables in the query Qi(i=0,1,…n) in
Qpath={Q0, Q1, Q2, ……, Qn};
z L is a linguistic label for the pattern.
While a query pattern is generalized from query paths, some
constant values in the queries may be marked as variables
indicating that these values are exchangeable while doing a
pattern matching. The linguistic label is a tag for a pattern in
natural language. It is used as an index for user to choose
patterns.

A query pattern matching occurs every time when an
elementary query is finished. For example, the current query
path is p=( Q0, Q1…Qi) (i=0,1,……), when the query Qi+1 is
done, query path becomes p’=( Q0, Q1…Qi, Qi+1). All of
query pattern P=<Qpath, S, L > in Spattern with p’  Qpath
(instantiate the variables in Qpath to match p’) are shown for
user to choose. All the matched patterns are listed by the
linguistic label. A result preview is also shown to let user
know what the result will look like if this query pattern is
taken.

8. An Experimental Prototype
An experimental prototype of the interactive visual query
interface has been implemented. The system diagram is
shown in Figure 6. The user request comes from the query
interface to query plan generator, which produce a 6QL
query to the query executor. After the query is executed, the
query and result together are sent to query pattern matcher.
The matched query patterns will be presented to user
interface as well as query result.

Given query Patterns P1= <Qpath, S, L > and P1= <Q’path, S’,
L’ >, P2 is sub-pattern of P1 e.g. P2  P1, if only if I and II:
I.
S’  S
II. Q’path is a sub-path of Qpath, e.g. Q’path  Qpath

7. Query pattern retrieving and matching
Query pattern is important because it could cover most of
frequently used queries and make them simple. In our
approach, a set of query pattern Spattern is stored and
maintained during query processing. The query patterns are
retrieved dynamically and manually. At the initial state,
there are no query patterns in Spattern. When one query is
finished, the query path is shown and user is asked to
choose the variables and input a linguistic tag for it. The
following pseudo-code shows the algorithm for adding a
new query pattern into Spattern:
procedure addPattern(Spattern: Set of pattern; P: pattern)
var P0:pattern
begin
for i:=0 to Spattern.size()-1 do
begin
P0:= Spattern.Item(i);/*get the pattern in the set one by
one*/
/* If P0 is sub-pattern of P, delete P0 from the set */
if (P0  P) then Spattern.delete(P0);
/* If P is sub-pattern of P0, no need to add P, quit*/
if (P  P0) then return ;
end;
/* If P is not any pattern’s sub-pattern, add it into the set*/
Spattern.add(P);
end;

Figure 6. An Architecture of the Interactive Query System.
The main user interface is shown in Figure 7. On the left of
main window, there are some objects shown on a map which
is a background. The red rectangle on the map shows the
AOI (Area of Interest) for the current query. As we
discussed in previous sections, an elementary query has five
items needed to be specified: Object, Source, Time (TOI),
Space (AOI) and Direction. The Space (AOI) is shown on
the map, the other four items are on the right side.
What follows is an example to illustrate query construction,
pattern retrieving and matching. Suppose we have the first
iteration as shown in Figure7. To make 6QL query simple,
the constraint about TOI and AOI is omitted. The query we
build in this iteration is:
SELECT OBJECT
CLUSTER * alias object1
FROM video-source
WHERE (object1.type=’truck’) and
(object1.color=’red’) and (object1.moving=True)
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says “the object is 0.1 mile around the retrieved objects”
The query we built until the third iteration is:
SELECT Object
CLUSTER * alias object2
FROM video-source
WHERE similar (object2.type, object1.type)
AND distance(object2,object1)<0.1
AND object1 in
SELECT OBJECT
CLUSTER * alias object1
FROM video-source
WHERE (object1.type=’truck’) AND
(object1.color=’red’) AND (object1.moving=True)
Figure 7. Main Interface of Interactive Query System.
If the result of this query is uninformative, the second
iteration is applied as in Figure 8. The elementary query
shown is a query search any objects. The query operator
chosen is a direction operator D =<type, similar>.

Figure 9 the Third Iteration

Figure 8 the Second Iteration
The query we built so far is expressed in 6QL as follows:
SELECT Object
CLUSTER * alias object2
FROM video-source
WHERE similar (object2.type, object1.type)
AND object1 in
SELECT OBJECT
CLUSTER * alias object1
FROM video-source
WHERE (object1.type=’truck’) AND
(object1.color=’red’) AND
(object1.moving=True)
Click button “Query”, the result will be shown on the map.
Suppose the result is still uninformative, the third iteration is
applied and shown in Figure 9. It is worth noting that the
object in the elementary query is “object2”, it means
searching the same object as the second iteration. In the
system, “object1”, “object2”… are all reserved words which
represent the result of the first, second … iterations. Set
object of elementary query as the previous object is a way to
refine previous query by just adding more nesting
constraints. In this example, the new constraint is introduced
as a spatial operator in format <Predicate, Distance>, which

Suppose the result is still uninformative, the fourth iteration
is shown in figure 10. This iteration is still refining the
previous one by adding a temporal constraint, which says
“the object appears before the retrieved objects in any time”.

Figure 10 the Fourth Iteration
The query we get in fourth iteration is:
SELECT Object
CLUSTER * alias object2
FROM video-source
WHERE similar (object2.type, object1.type)
AND distance(object2,object1)<0.1
AND object2.time<object1.time
AND object1 in
SELECT OBJECT
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9. Future work

CLUSTER * alias object1
FROM video-source
WHERE (object1.type=’truck’) AND
(object1.color=’red’) AND (object1.moving=True)
Iterations as above could be applied as many as necessary.
Suppose the user is satisfied with the result, a window
shown in Figure 11 will pop up to ask users inputting query
pattern manually. The query path is shown on the top of
window. There are two lists below it. The left one contains
all the constant values in query path. Using the first button
in the middle, selected constant can be set as a variable
which will be listed in the right list. User can set variables
back to constants at any time using the second button.

In this approach, complex queries on temporal/spatial data
are built interactively through a visual interface. Query
pattern is proposed to capture repeated structures in queries,
and reused them in following query building process. It
becomes crucial for system to find similar queries and group
them as a pattern. In current approach, similar queries are
connected by variables in query patterns, which are selected
by hand. However, it is time consuming and error prone,
therefore how to retrieve query pattern automatically is a
important issue for our future research. Ontology knowledge
will be introduced into query pattern retrieving and
matching process.
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Abstract - Modern query languages will in many cases be concerned with a large variety of heterogeneous data sources, of
which most will correspond to different sensors and where the
input data, in particular, may be of spatial temporal type. This
requires not only structures for analysis, manipulation, data
fusion and storage of such data but also methods for specification
of the queries as well as visualization of the query result will be
required. Spatial/temporal queries become especially complex
since they have to deal with multiple dimensions. For this reason,
means to support inexperienced end-users in defining spatial/
temporal queries must be developed. In this work a visual
method for the specification of this type of queries is proposed
for an environment where the input data sources basically are
sensors of various types and where the queries can be made in a
sensor data independent way.
Index Terms - query language, visual user interface, spatial, temporal

1. Introduction
The next generation query languages will generally require
input from a large number of non traditional data sources
where the data in many cases will be of heterogeneous type.
Basically, these data sources will be sensors that may be
located on different platforms. These sensors will also be of a
large variety of types. However, common to most of these
sensor data sources are that they will deliver data of spatial
and temporal type that for the most part are intended for multimedia applications, which will have a strong influence on
how to handle, analyze, and visualize the information that will
correspond to the result of the queries. Furthermore, all these
aspects will not only have a strong impact on the design of the
query system itself but also on the way the queries are given.
Such systems also require capabilities to automatically select
sensors and algorithms for sensor data analysis without any
user interference. The situation is complicated further because
the selection of the sensor data analysis algorithms depends
on aspects like weather and light conditions at the time when
data are registered. Hence, it is necessary to design the query
system so that the users do not need to have a deeper technical
understanding. Systems with these capabilities are said to be
sensor data independent [1] since queries can be applied independently of which sensors and which algorithms that are
actually used. The motivation for the introduction of this con-

cept is that query system designed to handle multiple sensor
data must be simple to use. That is, a high technical competence in using these complex information systems should not
be required. Sensor data independence can from a practical
viewpoint be carried out by means of an ontology combined
with an ontological knowledge base [2], [3].
Sensors attached to information systems generate large quantities of heterogeneous data. In these data facts can be found
that generally are redundant with respect to the problem to be
solved. Furthermore, the data are often associated with various types of uncertainties due to limitations in the sensors. For
this reason, a tool that can help separate the redundant information and fuse the relevant information is needed. However,
such tools need to be general and efficient with respect to the
variety of problems that may occur and that may require different combinations of information. For this reason the query
language must include built-in support not just for sensor data
independence but also for sensor data fusion [4] as well.
Efforts must also be made towards the design of usable systems [5]. The latter is of great importance since most users
will place a higher trust, or confidence, in the system at the
same time as they will be able to concentrate their efforts on
their primary tasks. In this work, the efforts towards the
design of a usable user interface for a query language based
on a visual language approach will be introduced. The query
language, primarily designed for heterogeneous sensor data, is
called 6QL. In particular, in this work a visual user interface
for the application of user-defined queries is introduced; a
preliminary study of this approach was given in [6]. A more
thorough description of 6QL can be found in [7], [8]. A discussion of the set of sensors and their sensor data analysis
algorithms currently used in the query system is given in [9].
Many attempts have been made to make visual interfaces for
SQL, but only a few have touched the issues of spatial and/or
temporal queries. An attempt to handle temporal data is given
by MQuery [10], but this approach is very simple and does
not for instance, handle Allens [11] time intervals. Chittaro et
al [12] on the other hand have a system for handling those
time intervals, but it is by no means a complete query language. Abdelmoty et al [13] have made a representation of
visual queries in spatial databases with a filter-based
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approach. Bonhomme et al [14] have proposed a visual representation for spatial/temporal queries based on a query-byexample approach. Chang [15] has made an approach to use
c-gestures for making spatial/temporal queries in what he
calls a sentient map. All of these have influenced our
approach to a visual query language for both spatial and temporal queries.
The general structure of this work can be described as follows. Section II introduces issues and background on how to
query spatial/temporal systems. Section III gives an overview
of the system that the query processor is a part of. Section IV
describes the functionality and visualization thereof in the
user interface. Section V contains some larger examples of
how different queries looks, followed by the conclusions and
directions for future work in Section VI.

queries can logically be split into two main groups although
from the user’s perspective they are combined. The first main
group concerns the querying of objects from the sensor data;
answers to this group returns information about the object and
its attribute and status values. Associated with the object type
information is also a belief value, which indicates how much
the system believes in the answer. This belief value is clearly
a quantification of the uncertainty associated with the sensors
and the data they produce. The second group concerns aspects
normally found in where-clauses and involved aspects like
specifications of the spatial/temporal relations and other types
of conditions.

Users
User
interface

2. Problem formulation
6QL processor

Querying multiple sensor data sources includes many complex subtasks, for instance, analysis and fusion of the sensor
data but also selection of the sensors. The latter aspect is concerned with the determination of the sensors that depending
on, e.g., the actual weather and light conditions will register
data with the highest quality, which in turn puts the focus on
the fact that sensor data always are associated with various
types of uncertainties. However, these problems have already
been in focus for some time and they relate to the sensor data
independence aspect discussed above. There are also other
aspects of importance that concerns questions like how should
a user apply queries to the system, i.e. the user interface. Of
concern here is not only which input information that should
be given by the user but also how it should be given and
finally the question arises how the information returned by the
system should be presented. Of importance when formulating
the research problem is to remember that most input and output data is of spatial/temporal type. An aspect that a user must
consider when applying a query concerns what will be asked
for. The answer to this question is various types of objects that
can be extracted by the analysis programs from the sensor
data. The objects may for instance correspond to vehicles but
it is not sufficient to just return the object types since the user
may also be interested in different spatial and temporal relationships. Important spatial relationships are topological relations, directions and distances. Temporal relations are
somewhat different and may concern relative relations, e.g.
object a is before objects b in time. Time relations between
intervals similar to those proposed by Allen [11] are also of
concern. Finally, the obvious case with discrete time observations must also be handled, e.g. object a was observed at
16.00 o’clock. Clearly, queries that allow the combination of
spatial and temporal conditions must be possible to apply. The
approach taken in this work is based on a visual interface and

Knowledge
system
Query
interpretor
Fusion
module

Ontology

Target
models

Meta
data

CCD camera
Image
analysis

Infrared camera
Image
analysis

Laser radar

Image
analysis
Figure 1. An overview of the information system.
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3. The query system

4. The visual user interface

An overview of the structure of the query system can be found
in figure 1. The system is, from top to bottom, divided into a
visual user interface, a query processor and the sensor nodes
to which the sensor data sources are attached. The query processor includes a knowledge system that operates in conjunction with an ontology. This part of the system supports
automatic selection of both the sensors and the algorithms for
the sensor data analysis. In a first set-up of the query processor the actual sensors have been a digital-camera, an infrared
camera and a laser radar. However, the system is not limited
to these three sensor types but other types can, on demand, be
attached as well. The sensor nodes include means for target
recognition. For this purpose a database containing a library
of target models is attached to the 6QL-processor. The target
models stored in this library are used by the image analysis
process to recognize objects found in the sensor data inquired
by the users. A meta-database containing the available information that has been registered by the sensors is also attached
to the query processor. The query system includes, contrary to
conventional query languages, a sensor data fusion module.
The purpose of this module is primarily to fuse information
extracted from the sensor data that most of the time emanates
from multiple sensors and, whose sensor data generally are of
heterogeneous type.

A. Functionality
The user interface has to be sensor data independent. The reason for this is that sensor technologies are constantly developing, thus it is almost impossible for a user to have specific
knowledge about the capabilities of all sensors. It should be
enough for a user to have a general understanding about problems associated with sensor data e.g. uncertainty and all sensors can’t measure all possible attributes. To achieve sensor
data independence the system cannot and should not work
with concepts related to the sensors, but instead work with
concepts that are relevant to the user. The basic questions that
should be answered in a spatial/temporal environment is
where?, when? and what?. We have come to call these area of
interest (AOI), time-interval of interest (IOI) and object types.
We have chosen to let the user mark the AOI on a map and
IOI is in its simplest form set by deciding the start and end
points in time, see figure [2]. IOI can be more advanced by
allowing repetition, i.e. answering the same query several
times but with different IOI. Object types can in its simplest
form just be chosen from a list, but the user often has higher
demands than that. He may not be looking for all vehicles, but
only for all moving vehicles, or all vehicles moving along a
certain road. We need to have a way to restrict the object types
and put them in relation to each other. Our solution to this is to
have a structure with both object types and relations. The
object types are still simply selected from a list, but after that
the user can apply relations to them, thus putting restrictions
on the query result.
Objects belong to all kinds of object types that can be found
by the sensors, objects that have properties that may vary over
time and space, e.g. vehicles, people. Objects can also be of
geographical type e.g. roads, towns. The properties of the
objects are important. They can be categorized as spatial, temporal or other. The spatial attributes or status values are
attributes that relate to geography e.g. position or area. Temporal attributes are related to time, e.g. the point of time when
it was observed or the time interval during which it exists.
Other attributes concerns width, length, color, velocity etc.,
i.e. all conceivable attributes that are neither related to geography or time.

Figure 2. Simple selection of AOI, IOI and object type.

All objects can be affected by relations. This is the way to
specify the details of the query. The type of objects is already
set, but the relations delimits the answer to include only those
objects that have the attributes that are wanted. The relations
can be unary or binary. Unary relations are for example “color
equals blue” or “velocity is greater than 50 km/h”. The binary
relations can be either undirected or directed. Directed means
that the order of the involved objects matter, for instance the
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relation “before” gives a different result depending on the
order of the involved objects, whereas the result of “equals”
does not.
The spatial relations can be of topological and of directional
types. The global directional spatial relations includes members of the {north_of, south_of, ..., north_west_of} and the
local directional spatial relations include members of the
{in_front_of , behind, ...}. All theses directional spatial relations are binary directed. Temporal relations are typically
Allens [11] 13 relations relating time intervals to each other,
e.g. before, starts, equals, but there are also relations that
relate to a specific time e.g. before 2 o’clock. Finally there are
also relations that are both spatial and temporal. They are
related to movement and change over time, e.g. show me anything that was there at t1 but not at t2.
B. Visualization
Visualization of the parts where?, when? and of the simple
part of what? of the query seems relatively easy, so in this
paper we have focused on the more advanced part of what?,
i.e. the part that was described in the last section. The user
interface functionality is built up around a work area and palettes. The work area is the space where the object types and
the relations are placed and set in relation to each other. The
palettes contain the object types and the relations, organized
according to which kind of attribute it concerns, to be easily
navigated.
When the user selects an object type and places it in the workspace it is visualized as a box with the type of object written
inside. Then the user can select the relations that put restrictions on the objects. The relations are also visualized as boxes,
where possible the relation is explained with an icon rather
than in text, since that is often simpler for a human to grasp
[14]. To distinguish the relations further from the objects they
also have a different color on the border of the box, see figure
3.

Vehicle

Road

<vehicle>
Figure 4. The query “Find all vehicles that is not inside roads” where not is
used on the inside relation.

The user connects the object types to the relations with
arrows. The location of the object types and relations in the
work area is irrelevant, only the arrows matter. In the case of
directed binary relations the icon of the relation is colored in
two colors and the arrows from the object types to the relation
is colored in the same way to make it easy for the user to
understand which role each object has in the relation. Some
object types are merely a support for getting the answer. In the
query “find all vehicles inside roads” the vehicles are the
object types that are of interest to the query, while the roads
merely are support for finding the relevant vehicles. This is
visualized both by making the arrow from the supporting
object dotted instead of solid and by writing the type of the
resulting object below the relation, see figure 5. If both
objects that are participating it the relation are used the text
below the relation will be the most specific object that contains both object types, e.g. bus and car gives vehicle. Relations can also be connected to other relations, thus building a
more complex graph.

Vehicle

Road

<vehicle>

Vehicle

Road

Figure 5. The query “Find all vehicles inside roads” where inside is a
directional relation.

Figure 3. The user has selected the object types vehicle and road, and the
relation inside.

There are three logical operators; “and”, “or” and “not” that
have been added for the completeness of the language. The
operator “not” does not really have to be used since it is
always possible to use the inverse of a relation instead. If the
user wants to use it, it is a property of the relation. It is visualized by a red line diagonally across the relation icon, see figure 4. The operators “and” and “or” are quite similar to each
other. Since both are used frequently in more advanced queries we have added a visual shorthand notation for them. Relations that operate on the same object types can be grouped
vertically instead of combining them with an “and”. Similarly
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relations can be grouped horizontally instead of using “or”,
see figure 7. Both directed and undirected relations can be
combined in this way, but the user has to make sure that the
objects get the correct role in each of the directed relations.
Even if not all of the relations operate on the same object
types they can still be grouped, but at least one object type
must be the same for all of the relations. An outer box will be
added around the relations that is part of the “and”/”or”. The
arrow for the object type that is part in all relations inside the
box goes to this outer box. For all the other object types their
arrows goes directly to the relation in which it is involved.
This will be shown later in figure 8.

It contains unary relations like type restriction and population.
It also contains both directed and undirected binary relations.
The motorways and supermarkets are compared separately
from the supermarkets and towns and then the results are
merged by grouping them in an OR-relation.

Road
type =
motorway
<road>

Figure 6.

Vehicle

Vehicle

Town

Building

Town

Town

type =
supermarket

population >
10000
<town>

<building>

N

Distance
0 - 0.5 km
<building>

Distance
< 10 km
<vehicle>

N

<vehicle>

Figure 8. Find the supermarkets within a buffer of 0.5 km of a motorway or
are outside and north of a town whose population is greater than 10000. [13]

Distance
< 10 km

The second example, see figure 9, contains both spatial and
temporal relations. This query is taken from [14]. The query
is:

N

<vehicle>
AND

Which trucks did drive in a riverside expressway (up to)
five hours before a flood?

<vehicle>
Figure 7. Two equal ways of making the query “Find all vehicles within 10
km north of towns.”

One thing that is common in many query languages, that we
do not have, is an end-point in the graph. Instead, after the
query is evaluated, the user can select any box in the graph. In
this way the actual partial result in that node can be viewed,
thus letting the user look around in the graph to see which
relations that restrict the query a lot and which ones that
restrict it only marginally, i.e. which results that include either
too few or too many alternatives.

Stream

type =
motorway
<road>

type = river
<stream>

Vehicle
type = truck
<vehicle>

5. Illustrations

<road>

Flood

In the last chapter we described the functionality of how queries can be formulated, we also showed some simple examples. In this chapter some more advanced examples will be
shown.
The first example, see figure 8, is a purely spatial query. The
query is taken from [13]. The query is:
Find the supermarkets within a buffer of 0.5 km of a
motorway or are outside and north of a town whose
population is greater that 10000.

Road

<vehicle>
timediff =
5 hours

<vehicle>
Figure 9. Which trucks did drive in a riverside expressway (up to) five hours
before a flood? [14]
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In this query the motorways are first related to the rivers to
find the riverside expressways. These roads are related to the
trucks to find all the trucks that were driving on those roads,
finally that is compared with the flood to restrict it to the
trucks that drove up to five hours before the flood.
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Abstract. The temporal feature is one of the most important features in multimedia data, such as video and audio. Based on the definition of Multimedia Object and Multimedia Data Unit (MDU), this paper focuses on the descriptive
algorithm of generalization and aggregation, which are two kinds of important
temporal semantic abstraction. Furthermore, we introduce the operating methods of our multimedia data model supporting temporal queries.

temporal relationship, either introduces
temporal abstraction, therefore what can
be described for semantic is limited.
OCPN [2] is able to describe comparatively simple temporal relationship like
synchronism and continuity. However,
this model can’t provide abstract description for temporal features, and
cannot support description for user’s
interactive operation.
Allen has concluded thirty correlations in two temporal intervals [3]. For
the point of view of application, Schloss
[5] has discussed a method to build
layered model multimedia data, and
proposed a method to operate temporal

1 Introduction
Many works have been done in order
to introduce temporal features into the
multimedia data model. Time line is a
directed descriptive method for media
objects. It uses absolute time to annotate temporal features of media objects
in time axis. Breiteneder proposed a
model based on time line [1]. This model
can distinct differentiation in expressive
scene and transmitted time. However, it
does not have related description for

*This work is supported by National Nature Science Foundation of China (No. 60373108) and Specialized Research Fund for the Doctoral Program of Higher Education (No. 2069901)
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relation through calculations of multimedia event. Little in [6] has proposed
TIB (Time-Interval-Based model), which
not only describes absolute temporal
intervals in object, but also describes
relative temporal relationships.
According to the rich semantic queries of multimedia temp oral/spatial features, Megalou[7] proposed a method
for multimedia temp oral/spatial semantic
abstraction, which divides multimedia
objects into conceptual objects and
presentational objects, and the formal
describe the content information of
multimedia information, while the latter
describe temporal/spatial feature of the
conceptual objects. Although this work
provided an operable semantic model for
temporal/spatial semantic abstractions,
temporal/spatial semantic abstractions
of multimedia object would change according to different application and
background. And so do the related
generalization layers and aggregation
granularities. Therefore it is difficult to
use this model to do everything.
In this paper, we will discuses description and query for absolute temporal intervals and relative temporal relationships. Through the analysis of generalization and aggregation, we also
propose a structural algorithm and
query method of relative temporal relationship constrains in multimedia data
content information management, and
these can be used in different generalization layers and satisfy different aggregation granularities.

each other, by a data structure named
Multimedia Description Unit (MDU).
The following is the formal definition of
MDU.
Definition 1. A Multimedia Description Unit (MDU) is a triplet u:<O,C,R>.
Here, O is a set of all objects that this
MDU needs to describe. C is a set of all
possible relationship types that maybe
exist among objects. R is a subset of the
mapping set 2 O×2 O? C, which represents all possible relationships between
objects.
Following Allen’s definition, C consists of at least the following 13 temp oral relationship elements, equal, starts,
finishes, meets, overlaps, before, during,
starts-1, finishes-1, meets-1, overlaps-1,
before-1, durings-1. Temporal constraints
exist between the temporal intervals of
multimedia objects and the temporal
relationships of those objects. For example, two objects that have same attribute values in temporal interval must
have a temporal relationship called
equal between them, which means that
they appear and disappear at the same
time.

3
Temporal Semantic of
Generalization
In the temporal queries of multimedia
data, besides the querying about thirteen basic temporal relationships by
Allen, it is always necessary to answer
the queries on generalization temporal
semantics. Here, generalization is to
abstract a more normal and higher layer
temporal relationship from two or more
basic temporal relationships. For exa mple, the query to find an object set that
appears at the same time with object A,

2 The MDU Data Model
We represent a group of objects,
which have certain relationships with
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or to find an object set that appears
after object A. These two queries do not
need strict basic temporal relationships.
It only needs to query through generalized temporal semantics relationship
between objects.
Definition 2. Temporal relationship
generalization of a multimedia description unit u is the generalization abstraction of temporal relationship between
objects in u, written as GenT(u, hierarchyi(H)), which means a new mu ltimedia
description unit u' that is got from u
through temporal generalization. Here,
hierarchyi means a certain temp oral
generalization abstraction i in the form
of a tree; H means a certain abstract
node in this generalization abstraction.
If all children of H are basic temporal
relationship, we call H direct generalization of basic temporal relationship; if
not, we call indirect generalization.
The temporal direct generalization is
defined as:

4
Temporal Aggregation
Semantic
In the data management of multimedia
information system, another important
semantic abstraction, aggregation semantics, is needed, and this semantic
abstraction can aggregate some parts to
a whole. For example, there is a video
section, which is about the best scenes
in a football game, and has described
every team member as an object by
MDU, in cluding the temporal relationship between objects. However, if we
want to answer the query like to find all
scenes including shooting team members and resist team members, we have
to abstract some objects and their temporal relationship to a certain group, so
we can make the objects like shooting
team members and resist team members
as a new shooting scene object. The
essence of temporal aggregation semantics is to construct temporal relationship
in higher layer granularity from temp oral
relationship in some lower layer granularity on temporal interval. Here, object
in coarse granularity has maps to a
group objects in fine granularity and the
temporal relationship between them.
Definition 3. Temporal relationship
aggregation in a multimedia description
unit u is the aggregation abstraction of a
set of object’ sets {O1,O2,…,Om} on u,

u' = GenT (u, hierarchy i (H)) ⇔

u'.O = u.O,u'.C = u.C ∪ H ,u'.R = u.R ∪ R′
, in which:
R' = {( Oi ,O j ) → H | ∀Oi ,O j ∈ u ′.O,

∃ c ∈ C ,(( O i , O j ) → c) ∈ R ∧ H

is the direct generalization abstraction of c}
If abstract node H can be got through
many times abstraction of basic
temp oral relationship c, such as the
indirect generalization sequential of the
basic temporal relationship before(-1) and
meets(-1), temporal relationship generalization of MDU can be got through by a
recursive algorithm. To a known generalization abstract structure, we can abstract the basic temporal relationship to
every corresponding node in generalization structure; therefore it has been
extending the description ability of
MDU in the system.

(in which

m

UO
i =1

i

∈ u.O ), written as

AggT(u,{O1,O2,…, Om}), which represents the new multimedia description
unit u' gotten from temporal aggregation
on u . If the set {O1,O2,…,Om} only includes one set of objects, it is named as
basic aggregation; otherwise, it is
named as complex aggregation. To the
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basic aggregation, if O1={O1,O2,…,On},
then we can define:

5
Retrieval
Multimedia
Abstraction

u' = AggT (u,{O1 , O2 ,… , On }) ⇔

u'.O = u.O ∪ O'
Here, the object O' is a new object
aggregateed from the set of objects
{O1,O2,…,On}, whose object identifier,
which is different from other identifiers,
is created by the system, and the set of
attributes, which is shown as following,
is gotten from objects in {O1,O2,…,On}:

5.1 Select Operation

O'.ID = New(MO), Attibutes( O'.ID) =
n

U Attibutes(O .ID)(O ∈ {O ,O
i

i

1

2

Based on
Temporal

,… ,On } )

i =1

Temporal interval attribute I in the
new multimedia object O' can be gotten
from granularity approximation operation. Let Gi be the granularity before
aggregation; and Gj be the granularity
after that. The formal calculation is defined as following:
n

G
O′.I = U AppGi j ( Oi .I )(Oi ∈ {O1 ,O2 ,… ,On } )
i =1

Select operation chooses a substructure of MDU, whose entry condition can be multimedia objects, temp oral
relationships or just a certain temp oral
condition.
Definition 4. Select operation
u´=s F(u) can form a new MDU according to different condition, in which F is
the entry condition represented as MDU
x, and x can be defined by user or an
existed MDU in system. Selection operation can get a minimal MDU u´ which
consists this MDU, which satisfies the
following condition:
1.For the object Oi=(oid i,(a1:v 1, …,
a m:v m)) in any x, we can always find a
mapping Oi´=(oid i´,(a1´:v 1´, …, an´:v n´))
in u´, which satisfying:

( ∀ak ∈ Attributes(oidi ))( ∃ al ∈ Attributes (oidi′ ))
′ ′
(oidi .ak = oidi .al )

New object will be created after aggregation semantic abstraction, and has
extended the former temporal relationship set of multimedia description unit.
Therefore, some operation is required to
get the temporal relationship type set C
and temporal relationship set R' of u'.
The detailed operation is shown as
following:
C' = {a ggregate, aggregate-1 } ,

and, Oi´ is the mapping object of
Oi;
2. Relation type in x is the subset of
relation type in u´. x.C ⊆ u´.C.
3. Relationships between objects in x
and u´ satisfy:
The essence of entry condition F in
select operation is to provide a variable
to user queries. When object relationship type set and object relationship set
are empty in x and only consists of
object set, select operation has transformed into an easy query, which is only
focused on multimedia object, and the
operation will return all needed objects

R' = {(Oi , O′) → aggregate, (O′, Oi ) →
aggregate -1 | O i ∈ {O 1 , O 2 ,… , O n }
Then, we can get a new complete
multimedia description unit u' as following:
u'.C = u.C ∪ C ′, u'.R = u.R ∪ R'
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∀(( O i , O j ) → c i ) ∈ u.R , if Oi ∉ u .O or

and relationship. When x merely consists of object relationship type set, the
query has transformed into the query
which is only focused on multimedia
object relationship, and the operation
returns all object set and relationship set
satisfying the above relationship.

Oi ∉ u.O , we delete the relationship
from u.R directly, and then delete ci from
u.C; otherwise, we calculate ci´ according to Table 1 and Table 2, and then
revise the relationship between objects
as following:
′
u .C = ( u .C − { ci }) ∪ { ci }, u .R =

5.2 Temporal Projection Operation

( u .C − {( Oi ,O j ) → c i }) ∪ {( Oi , O j ) → ci ′ }

Temporal projection operation can
revise MDU according to temporal in terval of given query, and the revision is
based on changing temporal characteristics of multimedia object. And this will
cause the change of relationship among
objects, so, we can get the desired new
MDU.
Definition 5. Temporal projection operation u´=? F(u) creates new MDU
under some certain entry condition F,
which is represented by temporal interval (t s,t e ). The operation will obtain the
maximal MDU u´ that can be restrained
in this temporal interval, satisfying the
following conditions:
1. In object set of MDU u, the temporal interval of all objects must be in cluded in (t s,t e ) . If no common part
exists between temporal interval attribute value of multimedia object and (t begin,t end) , then delete this multimedia object. Otherwise,
∀Oi ∈ u.O , Oi = ( oidi , v ),

5.3 Joining Operation

if oid .I .t s < tbegin then oid .I .t s = t begin
, and,

∀Oi ∈ u .O , Oi = ( oidi , v ),

if oid .I .te > t end then oid .I .t e = tend

Data independence is a basic characteristic that data management system
should provide. For multimedia data, the
advantage of providing data independence is to share and reuse data, which
means basic multimedia source material
can reform new multimedia document.
The joining operation can combine different MDUs into a new MDU.
Definition 6. The joining operation
u´= u 1 a u 2 means that u 2 is joined after
u 1, in which all objects and the relationship between them in u 1 don’t change,
and the relationship between objects in
u 2 don’t change. Temporal interval attribute value of all objects need move
from left to right temporal point in all
objects of u 1, and we can obtain a new
MDU that satisfies the following condition:
Any object Oi=(oid i,v) and the relationship between them in u 1 satisfy:
( ∀Oi ∈ u1 .O )( Oi ∈ u′ .O ) ∧ ( ∀c ∈ u1 .C )

( c ∈ u ′.C ) ∧ ( ∀r ∈ u 1 .R )( r ∈ u ′.R )

2. Temporal restrain should be maintained after temporal interval has
changed, therefore the relationship
between objects in MDU need to be
recalculated.
For

Any object Oj=(oid j, v) and the relationship between them in u 2 satisfy:

( oid j .I .ts = oid j .I .ts )

+ Temp _ R( u1 ) − Temp _ L( u 2 ) ,
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( oid j .I .te = oid j . I .te )

2. T.D.C.Little, A digital On-Demand Video
Service Supportin Content-based Queries,
In Proceedings of ACM Multimedia 1993,
Anaheim, USA, August 1993. pp427-436
3. J.F.Allen, Maintaining Knowledge about
Temporal Intervals, Communications of
the ACM, 26(11), November 1983,
pp832-843
5. G.A. Schloss, M.J. Wynblatt, Building
Temporal Structures in a Layered Multimedia Data Model, In Proceedings of
ACM Multimedia 1994, San Francisco,
USA, August 1994.pp271-278
6. T.Little, A. Ghafoor, Interval-based conceptual models for time-dependent multimedia data, IEEE Transaction on
Knowledge and Data Engineering, 1993,
5(4). Pp551-563
7. E. Megalou, T. Hadzilacos, Semantic
Abstractions in the Multimedia Domain,
IEEE Transactions on Knowledge Data
Engineering, 2003, 15(1). pp136-160

+ Temp _ R( u1 ) − Temp _ L( u 2 ) ,
and,

( O j ∈ u ′.O ) ∧ ( ∀c ∈ u 2 .C )( c ∈ u′ .C )

∧ ( ∀r ∈ u2 .R )( r ∈ u ′.R )
u´ is the biggest MDU that satisfies
the above conditions.

6 Conclusion
Multimedia temporal features management and temporal semantic abstraction
are the focal problems that need to be
solved in the research domain of multimedia data management. Based on absolute temporal management and temp oral
relationship research, this paper proposes a multimedia data model based on
multimedia object description, and discusses the descriptive algorithm of
generalization and aggregation, which
are the two important temporal semantic
abstractions. Finally, we introduce a
multimedia temporal query method
based on the above d escription.
Our future researches will be focused
on the realizing of the above model,
including temporal query processing,
query optimizing and the design of
query language of mu ltimedia data.
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Abstract— Existing 3D multi-resolution compression techniques assume no loss during the transmission. The reliable
transport protocol such as TCP seems to be an excellent solution.
However, time sensitive applications find TCP suffering long
delay in the presence of network congestions. This motivates us
to use the unreliable transport protocol such as UDP. Yet UDP
introduces the distortion between the constructed mesh and the
original mesh due to the packet loss. In this paper, we modified
CPM (Compressed Progressive Meshes) and proposed a smart
decision module. The smart decision module can intelligently
select the transport protocol for each geometric sub-layer to
achieve the minimum delay and distortion under a given network
bandwidth and loss ratio. Simulations show that this smart
decision module can correctly evaluate the transmission time
and expected distortion and thus make the optimal transport
decision.
Index Terms— Compressed Progressive Meshes,MPEG,VRML

I. I NTRODUCTION
Real time 3D applications such as distributed 3D games,
3D animations and interactive Virtual Reality require a huge
amount of data transmitted in a certain time frame. For
example, the uncompressed “Happy Buddha” model is about
42 MB [1]. The existing Internet has two major limitations on
3D streaming: the delay caused by limited bandwidth and the
distortion by packet loss. Therefore, it is desirable to compress
3D models first and then transmit over Internet. Different
compression techniques for 3D meshes have been proposed.
They can be broadly categorized into:
• Single-resolution technique:For single resolution, a 3D
mesh is compressed into a single representation with high
compression ratio. However, single-resolution techniques
are not suitable for the network transmission because
the rendering process starts only after the entire mesh
is downloaded.
• Multi-resolution technique:Multi-resolution compression
techniques include Hoppe’s PM [2] [3], Taubin’s PFS
[4] and Pajarola’s CPM [5]. Multi-resolution schemes
compress the original mesh into the base mesh and a
sequence of refinements. The size of the base mesh is
relatively small compared with the original mesh. The
rendering process begins after receiving the base mesh.
The following refinements improve the model progressively.
CPM assumes no transmission loss and does not have error
recovery mechanism. TCP meets this requirement. Any lost
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Fig. 1. CPM edge collapse and vertex split. The vertex spanning tree is
shown with thick lines.

packet is retransmitted. However, TCP suffers long delay in the
presence of packet loss due to congestion control mechanism.
This is not suitable for real time applications and motivates
to use UDP. However, UDP is not reliable and the distortion
increases due to the packet loss. Chen [6] and Ghassan [7]
transmitted the base mesh and high priority refinements via
TCP and the rest via UDP. They found that for certain
combinations, the transmission time is improved with little
degradation in visual effect. However, the transport scheme of
Chen [6] and Ghassan [7] is at the batch level: the entire batch
is transmitted via TCP/UDP and this transport scheme is not
optimal.
Proposed Approach: To alleviate this problem, we propose:
• A modified CPM(MCPM) model that will help in identifying the average distortion encountered at the client
side at the sub-layer level while rendering the received
3D model.
• A hybrid transmission protocol with a smart decision
module to transmit 3D mesh compressed by MCPM.
MCPM decomposes the geometric data into sub-layers based
on the important digit. With this decomposition, we can evaluate the distortion of each sub-layer. In our hybrid transport
protocol, we transmit the base mesh and structural data over
TCP. The proposed smart decision module makes decision
on which transport protocol to use for each geometric sublayer based on the relative importance. This decision module
can achieve the minimum delay and distortion under a given
network bandwidth and loss ratio. The transport scheme is not
restricted to TCP/UDP and can be generalized to RTSP/RTP
in MPEG-4 standard [8].
II. C OMPRESSED P ROGRESSIVE M ESHES
CPM representation of a mesh is stored as the base mesh
M0 and subsequent batches Mi . The base mesh is a coarse
representation of the original mesh. At compression, a vertex
spanning tree of the current mesh is constructed and a number
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Fig. 2. (a)CPM and MCPM representations of batch Mi . “S” for structural
and “G” for geometric data. (b)CPM and MCPM representations of the
geometric data in a batch. The transmission order is shown with arrowed
lines.

of edges are selected for “edge collapsing” transformation.
“edge collapsing” collapses the two ending points of the
selected edge to the midpoint. The reverse transformation at
decompression is called “vertex split”. A new vertex is inserted
into the mesh. Figure 1 shows the base mesh M0 and the
mesh with M1 . From M1 to M0 , two edges A’A” and F’F”
are collapsed to their midpoints A and F respectively. By
applying “edge collapsing”, one vertex is removed from the
current mesh and the midpoint is marked as “1” in the vertex
spanning tree. These “edge collapsing” transformations are
then encoded into one batch with the structural and geometric
data as shown in Figure 2(a). These information is used for
“vertex split” at decompression. The structural data contains
the indices of the two cut-edges. In Figure 1, edge e and f
are the two cut-edges for vertex A and edge g and h are for
vertex F. With the structural data, “vertex split” knows how to
connect the new vertex with the neighbors. For example, new
vertex A” is connected with vertex C and P. The geometric data
contains the error vector E between the estimated split-vector
SV’ and the original split-vector SV. The split-vector is defined
as the vector between two ending points for “edge collapsing”:
A − A and F  − F  in Figure 1. With the split-vector and
the split vertex, the positions of the two ending points for
“vertex split” can be completely determined. For example, the
positions of A’, A” for the “vertex split” of A can be obtained


and SV = A − A . The original split-vector
by A = A +A
2
is obtained by adding the error vector in the geometric data to
the estimated split-vector, i.e.,SV = SV  + E. The estimated
split-vector is computed with Butterfly prediction [5].
When CPM representation is streamed over lossy networks,
some information could be lost. Since the amortized size
of geometric data is about twice of the structural data [5],
it is optimal to carefully select the transport format for the
geometric data.

When we transmit 3D meshes in CPM over UDP, geometric
data is chopped into packets and sent over networks. Because
UDP is not reliable, some packets are dropped during the
transmission. The receiver has no choice but uses the predicted
values. This introduces the distortion between the constructed
mesh and the original mesh. We define the average distortion
D̄ at the receiver as
D̄ =

B

m(i)
× (D[i] − D[i + 1])
N
(i)
i=1

(1)

Where B is the number of batches, N(i) is the number of
packets and m(i) is the number of lost packets during the
transmission of batch i. D[i] is the distortion of batch i.
Equation(1) gives the average distortion D̄ based on the
distortion of each batch D[i].
In MCPM, the geometric data is decomposed into sub-layers
based on the “important digit” position as shown in Figure2(b).
The error vector of a split vertex vi consists of three coordinates (xi , yi , zi ). We assume each coordinate has at most m
digits after quantization, i.e., xi = xi1 xi2 xi3 xi4 .xim (here we
only show x coordinate, the same transformation is applied
to y and z). We take xi1 as the first important digit, xi2
as the second and so on. Therefore, there are m important
digits. Then we put the ith important digit of all split vertices
in one batch into sub-layer i. If a vertex does not have this
digit, we use a special symbol to represent it. Figure 2(b)
shows how to decompose the geometric data in a batch with
N split vertices into m sub-layers. The data layout for MCPM
is different from CPM. For CPM, the order of the transmission
is from the top to the bottom as shown in Figure 2(b), i.e.,
(x1 , y1 , z1 ...xN , yN , zN ). For MCPM, the formation of a sublayer is from the top to the bottom for each important digit.
The order of the transmission is from the left to the right, i.e.,
from sub-layer one to sub-layer m as shown in Figure 2(b).
Equation (1) can be modified to calculate the average distortion
based on the distortion of each sub-layer by changing D[i] to
D[i] [j], N(i) to N(i,j) and m(i) to m(i,j) where j is the index
of the sub-layer. Equation(1) can be rewritten as
D̄ =

B 
S

m(i, j)
{D[i][j] − D[i][j + 1]}
N
(i, j)
i=1 j=1

(2)

where S is the number of sub-layers for each batch. Next, we
discuss how to compute D[i][j].
B. Distortion of Geometric Sub-layer

III. MCPM
In CPM, if the structural data is lost during the transmission,
the decoder cannot recover from this error and the mesh
could crash. Therefore, we transmit the base mesh and the
structural data over TCP. The only part left is the geometric
data. Proposed MCPM decomposes the geometric data into
sub-layers and leaves the structural data unchanged as shown
in Figure 2(a). With MCPM, we can evaluate the distortion
and make the transport decision for each sub-layer instead of
the entire batch with CPM.
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In this section, we dicuss the computation of the distortion
caused by the loss of sub-layer j of batch i, i.e., D[i][j]. We
denote D[i][j] as the average distortion caused by all split
vertices in this batch as
Ni
d(k, j)
(3)
D[i][j] = k=1
Ni
where Ni is the number of split vertices in this batch. d(k,j) is
the expected distortion caused by split vertex k if sub-layer j is
lost and all sub-layers before j are received. Because sub-layer
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C. Relative Importance

(a) Distortion
Fig. 4.

Figure 4(b) shows the relative importance for Stanford
“bunny” model. Note that relative importance does not monotonically decrease. Sub-layer in the finer batch can have larger
relative importance. This indicates that it is not optimal if the
entire batch is transmitted via TCP/UDP as in Chen [6] and
Ghassan [7]. The transport decision should be made for each
sub-layer according to the relative importance value. In the
next section, we discuss the smart decision module.

(b) Relative importance

Stanford “bunny”

j contains the j th important digit of the error vector, the ratio
of the expected distortion introduced by this sub-layer to the
previous sub-layer j-1 is a constant β. With β, we only need to
compute d(k), the distortion due to the loss of error vector for
vertex k and then distribute this
to sub-layers in this
distortion
S
batch with equations: d(k) = j=1 d(k, j) and d(k, j + 1) =
βd(k, j), where 1 ≤ j ≤ S − 1. Due to the dependence across
batches, the distortion is propagated from the current batch
to the finer batches as stated in Ghassan [9]. For example,
in Figure 3(a), V is split to A and B in the current batch
and A/B may be used to compute the estimated split-vector in
the subsequent batches. To calculate such propagation, first,
we construct the dependence tree shown in Figure 3(b) as
follows. The computation of the estimated split-vector involves
all vertices in Figure 3(a). However, different vertices have
different effects depending on the connectivities with A and
B. If a vertex lies in this neighborhood, we draw a line from
this vertex to the split vertex in the dependence tree with
a case number derived from Bufferfly interpolation [5]. The
calculation is processed from batch one to the finest batch.
Then we calculate d(k) with the formula below:
d(k) =

B



Du

(4)

l=i+1 u∈Γu

Where vertex set Γu includes vertices affected by k. Du is
obtained by tracing the link from vertex k to vertex u on the
dependence tree from the next batch to the finest batch. This
computation is performed at the pre-processing stage.
Figure 4(a) shows D[i][j] for Stanford “bunny” model [1].
MCPM has nine batches and each batch has four sub-layers.
As shown in Figure 4(a), the distortion decreases monotonically. Note the amount of distortion reduced by each
sub-layer is different. We define the amount of distortion
reduced by a sub-layer divided by the size of this sub-layer
as “relative importance”. Relative importance value of a sublayer represents the benefit we can obtain if this sub-layer is
correctly transmitted.
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IV. S MART D ECISION M ODULE
We have two assumptions about the networks. First, the underlying network is a QoS network. It has separate admission
control modules for TCP/UDP requests since UDP is not TCPfriendly. With this assumption, the network reserves certain
bandwidth for TCP/UDP. Second, the network drops packets
randomly with a constant loss ratio.
A. Smart Decision Module
Table I shows input parameters to the smart decision
module. The objective is to decide which transport protocol
to use for each sub-layer in order to minimize the delay
and distortion. First we sort sub-layers into a list on relative
importance in decreasing order. We call this list as relative
importance list. As shown in Figure 4(b), it is possible that
in the relative importance list, sub-layers in the finer batch
appear before sub-layers in the coarse batch. Then, we define
the cost function as:
Cost(x) = transmission(x) + α × distortion(x)

(5)

where x is the index of the sub-layer in the relative importance
list and α is the weight of the distortion. This cost function
computes the total effect of the transmission time and expected
distortion when first x sub-layers in the relative importance
list are transmitted over TCP and the rest over UDP. The
decision module iterates all possible x and chooses the x with
the minimum Cost.
1) Transmission Time: X partitions the relative importance
list into two parts: first x sub-layers through TCP and the rest
through UDP. The transmission time is expressed as
T ransmission =

B×S
x
 size(m)

size(m)
+
t
u
m=x+1
m=1

(6)

Based on our network assumptions, UDP rate is a constant.
However, TCP rate is not a constant although certain bandwidth t is reserved. To remedy this problem, we use average

Fig. 7.
Fig. 5.

Fig. 6.

Optimal number of sub-layers via TCP

Transmission time for l=0.04,0.1 and 0.12

importance values.
Figure 7 shows the optimal number of sub-layers in the relative
importance list is transmitted over TCP with different α. As
α increases, the number of sub-layers through TCP increases.
The reason is that larger α means more preference on the
distortion and thus requires more sub-layers through TCP. Note
given the same α, more sub-layers are transmitted over TCP
for l=0.1 than l=0.12 and this is due to the relatively small
TCP rate for l=0.12. Therefore, loss ratio affects both TCP
rate and the expected distortion. As loss ratio increases, it is
not optimal to use TCP to transmit more sub-layers.

Expected distortion for l=0.04,0.1 and 0.12

TCP rate t’. t’ is obtained by observing the average TCP rate
when streaming the base mesh. Also, Equation(6) can be used
to determine x when the transmission time is specified.
2) Expected Distortion: The expected distortion is given
by Equation(2). We need to evaluate the number of packets
received for each sub-layer. Here we assume sub-layers transmitted via TCP do not have any loss. For sub-layer j with N(j)
packets over UDP, the expected distortion can be expressed as:
N (j)

ED(j) =

 mP rob(m)
(D[i][j] − D[i][j + 1])
N (j)
m=0

(7)

Prob(m) is the probability that m packets are lost. Since
the network drops packets randomly, Prob(m) is a binomial
distribution and the expected value is l × N (j). Substitute it
into Equation(7), we have ED(j) = l ×(D[i][j]−D[i][j +1]).
Sum ED(j) on all sub-layers via UDP, we obtain the expected
distortion. Equation(7) can be used to compute x if expected
distortion is specified.

VI. C ONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSIONS
3D streaming techniques have been developed rapidly
during the last four years. Different compression schemes,
transport protocols and error protection techniques have been
proposed and some of them have been accepted as standards
in VRML or MPEG. However, due to the bandwidth and loss
limitations, there is still work to be done. In this paper, we
proposed a smart decision module for streaming 3D models in
MCMP format over QoS networks. The smart decision module
can select the transport protocol for geometric sub-layers to
achieve the minimum delay and distortion.
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V. S IMULATION R ESULTS
The testbed consists of a server, a client and an intermediate node installed with dummynet [10]. We configured the
dummynet node as a gateway and all traffic is captured by
this node. We set forwarding rules of dummynet to emulate
the network bandwidth and loss ratio.
Figure 5 shows the comparison of the transmission time
between simulations and Equation(6). It is obvious that the
transmission time increases as more sub-layers are transmitted
over TCP. The reason is that the average TCP rate is much
lower than UDP. Note the increase of transmission time is not
linear due to the larger data sizes of finer batches.
Figure 6 shows the comparison of the expected distortion
between simulation and Equation(7). The distortion decreases
as more sub-layers are transmitted via TCP. Note the sharp
decrease of the expected distortion when the first several sublayers in the relative important list are transmitted over TCP.
This is because the first several sub-layers have larger relative
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Abstract— We apply the A∗ algorithm to guide a diagrammatic
theorem proving tool. The algorithm requires a heuristic function,
which provides a metric on the search space. In this paper we
present a collection of metrics between two spider diagrams. We
combine these metrics to give a heuristic function that provides
a lower bound on the length of a shortest proof from one spider
diagram to another, using a collection of sound reasoning rules.
We compare the effectiveness of our approach with a breadthfirst search for proofs.

proofs and can be extended to incorporate other readability
criteria. We applied the A∗ algorithm and developed an admissible heuristic function to guide automatic proof construction.
However, the work presented in [3] was limited to the simple
case of so-called unitary spider diagrams. Here, we extend
that work to the significantly more challenging general case
of so-called compound spider diagrams.
II. S PIDER DIAGRAMS

I. I NTRODUCTION
Simple diagrammatic systems that inspired spider diagrams
are Venn and Euler diagrams. In Venn diagrams all possible
intersections between contours must occur and shading is used
to represent the empty set. Diagram d1 in Fig. 1 is a Venn
diagram. Venn-Peirce diagrams [11] extend the Venn diagram
notation, using additional syntax to represent non-empty sets.
Euler diagrams exploit topological properties of enclosure,
exclusion and intersection to represent subsets, disjoint sets
and set intersection respectively. Spider diagrams [4], [7], [8],
A
B

M ic e

D o g s

C a ts

C

d

Fig. 1.



d

A Venn diagram and a spider diagram.

[10] are based on Euler diagrams. Spiders are used to represent
the existence of elements and shading is used to place upper
bounds on the cardinalities of sets. A spider is drawn as a
collection of dots joined by lines. The spider diagram d2 in
Fig. 1 expresses the statement “no mice are cats or dogs, no
dogs are cats, there is a cat and there is something that is
either a mouse or a dog”. Sound and complete reasoning rules
for spider diagram systems have been given [7], [8], [10].
As argued in [3], it is important for automated diagrammatic reasoning systems to produce proofs that are easy to
understand by humans. For this reason, our ambition is to
produce diagrammatic proofs using diagram transformations
instead of converting to first order logic and using existing
theorem provers. An existing theorem prover for spider diagrams successfully writes proofs [2], but they can be long and
unwieldy. In [3], we presented a new approach to proof writing
in diagrammatic systems, which is guaranteed to find shortest

We now informally introduce the spider diagram system.
A. Syntax and semantics of spider diagrams
In this section, we will give an informal description of the
syntax and semantics of spider diagrams. Details and formal
definitions can be found in [8]. A contour is a labelled closed
curve in the diagram used to denote a set. The boundary
rectangle is an unlabelled rectangle that bounds the diagram
and denotes the universal set. A zone, roughly speaking, is a
bounded area in the diagram having no other bounded area
contained within it. A zone can be described by the set of
labels of the contours that contain it and the set of labels of the
contours that exclude it. A zone denotes a set by intersection
and difference of the sets denoted by the contours. A region
is a set of zones.
A spider is a tree with nodes, called feet, placed in different
zones. A spider touches a zone if one of its feet appears
in that zone. The set of zones a spider touches is called its
habitat. A spider denotes the existence of an element in the
set represented by its habitat. Distinct spiders represent the
existence of distinct elements. A zone can be shaded. In the
set represented by a shaded zone, all of the elements are
represented by spiders. So, a shaded zone with no spiders
in it represents an empty set. A unitary diagram is a
finite collection of contours (with distinct labels), shading and
spiders properly contained by a boundary rectangle.
The unitary diagram d2 in Fig. 1 contains three contours
and five zones, of which one is shaded. There are two spiders.
The spider with one foot inhabits the zone inside (the contour
labelled) Cats, but outside Dogs and M ice. The other spider
inhabits the region which consists of the zone inside M ice
and the zone inside Dogs but outside Cats.
Unitary diagrams form the building blocks of compound
diagrams. To enable us to present negated, disjunctive and
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conjunctive information between unitary diagrams, we use
connectives: ¬,  and . If D1 and D2 are spider diagrams
then so are ¬D1 (“not D1 ”), D1  D2 (“D1 or D2 ”) and
D1 D2 (“D1 and D2 ”). The semantics of compound diagrams
extend those of unitary diagrams in the obvious way.
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An application of rule “excluded middle”.

B. Reasoning with spider diagrams
We now give informal descriptions of the sound but not a
complete set of reasoning rules for spider diagrams. For formal
descriptions see [8].
Add contour. A new contour can be added to a unitary
diagram. Each zone is split into two zones (one inside and
one outside the new contour) and shading is preserved. Each
spider foot is replaced by a connected pair of feet, one in each
of the two new zones. For example, in Fig. 2, d2 is obtained
from d1 by adding a contour. This rule is reversible and we
will refer to its reverse as Delete contour.
Add shaded zone. A new, shaded zone can be added to a
unitary diagram. This rule is reversible and we will refer to
its reverse as Delete shaded zone. For example, in Fig. 2,
diagram d3 is obtained from d2 by deleting a shaded zone.
Erase shading. Shading can be erased from any zone in a
unitary diagram.
Delete spider. A spider whose habitat is completely nonshaded can be deleted from a unitary diagram.
Add spider foot. In a unitary diagram, a foot can be added
to a spider in a zone it does not yet touch.
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Applications of “add contour” and “delete shaded zone”.

All of the remaining diagrammatic rules are reversible.
Split spider. A unitary diagram d containing a spider s whose
habitat has a partition into non-empty regions r1 and r2 can
be replaced by d1 d2 , where d1 and d2 are copies of d except
that the habitat of s is reduced to r1 in d1 and r2 in d2 . For
instance, diagram d in Fig. 3 has a spider with two feet. We
can split this spider into two parts, giving d1  d2 .
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An application of rule “split spider”.

Excluded Middle. A unitary diagram d with a non-shaded
zone z can be replaced by d1  d2 , where d1 and d2 are copies
of d except that z is shaded in d1 and contains an additional
spider in d2 . For instance, d in Fig. 4 has a non-shaded zone
B − C. Applying excluded middle to this zone yields d1  d2 .

An α-diagram is a diagram in which each spider has
exactly one foot. Two unitary α-diagrams with (essentially) the
same zone set are in contradiction if a zone is shaded in one
diagram and contains more spiders in the other. For example,
in figure 4, the diagrams d1 and d2 are in contradiction because
B − C is shaded and contains no spiders in d1 but contains
one spider in d2 .
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An application of rule “Combining”.

Combining. A compound diagram consisting of the conjunction of two non-contradictory α-diagrams d1 and d2 whose
zone sets are the same can be combined into a single unitary
diagram, d3 , with the same zone set. The number of spiders
in any zone in d3 is the maximum number of spiders in that
zone in d1 and d2 , and a zone is shaded in d3 if it is shaded
in either d1 or d2 . For example, diagram d1  d2 in Fig. 5
can be replaced by d3 . We note here that due to the nondeterministic nature of the reverse of this rule, we have not
included the reverse in our implementation.
There are also reasoning rules that have analogies in logic.
We include in our set of rules Idempotency (for example,
D  D  D), De Morgan’s laws, Involution (¬¬D ≡ D)
and Distributivity. All of these rules are reversible. We also
include the Absorption rules which state that D1  (D1  D2 )
can be replaced by D1 and D1  (D1  D2 ) can be replaced
by D1 . Whilst the reverses of the absorption rules are sound,
due to the non-deterministic nature of the reverses these have
not been included in our implementation.
If D1 can be transformed into D2 by a reversible rule,
then any occurrence of D1 in a compound diagram can be
replaced by D2 . If D1 can be transformed into D2 by a nonreversible rule, then any occurrence of D1 in a compound
diagram can be replaced by D2 , provided the occurrence of
D1 being replaced is ‘inside an even number of not’s’. For
example, in the diagram ¬((D1  D3 )  (D4  ¬D1 )) the
first occurrence of D1 is not inside an even number of not’s,
but the second is. We say that diagrams D2 is obtainable
from diagram D1 , denoted D1  D2 , if and only if there is a
sequence of diagrams D1 , D2 , ..., Dm  such that D1 = D1 ,
Dm = D2 and, for each k where 1 ≤ k < m, Dk can be
transformed into Dk+1 by a single application of one of the
reasoning rules. Such a sequence of diagrams is called a proof
from premise D1 to conclusion D2 .
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III. A* APPLIED TO PROOF WRITING
To construct a proof, a rule needs to be applied to the
premise diagram, followed by another rule to the resulting
diagram, and so on, until the conclusion diagram is reached.
At any stage, multiple rules might be applicable. The problem
of deciding which rule to apply is an example of a more
general class of so-called search problems, for which various
algorithms have been developed (see [9] for an overview). A∗
is a well known search algorithm [5].
A∗ stores an ordered sequence of proof attempts. Initially,
this sequence only contains a zero length proof attempt,
namely the premise diagram. Repeatedly, A∗ removes the first
proof attempt from the sequence and considers it. If the last
diagram of the proof attempt is the conclusion diagram, then
an optimal proof has been found. Otherwise, it constructs
additional proof attempts, by extending the proof attempt
under consideration, applying rules wherever possible to the
last diagram.
The effectiveness of A∗ and the definition of “optimal” is
dependent upon the ordering imposed on the proof attempt
sequence. The ordering is derived from the sum of two
functions. One function, called the heuristic, estimates how
far the last diagram in the proof attempt is from the conclusion
diagram. The other, called the cost, calculates how costly it
has been to reach the last diagram from the premise diagram.
The new proof attempts are inserted into the sequence, ordered
according to the cost plus heuristic. A∗ always finds the
solution with the lowest cost, if one exists, provided the
heuristic used is admissible [1]. A heuristic is admissible if it
is optimistic, which means that it never overestimates the cost
of getting from a premise diagram to a conclusion diagram. We
define all rules to have a cost equal to one, which means that
any admissible heuristic gives a lower bound on the number of
proof steps needed in order to reach the conclusion diagram.
The amount of memory and time needed by A∗ depends
heavily on the quality of the heuristic used. For instance, a
heuristic that is the constant function zero is admissible, but
will result in a breadth-first search of the state space, giving
long and impractical searches. The better the heuristic (in the
sense of accurately predicting the lowest cost of a proof), the
less memory and time are needed for the search.
IV. T HE HEURISTIC FUNCTION
To define the heuristic function, we capture differences
between the premise diagram and the conclusion diagram to
give an estimate of the length of a shortest proof. In [3],
we proposed several metrics to capture differences between
two unitary diagrams, focussing on the difference in contour
sets, zone sets, shaded zone sets, and spiders. These metrics
were combined to provide a heuristic function for unitary
diagrams. We will use similar metrics to judge the similarity
between compound diagrams, in addition to new metrics to
capture differences in the structure of a compound diagram.
First, we must determine what we mean by the contour set of
a compound diagram (and similarly for zones, etc). Perhaps
surprisingly, the most useful approach is not the obvious one:

to take the union of the sets of contours of the unitary parts.
We now illustrate why this naive approach is not useful.
Suppose we were to take the union of the contour sets of
a diagram’s unitary components as a measure of the contours
in that diagram and to define the cardinality of the symmetric
difference of the contour sets for D1 and D2 as our contour
difference metric between D1 and D2 . Such a metric should
be good at guiding applications of the Add Contour and
Delete Contour rules. Assume D1  (D1  D2 ) is our premise
diagram, and D1 our conclusion diagram. The diagram D1
could have a vastly different contour set to D2 (and, therefore,
to D1  (D1  D2 )). Using the absorption rule, the premise
diagram can be changed into the conclusion diagram in one
step. Hence, for admissibility to hold, the heuristic must be at
most 1 but the cardinality of the symmetric difference of the
contour sets may be much larger than 1. We would have to cap
the metric at 1, and this would will lead to a weak heuristic
when we need to apply the Add/Delete Contour rules many
times. Therefore, we will not use a simple union.
Actually, we would prefer a contour measure to be invariant
under all the logic rules, and only to reflect the need for
applications of the Add and Delete Contour rules. Each
measure is designed to be invariant under many rules (if
we apply a rule then the measure remains unchanged) and
variant under few rules (if we apply a rule then the measure
changes). So, we would prefer a measure of the contour set of
D1 (D1 D2 ) to be the same as that of D1 . We would like to
define Contours(D1  D2 ) and Contours(D1  D2 ) in such
a way as to achieve this. There are two obvious operations
which can be done on sets: union and intersection. If we
define Contours(D1 D2 ) as the union of Contours(D1 ) and
Contours(D2 ), and Contours(D1  D2 ) as the intersection
of Contours(D1 ) and Contours(D2 ), then:
Contours(D1  (D1  D2 )) =
Contours(D1 ) ∪ Contours(D1  D2 ) =
Contours(D1 ) ∪ (Contours(D1 ) ∩ Contours(D2 )) =
Contours(D1 ).
A similar result can be achieved by performing these
operations the other way around (i.e., using intersection for
conjunction, and union for disjunction). We will call the contour set obtained using the first definition m1 (m for measure),
and the contour set obtained using the second definition m2 .
Both definitions are required because we have explicit negation
of diagrams in our system. To make sure the contour sets are
invariant under involution (and De Morgan’s laws) we use
m1 (¬D1 ) = m2 (D1 ) (and similarly, m2 (¬D1 ) = m1 (D1 )).
A similar approach can be taken to define measures for
zones, shaded zones and spiders. To avoid repetition and show
invariance under the logic rules, in the next section we will
generalize this approach.
A. Building a set of independent metrics
To define our metrics, we first define various measures on
diagrams. As discussed previously, a useful measure of the
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contours in a diagram should be invariant under the logic rules
but variant under the Add/Delete Contour rules in order to steer
the proof writer towards applying the Add/Delete Contour
rules when they are required.
In this section, we describe generic measures and show
how these are invariant under logic rules. Intuition about these
generic measures may be gained by comparing them with the
specific example at the beginning of this section.
If D is a diagram, define a pair of measures m1 (D)
and m2 (D) recursively using families of n-ary functions
with domain X n (X will be determined by the context)
g1,n : X n → X and g2,n : X n → X (where mi (D) ∈ X).
For instance, in the example for contours given above, g1,n
takes the union of n sets and g2,n takes the intersection of
sets. We start by defining
mi (¬D) = mj (D)
(i = j) which ensures that m1 and m2 are invariant under
involution. For example,
m1 (¬¬D) = m2 (¬D) = m1 (D).

logic rules, but which are variant under the reasoning rules
Add Contour and Delete Contour.
In the following section, for each pair of measures, we will
assume that the above recursive definition holds unless stated,
and give only information about base cases. We also state how
to combine the measures m1 and m2 to get a contribution to
the heuristic function between D1 and D2 .
B. Measure and metric definitions
1) Contours: Here we define two measures which are
invariant under all logic rules but variant under the Add
Contour and Delete Contour rules. These measures will be
used to detect differences in the contour sets. The definition
follows recursively as in section IV-A, with n-ary functions
g1,n = ∪ and g2,n = ∩. The base cases are provided by
m1 (d) = m2 (d) = {the labels of the contours of d}, where d
is unitary. Note that m1 (D) = m2 (D) holds for unitary D, but
need not hold for compound D. That is, the measures m1 and
m2 are not equal. For example, in Fig. 6, m1 (d1 ) = m2 (d1 ) =
{A}, m1 (¬(d2  d3 )) = ∅ and m2 (¬(d2  d3 )) = {A, B, C}.
If there is a contour label in mi (D2 ) but not in mi (D1 ) then

We extend the definition as follows:

)
)

mi (D1  ...  Dn ) = gi,n (mi (D1 ), ..., mi (Dn ))

+

+
*

)

mi (D1  ...  Dn ) = gj,n (mi (D1 ), ..., mi (Dn ))
where j = i.
By observing the subscripts i and j, we can see that these
definitions already guarantee that the measures m1 and m2
are invariant under De Morgan’s laws. For example
m1 (¬(D1  D2 ))

=
=
=
=

m2 (D1  D2 )
g1 (m2 (D1 ), m2 (D2 ))
g1 (m1 (¬D1 ), m1 (¬(D2 ))
m1 (¬D1  ¬D2 ).
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Illustrating the measures.

we need to apply a reasoning rule to add that contour to D1 .
Moreover, for each C ∈ mi (D2 ) − mi (D1 ) we need to apply
a reasoning rule to add C when we transform D1 into D2 .
That is, we need to add at least |mi (D2 ) − mi (D1 )| contours
to D1 . Define for diagrams D1 , D2 , i ∈ {1, 2}:
AddCi (D1 , D2 ) = |mi (D2 ) − mi (D1 )|

To ensure invariance under commutativity and
associativity, we require functions which satisfy
gi,3 (x, y, z) = gi,2 (x, gi,2 (y, z))
and
gi,2 (x, y) = gi,2 (y, x),
for
variables
x,
y
and
z.
Provided
that
gi,2 (x, gj,2 (y, z)) = gj,2 (gi,2 (x, y), gi,2 (x, z)),
we have invariance under distributivity laws. Finally,
consider the absorption laws. For invariance, we need
gi,2 (x, gj,2 (x, y)) = gi,1 (x).
This set of conditions on the n-ary functions g1,n and
g2,n are provided by the choices g1,n = max, g2,n = min
on numerical parameters and g1,n = ∪, g2,n = ∩ on set
parameters. For example, for invariance under distributivity,
we have max(x, min(y, z)) = min(max(x, y), max(x, z)),
for integers x, y, z.
Of course, this recursive definition of measures m1 and m2
is incomplete without specification of a base case which defines mi (d) where d is a unitary diagram. Deriving mi (d) from
the contours of the unitary diagram, for example, provides a
pair of measures m1 and m2 which are invariant under all the

RemCi (D1 , D2 ) = |mi (D1 ) − mi (D2 )|.
Combine these to give
CDif fi (D1 , D2 ) = AddCi (D1 , D2 ) + RemCi (D1 , D2 ).
Finally, the contour difference metric between diagrams D1
and D2 is defined to be
CM (D1 , D2 ) = max{CDif f1 (D1 , D2 ), CDif f2 (D1 , D2 )}
For the diagrams in Fig. 6, CM (d1 d3 , d4 ) = max{2, 2} = 2
and CM (¬d1 , d1  d3  d4 ) = max{2, 1} = 2. We take the
maximum because, for example, one application of the Add
Contour rule can contribute to both CDif f1 and CDif f2 (we
cannot take the sum CDif f1 + CDif f2 ). For example, if we
introduce B to diagram d4 in Fig. 6, yielding diagram d4 in
Fig. 7 then CM (d4 , d4 ) = max{1, 1} = 1. The sum 1 + 1
would not provide a lower bound on the length of a shortest
proof from d4 to d4 .
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2) Zones: We will define metrics that detect differences in
the zone sets, using g1,n = ∪ and g2,n = ∩. The base cases are
provided by m1 (d) = m2 (d) = {the zones of d} where d is
unitary. Note, again, that m1 (D) = m2 (D) holds for unitary
D, but need not hold for compound D. This will also be the
case for the remaining measures we define with one exception.
Before calculating the zone metrics for the heuristic function,
we need to ensure that the unitary components of the premise
and conclusion diagrams have the same contour sets. It has
been argued in [3] why this is needed for unitary diagrams,
and the same reasoning applies for compound diagrams. We
apply the Add Contour rule to all unitary components of
D1 to make a new diagram, CF orm(D1 , D2 ), in which
each unitary diagram includes all contour labels from D1
and D2 (this being the union of the sets of contour labels
of their unitary components). Similarly, we make a new
diagram CF orm(D2 , D1 ) by applying the Add Contour rule
to D2 . For example, in Fig. 6, CF orm(d1  ¬(d2  d3 ), d4 )
is d1  ¬(d2  d3 ), shown in Fig. 7, obtained by adding
contours to each unitary component d1 , d2 and d3 . Similarly,
CF orm(d4 , d1  ¬(d2  d3 )) is d4 . Define for diagrams D1 ,
D2 , i ∈ {1, 2}:

 1 if mi (CF orm(D2 , D1 )) 
mi (CF orm(D1 , D2 ))
AddZi (D1 , D2 ) =

0 otherwise

 1 if mi (CF orm(D1 , D2 )) 
mi (CF orm(D2 , D1 ))
RemZi (D1 , D2 ) =

0 otherwise.
The capping of AddZi , and RemZi is similar to the capping
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Illustrating the zone measure capping.

ZM (D1 , D2 ) = AddZ(D1 , D2 ) + RemZ(D1 , D2 ).
As an example, in Fig. 6, ZM (d1 ¬(d2 d3 ), d4 ) = 1+1 = 2.
3) Shading: We will now define metrics that
detect differences in the shading, using g1,n = ∪
and g2,n = ∩. The base cases are provided by
m1 (d) = m2 (d) = {the shaded zones of d} where d is
unitary. Before calculating the shaded zone difference metric
for the heuristic function, we need to ensure that the unitary
components of the premise and conclusion diagrams have
the same zone sets. It has been argued in [3] why this is
needed for unitary diagrams, and the same reasoning applies
for compound diagrams. We take the unitary components
of diagram CF orm(Di , Dj ) and add shaded zones until
they are in Venn form (every possible zone is present, given
the contour label set), giving V enn(CF orm(Di , Dj )).
Shown in Fig. 9 are the unitary components of
V enn(CF orm(d1  ¬(d2  d3 ), d4 ) = d1  ¬(d2  d3 )
and V enn(CF orm(d4 , d1  ¬(d2  d3 )) = d4 , where
d1 , d2 , d3 and d4 are in Fig. 6. Define for diagrams D1 , D2 ,
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Contour forms.

@ 

applied to AddZone and RemZone in the case of unitary
diagrams [3]. This is due to the fact that a single application
of either Add Shaded Zone or Delete Shaded Zone to D1
can change the zone set in CF orm(D1 , D2 ) by more than
one zone. For example, in Fig. 8, we can add one zone to
d1 , giving d3 but CF orm(d1 , d2 ) has two fewer zones than
CF orm(d3 , d2 ). We define two metrics (that we will use to
define the zone difference metric) between diagrams D1 and
D2 to be
AddZ(D1 , D2 ) = max{AddZ1 (D1 , D2 ), AddZ2 (D1 , D2 )}
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Fig. 9.
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Venn forms.


 1

if mi (V enn(CF orm(D2 , D1 )))
 mi (V enn(CF orm(D1 , D2 )))

0 otherwise

 1 if mi (V enn(CF orm(D1 , D2 )))
 mi (V enn(CF orm(D2 , D1 )))
RemShi (D1 , D2 ) =

0 otherwise.
AddShi (D1 , D2 ) =

RemZ(D1 , D2 ) = max{RemZ1 (D1 , D2 ), RemZ2 (D1 , D2 )}. We define two metrics (that we will use to define the shading
difference metric) between diagrams D1 and D2 to be:
The reason for taking the maximum (as opposed to the sum)
is that, for example, applying the rule Delete Shaded Zone can AddSh(D1 , D2 ) = max{AddSh1 (D1 , D2 ), AddSh2 (D1 , D2 )}
affect both AddZ1 and AddZ2 simultaneously (and similarly,
RemSh(D1 , D2 ) =
RemZ1 and RemZ2 ). We define the zone difference metric
max{RemSh1 (D1 , D2 ), RemSh2 (D1 , D2 )}.
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We combine these to give the shading difference metric
ShM (D1 , D2 ) = AddSh(D1 , D2 ) + RemSh(D1 , D2 ).
For example, ShM (d1  ¬(d2  d3 ), d4 ) = 1 + 1 = 2, where
d1 , d2 , d3 and d4 are in Fig. 6.
4) Spiders: We now define metrics which detect differences
in the spiders, using g1,n = ∪ and g2,n = ∩. The base cases
are provided by m1 (d) = m2 (d) = Sp(d) where
Sp(d) = {(i, r) : 1 ≤ i ≤ n where n is the number of
spiders whose habitat is the region r in d},
and d is unitary. For example, in Fig. 6,
m1 (d1 ) = {(1, {A}), (2, {A, U − A}), (1, {A, U − A})}.
Informally, then, a spider is a pair, (i, r) and i indicates that
(i, r) is the ith spider inhabiting r. The set m1 (d1 ) includes
one such pair for each spider in d1 . So, if there are no spiders
inhabiting r in d1 then this is represented by the absence of any
element in m1 (d1 ). Define for diagrams D1 , D2 , i ∈ {1, 2}:
AddSpi (D1 , D2 ) = |mi (CF orm(D2 , D1 ))−
mi (CF orm(D1 , D2 ))|

where d1 is a unitary diagram. One effect of this is to contrast
m1 (d1 ) = 0 with m1 (d1  d1 ) = 1. Application of the idempotency rules can increase or decrease these measures, almost
doubling or halving their value. For this reason, we use log2 to
create measures which count potential rule applications. Other
rules, such as Excluded Middle, can increase the measures
from 0 to 1.
The two metrics (that we will use to define the connective
difference measure) between diagrams D1 and D2 are defined
to be, for i = 1, 2, in the case when mi (D1 ), mi (D2 ) > 0
CnnMi (D1 , D2 ) = |log2 (mi (D1 )) − log2 (mi (D2 ))|,
and in the case when mi (D1 ) = 0 and mi (D2 ) > 0
CnnMi (D1 , D2 ) = 1 + log2 (mi (D2 )),
and in the case when mi (D1 ) > 0 and mi (D2 ) = 0
CnnMi (D1 , D2 ) = 1 + log2 (mi (D1 )),
otherwise we define
CnnMi (D1 , D2 ) = 0.

RemSpi (D1 , D2 ) = |mi (CF orm(D1 , D2 ))−
mi (CF orm(D2 , D1 ))|.
We define two metrics (that we will use to define the spider
difference metric) between diagrams D1 and D2 to be:
AddSp(D1 , D2 ) = max{AddSp1 (D1 , D2 ), AddSp2 (D1 , D2 )}
RemSp(D1 , D2 ) =
max{RemSp1 (D1 , D2 ), RemSp2 (D1 , D2 )}.
Note here that, for example, a single application of the
Excluded Middle rule can impact both AddSp and RemSp.
Moreover, the rule Split Spider can introduce two new spiders.
Thus we define the spider difference metric

A single application of an idempotency rule can affect both
CnnM1 and CnnM2 simultaneously, so to prevent multiplecounting of these rule applications, the contribution to the
heuristic function is the maximum of CnnM1 and CnnM2 .
We define the connective difference metric to be
CnnM (D1 , D2 ) = max{CnnM1 (D1 , D2 ), CnnM2 (D1 , D2 )}.
For example, CnnM (d1  ¬(d2  d3 ), d4 ) = max(2, 0) = 2.
6) Not metric: In this section we define measures which
detect differences in the numbers of ‘nots’, using g1,n = max
and g2,n = min. The base cases are provided by, for unitary
d, m1 (d) = 0 and m2 (d) = 1. For these measures we override part of the generic definition of the measures. Instead of
mi (¬D) = mj (D) we define, for non-unitary diagrams D

SpM (D1 , D2 ) = max{AddSp(D1 , D2 ), RemSp(D1 , D2 )}/2.
For example, SpM (d1  ¬(d2  d3 ), d4 ) = max(0, 4)/2 = 2,
where d1 , d2 , d3 and d4 are in Fig. 6.
5) Connectives: In this section we define metrics which
detect differences in the connectives, using g1,n = max and
g2,n = min. The base cases are provided by, for unitary d,
m1 (d) = m2 (d) = 0.
For these measures we over-ride part of the generic definition
of the measures. As usual, use
mi (D1  ...  Dn ) = gi (mi (D1 ), ..., mi (Dn ))
mi (D1  ...  Dn ) = gj (mi (D1 ), ..., mi (Dn ))
(where j = i) but, where possible, over-ride this definition
with, for i = 1, 2
mi (d1  D2  ...  Dn ) = 1 + mi (D2 ...  Dn )

mi (¬D) = 1 + mj (D).
One effect of this is to contrast m2 (¬¬d) = 2 with m2 (d) = 0.
Application of the involution rule can increase or decrease
these measures by 2. For this reason, we use half their value
before we evaluate their contribution to the heuristic function.
Define the not difference metric between diagrams D1 and
D2 to be


|m1 (D1 ) − m1 (D2 )|,
max
|m2 (D1 ) − m2 (D2 )|
N M (D1 , D2 ) =
2
For example, N M (d1  ¬(d2  d3 ), d4 ) = 1. The reason for
taking the maximum is that, for example, the excluded middle
rule can impact m1 and m2 simultaneously. The reason for
dividing by two is that a single application of the involution
rule can increase m1 and m2 by two (and its reverse subtract
two).
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C. Compound heuristic
Define the compound diagram heuristic, H, between D1
and D2 to be the sum
H(D1 , D2 ) = CM (D1 , D2 ) + ZM (D1 , D2 ) + N M (D1 , D2 )
+max{ShM (D1 , D2 ), SpM (D1 , D2 ), CnnM (D1 , D2 )}.
Note that we take the maximum of the shading metric, spider
metric and connective metric because, for example, a single
application of one of the rules Excluded Middle and Split
Spider can affect all these measures simultaneously.
We generated a random sample of 500,000 pairs of diagrams
for which the heuristic function was optimistic. We conjecture
that the heuristic function is admissible.
V. I MPLEMENTATION AND EVALUATION
We have implemented this heuristic search as part of a
spider diagram reasoning tool. The search can either stop when
a proof is found, or seek the set of all optimal proofs. The application keeps a record of the number of proof attempts stored
during the search. An initial comparison of the effectiveness of
the heuristic was conducted by building random proofs (within
small but arbitrary limits on complexity) and searching for the
proofs using a breadth first search (zero heuristic) as compared
to the heuristic outlined in this paper. The benefits gained are
assessed by considering the data set of ratios (number of proof
attempts with our heuristic)/(number of proof attempts with
breath first search).
The number of proof attempts with the zero heuristic ranged
from 34 to 443,000, and with our heuristic, ranged from 15 to
270,000. We collected data for 178 random proofs. The ratio
of numbers of proof attempts ranged from 1 (where the zero
heuristic searches the same space as our heuristic) to 0.004
(where our heuristic vastly reduces the search space size). The
median ratio was 0.184, an 81.6% reduction in the size of
the search space. More spectacular results were obtained for
longer proofs. Further work is needed to establish why, in
some cases, our heuristic gives no saving in the size of the
search space.
VI. C ONCLUSION
In this paper, we have demonstrated how a heuristic A∗
approach can be used to automatically generate shortest proofs
in a spider diagram reasoning system. We regard this as an
important step towards generating readable proofs. Our work
can be extended in a number of ways. The cost element of the
evaluation function can be altered to incorporate factors that
impact readability. For example:
• Comprehension of rules. There may be a difference in
how difficult each rule is to understand. We can model a
difference in the relative difficulty of rules by assigning
different costs. Currently, we are conducting an experiment to determine the relative understandability of the
rules.
• Drawability of diagrams. As discussed in [6] not all
diagrams are drawable, subject to some well-formed

conditions. We can increase the cost of a rule application
if the resulting diagram is not drawable.
Another extension of this work is to include further reasoning rules. The rule set in this paper forms part of a
sound and complete set. However, enlarging the collection
of reasoning rules available to the heuristic proof writer may
affect the admissability of the heuristic function. Moreover,
using additional rules enlarges the search space. Even if the
heuristic function is admissible with the addition of a further
reasoning rule, it may be the case that the heuristic function
becomes less effective because the search space is larger.
However, the benefit of adding further rules is that there will
be more cases where proofs can be found: if D1  D2 and all
proofs from D1 to D2 require a rule that we have excluded
then, currently, no proof will be found.
In addition to its use for automatic theorem proving, our
heuristic function can also be used to support interactive proof
writing. It can advise the user on the probable implications of
applying a rule (for example “Adding contour B will decrease
the contour difference measure, so might be a good idea”).
Possible applications of rules could be annotated with their
impact on the heuristic value. The user could collaborate with
the tool to solve complex problems.
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inaccuracy! From our experience in many technical and
scientific fields, as well as from the quoted literature
[1][2][3][4], it emerged that two-way annotation is widely
used as a tool which permits adequate knowledge
communication and accumulation in problem solving. This
paper introduces a model of electronic document (edocument) and of electronic annotation (e-annotation) and
the definition of a set of tools, which a) give the user the
same note-taking possibilities as paper documents; b) offer
new possibilities due to their electronic nature, such as the
capability of examining the history of a note and of its
revisions; c) support an annotation strategy permitting twoway exchange of ideas between the document authors and
users. It also illustrates an application of the model and of
the definition highlighting the importance of two-way
communication, discussing a scenario drawn from a first
analysis of a photo-interpreter and a glaciologist
collaborating in achieving the classification of a glacier.
The tools take advantage of the new appealing capabilities
offered by multimedia, hypermedia and multimodal systems
to develop documentation and annotation techniques.
Two niceties of the approach are:
a) the model of annotation proposed is general enough to
describe other existing annotation frameworks. The
developed prototypes result compatible with the annotation
frameworks which define annotation formats and protocols
ruling its communication, such as Annotea [3][4];
b) in WIMP systems, an e-document, developed following
the model, is presented to the user (materialized, in the
following) as an image on the screen, whose pixels can be
addressed singularly. This assumption has two
consequences. First also texts are treated as images in the
interaction process. Images, graphs, texts, and the mixes of
them are treated in a uniform way. Second, it is possible to
capture and check each action performed on each pixel on
the screen. In this way both a mechanism for adequate
control of the interaction and one for linking annotation to
any element of the physical representation of the document
can be realized.
The paper organization reflects our bottom up approach to
system development: we first study what users need by
analyzing how they currently perform their activities. Next
we develop some evolutionary prototype with a
participatory design approach [5]. In the next section is

Abstract
This paper discusses electronic annotation and its
importance as a tool for two-way exchange of ideas among
humans pursuing a common goal. It introduces a model of
electronic document (e-document) and of electronic
annotation (e-annotation) and the definition of a set of tools,
which support an annotation strategy permitting two-way
exchange of ideas between the document authors and users.
It also illustrates an application of the model and of the
definition highlighting the importance of two-way
communication. The tools supporting electronic annotation
are specified using a formal definition of characteristic
pattern, virtual entity, and virtual entity behavior, and are
implemented as a set of XML-based tools customized to the
user culture, tailorable to the task and adaptable to the
current situation.

1. Introduction
Document production and annotation are important tools in
the traditional processes of knowledge communication and
accumulation. They result from a long evolution: before the
computer age, communities of experts developed in time
documentation styles, notations and annotation procedures
with the aim of recording the community’s knowledge on a
permanent physical media. This enabled the community’s
knowledge to be available to members when and where they
require it and in the shape required to perform their current
activities. Electronic documents (e-documents) evolve this
scenario because they appear as new media, and
complement the traditional documents in recording,
annotating and making available community knowledge.
The process of interaction between members of the
community and e-documents appears as a new and complex
field often constrained by present day design and
implementation technologies. Most current web systems
permit a one way exchange of ideas from authors to readers
[1]. A one way exchange system limits the communication
abilities and the sharing of common knowledge. For
example, as Ka-Ping Yee, designer of the CritLink
Mediator, observes: “an inaccuracy in a document that
could have been corrected once by a reader must be noticed
and re-corrected by each new reader...” [2], in the best
situation in which each new reader is acquainted of the
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by visual identifiers in the form of continuous lines of
different colors.

therefore outlined our view on document annotation
emerging from our experience and from the literature. In
section 3 electronic document (e-document) and electronic
annotation (e-annotation) are introduced. Section 4 frames
our view of e-document and e-annotation in a recently
proposed model of HCI. In Section 5 we analyze the
process of e-annotation and the tools required to support it.
In Section 6 it is shown an example of a two-way exchange
system for knowledge accumulation and communication in
the Earth science field. In the last section conclusions are
derived.

2. Pre-electronic documents and annotation
In the pre-electronic world, a document is constituted by a
physical support modified by some human activity, which
humans use as a tool of study, communication, consultation
or research. Humans interpret the document by applying
their cognitive criteria and recognizing sets of elementary
signs as functional or perceptual units, called characteristic
structures (css) in [6]. Examples of css are letters in an
alphabet, symbols or icons of technical languages, pictorial
elements in a picture. Humans associate to each cs a
meaning: the association of a cs with a meaning is called
characteristic pattern (cp). Humans combine css into
complex ones (letters into words, icons into plant maps etc.)
and associate a meaning to the complex css, so defining
complex cps. The document itself is recursively recognized
as a meaningful entity, a complex cs, and when interpreted,
as a complex cp. An annotation is ‘a note, added by way of
comment or explanation’ [7] to a document or to a part of a
document. The entity being annotated is called the base of
the annotation. The annotation is a complex cs interpreted
by a human as a cp. In general, both pre-electronic
documents and annotations are multimedia elements: they
are formed by combining texts, images and graphs. Fig. 1
shows a subset of a document, a scientific paper enriched
by annotations of different types [8]. Five annotations
explain the structure of the Vedrette glacier image. Four of
them are one word textual annotations; the last is a
multimedia one, composed by a word (Watershed) and an
histogram. In some case an annotation is idiosyncratic, that
is not semantically explicit but represented by symbols,
which cannot be understood by an occasional reader, but
only by members of a community who agreed on its
meaning -in the extreme case the community being a
singleton formed by the only human who made the
annotation for his own use-. This is the case of symbols ‘*’
appearing in Fig.1, one annotating the beginning of
example 2 and the second the end. The base of the
annotation is often made evident by a visual identifier.
Visual identifiers may also mark parts of a document for
other uses. According to this definition, annotation is in
general different from a visual identifier. An exception is
the visual identifier which underlies the last three lines in
Fig. 1, and acts as an idiosyncratic annotation (i.e. it signals
the importance of a sentence). In Fig.1, five css are visually
identified in the remote sensed image: they are surrounded

Fig. 1. “Within the document” multimedia annotation of a
multimedia document.
Visual identifiers are not always present, as it occurs in the
case of the second idiosyncratic annotation of Fig.1. In
some case, the human annotating a base makes explicit the
link between annotation and base using a visual link. This is
the case of the five annotations enriching the Landsat image
in Fig.1, where each identified base -a cs in the remote
sensed image- is visually linked to its corresponding
annotation by an arrow. Visual links are not always created.
The author of the idiosyncratic annotations has not made
the links explicit, leaving the identification of the relation
annotation-base to the reader. On the whole, a human
creates an annotation using a set of graphical elements
which s/he considers meaningful (letters, elements of an
alphabet, icons). S/he uses visual identifiers and visual links
whenever s/he considers necessary to make the link
between annotation and base clearer. This stance is
different from the one in [9], where for example visual
linking is not explicitly considered. On the other side, we
agree with these authors on classifying annotations as
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‘within the document’, such as in-line, on the margin or on
the top or bottom of the page, or ‘stand alone’, such as
written on a separate piece of paper. Communities of
experts in different disciplines have developed and refined
their documentation and annotation techniques to
permanently record their concepts, thoughts, procedures
and data on some physical support. Members of the
community adapt their behaviors to better exploit the
techniques: for example they develop in time specialized
reading patterns, sequences of reading modes and events,
which allow efficient reading of a document in relation to
the current aims and tasks of the reader. Reading patterns
characterize user reading activity and hence the userdocument interaction while users navigate and manipulate
documents. Reading patterns depend on user culture, skills
and goals but also on document notation, activity performed
and context [10]. The members of the community also
develop strategies and guidelines to perform document
annotation -how to identify the base, how to link annotation
and base-. These strategies and guidelines evolve according
to user culture and understanding of the rhetoric of the
communication [11] as developed within the community.
We start from the analysis here summarized to define
electronic annotation and to implement tools to support eannotation of e-documents.

single user. The materialization -i.e. the activity of
translating an internal representation into a physical onecan be adapted to the culture, skills and abilities of the
current user, without altering document or annotation
content [13]. However, from the point of view of
documentation, e-document and e-annotation maintain a
different nature as in the pre-electronic world. E-annotation
is a multimedia-multimodal comment which is added to a
part of an e-document (its target document). E-annotations
can only exist as associated to an e-document.

4. E-documents as virtual entities
According to the Pictorial Computing Laboratory model as
described in [6], e-documents are virtual entities, which
some humans use as a tool of study, communication,
consultation or research. The specification of e-documents
and e-annotations is based on the techniques adopted to
specify virtual entities. For this reason we briefly introduce
virtual entity definitions and specification techniques. A
virtual entity (ve in the following) is a virtual dynamic open
system. It is virtual in that it exists only as the results of the
interpretation by a computer of a set of programs P;
dynamic in that its behaviour evolves in time; open in that
the evolution depends on its interaction with the
environment. We are interested in interactive ve, i.e. ve in
which a human user is part of the environment and interacts
with the ve. A ve manifests its state to the users as a
characteristic structure (cs) -in the current implementation a
set of pixels on the screen-. The interaction begins when the
user acts on some input device to manifest his/her
requirements or commands to the ve. The ve captures input
events generated by user actions and reacts to them
generating output events toward users. Output events are
characteristic structures materialized on the output devices
of a computer to become perceptible by the users. The cs
generated as a reaction to input events depends on the
current state of the ve. The user perceives the cs generated
in reaction to his previous action and decides what to do
next performing a new action. P is a set of programs, some
of which -called I (Input) programs- acquire the input
events generated by the user actions, some -called AP
(APplication) program- compute the ve reactions to these
events, and some -called O (output)- output the results of
this computation. At each step of this cycle, the ve state is
defined as a characteristic pattern cp=<cs, u, <int,
mat>>, where int (interpretation) is a function, mapping
some subset of the current cs of the ve to elements in the
current computational state u of the program AP and mat
(materialization) a function mapping elements of u to
subsets of pixels in cs.
Let us call behaviour of the ve a sequence of cycles <input
action, computation of the reaction, output generation, user
decision>. The set of admissible behaviours for a ve is
defined by the quadruple ve=<P, CS, AC, cp0 > where P is
the program generating the ve, CS is the set of admissible
perceptible output css, AC is the set of admissible input
events which can be generated by user actions, and cp0 is

3. Electronic document and annotation
In the electronic world, documents and annotations become
‘electronic’, in that they are no more recorded on a
permanent support, but exist ‘virtually’ as the results of the
interpretation of a program by a computer [5]. Users can
perceive, access, manage and annotate e-documents and eannotations because the computational process generates
some physical representations perceivable by them, for
example images on a screen. These physical representations
only exist and are perceivable until the electronic
machinery maintains them in existence. Because of this
virtual existence, e-document and e-annotation are less
persistent than paper-based one, but this dependence on a
machine offers some advantages. The e-document may
evolve to “a unit consisting of dynamic, flexible, non linear
content, represented as a set of linked information items,
stored in one or more physical media or networked sites;
created and used by one or more individuals in the
facilitation of some process or project” [12]. However, edocuments appear to users as single entities even when their
content is distributed in different, geographically remote
repositories. E-documents can be managed, annotated and
adapted by their users, thus evolving during their usage and
adapting to their users. Moreover, the physical
representation of a document and of its annotations results
from a mapping of the content of the document and
annotations stored inside the machine into output events
perceivable by users (e.g. the images on the screen). The
process of creating the content of a document or of an
annotation can be separated by the process of its physical
representation, which may be multimodal and tailored to the
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environment, which the user considers as the ve to study
and to work on. It can be a text, an image, a graph, or a mix
of them, equipped with a set of tools;
3) the annotation manager, which is an e-document that
does not exist in isolation, but is always associated to a
target e-document, and permits to create, materialize, access
and manage the content of an annotation.

the state of the ve at the initial time t0. In the following the
elements of AC are denoted by the name of the user action
which generates them ‘select icon x’ denotes the set of one
or more events generated by the user actions to select icon x
-e.g. double click on it- and interpreted by the ve as a
unique command. A simple example of ve is the “floppy
disk” widget to save file, whose cs -a diskette icon- appears
in the iconic toolbar of MS WordTM. This ve outputs
different css to indicate different states of the
computational process: for example, if at time t0 the user
selects (performs the action of selecting) the icon, the ve
reacts by a three steps behavior: it a) changes its cs -i.e.
highlighting the disk shape-; b) saves in a disk file the
current version of the document; c) once the document is
saved, the disk shape goes back to its usual materialization
(not highlighted). The program P can be specified following
several techniques. In our current implementation [14] the
program P is specified as a set of fragments, codified in
several W3C compliant languages and can be interpreted by
every SVG-compliant browser. SVG is the web standard for
vector graphics [15]. The implementation of our model of
the ve required the definition of IM2L (Interaction
Multimodal Markup Language), an XML-based mark-up
language defined to describe ve logical and layout
structure. On the whole the languages involved are: SVG to
manage the interactive visual part, IM2L, DTD for
structure, ECMAscript for specifying the ve dynamics. The
program P, is implemented as a quadruple P=<IM2L-doc,
IM2L-dtd, pro-lib, func-lib>, where IM2L-doc is an IM2L
document describing the logical and layout structure of the
ve at hand, IM2L-dtd is the DTD of IM2L, pro-lib is a
library of SVG prototypes, func-lib is a library of
ECMAscript functions determining the interaction and
dynamics of the ve. In a IM2L-doc, a set of ve-body
elements contains those information that the designers want
to appear on the screen to support the user in understanding
the current state of the ve. A ve-body element is formed by
data and metadata elements. Examples of data are the name
of a button or the results of some observation to be
displayed. The metadata element describes properties of the
data -such as author, date, procedures followed to create the
data-. Metadata may be materialized to be seen by the user,
or used for ve management, such as storage, indexing,
retrieving, sending to a different user. The different nature
of e-document and e-annotation is reflected into the
properties of their body. The body of an e-annotation (abody element) can only exist depending on the existence of
a body in a target e-document (d-body). In other words,
given the IM2L program P of an e-document, its IM2L
fragment contains one or more d-body elements. One or
more a-bodys can be associated to a d-body; a-bodys can
only exist associated to a d-body. In the following, we
consider three kinds of e-documents:
1) the interactive environment, which is a virtual entity
whose css are whole images on the screen;
2) the target e-document, that is a part of the interactive

5. E-annotation and annotation kit
Users create e-annotations with reference to a cs of a target
e-document. A user identifies the base of the annotation i.e. a subset of pixels (some words in a text, a structure in
an image) s/he wants to comment within the cs of the target
e-document represented on the screen. The user can make
evident the base by creating a visual identifier and/or make
explicit the existence of the annotation by a visual link, as it
was usual in the pre-electronic world. In any case, the user
creates an e-annotation, which can be later retrieved and
updated by the same or other users. A set of tools -the
annotation toolkit- permits the creation and management of
e-annotation, visual link and visual identifier. These tools
are the annotation manager, the visual link creator and the
visual identifier creator.
An e-annotation is a pair E-A=<a-body, a-cs> where the
a-body is an element of the IM2L d-body of the target
document, while a-cs is a cs created by the annotation
manager. The visual identifier (vi) is a button, i.e. a ve
which activates a computational activity when selected. Its
cs is a marker identifying the base of the annotation -e.g. a
closed line surrounding it or a transparent segment
superimposed to it-. The vi may be a stationary, active or
proactive button. When selected, a stationary vi does not
react, while an active vi reacts. A proactive vi is also
capable of autonomous activity, such as pre-fetching data
related to the content of the annotation being build. The
visual link is a button. Its cs is an icon, materialized near or
pointing to the base. The selection of its cs determines the
activation of the annotation manager. The annotation
manager is a complex ve, i.e. a ve composed by other ves.
It is composed by a set of operators, a set of user or system
writable text fields, and a set of labels. Operators appear on
the screen as icons, such as buttons and menus. As said, the
annotation manager permits to create, materialize, access
and manage the annotation content. In analogy to what
happens in traditional paper-based annotation, the
annotation manager can be a part of the target e-document
or exist as a “symbiotic” e-document, i.e. an e-document
that only lives if an associated target e-document exists.
The choice will depends on the usual practice adopted by
the users. Its cs and its behaviour are defined according to
the context of use: in any case it must display the annotation
body, represented according to the user requirements and
current needs. The visual link creator is a button. It is
associated to the target e-document: the program Pvl
generating it is a subprogram of the program Pt generating
the target e-document and its cs appears on the screen as
part of the target e-document cs. When selected it becomes
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authors of the annotations, title of the document), to support
user interpretation of the annotation. The annotation bodies
are materialized as text, images, graphs, within the cs of an
annotation manager. The whole history of the annotation is
stored and managed through a menu, which, when opened,
shows the sequence of update annotation identifiers and
allows the selection of the desired one.

active and requires the users to select a point in the edocument cs, and creates in that point a visual link
instance. The visual identifier creator is a button. It is
associated to the target e-document in that the program Pvi
generating it is a subprogram of the program Pt generating
the target e-document and its cs appears on the screen as
part of the target document cs. When selected it becomes
active and requires the user to draw the visual identifier on
the annotation base, and creates the corresponding visual
identifier instance.
Document annotation tools exist embedded in current word
processors and document readers, e.g. the MS Word and
Adobe Acrobat Reader reviewing mechanism. These tools
can be described by the proposed e-annotation model,
highlighting their properties. For lack of space, we do not
discuss this issue here, but we introduce the use of a standalone annotation toolkit designed for two-way exchange
between technicians involved in an image interpretation
task. The image to be interpreted belongs to the body of the
target e-document and the structures of interest in it are the
base of the annotation. The image interpretation arises as a
final annotation resulting from the exchange of intermediate
annotations between the two technicians. The annotation
manager is a symbiotic e-document equipped with several
tools for the creation and updating of the annotation body.
It also proactively collects and displays metadata (e.g. the

6. Two-way exchange of knowledge through eannotation
A scenario is described to illustrate how knowledge can be
accumulated and communicated by two-way exchange of
stand-alone annotations. In the scenario, a photo-interpreter
and a glaciologist, incrementally gain insight and reach the
classification of a remote sensed image by a two-way
exchange of annotations. The photo-interpreter and the
glaciologist are supported by two prototypal interactive
environments, B-Glaciologist and B-Photointerpreter,
which share a knowledge repository. These environments
constitute a two-way exchange system which supports the
communication and accumulation of knowledge about
glacier classification. The environments run under a web
browser (Internet Explorer in this case), and therefore they
may reside in (possibly) different places and can be used at
(possibly) different time.

Fig. 2. The photo-interpreter is seeing the annotation performed by the glaciologist and is adding her own annotation.
on the right with a title identifying B-Photointerpreter, a
working area on the left, and a message area on the bottom.
In the equipment area, four menus are present denoting
repositories of entities to be worked (images and
annotations) and equipments to work on entities. In the

In Fig. 2 a screenshot of B-Photointerpreter is presented, in
which the Explorer tools css can be recognized at the top of
the figure. Under them, a set of css form a header, which
presents general information about the creators of the
system. Three css lie under the header: an equipment area
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working area, the css of two virtual entities, a target edocument and an annotation manager, can be perceived by
the photo-interpreter. The target e-document includes a dbody and tools to work on it. The d-body is constituted by
data, the raster image in this case, and metadata, such as the
name of the geographical entity ("Gruppo Adamello") and
the name of the photo-interpreter ("dr. Anna Rampini")
analyzing the image of interest. Tools are represented in the
target e-document as icons in a toolbar. The cs of the visual
link creator (green button labelled 'a') and of the visual
identifier creator (green button with the closed curve)
appear among them. In Fig. 2, the photo-interpreter is
studying an intermediate result obtained by a glaciologist
who, by interacting with B-Glaciologist, recognized some
css of interest in the glacier image, to be signaled to the
photo-interpreter. The glaciologist recorded the results of
this interpretation as an e-annotation. The existence of an eannotation is signaled by two css, superimposed to the cs
of the d-body (the raster image). They are the cs of a visual
identifier -the opaque shield surrounded by a red line-, and
the cs of a visual link -the pencil icon-. The visual identifier
has been created by the glaciologist by interacting with the
visual identifier creator (the tool for free hand drawing of
closed curves) available among the tools of the target edocument. The visual link has been created by BGlaciologist as a reaction to the user action of selecting the
visual link creator and of clicking on a point to be the
annotation anchor. The photo-interpreter reached the
current state of the interaction in the following way: she
has: 1) opened B-Photointerpreter; 2) accessed the target edocument previously annotated by the glaciologist; 2)
recognized a visual identifier and a visual link in the target
e-document; 3) selected the visual link. As a reaction, BPhotointerpreter presented the annotation manager with the
glaciologist annotation. The photo-interpreter has seen the
request by the glaciologist and has added her annotation in
the part of the annotation manager devoted to new
annotations. Figure 2 shows also the annotation manager
whose css are organized as follows: it displays on the top a
toolbar, under which the body of the annotation previously
inserted by the glaciologist is materialized. This body
includes data (the text "please examine and classify the
marked area. Is it an accumulation area?") and metadata
(the identifier of the annotation -"nota:1/1"-, the name of
the prototype used by the author -"B-Glaciologist"-, and the
title of the annotation -“classification request”-). These
metadata, are metadata related to the target e-document, but
are displayed as data in the body of the annotation manager.
The bottom css of the annotation manager materialize the
a-body that the photo-interpreter has just inserted to
respond to the glaciologist's request. The a-body includes
data (the text “I classified using XY method. The
classification includes ablation and accumulation areas”)
and metadata (the title "Classification", and the name of a
linked file “24-06-04”). Author and locality metadata are

automatically managed and displayed by the annotation
manager. At the end of this annotation activity, the photointerpreter may store the annotation in the knowledge
repository by selecting the 'Add Note' button. The
glaciologist can successively use B-Glaciologist to study
the updated annotation.

7. Conclusions
This paper discusses e-annotation and its importance as a
tool for two-way exchange of ideas among humans pursuing
a common goal. The discussion leads to a definition of eannotation and of a set of tools required to support its
creation and use. The discussed scenario shows how the
traditional annotations (e. g. the classification of the
structure) can be implemented as an e-document. The tools
permit the two-way exchange of annotations, which
supports a better understanding of the document at hand.
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Abstract

the use of the schema has been developed, which permits robots to multicast geometric information to one
another.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows.
Section 2 describes prior work which is relevant to
this effort, including other robotic and geographic XML
schemas and a brief description of the Isaac mobile robot
environment. The description of XMap itself is in Section 3; Section 4 describes the integration of our interrobot communication mechanism into Isaac. Finally, a
summary of results and prospects for future research are
given in Section 5.

Cooperative action by ensembles of mobile robots requires a mechanism by which they can share the discoveries they have made regarding their environment.
XMap is an XML schema providing a language by
which uncertain information regarding the environment
can be shared among such an ensemble.
XMap provides for a hierarchical representation of 2and 3-dimensional objects, uncertainty regarding their
presence, and explicit specification of a common origin
and distance units.
This paper presents the use of XMap within the context of the Isaac visual programming environment, and
describes the enhancement of the Isaac environment to
include cooperative robots.

1

2

Prior Work

This work is an extension of the author’s prior work in
rule-based mobile robots to a cooperative environment,
and also draws on previous work in developing XML
schemas for robotics and geographic information system. This section briefly reviews this background.

Introduction

A number of application domains exist in which it would
be very helpful for ensembles of mobile robots to cooperate in accomplishing tasks, ranging from “play” such
as robot soccer to military UAV (unmanned autonomous
vehicle) tasks. In order to accomplish these tasks, it
must be possible for the robots to communicate information regarding their locations and goals, and any information they have learned regarding the environment.
In our application domain, all information is maintained
as geometric information, so all of these tasks reduce to
the sharing of geometric information.
Sharing geometric information, in turn, requires communicating information regarding the shape, location,
and classification of objects, as well as measures of confidence regarding the objects which have been located.
In this paper, we describe an XML schema which has
been developed to accomplish these goals. The schema
describes objects using a three dimensional triangulated
mesh, with the triangles marked with a degree of confidence in their presence. In addition, a simulation of

2.1

Isaac

Isaac is a rule-based visual language for uncertain geometric reasoning, specifically intended for controlling
mobile robots[3, 6, 8, 5]. Some of its features include:
1. Visual representation of geometric concepts
2. Explicit representation of uncertain knowledge regarding the robot’s surroundings
3. Evidential reasoning for model updating
4. Consistent handling of input, output, and inference
rules[6]
A typical Isaac rule for modifying its world model is
shown in Figure 1. In this rule, the robot is represented
by the octagon that appears in both the left and right
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2.2

hand sides of the rule. The robot’s local “forward” direction is toward the top of the page. In the on-line version
of the paper, the triangle at the top of the left hand side
of the rule is blue, while the triangle at the bottom of
the right hand side of the rule is green. This rule would
be interpreted as, “if there is a blue region ahead of me,
leave a green region in my trail.” Its use would be in
a maze-solving or mapping algorithm: as the robot explores the maze, another rule would leave a blue trail
behind the robot. If it were to encounter a blue area, it
would “know” that it was the second time that region
had been encountered, and it would leave green behind
to mark that fact. It should be noted that while this example uses common color names (blue and green), internally the colors are simply referenced by a color number, and colors in a a hue-saturation-brightness space are
assigned for the visualization. While a set of standard
hues is available, the user is free to change these assignments to accommodate cultural variations or limitations
in color perception.

XML and Robots

A number of other projects have investigated the use of
XML schemas in various aspects of robot control and
communication. One of the most developed such languages is RoboML (robot manipulation language)[2].
This language has aims somewhat at variance to those of
XMap, as it focusses on the robotic actuators and sensors
themselves, rather than on a geometric world model.
Though not targeted at robots, GML (Geography
Markup Language) is emerging as a standard for interoperability of Geographic Information Systems. It is,
however, both richer than XMap in providing features
that are of limited use to the Isaac project, and poorer in
not including an uncertainty model compatible with that
used by Isaac[1].

3

XMap

This section describes the XMap schema in detail, including both the schema itself and an example of its use
in defining an object.

mark where I’ve been twice in green

3.1

Object Hierarchy

A simplified view of XMap’s object hierarchy is shown
in Figure 2.

Figure 1: Sample Isaac Rule

0..1

Object
+numTriangles: long
+triangles: Triangle
+subobject: Object

Other rules exist to perform input (translating sensor
readings into objects) and output (rule firings based on
objects in the robot’s environment causing actuator responses).

1
*

Triangle
+e1: Edge
+e2: Edge
+e3: Edge

1
3

Edge
+v1: Vertex
+v2: Vertex

Isaac uses Dempster-Shafer evidential reasoning to
manage the uncertainty of its environment: the degree
to which the system has a belief in the presence of an
object, and a belief in its absence, are represented explicitly. The maximum sum of belief and disbelief is
1.0; if the sum is less than that, the remaining unallocated belief is a measure of the system’s uncertainty regarding the presence of the object. Rules include a measure of object presence or absence, and new objects are
entered into the environment using Dempster’s Rule of
Combination[7]. The system uses a three-dimensional
color space to visualize objects in the environment, with
hue being used to represent object type, saturation for
belief, and brightness for disbelief.

1

2

Vertex
+x: double
+y: double
+z: double
+ref: origin

Figure 2: XMap Object Hierarchy
In this hierarchy, a geometric object is composed of
an arbitrary number of triangles. Each triangle is constructed from three edges, and an edge is defined by two
vertices. This representation was chosen for XMap due
to (1) the ease of manipulating the representation, (2) the
fact that arbitrary polygons can be constructed of triangles, and (3) the fact that curved objects can be approximated with arbitrary precision using triangles.
Each vertex in the object may optionally be defined
relative to a local origin, which is typically the location
of the robot which has accumulated the information. Be-

The reader is directed to the references, in particular
[5], for a more detailed description of Isaac, including
its rule-firing mechanisms. The evidence visualization
mechanism is described in more detail in [4].
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3.3

fore sending the object to another robot, the vertices are
transformed to a global coordinate space.
In the following subsections, the XMap schema is
presented. Due to the limited space available, the parts
of the schema will be presented as a series of examples. These examples combine to describe a simple two
dimensional object represented using XMap. Figure 3
shows the object being defined. It is a rectangle constructed from two triangles; this figure shows the coordinates and the vertex, edge, and triangle indices. In the
figure, the vertex indices and coordinates are in a roman
font, edge indices are in italic, and triangle indices are
in bold. The object’s color and Dempster-Shafer belief
values are not visualized in this figure in the interests of
clarity in the printed Proceedings.

The object in Figure 4 is made up of two triangles,
shown in Figure 5. A triangle consists of a triple
<triangles>
<numTriangles>2</numTriangles>
<triangle>
<index>1</index>
<color>3</color>
<indexTriple>1 3 4</indexTriple>
<belief>0.9</belief>
<disbelief>0.05</disbelief>
</triangle>
<triangle>
<index>2</index>
<color>5</color>
<indexTriple>2 3 5</indexTriple>
<belief>0.25</belief>
<disbelief>0.45</disbelief>
</triangle>
</triangles>

2: (0, 1, 0) 4 4: (1, 1, 0)
1
1

3

Triangles

5
2

Figure 5: Triangle Example

1: (0, 0, 0) 2 3: (1, 0, 0)

of indices identifying edges. It may optionally also
include Dempster-Shafer belief elements (belief and
disbelief), a color, and the triangle’s area. As the triangle uses references to its edges, it is possible for an
edge to be explicitly shared between two triangles. Figure 5 shows the triangles making up the object in Figure
4.
Triangle 1 is assigned Color 3 with a belief of 0.9
and a disbelief of 0.05 (leaving an uncertainty of
0.05); it is made up of edges 1, 3, and 4. Triangle
2 is assigned Color 5 with a belief of 0.25 and a
disbelief of 0.45, leaving an uncertainty of 0.3; it
is made up of edges 2, 3, and 5. Edge 3 is shared between the two triangles.

Figure 3: Object From XMap Example

3.2

Objects

An XMap object includes all of the vertices, edges, triangles, and subobjects of the object as sequences; the
triangles and edges will use references to elements of
these sequences in their definitions. Figure 4 shows an
example of an object, as represented in XMap. The vertices, edges, and triangles making up the object will be
shown later in Figures 5, 6, and 7.
<object>

3.4

list of vertices (see Figure 7)
list of edges (see Figure 6)
list of triangles (see Figure 5)

Edges

An edge is defined by two vertices, and may also explicitly describe its own length. The five edges making up
the object are shown in Figure 6. Edge 1 connects vertices 1 and 2; edge 2 connects vertices 1 and 3; edge 3
connects vertices 1 and 4; edge 4 connects vertices 2 and
4; and edge 5 connects vertices 3 and 4. Since references
to vertices are used, a vertex may be shared by multiple
edges (and indeed each of the vertices in the object is
shared by two or three edges).
A number of additional elements are also available in
edges, though they are not used at present. As with triangles, edges can be assigned colors and Dempster-Shafer

</object>
Figure 4: Example of XMap Object
In a three dimensional model environment, an object
can also explicitly include its own volume. The intent of
this element is to reduce the need to continually recalculate an object’s volume.
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<edges>
<numEdges>5</numEdges>
<edge>
<index>1</index>
<indexPair>1 2</indexPair>
</edge>
<edge>
<index>2</index>
<indexPair>1 3</indexPair>
</edge>
<edge>
<index>3</index>
<indexPair>1 4</indexPair>
</edge>
<edge>
<index>4</index>
<indexPair>2 4</indexPair>
</edge>
<edge>
<index>5</index>
<indexPair>3 4</indexPair>
</edge>
</edges>

<vertices>
<numVertices>4</numVertices>
<vertex>
<index>1</index>
<point3D>0 0 0</point3D>
</vertex>
<vertex>
<index>2</index>
<point3D>0 1 0</point3D>
</vertex>
<vertex>
<index>3</index>
<point3D>1 0 0</point3D>
</vertex>
<vertex>
<index>4</index>
<point3D>1 1 0</point3D>
</vertex>
</vertices>
Figure 7: Vertex Example

Figure 6: Edge Example
belief values. This will prove useful if Isaac (and Isaac’s
inter-robot communication) is extended for operations
on graphs in the future.

3.5

<origin>
<index>1</index>
<point3D>
4027.027912
08704.857070
212.15
</point3D>
<distanceUnits>meter</distanceUnits>
<datum>WGS84</datum>
<directionOfLatitude>
N
</directionOfLatitude>
<directionOfLongitude>
E
</directionOfLongitude>
</origin>

Vertices

Finally, a vertex is a point in 3-space. The vertices from
the running example are shown in Figure 7 .

3.6

Additional Elements

XMap also defines a number of additional elements,
though they are not used in the above example.
Origin Each object in an XMap document has an origin
associated with it. The origin establishes a local
coordinate space for the object, so it can be geometrically transformed as required without editing
each of the elements within it. The origin establishes distance units for the object, and can be used
to establish a global georeference for the object. An
example of an XMap origin is shown in Figure 8.

Figure 8: Origin Example

Timestamp An object may also have a timestamp associated with it. These could be used in a cooperative
environment in which robots not only communicate
their own data, but also act as relays for data from
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fails to return a value. As the datagrams (if delivered at
all) are correct and complete, we don’t need to concern
ourselves with issues of data integrity.
We are explicitly not concerned with issues of routing of messages among ensembles of robots in ad hoc
networks where not all of the robots are within range of
one another. This is an interesting issue which is being
studied by many research groups at present; presumably
it will be possible to leverage this research in the future. Similarly, we are not concerned with security at
this time.
An example of two robots exploring an arena is shown
in Figure 9. Here, two robots have been assigned the
task of exploring an arena. One was set at the bottom center of the arena; the other near the center. Both
were started, and communicated their model updates to
each other as they explored the environment. This figure shows the control screen for the first robot; it is visible near but somewhat below the center of the arena
(the small black “Pac-Man” figure represents this robot).
The second robot has mapped the other blue trail, but is
not visible. On the screen, the maze is shown in black.
Maze walls which have been found by the robots are red,
and the trail following the robots is blue. The example
also demonstrates the use of hue, saturation, and brightness: areas which have not been explored (and consequently have complete uncertainty) are unsaturated, and
not bright: they appear as grey. Areas which have been
probed with sonar with no return (and hence are believed
to be empty) are unsaturated, but bright: they appear as
white. Areas which are believed to contain obstacles are
highly saturated red. Finally, the trails being laid down
by the robots are also highly saturated, in blue.

other robots. The timestamp can be used to identify
either old or redundant data, reducing congestion.
Subobjects It is also possible for an object to include
a hierarchy of subobjects; for instance, a person
might be defined with a head, four limbs, and a
torso as subobject. Each subobject’s origin would
then be defined relative to its parent object.

4

Inter-Robot Communication in
Isaac

Isaac’s execution engine proceeds in two phases: in the
first phase, each rule is matched in the robot’s local environment, and the degree of its activation is determined.
In the second phase, Dempster’s Rule of Combination
is used to update the world model according to each of
the active rules. For rules whose right hand sides correspond to actuators, commands are sent to actuators at
the end of this phase.
For use with XMap, this has been enhanced. As
each of the rule activations is calculated, its objects are
translated into XMap documents and multicast to all of
the robots in the cooperative ensemble. At the end of
a robot’s update phase, any objects which have been
received from other robots are applied, as local rules
would have been applied. The local robot is capable of
weighting the incoming objects according to confidence
in their senders.
For purposes of investigating communication of geometric information, Isaac simply uses multicast UDP
datagrams. It is assumed the underlying network (most
probably 802.11b wireless ethernet) is able to handle the
details of delivering packets. A user-configurable multicast IP address and port number is used for each ensemble of robots. As the robot updates its world model,
the updates are sent to all of the robots in the ensemble
for fusion using the algorithms described earlier. The
sockets have their SO_REUSEADDR option set, so multiple
robot simulations on a single host are written identically
to multiple simulations on several hosts. XMap documents are tagged with the hostnames and process IDs of
the robots sending them, so a robot is able to filter and
discard its own objects.
The use of datagrams maps very well to the update
model described above. Datagrams provide only besteffort delivery and are not guaranteed to be delivered in
order; however, when they are delivered they are guaranteed to be correct and not fragmented. Our model update
operations are commutative, so out-of-order delivery is
not an issue. Likewise, failure to receive a datagram
is simply missing evidence in the construction of the
model, much like an unreliable sensor that sometimes

Figure 9: Two Robots Exploring an Arena
The two simulations are entirely independent, except through their communications. In this case both
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Obstacles to the industrial use of visual programming
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Lei Dong
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Many visual programming languages have been proposed,
offering a variety of visual syntaxes for representing algorithms. At the lower levels of software development, however, professional programmers almost exclusively code
algorithms in textual programming languages, despite the
fact that studies and practical experience have shown that
visual programming languages have much to offer the professional software developer.
In examining the reasons for this, it is instructive to compare two commercial visual languages which have much in
common but markedly different levels of success, namely
LabVIEW and Prograph.
LabVIEW, developed by National Instruments starting in
the mid-80s, is a software development environment for
developing process control and data acquisition applications
[6]. It has enjoyed considerable commercial success in the
engineering and scientiﬁc community for which it is
intended [1], apparently at least partly due to its visual data
ﬂow programming language [13].
Prograph CPX, an IDE based on a visual data ﬂow language [3,8], was aimed at professional software developers.
Implemented on the Macintosh, it therefore competed with
IDEs such as Codewarrior. Prograph was well-received from
a critical point of view, and was used to build both “shrinkwrapped” products and critical in-house applications in a
wide variety of application areas. In the mid-90s, Apple
Computer commissioned several focus-group studies to
determine the viability of Prograph CPX as an industrial
development environment, and received a strongly positive
response particularly from Windows developers [11].
Despite such positive results and feedback, Prograph has not
been a commercial success.
A critical difference between these two visual programming language products is the contrasting requirements of
their intended users. The users of a domain-speciﬁc tool such
as LabVIEW need to solve particular kinds of problems in a
very focussed domain where the range of different functionalities is relatively small. They do not require tools which are
arbitrarily ﬂexible or extensible. Professional developers, on
the other hand, need tools which will allow them to build
and maintain any kind of software, and work in conjunction
with other tools from different vendors. In short, they need
to base their work on tools that conform to software industry
standards. This requirement was conﬁrmed by the Apple

Abstract
Visual programming has yet to make signiﬁcant inroads into
the world of professional software development. Although professional developers use visual tools for some parts of the software
construction process, they generally do not code algorithms visually, even though there is evidence to suggest that there would be
signiﬁcant advantages to doing so.
One of the major barriers to the industrial adoption of visual
programming is that software companies and professional programmers invest heavily in the tools they use. This investment is
partly monetary, but is to a much greater extent an investment
in the time required to learn to use the tools effectively and to
mould the development infrastructure to suit the tools. A professional software engineer is more likely to adopt a development
tool if it conforms to a standard, ofﬁcial or de facto.
With the long term aim of creating a visual programming
environment that allows ﬂuid movement between program
visual representation, and textual representation in some language acceptable to professional developers, we present a preliminary study of translating between Java and JGraph, highlighting
the difﬁculties inherent in this task.

1 Introduction
Visual programming has been studied for almost forty
years, rather intensively for the last twenty, the increased
interest stimulated by various factors, such as the move to
graphical operating systems, and graphical interfaces for
applications.
Despite this signiﬁcant activity and the beneﬁts that
visual representations have brought to end-users, the direct
use of visualisation in software design and development still
lags far behind its use in end-user applications, and tends to
be limited to higher level organization. For example, there
are visual formalisms for modelling software structures, such
as Uniﬁed Modelling Language (UML), and ComputerAided Software Engineering (CASE) tools employing visual
representations such as UML to facilitate speciﬁcation. At a
lower level, GUI builders allow interfaces to be constructed
by direct manipulation of interface objects. Integrated
Development Environments (IDE) usually consist of an
application framework built on a textual programming language, together with a visual GUI builder, and windows and
panels containing scrolling lists and other kinds of controls,
providing views of various aspects of a project, such as class
hierarchies.
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study, which noted “It may be difﬁcult to convert developers
who are constrained by organizational standards, large base of
existing code,…” Prograph, despite its considerable beneﬁts,
did not have this crucial characteristic.
The dominance of textual programming has a lot to do
with the history and evolution of computers, and the rich
theoretical foundations, standards and tools that have been
built around texual languages. visual programming languages
face signiﬁcant challenges in making inroads into industrial
development.
A recently proposed visual language, JGraph, has similar
structure to Prograph, but is also closely aligned with Java
[9,10]. Proposed originally as a visualisation of the key concepts of Java, JGraph might be a vehicle for introducing the
beneﬁts of visual programming at the algorithmic level to
industrial software developers. To realise this goal, however, a
JGraph implementation would have to provide a variety of
tools to allow the programmer to smoothly integrate visual
programming into the development process.
It is well recognised that software development environments that provide multiple views of program structures
must allow the programmer to choose a view and to move
between views as required, while the system maintains consistency between views [5,7]. To achieve a useful integration
of JGraph and Java in a development environment, therefore, it would be crucial for the programmer to be able to
move freely between visual and textual representations of
code.
We report here on a preliminary investigation into this
requirement, presenting translations from JGraph to Java
and vice versa. These do not achieve the desired goal, but
serve to illustrate the difﬁculties of attaining transformations
that produce “reasonable” code and are inverses of each
other.

Figure 1: Upper level JGraph structures

The inheritance relationships between these, and an
imported class MySuper, are depicted in the top right window. The ornaments
and
on the class and interface
icons correspond to Java speciﬁers public and package
respectively. The window second from the top on the left,
and the one below that, list the imports and ﬁelds, respectively, of MyClass. The decoration on the int ﬁeld named
i denotes the speciﬁer private.
The next window down shows that MyClass has two
methods, a static void method BubbleSort with one parameter, and MyMethod which returns int, has two parameters
and throws some exceptions, which are shown in detail in
the remaining two windows.
To this level JGraph and Java are identicals.. They diverge
at the level of expressing algorithms, where JGraph is structurally more similar to Prograph. For example, Figure 2
shows the method BubbleSort in MyClass, a static void
method with one int[] parameter, and associated loops inner
and outer, and local swap. Every method, loop and local con-

2 Introduction to JGraph
In this section we provide a brief description of JGraph,
and urge the reader to consult [10] for full details. We will
assume the reader is familiar with Prograph [3], and will concentrate our discussion on the differences between JGraph
and Prograph and the similarities between JGraph and Java.
Figure 1 illustrates the upper level structures of JGraph,
from project down to method declaration. Reading from the
top left, a project consists of a number of packages. In this
example MyProj contains a package, MyPackage consisting
of a class MyClass and two interfaces Interface1 and Interface2.

Figure 2: The method BubbleSort, associated repeats and locals
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sists of a sequence of normal cases, followed by a possibly
empty sequence of catch cases, and at most one ﬁnally case.
Neither BubbleSort nor its associated loops and local have
catch or ﬁnally cases.
JGraph does not have list as a primitive type. The terminal
on the inner loop operation is an array terminal,
which functions in a fashion analogous to the list terminal in
Prograph, indicating sequential processing of array elements.
The operations
and
are array set and array get
respectively.
Like Java, JGraph is strongly
typed, so each of the terminals
and roots in the data ﬂow diagram has an associated type,
which can be displayed as
required.
JGraph provides an exceptionhandling mechanism somewhat
similar to Java’s but adapted to
the case structure of methods,
inherited from Prograph. This is
illustrated in Figure 3 which
depicts the method MyMethod of
MyClass. This method has one
normal case, which may directly
throw an exception by passing it
to the throws terminal
on its
output
bar,
and
may
indirectly
Figure 3: The
throw an exception via the operamethod MyMethod
tion GetIt. MyMethod has one
catch case, which catches any ArgException thrown in the normal case, and one ﬁnally case. The special root
on the
input bar of the ﬁnally case transmits outputs from normal
or catch cases, if any. The roles of normal, catch and ﬁnally
cases are analogous to those of try, catch and ﬁnally clauses in
Java.

in Prograph, the iteration of a repeat operation in JGraph
may stop because a control inside it is activated, or because it
has an array input, all the elements of which have been processed. Repeats are thus classiﬁed as controlled or counted
respectively. In our example, the repeats outer and inner each
contain a terminate control, so are controlled. In addition,
inner has an array input, so is also counted.
Because BubbleSort contains a controlled repeat, line 5
declares a ﬂag bf which occurs in the appropriate loop condition in the code for outer in Figure 5. Local variables are
declared in lines 6-9, corresponding to the similarly labelled
roots in Figure 2. Lines 10-12 correspond to the operations,
length, 1 and <=. Line 13 results from translating the terminate control on the <= operation. Activating a terminate control causes execution of the case in which it occurs to stop
immediately. The translated code achieves this behaviour by
throwing the special exception ITermException.
Next we consider the translation of the repeat operation
outer, provided in Figure 5 below. The repeat inner is both
controlled and counted, hence a ﬂag of is declared at line 2,
and at line 3, index and upper-limit variables oi and ou are
declared for managing the iteration of inner through input
arrays. In line 4, the ﬂag bf is initialised in preparation for its
role in controlling the loop corresponding to outer beginning
at line 8. In line 5, the local variable corresponding to the
single simple terminal of outer is declared and initialised.
Line 6 declares the local variable corresponding to the loop
terminal of outer, and line 7 copies the value at this loop terminal to the corresponding loop root, providing it with a
value in case zero iterations occur.
In the body of the loop, line 10 copies the current value
of the looped variable to the correponding local variable,
then, because a terminate control occurs inside outer, the
code for the cases of outer are enclosed in a try clause. Note
that unlike BubbleSort, outer is a repeat, so in addition to
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

3 Generating Java from JGraph
In this section, we describe a translation from JGraph to
Java. Our description is necessarily superﬁcial, relying heavily
on an examples. Complete details can be found in [4].
Since the upper levels of the two languages are isomorphic, the translation to Java of the package, class and
method-declaration levels of a JGraph application is straightforward, and is left to the reader. The subtle and difﬁcult
issues occur at the method-body level, where one must reconcile the markedly different control structures of the two
languages. We illustrate some of these issues by considering
the translation to Java of the BubbleSort method and associated loops and locals in Figure 2 above.
The code in Figure 4 results from the translation of the
BubbleSort method itself. Before we relate this code to the
diagram in Figure 2, some deﬁnitions are required. First, as

public static void BubbleSort(int[] b1)
{
try
{
boolean bf;
int b2;
int b3;
boolean b4;
int b5;
b2 = b1.length;
b3 = 1;
b4 = b2 <= b3;
if( b4 ) throw new ITermException() ;
code for outer - see Figure 5

14
15
16
17
18

}
catch(ITermException be)
{
}
}

Figure 4: The translation of BubbleSort
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halting execution of the case in which it occurs, the terminate
control will bring iteration to an end. Hence the catch clause
sets the ﬂag controlling the loop to false. The inside of the
try clause has similar structure to the corresponding code in
Figure 4, with the addition of the assignment in line 27
which updates the value of the loop root of outer.
1
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2
3
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8
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10
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15
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23
24
25
26

{
boolean of;
int oi, ou ;
bf = true;
int[] o1 = b1 ;
int o2 ;
b5 = b2 ;
while ( bf )
{
o2 = b5 ;
try
{
int o3 ;
int o6 ;
int o4 ;
int o5 ;
boolean o7 ;
o6 = o2-1;
o7 = o6==0;
if( o7 ) throw new ITermException() ;
o3 = 1;

of = true ;
int[] i2 = o1 ;
oi = 0 ;
ou = o1.length ;
int i1 ;
int i3 ;
int i4 ;
o4 = o3 ;
o5 = o2 ;
while (of && oi < ou)
{
i3 = o4 ;
i4 = o5 ;
i1 = o1[oi] ;
oi++ ;
try
{
int i5;
int i6;
int i7;
boolean i8;
i5 = i4-1;
i8 = i5 == 0;
if( i8) throw new ITermException() ;
i7 = i2[i3] ;
code for swap - see Figure 7

27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36

code for inner - see Figure 6
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29

{

b5 = o6 ;
}
catch(ITermException oe)
{
bf = false;
}
}
}

i6 = i3+1;
o4 = i6;
o5 = i5;
}
catch(ITermException ie)
{
of = false;
}
}
}

Figure 6: The translation of inner

Figure 5: The translation of outer

is nested in a try clause, followed by appropriate catch and
finally clauses.

Figure 6 shows the code corresponding to the repeat operation inner. Its overall structure is similar to that for outer,
with the following additions. The variables oi and ou used for
managing iteration through the input array are initialised in
lines 4 and 5. The loop condition includes the control ﬂag
and appropriate array-indexing test. Lines 16 and 17 extract
the next array element and increment the array index.
Finally, the code produced by translating swap is shown in
Figure 7. The notable new feature here is the structure that
results from a local (or method, or repeat) which has more
than one case. Like terminate, a next-case control also causes
execution of a case to be immediately halted, and is translated in a similar way. The code consists of a try clause containing the code generated from the ﬁrst case, including
statements that throw a special exception ICaseException,
followed by a catch clause containing the code for the
remaining cases. Hence translating a sequence of n cases produces a nested arrangement of n try-catch blocks.
If a local, method or repeat also has catch and finally
cases as illustrated in Figure 3, the code for the normal cases

4 Generating JGraph from Java
Now we will consider the opposite transformation, generating a JGraph program from an arbitrary Java program. Two
important differences between JGraph and Java that heavily
inﬂuence this translation are that JGraph is data ﬂow and
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
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11
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13
14
15
16
17
18
19

{
int s1 = i1;
int[] s2 = i2;
int s3 = i7;
int s4 = i3;
try
{ // first case
boolean s5;
s5 = s1<=s3;
if( !s5 ) throw new ICaseException();
}
catch(ICaseException se)
{ // second case
int s6;
s2[s4]= s1;
s6 = s4-1;
s2[s6] = s3;
}
}

Figure 7: The translation of swap
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different variables (roots) in JGraph have distinct representations. Hence JGraph has the single-assignment property, variables (roots) are uniquely deﬁned, and the scope of each
variable is limited to the case in which it occurs. Java variables are not subject to these condition.
The translation process consists mainly of a sequence of
transformations of the Java program that remove these and
other differences, as follows.
1. Control structures: All loops are translated to while loops,
and switches to ifs.
2. Multiple declarations: variables are renamed to ensure that
names are used only once, and declarations moved to the
beginning of the method.
3. Nested sequences of statements are ﬂattened.
4. Returns: If a method has return type T and body <body>,
then <body> is replaced by

declared at the beginning of the method to be of class
Throwable, and used to throw an exception, if necessary,
only at the end of the method. In this way the various
throws are reduced to assignments to this variable.
10.Isolating variables: As mentioned above, the scope of a
variable (root) in JGraph is the case in which it occurs. To
ensure that the Java program has this property, certain
variables are added, as follows. If S is a conditional statement, for each variable x that occurs both inside and outside S, a new variable x’ is declared, and
• if x is assigned a value in S then x = COPY(x’); is added to
the end of the then and else bodies of S.
• if x is used before it is assigned in S, or x is assigned in
only one body of S, then x’ = COPY(x); is added before S.
Finally, all occurrences of x in S are replaced by x’. Similar
transformations are applied if S is a try statement or a
loop. In the latter case, a statement LP(x’) will also be
appended to the end of the loop body if x is both used and
assigned in S, and used before it is assigned. These COPY
and LP statements render the program uncompilable. They
indicate how variables inside a structure correspond with
variables outside, and identify loop variables.
11.Removing multiple assignments:Step 2 guarantees that all
variables in a method are uniquely named so two assignments to variables of the same name must be assignments
to the same variable. In looking for multiple assignments,
we can restrict our attention to assignment statements
since embedded assignment expressions were removed in
step 7. We also note that because of step 8, every conditional statement has an else clause.
We say that two assignments are compatible iff the variables
being assigned are different, or the assignments are in different clauses of a try-catch statement or an if-then-else
statement; otherwise the two assignments are incompatible.
If x = A; and x = B; are two compatible assignments occuring in this order, every occurrence of x in and following
the second assignment is replaced by a new variable x’,
except that if LP(x) occurs in this portion of the code, then
it is replaced by LOOP(x,x’). A declaration for x’ is added
to the beginning of the method. This step is repeated until
it no longer applies.
12.Variable to variable assignments: All assignments of the
form x=y; are deleted, and each occurrence of x is replaced
by y.
As an example of this process, consider the Java method
BubbleSort in Figure 8 and the result of preprocessing it,
shown in Figures 9 to 10. The reader is invited to relate it to
the above steps. Note that some steps do not apply in this
example, namely 3, 4, 7 and 9.
The preprocessed code has the single assignment property, and although the scope of each variable is the whole
method body, all its occurrences lie at one level of the nested
code, except for occurrences in the “fake” COPY and LOOP
statements.

try{<newbody>} catch (IRet_T e) {return result;}

where <newbody> is obtained by replacing every statement
of the form “return E;” in <body> by “throw new
IRet_T(E);”, and IRet_T is deﬁned as follows:
public class IRet_T extends Throwable {
T result ;
public IRet_T(T x) { result = x; }
}

5. Unary operators: All occurrences of ++x and x++ are
replaced by (x=x+1) and ((x=x+1)-1) respectively. The
operator -- is dealt with similarly.
6. Conditions: Each statement of the form
if (<condition>) Bt else Be

is replaced by
c=<condition>; if (c) BT else Be

and a declaration for c added. Each statement of the form
while (<condition>) B

is replaced by
c=<condition>; while (c) { BT c=<condition>; }

and a declaration for c added.
7. Embedded assignments: Assignment expressions occurring
in other expressions are removed and added as statements.
8. Missing else clauses are added to conditionals.
9. Exceptions: In Java, a value assigned to a variable before an
exception is thrown will be available in the code executed
after the exception, provided this code is in the scope of
the variable. In JGraph, however, when control transfers
out of the case where the exception is thrown, the only values computed in the case which will still be available are
those passed as outputs from the case and these will be
available only in the corresponding ﬁnally case. Hence we
need to rearrange the Java code so that in the JGraph
translation, a value assigned to a root before an exception
is thrown will be available in the computation conducted
after the exception. To accomplish this, each statement
that may throw an exception is replaced by code that will
generate an appropriate exception without actually throwing it, and avoid executing code that would not have been
executed if an exception had been thrown in the original
code. The exceptions created are assigned to a variable,
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public static void BubbleSort(int [] a)
{
int i, j, n, tmp;
n = a.length;
for(i = 0; i < n-1; i++)
{
for(j = 0; j < n-1-i; j++)
if(a[ j + 1] < a[j])
{
tmp = a[j];
a[j] = a[j+1];
a[j+1] = tmp;
}
}
}

Figure 8: The method BubbleSort
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public static void BubbleSort(int [] a)
{
int i, j, n, tmp;
int j1 ;
int i1 ;
boolean c1 ;
boolean c2 ;
boolean c3 ;
boolean c3p ;
int jp ;
int[] ap ;
boolean c2p ;
int jp1 ;
int[] ap1 ;
int np ;
int ip1 ;
boolean c1p ;
int ip ;
int[] ap2 ;
int np1 ;
boolean c1a ;
boolean c1pa ;
boolean c2a ;
boolean c2pa ;
int ia ;
int ja ;
n = a.length;

Figure 10: Outer loop

code for outer loop - see Figure 10
28

i = 0;
c1 = i < n-1 ;
c1p = COPY(c1) ;
ip = COPY(i) ;
ap2 = COPY(a) ;
np1 = COPY(n) ;
while( c1p )
{
j = 0;
c2 = j < np1-1-ip ;
c2p = COPY(c2) ;
jp1 = COPY(j) ;
ap1 = COPY(ap2) ;
np = COPY(np1) ;
ip1 = COPY(ip) ;
while( c2p)
{
c3 = ap1[ jp1 + 1] < ap1[jp1];
c3p = COPYb(c3) ;
jp = COPYi(jp1) ;
ap = COPYr(ap1) ;
if( c3p )
{
tmp = ap[jp];
ap[jp] = ap[jp+1];
ap[jp+1] = tmp;
}
else
{
}
j1 = jp1+1 ;
c2pa = j1 < np-1-ip1 ;
LOOP(c2p, c2pa) ;
c2a = COPY(c2pa) ;
LOOP(jp1, j1) ;
ja = COPY(j1) ;
}
i1 = ip+1 ;
c1pa = i1 < np1-1 ;
LOOP(c1p, c1pa) ;
c1a = COPY(c1pa) ;
LOOP(ip, i1) ;
ia = COPY(i1) ;
}

}

Figure 9: Preprocessed method

Figure 11: The resulting JGraph method and associated repeats and local
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conditional statements and loops are just variables, and the
repeat operations do not have any array inputs.
Although we have deﬁned two transformations that produce correct equivalent programs, these translations are not
simple inverses of one another. We have not shown an example of applying the two translations end-to-end, however, it
should be obvious to the reader that doing so will produce
code that is quite different from the original, regardless of
whether we start with a Java program or a JGraph program.
An example of this non-reversibility is as follows.
When a JGraph program is translated to Java, a sequence
of cases in the original program corresponds to nested trycatch-ﬁnally statements in the resulting Java program. During the reverse translation, these nested try-catch-ﬁnally
statements are replaced by nested if-then statements, each of
which becomes a two-case local operation. If the original
sequence consisted of more than two cases, then it will not
be the same as the ﬁnal JGraph obtained after two translations, since it has case sequences of length at most two. In
fact, even if the sequence had only two cases, translating to
Java produces three conditionals, each of which will become
a two-case local when the reverse translation is applied.
One question which arises from the above discussion is
the following. If we translate back and forth several times,
does the process iterate towards some ﬁxed point? The
answer to the question is clearly negative, as illustrated by the
above example, where each round of translations multiplies
the number of two-case locals by three.
Because of the major differences between JGraph and
Java, both translations introduce special mechanisms and
structures, resulting in code that would not be written by a
programmer proﬁcient in the target language. For example, a
Java programmer is unlikely to write code which embodies
the single assignment rule of data ﬂow and achieves conditional execution by throwing exceptions. Similarly, a proﬁcient JGraph programmer is unlikely to create a program in
which exception throwing and handling is replaced by deeply
nested conditional statements.

The preprocessed code is directly transliterated into
JGraph in the obvious way, obtaining the method and associated repeats and local shown in Figure 11. Note that,
although sorting an array is a prime application for the array
processing feature of JGraph, as shown in Figure 2, the generated program does not use it. A translation that would
include this feature would have to spot potentially quite
complicated patterns.
Our example does not illustrate preprocessing step 9
which “reshapes” with the exception handling code of a Java
program. This step addresses a crucial issue, namely that in a
Java program, a value computed for a variable prior to an
exception arising will be available to the exception handler,
provided it is within the scope of the variable. In JGraph, the
handler is in a separate case from where the exception originates, so to ensure that the JGraph code resulting from the
handler receives the same information, we essentially need to
replace the exception handling structure by nested conditionals.

5 Discussion
In this section we discuss the characteristics of the code
generated by the two translations.
In JGraph, changes in the normal progression of execution through a data ﬂow diagram are accomplished by controls, which cause abrupt termination of execution and
transfer of control elsewhere. To mimic this in Java, we have
had to resort to exception throwing. Hence the generated
Java code relies heavily on the exception mechanism for ordinary control ﬂow, and contains the special exception classes
needed to accomplish this.
A Java program generated from JGraph will contain a
large number of variables resulting from single assignment
and the fact that in JGraph variables are local to cases.
During translation of a Java program to JGraph, trycatch-ﬁnally statements are largely eliminated and replaced
by conditionals. Some try-catch structures are reintroduced
to deal with exceptions in a very localised fashion. The end
result is that in the JGraph code, there will be no ﬁnally
cases, and each catch case simply outputs the caught exception. Any normal case that may throw an exception contains
at least one operation which calls a method that may throw
an exception, but has no exception root on its output bar.
Finally, the only place an exception terminal may occur is on
the output bar of the case of a method. Note that every
method will have exactly one case.
To deal with the fact that a Java method can halt execution and return to its caller from any point, the generated
JGraph uses special exception classes, instances of which are
thrown to mimic the arbitrary Java return. Clearly a large
number of these classes will be generated if a program
includes many methods with many return types.
There are various other trivial characteristics of a JGraph
program generated from Java. For example, the conditions of

6 Concluding remarks
As a step towards making a visual programming language
acceptable to professional software developers, we have studied the issues involved in translating between Java and the
visual data ﬂow language JGraph. The translations we have
devised, although correct, do not produce code which properly exploits the facilities of the target languages, or would be
acceptable to a software developer. Neither are the translations inverses of one another.
Clearly, the translations we have presented are quite naïve
in many respects, and signiﬁcant improvements might be
achieved via more sophisticated pattern matching, taking a
more global view of an input program. However, although
Java and JGraph are similar in many respects, their differences are sufﬁcient to cast doubt on the feasibility of revers-
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ible translation.
Translating programs from one representation to another
is by not means a new idea; compilers and other language
translators do this routinely. However, we are interested not
in translation to facilitate execution, but in giving the programer the ability to view code in a way which is best suited
to the task currently at hand. For example, a pictorial view of
a particular arrangment of program structures may help the
programmer spot a logic error, whereas a textual view of
sequence of complex formulae may be more appropriate.
Other projects have a similar goal, for example Simonyi’s
intentional programming [13], in which the programmers
design intents are represented in the form of an IP tree in a
database and can, given an appropriate translator, generate a
corresponding program in a desired textual programming
language. Visual programming is limited to manipulation of
the IP tree. The issues of translating between visual programming languages and textual ones are not addressed.
In our continuing work in this direction, we are investigating changes to JGraph that will not only facilitate translation to and from Java, but also improve the usability of the
language. In particular, we are presently revising the limited
exception-handling capabilities of the language. A preliminary proposal for an exception handling model is presented
in [2].
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Abstract
An architecture for query execution and interactive query
refinement on heterogeneous data from spatially
distributed sensors is proposed. The objective is to define
a system in which it is always possible to add new data
sources and new algorithms for data processing and user
query execution. The query language that forms the basis
for query formulation is called 6QL. Ambigous and vague
query can be refined as well. An ontological knowledge
base to model fundamental architecture components and
their relations is introduced. The method to choose
algorithms that can execute user queries based on
available data, the Pequliar interactive system and the
Reasoner are described. The Reasoner automatically or
semi automatically carries out an iterative information
fusion step by means of rules that are either automatically
launched by the Reasoner or defined by the user.
1. Introduction
In this paper we define an architecture for query
execution and interactive query refinement on
heterogeneous data from spatially distributed sensors.
The objective of this work is to define a system in
which it is always possible to add new data sources and
new algorithms for data processing and user query
execution. Ambiguous and vague query can be
interactively refined as well. The 6QL query language
forming the basis for this is described in [4],[5]. For
example a possible query is to find an object (such as a
car) in an area or detect particular events (such as a region
covered by a flood).
Generally speaking, to formulate a query such as:
“Find cars in a region 5 hours before the region is covered
by a flood”, the user needs to specify the objects to be
recognized (cars and flood), the area of interest (the
region), the time of interval (when), the relations of
interest among the objects (“Find cars in a region” and “5
hours before the region is covered by a flood”), the output
format.
To specify the area of interest the system provides the
user with maps that are stored in a database. To let the user
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indicate predefined objects to be recognized these objects
are described in the ontological knowledge base [1,7,8].
Furthermore the system should enable the user to define
new objects.
The user can interact graphically with the objects and
the maps, and provide a time interval (similarly to the case
of the sentient map [2]) and all the other information
needed to formulate the query.
A user interface should give the feedback to the user to
let the user know whether the defined query is admissible
at that moment or during some later time period, or it
cannot be executed until other sensors and/or algorithms
are added to the system.
Once the initial query has been specified, the system
needs to complete it with the missing “technical”
information such as: What are the characteristics of the
objects needed to satisfy the relations (i.e. the query)?
What sensors can be used in that area at that time to
recognize these characteristics optimally? What
algorithms can be used with the selected sensors for the
particular use?
In the above mentioned query, the characteristics of
interest to satisfy the relation: (“Find cars in a region” and
“5 hours before the region is covered by a flood”) are
Position (area covered) and Time for both the car object
and the flood object. Hence the relation becomes:
Position_car covered_by Position_flood AND
Timecar= Timeflood –5h
In the above mentioned query, the characteristics of
interest to satisfy the relation: (“Find cars in a region” and
“5 hours before the region is covered by a flood”) are
Position (area covered) and Time for both the car object
and the flood object. Hence the relation becomes:
Position_car covered_by Position_flood AND
Timecar= Timeflood –5h
The question now is: will the system need to infer the
characteristics of interest, or will the user need to specify
the characteristics by expressing the relations in more
detail? A possible intermediate solution is to add to the
ontological knowledge base all the relations of interest in
a certain domain. The user has the possibility of browsing

and defining the object characteristics from their
ontological description while creating the query or, at a
higher level, selecting predefined relations between
objects from the ontological knowledge base, and the
definition of the relation in OKB tells the system what are
the values of the characteristics of interest.
Furthermore, once all the information has been gathered a
complete 6QL query can be built. The query processing
phase proceeds then in two separate parts:
1.Low level query processing: to recognize all the objects
and properties needed to run the high level query.
2.High level query processing: to provide the final result
by extracting only the information satisfying the
required relations among objects.
In the first phase, given the objects, their characteristics,
their spatial and temporal position and all the knowledge
coming from the ontological knowledge base about
objects, sensors, algorithms and conditions, the system is
now able to build an initial plan of sensors-algorithms
applications. The aim of this first phase is to use, in the
best way, all the data sources and algorithms available to
execute a user query. Crucial points are the correct
management of available data sources, the choice of the
most suitable algorithms for query execution and a good
presentation of the results.
The execution of the plan on the real data might
modify the plan itself in order to get more precise results.
The plan uses sensor data fusion [6] operations to make all
the data converge to a complete final result. In the second
part the query is run against the recognized items.
An
interactive system called Peculiar is used to resolve the
ambiguity in the high level queries. According to this
approach the 6QL query is seen as logically divided into
two distinct parts: the modifying plan and the relational
constraints (WHERE clause). Alternatively, the 6QL
query processing phase might take care simultaneously of
the sensor information and of the relational constraints.
However the query will have to change during its
execution because of the plan adaptation. This makes the
whole system much more complex and less structured.
In our approach we consider two kinds of algorithms.
The first ones are recognition algorithms and their goal is
to detect something from available data. The second ones
are fusion algorithms, their goal is to fuse recognition
algorithm results or other fusion algorithm results to
obtain more information. We consider the case in which
more than one algorithm is suitable to execute the user
query and we present a method to choose the best.
In section 2 we present an ontological knowledge base
to model fundamental architecture components and their
relation. In section 3 we describe a method to choose
algorithms that can execute user queries based on
available data. In section 4 we illustrate and briefly
describe the system architecture. The Reasoner and
reasoning approaches are discussed in Section 5. Section
6 presents some fusion query examples. Finally in Section
7 we give the conclusions.

2. The Ontological knowledge base
The ontology is used to model fundamental
architecture components and their relations. A similar
approach is presented in [7,8]. All concepts used in the
architecture with their properties and relations are
modelled in the ontology.
In this section all components are described:
Data Source. The concept “Data Source” models a
generic entity that can provide data. A Data Source has a
position, expressed in global coordinates (for example
longitude and latitude), that points the place where the
sensor is. Data Source has also an active range that
represents the area where data are acquired and is
expressed in relation of the data source position. Data
source produces a sequence of Perception Source (see
Figure 1), which corresponds to a certain sensor data type
such as CCD, IR, LASER. An algorithm may input only a
certain sensor data type, or a set of data type, and so can
work only with data sources that provide such type of
data.
Context Source. The background or proper context in
which an object may occur and that is subject to a query in
6QL can be seen as a data source used to enhance the
outcome of the query. This was similarly discussed in [4]
where the “local view” and the “global view” were
introduced as means for query refinement. Here the two
views are jointly called Context Source.
Query input. Query input includes information delivered
by the users including such information as area-of-interest
(AOI), (time) interval of interest and requested object
types. In this source, AOI may be used to determine the
extension of the context source. Second to this the Meta
Data source is used to determine whether there are any
data available from any source in Perception Source that
correspond to AOI and where Perception Source
corresponds to, e.g. data from a sensor. The latter type of
sources can be seen as primary sources that are always
used as query input.
Dependency Tree. The Dependency Tree that is generated
internally to each query can also be used as a data source
in cases where queries about query result are of concern.
Query Output. The result of any given query can be also
used in an iterative query. Altogether, the concept of Data
Source becomes much more complex when applied to
iterative queries generated either in dialogue with or
automatically by Pequliar. Although this may cause
difficulties in composing iterative queries it also extends
the number of possible queries, which in turn, makes 6QL
more adaptive to complex problems related to, for
instance, higher orders of information fusion. That is, in
applications like situation and impact analysis and for this
reason it becomes possible to talk about context sensitive
object assessment where context refers not just to the
proper context but to all the data sources given in Figure 1.
Perception Source. This concept models the data type
that a sensor produces. It is introduced to associate data
sources and algorithms to process data; a data source
outputs a particular sensor-data-type, and an algorithm
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can work on a particular data type (or a set of them) in
input. A Perception Source has a name and other
additional information. As additional information we
consider, for example minimal and maximal rate of data
sources that provide this data type. Examples of Sensor
Data Type are IR, CCD, LASER, TEXT, etc.
Data-Unit. This concept models a single data unit. A
Data Unit has a type “Perception Source” that describes
what kind of sensor has produced it, and a timestamp that
shows when it has been produced. Timestamp can be
expressed in relation to GMT.
Algorithm. The algorithms have a name that identify them
unambiguously and are of two types: “recognition
algorithm” or “fusion algorithm”.
Recognition Algorithm. The aim of the recognition
algorithms is to detect one or more ‘characteristics’ in the
data types to be processed. The data type (or the set) in
input is a Perception Source and is produced from a “Data
Source”. By the term “characteristic” we mean, for
example, characteristic-shape (a car), characteristic-color
(red object), characteristic-motion (objects that move),
characteristic-crash
(objects
that
crash),
characteristic-text (a particular sentence in a document or
in a image), etc. Every characteristic belongs to the
concept “Recognizable Characteristic”.
Fusion Algorithm. The aim of a fusion algorithm is to
fuse information produced by other algorithms (fusion
and / or recognition algorithms) to obtain better results.
Fusion algorithm’s input is then the output of a set of
algorithms. As recognition algorithms, fusion algorithms
have a set of “Recognizable Characteristics” that
represent what the algorithm can recognize from the input
data.
Recognizable Characteristics. The introduction of the
extended set of data sources enables the system to answer
queries about proper-background and similarity. Proper
background is a construct, which can be used to ask the
system if a certain object that has been found is present in
a proper background, e.g. a bus is properly situated on a
road but it is not proper to find it in the middle of a lake.
Similarity, in this case, means similarity between objects,
i.e. is a given object type similar to another object type.
For example, is a car similar to a vehicle or a bus similar to
a building?
This concept of recognizable characteristics models
the set of characteristics (or events) that the data fusion
and recognition algorithms can detect. A particular
recognizable characteristic is the “object relationship”.
For example the system can detect “two objects that
crash” or if some objects are proper in which backgrounds
(proper-background) and which objects are similar to
which other objects (similarity).
Objects that can be searched for and background types
in the ontology, allow us to define object relations such as
is-proper-in-background between “Recognizable Object”
(the base concept for objects that can be searched for) and
“Terrain” (the base concept for backgrounds). Now, for
each “Recognizable Object” an instance of the
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proper-in-background relation is created to each Terrain
concept describing a background where it
is proper to find it. It is, of course, possible to do the
reverse,
i.e.
define
a
relation
is-NOT-proper-in-background instead and create
instances of that relation between “Recognizable Object”
instances and Terrain instances where the object is not
proper in the background. With either definition, it is now
easy for the
system to check if it is proper to find a certain object in the
background where it was found.
Template. This concept models a concrete example of
something that a user can be interested in. It has a set of
“Recognizable Characteristic” (for example if the
template represents a car, the recognizable characteristic
is the shape, if the template represents “a red car that is
moving”, the recognizable characteristics are the shapecolor-motion). A source file or other information can be
associated to a template, for example “car-shape.jpg” can
be associated to a car shape or RGB(FF,00,FF) to a color.
A User interface will use templates to help a user in
formulating the queries.
Recognizable Object. This concept model the objects that
can be recognized by the recognition algorithms.
Recognizable objects further divided into mobile and
immobile objects.
External Condition. This concept models the external
conditions in which a sensor has collected data. External
conditions are “Weather Condition” and “Light
Condition” and have values belonging to the “Discrete
Strength Value” concept.
Maps View. This concept models all the information
required from a user interface to enable a user to select the
territory of interest. Figure 1 shows a graphical
representation of the ontology modeled in a hierarchical
manner known as ontology tree. The hierarchy has the
ultimately general concept called thing at the top. All
other concepts inherit directly or indirectly from thing.
This means that “everything is a thing”. The concept thing
has no properties and no relations; it just acts as the parent
of all other concepts. The hierarchy is organized so that
more specialized concepts appear further down the
inheritance chain.
When the ontological structure has been created it is
populated with instances becoming a knowledge base
called ontological knowledge base.
3. The Query Execution Planner
The aim of the query execution planner is to choose
the more suitable algorithms, available to the system, to
execute user queries in relation to available data. When
data-sources and algorithms for data processing have been
chosen a representation of this choice is transferred to the
6QL query builder.
To describe the query execution planner we use a wide
hierarchical structure given in [4]. We represent the query
execution process with a tree for every area with data. A
single node is given in Figure 2a.
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Figure 1. The ontological knowledge base
The term “Sensor Data Type” represents the type of
data against which we execute the query. The term
“Spatial Coordinates” and “Temporal Coordinates” refer
to the area and time in which data are retrieved. The term
“Object to Recognize” represents the object (or the event)
that we want to recognize and the term “Characteristic Set
to Recognize” represents the characteristics that we need
to recognize to detect the “Object to Recognize”. An
arrow from node A to node B denotes that the output of A
is the input of B.
We present the steps to build the tree, called sensor
dependency tree, reminding that all the information about
entities (algorithm, sensors, external conditions) come
from the ontological knowledge base modelling and
storing them.
Step 1: The system analyzes a user query to create tree
leafs. Every leaf represents a Data-Source that can provide
data about the area and the time interval to which the user
is interested. In particular, every leaf represents a
Data-Source with an active range that intersects the area
of interest for the user and that can provide Data-Units
with a timestamp that belongs to the time interval to which
the user is interested.
Step 2: The system processes the user query and extracts
the characteristics to be recognized to execute the query.
In relation to these characteristics the system tries to find
an available algorithm that is able to detect these

characteristics and so to execute the query. If there exists a
unique algorithm to execute the query the system transfers
all the necessary information to the 6-Query Plan Builder
to execute it. The aim of the 6-Query Plan Builder is to
build a 6QL query in relation to the available data and
algorithms as presented in [5]. If there exists more than a
pair (algorithm, data source) available to execute the
query, the system chooses the one from which the best
results are attended on the base of the algorithm certainty
range and external condition in which data are retrieved.
An approach to make this choice is presented in [7]. If
there is not any pair (algorithm, sensor) to execute the
query the system executes step 3.
Step 3: The system considers all the possible user query
sub-sets and for every subset it tries to find an algorithm to
execute in relation to the available data. For example if the
user is interested in finding “all red cars in an area” a
subset of this query is to “find all cars”, another subset is
to find “all red objects”. For every subset if there exists
more than a pair (algorithm, data source) available to
execute the query the system chooses the one from which
the best results are attended. For every partial result
obtained the system tries to find a fusion algorithm that is
able to improve that partial result. Improving results
means to execute the most part of the user query and then
to recognize the largest number of characteristics.
The system tries to improve results until the user
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Figure 2. (a) A node in sensor dependency tree (b) a sensor dependency tree
query is totally executed or there are not other available
algorithms. Finally the system transfers all the necessary
information to the 6-Query Plan Builder to execute the
query (or partial queries). Here we present a short
example in which we suppose that the user is interested to
find all “red cars that are moving” in a particular area and
in a particular time interval. In this query “Recognizable
Characteristic” are Shape (car) , Color (red) and Property
– Movement (moving object). Furthermore we suppose
that the user is interested in an area called “locality” and in
a particular time interval called “period”. Considering a
given Data Sources and Algorithm sets available we have
the sensor dependency tree in figure 2b.
Step 1: To find an object located in locality in the time
interval period considered, there are available data from
three perception sources, i.e. in this case sensor types. The
perception sources are IR, CCD and Laser.
Step 2: To find a particular moving object of a given color
in the system there are no algorithms that can work on the
available data source types.
Step 3: In the system there exists an algorithm, “alg 123”,
that can detect a particular shape in data provided from a
LASER Data Source. In the system there exists an
algorithm, “alg 185”, which can detect a colored shape in
data provided from a CCD. Finally there exists a fusion
algorithm, “alg 13”, to execute user query fusing output
of recognition algorithm 123 and 185.
If the system can not execute the user query totally the
plan builder creates more than one tree. Every tree
represents the execution of a query subset. In the previous
example if it does not exist any fusion algorithm to
improve the results of the recognition algorithms, the
system can only find cars and red moving objects in
locality. The Output Manager presents these partial results
to the user.
4. The Architecture of the 6QL System
In this section we present the architecture (see figure 3) to
define and execute queries on heterogeneous data. Every
piece of information about the sensors, available data
sources and the algorithms are stored in the ontological
knowledge base. The ontology also stores object instances
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in which the user can be interested, the user interface
presents these instances as templates. A user defines
queries through this interface. The user interface uses an
Input Manager and an Output Manager to help the user in
query definition and to present his/her results. The Input
Manager uses the Map Multilevel View Manager to show
the user a representation of the territory in which he/she
can define a query. When a query has been defined it is
transferred to the Query Execution Planner. The Query
Execution Planner creates the sensor dependency tree(s)
as described above. If the query cannot be executed in its
entirety the system calculates what is the best part of the
query that can be executed and notifies this part to the
user.
Using the Query Planner results the 6-Query Plan
Builder builds the 6-query or queries using the 6QL
language and then the Query Executor execute/s it/them.
The result of a 6QL-query is generally the object types
requested by the user including also the recognizable
characteristic such as attribute and status values of these
objects. Example of attributes are color, size etc. while the
status of an object generally corresponds to such
characteristics as position, orientation or speed etc.
The difference between an attribute and a status value
is basically that an attribute is not subject to change in the
short range of time, that is, the color of a vehicle may
change but not within the time frame of concern to the
user. Status values may change within a very short time
frame that may be less than seconds; consider for instance
position and speed.
Common to all the information returned by 6QL is
that the type attribute is associated with a belief value. For
the most part, such belief values are given to indicate to
what extent the result of a query can be believed. In the
most general case the belief values are just given for the
object types and from each type of sensor data and
eventually there is also a belief value given as a result of
the fusion process that takes place for the majority of the
queries; this is due to the use of multiple sensor data
sources. Cases when fusion is excluded may occur just for
simple and trivial queries.
Other information from the query processor that might
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Figure 3. Architecture of the Sigma System
be of concern for the Reasoner are for instance the quality
of the data in the area of interest given by the user. To
determine the source data quality for a certain area of
interest the corresponding meta-data will be required.
This must, however, be subject to further research.
Updated, and hopefully more informative, belief
values will be achieved through a reasoning step in
Pequliar that includes the generation of new and more
elaborate queries that will be executed subsequently.
Input to this reasoning step is mainly the output, that may
include the dependency tree information, from the query
processor, the context information and metadata (see also
the data sources in Figure 1). Secondary to this is the
applicable ontological information. The meta-data is used
to select the portion of the context information that
corresponds to the area of interest (AOI). Once the
Reasoner has come to a conclusion in its process a new
and elaborate query is created and executed; thus quite
often producing an adjusted belief value that better
mirrors the situation in focus, that is a more informative
belief value may have been achieved. The query results
(partials or totals) and their quality are managed by the
Output Manager that present them to the user. Result
quality is given based on relation to the original user
query, the certainty range of the algorithms used and the
external conditions. The output manager gives also to the
user the chance to view data from which query results
have been obtained.
5. The Reasoner
The Reasoner accepts the output from the Query
Processor, and either selects a reasoning rule by itself or
by input from the user.
The output of the query processor is a collection of
entities that are the results of query processing, such as
“trucks” recognized by the Query Processor. The
Reasoner selects an applicable rule from the following
space S, which is the Cartesean product of the sub-spaces
including sources, objects to be recognized, attributes of
objects, time, location and spatial/temporal/semantic
relations. In other words:
S = Source x Object x Attributes x Time x Location x Relations

For example, the Reasoner may need to pick a rule
that is applicable to a different source, to recognize a
certain type of objects with attributes in a certain range, in
a certain time interval, for objects in a certain spatial
location, and satisfying certain relations. The Reasoner
searchers the rule base to select an applicable rule. The
rule could be a query template, which is then substantiated
and sent back to the Query Processor. If the Reasoner
cannot select a rule by itself, either because the rule base is
not yet populated or because the space S is not properly
defined, the Reasoner can accept input from the user. The
next time, such rules constructed by the user is
remembered, forming one part of the scenario.
Pequliar should be able to carry out a number of
further operations related to a number of different
applications that generally are of spatial and/or temporal
nature. Examples of applications where the Reasoner need
to be involved may include:
x tracking of objects
x solution of the association problem
x aggregation of objects
x prediction of future object behavior in space and over
time
x determination of complex object relationships
Determination of the result of these operations is carried
out by the Reasoner by means of the learned rules in
combination with the metadata and the available context
information i.e. information from all the data sources. In
this way new and more comprehensive queries can be
created from templates in the rule base. These queries are
then executed by the 6QL query processor. This may lead
to a situation that requires a second invocation of the
Reasoner that takes place after the comprehensive query
have been processed. In this way the Reasoner will be able
to learn from the generation of the elaborate queries.
However, in the above more comprehensive applications
it may not be sufficient to just run a comprehensive query
but also to take a step further and perform higher level
information fusion, e.g. situation analysis but this is
outside the scoop of this work and must be subject to
further research efforts.
6. Iterative Query Refinement for Information
Fusion
The typical tasks for iterative information fusion, can be
grouped into three types.
The reasoning process as carried out here depends on
whether the belief values that are output from any user
query has got a value that is uninformative or simply that
the user wants to extend the original query in some way.
The first type of queries require the generation of new
and elaborate 6QL queries. An example of this type of
query is “are there any other objects in the proximity of
the retrieved object that are similar or of equal type as the
retrieved object?” Proximity refers to the AOI or an
extension of it and similarity to the ontology; the reasoner
creates new elaborate queries from the templates.
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A simple way of handling similarity would be to
define two objects as similar if they have a common
ancestor in the ontological hierarchy no more than i steps
up the inheritance chain, where e.g. i=1 or i=2. Assuming
that i=2 then a Tank and a Car would be similar according
to the ontology in Figure 1, whereas a Truck and a River is
not.
An example of 6QL query of the first type is presented in
the follow, while some other examples can be found in [3]
Select objectk.type, objectk.position, objectj.type
cluster * alias objectk
from PerceptionSource
where relation(AOI, objectk) = ‘inside’
and objectk.type = ‘truck’
and objectj.t = objectk.t
and distance(objectk, objectj) < G
and similar(objectk, objectj)
and objectj in
Select objedcti.type, objecti.position
cluster * alias objecti
from PerceptionSource
where relation(AOI, objecti) = ‘inside’
and objecti.t = tgiven
and objecti.type = ‘truck’

The ontology also include means for determination of the
most relevant objects with respect to the applied queries,
i.e. the existing object patterns that actually are used for
the recognition of these objects.
The query process is basically controlled by the
dependency tree that controls the different steps in the
query execution.
The Sigma System also includes a reasoner called
Pequliar that is referred to as a post query language
reasoner. The purpose of this Reasoner is to automatically
or semi automatically carry out an iterative information
fusion step by means of rules that are either automatically
launched by the Reasoner or defined by the user. In the
latter case the Reasoner can learn the new rule and use it in
later queries.
A rule corresponds to a refined query described in
terms of a generic pattern. Through the refined queries a
better support for the higher levels of information fusion
can be achieved in particular for situation awareness and
impact analysis.
References:

The second type of queries require generally the
invocation of particular functions that basically are
concerned with the resolution of the association problem
that may occur in just a single case or as a part of a
tracking task. Examples of such functions are the
determination of whether topological relations are true or
false.
An example of such queries is “Can the retrieved
object be associated with an earlier single observation?”
This query type requires the solution of the association
problem.
The third type of queries requires only investigation of
the result of the various sub-queries of the user defined
query, that is in many cases an inspection of the content of
the dependency tree. An example is : “Did any sensor
(data sources) contribute to the result in any extreme
way?”. This refers to the single belief values from the
various sensor related sub-queries and requires only a
check of the dependency tree.
7. Conclusion and Future Work
In this paper an architecture for interactive query
refinement for a sensor-based information fusion system
has been described.
The architecture is based on the 6QL query language
and includes an elaborate ontology and its
knowledge-base.
The ontological knowledge system supports the query
processing by selecting the most appropriate sensors and
sensor data analysis algorithms in a sensor data
independent way, which means that the users are not
involved in the sensor and algorithm selection process.
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class specific) constraints on the popular DTW distance
measure using a representation we call the R-K Band. Section
4 demonstrates how this framework is used for relevance
feedback then reports the empirical evaluation on three realworld datasets. Lastly, Section 5 gives conclusions and
direction for future work.

ABSTRACT
Much of the world’s data is in the form of time series, and
many other types of data, such as video, image, and
handwriting, can easily be transformed into time series. This
fact has fueled enormous interest in time series retrieval in
the database and data mining community. We argue,
however, that much of this work’s narrow focus on efficiency
and scalability has come at the cost of usability and
effectiveness. In this work, we introduce a general framework
that learns a distance measure with arbitrary constraints on
the warping path of the Dynamic Time Warping calculation.
We demonstrate utility of our approach on both classification
and query retrieval tasks for time series and other types of
multimedia data including images, videos, and handwriting
archives.

1.

1.1
The Ubiquity of Time Series Data
In this section, we wish to expand the readers’ appreciation
for the ubiquity of time series data. Rather than simply list the
traditional application domains, i.e. stock market data,
electrocardiograms, weather data, etc., we will consider some
less obvious applications that can benefit from efficient and
effective retrieval.
Video Retrieval: Video retrieval is one of the most important
issues in multimedia database management systems.
Generally, research on content-based video retrieval
represents the content of the video as a set of frames, leaving
out the temporal features of frames in the shot. However, for
some domains, including motion capture editing, gait
analysis, and video surveillance, it may be fruitful to extract
time series from the video, and index just the time series (with
pointers back to the original video). Figure 1 shows an
example of a video sequence that is transformed into a time
series. There are several reasons why using the time series
representation may be better than working with the original
data. One obvious point is the massive reduction in
dimensionality, which enhances the ease of storage,
transmission, analysis, and indexing. In addition, it is much
easier to make the time series representation invariant to
distortions in the data, such as time scaling and time warping.

INTRODUCTION

Much of the world’s data is in the form of time series, and
many other types of data, such as video, image, and
handwriting, can also be trivially transformed into time series.
This fact has fuelled enormous interest in time series retrieval
in the database and data mining community. We argue,
however, that much of this work’s narrow focus on efficiency
and scalability has come at the cost of usability and
effectiveness. For example, the lion’s share of previous work
has utilized the Euclidean distance metric, presumably
because it is very amenable to indexing [2][5][7]. However,
there is increasing evidence that the Euclidean metric’s
sensitivity to small differences in the time axis makes it
unsuitable for most real world problems [1][4][6][11][22]
[26]. This fact appears to have gone almost unnoticed
because, unlike their counterparts in information retrieval,
many researchers in the database and data mining community
evaluate algorithms without considering precision/recall or
accuracy [13].
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In this work, we introduce a new distance measure and
empirically show its utility with thorough experiments
measuring the precision/recall and accuracy. While we will
demonstrate that our measure is the best in literature, it has a
potential weakness; It requires some training or human
intervention to achieve its finer results. However, to achieve
this end, we will show that the classic information retrieval
technique of relevance feedback can be used.
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Figure 1 Stills from a video sequence; the right hand is tracked, and
converted into a time series

Image Retrieval: Image Retrieval has become increasingly
crucial in our information-based community. Large and
distributed collections of scientific, artistic, technical, and
commercial images have become more prevalent, thus
requiring more sophisticated and precise methods for users to
perform similarity or semantic based queries. For some
specialized domains, it can be useful to convert the images
into “pseudo time series”. For example, consider Figure 2
below. Here, we have converted an image of a leaf into a
time series by measuring the local angle of a trace of its
perimeter. The utility of such a transform is similar to that for

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. The remainder
of this section will familiarize readers with the time series and
its tight connection with other types of multimedia data.
Section 2 gives a review of Dynamic Time Warping (DTW),
and related work. In Section 3, we introduce our approach
which is based on learning domain specific (and possibly
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black box fashion. We note, however, that we may be able to
fine-tune the algorithm, for a particular domain and even a
particular query, by selectively limiting the amount of
warping we allow along various parts of the query. For
example, in Figure 4, we can see that the first 1/5 and the last
1/6 of the time series do not require warping. This happens to
be true for all instances in this particular domain. As we will
demonstrate, by selectively limiting the amount of warping
allowed, we can actually improve the accuracy of DTW, and
as an important side effect, we can drastically improve the
indexing performance. Before formally introducing our
technique, we must review the basic DTW algorithm in some
detail.

video retrieval.

Figure 2. Many image indexing/classification tasks can be solved
more effectively and efficiently after converting the image into a
"time series"

Handwriting Retrieval: While the recognition of online
handwriting [10] may be largely regarded as a solved
problem, the problem of transcribing and indexing existing
historical archives remains a challenge. The usefulness of
such ability is obvious. For even such a major historical figure
as Isaac Newton, there exists a body of unpublished,
handwritten work exceeding one million words. For other
historical figures, there are even larger collections of
handwritten text. Such collections are potential goldmines for
researchers/biographers.
Figure 3.A shows an example of text written by George
Washington, which is all but illegible to modern readers with
little experience with cursive writing.

2.

BACKGROUND

Suppose we have two time series, a query sequence Q =
q1,q2,…,qi,…,qn of length n and a candidate sequence C =
c1,c2,…,cj,…,cm of length m. The DTW algorithm finds the
optimal time alignment between these two given time series.
To align two sequences using DTW, an n-by-m matrix is
constructed where the (ith, jth) element of the matrix
corresponds to the cumulative squared distance, d(qi,cj) = (qi cj)2 , the alignment between points qi and cj. To find the best
match between these two sequences, the path through the
matrix that minimizes the total cumulative distance between
them is discovered. This is illustrated in Figure 4. A warping
path, W, is a contiguous set of matrix elements that
characterizes a mapping between Q and C. The kth element of
W is defined as wk = (i,j)k. By definition, the optimal path Wo
is the path that minimizes the warping cost:
K
(1)
DTW (Q, C ) min ®
w

B)
A)
C)

Figure 3.A) An example of handwritten text by George Washington.
B) A zoom-in on the word "Alexandria", after being processed to
remove slant. C) Many techniques exist to convert 2-D handwriting
into a time series; in this case, the projection profile is used (Fig.
created by R. Manmatha)

¯

¦

k 1

k

This path can be found using dynamic programming to
evaluate the following recurrence which defines the
cumulative distance J(i,j) as the distance d(i,j) found in the
current cell and the minimum of the cumulative distances of
the adjacent elements:
J(i,j) = d(qi,cj) + min{ J(i-1,j-1) , J(i-1,j ) , J(i,j-1) } (2)

Many off-line handwritten document image-processing
algorithms have recently been proposed in the interest of
word recognition and indexing [12]. While handwriting is not
a time series, there exist several techniques to convert
handwriting to (one or more) time series; many of these
transformations were pioneered by Manmatha and students
[17].

Although the dynamic programming algorithm reduces the
(potentially exponential) number of paths which we must
consider to a “mere” m * n, this may still be prohibitively
large for many problems. The following well known
constraints further reduce the number of warping paths that
must be considered:- Boundary Conditions, Continuity
Condition, Monotonic condition, and Adjustment Window
Condition.

1.2
Existing Work on Time Series Retrieval
The explosion of interest in time series indexing in the last
decade has been extraordinary, with well over a thousand
papers devoted to the subject [13]. However, the vast majority
of the work has focused on the Euclidean distance; recent
work has demonstrated that this similarity model generally
does not work well for many real-world problems since even
very similar time series often demonstrate some variability in
the time axis. The problem of distortion in the time axis can
be addressed by Dynamic Time Warping (DTW), a distance
measure that has long been known to the speech processing
community [15][16][20][23]. This method allows for nonlinear alignments between the two time series to
accommodate sequences that are similar but out of phase, as
shown in Figure 4.C.

A)

Q

B)

C

C

Q

C)
C

Q

Figure 4. A) Two similar sequences Q and C, but out of phase. B)
To align the sequences, we construct a warping matrix, and search
for the optimal warping path, shown with solid squares. Note that
the “corners” of the matrix (shown in dark gray) are excluded from
the search path as part of an Adjustment Window condition. C) The
resulting alignment

Our approach takes this recent work on DTW as its starting
point. In particular, DTW is currently viewed as a “one-sizefits-all” algorithm, which is applied to diverse domains in a
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the definition:

By applying the above conditions, we can restrict the moves
that can be made from any point in the path and so restrict the
number of paths that need to be considered. Figure 4.B
illustrates a particular example of the last condition with the
Sakoe-Chiba Band. Since a good path is unlikely to wander
very far from the diagonal, the distance that the path is
allowed to wander is within the window of size r, above and
to the right of the diagonal. As we will see in Section 3, it is
this type of constraint that we will exploit to improve DTW.

1 d i d ¬83 m¼

¬23 i ¼
® 3
2
¯ ¬8 m ¼  ¬ 5 i ¼

Ri

(5)

¬83 m¼  i d m

The classic Euclidean distance can also be defined in terms of
Ri = 0; 1 d i d m; only the diagonal path is allowed. More
generally, we can define any arbitrary constraint with a
suitable vector R. Figure 5 illustrates some examples of R-K
Bands.

2.1
Related Work
There has been relatively little work on relevance feedback
for both time series and multimedia retrieval. However,
relevance feedback in text-mining community has been the
subject of much research since the 1970’s [3][18][19] and still
is an active area of research. It is only in recent years that the
researchers started to expand relevance feedback into time
series [14], image [25], and multimedia retrieval domains.
Before addressing the relevance feedback system with DTW,
we first must introduce our representation, the R-K Band,
which will be used for the DTW distance measure in the
classification task and relevance feedback.

3.

(4)

1d i d m5
5
®
m5 i d m
¯m  i
or an Itakura Parallelogram with the definition:
Ri

C
Q

C
Q

A)

C
Q

B)

C)

Figure 5. We can use R to create arbitrary global constraints. A)
Note that the width of the band may increase or decrease. We can
also use R to specify all existing global constraints, e.g. Sakoe-Chiba
Band B) and Itakura Parallelogram C)

RATANAMAHATANA-KEOGH BAND

The ‘Adjustment Window Condition’ discussed in Section 2
has been almost universally applied to DTW, primarily to
prevent unreasonable warping and to speed up its
computation. However, surprisingly little research has looked
at discovering the best shape and size of the window. Most
practitioners simply use one of the well-known bands, e.g.
Sakoe-Chiba Band [20] or Itakura Parallelogram [9],
proposed in the context of speech recognition several decades
ago. In addition, there is a widespread but unwarranted belief
that having wider bands improves accuracy, and having
narrower bands decreases accuracy. The use of smaller-size
band is seen as a compromise made to make the algorithm
tractable. This belief has been proved to be false by our
extensive experiments on wide variety of datasets;
surprisingly, the accuracies often peak at smaller-size
window, and degrade or become stable for wider window
sizes. The motivation for our work has sparked from this
discovery; we find that in general, the effect of the window
size on accuracy is very substantial, and is strongly domain
dependent. And if the width of the band can greatly affect
accuracy, then the shape of the band could also have similarly
large effects. Our ideal solution would be to find an optimal
band (both shape and size) for a given problem that will
potentially increase the accuracy. In the next section, we first
introduce our representation, the R-K Band, which allows user
to specify arbitrary shaped constraints.

An interesting and useful property of our representation is that
it also includes the ubiquitous Euclidean distance and classic
DTW as special cases. We also can exploit the R-K Bands for
both classification and indexing (query retrieval) problems,
depending on the task at hand. In particular,
x for classification, we can use a different R-K Band for each
class; we denote the band learned for cth class as the R-Kc
Band.
x for indexing, we can use one R-K Band that maximizes the
trade off between efficiency and precision/recall.
Having introduced an R-K Band, we can easily represent any
arbitrary warping windows. However, we are left with the
question of how to discover the optimal R-K Band for the task
at hand. In some cases, it maybe is possible to manually
construct the bands, based on domain knowledge. For
example, a cardiologist may know from experience that the
Romano-Ward syndrome may manifest itself with high
variability in the length of one part of the heartbeat (the QTwave), but little variability in the other section of a heartbeat
(the UP-wave)[24]. We could explicitly attempt to encode this
insight into an R-K Band for retrieving instances of the
disease, allowing Ri to be large where variability is expected.
Unfortunately, our preliminary attempts to manually construct
R-K Bands met with limited success, even for simple toy
problems. Furthermore, since the number of possible R-K
Bands is exponential, exhaustive search over all possibilities
is clearly not an option. In the following sections, however,
we will show how we can learn the high-quality bands
automatically from the data.

3.1
A General Model of Global Constraints
We can represent any warping window as a vector R:
Ri = d
0 d d d m, 1 d i d m
(3)
where Ri is the height above the diagonal in the y direction, as
well as the width to the right of the diagonal in the x direction.
Note that |R| = m, and the above definition forces R to be
symmetric, i.e. the constraint above the diagonal is the mirror
image of the one below the diagonal.
To represent a Sakoe-Chiba Band of overall width of 11
(width 5 strictly above and to the right of the diagonal) with

3.2
Learning Multiple R-Kc Bands for Classification
While it is generally not possible to handcraft accurate R-K
Bands, it is possible to pose the problem as a search problem,
and utilize classic search techniques from the artificial
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produce 6 different bands, one for each class shown in Figure
7. Classification using these bands gives us almost a perfect
result, a mere 0.9% error rate. These promising results
suggest that R-Kc Bands are very effective in improving
accuracy in classification.

intelligence community. Using generic heuristic search
techniques, we can perform both forward and backward
searches. The forward search starts with the initial SakoeChiba band (uniform) of width 0 (Euclidean), and the
backward search starts from the uniform band of the
maximum width m, above and to the right of the diagonal.

3.3
Learning One R-K Band for Indexing
In addition to creating R-Kc Bands for classification, we can
learn one single R-K Band for indexing or query retrieval.
The one-band learning algorithm is very similar to the
multiple-band learning in the previous section, except that we
only maintain one single band that represents the whole
problem and that we measure the precision/recall instead of
the accuracy.

Calculate h(1)

Calculate h(2)
h(2) > h(1) ?
Yes

Figure 6. An illustration of our
forward search algorithm

No

We re-illustrate this approach by another simple experiment,
measuring precision and recall for indexing. We take 10
examples of Cylinders from the Cylinder-Bell-Funnel dataset
[6][11] and place them in a database containing another
10,000 random-walk sequences that are similar in shape but
do not belong in the class. Another 30 examples of Cylinders
with 470 random-walk sequences are used in the R-K Band
training process. To evaluate our method, another 10
different Cylinder examples are used to make 10 iterations of
k-nearest neighbor queries to the dataset, using various
distance measures (Euclidean, DTW with 10% warping, and
DTW with R-K Band).

Due to space limitations, we will only give a simple intuition
behind this approach as illustrated in Figure 6. For a forward
search, we start off with Euclidean Bands, one for each class.
Then it takes turns, one class at a time, trying to expand or
increment the whole section of the band before re-evaluating
its overall accuracy for that particular band.
If an
improvement is made, we keep on expanding that section;
otherwise, we undo the expansion, split that section in half,
and then recursively expand each portion individually before
another re-evaluation. Backward search is very similar;
except that we start off with a very wider band then try to
tighten the band instead of expanding. Here, we do not
include a bi-directional search, a straightforward combination
of the forward and backward search; this is omitted in this
work for brevity.
The searches are complete when one of the following is true:No improvement in accuracy can be made; the width of the
band reaches m for the forward search and 0 (Euclidean) for
the backward search or; each section of the band (after
recursively cut the portion in half) reaches some threshold.
We set a threshold to be some function of m.

We measure the precision from 1-object (10%) to 10-object
(100%) recall levels. The results are shown in Figure 8. It is
apparent that utilizing an R-K Band in this problem improves
both precision and recall by a wide margin, compared to
Euclidean and DTW with 10% warping. However, an R-K
Band needs to be learned from a training data, which may not
be practical or available in many circumstances. To resolve
this problem, we can build a training data through relevance
feedback system, with a little help from the user in identifying
the positive and negative examples to the system. We will
explain how this works in Section 4, but first we will attempt
to develop the readers’ intuition as to why the R-K Bands can
produce superior performance
1

Euclidean
DTW: 10% Warping
DTW: R-K Band

Precis ion
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Figure 8. The PrecisionRecall curves from 10% to
100% recall for various
distance measures:
Euclidean, DTW with 10%
window size, and our
proposed method – R-K
Band that gives perfect
precision for all recall levels

Recall

Figure 7. The R-Kc Bands learned from 6 different species

3.4
Intuition behind R-K Bands Learning
After seeing some examples of our R-K Band’s utility, we
would like to further convince readers by giving an intuition
why R-K Band improve accuracy. Consider the following
problem of face classification based on the head profile. We
took a number of photos (20-35) of each individual with
different expression on the face, e.g. talking, smiling,
frowning, etc. We then use the similar method (see section
1.1) to extract each of the head profile into time series as
shown in Figure 9.
We will show by experiment how R-K Bands may play an

We can illustrate the utility of our R-Kc Bands for
classification by the following simple experiment. We tested
various similarity measures (Euclidean, DTW with 10%
warping, DTW with best uniform warping, and DTW with RKc Bands) on the Leaf dataset (dataset details in 4.3.2) and
measure their classification error rates. Euclidean is very fast
but inaccurate, giving 34.16% error rate. DTW with 10%
uniform warping gives a big improvement with only 4.52%.
However, the best uniform warping size for this dataset is at
8.6% window size, giving 4.3%. With R-Kc Bands, we
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important role in this problem. First, we consider a 2-class
problem: a dataset that contains only the collection of profiles
from 2 different individuals that look rather different (1 male,
1 female). The R-Kc Bands learned from our framework
discover the bands both of size zero, the Euclidean distance
measure, with 2% error rate. The result suggests that these
two individuals are very distinguishable, i.e. the set of time
series within each class is much different from another, just
by looking at their Euclidean distances. Hence, no warping is
necessary; in fact, too much warping could potentially hurt
the accuracy because one person could be forced to match
with another.

Averaged Sequence

Figure 10. An example of
averaging 4 sequences with DTW.
Pairs of sequences are
hierarchically combined by DTW
with their weights until the final
averaged sequence is obtained

However, averaging a collection of time series that are not
perfectly time-aligned is non-trivial and DTW is needed [8].
Each pair of time series are averaged according to their
weights and warping alignment. The results from each pairs
are hierarchically combined
Figure 10 illustrates this averaging process using equal weights

for all sequences; in practice, the weights may all be different.
In the next section, we will show how the relevance feedback
system can benefit from our proposed R-K Band framework.
4.2
R-K Band in Relevance Feedback
We will empirically demonstrate that our proposed R-K Band
combined with the query refinement can improve precision
and recall of retrieval. Table 1 shows our relevance feedback
algorithm.

Figure 9. Starting from the neck area, the head profile is converted
into a "pseudo time series"

We then extend our experiment by adding 2 more male
individuals into our problem (112 instances total). The
corresponding R-K Bands are learned which give very low
error rate of 1.8% (vs. 6.25% for Euclidean).

4.

Table 1: R-K Band learning with Relevance Feedback
Algorithm RelFeedback(initial_query)
1. Repeat until all rankings are positive.
2.
Show the 10 best matches to the current query to
the user.
3.
Let the user rank how relevant each result is.
4.
According to the ranking, accumulatively build
the training set; positive result Æ class 1,
negative result Æ class 2.
5.
Learn
a
single
envelope
(R-K
Band)
that
represents the given training data.
6.
Generate a new query, by averaging (with DTW)
the positive results with the current query
according to their weights (rankings).
7. end;

RELEVANCE FEEDBACK

In text-mining community, relevance feedback is well known
to be effective method to improve the query performance
[3][18][19][21]. However, there has been relatively little
research in non-text domains, such as images or multimedia
data. In section 1.1, we have introduced time series as an
alternative in representing certain types of multimedia data,
including special cases of images and video. We will explain
in this section how we utilize and incorporate the technique
into the relevance feedback system using our proposed
framework, R-K Band.

In the first iteration, given a query, the system uses the initial
R-K Band (the special case of Euclidean distance) to retrieve
the 10 nearest neighbors, and then shows them to the user
(line 1). When the user finishes their ranking, the positive
and negative responses are noted and collected as a training
data (lines 3-4). The algorithm uses this training data to learn
an R-K Band that best represents the positive objects in the
training set while being able to correctly differentiate the
positive from the negative instances (line 5). The training
data will be accumulated during each round, developing a
larger training set, thus producing progressively finer results.
The process is complete when only positive feedbacks are
given to the system or the user abandons the task.

4.1
Query Refinement
Relevance feedback methods attempt to improve performance
for a particular informational need by refining the query,
based on the user’s reaction to the initial retrieved documents
or objects. In text retrieval in particular, the user’s ranking of
the document allows reweighing the query terms.
Working with time series retrieval is rather similar to the text
retrieval; a user can draw or provide an example of a query
and retrieve the set of best matches’ retrieval of
images/videos/time series. Once the user ranks each of the
results, a query refinement is performed such that a betterquality query is produced for the next retrieval round. For real
time series retrieval (i.e. electrocardiograms or stock market
data), the querying interface can show the time series directly.
For transformed data of images or video, the underlying time
series representation is hidden from the user, and the user sees
only thumbnails of the actual images or video snippets. In our
system, the user is asked to rank each result in a 4-point scale
as shown based on relevance to their informational needs.
These rankings are converted into appropriate weights which
are used in the query refinement process (averaging the
weighted positive results with the current query).

In our experiments, we consider 3 multimedia datasets to be
tested using the relevance feedback technique
4.3
Datasets
To evaluate our framework, we measure the precision and
recall for each round of the relevance feedback retrieval.
Since we only return the 10 best matches to the user and we
would like to measure the precision at all recall levels, we
purposely leave only 10 relevant objects of interest in all the
databases.
4.3.1 Gun Problem
This dataset comes from the video surveillance domain (see
Figure 1). The dataset has two classes, 100 examples each:
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precision at all recall levels in video and image retrieval.

Gun-Draw: The actors have their hands by their sides.
They draw a replicate gun from a hip-mounted holster,
point it at a target for approximately one second, and then
return the gun to the holster, and their hands to their
sides.
x Point: The actors have their hands by their sides. They
point with their index fingers to a target for
approximately one second, and then return their hands to
their sides.
For both classes, the centroid of the right hand is tracked both
in X- and Y-axes; however, in this experiment, we only
consider the X-axis for simplicity. The dataset contains 200
instances, 100 for each class. Each instance has the same
length of 150 data points. For the relevance feedback
purpose, we only leave 10 Gun-Draw examples in the Point
database, and randomly pick another example for an initial
query.
x

6.
[1]
[2]

[3]
[4]

[5]

[6]

[7]

4.3.2
Leaf Dataset
This dataset contains a collection of 6 different species of leaf
images, including 2 genera of plant, i.e. oak and maple.
Maple has 4 different species, and Oak has 2, with 442
instances in total (original images are available at
http://web.engr.oregonstate.edu/~tgd/leaves/dataset/herbarium).
Each instance is linearly interpolated to have the same length
of 150 data points. In our experiment, we choose Circinatum
maple as the specie of interest, i.e. only 10 images of such
specie are left in the database, and we randomly selected
another separate image as our initial query.

[8]

[9]
[10]
[11]
[12]

4.3.3
Handwritten Word Spotting Dataset
This is a subset of the WordSpotting Project dataset. In the
full dataset, there are 2,381 words with four features that
represent each word image’s profiles or the background/ink
transitions. For simplicity, we pick the “background/ink
transitions” (feature 4) and use the word “would” which
occurs in the dataset 11 times for our query. Hence, one is
removed to be used as our initial query.

[13]

[14]
[15]

[16]

4.4
Experimental Results
We measure the performance of our relevance feedback
system with the precision-recall plot from each round of
iteration. Figure 11 below shows the precision-recall curves of
the three datasets for the first five iterations of relevance
feedback. Our experiments illustrates that each iteration gives
significant improvement in both precision and recall.
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Figure 11. The precision-recall plots for the Gun, Leaf and Word
spotting datasets with 5 iterations of relevance feedback
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[24]

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

In this work, we have introduced a framework for both
classification and time series retrieval. The R-K Band allows
for any arbitrary shape of the warping window in DTW
calculation. With our extensive evaluation, we have shown
that our framework incorporated into relevance feedback can
reduce the error rate in classification, and improve the

[25]
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ABSTRACT
A benchmark for performance calibration in visual
information search has been developed and published by
the International Association of Pattern Recognition
(IAPR). As such a benchmark suite grows and improves,
a need arises for a benchmark administration system to
be developed. This paper presents the second version of
such a standardised benchmark suite and reports on how
it was extended, refined and improved from the first
version by using a new benchmark administration
system. Image, query and indexing rules are defined; the
benchmark administration system and its specification
and architecture are presented. Moreover, the
underlying database system and corresponding linguistic
indexing aspects are described.
Keywords – image benchmark, complex image contents,
structured annotation, benchmark administration system

1. INTRODUCTION AND MOTIVATION
Searching visual information on the Internet presents a
substantial challenge, even though text-based searching is
reasonably well-developed and mature. At present,
searching images on the Internet tends to result either in
one of two extreme possibilities.
x Too many images being returned. This tends to be
the case for relatively simple queries focusing on
particular single objects (e.g. cars, violins etc.) These
searches are obtained by basically using keywords
applied to captions or other related textual materials
(possibly including speech and narrative) from which
the contents are inferred or extracted. Very often,
hundreds of thousands of images may be returned.
Some may meet the required search criteria, some
would invariably fail to do so. If an inaccurate or
“misleading” caption is used, then very often the
wrong images are returned.
x An empty set being returned. This tends to be the
case for more complex queries. For example, when a
query involves several objects, and they are being
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considered as conjunctions, then there may not be any
correct images being returned. Most often, this failure
is caused by the inability of the caption to incorporate
all the objects rather than that there is no image that
actually meeting the required search criteria. This
highlights once more the inadequacy of keywords.
Thus, there are images meeting the required query
specification but they are not retrieved due to the
indexing limitations. The incorporation of specific
relationship between the given objects is generally
reduced to keyword search based on the objects with
the relationship between them completely ignored by
the search engine.
As a consequence, a need for more research into the
mechanisms of effective visual information search exists
and an increasing number of content based image retrieval
systems has become available [1]. Unfortunately, there is
a tendency for many systems to use different data and
queries to emphasise the advantages of the algorithms
proposed, with the result that a system may seem to work
much better than it really is. Objective comparison should
be carried out on a common basis with the same image
data, queries and performance measures, and in doing so
the better techniques can be detected and research
progress can be achieved.
In information retrieval, the measures of recall and
precision are used, and these are generally related to the
use of a finite collection of items. Measuring recall for
Internet image search is generally not relevant as one is
dealing with an “open” set of images rather than a finite
closed set. Precision, however, is more meaningful. This
is represented in the precision-recall graph in Figure 1,
where the y-axis gives the precision and the x-axis
represents recall.

Fig 1: Recall and Precision

All this points to the need for a more standardised
description of images that is able to incorporate more
semantics with greater flexibility for representing the
objects, relationships together with the appropriate
adjectives or modifiers. This will allow the results to
gravitate towards the left end of the graph in Figure 1
when higher precision may be obtained. Such precision
may be practically attainable if a standardised markup
convention based on XML is used similar to the use of
HTML for text-oriented documents. It is likely that even
with a single sentence, the retrieval precision may be
improved dramatically on Internet image search. Our
benchmark administration system will facilitate such an
extension.

retrieval (as indicated in Figure 2), [13] presents the
outcome of building a benchmark based on complex
image contents (first version) in following the IAPR
specifications in [12]. Further information on the
difference between primitive and complex image contents
can be found in [14]. The first version of the IAPR
benchmark has been presented in [15] and has now been
extended to 5000 images.

The next section provides an overview of related works in
benchmarking and how the new, second version of the
IAPR benchmark relates to them. Section 3 summarizes
the rules for images, queries and indexing. Sections 4
presents the new benchmark administration system and its
specification, describes the underlying database
architecture and associated linguistic structures.

3. BENCHMARK DEVELOPMENT

2. RELATIONSHIP WITH OTHER WORKS
Benchmarking for visual information systems is a
relatively young research area, in comparison to other
standardised evaluation systems in similar areas such as
text retrieval that have been in existence for many years.
One of the first articles [2] was written in 1997, and the
issue was also raised in [3] and [4]. Further articles like
[5], [6], [7] or [8] were written, all of them pointing to the
need of a standardised evaluation system for visual
information systems.
Thereupon, a couple of benchmark systems have been
implemented. In [9], provides useful links to a number of
image benchmarks and image collections are provided.
The problem is that most of these benchmark systems
furnish images with either primitive image contents [10],
[11] or dwell excessively on self similarities with hardly
any relationships [5] [11]. In [12], a set of
recommendations and specifications for a benchmark
system based on images with complex image contents is
presented, which seems to offer the most promising
approach.

This paper describes how the second version of the IAPR
benchmark was extended, refined and improved from the
first version with the help of a benchmark administration
system.

Benchmarks are never static and will need to be updated
and evolve as the need for visual information search
changes and develops. A particular useful way of viewing
our benchmark is to draw an analogy between it and the
TPC benchmarks [16].
The TPC process originated with the batch-oriented TP1,
but evolved to include TPC-A, TPC-B, TPC-C, TPC-H,
TPC-R, and TPC-W, which represent successive
developments along the same theme. Such incremental
development and refinement will appear to be
unavoidable for our benchmark. In addition, the TPC
benchmarks cover a range of processing paradigms; e.g.
TP1 is geared to batch processing, TPC-A/C are geared to
OLTP (Online Transaction Processing), TPC-D/H/R are
geared to decision support OLAP (Online Analytic
Processing), and the TPC-W is geared to Web-based
order processing. Hence, we expect the present completed
benchmark will need to cater for a variety of applications
paradigms. Indeed, other established benchmarks (e.g.
SPEC) also exhibit similar patterns. Thus, in adopting a
long term view, it will be necessary to develop a flexible
benchmark administration system to facilitate the ongoing
refinement and development of the present benchmark.
Based on the criteria given in [12], a first version of a
benchmark (consisting of 1000 images, 25 queries, and a
collection of performance measures) was set up and
published in 2003 [14]. In order to ensure a high level of
quality of this first version of the benchmark, the
following rules were strictly observed.
All the images in the benchmark
x are multi-object JPG images (photos)
x contain a good cross-section of a number of objects n,
x have at least two objects (at least one of the objects is
an active object = subject),
x show a varying number of attributes and relations. In
general, the number of relationships r will be
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Fig 2: Position of IAPR benchmark

While most of the other benchmarks concentrate on
primitive image contents and purely automatic image
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x provide a good cross-section of repetitiveness within
their objects (repeated in different cardinality ranges
with the same or different attributes)

x are indexed according to MPEG-7 with adequate
precision, cardinality, terminology, complexity and use
of sub-elements.
If images have the same subject (in other words, they are
in one logical category), the subjects have

x It facilitates the indexing tasks, providing the
necessary functions for efficient and accurate indexing
(see Figure 4) that would allow the generation of XML
output according to the description schemes defined in
MPEG-7 [17].

x same relations to different objects,
x different relations to the same objects,
x same relations with different modifiers or even
x different relations to different objects.
A good cross-section of representative queries with
x varying sizes of the target set,
x varying cardinality,
x different generalization levels and
x adequate complexity
and a set of performance measures is provided. A more
detailed description of all these rules (including scope of
the image contents and examples) can be found in [13].
As long as the size of such a benchmark is not too big, it
can be administered by hand. But once it reaches a
substantial number of images, it is very hard to keep the
overview of all the objects, verbs, and attributes used.
How would one know if a newly added image is
appropriate for the benchmark, has the right number of
objects, the perfect generalization level, the ideal
complexity of relationships, the optimal amount of
attributes, complexity, repetitiveness of the objects and
varying settings in terms of location, time, purpose or
manners? This new version of the benchmark contains
5000 images. This extension would not have been possible
without the use of a benchmark administration system.

Fig 4: Image Annotation Page

x The benchmark administration system provides
statistical tools to guarantee that all the image
selection rules (stated in section 3) are observed. This
allows further refinement and improvement of the
benchmark, because all the images that do not fulfil
these requirements can easily be detected and deleted.
Moreover, this will also help to extend the benchmark
correctly, because with every new image that is
inserted, it can be checked whether the image is
appropriate for the benchmark or not (Figure 5):

4. BENCHMARK ADMINISTRATION
To facilitate incremental development and ongoing
maintenance of the benchmark, a benchmark
administration system using PHP and mySQL was built.

4.1 Specification and Implementation
The main features of the new benchmark administration
system include the following:
x It provides functions for adding, deleting and editing
images (Figure 3).

Fig 5: Administration System Statistics

x The query creator will facilitate the search for
representative queries for the benchmark. A query
interface will check if the created query, the result set
and the performance measures are appropriate to the
benchmark (see query selection rules in [13]). If so,
the query can be added to the query database (or
replace an obsolete query).
x The XML generator will write the grammatical
information that is stored in the database to an XML
file.

4.2. Database Architecture
In accordance with the benchmark requirements,
benchmark rules and the specification, the following is the

Fig 3: Image Administration Page
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database system that supports the operation of the
benchmark administration system (see Figure 6).

(XML: <Who>, <WhatObject>). This table stores all the
nouns, no matter what usage they have in an annotation.
One and the same noun (for example "cat") can be a
x subject ("cat eating mouse")
x a direct object ("dog chasing cat")
x or an indirect object ("man giving cat a cookie")
Hence, this noun table would just have one entry "cat".
Both definite ("the") and indefinite articles ("a") are
omitted. Modifiers (adjectives), usage and count (to meet
cardinality requirements as stated in [13]) of each noun
are assigned at the specific annotation. Some examples are
given below (Figures 9 and 10).

Fig 9: Austrian soccer referee
showing red card to blond
Portuguese soccer player.

Fig 6: ER-Diagram of the underlying database system

4.3 Table Structure and Contents
The most important tables of the
administration database are the following:

benchmark

The noun table is recursively related to itself, namely to a
more general noun to which it belongs. This hierarchy is
necessary to meet the requirements of the generalization
aspects stated in [13]. Some examples are:
x Tennis Player Æ Sportsman Æ Man Æ Person
x Kangaroo Æ Marsupial Æ Animal
x Tennis racket Æ racket Æ sports equipment

4.3.1 Images
For every image, the filename, size, resolution, width and
height, the date when the image was taken and copyright
information is stored. This, of course, is metadata and is
mainly stored for administrative purposes
4.3.2 Annotations
The annotations table stores information that is common
for one FreetextAnnotation sentence of an image
(corresponding XML Tag: <FreetextAnnotation>). Each
image must have at least one annotation, otherwise it is
not qualified for this benchmark. There are no limits as
regards the number of annotations. IAPR recommends a
maximum of three free text sentences for each image [18].
Some examples are given below (Figures 7 and 8):

Fig 7: Boy and girl walking into sea.
Boy and girl holding hands.
Boy holding ball.

Fig 10: Red crane lifting long,
thick, snowy trunks.

Fig 8: Patient lying in bed.
Doctor searching patient.
Nurse writing into folder.

In the benchmark administration database, the lowest
possible noun in the hierarchy is stored, because the
higher levels can easily be derived from the more specific
term. For example, if the image shows a boy hitting a
kangaroo with a tennis racket, the image should be
indexed at the lowest level possible:
"Boy hitting kangaroo with tennis racket"

and not:
"Person hitting animal with sports equipment"

4.3.4 Verbs
Each annotation sentence must contain a verb. (XML:
<WhatAction>, e.g. Figures 11 and 12):

Fig 11: Soccer player kicking
soccer ball.

4.3.3 Nouns
Each annotation sentence contains at least one subject
(XML: <Who>) and can contain direct and indirect objects
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Fig 12: Athlete pointing at new
world record time.

The benchmark just uses verbs that clearly describe the
situation in an image (like running, jumping, painting,
hitting, and so on). Verbs or composite verb groups that
need some level of interpretation (e.g. finding, forgetting,
trying to hit, attempting to escape, etc.) are not used.

Since the annotation describes an action that is happening
in the image (at that moment), the grammatically correct
form used in the benchmark is the present continuous
tense, the auxiliary verb (to be) is omitted.

4.3.8 Times
Each annotation sentence can contain time adverbs that
indicate when the action happened (XML: <When>,
examples are shown in Figures 15 and 16).

4.3.5 Adjectives
This table stores the modifiers for nouns and at the same
time modifiers for the subelements (<When>, <Where>,
<How>, <Why>). Adjectives can belong to different
categories (like colour, speed, size, etc.), a classification
that will be beneficial for XML generation.
Fig 15: Man pushing car
in winter.

4.3.6 Adverbs
Each verb can have attributes (adverbs) that are stored in
this table and assigned to the specific annotation in the
relation annotations_verbs_adverbs. Examples are:
"Soccer player kicking ball hard and precisely."
"Athlete proudly pointing at new world record time."

However, adverbs of degree are not considered for the
benchmark administration database. Adverbs of degree
tell us about the intensity or degree of an action, an
adjective or another adverb. Examples for adverbs of
degree are: Almost, nearly, quite, just, too, enough, hardly,
scarcely, completely, very, extremely. For example:
"Soccer player kicking ball very hard."
"Extremely tall boy playing basketball."

The use of these adverbs of degree very much depends on
the interpretation of the person who is indexing the image.
It is felt that they are too subjective and are therefore not
used in the administration database.

Fig 16: Cyclist riding bicycle
at night.

Time adverbs can further be described by the use of
attributes, like:
"Man pushing car in early winter"
"Cyclist riding bicycle late at night"

which are stored in annotations_times_adjectives. Time
adverbs can neither be put in a hierarchical order nor can
they be categorized. Dates are not to be entered in this
table either, they are stored in the image table as the date
is the same for each annotation of an image.
4.3.9 Reasons
Each annotation sentence can contain reason or purpose
clauses which describe why actions are taken (XML:
<Why>, see examples in Fig 13 and 14).

4.3.7 Places
Each annotation sentence can contain place adverbs that
indicate the location where images are taken or which is
shown in the image respectively (XML tag: <Where>).

Fig 13: Tourists skiing in the
mountains in Austria.

Fig 14: Kids jumping into water in
front of Eiffel Tower.

Place adverbs can be further described by the use of
attributes which are stored in the relation
annotation_manners_adjectives, for instance:
"People skiing in high snowy mountains in beautiful Austria"

Like nouns, places can be put into a hierarchical order,
because being in one place implies being in a more
general place. Examples are:
on Eiffel Tower Æ in Paris Æ in France Æ in Europe
on chairlift Æ in skiing region Æ in mountains

Fig 17: Referee showing red card to Fig 18: Man scraping snow of car
soccer player to send him off the
windows to have a clear sight
because it had snowed.
field because he touched the ball
with his hand.

A clause is a string of words that expresses a proposition
and typically consists of at least a subject and a verb. The
reason clause is therefore not just a single word, and as a
consequence, modifiers cannot be used here. If modifiers
are required, they should be directly built in the reason
clause itself:
The referee showing red card to soccer player to send him off
wet field.

Further, the XML tag <Why> in the benchmark
only contain purposes (as suggested in [20])
reasons in order to meet the natural
requirements. The word "why" in the English
can ask not only for a purpose:

does not
but also
language
language

Why did the referee show the red card to the player?
To send the player off the field.

but also for a reason:

Places are stored with the lowest level possible and
without the prepositions (that are assigned at the relation).
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Why did the referee show the red card to the player?
Because he played the ball with his hands.

In many other languages, there are two different words for
these two cases: if the XML tags were written in Spanish
for example, we could have a <PorQué> Tag for reasons
and a <ParaQué> Tag for purposes.
4.3.10 Manners
Each annotation sentence can contain manner adverbs
(XML: <How>). Manner adverbs describe how actions are
performed in an image. Since general adverbs are already
used in the modifier table for verbs (adverbs), just
prepositional phrases that describe how actions were
performed are stored in this table (Figures 19 and 20):

different approaches of producing XML code for further
studies) and new statistical functions will be implemented.
The final goal will be the widespread adoption of this
benchmark to be an international standard for visual
information system performance evaluation for images
with complex image contents. The development of such a
benchmark is an incremental and ongoing process. Thus,
input and participation from researchers in the
international research community will be essential to
achieving this final goal.
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Abstract
Since the early 1990s, content–based visual information
retrieval has been an important research topic in computer
vision. A large number of systems have been developed as
research prototypes, as well as commercial and open source
systems. However, still no general breakthrough in performance has emerged and important real–world applications
stay rare. The large amount of available multimedia information creates a need to develop new tools to explore and
retrieve within mixed media databases. The replacement of
analog films by digital cameras and the increasing digitisation in fields such as medicine will still increase this need.
One of the reasons for the impossibility to show an increase in performance is the fact that there is no standard
for evaluating the performance of content-based retrieval
systems. In the last years a rising number of proposals
have been made on how to evaluate or not evaluate the performance of visual information retrieval systems which underlines the importance of the issue. Several benchmarking events such as the Benchathlon, TRECVID and ImageCLEF have been started, with varying success. This article
describes work carried out by the University of Geneva on
benchmarking visual information retrieval systems. A special emphasis will be on the Benchathlon and ImageCLEF
evaluation events, their methodologies and outcomes.

1 Introduction
Ideas for content–based retrieval (CBR) in image or multimedia databases (DB) date back to the the early 1980s. Serious applications started in the early 1990s and the most
well–known systems are maybe IBM’s QBIC [5] and MIT’s
Photobook [20]. Content–based image retrieval (CBIR) became an extremely active research area with hundreds of systems and several hundred publications. A good overview
article is [23]. Although active in research, only very little effort was put into comparing and evaluating the performance of systems. Small, copyrighted DBs were used that
made comparisons betwen systems almost impossible and
the shown graphs and measures problematic. The related
fi eld of text retrieval (TR) already did systematic evaluation
∗ Part of this work was carried out within the Eurovision project at
Sheffi eld University funded by the EPSRC (Eurovision: GR/R56778/01).

P. Clough∗
University of Sheffield
211 Portobello Street
Sheffield, S1 4DP UK

and creation of datasets since the early 1960s with the Cranfi eld studies [1] and SMART [22].
The MIRA (Evaluation frameworks for interactive and
multimedia information retrieval (IR) applications) project
fi rst focused on visual IR evaluation starting from 1996 [25].
A fi rst article on benchmarking CBIR algorithms was published in 1997 [19]. New measures for evaluation were created but no example evaluation nor a DB was shown. In [24],
the TR community and the TREC conference were fi rst mentioned as a role model for visual retrieval evaluation. Leung
and Ip [13] mention some minimum requirements with respect to the number of images and methodology used, but
still no common DB or ground truth was used. In [12], the
evaluation was reduced to one single performance measure
which might be convenient for comparisons but will not be
a good indicator to compare systems based on various aspects. Huijsmans [9] describes very interesting graphs that
include measures such as the collection size and size of the
ground truth into precision vs. recall graphs to eliminate the
retrieval of relevant documents simply by chance. This is
very good, but the comparison of retrieval results across DBs
is still problematic. The Benchathlon network for evaluation
is described in [7]. This includes concrete measures of performance effectiveness, justifi cation for them and a literature
review. Müller et al. [16] describes a more general framework for evaluation and includes a literature review as well
as an example evaluation with an openly accessible DB. A
more recent review is [10].
Many researchers have been critical of current benchmarking initiatives [6]. Part of the criticism is that current
retrieval systems do not perform well enough to realistically
benchmark them and that they are too separate from real user
needs for results to be meaningful to end-user applications.
This is not without reason. The current low level features
correspond only sometimes to concepts that users are looking for. It is important, therefore, to evaluate systems based
on real user needs, i.e. on what a real user is looking for.
Only systematic evaluation can show system improvements.
Not evaluating at all does not advance any system. The basic
technologies for CBIR are available but now is the time to
fi nd out which technology works for what kind of queries.
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2 Benchmarking components
An complete benchmark will include several components.
The most important of these is the creation and availability of
standard or common DBs, of typical search tasks, and ground
truths for these tasks against which to compare and evaluate
new systems. Following this, one can discuss and compare
system performance at an organised evaluation campaign.

performance. Real ground truth or a gold standard will need
to include real users that assess the system performance for
each query task and topic. This is expensive and involves
much work. It has successfully been done in the major evaluation campaigns and much literature is available on statistical signifi cance testing and problems when using pooling
schemes to reduce the number of documents that the relevance assessors will have to watch [28].

2.1. Data sets

2.4. Evaluation measures

Currently, the de–facto standard for image retrieval are
still the Corel Photo CDs. However, there are problems with
these including: they are fairly expensive, copyrighted and
not available as a public resource, and they are now unavailable on the market-place. A request from our University to
Corel for using lower–resolution images for benchmarking
was not answered. A DB that is available free of charge and
copyright and is used for evaluation is that of the Uni. of
Washington. It contains around 1000 images that are clustered by regions. Other DBs are available for computer vision research but only rarely for image retrieval. The Benchathlon also created a test DB, but currently without search
tasks and ground truths. In specialised domains such as medical imaging, there are DBs available. The National Institute
for Health (NIH) publishes free of charge all the DBs gathered. A medical DB used for retrieval is that of casimage1
[18]. In TR, the need for DBs was, again, identifi ed very
early on and test sets have been for years at the very core
of evaluation [26]. For images, there is an effort to create
annotated DBs [11] that can further on be used for system
evaluation.

A good review of performance measures used for image
retrieval can be found in [17]. Although good descriptors
that are easy to interpret are important for retrieval system
evaluation, this is not the main problem at the moment. The
measures can only be as good as the DB and ground truth
available which is the current problem. Simple measures
based on precision and recall, and especially precision vs.
recall graphs seem to be the accepted standard for CBIR.

2.2. Query tasks and topics
The fi rst question when evaluating a system should actually be “What do we want to evaluate?”. The goal for
evaluation should be based on real user needs and not a computer vision expert’s interest. Some studies have been performed on how real users query image DBs [14, 4] but too
few and they are currently all based on users searching with
text. Normally, there should be a selection of query tasks
based on real–world user queries and then, images or textual
formulations should be taken to select evaluation topics that
can be used to compare systems. This will deliver results that
correspond to what a user would expect from a system, and
systems can consequently be optimised for these goals.

2.3. Ground truth
Of course, users can for simplicity be simulated to asses
the system performance [27]. Like this, the system developer can defi ne noise levels and as a consequence the system

2.5. Benchmarking events
TR used to have several standard DBs that were used for
evaluation since the 1960s [1]. Still, the single big event that
showed a signifi cant increase in performance was TREC2
(Text REtrieval Conference) starting from 1992 [8]. TREC
is a “friendly” benchmarking event for which large data sets
and sets of seach tasks are generated, and systems compared
based on this new data each year. Several subtasks have become independent conferences in the meantime as they grew
bigger and more important (e.g. CLEF, TRECVID). Unfortunately a request to include CBIR into TREC was denied
with the explication that there were no DBs available that
could be distributed and were judged large enough.
Image retrieval does need a benchmarking event such as
TREC to meet and discuss technologies based on a variety
of DBs and specialised tasks (medical image retrieval, trademark retrieval, consumer pictures, ...)! This will allow having standard datasets, to identify good and less good techniques as well as performant interaction schemes. System
improvements can be shown over time with such an event.

3. Events for visual information retrieval
3.1. TRECVID
TRECVID was introduced as a TREC task in 2001
with subtasks in shot–boundary detection and search tasks,
mainly based on a textual description. Data sets in 2003 contain more than 130 hours of video in total. Video is different
from images in that the speech and captions can be translated
into text and thus, more that low–level visual descriptors can
be used for semantic queries. The number of participants for
TRECVID has grown steadily from 12 in 2001 to 24 in 2003.

1 http://www.casimage.com/

2 http://trec.nist.gov/
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The number of subtasks has also grown and includes now
story segmentation and classifi cation as well as higher level
feature extraction. This can be the recognition of a group of
people etc. TRECVID is a success and has created a meeting
point where technologies and their influences on retrieval can
be discussed and compared based on the same datasets. Test
collections have been created and can be used to optimise the
system performance for future tasks.

photographs from St. Andrews University Images have English annotations and typical search requests were created in
a variety of languages. The queries include one query image
plus a textual description of the query.

3.2. The Benchathlon

Figure 1. Examples St. Andrews collection.

3

The Benchathlon was created in the context of the SPIE
Photonics West conference, one of the important conferences for CBIR. The goal was to create a workshop where
benchmarking and evaluation could be discussed among researchers and industry and where a benchmarking event for
image retrieval was to be started. An evaluation methodology was developed [7] stating performance measures and
their justifi cation. An interactive evaluation methodology based on the Multimedia Retrieval Markup Language
(MRML4 ) was presented [15] to allow interactive evaluation
of systems. This was supposed to take into account the importance of relevance feedback (RF) for the evaluation of
image retrieval systems. Based on real user ground truth,
the behaviour on marking positive/negative feedback can be
automised and used for evaluations.
2001 saw the fi rst Benchathlon with basically a presentation of the outline document [7] and discussions among
participants. In 2002 a fi rst workshop with fi ve presentations was held and this number raised to 8 in 2003. Unfortunately, the goal to really compare the systems’ performance
was not reached. Efforts included the generation of a DB
containing a few thousand private pictures and a partly annotation of these [21]. Ground truth has not yet been generated for query topics to evaluate system performance. The
proposed architecture for automatic evaluation was not accepted by many research groups either, although efforts were
taken write tools for participants and help them to install an
MRML–based system access.

3.3. ImageCLEF
The Cross Language Evaluation Forum (CLEF5 ) started
as a subtask of TREC to allow IR over languages where for
example the queries are in a different language than the documents. CLEF began in 2000 taking two days and listing over
25 papers in the proceedings. In 2003, one of the subtasks
included was ImageCLEF6, for the evaluation of cross language image retrieval systems [2]. ImageCLEF started with
4 participants using a DB of approximately 30,000 historic
3 http://www.benchathlon.net/
4 http://www.mrml.net
5 http://www.clef-campaign.org/
6 http://ir.shef.ac.uk/ImageCLEF2004/

Figure 1 shows images of the DB. The fact that most images are in grey or brown scales also explains why, in 2003,
there was no use of visual retrieval algorithms in the competition. The kind of query topics are very hard to answer
visually as they are not based on the visual content but the semantics of the image. For this reason, in 2004, a more visual
retrieval task will be added to ImageCLEF in the domain of
medical images and an interactive task has also been added
[3] to include some more user–centred evaluation. Figure 2
shows some example images from this DB that contains a total of almost 9000 medical images [18] of a medical teaching
fi le including annotations in French and English.

Figure 2. Examples medical collection.
Query topics (26 in total) were chosen by a radiologist
to represent the entire DB. Ground truthing is performed by
radiologists. The search task is expressed as an image only,
but within the DB, images are accompanied by texts describing medical conditions in French or English. This makes
the task cross-language, but also gives particular potential to
visual IR. Automatically extracted visual information is inherently insensitive to language and can thus be an important
aid to cross–language IR. On the other hand, the combination
of textual and visual cues can also deliver important results
for the visual IR community as it adds semantics which are
not easily derived from the image itself. With this, both the
cross language and image retrieval communities can profi t
from the other to improve system performance for certain
search tasks and obtain new insight into this particular type
of IR. The 2004 competition has 10 participants for a set of
search tasks based on the St. Andrews data, and 10 for tasks
based on the medical data. This improvement from 4 in 2003
to 20 in 2004 shows the perceived importance of image retrieval within the context of cross–language IR. Entries vary
widely from those using purely textual methods to those using purely visual ones. A large number of entries have also
experimented with combining text and visual methods to increase performance. Further techniques such as automatic
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query expansion and manual RF have been submitted by participants, as well as the use of various translation resources.

4. Conclusions
The CBIR community needs a common effort to create
and make available datasets/query topics and ground truth to
be able to compare the performance of various techniques.
A benchmarking event is needed more than ever to give a
discussion forum for researchers to compare techniques and
identify promising approaches. Especially the use of multi–
modal DBs and of cross–language IR on the evaluation of
image retrieval algorithms is important as many real–world
collections such as the Internet have exactly these characteristics. Strong participation in events such as TRECVID and
ImageCLEF shows that there is a need to share data and results to advance visual IR.
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compare the vascular structures obtained from
microangiographic images series of zebrafish embryo,
which is considered as one of the best model species to
study human vascular development [10-12]. To obtain a
more robust segmentation and reconstruction result, a
relational-tubular deformable model (Retu) has been
developed in [13]. Based on Retu, we are able to segment
and obtain many variants of the 3D vasculatures of
zebrafish. In order to understand the variability of the
geometry and the quantitative morphology of these
vasculature samples within a visual information system,
computing the 3D correspondence of these 3D sample
models is needed.
It is well known that solving the correspondence
problem is a challenge and a prerequisite for many
biomedical imaging applications such as organs growth
measurement, aesthetic surgery evaluation, histological
section registration etc. [14-18]. For angiographic image
analysis in particular, point correspondences are
established mainly for three purposes. Firstly,
corresponding points are needed in the different
projective angiographic images such as a pairs of Digital
Subtraction Angiogram to reconstruct 3D vessel models
[14,15]. Secondly, matching of the corresponding salient
points to perform vessel quantification and growth
measurement comparison [16]. Lastly, correspondence
needs to be established for constructing point distribution
models [17,18]. To solve the correspondence problems in
the above tasks, most of the solutions reported are based
on local and partial shape matching; typically by
comparing the shape descriptor distances between salient
points on the vessels [15-18].
However,
in
studying
segmentation
and
reconstruction issues on the vasculature, we find that it is
very difficult to identify or to define the corresponding
points for the vessel segments using these shape
descriptors. For example, in the caudal vasculature of
zebrafish embryo, underdeveloped plexus are often
conglutinated between the caudal artery (CA) and caudal
vein (CV) (A vasculature atlas of the zebrafish is shown

Abstract
This paper presents a method that uses approximate
parallelism to construct the 3D point correspondence for
vascular structures. Four types of approximated
parallelism inherently present in the vasculature are
investigated and their common characteristics are
formalized into a set of force models. Then the fuzziness
of the parallelism and the points coupling between a pair
of vessels are achieved by a parallelism-based forcedriven correspondence detection strategy. The resulting
point correspondences are perceptually good and can be
used for 3D model matching and visual information
queries based on point distribution models and
morphological analysis and quantification of the
reconstructed vasculatures.

1. Introduction
Vasculature system is an organ system for oxygen
and nutrient delivery as well as a conduit for
communication between distant tissues. The importance
of the vascular system was demonstrated by the lethality
of animals with vascular defects [1-4]. Recent years,
many medical reports and statistical analysis have
indicated that vascular diseases have become one of the
major sources of deaths for human beings [5]. To gain
more understanding of the human vasculature
development
and
diseases,
angiography
and
microangiography techniques are used to observe
circulatory patterns, both for human and model animals.
A good survey about different imaging modalities of
angiography could be found in [6,7].
However, it has been proven that automatically
segmenting and reconstructing 3-D vascular models from
angiographic images is very difficult [8], especially for
the in vivo model animals due to the subtle effects of
tissue characteristics and sample motion. In [9], we have
designed and implemented a visual information system to
extract 3D models of vasculature and to quantify and
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symmetry, closure and repetitive patterns [21]. Since for
vasculature, approximate parallelisms frequently exist
between a pair of vessels, it is reasonable to establish the
point correspondence based on this kind of primitive
knowledge.
In this paper, we present a method to define and to
locate the corresponding points for a pair of vessels based
on determining their approximate parallelism. To our
knowledge, no literature has been reported to address this
approach to the problem. Four classes of approximate
parallelism frequently existed in a pair of vessels have
been identified and our previous work on a force-driven
optimization model has been adopted to incorporate the
fuzzy parallelism information between the coupling point
pairs. Then the final corresponding points could be
obtained
by
a
parallelism-based
force-driven
correspondence detection scheme.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows.
Different types of approximate parallelism existed in the
vasculature are analyzed in section 2, as well as a
summarization of their common characteristics. Section 3
sketches the parallelism–based force-driven models and
section 4 presents the correspondence-matching scheme
for a pair of approximate parallel vessels. We show our
experiment results in section 5 and conclude the paper in
the end.

in figure 1c. To visualize the structure of the caudal
vasculature and quantify the well-grown vessels
accurately, a multi-orientation dissections based r
technique [19] is developed to segment and reconstruct
the major vessels while filter out the plexus. One of the
resulting caudal vascular models is shown in figure 1b.
Although the connectivities between intersegmental
vessels (Se) and CA are ideal to serve as the salient points
for establishing correspondence, few meaningful feature
points on CV could be identified using traditional
approaches, which makes the vascular analysis and
quantification (for example, the measurement of the
distance between caudal vein and caudal artery) very
difficult. Furthermore, local descriptors for partial shape
matching such as curvature, and tangent are not helpful

a

b

2. Existence of approximate parallelism in a
pair of vessels and their characteristics
In [22], we investigated three kinds of perceptual
parallel models for planar curves. However, for loose
parallelism between two vessels, the morphology and
properties are slightly different since basically, no
rigorous mathematical definition on parallelism could be
found for naturally occurring vasculature. Through
observing many sample vasculatures, we can, instead,
enumerate approximate parallelism that exists in a pair of
vessels. Please note that the parallelism discussed here is
basically a perceptual parallelism in 3D Euclidean space.
We denote the vessel with a set of salient points as active
vessel V A (s ) and the vessel being matched as the passive

c
Figure 1. Vasculature of zebrafish embryo. (a) One of the
microangiographic images examples. (b) Reconstructed 3D
model (c) Atlas of caudal vasculature

here to find useful salient points since tortuousness and
local irregularity is an inherent characteristic of the
vessels.
Interestingly, in this circumstance, humans are still
able to make out relatively important points and to
establish rough correspondence between two vessels
based on their spatial geometric relationship. For
example, for the model shown in figure 1b, many people
may choose the blue marked points along CV as the
landmark points and think these points have somehow
correspondence with the connectivities on CA according
to approximate parallelism between CA and CV. It has
been shown that perceptual organization was a primitive
level of inference that could operate on its own without
high-level knowledge [20]. Psychologists believe that
primitive grouping in our vision system is done on
proximity, collinearity, curvilinearity, parallelism,

vessel V P (s ) , s ranges from 0 to the length of the vessel.

In this 3D vessel modeling, V* ( s ) = (x* ( s ), y * ( s ), z * ( s ) ) ,
where * ∈{ A, P} . We also use V* ( s k ) to denote the
discrete points along the medial axis of the vascular
model, 1 ≤ k ≤ n . Corresponding points on the passive
vessel could also be represented as V P ( f ( s k )) since they
are defined as a one-to-one mapping to the salient points
on the active vessel. V A ( s k ) and V P ( f ( s k )) are a
conjugate pair in the approximate parallelism sense.
1.
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Approximate Railroad Parallelism.

In this type of approximate parallelism, two vessels
together looks like a foreshorten railroad track as shown
in figure 2a. Along the tracks, the shortest distance
between any two points belong to either vessel is roughly
geometric proportion. Mathematically, given two adjacent
conjugate point-pairs, we have:
distance(V A ( s k ), V P ( s k ) )
≈c
(1)
distance(V A ( s k +1 ), V P ( s k +1 ) )
2.

parallelism frequently appears in the vasculature, as
shown in figure 2 d-f.
Based on the previous discussions, four common
criteria could be extracted from the above cases of
approximate parallelism between a pair of vessels. (1)
Sleepers Criterion. We called the lines joining the
corresponding couples of active and passive vessels
sleepers. For approximate parallel vessels, sleepers should
be either approximately parallel (parallelism case 1,2,4)
or approximately concurrent (case 3). (2) Tangent
Alignment Criterion. The deflection of the tangent at
couple pairs on active and passive vessels should not be
too large (parallelism case 2,3). Or, the tangents of
corresponding pairs should be roughly symmetric equal
about the chords (case 1,4). (3) Similarity Criterion. The
two vessels should be similar (case 2,3) or symmetric
similar in shape (case 1,4) (4) Elasticity Criterion. If the
salient points in active vessels are basically evenly
distributed, the distances between successive coupled
points in the passive vessels should lengthened or
shortened more or less uniformly (for all cases).

Approximate translation parallelism.

The parallel vessels in this class are roughly achieved
by translation (Figure 2b). It could be represented as:
• V P ( s ) ≈ ( x A ( s ) + u , y A ( s ) + v, z A ( s ) + w)
(2)

•

θ A ( s ) ≈ θ P ( s) where θ (s ) is the tangent orientation
at point s .

b

3. Force models for representing
approximate parallelism criteria
a

d

As we have mentioned previously, to get the
corresponding points on the passive vessel by detecting
the approximate parallelism of the active vessel, shapematching approaches based on local descriptors could not
work. Furthermore, for the objects like blood vessels
which have highly irregular local geometric features,
exact correspondence does not exist and does not make
sense. The criteria described in previous section only
suggest how the mapping scheme should be constructed
and could not give us hard and fast rules to follow. What
we need is a method to obtain the fuzzy correspondence
within the framework of approximate parallelism to
simulate human perceptual inference organization. This
requirement limits the applicability of the traditional
optimization techniques. In [23], we proposed a forcedriven optimization solution for detecting perceptually
parallel curves. The basic idea is formulating perceptual
parallelism characteristics into a number of competing
forces and letting them counteract each other until they
arrive at equilibrium. In this way, the fuzziness built in
human vision system could be coded into the force-driven
scheme to allow matching of moderately deformed
shapes. We believe that this approach is very suitable for
finding the corresponding couples on the passive vessels
based on the approximate parallelism of the active
vessels. Instead of looking for the globally optimal
solution that satisfies all of the criteria, we could obtain
an acceptable coupling result by using the force-driven
local optimization technique. To accommodate our vessel
correspondence problem, the forces in [23] are slightly

c

e

f

Figure 2. Diversiform approximate
parallelism exhibits in vasculature

3. Approximate central similarity transformation
parallelism.
Suppose o is the center of the central similar vessels
with a positive similarity coefficient κ , the coupling
point-pairs should be established by drawing lines from
o and cutting both V A and VP , Then the approximate
central similarity transformation parallelism (figure 2c)
distance(O, V A ( s k ) ) 1
could be represented as:
≈
(3)
distance(O, V P ( s k ) ) κ
4.

the

"Bracket parallelism"

We could not say a pair of curves with bracket shape
is parallel. However, the couple points on a pair of vessels
that looks like a parenthesis would have similar
relationship as equation (1). Furthermore, if one of the
bracket vessels is projected with respect to its chord, it
may be approximate parallel to the other bracket vessel.
We make use of this property in section 3. This kind of
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modified and extended. Due to the limited space, we
briefly list the force models as follows. . Please refer to
the original paper for full details and the relevant
mathematical theorems.

•

Deflection Force ( F1 ----DF).

This force serves to constrain the direction of the
coupling points on passive vessels to the expect
orientation which makes the sleepers to be approximately
parallel or concurrent each other (figure 3). The force is
calculated as: (4)
 (P − P ) × (P − P ) 䇭䇭㫀㪽䇭䇭 (P − P ).(P − P ) ≠ 1
° 5 0
6
5
2
1 4
3
DF(S k ) = ®
(P
−
P
)
×
(P
−
P
)
ǂǂǂǂǂ
otherwise
ǂǂǂǂ
°̄ 2 1
6
5
where × is the cross product between two vectors.

•

The aim of AEF is to generate a good approximation
of passive vessels by the set of coupled points V P ( f ( s k )) ,
which could make the two vessels similar in shape. The
accuracy of this approximation could be indicated by the
perpendicular distance of the investigated segment from
the chord, as shown in figure 5.
Since the AEF comes from two sources, one is a force
at V P ( f ( s k )) to push it towards V P ( f ( s k +1 )) and the
other is a force at V P ( f ( s k −1 )) to push it towards

V P ( f ( s k )) , we define the AEF as:
AEF ( s k ) = d (V P ( f ( s k ))) − d (V P ( f ( s k −1 ))) (6)
•

Elasticity Force ( F4 ----EF)

EF is modeled to meet the requirement of uniform
interval between successive corresponding points on the
passive vessels. If we approximate the sleepers by the
elastic strings, EF could be described as
L( f ( s k ), f ( s k +1 )) L( f ( s k −1 ), f ( s k ))
EF ( s k ) =
−
(7)
L( s k , s k +1 )
L( s k −1 , s k )

Tangent Alignment Force ( F2 ----TAF).

TAF adjusts misaligned tangent to ensure similar
tangent directions of two coupling points (Figure 4a). For
the approximate bracket parallelism described in section 2,
tangent directions of the active vessels V A ( s k ) are

where L( p1 , p 2 ) denotes arc length between point p1 and

calculated along their mirror symmetric vessels V Aǂ
' (s k )
with respect to its chord CA (Figure 4b). This force could
be represented as:
TAF ( s k ) = DDT (V A' ( s k )) × DDT (V p ( f ( s k ))
(5),

p2 .
sk
f (s k )

where DDT is the direction dependent tangent vectors
given in [23].

s k +1

EF
EF

f ( s k +1 )

Figure 6. Diagram of Elasticity Force

4. Parallelism–based
force-driven
correspondence detection scheme

Figure 3. Diagram
Deflection Force

VA (S k )

of

Given a pair of vessels, normally one artery and one
vein, to get the point correspondence on the passive
vessels based on approximate parallelism, first, we should
locate the salient points on the active vessel. In most
cases, the salient points include junctions and landmark
points identified by biologists or other feature points [24].
More sample points on active vessel may be interpolated
evenly between the identified salient points to
approximate the vessel better. Then for each point s k at
active vessel, we need to find a corresponding point
f ( s k ) on the passive vessel to meet the approximate
parallelism criteria.
Similar to our previous work in [22] and based on the
force models described previously, the main idea of our
parallelism-based correspondence detection scheme is to
search the corresponding point on the passive vessel,

Figure 5. Diagram of
Approximation Error Force

ψ A ( Sk )

VA ( Sk )
CA

ψ ' (Sk )
A

V A' ( S k )
TAF

VP ( f ( S k ))

VP ( f ( S k ))

TAF

ψ P (S k )

a

ψ P (S k )

b

which achieves τ ( f ( s k )) = MIN (

Figure 4. Diagram of Tangent Alignment Force

4

¦ ω F (s ))
i

i =1

•

Approximation Error Force ( F3 ----AEF).
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i

k

(8)

where ω i are the weights assigned to different kinds of

vasculature of zebrafish. As shown in figure 8,
intersegmental vessels (Se) appear in short intervals along
the dorsal axis of the fish, connecting both DLAV (upper
vessel in Figure 8) and CA (lower vessel), almost evenly.
We try to locate the corresponding points for DLAV
using our force-driven scheme by selecting CA as the
active vessel, and junctions as the salient points. We
could find that the resulting correspondences are closely
adjacent to the junctions on DLAV, which does represent
the uniformity property of the Se. These correspondence
locations and matching are valuable for biologists and
could be used as landmark for vascular quantification and
measurements.

forces and Fi are the forces described in section 3. Since
the approximate parallelism criteria have been formulated
to forces, the minimum resultant of the combination
forces could be achieved at the ideal corresponding points
in rough parallelism sense.
In our implementation, the process is based on
iterative greedy search. First, some candidate points are
selected on the passive vessel randomly. At each iteration,
for every candidate point f ( s k ) on the passive vessel, we
calculate four forces and combine them as in equation (8)
to get the resultant force τ ( f ( s k )) . τ ( f ( s k )) actually
describes the amount of the deviation of the candidate
points. Suppose s 0 to s n have been ordered from the start
point to the end point of the active vessel. If τ ( f ( s k ))
is
not less than a small threshold, the moving direction
g ( f ( s k )) of the candidate f ( s k ) could be decided as:

b

 DDT ( f ( s k )) ǂifǂτ ( f ( s k )) > threshold
ǂǂ
−̃( f ( s k )) = ®
¯ DDT ( f ( s k ))ǂifǂτ ( f ( s k )) < −threshold
(9)
That is, the searching direction depends on the sign of
τ ( f ( s k )) . If τ ( f ( s k )) > threshold , f ( s k ) should move

a

c

closer to f ( s k +1 ) , otherwise, the search should be

d

performed towards the direction of f ( s k −1 ) . Since the
deformation of the neighborhood points may update the
amount of the forces upon one candidate point, the
iterative process will continue unless all of f ( s k −1 )

on

f

Figure 7. Experiment result on landmark points
searching and correspondence matching in the
caudal vasculature of zebrafish embryo. In all of
the cases, upper or left vascular are active
vessels.

satisfy τ ( f ( s k )) fells below a small threshold.

5. Experimental results
embryo vasculature

e

zebrafish

We test our parallelism-based force-driven point
correspondence searching scheme on the 3D model of the
caudal vasculature of zebrafish embryo. The 3D
vasculature is reconstructed from the microangiographic
image series visualized by the confocal laser scanning
microscopy [9]. One of the angiographic image examples
has been shown in Figure 1a. In our experiment, the
weights in equation (8) are set in the ration 150:50:5:30,
which are the same as [23] for the normalization purpose.
The correspondence lines between salient points on active
vessels and resulting corresponding points on passive
vessels for diversiform approximate parallel vessels are
shown in figure 7. They are perceptually good and
basically present the approximately parallel relationship
between the vessels. Since in approximate parallelism
there are in fact no exact rules to follow, therefore it is
difficult to evaluate whether the resulting correspondence
are indeed true correspondence. However, we attempt to
validate our matching scheme on a special segment of

Figure 8. The resulting corresponding matching on piece
of vasculature segment of zebrafish.

6. Conclusion
In this paper, we propose a method to construct the
point correspondence for a pair of vessels which do not
possess obvious salient points. We observe that
approximate parallelism frequently exists in a pair of
vessels and we exploit the concept of perceptual grouping
to obtain the corresponding points. Four types of
approximate parallelism in a vasculature are introduced
and the common criteria are extracted. These criteria are
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from confocal scanning laser fluorescence microscope images ",
Accept by Computers in Biology and Medicine.
[10] http://www.nih.gov/science/models/zebrafish/
[11] Lawson, N.D. and Weinstein, B.M., . Arteries and veins:
making a difference with zebrafish. Nature Reviews in
Genetics, 3, 674-682, 2002
[12] Weinstein, B. M., Stemple, D. L., Driever, W. and
Fishman, M. C.,
Gridlock, a localized heritable vascular
patterning defect in the zebrafish. Nature Medicine, 1, 1143–
1147, 1995.
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Quantification of Zebrafish Embryo from Microangiography
Image Series", Accept by Computerized Medical Imaging and
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Accuracy by Comparison with X-Ray Angiograms, IPMI 99,
Lectur Notes in Computer science 1613:1999 , 308-321
[15] J. Y. Lee, C.H. Chen, J. M. Tasai, Y. N. Sun and C. W
Mao, 3D Image Reconstruction of Brain Vessels from
Angiograms, Proceedings of 1996 IEEE TENCON. Digital
Signal Processing Applications ,Volume: 2 , 26-29, 547 - 552,
Nov. 1996
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Marta Fidrich, and Mike A. Smith, Robust Point
Correspondence Applied to Two and Three-Dimensional Image
Registration, IEEE Transactions on Pattern Analysis and
Machine Intelligence. Vol. 23. No. 2,165-179. Feb 2000.
[17] T.F.Cootes, C.J.Taylor, D.H.Cooper,and J.Graham ,
"Active Shape Models---Their Training and Applications" ,
Computer Vision and Image Understanding Vol.61 No. 1, ,
page 38-59, January, 1995.
[18] Horace H.S. Ip, Dinggang Shen , An affine-invariant
active
contour
model
(AI-Snake)
for
model-base
segmentation , Image and Vision Computing Volume 16,
Issue 2, 20, 135-146 , February 1998
[19] Horace H. S. Ip, Judy J. Feng, and Shuk H. Cheng,
Automatic Segmentation and Tracking of Vasculature from
Confocal Scanning Laser Fluorescence Microscope Using
Multi-Orientation Dissections, The First IEEE International
Symposium on Biomedical Imaging, Washington DC, USA.
July 7-10, 2002. 249-252
[20] A. Witkin and J. Tenenbaum, On the role of structure in
vision, Human and Machine Vision, eds. J. Beck, B. Hope et al,
Academin Press, New York, 481-543,1983
[21] M. Wertheimer, Principles of perceptural organization
(translated), Readings in perception, Van Nostrand, Princeton,
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[22] W. H. Wong and Horace H.S. Ip, "On the Detection of
parallel curves: Models and Representations", International
Journal of Pattern Recognition and Artificial Intelligence Vol.
10 No. 7 813-827, 1996
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Computer Vision and Image Understanding Vol. 68, No.2. 190208, Nov. 1997
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adopted for formulating the forces models for a forcedriven optimization process. The fuzziness of the
approximate parallelism between vessels is incorporated
into the force-driven correspondence detection scheme.
The resulting corresponding points achieve equilibrium in
the force field in which the competing forces are
cancelled or counteracted each other. The established
correspondence matching is visually acceptable. This
method is applicable to building point distribution models
and also valuable for vascular quantification and
measurements in visual information systems. It also
provides a good foundation for developing promising
solutions that make use of primitive perceptual
knowledge present in biological organs.
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Abstract
We introduce a compressed domain image retrieval technique based on the Colour Visual Pattern Image Coding
(CVPIC) compression method. The proposed algorithm allows the calculation of image features and hence contentbased image retrieval (CBIR) to be performed directly on
CVPIC compressed data without the need of decoding it beforehand. In particular, we make immediate use of the fact
the uniform and non-uniform areas are coded separately
in CVPIC and calculate two distinct histograms similar to
the colour coherence vector approach. Retrieval results on
the UCID dataset show good retrieval performance, outperforming methods such as colour histograms, colour coherence vectors, and colour correlograms.

1 Introduction
With the rise of the Internet and the availability of affordable digital imaging devices, the need for content-based image retrieval (CBIR) is ever increasing. While many methods have been suggested in the literature only few take into
account the fact that - due to limited resources such as disk
space and bandwidth - virtually all images are stored in
compressed form. In order to process them for CBIR they
first need to be uncompressed and the features calculated
in the pixel domain. Often these features are stored alongside the images which seems counterintuitive to the original
need for compression. The desire for techniques that operate directly in the compressed domain providing, so-called
midstream content access, seems therefore evident [7].
Colour Visual Pattern Image Coding (CVPIC) is one of
the first so-called 4-th criterion image compression algorithms [10, 9]. A 4-th criterion algorithm allows - in addition to the classic three image coding criteria of image quality, efficiency, and bitrate - the image data to be queried and
processed directly in its compressed form, in other word

the image data is directly meaningful without the requirement of a decoding step. The data that is readily available
in CVPIC compressed images is the colour information of
each of the 4 × 4 blocks the image has been divided into,
and information on the spatial characteristics of each block,
in particular on whether a given block is identified as a uniform block (a block with no or little variation) or a pattern
block (a block where an edge or gradient has been detected).
In this paper we make direct use of this information and
propose an image retrieval algorithm similar to the colour
coherence vectors introduced in [6] and the border/interior
pixel approach in [12] which both show that dividing the
pixels of an image into those that are part of a uniform
area and those that are not can improve retrieval performance. In essence we create two colour histograms, one
for uniform blocks and one for pattern blocks. Experimental results obtained from querying the UCID [11] dataset
show that this approach not only allows retrieval directly
in the compressed domain but also outperforms colour histogram, colour coherence vector and border/interior pixel
techniques.
The rest of this paper is organised as follows: in Section 2 we give a brief introduction of image retrieval based
on colour histograms, colour coherence vectors and border/interior pixel histograms. Also, we present the CVPIC
compression algorithm used in this paper. Section 3 describes our novel method of image retrieval in the CVPIC
domain while Section 4 presents experimental results. Section 5 concludes the paper.

2 Background
2.1

Colour-based image retrieval

2.1.1 Colour histograms
Swain and Ballard [13] were the first to introduce a useful object recognition algorithm based on colour features.
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Surprisingly, their approach is very simple yet very powerful. They proposed to build a colour histogram of the image
to describe its (colour) content. The histogram is built by
(uniformly) quantising the colour space into a number of
bins (often 16 × 16 × 16) and counting how many pixels
of the image fall into each bin. The colour histogram represents the index of the image; to compare two histograms
and hence two images, they introduced (the complement of)
histogram intersection defined as
dHIS (I1 , I2 ) = 1 −

N


min(H1 (k), H2 (k))

(1)

k=1

where H1 and H2 are the colour histograms of images I1
and I2 , and N is the number of bins used for representing
the histogram. It can be shown that histogram intersection
is equivalent to the L1 norm and hence is a metric [13].
Histograms and histogram intersection are a successful and
robust approach to image retrieval (in Swain’s experiments
the correct model was identified most of the time) and is
thus at the heart of image search engines such as QBIC [5]
and Virage [1].
2.1.2

Colour coherence vectors

Pass and Zabih [6] introduced colour coherence vectors as
a method of introducing spatial information into the retrieval process. Colour coherence vectors consist of two
histograms: one histogram of coherent and one of noncoherent pixels. Pixels are considered to be coherent if they
are part of a continuous uniformly coloured area and the
size of this area exceeds some threshold τ where τ is usually defined as 1% of the overall area of an image. The L1
norm is used as the distance metric between two colour coherence vectors

by calculating the distance between those histograms as
dBIP (I1 , I2 ) =
N

 b

|H1 (k) − H2b (k)| + |H1i (k) − H2i (k)|

2.2

[|H1c (k) − H2c (k)| + |H1s (k) − H2s (k)|]

Figure 1. The 14 edge patterns used in CVPIC
(2)

k=1

Hic

His

and
and are the histograms of coherent and
where
non-coherent (scattered) pixels respectively.
2.1.3

Colour Visual Pattern Image Coding

The Colour Visual Pattern Image Coding (CVPIC)
image compression algorithm introduced by Schaefer et
al. [10] is an extension of the work by Chen and Bovic [2].
The underlying idea is that within a 4 × 4 image block only
one discontinuity is visually perceptible.
CVPIC first performs a conversion to the CIEL*a*b*
colour space [3] as a more appropriate image representation.
As many other colour spaces, CIEL*a*b* comprises one luminance and two chrominance channels; CIEL*a*b* however, was designed to be a uniform representation, meaning that equal differences in the colour space correspond to
equal perceptual differences. A quantitative measurement
of these colour differences was defined using the Euclidian
distance in the L*a*b* space and is given in ∆E units.
A set of 14 patterns of 4×4 pixels has been defined in [2].
All these patterns contain one edge at various orientations
(vertical, horizontal, plus and minus 45◦ ) as can be seen in
Figure 1 where + and - represent different intensities. In
addition a uniform pattern where all intensities are equal is
being used.

dCCV (I1 , I2 ) =
N


(3)

k=1

Border/interior pixel histograms

Stehling et al. [12] took a similar approach to that of coherence vectors. Pixels are classified as either interior or border pixels. A pixel is an interior pixel if (after a quantisation
step) it has the same colour as its 4-neighbourhood, otherwise it is a border pixel. We see that in contrast to colour
coherence vectors here the classification process is much
simplified. Two histograms H b and H i for border and interior pixels are then created. Two images can be compared

The image is divided into 4x4 pixel blocks. Determining
which visual pattern represents each block most accurately
then follows. For each of the visual patterns the average
L*a*b* values µ+ and µ− for the regions marked by + and
- respectively (i.e. the mean values for the regions on each
side of the pattern) are calculated according to


j∈− pj
i∈+ pi
and µ− = 
(4)
µ+ = 
1
i∈+
j∈− 1
where pi and pj represent the pixel vectors in L*a*b* colour
space.
The colour difference of each actual pixel and the corresponding mean value is obtained and averaged over the
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block according to

=

i∈+

pi − µ+  +


j∈−

16

pj − µ− 

(5)

The visual pattern leading to the lowest  value (given
in CIEL*a*b* ∆E units) is then chosen. In order to allow
for the encoding of uniform blocks the average colour difference to the mean colour of the block is also determined
according to


pi − µ
pi
where µ = ∀i
(6)
σ = ∀i
16
16
A block is coded as uniform if either its variance in
colour is very low, or if the resulting image quality will not
suffer severely if coded as a uniform rather than as an edge
block. To meet this requirement two thresholds are defined.
The first threshold describes the upper bound for variations
within a block, i.e. the average colour difference to the mean
colour of the block. Every block with a variance below this
value will be encoded as uniform. The second threshold is
related to the difference between the average colour variation within a block and the average colour difference that
would result if the block were coded as a pattern block (i.e.
the lowest variance possible for an edge block) which is calculated by
(7)
δ = σ − min∀patterns ()
If this difference is very low (or if the variance for a uniform
pattern is below those of all edge patterns in which case σ
is negative) coding the block as uniform will not introduce
distortions much more perceptible than if the block is coded
as a pattern block. Hence, a block is coded as a uniform
block if at least one of the following criteria is met:
(i) σ < 1.75
(ii) δ < 1.25
We adopted the values of 1.75 ∆E and 1.25 ∆E for the two
thresholds from [10].
For each block, one bit is stored which states whether the
block is uniform or a pattern block. In addition, for edge
blocks an index identifying the visual pattern needs to be
stored. Following this procedure results in a representation
of each block as 5 bits (1 + 4 as we use 14 patterns) for an
edge block and 1 bit for a uniform block describing the spatial component, and the full colour information for one or
two colours (for uniform and pattern blocks respectively).
In contrast to [10] where each image is colour quantised
individually, the colour components are quantised to 64 universally pre-defined colours (we adopted those of [8]). Each
colour can hence be encoded using 6 bits. Therefore, in total a uniform block takes 7 (= 1 + 6) bits, whereas a pattern block is stored in 17 (=5 + 2 ∗ 6) bits. We found that
this yielded an average compression ratio of about 1:30.

We note, that the information could be further encoded to
achieve lower bitrates. Both the pattern and the colour information could be entropy coded. In this paper however,
we refrain from this step as we are primarily interested in a
synthesis of coding and retrieval.

3 CVPIC uniform/non-uniform colour histograms
We note from above that the colour coherence vector
(CCV) and border/interior pixel (BIP) approaches both calculate two types of histograms: one for pixels that belong
to a uniform region and a second one for those pixels that
do not fall into the first category.
In this paper we present an approach similar to those
of CCV and BIP but exploit the information that is readily
available in the CVPIC compressed format. We see that the
encoded CVPIC information is directly visually meaningful. While on the one hand, the colour information is readily available, on the other hand information on the spatial
content, i.e. shape-based information is also precalculated
in the form of uniform and edge blocks.
The division into uniform and pattern blocks creates an
automatic classification of image pixels. Pixels that are part
of a uniform area (i.e. ’coherent’ or ’interior’ pixels) will
more likely be contained within a uniform block. On the
other hand pixels that form part of an edge (i.e. ’border’
pixels) will fall into pattern blocks. We can therefore immediately distinguish between these two types of pixels without any further calculation (as would need to be done for
CCV or BIP calculation). We hence create two colour histograms: a uniform histogram H u by considering only uniform blocks and a non-uniform histogram H n calculated
solely from edge blocks. While exact histograms could be
calculated by simply adding the appropriate number of pixels to the relevant colour bins while scanning through the
image we suggest a simpler, less computationally intensive,
method. Instead of weighing the histogram increments by
the relative pixel proportions we simply increment the affected colour bins (two for an edge block, one for a uniform block) by 11 . We also wish to point out that the resulting histograms are not normalised as is often the case
with histogram based descriptors. The reason for this is that
by not normalising we preserve the original ratio between
uniform and pattern blocks - an image feature that should
prove important for distinguishing between images with a
similar colour content.
Having calculated H u and H n which can be done efficiently enough on-line, two images can then be compared
1 We note that this puts more weight on the non-uniform histogram than
on the uniform one.
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by calculating the L1 norm between their histograms
Colour histograms
Colour coherence vectors
Border/interior pixel histograms
Colour correlograms
CVPIC uniform/non-uniform hist.

dCVPIC (I1 , I2 ) =
N


[|H1u (k) − H2u (k)| + |H1n (k) − H2n (k)|]

(8)

AMP
90.47
91.03
91.27
89.96
93.28

ARE
90.83
85.88
82.49
95.61
62.40

k=1

Table 1. Results obtained on the UCID
dataset.

4 Experimental Results
We evaluated our method using the recently released
UCID dataset [11]. UCID, an Uncompressed Colour Image
Database2 , consists of 1338 colour images all preserved in
their uncompressed form which makes it ideal for the testing of compressed domain techniques. UCID also provides
a ground truth of 262 assigned query images each with a
number of predefined corresponding matches that an ideal
image retrieval system would return.
We compressed the database using the CVPIC coding
technique and performed image retrieval using the algorithm detailed in Section 3 based on the queries defined in
the UCID set. As performance measure we use the modified
average match percentile (AMP) from [11] and the retrieval
effectiveness from [4]. The modified AMP is defined as
SQ

MPQ =

100  N − Ri
SQ i=1 N − i

(9)

1 
MPQ
Q

(10)

with Ri < Ri+1 and
AMP =

where Ri is the rank the i-th match to query image Q was
returned, SQ is the number of corresponding matches for
Q, and N is the total number of images in the database.
A perfect retrieval system would achieve an AMP of 100
whereas an AMP of 50 would mean the system performs as
well as one that returns the images in a random order.
The retrieval effectiveness is given by
SQ

REQ = i=1
SQ

Ri

i=1 Ii

(11)

where Ri is the rank of the i-th matching image and Ii is
the ideal rank of the i-th match (i.e. I = {1, 2, ..., SQ }).
The average retrieval effectiveness ARE is then taken as the
mean of RE over all query images. An ideal CBIR algorithm would return an ARE of 1, the closer the ARE to that
value (i.e. the lower the ARE) the better the algorithm.
In order to relate the results obtained we also implemented colour histogram based image retrieval (8 × 8 × 8
2 UCID

is available from http://vision.doc.ntu.ac.uk/.

RGB histograms), colour coherence vectors, and the border/interior pixel approach. Results for all methods can be
found in Table 1. From there we see that our novel approach is not only capable of achieving good retrieval performance, but that it actually clearly outperforms all other
methods! While the border/interior pixel approach achieves
an AMP of 91.27 and all other methods perform worse,
CVPIC colour/shape histograms provide an average match
percentile of 93.28, that is more than 2 higher than the best
of the other methods. This is indeed a significant difference as a drop in match percentile of 2 will mean that 2%
more of the whole image database need to be returned in
order to find the images that are relevant; as typical image
database nowadays can contain tens of thousands to hundreds of thousands images this would literally mean additionally thousands of images. The superiority of the CVPIC
approach is especially remarkable so as it is based on images compressed to a medium compression ratio, i.e. images with a significantly lower image quality that uncompressed images whereas for all other methods the original
uncompressed versions of the images were used. Furthermore, methods such as colour histograms, colour coherence
vectors and colour correlograms are known to work fairly
well for image retrieval and are hence among those techniques that are widely used in this field. An example of
the difference in retrieval performance is illustrated in Figure 2 which shows one of the query images of the UCID
database together with the five top ranked images returned
by all method. Only the CVPIC techniques manages to retrieve four correct model images in the top five while colour
correlograms retrieve three and all other methods only two.

5 Conclusions
In this paper we present a novel image retrieval technique that operates directly in the compressed domain of
CVPIC compressed images. By exploiting the fact that
CVPIC distinguishes between uniform and pattern blocks
we are able to calculate histograms of pixels that fall in a
uniformly coloured regions and those that do not. The resulting histograms are then simply compared by using the
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Figure 2. Sample query together with 5
top ranked images returned by (from top
to bottom) colour histograms, colour coherence vectors, border/interior pixel histograms, colour correlograms, CVPIC retrieval.

L1 norm in order to perform image retrieval. Experimental
results on a medium-sized colour image database show that
the suggested method performs well, outperforming techniques such as colour histograms, colour coherence vectors,
and border/interior pixel histograms.
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Toward semantics level indexing and retrieval of images and video
Jian Kang Wu, Joohwee Lim and Dezhong Hong
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Abstract
Users’indexing and retrieval of any information is always at semantic level. On other hand,
existing technologies for indexing and retrieval of visual information are at “feature” level:
the feature measures (such as color and texture) are extracted, self-organizing and retrieval
are performed based on those feature measures. This paper reports two research attempts,
which support indexing and retrieval of visual information at semantic level. One is to
categorize visual objects to create conceptual categories. Via learning capabilities, user can
build his/her own categories for storage, navigation and retrieval of his/her images and video.
The other is to achieve and retrieve images and video using “visual keywords”. “Visual
keywords” are something like keyword and n-grams in text retrieval. Based on that, vector
space can be created, semantic level indexing and retrieval is facilitated.

spatial localities of visual keywords are not
discovered through segmentation, but aggregated
by multi-scale view-based detection. We have
obtained very promising results in retrieval and
classification of natural scene stock photographs
and family photographs. More details can be
found in [Lim99a,Lim99b,Lim99c].

1. Introduction
Indexing and retrieval of visual content such as
images and video has been at feature level for
many years. Unfortunately, there has been
always a demand from users’ side for semantic
level access to images and video. Here, we
present our attempts using object cataloguing
and visual keyword. Object cataloguing is a
natural means to add semantics to objects
within images and video. Here, the challenges
are robustness during the cataloguing process,
and the user’s interaction when the catalogues
are defined. Visual keyword is an analogue to
vector space retrieval method in text retrieval
domain. The challenge here is to derive visual
“keyword” for a given class of images and video.
In the following two sections, we will discuss
these two methods and show experimental
results.

2.1 Methodology
2.1 Methodology
The indexing process has 4 key components. First
a visual vocabulary and thesaurus is constructed
from samples of a visual content domain. Then an
image to be indexed is compared against the
visual vocabulary to detect visual keywords
automatically. Thirdly, the fuzzy detection results
are registered in a Type Evaluation Map (TEM)
and further aggregated spatially into a Spatial
Aggregation Map (SAM). Last but not least, with
visual thesaurus, the SAM can be further
abstracted
and
reduced
to
a
simpler
representation, Concept Aggregation Map (CAM).

2. Visual Keyword
We have developed a novel methodology to index
and retrieve digital images. Visual keywords are
intuitive and flexible visual prototypes extracted
from a visual content domain with relevant
semantics labels. An image is indexed as a spatial
distribution of visual keywords.

Visual keywords are visual prototypes specified by
a user. Using an appropriate visual tool, the user
crops domain-relevant regions from sample
images and assigns sub-labels and labels to form
vocabulary and thesaurus respectively. Suitable
visual features (e.g. color, texture) are computed
for each cropped region into a feature vector. i.e.

Visual keywords can be further abstracted to form
equivalence classes of visual synonyms. This
concept-oriented visual thesaurus is different
from the visual relations proposed by R.W.Picard
[Pica95], which are founded on similarities
between low-level visual features. Moreover,

ci : (si1,vi1), (si2,vi2), …., (sij,vij) ….
where ci are concept labels, sij are sub-labels for
specific instances of concept i, and vij are feature
vectors for regions ij. For instance, the sub-labels
for the sky (label) visual keywords could be cloudy,
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The categories (and quantitites) are: sky (10),
water (20), mountain/beach (12), snowy mountain
(10), field (26), tree (24), and shadow/dont-care (9).

blue, bright, etc.
An image to be indexed is scanned with windows
of different scales. Each scanned window is a
visual token reduced to a feature vector t
compatible (i.e. same feature types and
dimension) to those of the visual keywords vij in
previously constructed.
More precisely, given an image I with resolution
M x N, a TEM T has a lower resolution of P x Q, P
d M, Q d N. Each pixel T(p,q) corresponds to a
two-dimensional region of size wx x wy in I. Within
this region, visual tokens corresponding to several
scales k are extracted into feature vectors tk and
compared against the visual keywords vij to
compute the fuzzy membership vectors Pk (tk,vij).
The most confident scale (i.e. z = argmaxk maxij Pk
(tk,vij)) is taken as the final candidate for
detection,

Fig. 1-4 show the appearances of some visual
keywords for selected categories. Each visual
keyword has a semantical label and sub-label.

Fig. 1. Selected visual keywords for sky

T(p,q,i,j) = Pz(tz,vij).
Likewise, SAM S tessellates over TEM with A x B,
A d P, B d Q pixels. Each SAM pixel (a,b)
aggregates the fuzzy memberships for visual
keyword ij over those TEM pixels (p,q) covered by

Fig. 2. Selected visual keywords for water

(a,b),
S(a,b,i,j) = ¦(p,q)(a,b) T(p,q,i,j).
Fig.3. Selected visual keywords for trees

As the sub-label sij of a visual keyword vij
describes a specific appearance of the concept
labelled by ci, they are visual synonyms that allow
abstraction by further aggregation over visual
keywords sharing identical concept labels,

C(a,b,i) = ¦j S(a,b,i,j).

Fig.4. Selected visual keywords for snowy
mountains

This is useful when more general semantical
concepts take precedence over specificity captured
in different visual keywords. This point will be
demonstrated in our experimental results.

The images are size-normalized to 256x256. Three
scales (31x31, 41x41, 51x51) are adopted for
visual token scanning. The features used to
characterize a visual keyword and token are
based on color and texture. For color, each region
is down-sampled into 4x4 YIQ channels, which
work better than simple means and local color
histogram in our experiments. For texture, we
adopted Gabor filters-based features [MaMa96]
with 5 scales and 6 orientations. Both TEM and
SAM have 6x6 resolutions.

The similarity matching adopted in our
experiments for two images x,y is the city block
distance, which performs better than other
measures (e.g. Euclidean distance, cosine)
experimented,
x
y
s(x,y) = ¦(a,b) ¦i,j |S (a,b,i,j) - S (a,b,i,j)|, or
x
y
s(x,y) = ¦(a,b) ¦i |C (a,b,i) - C (a,b,i)|.

2.2 Experimental Results

In our experiments, retrieval based on visual
keywords and thesaurus outperforms methods
that rely on global histograms of color and texture
significantly. As the global measures of color and
texture do not care about semantics at spatial
locations, the retrieved images could be far from

In this paper, we report retrieval results on
natural scene photographs. Seven semantical
categories of 111 visual keywords are cropped
from samples of 500 professional photographs.
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expectation. For example, in Fig. 5, the query
image is a snowy mountain (top left) and only
retrieved
images
(ranked
in
decreasing
similarities from top to bottom, left to right) 3, 5, 6,
9, and 13 are of the same class. For the same
query, the visual keyword approach has returned
all except 14 (stream below mountains) relevant
(i.e. snowy mountain) images (Fig. 6).

The objective of the object model design is to
extract effective features to distinguish and
describe interested objects. Since home photo is
the focus of our research domain, natural scene
and people in images are taken as the majority of
interests from users. Therefore, in this paper, two
object models are proposed to extract and describe
image contents:

In the same token, only retrieved images 5, 10, 11
are trees (top-left image as query). In fact, the
query contains coconut trees which are rare in our
test data. Nevertheless, using visual thesaurus
which only considers the abstract concept of trees,
images (2-6,10-11,13-14) which exhibit different
types (color, texture, shape) of trees are returned.

Textured model: It is mainly for the description
of natural objects, such as sky, tree, water, field,
mountain, building, etc. It is mainly composed of
three feature components: LUV color component,
texture energy component, and texture direction
component. The original image is initially
segmented into homogeneous regions (based on
the LUV color component) by means of the MAP
segmentation algorithm. The homogeneous
regions are treated as the basic visual units that
are represented by a feature vector consisting of
the three feature components.
Face model: It is mainly for the detection and
recognition of human faces presenting in images.
The hypothetical face regions are firstly
segmented by means of skin-color modeling and
prior shape knowledge of faces. They are further
verified by a set of face templates that can be
customized during the processing. The PCA-based
method is finally employed to label the identity on
each detected face.
We introduce the concept of object category. An
object category is defined as a collection of the
objects that possess similar properties and are
described by the same object models. The object
model assigned to each object category is
employed to compute the features for each
member object and separate them from each
other.

Fig. 5. Retrieving Snowy Mountains by global
colors and textures
Fig. 6. Retrieving Snowy Mountains by visual
keywords

3. Model-based
retrieval

object

cataloguing

and

The basic unit to be indexed or retrieved for
images or videos is either an image or an image
with highlighted objects. The acquisition of image
contents at the semantic level is the main goal for
this approach. A brief introduction will be given to
object modeling, system training, and image
cataloguing and retrieval.

3.1 Object modeling
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3.2 System training
We noticed that with one object, (e.g. sky),
multiple appearances of the object may be
associated (e.g. clear sky, cloudy sky, sunset sky,
etc.). Therefore, we have considered that, the
system should be designed to accommodate a
large number of object categories that can be
customized by the users based on their application
requirements, and support the multiple
appearances of the objects.
To incorporate the human knowledge about
interested objects into the object models, a system
training scheme is addressed. In this approach,

database. Because of the complexity and the vast
amount of data, manual content indexing is very
time consuming. A technique for automatic
cataloguing and indexing of images is, therefore,
proposed in this approach.

we try to minimize the users’ interactions by
employing the normalized fuzzy C-means
clustering algorithm.
Assume the distance of two feature vectors v a and

We introduce the concept of image store that can
be used to hold a big collection of images with any
common features, semantic contents, or higher
level event descriptions. Its creation is based on
one or multiple object categories that contain a
number of object definitions. While filing images
into the image store, the images are semantically
segmented and labeled based on the object
clusters in the object category. Based on the
semantic image contents, the images are
catalogued under related object titles. They are
also indexed according to the significance of the
objects contained in the images.

v b on the first feature component f is expressed as
D f (v a , vb ) . The cluster computation is applied to
all the training data sets and it is carried on
iterately. The cluster center for a data set X i is
computed by:
vi

·
§ ni
¨ (u ) 2 x ¸
ik
ik
¸
¨
¹
©k 1

¦

·
§ ni
¨ (u ) 2 ¸
ik
¸
¨
¹
©k 1

¦

(2.1)

The fuzzy membership of the data members in the
data set X i can be computer by:

The system also supports searching for semantics.
Three types of image queries are:

C

uik

C

C

¦D

f

( x ik , vi ) D f ( x ik , v j )

(2.2)

Query by visual objects: The related ranking
number is set at the first column. The matching
number for the column I can be obtained by:

2

j 1

where vi is the cluster center of X i , and v j

P mI

represents the cluster centers of other clusters at
the current iteration step. Please note that (2.2) is
normalize by the current cluster number C. The
new cluster center is then updated by (2.1). The
iteration of (2.1) and (2.2) is carried on until:
max{| uik  uik* |} d H
i ,k

J

¦

§

PQj ¨

j

¨
©

K

¦
k

º
·
H
max POjkh ¸ K »
¸
»
h
¹
¼

J

¦P

(2.5)

Qj

j

where P Ojkh represents the matchness for the
object k at j query, and H indicates the total
number of the query object k in the analysed
image. P Qj is denoted as the query state:
PQj min PTj , P Lj
(2.6)
where P Tj and P Lj are the fuzzy membership
related to the query time and query levels
respectively.

(2.3)

A threshold Tu is set to evaluate the data member
in each data cluster. If:
uik  Tu

ª
«
«
¬

Query by images: The related ranking number is
set at the second column. The matching number
can ª J
K
J
º
·
§ K
H

(2.4)

the data member xik will be taken out of the

P mII

current object cluster to compose a new cluster
under the same object category. The iteration of
(2.1), (2.2), (2.3) and (2.4) is performed until
converging (No new shifting of data member
happens between clusters). Finally, a number of
clusters are formed for the object definitions of the
object categories. Each cluster represents a
specific appearance of an object.

«
«
¬

¦ P ¨¨ ¦ P
Qj

j

©

k

Sjk

max P Ojkh ¸
¸
h
¹

¦P
k

Sjk

»
»
¼

¦P

Qj

j

be computed by:
(2.7)
where PSjk represents the significance of the
object in the image.
Query by semantic descriptions: The related
ranking number is set at the third column. The
computation for the ranking number at this
colum
J
ª J
º
·
§ K H
is
P mIII «
P Qj ¨
max P Sjkh ¸ K »
P Qj n
¸
¨
«
»
h
j
j
k
¹
©
made
¬
¼
by:
(2.8)

¦

3.3 Image cataloguing and retrieval
Filing images into semantic categories can be very
useful in browsing and retrieving images in the
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Table 2.3. The precision and recall for the objects.

where PSjkh represents the significance of the
object to be analyzed in the image.
By combining these three query methods, a
ranking table can, therefore, be created
automatically for the images according to the
ranking numbers computed based on the query
methods at the present query state, as shown in
Table 2.1. The matching numbers in the first
column are, of course, given the highest priority,
followed by the second column and the third
column. The more details the user specifies for the
desired images, the more relevant the images
obtained are to match user’s requirements.

Objects

Precision

Recall

Tree
Sky
Water
Field
Mountain
Building
People

0.74
0.69
0.63
0.48
0.69
0.56
0.63

0.84
0.91
0.73
0.55
0.77
0.70
0.69

The images are automatically catalogued into
seven categories. They are indexed in each
category according to the relevant size of the
corresponding object presented in the images. The
first pages of images under three different
categories are displayed in Fig. 2.1, 2.2, 2.3.

Table 2.1. The ranking table for image retrieval.
Ranking numbers
Images
First
Second
Third
column
column
column
P 1mII
P 1mIII
Image 1 P 1mI
2
2
2
P mII
P mIII
Image 2 P mI
…
…
…
…
3.4 Experimental results
In the experiments, six natural objects are
defined: sky, tree, water, field, mountain, and
building. There are 2400 photos in the database.
To train the system, we select 160 photos. In Table
2.2, we list the statistic figures and the clusters
generated on each object. The number of the
clusters generated under each object title mainly
depends on the variation of the appearances of the
object and the similarity to other categorised
objects.

Fig. 2.1 Cataloguing results of “tree”.

Table 2.2. The statistics for system training.
Training
Number
of
Objects
data
clusters
Tree
97
23
Sky
82
16
Water
69
31
Field
74
38
Mountain
48
19
Building
83
44
To determine the effectiveness of the algorithms,
we randomly select 160 images in the database.
The results of the precision and recall for the six
objects defined in this experiments, as well as a
special object “people” defined based on the face
model, are listed in Table 2.3.

Fig. 2.2 Cataloguing results of “water”.
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Fig. 2.5. Query results by an image.

Fig. 2.6. Query results by a specified visual object.

Fig. 2.3 Cataloguing results of “people”.

4. Conclusion and remarks
We have presented two methods to achieve
semantic indexing and retrieval of images and
video. Very good results have been obtained in the
indexing and retrieval of digital home photos.
Future work is to develop a complete
technological framework so that the methods can
be generalized to other applications.

We take an example to show the process of the
image retrieval and how the system refines the
retrieval results. When a query is made by a
semantic description “building”, 46 images out of
the 50 first ranked images retrieved contain
“buildings”. We display the first 6 images in Fig.
2.4. Then a query is made by submitting the
fourth image in Fig. 2.4, the first 6 retrieved
images are presented in Fig. 2.5. Among the first
50 retrieved images, 31 images contain building,
sky, water and tree. And then another query is
further made by specifying the building in the
middle of the first image in Fig. 2.5. The first 6
retrieved images are displayed in Fig. 2.6. Among
the first 50 retrieved images, 28 images contain
the buildings that are visually similar to the one
specified.
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avoidance (CSMA/CA) using binary exponential

Abstract

backoff (BEB).

Due to the rapidly deployment and flexible
configuration

characteristics,

Mobile

Ad

Recently, a large number of random access MAC

Hoc

Networks (MANETs) have many applications in

protocols, such as MACA [1,10,12,13], MACAW
[2,15], FAMA[4,16], have been proposed to resolve

civilian environment, law enforcement and military

the multi-access problem over wireless channel.

arena. Among these applications, data packets have to

Some papers [3,5] investigate the interactive between

dissemination from node s to nodes hop by hop. The
crucial operation of MANET is routing. In this paper,
we investigate the probability to enhance the

TCP and MAC. Authors in [5] indicate that the IEEE
802.11 DCF favor those nodes just complete
transmission and eventually causes unfairness media

performance of routing protocol by modifying the

access. The researchers [9] study the characteristics

MAC protocol. The basic idea is increasing the

of the interaction between routing and MAC under

transmission probability for those nodes want to relay

different mobility model. The authors in [17]

data. Through exhaust simulation, our navel MAC
protocol enhance the on-demand routing protocols

proposed an enhanced Routing-aware adaptive MAC
with traffic differentiation and smoothed contention

than that of the IEEE 802.11 DCF in various system

widow in MANETs.

parameters.

In this paper, we investigate the probability to

1.
A

Introduction

enhance the performance of routing protocol by

Mobile Ad Hoc networks (MANETs) is a

complex autonomous system comprising wireless

modifying the BEB mechanism. The basic idea is
increasing the transmission probability for those

mobile nodes (act as an router) connected by wireless

nodes want to relay data. Through exhaust simulation,

links, which can dynamically be organized into
arbitrary topology. Due to the rapidly deployment and

our navel MAC protocol enhance the on-demand
routing protocols than that of the IEEE 802.11 DCF

flexibl e configuration characteristics, MANETs have

in various system parameters.

many applications in civilian environment, law

2.

enforcement and military arena. Among these

Routing-Profitable MAC Description

The paper [5] indicates that the CSMA/CA with

applications, data packets have to dissemination from

binary exponential backoff favors those nodes just

nodes to nodes hop by hop. The crucial operation of
MANET is routing. The IEEE 802.11x MAC

completed transmission in MANETs. Eventually,
while TCP traffic from source to destination, links

protocol [6], the de facto standard for wireless LANs,

have different throughput. Since routing is a critical

is carrier sense multiple access with collision

communication
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operation

in

MANE Ts,

we

investigate the possibility to enhance the routing

shown in Fig.2. Each node and its neighbor stands

performance by modifying MAC protocol and,

200m apart. Nodes are static. Eight source destination

eventually, improve the performance of the whole

pairs simultaneously transmit 8 packets. When using

MANET.

DSDV, the goodput of IEEE 802.11 outperforms ours.

The basic idea is to increase the channel capture

However, as running DSR, the average end-to-end

chance of those nodes want to relay data.

We

delay of ours is better than BEB scheme as shown in

modify the backoff mechanism as follows. Initially,

Table 1. The reason is stated as follows. DSDV needs

the backoff time is

to maintain routing table. Our scheme is prefer those

 22 × random()  for nodes want to relay data
.

backofftime = 
22 × random() + 22  otherwise

23 for nodes just finished transfer


node want to relay data.

When the node encounters collision c times, the
backoff time is
 22 + c × random() 
backofftim e =  2 +c
2 +c
2 × random() + 2 

for nodes want to relay data .
othrwise

Fig. 1 illustrates backoff times of various nodes.
Initial

First collisiion

C=0

Second collisiion

C=1

C=2

Fig. 2: Grid topology

Routed data

0~7

0~3
Own data

0~15

8~15

4~7

Table 1:DSR complete time and DSDV goodput
16~31

Node

Completed transmission

8

8~15

S

16~31

1

Fig.1: backoff time for various nodes

3.

Simulation Configuration and
Results

DSR Complete Time

D

BEB

Ma2

Node

DSDVgoodput

S D BEB Ma4N Ma5N Ma6N

7

1.59 3.34

1 7 10440 10440

14 17

7.65 1.70

1 17 11520

80

10440
40

10440
40

16 12

2.19 4.47

1 12 9400 9400

9400

9400

2 21

8.66 7.89

2 21 12680

0

200

40

4

1.99 4.15

2 4 13560

0

0

0

In this paper, we investigate the IP/MAC layer

5 17

2.54 3.29

5 17

40

0

0

0

interactive via simulation. The simulation platform

8 23

8.27 2.18

8 23 10440

0

0

0

used is Network Simulator-2[18]. It includes several

average

4.70 3.86

total 68080 19920

20080

19920

22

In the following, we focus on the effects of node

wireless protocols in its library (radio, propagation,

density, mobility and traffic load on the on-demand

MAC, network, transport and applications). We first

routing protocol (DSR).

study how our new MAC affects the inactive and
proactive routing protocols. Then we evaluate the

3.2 Effects of Traffic Load

routing performance under various system situations

In the 700m*700m area, we randomly deploy 30

including node density, mobility, and traffic load.

nodes. Nodes are static. Randomly choose 11, 13, 15
and 17 source-destination pairs and evaluate the

3.1 Effects on inactive and proactive

end-to-end delay. As shown in Fig. 3, our scheme s

routing protocols

outperform BEB as the number of connections

We consider the grid topology with up to 25 nodes as

increasing.
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End to end delay(m/1kb)

Fig. 5: Effects of mobility

4.5
4.0

BEB

3.5

Ma2NC

4.

In this paper, we propose a novel MAC protocol

Ma3NC

3.0

Ma4NC

2.5

Ma5NC

11

13
15
Number of Connections

Conclusion

which can enhance the performance of on-demand
routing protocols of MANET. The basic idea is to

17

modify the back-off mechanism of IEEE 802.11 for
Fig.3: End-to-end delay of various number of
connections

increasing the transfer probability of nodes which
want to relay data. Through exhaust simulation on
NS2, our back-off mechanism outperforms Binary

In this simulation, number of connections is fixed on

exponential back-off of IEEE 802.11 on various

7. As shown in Fig. 4, node density is larger, the

system situations.

delay is longer. Our schemes are better than BEB.
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Abstract
With the rapid growth of the Internet and
communication technologies, many real-world activities
were applied on the Internet, including education,
entertainment, academic activities, and commerce, etc. We
proposed the nomadic media server (mobile media server)
to achieve the maximum use of network bandwidth. The
distributed load of central server will be retrenched
appropriately. At the same time, the security protection
degree will be strengthened via the changeable server.
Actually,
we
use
the
mobile
server/storage
pre-broadcasting technique, as well as a communication
network optimization algorithm, which is based on a
graph compute mechanism. The mobile server will play an
important role in the future virtual society, both on narrow
band and broadband environment. Chain store over the
Internet is a rare management model in electronic
commerce. In this paper, we construct many chain stores
via using nomadic media server.
Besides, with the advent of the World Wide Web,
online merchants must know what customers want and
make them buying something from their sites, so
recommendation process becomes an important strategy
for the merchants. In this paper, we analyze customers’
behavior and interests, and recommend something useful
to them based on the correlation among customers,
product items and product features. And we propose a
recommendation system for the e-commerce portal/site,
which will help merchants to make suitable business
decision and delivery personalized information to the
customers.
Keywords: Nomadic Media Server, Virtual Society,
Broadband Communication, Chain Store, Electronic
Commerce, Recommendation.

1. Introduction
In recent years, electronic commerce brings some
very hot research issues. These issues include security,
recommendation system, payment mechanism, and so on.
According to the idea of our mobile media server, we
proposed a new trend in electronic commerce. We still not
found any chain store over the Internet with
recommendation because there is no good mechanism to
support the environment. Our mobile server provides the
solution for this idea.

As we know, the Internet is very popular in this
decade. Many activities were applied on the Internet
already. Commercial trade seems very exciting with this
medium because it provides a more convenient method for
business. Of course, in the flow of business, a complete
trade includes cost assessment, payment evaluation,
channel management …, etc. And there are many roles in
the commerce, including business, provider, consumer,
agent, and so on. So, they perform a supply chain.
Actually, these components still exist in the Electronic
Commerce (EC) over the Internet.
EC describes the manner in which transactions take
place over networks, mostly the Internet. It is the process
of electronically buying and selling goods, services, and
information. There are many benefits to manage an
electronic store over the Internet. Managers can decrease
their cost, response time and make more profit. It is
possible for consumer to be a manager since the benefits
of managing an electronic store.
However, information overload is a critical problem,
especially for the applications in the e-commerce arena.
Moreover, product brokerage is essential in e-commerce.
In traditional business behavior, customers get
recommendations or suggestions from clerks or other
people, on the contrary, customers buying something by
themselves without others’ assistance in the Internet. So
recommendation system has become an important
application area and academic research topic of the
e–commerce.

2. Related Works
Generally speaking, there are many business models
over the Internet. Some researches [1,2] mentioned the
illustration of business model.
Some papers discussed the mobile environment.
Actually, Mobile Peer to Peer (MP2P) [3] takes a
historical view on the subject of mobile networks and
underscores some of the main architectural principles
enabling MP2P. This concept is further expanded to
incorporate a mobile architecture including a ubiquitous
end user device, where business model related policies
and stored. In order to archive the high utilization of
distributed resource, the Mobile Distributed Web Server
System [4] provides a good solution.
Recommendation system has been introduced by
Resnick and Varian in [5]. The idea is that users cannot
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make a choice without sufficient personal experience or
others’ suggestion, thus, automated recommendation by
the computer system would be very helpful in filtering
product information. In this paper, we also focus on the
recommendation part of the e-commerce applications.
Balabanovic
and
Shoham
proposed
a
recommendation system in Feb. 1997 [6]. They combined
content-based filtering and collaborative filtering to
design their system. Content-based recommendation
recommends product items to the customers who have
purchase records or web-browsing activities records. On
the other hand, collaborative recommendation classifies
users into groups where users in the same group are of
similar behavior or interests on the specific product items.

In the mobile environment, we propose a simple
protocol to support the idea. In fact, the migrated data is
not limited to only files, but also all continuous media.
According to the simple protocol, we have some steps
between the mobile media server provider and mobile
server.
I. Mobile server end request for service of content.
II. Mobile Media Server Provider receives the request,
then searches the goal and detect the hardware and
software configuration.
III. Wait for the condition complete.
IV. After the condition complete, a mobile agent is sent to
the mobile server end.
V. Mobile server opens the right to let the agent to write.
VI. Setting as server and migrating the content.

3. Traditional Chain Store
In the real world, there are many chain stores on the
street, such as 7-11, starbucks coffee shop, McDonald’s …,
etc. The branch store joins an alliance to the original
company and pays the fees of patent. This is another form
of business to business.
The branch store serves consumers and owns their
store like the original store. The outward appearance is
always very similar to other branch stores. These branches
then form chain stores. Their services are always similar,
too. Since this is a kind of management in the real world,
it should be able to be completely imitated on the Internet.
If this way is available, there are many guaranteed
benefits as following:
(1) Load Sharing
(2) Heighten Security
(3) Full usefulness of Resource
Load Sharing means that the load of the original store
(headquarter) could be shared by other branch stores. As
to the security issue, many hackers are always interested
in destroying a web site. If we have a mechanism about
mobile server for distributing the content to other sites, the
security will be heightened and guaranteed. In aspect of
Full usefulness of resource, the same host can open
different stores because it can become different branch
stores after closing a store.
The simple model of chain store is adapted to both the
real world and the virtual world. In the virtual world, the
idea can be realized by our mobile media server strategy,
which we will discuss in next section.
The role transition may occur at any time. The
consumer can become as provider such as branch store
while he registers on the original store. Then, the original
store will transfer the content to the client for remotely
building a server via our mobile media server technique.

4. Nomadic Media Server
We need the mobile media server provider to provide
the service of content. Then, through the transferring
medium, including wired media, or wireless ones, even
satellite to transfer the content to the received host. After
the host received the command from the mobile media
server provider, it will be set as a server to serve all users
over the Internet. This is illustrated as figure 1.

This protocol is illustrated as figure 2.
Mobile Media
Server Provider
(237.2.31.4)
Satellite Transfer

Wired Transfer

Mobile Server
(143.33.23.1)

Wired Transfer
Wireless Transfer

Mobile Server
(163.13.127.5)
Mobile Server
(202.127.31.5)
Mobile Server
(140.12.133.53)
USER

USER

USER

USER

USER

USER

USER
USER

USER

Figure 1: The Illustration of Mobile Server

Request

Search and configuration detecting

Condition complete

Agent station in

Right permit

Setting as Server and Content Migration

Mobile Meida
Server Provider

Mobile
Server

Figure 2: The Migration Protocol

4.1 The Lifecycle of Nomadic (Mobile) Media
Server
Actually, a mobile server/storage has its life. The
mobile server/storage always follows the directions to any
possible next states after it is born and before it is killed or
died of natural. Figure 3 illustrates the following states.
♦ Start: the mobile server/storage was created.
♦ Searching: the mobile server/storage is searching the
identified host.
♦ Suspending: the agent which is embedded in the
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mobile server/storage is waiting for enough resource
in order to enter the host.
Dangling: the agent which is embedded in the mobile
server/storage loses its goal of surviving, it is waiting
for a new goal to mutate.
Mutating: the mobile server/storage is changed to
another host.
Migrating: the contents of mobile server/storage
were transferred.
Restoring: the mobile server/storage will die or
mutate, it restores its related data to the original host.
Dying: the agent which is embedded in the mobile
server/storage is died and the mobile server is killed.

♦
♦
♦
♦

♦

Give up the goal

Migrating
Get IP and Configuration
Accident

Searching

Wait for resources

Get the goal

Start

Complete the goal

Suspending

Restoring
Complete the restore
and give up the goal

Resource complete

Dying

Lose the goal
Lose the goal and out of time

Re-start

Dangling
Complete the restore
and want to get another goal
Get new goal

Mutating

4.2 The Algorithms for Mobile Server Living
State
In the previous section, the living state and simple
protocol of mobile server/storage were proposed. In order
to justify the description, we provide algorithms to prove
it. We have a global variable named state, to record the
living state of mobile server. The developed algorithms
are adapted to the migration protocol illustrated in figure
2.
The Searching algorithm describes that if a host
request for service from mobile media server provider,
then mobile media server provider should make sure
whether the host’s IP exists or not. The Result is a variable
in boolean type.

Algorithm: Searching
Given:
State is the state of mobile server
The IP of the host
Result is boolean type (TRUE| FALSE)
Constraints:
For each IP, it should accord with IPv4 or IPv6
Input:
An IP
Output:
For each IP, find the Result
Steps:
IF State == Start or Suspending THEN {
State = Searching
For each IP, mapping it to IPv4 or IPv6
IF the IP is qualified, THEN {

}
ELSE {
Result = FALSE and State = Dangling
Changing the transition
}
}
ELSE
Stop

// Nothing to do

If the IP is correct, the mobile media server provider
sends a mobile agent to detect the configurations of the
target as the following algorithm, including the operating
platform, software configuration, and hardware
configuration. The state will be set to Migrating until the
complete of the detecting, otherwise, it will be set to
Suspending. In software configuration, the program can
transfer the suitable agent according to the operating
system. Then, setting the remote host as server via the
appropriate tool, including IIS (Internet Information
Service), APACHE, … and so on for server setting, and
SQL, MySQL, ORACLE…etc. for database setting.
Algorithm: Detecting the Configuration
Given:
MA is for a Mobile Agent
OS is for Operating System
IP is for Internet Protocol
SW_Con is for software configuration
HW_Con is for hardware configuration
Q = sequence-of ( OS, IP, SW_Con, HW_Con)

Goal_Result is for the Result from the Searching
Algorithm, it is boolean type

Figure 3: Mobile Server/Storage Living State Diagram

State = Start
// A Global Variable for recording the living state

Set the Result =TRUE
State = Migrating

Constraints:
As to the OS, it may be Windows series, Linux, Unix, …etc.
As to the SW_Con, it will be decided according to OS. It may be
IIS, APACHE, SQL, MySQL, ORACLE…etc.
As to the HW_Con, it may be the list-of (video card, sound card,
network card, storage)
Input:
An IP
Output:
A sequence Q = ( OS, IP, SW_Con, HW_Con)
Steps:
IF the Goal_Result == TRUE THEN {
MA collects the configuration of the host through connecting
Set OS = current platform
Set IP = the host’s IP
Set SW_Con = one of (IIS, APACHE, …)
Set HW_Con = list-of (video card, sound card, network card,
storage)
Q = (OS, IP, SW_Con, HW_Con)
State = Migrating
}
ELSE {
Q = Unknown and State = Suspending
Changing the transition
}

If the state is at Suspending, Dangling, Restoring, or
Mutating, it means that the living state should be changed.
The algorithm named changing the transition is to deal
with this situation.
Algorithm: Changing the transition.
Given:
Current_state is for the current state of mobile server
IP_new is for new Internet Protocol
Waiting_Time is for the time to wait for another goal
Restore_Flag is a boolean type for deciding the restoring status
Constraints:
Current_state = (Suspending, Dangling, Restoring, Mutating)
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Input:
Current state
Output:
State = one of new state
Steps:
IF Current_state == Suspending THEN
State = Searching
ELSE IF Current_state == Dangling THEN {
IF the host got a new goal and within the Waiting_Time
THEN
{
State = Mutating
Changing the transition.
}
ELSE
State = Dying
}
ELSE IF Current_state == Restoring THEN {
IF the Restore_Flag == TRUE THEN
State = Dying
ELSE
{
State = Mutating
Changing the transition.
}
}
ELSE IF Current_state == Mutating THEN {
IF Restore_Flag == FALSE THEN {
Restore data to the callee
Set Restore_Flag = TRUE
State = Start
}
ELSE
State = Start
}

The migration takes place in the Migrating and
Restoring states. If in Migrating state, it means the mobile
storage or mobile server are moved from the mobile media
server provider to the indicated host. On the other hand,
the direction is reverse. The following algorithm describes
the work.
Algorithm: Migration
Given:
MMSP stands for Mobile Media Server Provider
Move_Flag is a boolean type for presenting the status of
migration
Constraints:
State = one of (Migrating, Restoring)
Input: An IP and Current state
Output:
Move_Flag = (TRUE, FALSE)
Steps:
Move_Flag = FALSE
IF State == Migrating THEN {
Migrate content from the MMSP to the host
Move_Flag = TRUE
}
ELSE IF State == Restoring THEN {
Migrate the data from the host (Mobile Server) to the
MMSP
Move_Flag = TRUE
State = Mutating
Changing the transition
}

in Internet environment, customers buy something by
themselves and no body assists them. So a
recommendation system became an important application
area and academic research topic. Merchants can use the
application to recommend items to customers based on
their behavior, and how to keep consumer’s interesting
became an important thing in the environment. We use
mobile agent technology to design the recommendation
system. Agent technology has benefits that include
automation, customization, notification, learning, tutoring
and messaging. So in the paper we propose an agent-based
recommendation
system
architecture,
we
use
browsing-oriented approach to discovery the customer’s
behavior. The approach is a useful tool in the WWW
environment and the application would be useful in
electronic commerce environment.

5.1 Customer Behavior analysis approach
In the electronic commerce environment customer
navigate what they wanted on World Wide Web.
Customer’s behavior will be captured according the
navigation processes. Customer’s navigation process
includes several activities. People will buy several
products or services at a time, and these bought products
have relations between them and this information is useful
for recommendation process. When customers navigate
online chain stores, they leave their navigation sequence
in the process. The navigation sequence will be useful for
us to find why they bought or why they interest. This
information implicitly contains some relation or meaning
that will be useful for merchants.
We proposed a graphic model to analyze customer
behavior for recommendation. We use mobile agent
technology to capture customer’s behavior. The
technology can avoid some disadvantages like log analysis
in the proxy environment. Furthermore, mobile agent
technology can help to across several chain stores to
capture customer behavior. We can capture customer’s
behavior in real time and will not loose information from
anyone of the chain store. The agent will capture
customer’s behavior and build a customer buying and
navigation history (CBNR) according to the user behavior.
According to the CBNR records we can build a
graphic model CPF model. The model has three views that
include customer-product view, customer-feature view and
product-feature view. We use the user profile CBNR to
extract useful information. So we build a three views
analysis model – CPF model. Each view expresses an
analysis metric. Figure 4 shows the basic CPF model.
Product

Featuure
Belong relation

Finally, the idea could be adapted to many
environments, including the Internet, wired network
environment, wireless ones, etc. This is a fundamental
model for supporting the mobile environment.

Navigation Information

5. Collaborative Recommendation
In traditional business activities, we get
recommendation or suggestions from other people; while
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Customer

Buying Information

Figure 4: CPF model

z

Customer-Product Matrix

Table 1 is the logical view of the Customer-Product
Feature. If a customer i bought product j, then the CiPj
will be filled with ‘1’, otherwise, filled with ‘0’.
Table 1: Customer-Product matrix
Product Identification
Customer Identification

P1

P2

P3

Pn

C1

CCI 1

C2

CCI 2

navigation _ vector _ element _ k =

CiPj
Cm

avg(fk) =

CmPn CCI m
PCI1

PCI2

PCI3

where

PCIn

About customers, we can use the CCI to find which
customers are strong buyers; about products, we can use
the PCI to find which products are potential products.

Customer Caution Index (CCI)
n

CCIi =

∑ CiPj = 1
n



, where CiPj is the matrix’s content

Product Caution Index (PCI)
m

PCIj =

∑ CiPj = 1
i =1

m

, where CiPj is the matrix’s content

and m is the total number of the customers.

Product-Feature Matrix

Table 2 is the logical view of the Product-Feature
matrix.
Table 2: Product-Feature matrix

z

× avg ( fk )

,

time _ of ( fk )
total _ time( pj ) , K is the number of

total_time(pj) is the total time the customer navigated the

F2
P1 F2

F3

the user’s latest preference:
FNVi = old( FNVi ) W1 + (f1, f2, f3, …fn) W2,,
where W1 + W2 = 1, (f 1, f2, f3, …fn) is the new FNV value
of the customer i. W1 , W2 is a set of factors which is
adjusted according to the user’s response to the
recommendation. If the user accepts our recommendation,
we will enhance the factor W2; if the user doesn’t accept
our recommendation, we will enhance the factor W1 . The
approach is the basic evaluation of our system and the
fundamental method to update the user profile. Table 3 is
the logical view of the Customer-Feature matrix.
Table 3: Customer-Feature matrix
Feature Identification

Fn
P1 Fn

Pm F1

Customer

Product Identification

F1
P1 F1

C1

PmFn

F1

F2

C1F1

C1F2

F3

Fn
C1Fn
CiFj

Cm

This matrix shows that some products have some
features that express the value of the products. If product i
has the feature j, then the Pi Fj will be filled with ‘1’,
otherwise, it would be filled with ‘0’. The content of this
matrix is established by the merchants who sale the
products. The content of this matrix also consists of the
statistical information. PiFj = { Vij , Sij }, Vij is a Boolean
value we have just described above, Sij is a statistical
information generated with the following formula.

Sij =

K

total time the customer navigated the feature fk,

PiFj
Pm

k

features which the customer navigated, time_of(fk) is the

Identification

Feature Identification
P1

∑f

product j. And we use Final Navigation Vector to update

j =1

and n is the total number of the products.

z

the information into the navigation vector. Each customer
has a navigation vector that hide in the CBNR respect to
the product. According to the navigation vector, we
compare the customers with each other to find their
relation and then classify them into heterogeneous groups.
A navigation vector of a product for the customer i looks
like: NVi = ( f1 , f2 ,f3 ,…, fn ), where the product has n
features. We compute the elements of the navigation
vector by the following equation:

CmF1

CmFn

We use algorithm 1 to cluster users into groups
according to their behavior on a specific product. And we
use algorithm 2 to find users’ buying pattern.
Algorithm 1: Generate User Groups for Products
Input: CF Matrix, k as the cluster number
Output: User Groups
{
for i = 1 to k
Gi  Ci
do {
for i = 1 to n {
most  
for j =1 to k {

total _ navigation _ time _ of _ the _ feature
total _ navigation _ time _ of _ the _ product

m

∑C F
i

temp =

Customer-Feature Matrix

if

The matrix means someone is interested in a product
and focuses on the product’s feature. In the previous
section we built CBNR for the customers; now, we extract
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}
Gindex  Ci
}

z =1

temp < most
index = j

z

2

− G j Fz

for i = 1 to k {
temp  0
for j = 1 to Gi.length
temp  temp + Gi, j
Gi  temp / Gi.length
}
} while set G changes

Due to the huge utilization of Internet, electronic
commerce is the trend of future business. The chain store
is very rare over the Internet. According to our mobile
server, the electronic chain store can be built. The
contributions about the electronic chain store are as
following:
(1) We proposed the idea of electronic chain store over
the Internet, and it is very easy for a consumer to
become a business or vendor.
(2) The load of original store will be decreased due to
shared by other branch stores.
(3) The problem of security can be solved partially
because of the mobile server.
(4) The bandwidth can be reserved adaptively.
(5) Shorter response time can increase income because
consumers always browse the nearest branch stores
rather than the distant original ones.
Furthermore, we proposed a recommendation system
based on user behavior. Not only did we propose a
framework for recommendation system, but also practical
algorithm for user classification and buying pattern
discovery. We believe that personalization is an important
issue for the recommendation system in e-commerce. We
improved the platform that it is able to host a chain of
retail stores within which users can shop around and
communicate with each other. We hope the system we
proposed would become a useful application for
e-commerce and gained the advantages of the mobile
agent technology in the e-commerce environment.

}

Algorithm 2: Discover Buying Pattern
Input: CP Matrix, minimum support count
Output: Buying Patterns
{
for each Pj {
count  0
for each Ci
if CiPj = 1
count  count + 1
S  j
Is  count
}
do {
for i =1 to I.length
for j = i to I.length {
count <- 0
for each Ck {
S <- i  j
if CkPi = 1
count = count + 1
}
if count >= MSC
Is <- count
}
} while I.length = 0
output I
}

6. The Architecture and Implementation of our
Chain Store
The architecture of Chain Store is illustrated as
figure 5.
Headquarter
Refer to branch stores
Agent monitor the living
state of Mobile Server
Arrange each
chain store

Chain Store
Database

Mobile Storage Replication Manager
Migrate Resouce Restore
Search the host

Web Content Network

Figure 5: The Architecture of Chain Store
According to the previous section, the model of chain
store could be implemented on the Internet. As to the
viewpoint of electronic commerce and virtual society, it is
very useful for the users of the Internet. It is very difficult
for Internet Content Providers to build an electronic chain
store because they have to complete many complicated
steps for building a web server first. In order to solve this
complex problem, our mobile media server provides an
automatic, convenience solution. The detailed descriptions
were presented in section 4.
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Abstract— Bluetooth is a low power and short range wireless
communication technology. Device equipped with Bluetooth
device can operate in the unlicensed 2.4G ISM band. Bluetooth
adopts FHSS (frequency hopping spread spectrum) technique to
resist radio interference and TDD (time division duplex) to
simulate duplex communication. In previous Bluetooth routing
protocols, the routing path with minimum number of hop count
is chosen as the target route. However, the shortest routing path
may pass through hot-spot nodes with heavy traffic which
increase the delay time of packet delivery. According to queueing
theory, there is a relation between traffic flow and delay time. In
wireless network, heavy traffic flow implies long delay time. In
this paper, we proposed a short delay routing protocol for
Bluetooth radio system. The delay time is estimated in each link
using query theory. Due to the operations of devices with roles of
master, relay and slave are different, we also discuss three delay
time estimation models based on query theory. Experimental
results reveal that the proposed short delay routing protocol
outperforms DSR-based Bluetooth routing protocol in terms of
delay time.
Keywords- Bluetooth, querying theory and routing protocol.

I.

INTRODUCTION

Bluetooth is a short range wireless communication
technology which can be used for cable replacement in
portable or fixed electrical equipments. It operates on unlicenced 2.4G industry, science and medical (ISM) band and
adopts frequency hopping spread spectrum (FHSS) technology
to reduce radio interference. When two devices need to
communicate with each other, intermediate nodes are needed to
forward data packets. In Ad Hoc networks, lots of routing
protocol have been proposed to solve the communication
problem between two devices. Ad Hoc network consists of
mobile devices which form a communication network
dynamically. In the following, we will compare the delay times
and related problem of previous proposed routing protocol.
1. Routing path selection factors: The rules to select
optimal pathes vary for each routing protocols. The commonly
used route selection rules include (1) shortest path, (2)
minimum delay time, (3) QoS requirement, (4) load balance
and (5) network lifetime. The complexity of routing protocol
increased as more rules are taken into considerations.
2. Routing Strategy: According to the variation of routing
strategies, routing protocols can be categorized into table
driven, on-demand and hybrid classes. (1) Table Driven
Routing Protocol: In table driven routing protocols, each
device maintains a routing table which contains informations of
how to reach destination nodes. (2) On-Demand Routing

Protocol: It is not necessary to maintain routing table in ondemand routing protocol. When a route request is initiated, a
route is established in a dynamic manner using flooding
approach. (3) Hybrid Routing Protocol: The advantages of
table driven and on-demand routing protocols are combined to
improve performance of routing protocol.
In literature, lots of researchers have proposed many
bluetooth routing protocols. Among them, Lamport and Lynch
[1] used flooding mechanism to forward page packets to find
routing path. As soon as the first packet received by destination
device, it will reply immediately to source node to determine
the shortest routing path. When routing path is established, the
architecture of scatternet is changed such that the efficiency of
data transmission can be further improved. The information of
the discovered routing path will be recorded in those devices
which participats the route process. This historical routing
information will benefit the route discovery phase when the
next route request with the same destination is initiated.
However, the drawbacks are that the information of historical
path will expire if the topology of scatternet changes frequently.
In this circumstance, using historical routing information will
take large risk. Lindsey [2] had proposed a routing protocol to
search the shortest routing path in Bluetooth radio system. In
DSR-based routing protocol, the same routing path will be used
repeatly. In this circumstance, those intermediated nodes will
have large accumulated traffic because many routing pathes
pass through these nodes simultaneously. To solve this
problem, we will introduce a short delay routing protocol
which discovery the routing path with minimum accumulated
and estimated queueing delays. The advantages of the proposed
short delay routing protocol include (1) small delay time, (2)
load balance, (3) long network lifetime and (4) support of QoS
request in upper network layer.
Based on previous discussion, the minimum delay routing
protocol can find the path with minimum delay times. We will
estimate the delay time of each master and relay devices
through queueing theory. We also propose a method to
compute the amount of extra delay cause by new route. In route
search phase of on-deman routing protocol, the delay
information can be used to find the route with minimum
accumulated delay times. Characteristics of the computed route
include minimum delay, load balance and long lifetime such
that the lifetime of entire network can be increased.
The remaining sections are organized as follows. In
Section II, we will introduce basic queueing models. Section
III is the proposed minimum delay routing protocol.
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Experimental results are demonstrated in Section IV. Finally,
Section VI concludes this paper.
II.

PRELIMINARY

In Section III, a minimum delay routing protocol is
proposed to find the route with minimum accumulated delay.
The performance of the proposed protocol depends on the
accuracy of the estimated delay time. In this section, we will
review basic characterstics of queueing theory such that the
task of delay time estimation can be achieved easily.
2.1 Queueing Model
Generally Speaking, a queueing model includes the
following components. An input source which generate service
request (client) in a random manner is required. After the
request is generated, the client will enter the queueing system
and become a member in the queue. When the server is
available, a member from the queue is chosen to be served
according with some service discipline. When the service
mechanism is complete, the client will leave the queueing
system. The basic queueing process is shown in Figure 1.
Queueing System

Input Source

Arrivals

Queue

Server(s)

arrival process is arranged, the assumption is invalid.
Furthermore, in pratice, the service rate is far from a exponent
distribution. Especially, the clients require similar service. So,
it is important to adopt a reasonable queueing model. In the
following, we will introduce M/G/1 model.
For better system utilization, a server will give service to
multiple clients. Thus each client will encounter service
interval and waiting interval. When server take service to other
clients, it is reasonable to treate the server as if it is in vacation
untile it is served next time. In M/G/1 queueing with vacation
model, the residual life approach [8] is commonly used to
analysis the waiting time of client in queue. Let Xk(t) and Vk(t)
denote the tth service time and the tth vacation interval of client
k, respectively. Then the average service time after T services
1 S T
is X k
¦ X k (t ) . Similarilty, the average vacation time
T t S
1 S T
after T times of vacations is Vk
¦ Vk (t ) . Let Ok denote
T t S
the data arrival rate of client k, then according to [8], the
O k X k2
Vk
average queueing delay will be Wk
 2 ,
2(1  U ) 2Vk
1
T

X k2

where

Departures

S T

X k2 (t )
¦
t S

Vk 2

,

1
T

S T

Vk2 (t )
¦
t S

and

U O k E ( X k ) O k X k . So, when Xk(t) and Vk(t) are known for
any systems with polling mechanism, the average queueing
delay time Wk can be computed.

Basic Queueing system

Figure 1: Basic queueing process
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2.2 M/M/1 Model
M/M/1 model represents a queueing system which
comprises a single server. Both service request inter-arrival
time and service time are exponent times. Becase M/M/1 only
adopts the prefix three symbols of Kendall notation [8], it is
assumed that the capacity is infinite and the service discipline
is first in first out (FIFO). Due to the capacity is infinite, the
inter-arrival rate is constant Ȝ. Similarily, there is only one
server in system, as long as at least one client in system, the
service rate will be constant µ. According to the infinite
f
1
P
summation formula ¦ E n
, E  1 and letȡ=
, then
1 E
O
n 0
1
O
the number of clients L in system are L
.
1 U P  O
According to Little rules, we can compute the average waiting
L
1
.
time in queue is W
O P O

2.3 M/G/1 Model with vacation
The analysis of M/M/1 queueing model is based on the
birth-death process. This implies that both the inter-arrival time
and the average service time must obey exponent distribution.
The assumption provides convenient of analysis and desired
property. However, this assumption limits the application of
real life problem. Especially, the service time is exponent
distribution implies the input source is a passion process. In
most case, this is a reasonable assumption. But in case that the

In this section, the proposed minimum delay time
routing will be described using a numerical example as shown
in Figure 2. Then, the routing protocol and packet format will
be presented. Finally, the meaning associated with minimum
delay route will be discussed.
aΚFlow (unitΚslot)
bΚDelay (unitΚsec)
Show a/b

M2

4/0.2

3/0.2
R8

M6

4/0.1

4/0.6

D

3/0.3
7/0.5

M1

R6

2/0.6

4/0.3

R3

M5 6/0.5

R1

3/0.2

5/0.5
3/0.3

S

R10

5/0.3

5/0.4
R7

R9

4/0.2
R2
4/0.1

R5

5/0.2

R4
2/0.3
R4

5/0.3
2/0.2

M3
M4

M8

3/0.3
M9

4/0.1

Master
Relay
Slave

Figure 2: An numerical example to illustrate the minimum
delay routing protocol.
In Figure 2, there is a symbol a/b associated with each
link, where a denoteds the number of transmited slots
associated with this link in a time interval and b denotes the
estimated delay time. The device which initiate route
discovery is device S. The target device is destination D.
When source initiate route discovery through flooding, the
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(3) When destination node receive packets coming from
various path, it can choose the best path by selecting the
route with minimum delay. The delay information can be
obtained from packets accordingly.

possible routes associated with route request packets reveived
by destination D are as follows:
(a) Path 1:
SĺM1ĺR1ĺM2ĺR3ĺM5ĺR6ĺM6ĺR8ĺM7ĺD, with
delay timeɨ4.0(sec), traffic flow = 47(slot) and hop countɨ
10.

From the above mechanism, the route with minimum
expected delay can be obtained.
3.2 The Relation between DelayTtime and Traffic Lload
Although the focus of minimum delay time routing
protocol is delay time, the relation among delay time, lifetime
and traffic load is obvious. A small delay time implies that the
traffic load is light, the power consumption is small, the
throughput is good and traffic load is balanced. Thus, the
above objectives can be achieved through delay time analysis.
The following sections discuss the detail analysis.

(b) Path 2:
SĺM1ĺR1ĺM2ĺR3ĺM5ĺR7ĺM8ĺR9ĺM9ĺR10ĺ
M7ĺD, with delay timeɨ3.7(sec), traffic flow = 45(slot) and
hop countɨ12.
(c) Path 3:
SĺM1ĺR2ĺM3ĺR4ĺM4ĺR5ĺM5ĺR7ĺM8ĺR9ĺ
M9ĺR10ĺM7ĺD, with delay timeɨ3.0(sec), traffic flow
ɨ47(slot) and hop countɨ14.

IV.

(d) Path 4:
SĺM1ĺR2ĺM3ĺR4ĺM4ĺR5ĺM5ĺR6ĺM6ĺR8ĺ
M7ĺD, with delay timeɨ3.3(sec), traffic flow ɨ49(slot) and
hop countɨ12.
When destination D received route request packets
within a time interval, it can choose the route with preferred
criteria. The route with minimum hop coute is path 1 while the
route with minimum delay is path 3. The estimated delay time
associated with path 1 and 3 are 4.0 and 3.0 second
respectively. The route with minimum hop count may not
achieve best performance. But the minimum delay routing
protocol can find the route with minimum delay. When the
estimated delay associated with all links are the same, the
minimum delay routing protocol reduce to shortest path
routing protocol.
3.1 Minimum Delay Routing Protocol
The minimum delay routing protocol is described as
follows.
(1) Due to the communication process within a piconet must
pass through the master device, the amount of traffic
associate with each link in a time interval can be
computed by master. Using the traffic flow information
and basic queueing model, the estimated average delay
time associated with each link can be computed
accurately. The formula to compute the delay time
associated with each link has been described in previous
sections.
(2) When the source device initiates route request, it will
broadcast a route request packet to its neighbor. The
packet will be rebroadcasted by masters and relays
through entire scatternet in a flooding manner. The
information embedded in the route request packet
includes source address and the accumulated delay time
of links which this packed has been pass through. When
this packet is further transmitted to the next node, the
delay time of the new link will be added into the route
request packet. When the route request packet reach
destination node, the total accumulated delay time can be
extracted from packet, so the destination can decide
which route will encounter as little delay as possible.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

4.1 Experiments Setup
To evaluate the performance of the proposed minimum
delay routing protocol, we design a simulation environment to
observe and measure the system performance in various
conditions. Besides the parameters of the proposed algorithm,
the remaining parameters of simulations includes (1) the size
of the environment, (2) the number of devices in a piconet, (3)
the number of constructed routing path between two devices
and (4) data arrival rates. Experiments are conducted in a
connected scatternet. All devices are within communication
range. The size of simulation environment is 50x50 in which
50 devices are placed.
4.2 Performance Evalutation
The proposed minimum delay routing protocol (MDP)
will be compared with the state of the art, RVM method
(Bhagwat, P.; Segall, in“A routing vector method (RVM) for
Routing in Bluetooth scatternets”) through the following
comparison.

Comparison of the relation between delay time and
traffic load.

Comparison of the relation between throughput and
traffic load.

Comparisioin of the relation between network life
time and traffic load.
A.

The relation between delay time and traffic load
There are many factors which effect data transmission in
Bluetooth network. One of the important factors is the delay
which implies traffic load. In literature, lots of proposed
routing protocol using hop count to decide the suitable route.
However, small hop count does not imply short delay time.
Especially in hot spot area, large number of routing pathes
pass through the same device which may incure large
communication latency due to heavy traffic.
Figure 3 shows the relation between traffic load and
delay time. The X-axis of Figure 3 represents traffic load
which is measured by number of packets (slots). It is assumed
that both master and slave use DH1 packet to transmit data. So
the number of packets will equal to the number of slots. As
shown in Figure 3, the delay time increases for all methods
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when the traffic load increase. But the delay time of MDP is
smaller than RVM. So the proposed MDP is superior than
RVM in terms of delay time.

˅ˈ˃˃
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Figure 5 shows the relations between average number of
relays and delay times in traffic load 10, 20 and 30,
respevtively. When the number of relay node is increased in a
piconet, the construct topology will have smaller delay time.
From Figure 5, it is observed that the delay time of MDP is
smaller than RVM when the number of relays is fixed. It is
also observed that increase the number of relays will decrease
the delay times.

˅ˈ

˧̅˴˹˹˼˶ʳ˟̂˴˷ʳʻ̆˿̂̇ʼ

Figure 3: Comparision of the MDP and RVM in terms of
delay time and traffic load.
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B.

The relation between number of devices and delay
times
The number of devices in a scatternet will also affect
the delay time of routing pathes. As the number of devices
increase, the delay time increases. The comparison of
relations between number of devices and delay times are
shown in Figure 4. The X-axis and Y-axis of Figure 4 are
number of devices and delay times, respectively. Figure 4
corresponds to traffic load 10. From these figures, it is
observed that the delay times increase in both RVM and
MDP. However, the proposed MDP has smaller delay time
than RVM in all cases. The MDP has better performance
because information of delay time in each link is provided.
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Figure 5: Comparision of the relations between average
numbers of relays and delay times when traffic loads 10
packets per second.
V.

CONCLUSION

In most Bluetooth routing protocol, the route with
minimum hop count is chosen as the final route. However,
large delay times occurred when the traffic load is heavy in
some intermediate node of the route. In this paper, we have
proposed a minimum delay routing protocol for Bluetooth
radio network. The delay time associated with each link is
estimated according the roles of devices in the two ends of a
link through proper queueing modeling. Based on the
estimated delay times in each link, a route with minimum
accumulated estimated delay time is chosen as a suitable route.
Experimental results demonstrate that the proposed MDP has
smaller delay times in comparision with RVM. In the future,
the proposed delay time estimation framework will be extend
to 802.11 WLAN and Ad Hoc networks.
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ABSTRACT

operation (AGO) and GM(1,1) [1][2] to forecast the

In this study, we describe a stock price prediction agent

stock price.

system based on gray theory. This system is constructed

The web-based stock price prediction agent system is

on a web by using JavaServer Page and the system is

constructed on http://203.64.218.5/stock. And, the

user-friendly.

web-based stock price prediction agent system is

Keywords: Stock price, gray theory, JavaServer Page

constructed on a Tomcat 4.1.27 web server in the
Windows 2003 server operating system. The system

1. Introduction

must authenticate its users for security. The system helps

The stock price prediction plays an important role

the users to predict the stock price. The system uses the

on the business prediction. The adequate stock

JSP program with the Java Database Connectivity

price prediction can help personal investor and

JDBC) driver to enable access to a database of the

fund manager to obtain most profit. Usually,

historical stock price. The JavaServer Pages (JSP)

technical forecasting and fundamental forecasting

technology has been designed to provide a simplified,

are used to predict the stock price. However, for the

fast means of creating web pages that display

reasons of insufficient data or uncertainty, the traditional

dynamically-generated content [3].

forecasting method is generally hard to predict the

Section 2 describes the theory and algorithm of gray

optimal price. In this study, we describe the stock price

prediction model and offers an example. Section 3

prediction agent based upon the gray theory. The

describes the functions of the web-based stock price

prediction agent directly uses the gray accumulation

prediction agent system. Finally, section 4 concludes.
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a=(CD-(n-1)E)/((n-1)F-C2)

2. The theory and algorithm of gray prediction

b=(DF-CE)/ ((n-1)F-C2)

model
Deng introduces the gray theory in 1982 [1][2]. The

where

gray theory can use a few known data by the way of

C=

n

accumulation generation operation (AGO) to build a

D=

n

gray prediction model. The gray prediction model [1][2]

E=

n

is introduced in subsection 2.1. The computing

F=

n

algorithm of stock price prediction agent system is

By referring the first-order differential equation of

described in subsection 2.2. And, subsection offers an

sequence x(1) as follows:

example of the computing algorithm.

d x(1)(k)/dk+ aZ (1)(k)=b,

k=2

Z(1)(k),

k=2

x(0)(k),

k=2

Z(1)(k) x(0)(k),

k=2

Z(1)(k)2 .

and we have the following equation:

2.1 Gray Model GM(1,1)

x(1)(k+1)=( x(0)(1))e-ak+b/a(1-)e-ak)

Let x(0)=(x(0)(1), x(0)(2), …, x(0)(n)) is the raw data and

x(0)(k+1)= x(1)(k+1)- x(1)(k).

x(1)=AGO(x(0)))=(x(1)(1), x(1)(2), …, x(1)(n)).

Finally, by substitute a and b, we can establish the gray

where x

(1)

k
i=1

(k)=

(1)

x (i). And, the following equation

prediction equation.

is the gray differential equation:
x(0)(k)+aZ (1)(k)=b, k=1,…,n

2.2 Gray Prediction Algorithm by GM(1,1)

(1)

The gray model described by the above equation is

The prediction algorithm based on gray theory

GM(1,1) since it consists of only one variable x(0).

describe as follows:

In Eq. (1), Z

(1)

(k) = 0.5x

(1)

(k)+ 0.5x

(1)

are

Step 1: Build the observed exchange rate sequence

(k-1), k=1,2,…,n,

a is the developing coefficient, b is the gray input, and

X(0)=( X(0)(1), X(0)(2), …,, X(0)(n))

x(0) is a gray derivative which maximizes the

where X(0)(k) represents the exchange rate at time k.

information density for a given series to be modeled.

Step 2: Generate the accumulation generating operation

According the least square method, we have

(AGO) sequence.

where

X(1)=AGO(X(0)))=(X(1)(1), X(1)(2), …, X(1)(n))
where X(1) (k)=

∧

a=

B=

k
i=1

X(1)(i)




a




b





= (BT B ) BT yn

− Z (1) (2)
− Z (1) (3)

1
1




, yn =


...

...
− Z (n ) 1
(1)

Step 3: Calculate the mean value of the AGO sequence.

−1





Z (1) (k) = 0.5X (1)(k)+ 0.5X (1)(k-1), k=1,2,…,n
Step 4:Compute the parameter a and b.

x ( 0 ) ( 2)
x ( 0) (3)

a=(CD-(n-1)E)/((n-1)F-C2)




b=(DF-CE)/ ((n-1)F-C2)


...
x (n)
(0 )



where


Expanding the above equations, we have
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C=

n

D=

n

E=

n

k=2

Z(1)(k),

k=2

x(0)(k),

k=2

Z(1)(k) x(0)(k),

n

F=

k=2

Z(1)(k)2 .

Step 5: Establish the prediction equation.

Step 5. Establish the prediction equation.

x(1)(k+1)= -5459.413939e-0.009351887k+5511.413939

x(1)(k+1)=( x(0)(1))e-ak+b/a(1-)e-ak)

where

(0)

(1)

(1)

x(1)=52, b/a=135697

x (k+1)= x (k+1)- x (k).

Step 6: Verify the prediction results.

2.3 An Example

k=1, x(1)(k+1)=X (1)(2)= 102.8178, X (0)(2)=50.8178

In this section, we offer an example to illustrate the

k=2, x(1)(k+1)=X (1)(3)= 153.1626, X (0)(3)=50.3448

algorithm describes in the above subsection.

k=3, x(1)(k+1)=X (1)(4)= 203.0388, X (0)(4)=49.8761

Step 1: Choose a stock and establish the price sequence

k=4, x(1)(k+1)=X (1)(5)= 252.4507, X (0)(5)=49.4119

with respect to day.

k=5, x(1)(k+1)=X (1)(6)= 301.4027, X (0)(6)=48.9519

X(0)=(52 ,50 ,49.9 ,51 ,50.5 ,49.4 ,47.1 )

k=6, x(1)(k+1)=X (1)(7)= 349.8990, X (0)(7)=48.4963

Step 2: Generate the accumulation generating operation

Hence, we have the predicted results in the following

(AGO) sequence.

table

(1)



X =(52 ,102 ,151.9 ,202.9 ,253.4 ,302.8 ,349.9 )

Original

Step 3: Calculate the mean value of the AGO sequence.

Price

Price

52

52

0

50

50.8178

-1.63566

49.9

50.3448

-0.89139

= 77+126.95+177.4+228.5+278.15+326.35

51

49.8761

2.20357

=1213.95

50.5

49.4119

2.15462

49.4

48.9519

0.90693

47.1

48.4953

-2.96458

Z

(1)

=(77 ,126.95 ,177.4 ,228.5 ,278.15 ,326.35 )

Step 4:Compute the parameter a and b.
n

C=

(1)
k=2 Z (k)

n

D=

k=2

x(0)(k)

=50 +49.9 +51 +50.5 +49.4+47.1

Stock

Predicted Stock

Error(%)

=297.9
E=

n
k=2


Z(1)(k) x(0)(k)

And, the root mean square error (RMS) is 0.018378822.

=77*50+126.95*49.9+177.4*51+228.15*50.5
+278.1*49.4+326.35*47.1

3. An Stock Price Prediction Agent System

=59863.005

The web-based stock price prediction agent system is

F=

n


k=2

Z(1)(k)2

constructed

on

http://203.64.218.5/stock.

And

we

= 77*77+126.95*126.95+177.4*177.4

describe the structure and function of the proposed

+228.5*228.5+278.15*278.15+326.35*326.35

system.

=289412.4175
a=(CD-(n-1)E)/((n-1)F-C2)

3.1 System Overview

=0.009351887

The web-based stock price prediction agent system is

b=(DF-CE)/ ((n-1)F-C2)

constructed on a Tomcat 4.1.27 web server in the

=51.54212054

Windows 2003 server operating system. The system
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must authenticate its users for security. The system helps
the users to predict the stock price. The system uses the
JSP program with the Java Database Connectivity
JDBC) driver to enable access to a database of the
historical stock price.

3.2 The function of the Stock Price Prediction
Agent System
The system has the following functions:
(1) System administration: system administrator can
establish the accounts and passwords of users.
(2) Stock selection: users can choose the stock to
predict the future stock price.
(3) Parameter selection: users can freely choose the
prediction parameter, like the number of initial
sequence.
(4) Period Selection: users can freely choose the
prediction period: day, week or year.

4. Conclusions
In this paper, a web-based stock price prediction agent
system based on gray theory was proposed. The stock
price prediction can be completed on-line because the
algorithm of gray prediction model is simple and fast.
Finally, the on-lined prediction function of web-based
system are not limited by time, it can be used all day. So,
the proposed system is user-friendly.
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appropriate cell for handoff. The past research [1] showed
the impact of mobility on cellular network and provided a
modeling method for configuring cellular networks to
study the dynamics of mobility. Therefore, the user
mobility should be considered in an effective handoff
algorithm for supporting QoS.
The blocking probability of new call and resource
utilization should be also mentioned simultaneously when
the QoS is considered for an effective handoff algorithm.
There are so many studies [2][3] which focused on the
issue of QoS guarantee, and the effective user mobility
and resource management is mentioned in [4]. The
improvement of radio bandwidth is always thought as a
dynamic channel (code) allocation problem in past
literatures. In order to reduce the call dropping rate
(CDR), the reservation scheme was proposed in the study
[5]. However, seldom literature has developed to satisfy
both issues of the above at the same time. Although
prioritized
channel
assignment
schemes
for
accommodating handoff attempts and optimization
studies for assigning channels to priority classed have
been proposed in the reference study [6], the user
mobility has been considered a crucial factor for affecting
traffic performance in the cellular networks.
The emergency problem on demand of extensive
bandwidth for multimedia services and the increase
velocity of mobiles is appropriate bandwidth allocation to
guarantee QoS and progress the resource utilization
obviously. Thus if the prediction of user mobility is
applied suitably for channel (code) allocation in mobile
cellular networks, the resource utilization will be improve
clearly.
However, in order to solve QoS problem, a proper
handoff algorithm that could reserve the required
bandwidth for the mobile in the predicted cell should be
proposed. There two approaches, which are cell
approaches making use of global knowledge of users
traffic flows in a particular cell and user approaches
relying on the knowledge users mobility in short or long
term, focuses on the subject of handoff prediction, but the
resource utilization is not so satisfied. In this paper,
therefore, accumulated user mobility is applied to handoff
the algorithm which formulates the user velocity by
extenics [7] and is combined with the profile concept of
cell approaches for solving this problem. The proposed

Abstract
As the number of mobile users in cellular systems
increases, the user mobility becomes the dominating
factor of guaranteeing quality of services (QoS). In order
to support QoS for mobiles in cellular systems, the
concept of accumulated user mobility is combined with
the handoff algorithm to reduce the amount of reserving
channels (codes) for handoff calls and increase the total
carried traffic load. The relational function of extenics is
introduced to formulate the velocity of mobile in the
proposed method. With the cell approaches, the
information of user profile is applied to the proposed
method to calculate the handoff attempts of each adjacent
cell in current cell. By the accumulated handoff attempts
of the six adjacent cells, the appropriate channels (codes)
can be reserved for handoff beforehand, and the required
QoS is preserved during handoffs occurring. Both of QoS
and channels (codes) are the considered issues in the
proposed scheme, so better system utilization can be
achieved.
Keywords: user mobility, QoS, accumulated, handoff,
extenics

1. Introduction
Due to the rapid evolution of mobile communications, the
applications are also accompanied to vary from voice
data which is low demand of bandwidth to multimedia
services that are high demand of bandwidth. In such a
large number of bandwidth demand for multimedia
services in mobile cellular systems, the most important
issue is to support quality of service (QoS) for
subscribers. As a result of the increase in mobile velocity
and limited radio spectra, it is difficult to allocate suitable
bandwidth for mobiles before handoff to the appropriate
cell. In order to increase the system capacity, the cell size
will be mutated from micro-cell to pico-cell in future
cellular systems, thus the dwell time in a certain cell for
all of the call duration will become smaller than before.
Because the handoff frequencies that are affected by the
cell size increase progressively, mobiles maybe come
through performance degradations. Due to the variable
user mobility, it became more complex to predict the
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honeycomb, and the area of geometry for each cell is
equal. Based on the honeycomb structure, the potential
cells of handoff have only six adjacent ones. For cell ‘a’,
illustrated in Figure 2.1, may handoff to the cell which is
adjacent with cell ‘a’ such as ‘b’, ‘c’, ‘d’, ‘e’, ‘f’, or ‘g’.

scheme does not intend to predict the accuracy movement
of mobile but calculate the accumulated attempts of the
adjacent cell which the current is going to handoff to by
using the user profiles, user regular routines information,
and the speed of mobile movement.

2. Modeling by Accumulated User Mobility
˵

In order to analyze user mobility, the mobile speed is
viewed as the most important factor that should be
considered firstly. Thus we make efforts in the acquisition
of user velocity and the formation of user velocity.
According to the free space propagation of radios [8], the
distance between the base station and the mobile can be
calculated by the received power of mobile. The speed
can be obtained roughly by dividing the displacement in a
time period.

˺

˹

˷
˸

Figure 2.1 The possible handoff cell for cell ‘a’
In the proposed method, cell ‘a’ is as an initial point
to calculate the potential handoff attempts which are
defined by the accumulation function of weight for each
adjacent cell. In order to define the accumulation function
of weight, we find out that the affecting factors for
handoff are movement speed and user regular routes. The
movement speed is defined by velocity function, and the
potential probability of movement for each cell can be
obtained by analyzing user regular routes.
Due to obtain the movement probability for each
mobile in every cell, a profile-based method of user
approaches [9] is applied to observe and record the
mobile habits for a periodic time in each cell. By the
profile-based method, two phases are required: the phase
one learning the user’s mobility and every move of the
user is recorded, and the second phase selects a cell
which the algorithm looks for recorded transitions in its
base. The proposed scheme reduces the recording
information of cell by modifying data structure of the
reference [6], and the necessary information of cell for
each mobile is described as followings:
z i: the current cell number.
z Tdwell_avg: the average dwell time in a cell for a
mobile call.
z Tdwell_min: the minimum dwell time in a cell for a
mobile call.
z Pmove(j): the probability of handoff to cell j, and j is
the adjacent cell.
To calculate the accumulation attempts of handoff
in each cell, an accumulation function is defined and
formularized as the equation (eq.2-1), where the weight
factors w_of_v, w_of_t and w_of_mp are represented
weight of velocity function, weight of the average dwell
time and weight of move probability, respectively. The
portion of each weight factor stands for the dominant
portion for the handoff and can be adjusted dynamically
by imf_v, imf_t, and imf_mp which summation is equal to
1 according to the real situation.

2.1 Formulating of User Velocity
Due to the complexity of modeling the mobile velocity
into an equation expression, however, we reference to the
method of modeling the relational function in the
Extenics [7] for reducing the complexity.
Wu adjust the original relational function for
defining the speed of mobile movement in wireless
cellular networks. There are three kinds of movement
speed defined in Table 1. The probability of handoff is
very low except only just along the edge of two cells
when a pedestrian take a walk around no matter urban
area or suburbs. Because the handoff probability is very
low, the definition value of relational function is modified
to be 0.
In contrast to pedestrian, vehicles mobility can be
classified two classes; one is that vehicles move in the
speed between 5km/hr and 50 km/hr around urban area,
and the other is that vehicles move in the speed of faster
than 50 km/hr around suburbs. The first case can be
regard as extension part for Extenics, because the speed
of vehicles may be slower than pedestrian for a traffic
jam and faster than 50 km/hr when the traffic is smooth.
In the other case, because the vehicles move in the speed
of faster than 50 km/hr, the probability of handoff occur
will be very high and the definition value of relation
function will always be greater than 1.

B

B

B

B

B

Table 1 Definition of relational function
Potential category Definition
of
of traffic
velocity function
k(v)
Speed d 5 Pedestrians
k(v) = 0
km/hr
5 km/hr < Vehicles in urban k(v) = ( v – 5 ) /
Speed d 50 area
( 50 - 5 )
km/hr
>50 km/hr
Vehicles in suburbs
k(v) = 1 + ( v –
50 ) / Vlimited
B

˶
˴

B

B

A(w) = k(v) * w_of_v(w) *imf_v + w_of_t(w) *imf_t +
w_of_mp(w) *imf_mp (eq. 2-1)

2.2 Formulating of Accumulated User Mobility
The proposed scheme is suitable for the traditional

3. Handoff Algorithm and Simulation
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Based on the past literatures, many channel allocation
schemes have been proposed for handoff such as fully
shared scheme (FSS), guard channel scheme (GCS) and
so on. In order to guarantee the call dropping probability
(or called QoS) below a certain level, the guard channel
scheme is usually applied for handoff.

Figure 3.1 Two phase’s handoff algorithm
In the phase 1, user profile is learning by applying
user approach in [10]. During the learning phase, every
move of user is recorded. For a certain cell, therefore, the
movement probability of the adjacent cells can be
obtained with its own handoff times divided by the total
handoff times in current cell.
In phase 2, the value of w_of_t is set by comparing
Tdwell_avg with Tcall_avg, and the value will be set either
“LOW” or “HIGH”, where “LOW” and “HIGH” are
adjustable definition constants. Moreover, the calculation
of accumulated mobility attempts in current cell triggers
off the calculations of total accumulated mobility
attempts in adjacent cell which is illustrated in Figure 3.2,
and the total accumulated mobility attempts of weight can
be as the factor for adjusting the number of channels in
the six adjacent cells, where “Predict_basis” is the
critical value which can be adjusted according to the
quality of service. The most difference among the
proposed method and the past literatures is the adaptive
threshold for the number of guard channels by using the
total accumulated mobility attempt “Ã(w)j”

3.1 The Proposed Handoff Algorithm
The proposed method which applies accumulated user
mobility can be composed of two phases: Phase 1 is a
learning phase which is responsible for collecting user
profile by user approaches and recording to the
corresponding data structure; and the major duty of phase
2 is to calculate the total accumulation attempts of the
adjacent cell according to the defined accumulations
function of weight. In order to simplify, the proposed
method considers recording the data of user profile of
each cell for each mobile by modifying the data structure
of the reference research [10]. And the two phase’s
handoff algorithm (TPHA) is illustrated in Figure 3.1.

B

TPHA (Two Phase’s Handoff Algorithm)
Begin

B

B

B

B

B

Phase 1:
Begin
Learn user profile;

ˠ̂˵˼˿˼̇̌ʳ˴̇̇˸̀̃̇ʳ
˹̅̂̀ʳ˶˸˿˿ʳʻ˼ʼʳ̇̂ʳ
˴˷˽˴˶˸́̇ʳ˶˸˿˿̆

Record user profile to database;
End Phase 1;
Phase 2:
Begin
Choose mobile information from database;

˖˸˿˿ʳʻ˼ʼ

˖˸˿˿ʳʻ˽ʼ

ˠ̂˵˼˿˼̇̌ʳ˴̇̇˸̀̃̇ʳ
˹̅̂̀ʳ˴˷˽˴˶˸́̇ʳ˶˸˿˿̆ʳ
̇̂ʳ˶˸˿˿ʳʻ˽ʼ

Select the current cell number (i) and get the
information;

˧˻˸ʳ̇̅˼˺˺˸̅˸˷ʳ˶˸˿˿ʳ˶˴˿˶̈˿˴̇˸̆ʳ
̇˻˸ʳ̇̂̇˴˿ʳ˴˶˶̈̀̈˿˴̇˸˷ʳ
̀̂˵˼˿˼̇̌ʳ˴̇̇˸̀̃̇̆ʳ Ãʻ̊ʼ˽

If Tdwell_avg >= Tcall_avg
B

B

B

B

w_of_t(w)i = HIGH; /*Set the value of w_of_t(w)i to
B

B

B

˧˻˸ʳ˼́˼̇˼˴˿ʳ˶˸˿˿ʳ̇̅˼˺˺˸̅̆ʳ̂˹˹ʳ̇˻˸ʳ
˶˴˿˶̈˿˴̇˼̂́ʳ̂˹ʳ˴˶˶̈̀̈˿˴̇˸˷ʳ
̀̂˵˼˿˼̇̌ʳ˴̇̇˸̀̃̇̆ʳ˼́ʳ˴˷˽˴˶˸́̇ʳ˶˸˿˿̆ʳʳ

B

HIGH*/
Else
w_of_t(w)i = LOW; /*Set the value of w_of_t(w)i to
B

B

B

B

Figure 3.2 The illustration of calculation for total

LOW*/
EndIf;

accumulated mobility attempts

While ( j  A, A is the set of adjacent cells of cell i)

3.2 Performance Evaluation
In performance evaluation, the terms of dropping
probability of handoff calls, blocking probability of a new
call, and channel utilization are compared between
predicted handoff and unpredicted handoff. Besides, the
number of guard channels for predicted handoff calls are
dynamically adapted and also shown in the experimental
results.
The number of mobiles in our simulation is bigger
than the channels in cell so that the traffic model to the
cell can be approximated as a Poisson process [10] [11].
The related parameters are shown as follows.
z Ȝ: call arrival rate according to Poisson process of
rate Ȝ.
z µ: the mean completion time assumed to
exponential distribution with mean of 1/µ [8].
z ș: the portable mobility and the dwell time is
assumed to be exponential distribution with mean

Begin
w_of_m(w)j = Pmove(j); /* Set the w_of_m(w)j to be the
B

B

B

B

B

B

value of move probability from cell (i) to cell(j); */
A(w)j = k(v) * w_of_v(w)i * imf_v + w_of_t(w)i * imf_t
B

B

B

B

B

B

+ w_of_mp(w)j* imf_mp;
B

B

/* Calculate the accumulation attempts from cell (i) to
cell (j)*/
Ã(w)j = ¦ A(w)k; /*Sum up A(w)k (k is the adjacent cells
B

B

B

B

B

B

of cell(j)) in cell(j)*/
GCS_num = Total channels - Ã(w)j * Predict_basis;
B

B

/*Reserve the necessary resource and adjust the number of
guard channel in cell(j) by total accumulation attempts of
mobility Ã(w)j */
B

B

Prepare the handoff to the cell(j);
EndWhile;
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mobility is applied for prediction of handoff attempts, and
the extenics is also introduced and applied to formulate
the mobile velocity to the relational function. The
accumulated user mobility that is derived from the speed
of movement, dwell time, and move probability, is
applied for adjusting the number of guard channels
dynamically. The proposed scheme reserves the necessary
number of channels for handoff calls and reduces the
number of guard channels which can increase the
utilization, hence, the call dropping probability can be
decrease and QoS is also guaranteed. Furthermore, we
will try to compare the QoS factors which use the
different number of guard channels and observe the
variations of the number of guard channels with others in
future.

of 1/ș.
In our experiments, the mean of call holding time
1/µ is 6 min, and the mean of dwell time 1/ș is 3 min.
According to the assumptions of experiments, the
handoff calls are 50% of total calls, and predicted
handoff calls are 50% of handoff calls. The simulation
results are shown in Figure 3.3, and it shows lower
dropping probability for proposed method, but almost
the same blocking probability and channel utilization.
The number of guard channels is adjusted dynamically
within the simulation process, thus the system can
maintain the best utilization.
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Figure 3.3 Simulation results

4. Conclusions and Future Works
In this paper, a new concept that uses accumulated user
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Abstract
With the rapid improvements in processors and network,
the design of cluster has proven the potentials in low cost
and high performance. In general, a high quality
multimedia processing requires the huge computing
power to deal with large amount of data within a certain
period of time. In this paper, we propose the design of
using a low cost, low power consumption and small-sized
microprocessor as computing nodes to form a cluster
system to increase the computing power and to accelerate
the H.264 video processing. We analyze and distribute
the computation in H.264 video processing, especially
the part of heavy-load computation of decoder scheme, to
each node of the cluster system in parallel. System
analysis shows that, with the proposed design of cluster
computing, the efficient real-time processing and high
performance is achieved.

1. Introduction
With the widespread adoption of technologies such as
streaming video in internet, DVD-Video and even digital
television, the video compression has become an
important issue and component in media transmission. In
late 2001, ISO/IEC MPEG and ITU-T VCEG decided on
a joint venture to wards enhancing standard video coding
performance – specifically in the areas where bandwidth
and/or storage capacity are limited. This Joint team of
both standard organizations is called Join Video Team
(JVT). The standard formed is called H.264/MPEG-4 part
10 and is presently referred to as JVT/H.26L/Advanced
Video Coding (AVC) [1, 2]. H.264 can be widely used in
video communication servers in IP network and wireless
environment. The H.264 is an upcoming international
video coding standard with superior objective and
subjective image quality [3, 4]. The main goals of JVT
are significant coding efficiency, simple syntax
specifications and seamless integration of video coding
into all current protocols and multiplex architectures
(network friendliness). Requirements for H.264 arise
from the various video applications that aims at
supporting video streaming, video conferencing, over
fixed and wireless networks and over different transport
protocols, etc. H.264 features thus aim at meeting the
requirements evolving from such applications. H.264
grouped its capabilities into profiles and levels – Baseline,
Main and Extended profile. A “profile” is a subset of the
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entire bit stream of syntax that is specified by the
international standard. Within each profile, there are a
number of levels designed for a wide range of
applications, bit rates, resolutions, qualities and services.
A “level” has a specified set of constraints imposed on
parameters in a bit stream. It is easier to design a decoder
if the profile, level and hence the capabilities are known
in advance. Baseline profile can be applied to video
conferencing and video telephony, main profile can be
applied to broadcast video, and extended profile can be
applied to streaming media.
The video coding standard H.264/MPEG-4 part 10
is aimed to code video sequences at approximately half
the bit rate in comparison with MPEG-2 at the same
quality. The emerging standard also aims at obtaining
significant improvements in coding efficiency, error
robustness and network friendliness. Large computing
power is required in multimedia processing due to large
amount of data which are to be processed within a certain
response to reach the quality. For the concern of
increasing the effectiveness of the design, a full-scale
H.264 system decoder with a low cost, low power
consumption and small-sized microprocessor to construct
the cluster for working collectively is proposed in this
paper. Instead of the traditional PC cluster, we also
propose the design of using a small-sized microprocessor
as the node of the cluster computing system. With the
proposed design and increased computing power in the
system, the performing of highly complicated processing
in multimedia applications within a low-end processor
can be solved. Furthermore, by applying the SoC
technology, the cost, power consumption and the size of
the cluster computing system can be reduced significantly.
For video coding, the latest H.264 standard is selected to
implement the video decoder for accelerating the
decoding speed. This paper is organized as follows:
Section 2 introduces the adopted microprocessor. Section
3 describes the detailed design of the system architecture.
Section 4 discusses how the video decoding works in the
system. Finally, a conclusion is made in section 5 with
more future work.

2. Microprocessor in cluster node
The microprocessor adopted in our proposed design is
ARM7TDMI. It is a 32-bit microprocessor [5]. With the
properties of good performance and low power
consumption, it is very attractive for embedded
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Figure 1. High Speed Parallel Processing System Architecture
cost-effective chip. This microprocessor, ARM7TDMI,
has a three-stage pipeline, all parts of the processing and
memory systems can operate continuously. The ARM
memory interface can allow performance potential and
without incurring high costs in the memory system.
However, ARM7TDMI does not have an instruction or
data cache; thus, it is mostly used as a controller core
rather than for data processing.

Internet

Master Node
21. NIS/NFS Server
22. Gateway

High Speed HUB

3. System Architecture
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Cluster
Node 1

Cluster
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…..

Figure 1 presents the High Speed Parallel Processing
System (HSPPS) architecture. We use the embedded
microprocessor as a node to form a cluster. A high-speed
parallel switching system is also provided to connect
each node of the cluster. Because the embedded system is
insufficient in storage facilities, a Large Storage Disk
(LSD) is setup for each node in the system to share and
store the immediate or final data. Moreover, we can setup
a cluster middleware for supporting single system image
and availability infrastructure. The proposed system
provides a parallel programming environment for either
sequential or parallel applications.
Each node of the cluster used in the current system is
an ARM evaluation board, which is developed by
MiceTek Company [6]. The operating system uClinux
is ported in each board and the message-passing interface

Cluster
Node N

1. NIS/NFS Client
2. RSH Service

Figure 2. Proposed scheme of the cluster
applications. The microprocessor adopted in our system
is a RISC architecture, the instruction set and related
decode mechanism are much simpler than those shown in
CISC architectures. The feature of a RISC architecture
results in a high instruction throughput and impressive
real-time interrupt response from a small and
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hundreds of megabits per second (Mbps). The
non-integer level numbers are referred as “intermediate
levels.” All levels have the same status, but note that
some applications may choose to use only the
integer-numbered levels.
The H.264 standard codec, JM 8.0, is adopted for
our wallet-size cluster [8]. Figure 4 shows the H.264
decoder scheme [9]. The basic functional elements
(prediction, transform, quantization, entropy encoding)
are slightly different from previous standards (MPEG1,
MPEG2, MPEG4, H.261 and H.263); the important
changes in H.264 occur in the details of each functional
element. The decoder receives a compressed bit stream
from the NAL. The data elements are entropy decoded
and reordered to produce a set of quantized coefficients X.
These are rescaled and inverse transformed to give D’n
(this identical to the D’ n shown in the Encoder). Using
the header information decoded from the bit stream, the
decoder creates a prediction macro block P, identical to
the original prediction P formed in the encoder. P is
added to D’n to produce uF’n which is filtered to create
the decoded macro block F’n.
According to the scheme described above, the
processing complexity of each module in the decoder can
further be estimated. By using the “Intel VTune
Performance Analyzer” to analyze the percentage of
execution time of each module in the decoder when the
baseline profile is considered, the experimental result is
presented in Figure 5 [10, 11]. The result shown in Figure
5 is obtained by decoding a 4CIF resolution video with
Qstep 30. The most critical time modules are in sequence
motion compensation (41.88%), entropy coding (28.25%),
deblocking (10.48%), and integer transform (10.33%).
Obviously, by applying the proposed scheme for parallel
and distributed processing can speedup the video
decoding for fulfilling the real time requirement. For
evaluating the performance of the system, H.264 standard
codec JM 8.0 is adopted for our experiment to measure
the following data: PSNR, bit rate, complexity reduction
of the testing sequences, and decoding time. Furthermore,
Intel Vtune Performance Analyzer will be used to
measure the computational cost in terms of number of
clock cycles used.

Internet

Master Node
Export FS

Export FS

Parallel Lib
User Home

Export FS

High Speed Network

Remote FS

Remote FS

Remote FS

Node 0

Node 1

Node 2

….

Remote FS
Node N

Figure 3. Software environment of cluster
(MPI) is applied for performing the distributed
computing of the H.264 video decoding. Figure 2 shows
the experimental scheme of the proposed system [7]. A
personal computer is served as a master node to connect
to the Internet for outward communication and manages
the load balancing among all slave nodes. The master
node must act as a NIS/NFS server, and the slave nodes
are NIS/NFS clients with RSH service.

4. System Analysis
An abstract software environment of the proposed cluster
is shown in Figure 3. The master server exports its “user
home” shared with all slave nodes.
As described in the previous section, the H.264 standard
consists of Profiles and Levels. The Profile specifies a set
of algorithmic features and limits, which shall be
supported by all decoders conforming to that profile.
However, users may not require all features provided by
H.264. The encoders are not required to make use of any
particular set of features supported in a profile. For any
given profile, levels generally correspond to processing
power and memory capability on a codec. Each level may
support a different picture size – QCIF, CIF, ITU-R 601
(SDTV), HDTV, S-HDTV, D-Cinema and data rate
varying from a few tens of kilobits per second (Kbps) to
F’n-1
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Figure 4. The H.264 decoder
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5. Conclusions
Comparing with the previous standards, H.264 is more
flexible and can improve the coding efficiency. However,
it should be noted that this is the expense of added
complexity to the encoder/decoder. Also, it is not
backward compatible to the previous standards. The level
of complexity of the decoder can be reduced by
designing the specific profile and level. In this paper, we
propose a scalable wallet-size cluster computing system
with the low cost and low power consumption. By
clustering the embedded system to increase the
computing power, the system can be applied to
multimedia applications to speedup the video decoding
for fulfilling the real time requirements. In the future, we
will explore H.264 decoder and the methodology for
supporting multimedia communication and buffer
management between server and clients. More works on
evaluating the performance of the system will be made.
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failed. In [11] and [12] are proposed tree based
scatternet construction protocols. In [5] and [7], the
authors both construct Bluetooth scatternet with ring
structure. The advantages of ring are reliability and
routing easily. Nevertheless, if there are too many nodes
join to the scatternet of ring, it will let the routing path
become too long.

Abstract
In this paper we propose a new structure for Bluetooth
scatternet formation and its routing protocol. We adopt heap
tree structure as the backbone to form the Bluetooth scatternet,
called BlueHeap. We assume the Bluetooth devices unique
address as the key for formation BlueHeap. BlueHeap allows
nodes joining or leaving the network arbitrarily, and it can be
based on the heap property to rapidly recovery the scatternet.
In routing aspect, we assume the source node knows the
destination node’s position in the BlueHeap. We use the
position to compute the shortest path between source node and
destination node. We can say the BlueHeap has the capability
of self-routing.
Keywords: Bluetooth, Heap tree, Routing, Scatternet, Wireless
Networks.

1.

In our study, we focus on the subjects of scatternet
formation and routing protocol. We propose a new
scatternet structure prone to establish, maintenance and
recovery. We take advantage of heap tree to form the
Bluetooth scatternet and called BlueHeap (BH). Heap
tree is a simple data structure and can tolerate nodes
arbitrarily joining or leaving. The structure of scatternet
is distributed. We assume Bluetooth unique BD_ADDR
as the key to form the BlueHeap. Except original links
of the tree, we also build sibling and non-sibling node
links for routing. The nodes of BlueHeap backbone are
all masters. It means every node of BlueHeap is also a
piconet. In order to avoid too frequently role switching,
we assign bridge node between two piconets [10]. The
bridges can reduce power consuming and transmitting
time, which happen in role switch.

Introduction

Ubiquitous computing is emphasized in recent years.
There are many types of wireless network have been
proposed in recent years, such as WLAN, ad hoc network,
sensor network, Bluetooth and so on. Bluetooth [1] is one
of wireless technology and it is an emerging Personal Area
Network (PAN) technology. Bluetooth is a single chip,
which can adds in many kinds of mobile devices like
PDAs, laptops, mobile phones or digital cameras, etc. It
emphasized on low-power, low-complexity, and low cost.
According to the specification design, Bluetooth
technology can apply to any mobile devices.

The rest of the paper is organized as follow. In
session 2, we will refer to some scatternet formation and
routing protocols that has been proposed. In session 3,
we propose the new scatternet formation structure and in
session 4 we detail the routing protocol of BlueHeap. In
session 5 shows the result comparing with related work.
In last session conclusion and discuss our future work.

Bluetooth scatternet formation and routing protocol
are popular issues for research. There are several criteria
should be noticed. In a scatternet, the number of
piconets should be minimized that can provide quickly
routing. In order to reduce switching overheads, a node
participate in at most two piconets. The scatternet should
provide good mobility and fault tolerant capability. Two
piconets connect by just one bridge to reduce redundant
inter piconet. The degree of the node should be limited
and it can avoid parking any nodes. In [2], the authors
proposed BlueStar for multi-hop Bluetooth network.
Chang [4] utilizes Hypercube to construct the Bluetooth
scatternet and called BlueCube. BlueCube let routing
and communication become easy, but if some nodes
want to join or leave the BlueCube may let the network

2.

Related Work

There are many kinds of topology have been
proposed for scatternet formation. In this section, we
review some scatternet formation scheme and routing
protocol.
In order to enhance the Bluetooth structure reliability,
some scholars adopt ring structure to form the Bluetooth
scatternet. Ring is a simple structure and it can reduce
the scatternet formation complexity. In [5], the target is
using ring to evaluate the scatternet it would to enhance
the network reliability. But nodes of the Bluering
structure all play two roles that are master and slave.

*This work is supported by National Science Council under
the grant NSC-93-2524-S-156-001, Taiwan.
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scatternet, the papers [2] [6] proposed that use star
structure as the Bluetooth scatternet. In [2], the BlueStar
constructed by three phase, first is topology discovery,
second is BlueStar formation, and the final is selection
of gateways devices to connect multiple BlueStar. The
BlueStar is also a centralized Bluetooth scatternet. The
master of the BlueStar has a complete knowledge of its
neighbors’ role and of the ID of their master. The paper
[6] is used a hierarchical Bluetooth scatternet
architecture for wireless home networks. They design
two levels for forming a Bluetooth scatternet and the
level 1 are devices communication among themselves in
the piconet, level 2 piconet is primarily used for
providing interconnectivity for routing. In [6], one
piconet is in the center and its slaves are the bridges to
connect other masters. Non-central piconets do not
extend to more piconets. So this is a two level hierarchy.
All inter-piconet traffic must go through the central
piconet, and this may be the bottleneck of the traffic.
But in other aspect, using this structure has less average
number of hops for routing. In both centralized methods,
if the coordinator or the master of the BlueStar occurs
failure, the whole s may be failure.

According to the specification [1], one node can be
active state only in one piconet. If the node plays two
roles it has to switch the hopping frequency sequence
from one piconet to the other. This motion may extend
the transmit time and overhead. In [7] the nodes of the
ring are also all masters and they through the bridges
that they designed S/S to connect every piconet. Both
two Bluerings provide easily routing scheme for routing.
The routing of Bluering is one direction and not holds
any routing table. But Bluering has a potential problem.
If there are too large numbers of nodes join to the ring
structure, the ring may become very long. It means the
Bluering length will be long and it could lead to increase
packet delays ratio.
Hypercube is a parallel computing structure and it
supports disjoint paths and tolerates faults. In [4], the
authors make use of the hypercube structure to form the
scatternet and called BlueCube. The BlueCube is a
distributed scatternet that does not need to select one
node as the coordinator. The BlueCube construction
process is simple. In routing, the BlueCube provides
more than one path for routing and routing in the
BlueCube is faster. There are still some drawbacks in the
BlueCube. The BlueCube structure is robust and if
nodes would join or leave the network may cause the
network failure. Song et al. [10] proposed that use de
Bruijn graph as the backbone to form the Bluetooth
scatternet. The dBBlue provides the diameter of the
graph is O (log n) and find a path with at most O (log n)
hops for every pair of nodes. According to the de Bruijn
graph property it let the dBBlue have self-routing
capability.

Routing is another important subject for Bluetooth.
A prefect scatternet not only provide quickly construct
scatternet but also can routing faster. A famous routing
in Bluetooth is routing vector method (RVM) [3]. It
provides fast route discovery but it also has some limits
like it only use in unicast service. RVM is a centralized
method and using flooding scheme to find the
destination for routing. Using flooding scheme will lead
the packet overhead become large and raises power and
bandwidth consuming.

Tree structure is popular for people to adopt forming
Bluetooth scatternet. In [11] [12], they both use tree
structure to construct the scatternet. The initially phase
of construction Bluetree is choosing a single node to be
the root, that called blueroot. Because every master node
can only have 7 active nodes, the Bluetree should limit
the node of slaves. They use simple geometric to
reconfigure and limit the number of slaves greater than 5.
In routing aspect, very path finding must through the
blueroot; it should increase the load of the blueroot. The
blueroot becomes the bottleneck of the communication.
In [11], in order to let the scatternet have self-routing
capability, it makes use of 7-ways search tree as the
Bluetooth scatternet. A self-routing scatternet can keep
routing overhead minimum. The topology that proposed
can deal with networks of large sizes but it need relies
on a complex merger procedure. They design a locking
mechanism for node joining. In search tree structure,
they cannot guarantee the final Bluetree is balances.

3.

BlueHeap Formation

In this section, we propose a new Bluetooth
scatternet formation method. We adopt the heap tree
structure to be the backbone [10] of the Bluetooth
scatternet. In order avoiding the root as the bottleneck,
besides the original link of the tree structure, we build
the link of the sibling and non-sibling nodes for routing.
There are three roles play in the BlueHeap: master, pure
slave and bridge. Every backbone node is master and the
bridge node is assigned by the master to connect two
masters. The slaves that are not be assigned as the
bridges are pure slaves, and the pure slaves cannot be
inquired by other master. In the BlueHeap, the level is
defined from up to low and it means the root present the
top level of the BlueHeap. The BlueHeap topology
shows in Figure1.
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Salonidis et al. [9] proposed a construction
algorithm for Bluetooth scatternet formation. The first
construction phase is coordinator election. When the
coordinator has been elected, it should responsible for
collect whole scatternet information and then to execute
the phase of role determination. The method is
centralized, and the coordinator need bear large load.
For multihop ad hoc network based on Bluetooth
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3.2 BlueHeap Construction
In this subsection, we shall detail our method of
forming the Bluetooth scatternet. We adopt the
max-heap tree as our BlueHeap. Before we describe the
BlueHeap construction process, we propose some
assumptions for our BlueHeap:
(1) When a node is assigned the role of the bridge, it can
not switch back to inquiry state and one bridge just can
serve between two piconets.
(2) In the BlueHeap, every node knows the positions
about its parent, leaf and neighboring nodes.
(3) Nodes are all in the transmission ranges.
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Figure 2: The construction of the BlueHeap.

Case II ˖ During the procedure of constructing the
BlueHeap, if the new node’s key is bigger than the
original backbone node, they must adjust the position.
When nodes begin exchange the position, the masters
need notice the bridge nodes disconnect the link with
other piconet and do DIAC inquiry [1]. Bluetooth
specification reserved 63 IACs (DIACs) for dedicated
inquiry operations. See the Figure 3. It shows node n7
with key 100 that wants to join to the BlueHeap and it
inquiries the bridge of n3 to join. In this condition, the
node with key 100 is bigger than parent node, so it must
perform position adjusting. The node, which holds the
token shall send the token to the node that replace the
original position. And continue to construct the
BlueHeap.

We use a centralized formation mechanism to form
our BlueHeap, like [9]. Firstly, we assign a single node
as the root of the BlueHeap, see the Figure 2, but this
root is uncertain a root for the final BlueHeap.
According to the heap tree’s structure, they sometimes
shall base on the key to adjust position and find the fit
position. We assume the unique Bluetooth device
address (BD_ADDR) as the key and adopt it to form the
BlueHeap and according the key to adjust the position.
We give the token to the node which is constructing the
BlueHeap. There are two purposes for assigning token;
one is to know the node whether has two children nodes
or not, the other is to know the last node of the
BlueHeap. If the node has two children nodes, it must
pass the token to the next node and continues to
construct the BlueHeap. The new node that wants to join
to the BlueHeap must inquiry the bridge node and
exchanges the information through the bridge node for
comparing the key. Beside the bridge node, the pure
slaves of the piconet cannot be inquired. If there are no
new nodes want to join to the BlueHeap, the bridge
stopping be inquired till time out and it will be retracted
by the master and return to pure slave. If there no new
nodes join to the BlueHeap till time out, the node with
the token is the last node’s parent node. Every node of
the BlueHeap keeps its level mark k and position symbol
x to remember its level and position. Through the level
we can easily compute the position range of every level.
If node nz in level k we can compute the range level:
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Figure 3: Node n7 with key 100 joins to the BlueHeap.

If the BlueHeap has been constructed completely,
then they implement the link construction procedure.
Beside the original links of the BlueHeap, we establish
the links with siblings and non-sibling nodes. In
building sibling nodes links, the one of leaf node can
through its parent node to know whether it has sibling
node or not. If it has sibling node, then assigns a pure
slave as the bridge and execute the inquiry procedure to
construct the link. During building the non-sibling nodes
link, the node shall through their parent nodes to notice
the non-sibling node for establishing the link. Figure 4
shows the BlueHeap that have been constructed the
sibling and non-sibling links.
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¯2 d z d 2  1
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The position symbol lets node joining or leaving the
BlueHeap can be adjusted easily. Base on the symbol of
position, nodes can easily to know which one is their
parent node. When a node joins to the BlueHeap, then
they will compare the information of BD_ADDR. There
are two position adjusting conditions may occur during
the scatternet construct procedure.
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Figure 4: Construct sibling and non-sibling links.

3.3 BlueHeap Maintenance
Bluetooth has the property as ad hoc network, so the
devices may join or leave the communication range
eternally. Heap tree provides a good property to
recovery the link of the structure when nodes joining or
leaving.

Case I˖ If the new node’s BD_ADDR is smaller then
the original backbone node of the BlueHeap, the node
will directly join into the BlueHeap. See the Figure 2,
we firstly assign a root node and the new node with key
97 and 95 are smaller than the 98, so they can join to the
BlueHeap directly.

3.3.1 Node Leaving
In node leaving procedure, the position adjusting is
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inquiry response. Its parent node with key 90 is smaller
than the new node key 99, so it needs to execute position
adjusting. The nodes compare their key till the node
with the key is bigger than the new node with key 99.
Than they disconnect the original links and execute
DIAC inquiry. The position adjusting is not
simultaneous. It executes step by step.

not executed absolutely. If the last node’s key is bigger
than the failure node’s key and smaller than the parent
node’s key, it can replace directly. We can see the Figure
5.
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Figure 5: The example of node leaving.
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When the last node’s is bigger than the failure
node’s key, they shall adjust the position. The Figure 6
illustrates an example of a node failure and position
adjusting. Node n6 leaves the network and the last node
n15 replace the node n6’s position. Then node n6 executes
the node changing procedure and comparing the key
with its child nodes. Then it changes the position with
the node that has the bigger key till every node in the fit
position. The position adjusting is similar to the above
article that we proposed when constructing the
BlueHeap. They use DIAC inquiry to adjusting position
and rebuilding the links.
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4.1 BlueHeap Routing Protocol
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Routing is an important issue for Bluetooth. In this
chapter, we shall detail the routing protocol in BlueHeap.
The routing protocol is similar to AODV [8]. The
routing path establishs on-demand.
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Sometimes, the failure may occur in bridge nodes. In
this situation, the bridge node must be reassigned by its
original master. If the original master does not have any
other pure slaves to reassign, it will implement DIAC
inquiry. The other master, which connect with the same
failure bridge assign a pure slave to be discovered and
go into DIAC inquiry scan.
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Figure 7: (a) New node n2 joins to the BlueHeap, and position
exchanges process and (c) new node n2 has been joins to the BlueHeap.
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Before we detail the routing protocol, we firstly
assume that the source node knows the destination
node’s position in the BlueHeap.

14

80
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Figure 6: The example of node leaving: (a) node n6 leaves the network,
(b) node n15 replaces the position of failure node n6 and (c) node n13
changes the position with the node n5.

Here, we utilize the position computing to
construction the routing path. In the BlueHeap, nodes
hold position and level mark, so we can through these
two values to compute and find the optimal routing path.
When the destination node receives the relay packet, it
can base on it position to know whether the source node
in the same level or not. The count of the range is based
on the formula 2 k 1 d z d 2 k  1 . If the source node’s
position is smaller than the destination node’s and not in
the same level, the destination node replies to its parent
node and repeat the motion source node’s level and find
it. We can establish the path for routing. During the
routing path construction process, every node holds a

3.3.2 Node Joining
The node joining procedure is similar to the
constructing process. They firstly compare the keys, if
the new joining node’s key is bigger than its present
node, they must begin node position adjusting process.
Given an example, if new node with key 99 wants to
join to the BlueHeap, it rests on the token to find the last
position of the scatternet. See the Figure 7. The new
node with key 99 inquires the bridge node, which
belongs to the node that holds the token and receives the
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routing table toe record the next hop. The routing has
three fields are: P (position of itself), key (BD_ADDR)
and N-hop (next hop’s position) Bellow, we bring up
three cases to detail the BlueHeap routing protocol.

Case III: The third situation is the destination node is in
the lower level of the source node. This situation is the
destination node’s key is smaller than the source node’s.
We assume that n2 wants to transmit data to node n14
with key 80. Because the destination node in the low
level of the source node so it needs to compute the range
to find the next hop node for transmit the request
packets. The Figure 10 shows this condition.

Case I: The destination and source nodes are in the
same level. We use the example in Figure 8 to illustrate;
node n18 wants to communicate with node n26. The
destination n26 is in the same level with the source node
n18. In order to find the optimal routing path, they can
use the formula that we proposed to compute the optimal
routing path. The parameters are in the Table 1.
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Case II: The second condition is the destination node in
the upper level of the BlueHeap. In the beginning, the
source node can base on the destination node’s position
to know the destination node in the upper level of it. The
source node sends the request packets to parent node and
repeat this motion till the node that in the same level
with the destination node. When the request packets be
transmitted to the node that in the same level with
destination node, its shell continue to be transmitted to
the destination node through the link of sibling and
non-sibling nodes. See the Figure 9.
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Figure 11: The routing path length comparing.

A well scatternet structure needs support not only
one disjoint path for routing. When this condition
happened, the scatternet occur failure or the routing path
may disconnect. Although the BlueStar provides the
shortest path for routing but it exists the potential
problem. The BlueStar has only one path for routing. In
BlueHeap, it constructed base the heap tree and we build
the sibling and non-sibling links so it let the scatternet
exists more than one disjoint path. In the bellow Figure
12, we can clear to see the disjoint paths of the
BlueHeap, in Figure 12 we ignore the bridge in it..
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In this section, we compare the routing path length
with Bluering and BlueStar. The Figure 11 shows the
result of the comparison, we can see the BlueHeap
routing path has shorter than Bluering but longer than
BlueStar. The reason is in the BlueHeap exists one
special case in routing that is the source node and the
destination node are situated in the same level. In the
tree structure, when the levels increase, the nodes
number also increase. Although we can find the optimal
path length, but the path length still increase a little.
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5 Comparisons with Related Work

Firstly, we need to know how many levels so the l is
l ªlg 8º  2 1 . We just need transmit to one upper
level. Than we can find the total optimal hops for
routing is t 2 1  8 21 6 .

9

91

In BlueHeap, we use the position to find the optimal
routing path so we can say the BlueHeap has the
self-routing capability.
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In this case n18 and n26 are between 8 hops (=26-18),
and it not the optimal routing path. So n26 need transmit
the reply packet to the upper level and find the optimal
routing path. We can use the formula bellow:
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scalable, and quality scalable. These three aspects result to
SNR (Signal to Noise Ratio) and scalable encoding in
temporal and spatial. One or more than one of the above
scalable compressions can be adopted to serve the purpose
of scalability. In order to provide better flexibility and meet
different demands of delay, a new compression technique
called FGS has been submitted to MPEG-4.

ABSTRACT
With the recent development in compression and network
technology, stream media has adopted in internet and
intranet. Application of stream media technology will play
a key role in future development of fast network. Original
video/audio data will be stored in the devices for storage
after having been pre-compressed by video/audio
compression algorithm. When clients have requirements,
stream server retrieves the video/audio data from the
storage devices through the network. In this paper, we
proposed and implemented a simple and effective real-time
scheduling algorithm, adaptive Layer-Based Least-Laxity
-First (LB-LLF) scheduling algorithm, to improve the
output quality of video/audio on network and to achieve
synchronized playback effect. The proposed algorithm
considered real-time constraint, unequal priorities of
scalable media stream in different layers, and a good
trade-off between coding efficiency and drifting error. This
guarantees the effective usage of available channel
bandwidth and the better quality of playback in client.

The Fine Granularity Scalable (FGS) [2] video coding
adopted in MPEG-4 standard is a technique, only the base
layer is predicted from the reconstructed base layer of a
reference frame in the proposed scheme, and all
enhancement layers are predicted from an enhancement
layer of the reference frame. Because of the fine granularity
scalability provided by the bit-plane coding technique in
the enhancement layer, the FGS scheme can easily adapt to
channel bandwidth fluctuations. However, since its motion
prediction is always based on the lowest quality base layer,
the coding efficiency of the FGS is not so good as, and
sometimes worse than, the traditional SNR scalable coding.
Compared with the non-scalable video coding schemes, the
PSNR of the FGS may drop 2.0dB or more at the same bit
rate.

1. INTRODUCTION
With the steady increase in the access bandwidth, more and
more internet applications start to use the streaming audio
and video contents. In response to the increasing demand
on streaming video applications over the best-effort internet,
the coding objective for streaming video is changed to
optimize the video quality for a wide range of bit rates[1].
Generally, video compression can be divided into two
categories, scalable compression and unscalable
compression. Unscalable compression generates only one
bit-stream, but scalable compression can generate multiple
substreams, including one basic bit-stream. The basic
bit-stream can do decoding independently and output
poor-quality video streams, and the other substreams help
improving the output quality. All the streams work together
to output the best-quality video streams. Similarly, if only
parts of the substreams (the basic bit-stream must be
included) work together, the output video streams will be
relatively poor in terms of the image quality. It is called
back to ten years ago about researching of the layered
scalable coding, and has adopted many international
compression standard at present, such as MPEG-4 and
H.263. Generally, the layered scalable coding can be
divided into three categories: temporal scalable, spatial
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The Progressive Fine Granularity Scalable (PFGS) coding
scheme is an improvement over the FGS scheme. Similarly
to FGS, PFGS coding also encodes video data frames into
multiple layers, including a base layer of relatively lower
quality video and multiple enhancement layers of
increasingly higher quality video (some also refer to all the
enhancement layers as a single enhancement layer with
multiple bit-planes, but we prefer to refer to them as
multiple layers). A typical framework of the PFGS is
shown in Figure 1. The base layer, the first, the second, and
the third enhancement layer of frame 2 are predicted from
the base layer of frame 1, and the other higher quality
enhancement layers of frame 2 are predicted from the
fourth enhancement layer of frame 1, and so on. The coding
efficiency of the PFGS can be up to 1.0dB higher in
average PSNR than that of the FGS at moderate or high bit
rates because of the use of high quality references in the
enhancement layer coding. In general, it is reasonable to
assume that the base layer is always available in the
decoder. However, when network bandwidth drops, the
decoder may partially or completely lose the high quality
references. [3]
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Figure 1: The framework of PFGS

Figure 2: The architecture of PFGS video streaming system

In this paper, we proposed and implemented a simple and
effective real-time scheduling algorithm, adaptive
Layer-Based Least-Laxity-First (LB-LLF) scheduling
algorithm, for delivery of scalable streaming media over
lossy channel. It is a priority-based real-time scheduling
scheme to select the packets to be transmitted at a given
time. Furthermore, in real-time constraint, unequal
priorities of scalable media stream in different layers to
achieve a good trade-off between coding efficiency and
drifting error are considered in the proposed algorithm. The
algorithm can greatly improve the playback quality in the
client.

From the implementation point of view, it is easier to
realize the EDF than the LLF algorithm. But both
algorithms have also some drawbacks. In an overload
situation all tasks of the given task sets miss their deadline
in the EDF algorithms (known as the domino effect).
Another drawback is that the EDF algorithm is possible to
detect the violation of a deadline only after it has happened.
The LLF algorithm is a dynamic scheduling method, i.e., it
makes the decision for which task to execute next at
scheduling time. For every task ready to run at the given
moment the difference L between the time of deadline D
and the end of processing time P is computed. This
difference is called as laxity or slack which can be seen as
an inverted priority value. The task with the smallest
L-value is the one to be executed next. Whenever a task
other than the currently running one has the smallest laxity,
a context switch will occur. LLF algorithm is an optimal
scheduling method. That means, if a given set of tasks is
schedulable, then it can be scheduled by Least-Laxity-First.
Another great advantage of the LLF algorithm is that no
further assignment for fixed priorities to the tasks at
development time except scheduling test. Furthermore, a
task going to miss its deadline is recognized at the same
moment when its laxity turns to zero with the task currently
not being executed. At that time the deadline is not yet
reached and emergency measures can be taken to cover the
miss of a deadline. With LLF it is possible for the scheduler
to detect an impending deadline miss during the execution
of tasks. [8] [9]

2. THE SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE
To increase the traffic quality for streaming media in the
internet, a server transmits multimedia stream packets to a
receiver that buffers these packets for playback. A typical
streaming system consists of clients and servers on a
network. Figure 2 shows the architecture of the scalable
streaming media system. The client requests are sent to the
server via network connections which also serve for
transmission of media data. The buffers in each client are
used to provide some tolerance on variations in network
delay as well as data consumption rates. The scheduler in
the server controls the packet size and sequence, manages
the server transmitted buffer and packets via the network to
the clients’ buffers. The media sequence consists of many
frames, which are compressed into several layers. The
layers are packed as packet and fed into the server’s
transmission buffer. These are the packets waiting to be
scheduled for transmission. The server’s scheduler selects
one candidate packet at a time from those buffers and sends
it to the network channel. [4] [5]

3.2 Transmission Policy Model for Dynamic
Schedulers

3.1 Basic Technologies

Two basic metrics to decide the sending order are the
deadline D and the laxity L of the packets. It is important to
select and schedule packet delivery of scalable streaming
media over a lossy network. We assume that different
layers in a frame have the same deadline. Each task (packet)
T is characterized by the following parameters :

Earliest Deadline First (EDF) and Least-Laxity-First
algorithm (LLF) have been proven to be optimal dynamic
scheduling algorithms [6] [7]. A main advantage of these
dynamic scheduling algorithms can achieve a theoretically

Tx(y) : the task (packet) of the yth layer in frame x. The
tasks are put into the transmission buffers according
to the decoding order.

3. REAL-TIME SCHEDULING ALGORITHMS
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Step 5: Send out the set of packets out, and let tcur = tcur +
Px(y). Go to Step 1.

Ex(y) : the earliest time at which the task Tx(y) becomes
ready for scheduling in transmission buffer.
Px(y) : the processing time of a task Tx(y).
Lx(y) : the laxity value of the task Tx(y). Lx(y) = D(x) Px(y).
LTx(y) : the laxity value of the task Tx(y) at a given time.
D(x) : the latest time at which all packets of frame x should
be sent to the client, otherwise it is too late for
playback.
Sx (y) : the scheduling time .
Bx(y) : the size of the packet Tx(y).
Bw: the current channel bandwidth.
Rx(y) : the transmission time of the task Tx(y).
Rx(y) = Bx(y) / Bw.

The adaptive LB-LLF scheduling algorithm has two key
points. First, it selects the packets from the lowest layer in
ready state, the important packet to be sent by the server
will transmit much earlier than its playback time, and this
important packet will have more chances to be transmitted
to the client buffer for displaying. Second, it calculates the
least-laxity value for each set from R = 1 to N and services
the packet of the smallest laxity set. In real-time constraint,
unequal priorities of scalable media stream in different
layers and achieve a good trade-off between coding
efficiency and drifting error are considered in the proposed
algorithm. This guarantees the better usage of available
channel bandwidth and the smoother playback in client.

The processing time of a transmit pack is in Figure 3. If the
following conditions are satisfied, the task Tx(y) is ready
for scheduling:

4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

1. The current time tcur is later than its earliest time Ex(y),
i.e. Ex(y) <= tcur
2. The processing time Px(y) is earlier than its deadline,
i.e. tcur + Rx(y) <= D(x)
˦̋ʻ̌ʼ

˘̋ʻ̌ʼ

˥̋ʻ̌ʼ

We use the Microsoft H.26L-PFGS encoder/decoder to
generate the simulation data. It is an efficient scalable
coding scheme with fine granularity scalability, where the
base layer is encoded with H.26L, and the enhancement
layer is encoded with PFGS coding. For comparison
performance of the scheduling algorithms in the given
channel bandwidth, we set the base layer as the highest
priority that can get all the base layer data without any
packet losses. In the experiment, the sequence Foreman in
QCIF format is used. It is encoded with 25 frames per
second and 200 frames are encoded and transmitted by the
proposed scheduler. Because the maximum level of
bit-plane is 6 in the Foreman sequence, there are 6 layers in
the Enhancement layer. Different enhancement layer
bit-plane has different frame size. The sizes of the
enhancement layers in the sequence are shown in Figure 4.
The enhancement layer 1 (Enh1) is the smallest in size, but
it is the most significant layer. The enhancement layer 6
(Enh6) is the largest in size, but it is the least significant
layer. The average rate of video data with all enhancement
layers is 3.83 Mbps. The transmission buffer size is set to
25. The playback frame rate is 25 frames per second. The
scheduling time is 0.2ms. The channel bandwidth is various
from 0.5 to 3.5 Mbps.

˟̋ʻ̌ʼ

ˣ̋ʻ̌ʼ

˗ʻ̋ʼ

Figure 3: The processing time of a transmit pack

3.3 Layer-Based LLF Scheduling Algorithm
It is selected and scheduled packet by Least Laxity First
scheduling algorithm delivery of scalable streaming media
over a lossy network. We proposed the adaptive
Layer-Based Least-Laxity-First (LB-LLF) scheduling
algorithm, which combines importance and priority of the
layer. As packets at different layers have different effects
on the playback quality, we set the higher priority to the
lower (more important) layer packets and set the lower
priority to the higher (less important) layer packets. Thus,
important layer packets should be transmitted earlier, with
more chances to be retransmitted in case of loss. Packets in
the same layer are served according to LLF scheduler. The
detailed description of the algorithm is given as follows.

ˉ˃˃˃˃

Layer-based LLF real-time scheduling algorithm :
Step 1: let R = frame set of ready packets with the lowest
layer in the server transmission buffers.
Step 2: compare the current time tcur with the deadline D(x)
of all the packets in R.
If tcur > D(x), remove the packet from R.
Step 3: calculate the least-laxity value Lx(y) for each set
from R = 1 to N (where N is the buffer size in
server.)
Step 4: select the smallest least-laxity value LTx(y) packets
from R.
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Figure 4: The bit size of the enhancement layers
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YASA [10] is used as an experimental tool for scheduling
ability analysis. Figure 5 shows comparisons among
Frame-Based EDF, Layer-Based EDF, and Layer-Based
LLF scheduling algorithms with various bandwidths from
0.5 to 3.5 Mbps. With the Layer-Based LLF scheduling
algorithm, the experimental results of the channel
utilization is 99.01%. It improves about 26.4% over a
Frame-Based EDF and 0.24% or more over a Layer-Based
EDF delivery algorithm. In Figure 6, we compare
Layer-Based EDF and Layer-Based LLF scheduling
algorithms with various buffer sizes from 5 to 30. It shows
that the larger buffer size can get the better channel
utilization, and our proposed algorithm (LB-LLF) is better
utilized than the LB-EDF with slight margin. As mentioned
above this improvement guarantees the effective usage of
available channel bandwidth and the better quality of
playback in client.
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Figure 6: The channel utilization with various buffer sizes

5. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we proposed and implemented a simple and
effective real-time scheduling algorithm, adaptive
Layer-Based Least-Laxity-First (LB-LLF) scheduling
algorithm, to improve the output quality of video/audio on
network to achieve synchronism effect. It is improving the
playback quality for the packets of scalable streaming
media by real-time scheduling algorithm in the server
transmission buffers.
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“previous page”, “next page” and “exit”. These functions
could help the presenter do presentation from a remote
terminal. All the functions are achieved by way of
Bluetooth technology.

Abstract—The paper presents the development of the
Bluetooth ad-hoc presentation system. The presenter
can make a good presentation by using our system and
constrains of location will not be worried. Therefore, the
system can be used in school instructions, conference
presentations, research publications, and any other
scenarios where a presentation system is needed. The
system holds true market values due to the cooperation
of both the business and the academic fields. It is
expected to create a new generation of mobile
presentation system.
Keywords- Bluetooth, presentation, wireless networks, adhoc networks.

I.

Figure 1

The rest of the paper is organized as follows.
Background information is introduced in Section II. Section
III describes the structure and principle of our system. The
experiment results are presented in Section IV. Finally,
Section 0 concludes the contribution of our presentation
system and our future works.

INTRODUCTION

Bluetooth is a standard for a small, cheap radio chip to
be plugged into computers, printers, mobile phones and so
on. A Bluetooth chip is designed to replace cables by
transmitting the information at a special frequency to the
receiver. Based on this character, our research plan utilizes
Bluetooth and ad-hoc networking as the core technology
along with Remote Control technology to design and
develop a mobile presentation system.

II.

BACKGROUND

Bluetooth is a short range, low cost and low power
wireless access technology used to replace the cable(s). The
2.4 GHz unlicensed Industrial-Scientific-Medical(ISM)
band is split into 79 channels spaced 1 MHz apart to
employ a frequency hopping spread spectrum (FHSS)
technique. The Bluetooth system provides the packet
delivery based on slotted Time Division Duplex (TDD)
scheme where each slot is 625 µs [4].
A Bluetooth profile specification lists the requirements
for both Bluetooth protocol software and application
software. All Bluetooth devices must support one or more
Bluetooth profiles in order to interoperate with each other.
The current Bluetooth specification has thirteen profiles.
Among them, Generic Access Profile, Service Discovery
Profile, Dial-up Networking Profile, Generic Object
Exchange Profile, Object Push Profile and File Transfer
Profile are supported in our system. In other words, our
presentation system fully conforms to the Bluetooth

Generally speaking, PowerPoint is used to perform a
presentation in the following scenarios:
1.
2.
3.

System Diagram

Schools teaching environment.
Business presentation.
Conference proceeding.

Figure 1 illustrates the Bluetooth ad-hoc presentation
system. The laptop and the industrial PC are connected by
Bluetooth dongles. The presenter’s laptop works as the
client while the industrial PC works as the server
respectively. Firstly, the server runs at the standby stage and
waits for the PowerPoint file sent by the client. A file is
then transmitted from the client to the server. Finally, when
the client sends remote command to the server, the server
will execute pre-defined functions such as “open file”,
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For function “GetObject()”, when the return value is
TRUE means that the server has received the file. On the
contrary, the FALSE value means that the server has
rejected to receive the file.

specifications and can interoperate with other Bluetooth
devices.
III.

SYSTEM DISCUSSION

We use the solution which is on the top of the ESI’s
and WildComm’s Bluetooth suites to build our remote
presentation system’s prototype [1][2][3].
The system is designed on the top of the Bluetooth
Protocol and the Bluetooth Object Push Profile is in the
beginning. Unfortunately, delay problem comes out because
of frequent connection establishments. Each time when
sending remote commands from the local side to the remote
side, a temporary ACL connection should be established.
Therefore, the following two methods have been taken in
order to improve the performance of our system:
1.
2.

Using “Create a folder and refresh” method to
simulate connectionless environment. However, it has
a connection refreshment delay problem.
Design another application program running on the
top of PPP and the Bluetooth Protocol. This solution
does work and the details will be described latter.

Two remote control presentation programs were
designed. They are running on the top of the Bluetooth
Protocol and TCP/IP over the Bluetooth Protocol
respectively. The two systems are going to be discussed in
the following subsections.
A. Solution 1
1) Networked structure - Figure 2 shows the network
structure of the system.
Applications
OBEX
Generic Object
Exchange Profile

Applications
OBEX
Generic Object
Exchange Profile

Serial Port Profile
Generic Access Profile
SDP
RFCOMM
L2CAP
LMP

Serial Port Profile
Generic Access Profile
RFCOMM
SDP
L2CAP
LMP

Baseband
Figure 2

Figure 3

Program Flow Chart (Solution 1)

op.Initialize(False)
op.Iop.BTInboxPath = "c:\bt"
AddHandler op.ObjReceiveRequest, AddressOf ongetfiles
Sub ongetfiles(ByVal objname As String)
Dim plg As New Form7()
Dim dlg As New Form9()
dlg.Label1.Text = "file is sending" + objname
If dlg.ShowDialog = DialogResult.OK Then
Console.WriteLine("!!!!!!!!!!!!" + objname)
op.GetObject(True)
plg.Show()
Else
op.GetObject(False)
End If
End Sub

Baseband
Bluetooth Structure (Solution 1)

2) System’s working theories – Figure 3 shows the flow
chart of our system.
3) System’s working theories – Pseudo Code
Figure 4 shows the pseudo code of the solution 1. The
first two lines of the code are used to initialize the Object
Push Profile. Among them, the second line sets the directory
path to save receiving specific file. When other Bluetooth
devices use the Object Push Profile to send a file to the local
device, the op.ObjReceiveRequest event will be triggered
and then the function ongetfiles will be executed.

Figure 4
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Pseudo Code (Solution 1)

The followings are the experiment results.

B. Solution 2
1) Networked structure - The following diagram shows
the network structure of the system.
Applications

Applications

TCP / UDP

TCP / UDP

IP

IP

PPP

PPP

LAN Access Profile

LAN Access Profile

Serial Port Profile

Serial Port Profile

M

Generic Access

Generic Access

M

E

Profile

Profile

E

SDP

RFCOMM

L2CAP
LMP
Baseband

Figure 5

RFCOMM

A. Point to Point Piconet Connection
The transferring speeds were tested non-simultaneously
here. The Affix was tested by the DH1, DH3, and DH5
packet types manually. On the contrary, other SDKs were
tested under a dynamic assigning packet type algorithm.

Figure 7

L2CAP

TABLE I.

Scenarios Master pushes Slave Slave pushes Master
Baud Rate (Kbps)
Baud Rate (Kbps)
SDK
ESI v1.3.4
179 ~ 182
182 ~ 192
ESI v1.3.6
314 ~ 373
322 ~ 378
CC&C v1.1.2.8
319 ~ 387
318 ~ 383
CC&C v1.2.2.9
430 ~ 461
418 ~ 468
Affix v1.2.1 DH1
86.4 ~ 89.3
86.9 ~ 90.6
Affix v1.2.1 DH3
140.4 ~ 143
140.8 ~ 144.5
Affix v1.2.1 DH5
114.4 ~ 122.4
115.2 ~ 121.8

Baseband

2) System’s working theories – Flow Chart
The flow chart of solution 2 is similar to Figure 3 . The
difference is on the connection method. In solution 2,
TCP/IP protocol is used to support object exchange. The
object here means the PowerPoint files and the
corresponding commands. At the end of file receiving, the
server waits for the client to send a predefined function call
to execute specific functionalities such as “Next – next
page”, “Previous - previous page” and “Exit – exit
presentation”.
3) System’s working theories – Pseudo Code

B. Point to Point Piconet Bi-direction Connection
The bi-directional transferring speeds were tested
simultaneously. However, the connection was not
established at the same time.

Function NextPPT()
ppt.SlideShowWindows(Index:=1).View.Next
If(ppt.SlideShowWindows(Index:=1).View.State=
ppSlideShowDone) Then
wsTCP(1).SendData "over" & vbCrLf
End If

Figure 8
TABLE II.

Point to Point Piconet Bi-direction Connection
Master-Slave Point to Point Bi-direction Connection
Bandwidth Result

Scenarios Master A pushes Slave A and Master B pushes
Slave B simultaneously-Baud Rate (Kbps)
SDK
ESI v1.3.4
N/A
ESI v1.3.6
206 ~ 249
CC&C v1.1.2.8
N/A
CC&C v1.2.2.9
282 ~ 311

End Function
Pseudo Code (Solution 2)

In the pseudo code, a function defined by us is called the
“NextPPT” function. The sever program can execute the
function
by
using
the
method
“SlideShowWindows(Index:=1).View.Next” when receiving
a remote command from the client.
IV.

Master-Slave Point to Point Connection Bandwidth Result

LMP

TCP/IP Over Bluetooth Structure (Solution 2)

Figure 6

POINT TO POINT PICONET Connection

SDP

C. Point to Multipoint Piconet Connection
The tri-directional transferring speeds were also tested
simultaneously. Figure 9 shows the simulation environment.

PERFORMANCE VERIFICATION

The paper aims at providing a presentation system.
Therefore, in this section, Bluetooth connection’s
performance will be analyzed in the following two
scenarios. We use numbers of SDKs during the experiment
process:
1.
Piconet connection: point to point and point to
multipoint master and slave connection scenarios.
2.
Scatternet connection: the master of a piconet also
works as a slave of other Piconets.

Figure 9
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Point to Multipoint Piconet Connection

TABLE III. Master-Slave Point to Multipoint Connection Bandwidth
Result

From the above simulations, SDK CC&C works better
than other SDKs in all scenarios. Therefore, CC&C is a
suitable SDK for the implement of our presentation system.

Scenarios Master pushes Master pushes Master pushes
Slave A
Slave B
Slave C
Baud Rate
Baud Rate
Baud Rate
SDK
(Kbps)
(Kbps)
(Kbps)
ESI v1.3.4
N/A
ESI v1.3.6
155 ~ 182
CC&C
N/A
v1.1.2.8
CC&C
201 ~ 227
v1.2.2.9
D. Scatternet Connection
Scatternet is also tested. Figure 10
simulation environment.

V.

illustrates the

Figure 10 Scatternet Connection

The Scatternet connection shown in Figure 10 has
absolute high priority to occupy 83% of the total bandwidth.
The piconet of master A has a similar performance like the
scenario in subsection B after this transmission is finished.
1) Phase 1
TABLE IV. Scatterent Connection Bandwidth Result (Phase 1)

Scenarios Master A pushes
Master B
Master B pushes
Slave A & B
pushes Slave C
Slave D
Baud Rate
Baud Rate
Baud Rate
SDK
(Kbps)
(Kbps)
(Kbps)
ESI v1.3.4
N/A
ESI v1.3.6
8.2 ~ 15.8
232 ~ 267
CC&C
N/A
v1.1.2.8
CC&C
v1.2.2.9

11 ~ 19.2

256 ~ 290

Our Bluetooth ad-hoc presentation system uses
Bluetooth technology to connect the client and the server.
The invention of our system takes advantage of the
Bluetooth technology to make the presentation more
convenient than before. Our system could develop learning
interest of presenters. On the other hand, it could encourage
the presenters to speak out during presentations, because the
presenters do not stand in front of all audiences but stay
behind at his seat. Based on this point, it could also improve
presenters’ learning conveniences.
After having a look at the difference between present
presentation scenarios and our Bluetooth presentation
system, we might find that there is no much distinction
when it is compared to the 802.11 technologies at the
moment. It is because that Bluetooth technology is still
expensive today. Bluetooth technology has not been widely
deployed today, and therefore we do not have a lot of
products to support the Bluetooth technology. However,
Bluetooth module will soon be embedded in most of the
mobile computing devices like PDAs, Mobile phones and
laptops. For this reason, our proposed presentation system
will become more distinct in the near future.
We did a trial on the Bluetooth connectivity
performance and derive a result from the formation of
piconet and sactternet, even the scatternet could be only
formed and tested in one way today [4][5]. We lead the way
of using up-to-date wireless technology to support
educational activity, and this will be widely applied in the
near future.
Although our system is working well under point-topoint basis, the presenter has to disconnect the existing
connection for the next presenter’s connection. In another
word, it does not support multi-client scenario as well as the
switching function between clients to handover control
rights. This point could be a technical development issue in
the future. On the other hand, we could embed the whole
system into a small box with Plug-and-Play nature to create
business fortune and patent from the business point of view
in the future.

2) Phase 2
TABLE V.

CONCLUSIONS
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Scatterent Connection Bandwidth Result (Phase 2)

Scenarios Master A pushes Master B pushes Master B pushes
Slave A & B
Slave C
Slave D
Baud Rate
Baud Rate
Baud Rate
SDK
(Kbps)
(Kbps)
(Kbps)
ESI v1.3.4
N/A
ESI v1.3.6
211 ~ 253
Transmission Complete
CC&C
N/A
v1.1.2.8
CC&C
289 ~ 325
Transmission Complete
v1.2.2.9
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Abstract
In this paper we develop a general, theoretical
computational model for discussing synchronization
and specification scheme. We analyze the domains of
relationships between agents in a coordination system.
A set of algorithms is proposed to derive reasonable
relations between agents. Possible conflicts in the
agent specification are firstly detected and eliminated.
Our mechanism then constructs partial order
relations among actions. We also construct a
temporal algebra to deal with qualitative and
quantitative temporal relationships and to reason
about definite and indefinite time. The algebra can
also integrate instant points and even intervals.
Several computation tables are proposed, and each
table include a set of complete logics. The mechanism
is efficiently to eliminate conflict specification and to
generate synchronization scenarios. The contributions
of this paper are using the generic relationship
framework to handle synchronization specifications,
and to eliminate conflicts in order to satisfy agent
request.

Keywords: Agent Synchronization, Multi-Agent,
Scheduling, Coordination Systems, Interval Algebra

1. Introduction
When several agents work together, it is
necessary to communicate between the master agent
and the other worker agent. To synchronize the
various types of agents is the major challenge for a
coordination system. The coordination of actions is
the set of supplementary activities which need to be
carried out in a multi-agent environment.[1] When
accessing common resources, in order to guarantee
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the system remains in a coherent state, actions have to
be synchronized by computing procedures[2] Biniaris
present key issues related to the distributed
implementation of a Finite-Difference Time Domain
(FDTD) code using java mobile agents, and special
agent communication and synchronization aspects
related to FDTD are presented in [3] . Conservative
and optimistic approaches for resolving distributed
simulation of multi-agent hybrid systems is presented
in [4] Karim Hussein[7] provided a collaborative
agent interaction and synchronization system for
insuring effective structuring and control of a
distributed conference. Shivakant Mishra and Peng
Xie[5] design an interagent communication and
synchronization model in the DaAgent mobile
agent-based computing system.
There are some temporal frameworks to specify
temporal data model of synchronization. Little and
Ghafoor[6] proposed the object composition Petri
Net(OCPN). However it does not easily capture the
distributed nature of application or react to the real
world, just indicated in [13] The time-flow graph
(TFG) is proposed in [14] but the graphs fail to
represent interactive semantics and to reduce
ambiguous situations. Time-line diagram is an
general and intuitive model, such as QuickTime[15]
and MAEStro[16] . In a time-line, it could compute
the absolute and relative time precisely, but it fails to
specify uncertain and indefinite temporal information.
A. Safavi and S. F. Smith[10] proposed a
search-based approaches to measure the global impact
of a commitment on the entire schedule.
Based on our early research result about
synchronization mechanisms [2] we analysis the
relationship between agents and define a temporal
algebra system for unifying and scheduling. A set of
algorithms is proposed to derive consistent relations
between agents. The mechanism is efficiently to
eliminate conflict specification and to generate

synchronization constraints.

4. Relational Domain

2. Conflicts of a Coordination System
This Section describes the symbolic constraint
propagation. In a coordination system, it is necessary
to manage the inter-agent communications between
the actions of a set of agents. Three agents have to
take mutual dependencies and constraints. The general
idea is to use the existing information about the
relations among time intervals or instants to derive the
composition relations. For example, there exists three
agents X, Y, and Z, have to coordinate their action, it
means that not only must X coordinate with Y, but
also
coordinate with Z. With specifying
interdependencies, if "X before Y" and "Y before Z",
it plains action of agent X has to be before Z.
The composition may result in a multiple
derivation. For example, if “X before Y ” and “Y
during Z ”, the composed relation for X and Z could
be “before”, “overlaps”, “meets”, “during”, or “starts”.
If the composed relation could be any one of some
relations, these derived relations are called reasonable
relations in our discussion. A reasonable set is a set of
reasonable relations according to our definition. A
reasonable set can not be empty, since there must
exist at least one relation between any two events,
assuming that they are in the same one dimension (i.e.
the time line).
In some cases, relation compositions may result
in a conflict specification due to the user specification
or involved events synchronously. For example, if
specifications "X before Y", "Y before Z", and "X
after Z" are declared by the user, there exists a
conflict between X and Z. When the specific relations
are not found in derived reasonable set, the
specification may cause conflicts.
We analyze the domain of temporal relations and
use a directed graph to compute the relations of agents.
In the computation, we consider all possibilities: the
unknown derivations, the multiple derivations, and the
conflict derivations.

A coordination system usually contains several agents
must be coordinated and a number of resources must
be shared and synchronized with actions. These
resources need to be arranged as layout.
Modeling an agent temporal scenario often
requires synchronizing the distributed resources. In
following sections, we propose an integrated temporal
computational model to deal with the following
inconsistencies.
z
Qualitative inconsistency: the conflicts occur
in the semantics or logics of temporal relations.
Such as a scenario plays dependently with other
objects which can not be satisfied with temporal
relations. Moreover events with unpredictable
times of occurrence and durations may violate
some specification constraints. For example,
media A, B plays before media C in a <seq>
container followed a specification <C begin=
‘A.begin’ …/>, there exist inconsistency
between temporal specifications.
z
Quantitative inconsistency: the conflicts occur
in
the
scheduling
on
syncbase-value,
event-value, or offset-value.
z
Resources limitation: resources are needed to
accomplish agent actions, they are limited and
vehicles are obliged to coordinate their action to
avoid each other. Resources have to be shared
with eliminating pointless actions, reducing
costs and avoiding any possible conflicts.
z
Mutual Constraints: the conflicts occur in the
interdependencies between actions of agents.

3. Multi-Agent Synchronization
J. Feber[2] indicated that rapidity, adaptability
and predictiveness are the temporal characteristics of
the coordination system. Also, to synchronize several
actions have to define the manner in which actions are
time-related. Coordination is a matter of positioning
actions in time and space. As soon as several agents
have to move together, their movements have to be
synchronized in time and location. Since the agent
synchronization base on time with a dynamic
variation, the inconsistency often occurs in both
qualitative semantics and quantitative values. We
analyze conflicts between actions of a set of agents,
and propose a methodology based on temporal algebra
to deal with qualitative and quantitative inconsistency.
It not only eliminates conflicts relations but also
reasons about indefinite, uncertain, and incomplete
temporal relationships.

Definition : An user edge denotes a relation between
a pair of objects defined by the user. The relation may
be reasonable or non-reasonable.
Definition : A derived edge holds a non-empty set of
reasonable relations derived by our algorithm. The
relation of the two objects connected by the derived
edge can be any reasonable relation in the set.
For each pair of objects in the time line, there
exists a set of possible binary relations held between
the pair of objects. For an arbitrary number of objects
(denoted by nodes), some of the relations (denoted by
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edges) are specified by the user while others are
derived. If there exists a cycle in the directed relation
graph, a conflict derivation may occur. If there exists
no cycle, there is no conflict. Based on the above
considerations, we suggest that the computation
domain reveals four types, as discussed below.
The complete relation domain is a complete
graph which contains possible conflicts. We want to
find a reasonable relation domain containing no
conflict derivation. Note that, in these two domains
(i.e., the complete and the reasonable), both user
edges and derived edges exist. If there is a conflict
among a set of user edges, one of the user edge must
be removed from the cycle, or the relation of that user
edge must be re-assigned. If there is no conflict, the
two domains are equal.
The reduced relation domain contains relations
specified by the specification only. It is possible that
the user issues a conflict situation. To avoid the
occurrence of conflicts, we place a restriction on the
user’s interaction. Instead of allowing the user to add
an arbitrary relation to the relation graph, we only
allow the user to add objects to a restricted relation
domain, which is a tree and a sub-domain of the
reduced relation domain. That is, when the user is
about to add a new edge, the user either adds a new
node connected to an existing node via an user edge,
or joins two sub-trees via the user edge. No cycle is
created in the restricted relation domain. Thus, the
conflict situation does not exist. When deleting an
user edge, the user has to maintain the connectivity of
the tree. If all nodes are connected, the user
specification is complete. Otherwise, the coordination
system should alert the user to complete the
specification. The above domains can be summarized
as the following:
z

The complete relation domain (a complete
graph) contains user edges and derived edges,
with possible cycles and possible conflicts.

z

The reasonable relation domain (a graph)
contains user edges and derived edges, with
possible cycles but no conflict.

z

The reduced relation domain (a graph) contains
only user edges, with possible cycles and
possible conflicts.

z

The restricted relation domain (a tree) contains
only user edges, without cycle.

relation domain.

restrict

reduce

reasonabl

complet

Figure 1: Relational Domain

5. Maintaining Reasonable Relationship
The purpose of the first algorithm is to add derived
edges to the reduced relation domain. If there is a
conflict cycle in the original reduced relation domain,
the algorithm eliminates that conflict first by altering
the user to select a reasonable relation to replace the
original one (i.e., UE, also see algorithm
EliminateConflicts). This is why the resulting graph
may contain some new user edges (i.e. UEc ). Thus, the
resulting reasonable relation domain is a complete
graph, which is equal to the complete relation domain.
This conflict elimination is achieved by invoking the
EliminateConflicts algorithm. Suppose G is a graph of
the reduce relation domain, and GV and GE are the
vertex set and edge set of G. Initially the reasonable
relation domain is set to the reduced relation domain.
The algorithm computes derived edges based on user
edges. The reason of using the user edges is that these
edges contain the minimal and sufficient information
of what the user wants. If the algorithm computes
derived edges from other derived edges, eventually,
the algorithm has to compute the set intersection of all
possible derivations for the reasonable set of the new
derived edge.
Algorithm : ComputeRD1
Input : G = ( GV,GE )
Output: Kn = ( KnV, KnE )
Preconditions : true
Postconditions : GV = KnV  GE \ UE  UEc  KnE
Steps :
1 :! G = EliminateConflicts (G)
2 : Kn = G  pl = 2
3 : repeat until | KnE | = | KnV | * ( | KnV | -1 ) / 2
3.1 : for each e = ( a, b )  e  KnE  a
 KnV  b  KnV x
there is a path of user edges from a to b ,
with path length = pl
3.2 : suppose (( n1, n2 ), ( n2, n3 ),…, ( nk-1, nk ) )
is a path with a = n  b = n  k = pl + 1

The four domains are used in the analysis and
computation of object relations. In Section 5 and, we
propose two algorithms computing the reasonable
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3.3 : set e.rs = Table29 (( a, nk-1 ).rs, (nk-1, b ).rs )
3.4 : KnE = KnE  { e }
3.5 : pl = pl + 1

˵

˵
r1

˴

The first algorithm, ComputeRD1, starts from
taking each path of user edges of length 2, and
computes a derived edge from that path. The insertion
of edge e = ( a, b ) results a cycle, but no conflict. The
reasonable set of edge e (i.e., e.rs ) is computed from
two edges, (a, nk-1 ) and (nk-1, b), which are user edges
or derived edges. Since we increase the path length, pl,
of the path of user edges one by one. The derived
edge (a, nk-1) (or user edge, if pl = 2) must have been
computed in a previous interaction. The algorithm
repeats until all edges are added to the complete graph
Kn , which contains n (n-1)/2 edges.
Algorithm : EliminateConflicts
Input : G = ( GV, GE )
Output : Gc = ( Gc V, Gc E)
Preconditions : G contains only user edges  Gc = G
Postconditions : Gc = G
Steps :
1. for each P = ((n1, n2), (n2, n3),}, (nk-1, nk) ) in Gc
with n1 = nk  k >3
1.1 : for each i, 1 d i d k-2
1.1.1 : set (ni, ni+2).rs = Table29 ((ni,
ni+1).rs, (ni+1, ni+2).rs )
1.2 : rs = Table29 ((nk, nk-2).rs, (nk-2, nk-1).rs )
1.3 : if (nk, nk-1).r  rs then
1.3.1 : ask user to choose a rc  rs
1.3.2 : set (nk, nk-1).r = rc

In ComputeRD1, we use the conflict elimination
algorithm. A conflict occurs only if there is a cycle.
For each cycle in the reduced relation domain, the
EliminateConflicts algorithm finds a derived edge
between any two consecutive edges, namely, (ni , ni+1 )
and ( ni+1 , ni+2 ). The algorithm then checks if the last
user edge making the cycle represents a relation (i.e.,
( nk , nk-1 ).r ) belongs to the reasonable set computed
for the user edge (i.e., rs ). If not so, the algorithm
asks the user to choose an arbitrary relation rc belongs
to the reasonable set and use the relation to replace
the original one.
In the actual implementation of an application,
depending on the user's specification, directions of
user edges are easily decided and represented in the
implementation. Based on the composition of object
relations has a direction, as illustrated in Figure 5.2.
To compose r1 and r2 , if the direction of one of the
edge is in an opposite direction, we must firstly find
the inverse relation before the composition proceeds.
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r2
r1 o r2

˶

˴

˵
r2

r1
r1 o r2-1

r1

˶

˴

˵
r2

r1-1 o r2

r2

r1

˶

r1-1 o r2-1

˶

Figure 2: Object relation composition with directions

6. Reasoning Mechanisms
We also propose a generic temporal constraint
model to compose consistent scenarios without
conflicts, to integrate event with point and interval
temporal specification. This model can deal with both
accurate and indefinite scenarios.
From the point view of any single process, events
are ordered uniquely by times that shown on the local
clock. Qualitative calculus is calculus of intervals
instead of real numbers. To deal with qualitative
representation, the real number in timeline is
subdivided into three intervals: [-f, 0], [0, 0] and [0,
+f], and are denoted as {<}, {=} and {>} (before,
simultaneously, and after) for representing relations
between two points. The notation R1 and R2 denotes
the point relations over three points A, B, and C
which A R1 B and B R2 C.
Uncertain or imprecise knowledge is expressed
in terms of qualitative variables and qualitative
functions. The value of a qualitative variable can
represent an element as well as a set of elements. On
the other hand, the value of a quantitative variable
specifies only one element in the set of possible
values. If the set is the entire real number line, a value
represents a specific point. This Section shows
quantitative-qualitative mechanisms to reason about
qualitative and quantitative temporal knowledge. The
knowledge
is
not
only
maintaining
quantitative-qualitative relations but also checking
consistency and eliminating conflict relations. An
powerful temporal algebra system translates point and
interval relations and integrates quantitative and
qualitative relations.
In order to express more precise relations
without losing qualitative information, the temporal
relations extended with qualitative mechanisms for
handling quantitative information. To give a concrete
form to the topic of temporal representation, consider
the following variable and equations with quantitative
and qualitative information.
Definition 6.1: A quantitative-qualitative variable is
defined by a 2-tuple
Q = (QR, V)
where QR, is a qualitative relation, and V is a

quantity which indicates degrees of QR.

and operators. We give a set of equations: for an
example

Definition 6.2: Formal Endpoint Relations
A formal endpoint relation QE = (ER, VE) is a
quantitative-qualitative valuable.
where ER, is an endpoint relation based on the point
space {<, =, >}, andVE is a quantity which expresses a
quantitative value associated with ER between two
endpoints.

Definition 6.3: quantitative-qualitative functions
Addition, subtraction and unary minus are functions
that take two quantitative-qualitative variables and
return a third:
ЀΚQ u Q o Q
ЁΚQ u Q o Q
[-]ΚQ u Q o Q! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! 
The meaning of some quantitative-qualitative
calculus operators and equality are defined as follows.

z

Given [dA], [dB] and [AsBs]
[AsBe] = [AsBs] + [dB]
[AeBs] = -[dA] + [AsBs]
[AeBe] = -[dA] + [AsBs] + [dB]
z Given [dA], [dB] and [AsBe]
[AsBs] = [AsBe] – [dB]
[AeBs] = -[dA] + [AsBe] – [dB]
[AeBe] = -[dA] + [AsBe]
z Given [dA], [dB] and [AeBs]
[AsBs] = [dA] + [AeBs]
[AsBe] = [dA] + [AeBs] + [dB]
[AeBe] = [AeBs] + [dB]
z Given [dA], [dB] and [AeBe]
[AsBs] = [dA] + [AeBe] – [dB]
[AsBe] = [dA] + [AeBe]
[AeBs] = [AeBe] – [dB]
where [dA], [dB], [Ab], [Bb], [Ae], and [Be] are
expressing duration of A, duration of B, begin of A,
begin of B, end of A, and end of B respectively.


Table 1: quantitative-qualitative addition: Ѐ
(R2,v2)
(R1,v1)

<v2

=

>v2

<v1

<v1+v2

<v1

<v1-v2, if (v1>v2)
=, if (v1=v2)
>v2-v1, if (v1<v2)

=

<v2

=

>v2

>v1

>v1-v2, if (v1>v2)
=, if( v1=v2)
<v2-v1, if(v1<v2)

>v1

>v1+v2

Example 6.1: Considering three temporal interval of
actions, A, B, and C, following requirements are just
be known:
z The duration of A is 20-units length.
z The duration of B is 10-units length.
z The duration of C is 16-units length.
z Beginning of A is before beginning of B
for 30 units.
z End of B is after beginning of C for 13
units.
In integrated temporal algebra, the information could
be denoted as:
[dA]= <20
[dB]= <10
[dC]= <16
[AsBs] = <30
[BeCs] = >13
We can derive the complete temporal knowledge after
following derivation.
Deriving formal endpoint relations:

Table 2: quantitative-qualitative subtraction: Ё
(R2,v2)
(R1,v1)

<v2

=

>v2

<v1

<v1-v2, if (v1>v2)
=, if (v1=v2)
>v2-v1, if (v1<v2)

<v2

<v1+v2

=

<v2

=

>v2

>v1

>v1+v2

>v1

>v1-v2, if (v1>v2)
=, if( v1=v2)
<v2-v1, if(v1<v2)

Table 3: quantitative-qualitative unary minus: [-]
(R1, v1)

[-](R1, v1)

<v1

>v1

=

=

>v1

<v1

[AsBe] = [AsBs] + [dB] = <30 + <10 = <40
[AeBs] = -[dA] + [AsBs] = >20 + <30 = <10
[AeBe] = -[dA] + [AsBs] + [dB] = >20 + <30 + <10 =
<20
[BsCs] = [dB] + [BeCs] = <10 + >13 = <3
[BsCe] = [dB] + [BeCs] + [dC] = <10 + >13 + <16 =
<13
[BeCe] = [BeCs] + [dC] = >13 + <16 = <3
[AsCs] = [AsBs] + [BsCs] = [AsBe] + [BeCs] = <27
[AsCe] = [AsBs] + [BsCe] = [AsBe] + [BeCe] = <43
[AeCs] = [AeBs] + [BsCs] = [AeBe] + [BeCs] = <7

In addition, a quantitative-qualitative equation
correctly expresses both qualitative equation and
quantitative equations by formal endpoint variables
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[AeCe] = [AeBs] + [BsCe] = [AeBe] + [BeCe] = <23
The temporal algebra system is proved as an
algebraic group, with associative and transitive
relations. We could compute timing from serial
specifications.

7. Conclusions
In this paper, we develop an efficient
methodology to analyze and eliminate the conflicts
between actions of a set of agents in coordination
systems. Our mechanism then constructs partial order
relations among actions. We develop a temporal
algebra system as synchronization data model to unify
interaction event and time specification of agent
actions and. The synchronization models are
generalized by composing point temporal relations
with qualitative and quantitative functions. We also
construct an automatic reasoning framework in which
to help automatic actions of agents design more easily.
Temporal semantics can be extracted from the
solutions. Authors could easily describe the
synchronization behavior of actions with consistence.
The main contribution of this paper is to provide
a mechanism for maintaining synchronization
constraints with detecting and eliminating conflicts.
We hope this system could benefit other interesting
researches and applications such as mobile computing
and e-commerce applications etc.
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Abstract

Frequently used biologic features include signature and

A biological features based identification scheme

fingerprint and iris. The latter two are often used in

that used in a user interface agent (UIA) is proposed.

security system. However, the input device is much

Two features embedded in signature are extracted, then,

expensive relative to that of the former. For a signature

Statistic measurement and similarity test are used to

verification system, a cheaper graphic tablet is enough to

verify user identity.

serve as the input device.
In this paper, “signature” is not restricted to “name”,

1. Introduction

but all writing words.

This paper proposes a user identification method for
2. System overview

learning portfolio in an e-learning system. To ensure the
user who should complete the designated lesson via

Shown in Figure 1 is a learning system with the

world wide web, randomly asking the user to input

proposed UIA. Each client computer is equipped with a

his/her private information is necessary[1]. However, the

graphic tablet. One primary job of UIA of the system is

information could be disclosed to others, and thus if the

to acquire signature information to verify user identity.

user complete the lesson by himself is still unknown.

The flow chart is illustrated in Figure 2. First, while a

Biologic features are suitable for using in such

student selects a curriculum and registers, the UIA

identification application because it is hard to imitate.

displays an article and asks the student to write down

Biological

features

that

are

suitable

for

that article word by word several times on the tablet. The

identification in e-learning application should satisfy the

UIA then extracts futures embedded in each word and

following two conditions:

pass the information back to the learning server. Every

(1) easy to input;

time when the student logins the curriculum, the UIA

(2) input device is not expensive.

will randomly choice several words from the article in a
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period and ask the student to write down. The input

owner; (2) easy to discriminate from fake signature.

signature is matched with the saved feature templates. If

Roughly, there are two categories of signature features:

a specified percentage of correction rates are reached, the

one exposes to the public, the other hides deeply as

student passes the verification, and the lesson continues.

secret. The former refers to the characteristics which can

Otherwise, the UIA will stop the lesson and mail a

be analyzed from the signature such as number of stroke,

message to the registered student to ask for explanation,

angle between strokes, point distribution, direction/angle

or simply record in the portfolio.

deviation of point/stroke, outline, histogram, power
spectrum, etc; the latter is more detail concerning one’s

3. The verification scheme

writing custom, including: total signing time, velocity of

An on-line signature verification system[2,3] is

pen moving, pen-up and pen-down location, pressure, tilt

generally divided into 3 stages. The first stage acquires

and azimuth of pen (pen inclination), and so on. In this

signature information including: coordinate and pressure

paper, we adopt two features: total signing time and

of each point, pen down and pen up locations, pen

directional feature vector of an outline of a special 2D

inclination, curvature, speed of chirography, signing time,

signature image.

and so on. The second stage converts the input

3-2 verification

information into other domains, extracts features from
the converted data and forms feature vector. Finally, in

Two values are generally used to evaluate the

the last stage, verification techniques are conducted on

performance of a signature verification system. One

the feature vector and generate result. The verification

refers to a ratio of genuine signature rejected by the

techniques include neural network, Hidden Markov

system, and the other is that of false signature accepted

Model, statistical classifier, dynamic programming,

by the system. The former is in term of false rejection

genetic algorithm, etc. More comprehensive survey

rate (FRR, Type I error), the latter is in term of false

could be found in [2,3].

acceptance rate (FAR, Type II error).

In this paper, we propose an on-line Chinese

3-2-1 Total signing time

signature verification scheme in which information
embedded in strokes is extracted. The successful

The upper bound and lower bound of the feature are

verification rate is about 86% for a total of 30 persons’

formulated as:

testing samples. Since the verification rate is not

STupper = MeanST + β • σ ST

necessary being very high in the proposed UIA, the

STlower = MeanST − β • σ ST
where: MeanST and σ ST are mean value and standard

proposed signature scheme is feasible.

3-1 Feature extraction

deviation of total signing time of all training samples,
respectively.

Features to be extracted should satisfy two

β

is a constant to adjust the range.

If the feature of an input signature is located

conditions: (1) stable characteristics to the signature
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Last, mean (MeanX) and standard deviation ( σ X )

between lower and upper bound, then it passes the test.
When

β

of set {R(Xn,Xi)|i=1, 2, …,N; i ≠ n} are calculated.

increases, it means easier to pass the test.

When a test template Y is input, find d = R(Xn,Y). If

Consequently, FRR declines and FAR rises.
d

3-2-2 Directional feature vector
The directional feature vector X is defined as {X|, X-,

satisfies

the

condition:

MeanX − α • σ X ≤ d ≤ MeanX + α • σ X , then it
passes the test. α is a constant to adjust the acceptance
range.

X/, X\}, in which each element represents a feature in one
direction. To extract directional feature, the original

4. Conclusions

signature information is first converted into a 2D image
(refer to Figure 3.) according to the point distribution and

Since the UIA plays a role of assistant, biological

writing speed. We first vertically divide the image into

features used in identification application in learning

several partitions so that there is the same number of

system should be as simple as possible. In such

black pixels in each vertical partition. Then, the image is

application, high verification rate is not necessary, but

partitioned horizontally in the same way. The next step

the efficiency is more concerned.

scans the pixel from left to right and from top to bottom.

One disadvantage is that user who wants to learn

For every pixel belongs to outline of the signature in an

from the proposed system should install a graphic tablet

area of 2 × 2 grids, find and count its neighbor (also an

at the client. However, the hardware is cheaper and

outline point) from 4 directions: south, east, northeast,

cheaper, the negative influences will be decrease in term

and southeast. Four variables denoted as X|, X-, X/, and

of time.

X\ are used to record the ratio of each directional
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network
UIA choices several words from
the specified article.

server
client

User writes down word by word.

UIA extracts features and
transfers them to server.

Figure 1. The proposed learning system
Server matches the input features
Start

and that saved in database.

no

User registers a curriculum.
Match?
UIA choices an article and displays it.

yes

User writes down the whole article.

UIA extracts features in each word

Continue the

Stop the

lesson.

lesson.

Figure 2(b) stage of identification.

and saves them back to the server.

End
Figure 2(a) stage of extracting features for each student.
Figure 3. Non-uniform partition example.
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Abstract: Along with the development of Internet and information technology, there has been a huge revolution on the
sort of learning, since we have involved in a new century of e-learning. However, it also shows the problem about the
difficulties of the management and integration of learning resources. Especially, the person who seated behind the
cable-line is always unknown. We proposed the possible solution to the person authentication by integrating the optical
fingerprint-scanning mouse in the market and the new developed FAFVS to resolve this difficulty.

identify the real class member.

1. Introduction .

Thus, we proposed the possible solution to the

Along with the development of Internet and

person authentication for E-learning environments by

information technology, there has been a huge

integrating the optical fingerprint-scanning mouse in the

revolution on the sort of learning, since we have

market and the new developed Fast Automatic

involved in a new century of e-learning. At the current

Fingerprint Verification System, FAFVS, to resolve this

time, the learning resources accumulating in the Internet

difficulty. In this paper, the major topic is then

has been abounding gradually [1]. Following the rapid

transferred to the design of a sophisticate system of

development of Internet, there exist various Internet

fingerprint verification technique.

activities among which the E-learning has been
unprecedented emerging due to the championship of

2. Overview of the System

Life -long learning and recognition of asynchronous
learning by government in addition that the E-learning is
not constrained by specific space, location, objects and
time.
However, it also shows the problem about the
difficulties of the management and integration of
learning resources [2]. Plenty of problems should be

Figure1. Real-time fingerprint capturing mouse.

resolved, such as the difficulty on seeking resources and

For the person authentication on the Internet,

tests, low reusability, incapability of the transformation

biometrics verification, such as fingerprint, human face,

on different learning platforms, etc. Especially, the

voice, provide the most reliable problem solving

person who seated behind the cable-line is always

approaches. Currently, the optical real-time fingerprint

unknown.

problem

capturing mouse, illustrating in figure 1, provides the

involved in the E-learning topic, we are incapable to

best performance for our application in the E-learning

For

the

person

identification
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environments.

each distribution can be optimally determined. We must

In our system, the fingerprint are pre -scanned and

emphasize

that

our

method

does

not

employ

registered in a third-party server. When a participator of

conventional

a n E-Learning class attempted to login, a two phase

iterative parameter refinement. The segmentation time is

person identification process will start: First, the users

thus greatly speedup.

parameter

estimation

procedure

by

Cv

should key-in their personal ID and password for the
enrolled class, and the application program sent a
time-stamp with the id to acquire the password to verify.
The roll of the time-stamp in the password checking

Cb

σv

stage is to avoid a malicious password generating
program. If the password can not be typed in a certain
period, or the password has been typed more than three
B

times, the user should be abandoned.
The second step is to scan the fingerprint of the user
by the optical fingerprint-scanning mouse if the
password checking process is successes . The fingerprint
mb

scanning and verifying process should be process repeat
every several minutes until the class participator log-off
the E-learning class. Since the fingerprint scanning,
processing and verification steps will be processed many
times. We need a methodology that can perform the fast
fingerprint processing and feature extraction processes.

mv
mv + σ v 2

mr
mr − σ r 2

Figure 2. The gray-level histogram decomposition
results.
Let the image size be x by y and the window size
for partition the entire image be w by w. If both x and y
are not a multiple of the window size w, some rows and
columns should be added onto the image for the
windowing operation. Let the increasing number of

3. The

Fast

Automatic

Fingerprint

columns and rows be ax and ay, respectively. Thus,

Verification System (FAFVS)

ax = w – x mod w
ay = w – y mod wThen, perform the image

In order to provide the fast fingerprint verification
process, the pre-processing of fingerprint images should

resizing algorithm to enlarge the image size to [x+ax,

be reduced. In this paper, we propose a novel method to

y+ay], see Fig. 3. After finishing the binarization

segment gray-level fingerprint images with nonuniform

process, the image should be reduced to its original size.

illuminanced regions. This proposed method is a local
and point-dependent approach. In our method, the
smoothed gray-level histogram is formulated as a
mixture Gaussian distribution that has been proved by
Zhuang [3]. The only assumption in our method is that
the gray-level histogram of a certain fingerprint image is
constructed by two or three Gaussian dis tributions. We
use statistical approach and some heuristic parameters to
decompose

this

histogram

into

non-overlapping

Figure 3. Parti tion image with w by w overlapping
windows to reduce blocky effect.

distributions. Then, the mean and variance values of

In the proposed method, a w by w pixels window is
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created and sliding by w/2 pixels from left to right, then
from top to bottom to partition a gray-level image into
many square subimages as illustrated in Figure 6. Since
our segmentation method is based on local thresholding,
the overlapping windows can prevent blocky effect.
The threshold value in each window is designed as
the mean value of the pixels in this sub-image. If the
standard deviation of the block is less than the value S,
we use the estimated value

T B as the threshold value to

eliminate the image background. After finishing the
Figure 4. (a) The AND operation of two
overlapping blocks, (b) the OR operation.

binarization process for each block, two possible
methods can be used to accomplish the recombination
process for the overlapping windows. They are the AND

4. Experimental Results
Some experiments have been conducted to

operation and the OR operation. As shown in Figure 4
(a), the AND operation actually an intersect operation.
That is, the resulting binarization will be black if both
the corresponding pixels in the overlapping block are all
appear to be black. On the other hand, as shown in
Figure 4 (b), the OR operation will produce a black pixel
if either one pixel of the corresponding image is black.
The segmentation algorithm is summarized as follows:

evaluate the performance of the proposed fingerprint
image segmentation algorithm with NIST Special
Database 4 fingerprint images [4]. The fingerprint
images were acquired and quantized into 512×512 with
256 gray levels in the test data set. The window size w
and the variation measure S are two parameters that are
not automatically given in out method. For the variation
measure S, which are used to detect the background
region, are set to a constant value 10 because the

w = window size
image ←augment image according to w TB and TR ←
global histogram threshold values
selection
[row, col] ← size of image
for i ← 1 to row-w+1 by w/2
for j ← 1 to col-w+1 by w/2
window ← image(i:i+w-1,j:j+w-1)

variation of the background is always very low. We
perform our fingerprint segmentation algorithm with
different

window

size

and

different

overlapping

operation.

if (standard deviation of pixels in window < S )
T ← TB
else
T ← mean value of pixels in window
end
window_bw ← thresholding window according to
T
image_bw(i:i+w-1,j:j+w-1) ←
AND(image_bw(i:i+w-1,j:j+w-1), window_bw)
end
end
binary image ←reduce image_bw to original size

Figure 5. A sub-image with ink deficiency and the
segmentation results.
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Figure 5 shows a sub-image with ink deficiency

system retrieve n most faces which are the most similar

region. The segmentation result by applying AND and

person

OR operation both produce better results than a single

verification process to the n faces to identify one. This

threshold. For the spur points in the OR operation,

system can promote our system performance for lower

perform median filtering can alleviate this situation.

false-rejection rate(FRR) and is more suitable for a

Figure 6 demonstrates the feature extraction results.

E-learning environments.

of

the

voice.

Then

perform

fingerprint

Start

Say Password

routine >= 3

Reject

not match
Speaker
verification

<=Ts

Password
Extraction

> Ts

match

n Face
Retrieval

One Face
Retrieval

<=Tf

Fingerprint
Verification
>Tf

Accept

Figure 6. The feature extraction results of ridge
ending (square) and the ridge bifurcation (circle).

5. Summary and future works

Figuer 7. A low FRR system using fingerprints, faces
and voice of the participator.
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Abstract:

(1) Purchasing power parity theory.

In this study, we proposed an exchange rate prediction

(2) Balance theory of international payment.

agent based upon the gray theory and neural network.

(3) Theory of monetary approach.

The prediction agent uses the gray relation analysis to

(4) Interest rate parity.

obtain the input variable of the neural network model

(5) Portfolio balance approach.

and forecast the exchange rate.

Keywords: Price Prediction, Grey Prediction Model,

However, for the reasons of insufficient data or

Agent

uncertainty, the traditional forecasting method is
generally hard to predict the optimal price. In this

1. Introduction

study, we describe two types of exchange rate

The exchange rate prediction plays an important

prediction agent based upon the gray theory and

role on the business prediction. The adequate

neural network. The prediction agent uses the gray

exchange rate prediction can help enterprise to

relation analysis to obtain the input variable of the

make correct

neural network model and forecast the exchange

investment

decision in

and

budget.

hedge,

financing,

Usually,

technical

rate.

forecasting and fundamental forecasting are used to

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows:

predict the exchange rate. The technical forecasting

Sections introduced the gray theory and neural network

uses the historical date of exchange rate to predict

that the exchange rate prediction agent used. Section 3

the

describes the exchange rate prediction algorithm. Section

future

exchange

rate.

In

fundamental

forecasting, the exchange rate is determined by the

4 makes conclusions and future research.

following theory [1][2][3]:
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2. Gray Theory and Neural Network

defined as xi


xj .

2.1 Gray Relation Analysis

And, the gray relational grade r((x0, xi) is greater than

Deng introduces the gray theory in 1982 [4][5].

gray relational grade r((x0, xj).

And, gray relation analysis is one of the most
important theory of gray theory. The gray relation

2.2 Neural Network

was originally proposed to relate the main factor to the

Owing to that proposed scheme is based on artificial

other reference factors in a given system.

neural network model, this section introduces the

Definition 1: Gray relational coefficient r((xi (k), xj(k))


computation of artificial neural network (ANN) model,



there is a

referred to as two-layer functional-link neural network

sequence xi (xi (1), xi (2),…, xi (k)) belong to X, for

model [7]. The ANN model is used primary since the

i=0,1,2,…,m, k=1,2,3, …,n.

Ann model has rapid computational ability owing to its’

The gray relational coefficient r((xi (k), xj(k)) is defined

massive parallel structure [10]. The input unit is

as follows:

connected with the output unit and the functional-link

In the gray relational space {P(X);

r((xi (k), xj(k))=

∆ min . + ς∆ max .
∆ oi ( k ) + ς∆ max .

unit, which is formed by the modified perceptron
algorithm we have presented in [8][9].

for i=1,2,…,m, k=1,2,3, …,n.
x0 is the reference sequence, xi is the specified

3. Exchange Rate Prediction Agent System

comparison sequence.

The web-based stock price prediction agent system is

∆ oi = || x0(k)- xj(k)||

constructed

min .

using JavaServer Page [6][15]. The prediction agent

min .

∆ min . = ∀j ∈ i ∀k || x0(k)- xj(k)||
max .

system has two functions: technical forecasting and
fundamental forecasting.

max .

∆ max . = ∀j ∈ i ∀k || x0(k)- xj(k)||

ς ∈ [0,1]

on http://203.64.218.5/exchangerate by

is the distinguishing coefficient.

3.1 Technical forecasting
There are many technical forecasting factors introduced,
such as relative strength index (RSI), Moving Average

Definition 2 Gray relational grade r((xi , xj)
r((xi, xj) =

1
n

n

Convergence and Divergence (MACD), Stochastic Line

r ( xi ( k ), x j ( k ))


(KD), On Balance Volume (OBV), BIAS, and so on. We

k =1

first establish the raw sequence for the technical
Definition 3 Gray relational Ordinal

forecasting factors and the exchange rate. Then, we

For reference sequence x0 , and the specified comparison

compute the gray relational grade for the technical

sequence xi , let x0 =( x0(k)), xj =( xj(k)) for i=0,1,2,…,m,

forecasting factors and the exchange rate to obtain the

k=1,2,3, …,n.

gray relational ordinal. Therefore, we choose the more

If

r((x0, xi)


r((x0, xj) , the gray relational ordinal is

important technical forecasting factors as the input
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variable and the exchange rate as the output. Finally, we

69,pp.610-622,September 1979.

the neural network is trained to forecast the exchange

[3] MacDonald,Ronald and Mark P. Taylor,”The

rate.

Monetary Approach to the Exchange Rate:Rational
Expectations,

Long-RunEquilibrium

and

3.2 Fundamental forecasting

Forecasting”,IMF staff Papers 40,pp.89-107,1993.

There are many fundamental forecasting factors

[4] J.L. Deng, “Control problem of Grey system,”

introduced in the literatures [1][2][3], such as foreign

System Control Letter, Vol.1 No.1, 1982, pp.288–294.

exchange reserve, relative inflation rate, nominal money

[5] J.L. Deng, “Introduction to Grey system,” The
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[6]
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Abstract

the network of a single leaky bucket model. The network
employs a DJ regulator to reconstruct the traffic pattern

In this study, we propose an call admission control agent
improve the network utilization by using σ(ρ) (burstiness
curve) traffic specification instead of a single set of (σ,ρ)
while the complexity of the network is still the same as the
network of the single leaky bucket traffic model.
Keywords: Call admission, bounded delay service, agent

and first-come-first-serviced (FCFS) to schedule the
service order of each input packet. By using the call
admission formula of [1] which is based on a single leaky
bucket traffic, we derived the close form admission
control formula for burstiness curve traffic model.
The user needs to propose a traffic specification for
resource allocation. By analyzing the packet stream of
input data, the user gets a burstiness curve σ(ρ), which

1. INTRODUCTION

can be used as the traffic specification. If the allocation

The performance of a bounded delay service is largely

rate (ρ) is smaller than the average rate of input data, the

influenced by three factors: (1) the specification which

queue will build infinitely. If the allocation rate is larger

describes the worst case traffic from a connection, (2) the

than the peak rate of input data, the extra rate is wasted.

scheduling discipline the network switches use, and (3)

So the allocation rate is between the average rate and

the accuracy of the admission control functions. The main

peak rate of input data. We can increase the value of the

design goal is to maximize the performance of the

burst (σ) and lower the value of the rate (ρ), all these sets

network; that is, to maximize the number of connections

of (σ,ρ) values can still conform the input data stream as

that can be supported without violating any bounded

shown in figure 1. According to [2], the knee of

delay guarantees. In this study, we focus on issue (1) and

burstiness curve is good choice for getting maximum

(3). We improve the network utilization by using

number of connections. A knee in the burstiness curve is a

burstiness curve traffic specification σ(ρ) instead of

distinct indication that for descriptors that are slightly

single (σ,ρ). We define the burstiness curve σ(ρ) of a

away from the knee, either the σ or the ρ parameter

message as the maximum number of bits that must be

rapidly increases. In our study, this is not always correct,

buffered at a node if messages are allocated at a fixed rate

since the optimal class depends on the environment of the

ρ bps, while the complexity of the network is still same as

network.
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2.
2.1

Algorithm of call admission control agent

policy can be either optimal distribution (OPT) or equal
distribution (EQ). We neglect propagation and node

Network Architecture and Traffic Model

processing delays. In [1], two formulas are derived for

In [1], we proposed a network architecture that permits N

OPT and EQ policy. We use these formulas as our cost
kinds of (σi ,ρi ) classes of input traffics. Class j conforms

functions. The user can put parameters of each class into

to leaky bucket (σj,ρj). The architecture of switch nodes

this cost function. The class with the maximum value is

of the network is shown in figure 2. At the first node of

the optimum.

each connection, we add a leaky bucket regulator to
policy the input data. At each hop, we add a delay jitter

Theorem 1 For the proposed network with OPT policy,

regulator

The

consider a connection passing through n switches

characteristics of the source traffic are modified as the

connected in cascade and the bandwidth of node i is l i .

source traffic passes through the network. We add a

The delay requirement is Q. Assumed current number of

Delay Jitter (DJ) regulator [3] for each connection at the

connections of class 1, 2, ,… , N at node i is N1 i , N2 i ,… ,

switch to reshape the traffic pattern to conform to the

NNi , respectably, then the number of connections of class

same traffic pattern at the first node before the traffic

k that is permitted to enter again is NOPT . We define

enters the FCFS queue. By using burstiness curve traffic

N OPT (k ) as the cost function of OPT policy.

to reconstruct

the

traffic

pattern.

specification, users send piecewise (σj,ρj) parameters to
the network as shown in figure 2.

NOPT (k ) = min{ Nσ (k ) , N ρ (k )} (1)

2.2 Joint Selection

Where Nσ is the number of connections depend on σ and
Nρ is the number of connections depends on ρ.

The input data considered in this paper can be audio,

N


MPEG, or JPEG etc. Of the different data types, MPEG

Q −

Video is most highly burst, so we use MPEG as an

n


j =1

i =1

Nσ ( k ) =

σ

example here. According to [4], for an input data, such as



k

MPEG video stream, there is an unique σ(ρ) function.
According to [2], the knee of burstiness curve is a good

N ijσ

j


li
n
1
i =1
li

(2)



li −

choice. Since the goal of the network is to maximize the

Nρ(k)=min{

number of connections, the optimal class is dependent on



N
j =1

ρk

N ρj
i
j

i = 1,2,


, n }(3)

the call admission policy. We propose a method to jointly
select the (σ,ρ) class according to the admission control

Theorem 2 For the proposed network with EQ policy,

policy. The user provides the burstiness curve in

considers a connection passing through n switches

piecewise form. The call admission policy will select the

connected in cascade and the bandwidth of node i is l i .

class with maximum function value in order to get

The delay requirement is Q. Assumed current number of

maximum number of connections. In this study, the

connections of class 1, 2,… , N at node i is N1i , N2i , … ,

schedule policy can be either OPT (optimal) or EQ (Equal

NNi , respectably, then the number of connections of class

Allocation).

k that is permitted to enter again is NEQ . We define

2.3 Call Admission Formula

N EQ (k ) as the cost function of EQ policy.

For the proposed network architecture, call admission
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is lmin = min{l1 , l2 ,

N EQ (k ) = min{Nσ (k ) , Nρ (k )} (4)

, l M } . Supposed the current

number of connections is Ni for class i. By analyzing the
packet stream of input video, we get a burstiness curve.

Where Nσ is the number of connections depends on σ and

The user matches this σ-ρ curve with the support classes

Nρ is the number of connections depends on ρ.

of the network and gets n sets of (σ,ρ) classes that can be

Qli
−
n
Nσ (k) = min{


N
j=1

Nijσ j

σk

used for the traffic specification. Suppose these n classes

, i = 1,2, , n} (5)

are class C1 , C 2 ,
C1<

Cn..

C1>

C2>…>

Cn and

The delay requirement of input

connection is Q. We analyze the relation of the admission

Nρ(k)=

min{

C2<…<

, C n , and

li −

N


j =1

N ij ρ

region with a delay requirement for tandem network as
j

, i = 1, 2 ,


ρk


below:

, n } (6)


Case 1: In the case of a large delay requirement we
Definition For the proposed network, it is assumed that

*

there are n sets of (σ,ρ) class making up the input data

assume Q is larger than QC1 and we select class C1.

stream. The n classes are class C1 , C 2 ,

, Cn .

When the delay requirement Q is larger, we know from

that

equation (2) that N is also larger. In this case, from

Cn. The choice

equation (1), we know the number of connections

for the scheduling policy can be either OPT or EQ. We

permitted to enter is restricted by the N . From equation

define the optimal class as

(3), we know the larger the ρ value, the smaller N will

Without


C1>


lose
C2>…>


generality,
Cn and


C1<

we


C2<…<





assume





become. In order to have larger N we will select the class


Optimal class(Ci ) for OPT policy

with the smaller ρ value. Since the ρ value of class C1 is
the smallest one among the ρi values of the classes Ci,

=Ck such that Nopt(Ck)=Max{ Nopt(Ci ), i=1,2,…,n}

i=1,2,…, n, the N

C1

is the largest among the N

ρ

Ci

ρ

.

Optimal class(Ci ) for EQ policy
Therefore, we select class C1 . When we follow the curve
=Ck such that NEQ(Ck)=Max{ NEQ(Ci ), i=1,2,…,n}

of class C1 in the figure 3, we are able to get a delay

With the equation (1) to (6), we can develop the formula

requirement QC1 , such that N σ 1 is equal to N ρ 2 .

C

*

to select the optimal class in the next section.

N


Q

2.4 Optimal Class Selection Formula

N

C

σ

*
C

requirement, we use OPT policy as an example and

N

C

ρ

analyze the formulas (1), (2) and (3) as follows. Suppose

Q C* 1 = (

the network supports N classes (σ1,ρ1), (σ2,ρ2), … , and
(σN,ρN), respectively. Consider a connection passing

σC
ρC


through M switches connected in cascade and the

+

bandwidth of node i is l i . The minimum bandwidth
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i=M
i =1

l

=

2

i= 1

N
j= 1

ρ
M


1

i =1
2

N
j =1

j

σ

j

C

1
li
i
j

N

ρ

j

2

1
)(l min −
li

N ij σ

li

M
i= 1

1



i
j

N
li



C

−

min

j= 1

M


σ

To determine how the optimal class varies with the delay
=

1

=

1

−

C



N
j =1

N ij ρ j )

N

Case 2: In the case of smaller delay requirement we

Q
C

N

*

assume Q is smaller than QCn −1 and we select class Cn.

j=1

M

−

k

=

k

σ

*
C



i=1


σ

i=1

k


When the delay requirement Q is smaller, we know from

= N

equation (2) that N is also smaller. In this case, from
equation (1), the number of connections permitted to

Q

enter is restricted by the N . From equation (2), we know

C

ρ

k +1

the larger the σ value, the smaller N will become. In

+

M


smaller σ value. Since the σ value of class Cn is smallest

then
class Cn . When we follow the curve of class Cn in the

Cn

N

σ

=

n −1

N

= N

C

ρ

=

n

−

l min

M


i=1

N
j=1

ρ

C

i
j

σ

i
j

N

ρ

i =1
n


+


M


n −1

N
j =1

M
i =1

N ij ρ j )

li

Cn − 1

≤

σ
ρ

≤

Cn − 2


Q C* n −1 ≤ Q C* n − 2 ≤

C 2

≤

C 3

σ
ρ

C 1

,

C 2

≤ Q C* 2 ≤ Q C* 1 , we


Select class C1
*

Select class Ck , for
k=2,3, … , n-1

Case 3: Q ≤ Q

j



N
j=1

N ij ρ j )

*
C

n −1

Select class Cn

Numerical Results

In this section, with tandem network, no initial
connection, and then evaluate the admissible region with
a delay for each new class, and then evaluate admissible

j

li

region with delay for each new class.
From [5], we use a 10 minutes segment of “star wars”

*

Case 3: For delay requirement Q is between QCk and

compressed video traces as shown in figure 4. The format,
resolution, and frame rate are IBBPBBPBBPBB,

QC* k −1 , then we select class Ck .

384x288, and 25 frame/sec, respectively. By analyzing
the packet stream of the input video, the user matches this

When we follow the curve of class Ck in figure 3, then we
*

are able to get a delay requirement QCk

σ-ρ curve with the support classes of the network and
such

gets 7 sets of (σ,ρ) classes that can be used for traffic
specification as listed below:

that N σ k = N ρ k +1 , i.e.
C

j =1

n

1
)( l min −
li

N ij σ

N


1
li

3.

σC
ρC

j

j

*

Q C* n − 1
= (

ρ

k −1

Case 2: Q C k ≤ Q ≤ Q C k − 1

j

li

n −1



N

j=1

M

C

N ij σ

*

i=1

σ

j =1

i
j

1
)( l min −
li

Case 1: Q ≥ Q C 1



C

N

N

requirements as follows:

such that N σ n −1 is equal to N ρ .

n −1

M
i =1

C

1
li

summarize the relation of class selection and delay

*

figure 3, we are able to get a delay requirement QCn −1 ,

−

k

σ Cn
σ
≤
ρ Cn − 1
ρ

N σC n is the largest among N σC i . Therefore, we select

Q



j

Since

one among the σi values of the classes Ci, i=1,2,…, n, the



ρ

i =1

order to have larger N we will select the class with

*
C

j=1

k +1



C

N

−


σ C
ρC

= (

*
Ck

l min

=

σ

li
M

C

i
j

N

C
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The network structure is five hop tandem network with no

Lin. “Optimal Schedulable Region Analysis of FCFS

initial connection, shown in figure 4. The bandwidth

Network

between each node was 622.08 Mbits/sec except for l3,

Requirement”. Proceeding of 1999 National Computer

which is 51.84 Mbits/sec. The number of connections of

Symposium, Tamkang University, Taipei, Taiwan, pp.

each class (class 1 to 7) is as figure 5 and 6 for OPT

B-133-138.

policy, and figure 7 and 8 for EQ policy, respectively. We

[2]

compute all the

Qk*

Model

Supports

End-to-end

Delay

S. Keshav, "An Engineering Approach to computer

Networking," Addison-Wesley, pp.402-406, 1997.

are listed in table 2. According to the

delay requirement, we list the optimal class in table 3. We

[3] H. Zhang and D. Ferrari, "Rate-controlled service

focus on the admission region analysis between 1ms to

disciplines," Journal of High Speed Networks, vol.3, no.4,

3sec to cover all the above time points. From equation (1)

PP.389-412, 1994.

and (2), the relation of the number of connections of each

[4] Rahul Garg “Characterization of video traffic,”

class with delay is shown in figure 5. From figure 5, we

Technical report of international computer science

see that each curve of a class has two sections, one is a

institute, 1995.

linear increase section and the other is constant section.

[5] Oliver Rose. "Statistical properties of MPEG video

For example, the linear section of class 1 is from delay 0

traffic and their impact on traffic modeling in ATM

sec to 2.5 sec and the constant section is from delay 2.5

systems". Proceedings of the 20th Annual Conference on

sec to 3sec. From figure 5, we will see the class 1 is

Local Computer Networks, Minneapolis, MN, 1995, pp.

suitable for large delay requirement, while the class 7 is

397-406.

good for smaller delay requirement. The performance is
over 1.16 times for best case to peak rate case and 1.11
times for best case to fix class case in experiment 1 for
OPT policy. For EQ policy, performance is over 1.06
times for best case to peak case and 1.12 times for best
case to fix class case. From figure 6 and 8, we see that the
peak rate allocation was a better performance in low

Figure 1 Variant sets of leaky bucket parameters

delay requirement.

4. CONCLUSIONS
We proposed a call admission control agent and solved
the class selection problem by joining burstiness curve
with the call admission function. The method of optimal
class selection is to put each class into the call admission
formula and get a function value. The larger the function

Figure 2 The Architecture of Switching Node

value, the higher the number of connections a class can
get.
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Figure 7 The admission region of EQ policy
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Abstract— In mobile ad hoc networks (MANET), one of the
most important issues is routing. Many researchers have worked
on this issue and proposed solutions from various view points
such as short path, energy conservation, load balance, stability,
etc. We think that a good path should possess two characters: (i)
longer Path Life Time (PLT), and (ii) shorter Path Transmission
Time (PTT). A path with longer PLT has the less control
overhead to recover route error during transmitting packets and
with shorter PTT means the more end-to-end packets can be
transmitted within a given time. From the view of conveyed
the maximum packets, the path with the largest value of the
product of PLT and PTT is the best choice. However, single path
may incur a significant cost to wait long time for path recovery.
Multipath routing is one of the techniques which have been
proposed to alleviate the cost. In addition, multipath routing also
provides some benefits: end-to-end throughput, fault tolerance,
and load balance. However, a efficient multipath routing strategy
is based on a good scheduling strategy to decide which path
conveys which packet. We proposed a novel scheduling strategy
that evaluates the transmission condition of multiple paths to
find out a path that has the minimal transmitting time. Through
simulations, we demonstrate the advantage of our new protocol.

I. I NTRODUCTION
The flourish development of wireless networks has influenced human’s daily life profoundly and widely. Thanks to
the advancement in wireless communications and lightweight,
small-size, and portable/wearable computing devices have
made the dream of “communication anytime and anywhere”
possible. A mobile ad hoc network (MANET) consists of a
set of mobile hosts operating without the aid of established
infrastructure of centralized administration (e.g. base stations
or access points). Communication is done through wireless
links among mobile hosts by their antennas. Due to concerns
such as radio power limitation and channel utilization, a
mobile host may not be able to communicate directly with
other hosts in a single-hop fashion. In this case, a multihop
scenario occurs, where the packets sent by the source host
must be relayed by several intermediate hosts before reaching
the destination host. The advantage of it is rapidly to establish
the connection, saving trouble-deploying wires; it is very
useful under the condition - the areas without wires, such
as war, salvage, or the based station sabotaged by natural
disasters. The disadvantage of it is that each mobile host
moves freely making the network topology changeable and
unpredictable. Moreover, due to the absence of fixed network
topology and central control, to design a suitable routing
protocol is one of the most challengeable works in MANETs.
Many routing protocols [12], [14], [15] have been developed
in MANETs and can be categorized as two parts: proactive

and reactive. Proactive routing protocols, for instance DSDV
[11], take advantage of broadcast to collect mobile host and
routing protocol information of mobile host, and always need
to be updated. Their merit is that when source node transmits
data packet, a path to transmit can be expediently found.
The drawback is that in order to gain path information more
efficiently, it must be more frequently updating routing table when employed in a high mobility of the Internet, which will
generate over-demanding overheads. On the contrary, reactive
routing protocols, such as AODV [10], DSR [7], only establish
a path only when a source node has to-be-transmitted data
packets to its destination. The source node seeks paths while
transmitting data packet, though it can immediately transmit
it; however, compared with routing protocol of proactive, it
can save the network source that pays for regularly updating
information of path, and less consumption of bandwidth as
well.
II. R ELATIVE W ORK
Most of traditional routing protocols only choose a single
path to transmit data packets. However, due to the topology of
MANETs changeable apt to break links frequently, we have
to look for another path to transmit the data packets again
when link breakage. It will waste a lot of time in looking
for the path again in the single routing protocol, causing the
transmission of data packet prolonging too long. Therefore,
TCP will cost time out, and the efficiency will reduce rapidly.
In order to reduce the time to search another path again, many
methods of promoting its efficiency is proposed successively
as considering with stability of paths. One of these methods
[6] considers the link stability which is defined as the times
of received signal greater than a threshold and then use the
more stable links to construct a path.
Another method use the mobility prediction scheme stated
in [13]. When a mobile host receives a data packet from previous mobile host, it will know the speed, position, direction
of previous mobile host by the information puts in the data
packet. And utilizing the global positioning system (GPS) to
know the absolute coordinate position of the mobile host in
the space of path, and to use the end time of link as the route
selection. However, using GPS to get the information of other
mobile host still have a lot of shortcomings as list below.
First, Although it can obtain the information of other mobile
hosts exactly when install GPS, in a position also increased
the calculation of each mobile host. Second, Installed GPS in
every mobile host are extra cost. Last, GPS is only suitable
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for using outdoors, whenever the user loses the function once
getting to the room.
Multipath transmission is an efficient method to take care
the reroute problem. This method can be divided into two
ways. One way is that only pick one path used as primary
route and the others as backup routes. When the main route
can’t be used, use backup rout to continue transmit the data
packet, such as AODV-BR [1], [3]. But used this way will
have following problems–when breakage in the main route,
because doesn’t using the backup path to transmit packet until
main path broken, and so on, we don’t the path is still useful,
and do not guarantee the backup route can be used certainly
to aid the transmission , so waste more control overhead and
extension packet and transmit time instead. The other way is
mainly using the round robin manner letting the selected paths
take turns to transmit data packets. Transmitted the data via
different paths, not only can avoid the network congestion,
but use resources of the network effectively. Meanwhile, it
also can observe the situation of each path, such as ODMRP
[5]. But using every path blindly will make the end-to-end
transmission delay too long.
III. D ESIGN M ULTIPLE PATH ROUTING P ROTOCOL WITH
PARALLEL TRANSMISSION CAPABILITY

There are two types of Multipath routing protocols: one
is node-disjoint paths, and the other is link-disjoint paths.
In node-disjoint paths, any two paths don’t have any node
in common, expect their source and destination nodes while
in link-disjoint paths, any two paths don’t have the same
link in their paths. Note that link-disjoint paths may have
common nodes. Of course, the condition of node-disjoint
actually guarantees that links fail independently, However the
condition of node-disjoint is a much stricter than link-disjoint
and thus presents a much less number of disjoint paths or
may select the longer hop counts as well as delay paths. This
makes node-disjoint less effective. But Source node can use
the higher other spatial to parallel to transmission packets
efficiency. However, in the varied MANETs, every mobile host
have a ability to forward data, then We believe that not only
considered node disjoint may achieve the better transmission
efficiency. But we thought the above way as the transmission
strategy all have its flaws, so we adopt the way takes a main
basis by way PTT, dynamic to use Multiple paths strives for
the effectiveness, adopts the above movement to be able to
have the advantages, Because is using PTT to chooses path,
therefore we certainly can use shortest delay path, But after
the algorithm estimate, we possibly can discard other longer
delay paths to carry on the transmission, perhaps only use it
once for a very long time, like this we may avoid using the
path with heaver traffic load or a longer hop counts’ path to
transmit packets. Also may the effective use different paths,
and prompt realized whether above each path topology does
have the change, whether continues to use. To avoid when the
path expired, but Source node still wants to continue using
that path and leading packet lose.

LTTAB =25
A

LTTBC =40
B

Fig. 1.

LTTBC =30
C

LTTBC =20
D

E

Path A-B-C-D-E and LTT

Moreover when Destination node discovery to nose out
the packet’s PTT has fierce change, Should needs to produce
information and feedback to Source node, That’s because the
Ad hoc wireless networks network topology and the current
capacity often changes, so Source node must be able to know
immediately and renewal PTT in every paths, that we can
avoid Scheduling policy to occur error results.
TABLE I
D EFINITION

Symbol

Description

Time[Data]
PLT
PTT
LTT
FLT
MLT
Path[m]
Path(Data[n])
DTCP

The time when source received a Data
Path Life Time
Path Transmission Time
Link Life Time
First Link Transmission Time
Max Link Transmission Time
Source has number of m paths
The Path which source uses it to transmit data n
The Difference Time for two consecutive packets
arrive at destination

IV. W HAT ’ S LTT FLT MLT AND PTT
LTT is a time interval that one mobile host receives a
packet and successful to transmit the packet to others mobile
hosts, LTT involve the MAC layer contention’s time wastage
plus network layer buffer queuing delay time final and plus
transmission delay. Because in a Ad hoc wireless networks
mobile host receives packet, if in buffer also has other packets
not yet to transmit, then this packet must wait till after it
the early come packets is all transmitted, and waited for
the time which transmits is network layer buffer queuing
delay; Each mobile host transmits packet must content for the
channel firstly , which the time is called MAC layer delay;
Transmission Delay is refers by the different transmitted rate
the time which packet needs; Then we can measured LTT by
the way, Summarizes as follows, because in Ad hoc networks
is a non- synchronized environment, we cannot the supposition
each Mobile host’s clock all be synchronization. When each
mobile host produces or receives forward packet, immediately
covers a time stamp, when turns to this packet transmission,
again covers a time stamp, gets the time difference is Network
Layer Buffer Queuing delay adds and MAC level Delay,
therefore when receiver receives packet, in according to packet
size as well as the transmission speed figures out Transmission
Delay, receives the end then to calculate it with to deliver the
end LTT.
In Fig. 1, node A is source, node E is Destination. Source A
has a path A-B-C-D-E to destination E. Each link has it’s own
LTT, ex. LTTAB=25: The time interval that Source node send a
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first time to receive RREQ, founding reverse path
in source node at first, and then RREQ flooding.
Before flooding, it needs to attach itself, the LLT
(Link Life Time) of last Mobile host, and LTT (Link
Transmission Time) to this RREQ. If repeatedly
receiving this RREQ, it would be abandoned and
stop forwarding. When the last destination receives
this RREQ, according to reverse path, it may reply
a RREP to source node in a time interval. In the
wake of the intermediate node receiving RREP,
the reverse path also requires to be established to
the destination. In other words, while source node
receives a RREP, a path to destination is founded as
well. Source node receives RREP out of multi-paths,
depicting individual path of PTT, RTT and MLT.

waite for
transmisting pkt 1
Pkt2
0

25
Node A

50
Node B

105
Node C

135 155
Node D Node E

Time

40
Pkt1
0

25

Node A Node B
Fig. 2.

65
95 115
Node C Node D Node E

Time

an example for the effect of MLT

RREQ or data packet to his neighbor, and so on, if we measure
the LTTBC =40BLTTCD =30BLTTDE =20. When destination
E receiver this packet, that we can get the MLT that largest of
the path’s LTT from those LTT. PTT (path transmission time)
is the sum of path’ total LLT, so we get PTT = LTTAB +
LTTBC + LTTCD + LTTCD = 25 + 40 + 30 + 20 = 115.
Found from our research observations, the time interval of
two packets to reach destination will be equal to this path of
MLT - if using the same path to consecutively transmit two
packets. Exploring the cause, it is found that because MLT is
the bottleneck of path, in the course of transmitting the two
packets, the second packet will be delayed in the area of MLT.
Only under the situation that the first packet has finished the
transmission will the second packet start. And, that’s why the
time interval of reaching destination will be equivalent to MLT.
As Fig. 2 demonstrates, the numbers below time axis represent
the time Packet arriving Mobile Host. As a result of this cause,
we discover that among multi-paths, it doesn’t mean that all
packets using the minimal path of PTT to transmit results in
less time needed for transmission.
The reason why FLT will influence the time of whole
transmission is that Source node fails to constantly transmit
packets. Besides, the surrounding objects of Source node may
possibly be affected by objects’ own surroundings to further
disturb the area of LTT, causing each Path of FLT various.
Source node, moreover, needs to help transmit Packets as well.
Hence, we propose a mathematical calculation, consisting of
PTT and Multiple Paths. Prior to transmitting packets, going
through mathematical calculation first so as to arrange the best
suitable path to transmit packet out of multi-paths, it can not
only gradually cut down the time of transmission, but also
highly upgrade the efficiency of Internet bandwidth.
V. M ETHODS OF FINDING PATHS
Source node pursues multipath by using similar AODV or
DSR in the mode of reactive to get the path. In fig.3 each
mobile host of networks has one routing table recording the
information of paths. The establishment of path can be divided
into two steps simply put as stated below:
1
Route discovery: by the time source node A needs
the path to transmit packet, the first move is to
precede route discovery, discovering a path of RREQ
from destination D. The intermediate node is the

2

Route maintenance: Once a intermediate node of the
path detects the disconnection of link, the route error
(RERR) packet immediately generated to inform the
source node of disconnection. Because of multipath,
right after source node receives RERR, the source
node won’t restart flooding RREQ to find other paths
right away. It is not until all of paths disconnected
that source node will once again have flooding RREQ
to search paths.
VI. M ETHODS OF TRANSMITTING DATA PACKET

After the source node receives different paths of RREP
from destination node, the obtaining information of PTT and
MLT establish DTCP table. And, the following transmission
of packets should according to the mathematical calculation
designed by us find out the most suitable path to transmit
packets. Providing that the destination node detects that the
information of LTT attached to packet large enough to change
the sequence of packet’s assembly schedule arranged by original DTCP table, it will need to reply a Control Message, the
mobile updating Source node to the information of networks
environment.
In figure 3, Mobile host A is source node, and Mobile host D
is destination; source node has three paths to transmit packets.
At the Route Discovery Time, we should detect each path of
PLT via signals; Path [1], Path [2], and Path [3] of PLT are
1500, 2000, and 1700 respectively. Before transmitting Packet
each time, we need to assess if remnant PLT of the path is
larger than PTT. Only under such circumstance can we select
this path to undertake transmission. If the source node has
received Control Message, established in DTCP table, replied
by each path from destination, the first packet select the path
with the smallest PTT or Path [3], to transmit. Figure 3, there
are three paths, path [1] = A, B, C, G, D, Path [2] = A, E, F,
G, D, Path [3] = A, H, I, J, D. From table 2 (DTCP table), we
can learn that if source node A orderly transmit two packets,
destination D receives the possible time interval from this two
packets.
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Fig. 3. source node A has three paths to transmit packets to destination D.
The numbers below the line stand for PLT, and the numbers above the line
represent LTT of a link.
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DTCP(Path[n],Path[m]) = PTT( Path[n] ) - PTT(Path[m]) FLT(Path[m])+MLT(Path[m]) EX: Under situation of transmitting packets above of Path [3] DTCP(Path[3],Path[3])= 100100-30+30 = 60
However, if the re-calculated figures are still the smallest
(60) in DTCP, Path [3] still has to be used. But, if the following
transmitting Packet 3 detects that Packet 1 and Packet 2 are
still engaging in transmission by searching DTCP table, DTCP
(Path [3]) will need to add up the last MLT of Path [3] that
should be 60+30=90. At this moment, we should select Path
[1] to precede transmission (because the value of DTCP (Path
[3], Path [1]) is the smallest.) Therefore, as long as we follow
the rules above, orderly selecting appropriate Paths to transmit
packets, each Packet may orderly reach destination node and
makes the delay of End-to-End minimal.

TABLE II
THE DATA STRUCTURE OF

DTCP TABLE .

VII. T HE MATHEMATICAL CALCULATION OF DTCP
Case 1. If Packet N takes advantage of Path [n] to
precede transmission and Packet N + 1 intends to use
Path [n] to transmit, DTCP(Path[n],Path[n]) = MLT(Path[n])
EX:DTCP(Path[1],Path[1])=50 Case 2. If Packet N takes
advantage of Path [n] to precede transmission and Packet
N + 1 intends to use other Path [m] to transmit,
DTCP(Path[n],Path[m]) = PTT( Path[m] ) - PTT(Path[n]) FLT(Path[n]) EX:DTCP(Path[1],Path[2])=180-(150-40)=70
But, we discover that if only using mentioned-above two
regular rules to engage in Assemble Schedule, it fails to
achieve the best using condition. The situation details as stated
below: If according to Table 2, the first Packet chooses the
minimal PTT to transmit, using Path [3], and then the second
Packet according to DTCP table, selecting Path [3] as well,
and problems will thus occur. As a result of Packet 1’s failure
to reach destination node, if attempting to use Path [3] to
transmit, the DTCP table of Path [3] equivalent to the field of
path [3], we need to add up MLT (30) of Path [3], leading to
reasonable estimating figures. We thus adopt a new rule.
Case 2-1. If Packet N uses Path [n] to undertake the
transmission, and Packet N +1 intends to use other Path
[m] to transmit, and still having previous packets of Packet
N +1 are transmitting which haven’t reached Destination
node, we should add up desirable MLT of this path first,
after which the paths from DTCP table should be selected.

VIII. M ETHODS OF UPDATING PATH INFORMATION
The network topology of MANETs is always changing.When Destination node receive measures of dispersion
of LTT of any path of transmitting packets adequate enough
to influence the outcome of mathematical calculation,Fig. 4
replying a Control Message containing of information of
dispersion to inform source node is necessary. By doing so,
source node can use after-changed FLT, MLT and PTT to
accurately arrange the path of transmitting packets. As Fig. 4
demonstrated, if Destination detects the LTT above Path [1]
has changed and thus restart calculation DTCP Table III,
Destination node discover that the sequence of transmitting
packets have changed from Path [3], Path [3], Path [1] to Path
[3], Path [1], Path [3], replying a Control message to inform
Source node.
IX. S IMULATION
The model in our simulation is a MANET in a square area of
100m100m with 70 mobile hosts in it. The propagation range
of each mobile host is 150. Mobile hosts in the network are set
randomly with the traffic rate of 50 packets/sec. The mobility
model here is random waypoint. The movement patterns are
generated for 5 different speeds: 0, 5, 10, 15, 20 seconds. There
are 4 different traffics follows environment in my simulation
model. Our simulations involve three kind of routing protocol,
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the first two respectively is AODV and Multipath - Round
Robin routing protocol, last routing protocol which is we
proposed, hereafter refers to as Multipath - Schedule. The
affiliation by above three kind of routing protocol simulation
results, further discusses our routing protocol and AODV,
the Multipath - Round Robin routing protocol performance
difference; Under is comparison performance metrics.
•
•

Average packets End-to-End delay
Total arrival packets

We use the different mobility speeds on simulation, surveys
under the different mobility speeds, networks topology change
regarding network whole packets arrival rate and Average Endto-End Delay change. The affiliation discusses our routing
protocol from this the experiment in the different network
environment time the serviceability.
First we by Mobile Host mobility speed took a variable observes average packet End-to-End delay to have what change.
Like the Fig. 5 shows, we discovered network in a environment
change not high situation, Multipath-Round Robin’s average
delay is highest, this is because under stable environment,
Round-Robin possibly can choose a delay longer path, but
AODV all is chooses shortest delay path to transmit packet.
But if all uses identical strip path in the transmission time,
actually can create buffer delay lengthening. But works as
when the network environmental variation is quicker, backup

Packet average End-to-End delay V.S. connection pair

path only then can appear the benefit. But we proposed
developed algorithm simultaneously to give dual attention to
backup path with to consider path’s delay two kinds of factors.
Therefore we can obtain better average delay under the mobility speed quite low environment. But when mobility speed
arrives under each second 20 meter environment, because
environment changes too fast, causes the path which may
select to transmit is extremely scarce, causes to three kind
of routing protocol’s average delay quite to approach.
Fig. 6 is regulates mobile speed to observe the change
of packet arrival rate, we may discover, in mobility speed
under low environment, if only pure to use multipath, the
performance is not certainly high, but in the situation which
mobility speed slowly increases, Multipath-Round Robin and
our routing protocol can have the obvious disparity production,
to show our routing protocol may more effective use Multipath
carry on a row of regulation, therefore our performance surpasses Multipath-Round Robin, achieves better performance.
Experiment 2: We first vary the number of sessions form
connection follows. We keep the max. speeds constant at 10
m/s in this set of experiments. To observe our routing protocol
whether can have the suitable accent to achieve the better
performance utilization.
Mobile Host mobility speed is 10 (m/s) by the random
way point moving, the accent changes the current capacity
to observe. May see by Fig. 7, when the network environment
is not busier, we don’t use Multipath blindly , our routing
protocol may use other comparatively not busy Mobile Host
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to transmit packets, moreover makes an effective platoon
regulation to packet the movement, causes us End-to-End
delay far to be smaller than Multipath-Round Robin. But
AODV is all transmits all packet by way of identical strip
Shortest delay Path, therefore works as when current capacity
change, its delay change certainly cannot have reveals the
change, however Multipath-Round Robin actually wants simultaneously to use all paths for the parallel transmission,
when network is in lighter loading, End-to-End delay truly
has compared to AODV comes well, when network loading
changes busily, this method actually meets extra creates the
clogged up phenomenon, increases End-to-End delay. Therefore because we inducted PTT as well as the Multipath two
factors, the dynamic measured the network the change, the
suitable accent changes the transmission route, may reduce
average End-to-End delay.
By Fig. 8, we can observe our routing protocol may use
other mobile host to transmits packets, in addition the original
backup path mechanism, causes our routing protocol to be
allowed to have the better potency performance, but is more
and more heavy when network loading, our routing protocol
can have the possibility to degenerate with single path routing
protocol. This is because our routing protocol can act according to each path delay to regulate the transmission path. But
discovered by the Multipath-Round Robin curve, when traffic
load is heavier, uses other path to transmit, instead can have
the worse potency performance.
X. C ONCLUSION
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In this paper, we have presented the new multipath routing
protocol that is based on the idea of path selection criteria,
such as PLT and PTT, to choose the better paths and the
new scheduling strategy to arrange to-be-transmitted packets
to suitable paths for transmission. Our main idea of scheduling
strategy is to find out a path that has the minimal transmitting
time among those available paths. Through simulations, we
demonstrate the advantage of our new protocol.
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suggestion based on the tastes of the user.
Therefore personalized recommendation would be
applied to users based on the location information
and user tastes.

Abstract
Internet has become a popular platform for
exchange information. No spatial is the major
advantages of the architecture. And several
network environment, GSM/GPRS or wireless
network have been widely used. Personalized
information recommendation is a useful
application area for heterogeneous environment.
Through the recommendation mechanism users
can obtain the better choice to maximum their
needs and the merchants can obtain more profit
also. In the paper we develop a recommendation
mechanism that use SOM algorithm and Perarson
Correlation as the user distance measure to find
the longest common sequence that shows the
potential and useful suggestion list. We believed
that the recommender mechanism would
personalize the user’s request and drop un-related
information.
Keywords : Internet,
Recommender, Agent

ecommerce,

In this paper we address the location recommender
based on the cluster approach and longest common
sequence as the recommendation mechanism in the
electronic commerce environment. And through a
personalized assistant user could get useful
information, product suggestion based on the
user’s tastes. We believed that the personalized
information application would be the trend in the
Internet environment, especially for the
ecommerce application area.

2. Related Work

Location

1. Introduction
With the advent of Internet computing
environment, several people can communicate
with each other in different locations and would
not know each other. Based on the reason the
different communication mechanism would appear
and changed our daily life. People would travel to
any places even the place infrastructure is different.
So a personalized agent would be useful for
persons who would be roamed in different places.
On the other hand, when the user arrived at some
where, he/she might not understand the products or
service in the stranger locations. The user would
ask his personal agent to produce request for
requesting useful information. The agent could
process and accept the recommendation or
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In this section we describe some researcher have
done in the recommendation research area. Paul
Resnis K and Hal R. Varian propose a
recommendation definition and direction in 1997
[2]. The idea is that users cannot make a choice
without sufficient personal experience or other
people’s
suggestion.
Thus,
automated
recommendation by the computer system would be
very helpful in filtering product information.
Markom Balabanovic and Yoav Shoham proposed
a recommendation system --- Fab in 1997 [1].
They combined content-based filtering and
collaborative filtering approaches to design their
system.
Content-based
recommendation
recommends product items to users who have
purchase records or showed interest from browsing
on the web. On the other hand, collaborative
recommendation classifies users into several
groups. Users in the same group are of similar
behavior or interest on product items. These
researchers only discuss the recommendation
mechanism on one site or system. In the paper we

data or information. User voting would be the
basic information for discover user taste similarity.
At first, user would be asked to fill the voting
options as the user’s favorites. Based on the voting
value, in this paper a recommerder mechanism is
proposed to analyze the voting raw data that
revealed the user’s tastes.

address the recommendation system in the
community and proposed the community
recommendation mechanism.
On the other hand, intelligent software agent is a
popular technology for solving problems. The
software agent can be defined that the agent is a
computing component to perform some tasks
according to the knowledge. The attributes that
include autonomy, proactive, and reactive are the
advantage of the software agent and these are the
attributes of agent based negotiation system also.
Several researchers have discussed the agent
technology in the past. In [6] the authors presented
the concept of the agent-based software
architecture. The agent communication language
and the agent architecture are two important issues.
In order to achieve information and message
sharing, the agent communication language is the
basic mechanism. In order to build the agent
computing environment, the agent architecture is
another critical problem.

In the proposed mechanism, the basic idea is to
divide users into several groups and the users in
the same group would have the similar interest
regarding the user’s voting. Self-Organization
Map[16, 17, 18] is a method to cluster data to
several groups. Expect for the cluster method,
Self-Organization Map, the Pearson correlation
would be used as the measurement of similarity
between users.
In the following, the user classification algorithm
is described for discover similar users and cluster
groups.
Step 1 : Choose weight vector W
Step 2 : Select x from input vector V
Step 3 : Calculate the user similarity by the
Pearson Correlation equation
Step 4 : Find the minimun distance of input as the
winner. winner = arg min corr(x, wi)
Step 5 : Update weight vector
Step 6 : Repeat step 2 until the group would not
change
Step 7 : Output groups

BASAR is a personalized agent system that keeps
the web links based on the user bookmarks [7].
The system is able to support information updating
and reduce the number of links by deleting less
used items. In [8], a web-based information
browse agent is proposed. The system uses the
KQML as the agent communication language and
reduces networking load. And in order to reduce
the complexity of browsing, they use the structure
meta-information mechanism.
With the advent of the Internet computing
architecture, the mobility is the new ability of the
agent. Hence the agent with the mobile capability
is appeared and become the new research topic.
The mobile agent technology overview can be
found in [9,10,11]. Aglets[13] is a mobile agent
platform based on the Java technology. The system
uses Agent Transfer Protocol as the agent
communication infrastructure and the architecture
is able to support persistence, security, and agent
collaboration. Voyager [14] and Concordia[15] are
another two mobile agent systems that also support
the agent communication and agent computing
environment. The mobile agent platform, MAGNA,
and its architecture are proposed in [12].

3. Recommender Mechanism
In this section, the design of recommender
mechanism would be proposed. In the
recommender system, the basic idea is to discover
similar group or tastes from the amount of usage
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From the output of the result of group, the longest
common sequence would be found in each group
as the common similar tastes of users in the group.
So the potential products or service could be
recommended to users according to the
recommendation list of the longest common
suggestion sequence.

4. Location Recommernder Agent
In the previous sections the recommender
algorithm have been presented. In this section a
Location Recommender Agent is proposed. The
Location Recommender Agent would compute the
recommendation list and the agent also accept the
user’s request that input by users. Figure 1 shows
the
software
architecture
of
Location
Recommender Agent. Basically, the agent contains
three basic layers including Agent User Interface,
Agent
Computing
Logic
and
Agent
Communication Interface.

Agent User Interface : The interface would be the
middleware between user and the agent entity.
User would input the request to the interface and
the interface would send the request to the Agent
Computing Logic to produce the correct actions.
And the response would be output to user from the
Agent User Interface.

different network infrastructure.

Agent-User
channel

Agent Computing Logic : The middleware would
translate the user request and process the request.
And the Computing Logic layer will generate
recommendation sequence based on the location
information of the user and tastes from user voting
value.

Web UI

Mediate
different
network
Internet
GSM/GPRS/3G
network

PDA/SmartPhone

Wireless network

Agent Communication Interface : The layer will
be responsible for the communication capability to
communicate with other Location Reommender
Agent and the central raw database that including
location information and the user voting value. On
the other hand, there exists several agent
communication languages for the agents and we
decide the KQML as the agent communication
language. The agent communication protocol is
based on the TCP/IP network transmission
mechanism. Through the general agent
communication
language,
the
unify
communication interface will be between agent to
agent or agent to central database.

Mobile phone

Data center

Figure 2 : Relationship of Location Recommender
Agent

6.

Implementation

The implementation system is based on the Aglet
API. The aglet is the pure java mobile agent
platform and defines the basic functionalities of
the mobile agents. Figure 3 showed the Aglet
system architecture that include aglet runtime layer
and communication layer. The aglet runtime layer
implement the Aglet interfaces and communication
layer address the communication mechanism
between the mobile agents. According to the aglet
architecture we extend these basic functionalities
to implement the community recommendation
system. The site in the community would record
the other sites information and the agent status that
has migrated to other site. Therefore, the site is not
only the execution places for the mobile agent but
also a client to receive the recommendation from
others in the community.

Agent User Interface
Agent User Interface

AgentComputing
ComputingLogic
Logic
Agent

Agent Communication
Agent Communication
Inte rface
Inte rface

Figure 1 : Location Recommender Agent
And the Location Recommender Agent would be
an assistant of user. The user would be on the web
site or roaming between mobile network
(GSM/GPRS etc.) or wireless network. The agent
would act the role to accept request from user and
response or direct recommendation from server.
The design of such assistant would be useful for
users who would travel to somewhere and roaming
between different network infrastructures. Figure 2
shows the relationship between agent, user and
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Agent Marketplace for Buying and Selling Goods",
in Proceedings of the First International
Conference on the Practical Application of
Intelligent Agents and Multi-Agent Technology,
London, UK, April 1996.
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Figure 3 : Aglet System Architecture

7. Conclusion
We take the advantages of agent technology and
develop a recommender agent based on the
location to recommend interests to users. We
believed that the personalized recommendation
would be useful application in the ecommerce
environment. In this paper the recommender
mechanism that combined SOM and Pearson
Correlation approach is proposed. In the future we
will add the security protection mechanism to the
architecture to avoid the mobile agents or
messages hacked by untrust units because
unexpected data would not be allowed for the
personalized agent.
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Abstract—This paper illustrates the design and implementation
of outdoor learning project. The research in the paper exploits
the planning of outclass learning activities in high school
curriculum, the implementation of a facilitating and e-mobileenabled software platform on portable computers in outdoor
activity and the evaluation of the outclass learning’s influences on
students’ learning performance. The goal of outdoor learning
activities is to integrate learning technology and diversity into
school curriculum. The designed mobile learning platform assists
learners in learning with useful functions such as workflows
building, workflows commentary and retrieving of the learning
sheets through wireless network. Thus, construction and
implementation of learning activities become easier, and students
gain more opportunity of interaction from learning activities
through the functions as chatting in wireless manner and data
exchange provided by the platform. The activity record-keeping
functions through video-taping and voice recording on the mobile
learning platform increases students’ spontaneity in information
gathering as well as motives for spontaneous learning.
Participating in the outdoor activity and study in an unburdened,
freely, and lively ambience, students can have better learning
performance as well as broaden scope of learning.

I.

INTRODUCTION

This Mobile learning refers to “learning through mobile
computational devices” [1]. Sariola mentioned the advantages
of mobile learning, “The mobile environment integrates studies
that take place on campus, at home or outside university
facilities into shared and flexible learning environment”[2].
Mobile learning shows more flexible and efficient than inclass
learning and e-learning owing to time-boundless and spaceboundless learning space. Kynaslahti [3] mentioned that
mobility, from educational viewpoint, is composed of three
elements: convenience, expediency, and immediacy. Chang et
al. [4] mentioned that mobile learning contains three essential
elements: mobile equipments, communications technology, and
user interfaces. The three essential elements are indispensable
in the process of outdoor activity.
Y. S. Chen et al. [5] propose bird watching learning system
using scaffolding techniques. The system constructs an ad hoc
bird watching learning classroom using handhelds and laptop
among instructor and learners. In the process of activity,
learners can use their own PDA search bird knowledge in the
database using data mining technique. Depending on learners’
performance in the activity, the system offers each learner
different level of support. M. Okada et al. [6] propose
environmental learning system. The system builds a networked
environmental learning in real and virtual worlds. The aims of

the activity are to raise participants’ interests in environment
and awareness to nature.
The aforementioned activities all apply the mobile learning
in outdoor learning and show their positive advantages in
mobile learning. This paper describes the design and
implementation of a mobile outclass learning technology
project. The project contains the planning of outclass learning
activities in high school curriculum, the implementation of emobile-enabled software platform on portable computers in
outdoor activity and the evaluation of the outclass learning’s
influences on students’ learning performance. The outdoor
learning activities focus attentions on learners and technologysupport learning, giving possibilities to experience-based and
team-based collaborative learning. Three learning activities
“Making an Interview with Foreigner”, “Eating Out” and
“Foreigners visits” are designed and conducted in senior high
school. A software platform is implemented to satisfy the
learners’ demands in outdoor learning. With the use of
developed platform during outdoor learning, learners are
enabled to keep record of the learning progress in a facilitating
way and share and discuss with other learners their own
experiential knowledge independent of the time and location.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2
give the design of mobile learning platform. Section3 describe
the conduct of outclass learning activities and experimental
study in section 4. Finally, the paper concludes in Section 5.
II.

THE DESIGN OF MOBILE LEARNING PLATFORM

A good outdoor mobile learning platform should has the
following factors: mobility, instructors-learners interaction,
knowledge accessibility and so forth. As shown in Fig. 1, our
system offers many useful functions which have been packaged
into different modules. The “Video-Management” module and
“Voice-Management” module allow students to record activityrelated films, pictures, and conversations during the
participation of the activity and share the record with other
learners after activity. The “Wireless Transmission” module
supports download learning-sheet and activity-related materials
from server and upload the activity record and reports to server
in a wireless manner. The “Presentation-Management” module
helps student to prepare a presentation with integration of
various formats including video, audio, picture and text after
the activity. From the use of “Help” module, students may get
help from teaching materials during the participation of activity.
With the support of above mentioned modules, the system
enables students to keep the track of their learning process,
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understand their learning efficiency, and overcome their
learning disability.
Learning Activity

ŶŶŶŶŶŶŶŶ

Learning Activity

Database
Notes
Presentation
Video
Wireless
Management Transmission Management Management Management
Module
Module
Module
Module
Module

Help
Module

802.11b/ Bluetooth/ GPRS
Figure 1: Modules designed for outclass learning activities.
III.

THE CONDUCT OF OUTCLASS LEARNING ACTIVITIES

country. The teacher also designs the learning sheet including
the learning flow, the rules, and the frequently used
vocabularies, phrases, and sentences as the preliminary
guidance in “help” module, through which students may
prepare their interview or get help when they visit the foreigner.
In the activity, each group then visits the foreigner to obtain the
answer of questions indicated in the learning sheet. During the
interview, students may use the designed system to keep the
track of interview process in their tablet PC. After that,
students in a group will cooperatively prepare the presentation
material in classroom and share their experience with the others.
Finally, a web-based scoring system is provided for each group
to score the presentation of the other groups, motivating them
in English learning based on competitions. The second activity,
“Eating Out” is similar to the first one as show in Fig 2b.
Students are requested to order western-style food in a
restaurant, record the activity process and share their
experiences with the others.

Outdoor learning offers opportunities of learners another
experience-based learning that cannot be derived from
classroom teaching. Learners can develop the academic skills
as well as the social skills by physically attending in outdoor
learning. Mobile outdoor learning, utilizing mobile computing
technology in learners’ outdoor learning, facilitates and
enhances the learners’ outdoor learning with the aids of
wireless learning equipments.
Three scenarios of learning activities have been conducted
using the developed learning system and introduced below.
(a) “Making an interview with Foreigner” activity.

 Activities : Outclass English Learning & Eating Out
In classroom style English learning, reading and writing
skills are usually more heavily emphasized. As a result,
students are more confident about their reading and writing
skills, but even after extensive study, they are fearful of
conversing with a foreigner. Practice English with native
English speaker will not only help student exercise their skill in
English listening and speaking, but also increase their
experiences in interaction with a foreigner. We design outclass
English learning activity to satisfy both the desire of interaction
with native English speaker and the demand of extending the
scope of lesson study in textbook.
Two learning activities, “Making an Interview with
Foreigner” and “Eating Out”, are designed and conducted in
senior high school. The two learning activities are designed
according to lessens in classroom study of English course. As
show in Fig 2a, the design “Making an Interview with
Foreigner” aims at creating a practical environment for situated
learning in English and providing opportunity of interaction
with native English speaker. Through the interactive dynamic
conversation with foreigner, students may practice their
English skill in listening and writing. Each student is equipped
with a tablet PC embedded with video & voice recording
hardware and the developed outclass learning activity system.
Students are partitioned into groups with each group containing
three students.
In preparing, the teacher prepares a learning sheet that lists
several questions for students to ask the foreigner about the
similarly and difference in culture of Taiwan and his or her

(b) A learning sheet that indicates the learning flow,
rules, and questions for answer.
Figure 2: A snapshot of interview and eating out.
The two learning activities, “Making an interview with
foreigner” and “Eating out”, offer opportunities for students to
interact with foreigner. Students are motivated to prepare and
practice the topics and the vocabularies, phrases, sentences that
might be used in the interview. Practice English with native
English speaker not only help student exercise their skill in
English listening and speaking, but also extend their learning
scope in class lesson. The developed system also helps them
record, review and share with the others the learning process.
With the experience of interaction with foreigner, they are
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more confident in conversation and are not fearful of
conversing with a foreigner.

respondents’ opinion and viewpoints can be revealed and help
in the future design of the teaching activities.

 Activities: Foreigners visits

ˋ˃
ˊ˃
ˉ˃
ˈ˃
ˇ˃
ˆ˃
˅˃
˄˃
˃

In the activity, students are asked to interview the
foreigners. By using Tablet PC with developed system, the
student can make easy foreigner visits with the functions that
system provides. For instance, through the CCD video taping
recording and video-playing module provided by system, the
students can easily videotape the procedure of the foreigner
visit. All the procedure of foreigner visit will be stored in the
database for future reference.
The user interface of the system is quite convenient for
each learner. Leaner just follows step-by-step approach
provided by the system and use it with ease right away.
Learners can briefly review the whole procedure of the activity
by the preliminary of the activity module in developed. The
teacher posts the related document in which teacher can remind
the students of the notice events in the activity before the
activity proceeds.
All the procedure of foreigner visits will be videotaped in
the database and saved as files. Learners can select the desired
film files and review the video film after the activity. By using
the note-taking and file sharing module, learners are able to
keep notes in the process of the activity. Besides, learners can
write their own opinions about the experience of visiting with
foreigners in a text file and upload the file to the database for
other learners’ observation through file sharing module.
Learners can give each other a score depending on the content
of text file uploaded to the database.
The developed system also offer photography module
which enable learners take any photo related to the activity. If
learners have taken any photos in the activity and want to share
with the other learners, they can upload the photo to the
database. Other learners can download these photos from the
system and share different other’s experience of the activity.
After the activity, learners can download other learners’
works from database, appreciate the work, and give each of
them a score through the grading module in developed system.
Teacher can realize the student’s grades from the database.
IV.

TRIAL TEST AND ASSESSMENT

To understand the effect of the developed system to the
students, a series of investigation are done during the activities
including design and progress of learning activities, student
questionnaire, and analysis from the questionnaire. The
questionnaires help to understand the analysis the necessity of
the developed system which is the main concern in our
research. Ranging from the function of the developed system,
the content in the developed system, the application in the
developed system in the learning technology, the questions in
questionnaire is specifically designed such that it can fairly
reveal the viewpoints of the questionnaire respondents. The
questionnaire is issued to the student respondents before the
activity and after the activity. Through the statistical analysis
and quantization of the result s of students respondents, the

ˡ̂ˁʳ̂˹ʳ̆̇̈˷˸́̇̆

˙̈˿˿
̈́˷˸̅̆̇˴́˷˼́˺

ˣ˴̅̇˼˴˿
̈́˷˸̅̆̇˴́˷˼́˺

ˡ̂ʳ˼˷˸˴

ˡ̂́˸

ˡ̂ʳ˶̂̀̀˸́̇

Figure 3: The understanding of eSchoolbag.
Figure 3 show how much students know about usage of the
Tablet PC with the developed system before the activity. From
the chart, it seems much of the student respondents partially
know about the usage of the Tablet PC with the developed
system. It is not difficult to understand the result. The Tablet
PC with the developed system is more like the computer. Some
of the respondents think the Tablet PC with the developed
system is a small-size computer. In fact, the Tablet PC with the
developed system is not merely a small-size computer. It has
still something different from small-size computer as notebook;
the Tablet PC with the developed system put more emphasis on
the electronification of teaching material and it also has some
basic function that a computer can provide. The
electronification of teaching material is different from etextbook. In the Fig. 4, student respondents show their
expectation of the function that the Tablet PC with the
developed system can provide. The majority of students think
the Tablet PC with the developed system should be at least
quipped with the following 3 functions: “surfing the net”,
“providing basic programs like drawing, word processing,
reading, and etc.”, “e-mail reception and delivery”.
The Fig. 5 shows the example of the result. It seems
student think that it is the most adequate to use the Tablet PC
with the developed system as a learning-aided tools in the
English class. The reason they held is English is practical in
life. The tablet PC with the developed system provides a
platform and good interface that allows student to talk with
native speakers. The Tablet PC with the developed system can
help students in note-taking and reviewing the lesson. Through
the repeated practice, students can recognize the accurate
pronunciation and their listening ability can also be improved.
Besides, English requires some video and audio information as
helpful aid to learning. The Tablet PC with the developed
system also provides the function of electronic English/Chinese
dictionary and allows students to go on the internet to find
some information about English and send messages through it.
All the aforementioned properties and functions make the
Tablet PC with the developed system a suitable learning-aid
tool in English. Parts of students think the Tablet PC with the
developed system is hard to be used in the learning in some
course like math, music, and so forth. They think the subject
like math focus on practice in exercises which need pen and
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Figure 4: The expectation of the function that the learning system can provide.
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Figure 5: The expected usage of eSchoolbag.
white paper to practice and computer peripheral like mouse
cannot replace pen because it’s not convenient as pen. Much
time will be spent in doing exercises. Other courses like music
and physical education don’t have necessity to use the Tablet
PC with the developed system as a learning-aided tool.

With the Ad Hoc and mobile classroom and eShoolbag systems,
the authors believe that the new learning models are easy to
establish both indoors and outdoors.

In brief, the project design in teaching with using the Tablet
PC with the developed system is successful. Many students
give more positive response to the activity and they did gain
more knowledge and some professional skill using. The Tablet
PC with the developed system in the class. The designed
activities helps them more thing more than what they can gain
from textbook such as peer cooperation, knowledge of the
Tablet PC with the developed system, and so forth.
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Abstract
In a mobile ad hoc network, security of communications amongst mobile hosts cannot be based on an online trusted authority due to randomness in forming
the network. This paper proposes a novel scheme that
allows any mobile host in a randomly formed ad hoc
network to broadcast a conﬁdential instant message to
a subgroup of mobile hosts in the network so that all
associated hosts can receive the message concurrently.
The merit of the scheme is that broadcasting is that
the encryption of messages relies upon only the identiﬁers of the associated hosts such as BD ADDRs or
domain names. There is no need for any trusted online authority
Keywords: Ad-hoc Network, Secure Protocol.

1

Introduction

A mobile ad hoc network can randomly be formed
with requiring any ﬁxed infrastructure. The basic idea
of ad-hoc networks has been known since 1970s with
the introduction of packet radio networks which was
used for military applications PRnet, developed by the
American Defense Advanced Research Project Agency
(DARPA). In the process of designing the standard for
Wireless Local Area Networks (WLAN), which is also
known as the 802.11 standard, the IEEE replaced the
term packet radio network by ad-hoc network, which is
frequently associated with self-organization. To enable
this feature, a dynamic model must be employed, by
allowing mobile hosts to enter and leave the network
without interfering the current communication. This
feature is really attractive and this allows the ad-hoc
networks to be used in many applications.
Along with the required property of ad-hoc networks, the security assurance must also be considered.
In a dynamic network with limited resources such as
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a mobile ad-hoc network, a communication protocol
has to address several important aspects, including:
availability: the protocol must guarantee that the network will survive even with the presence of some malicious users; conﬁdentiality: the protocol should ensure
that certain information is never disclosed to unauthorized users; integrity: the protocol must ensure that a
message being delivered is not corrupted; authenticity:
the protocol should ensure that a message originates
from the claimed host that the message identiﬁes as
its source; and cost eﬀectiveness: the protocol should
make sure that ensuring all the above properties will
not signiﬁcantly more expensive than communicating
without these requirements.
The above important features of mobile ad-hoc networks are desirable. There have been already several solutions proposed for securing the communication
among hosts in ad-hoc networks, but all of these solutions failed to address full security issues mentioned
above. On one hand, some solutions provide the security of mobile ad-hoc networks without allowing its
dynamic feature (for example, [9]) and on the other
hand, some solutions allow the dynamics that happen
in the group with some limited security assumptions.
In this paper, we propose a construction of instant
broadcast for a freely formed mobile ad hoc network,
where mobile hosts can join or leave the ad hoc network
at random. In our scheme, any mobile host who has
joined the network can broadcast an instant message to
a subgroup of mobile hosts so that they can receive the
message concurrently. The merit of our scheme lies in
the method that allows a broadcast encryption relies
upon only the identiﬁers of the associated the hosts
and there is no need for any online trusted authority.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 reviews some related works and describes our
contributions. Section 3 Presents the model of our ad
hoc network. Section 4 gives the initial setup of the ad
hoc network. Section 5 describes the secure protocol in

detail. Section 6 discusses the security of our protocol.
The ﬁnal section is the conclusion.

2

Related Work

The concept of secure broadcasting was introduced by
Fiat-Naor[5] for solving the problem of multi-message
encryption, which is known as the broadcast encryption. Conceptually, the broadcast encryption is based
on a single symmetric cipher equipped with a number of aﬃne substitution boxes, where n messages
can be converted into n ciphertexts that are broadcast to the other end of a communication channel.
The ciphertexts are then decrypted with the same
key(s). We must point out that broadcast encryption is completely diﬀerent from our broadcasting concept that implies one-to-many mappings accommodating dynamic user/key management.
In general, the merit of a secure broadcast system
relies on the following properties, which are also the
basic requirements for our systems. (1) Security: a
broadcast system should be secure in a polynomial
time frame. As a result, only a legitimate user can
receive a message sent by a broadcaster or broadcasters. (2) Dynamic user/key management: a broadcaster
can arbitrarily add or remove a subscriber to or from
a receiver group without changing the decryption keys
of the other subscribers. (3) Eﬃciency: the computation and communication overhead associated with a
broadcasting must be kept to a minimum.
The traditional ways in handing key distribution in
a mobile ad-hoc network are always problematic, since
the general assumption of existence of a trusted authority (TA) is not sound in a freely formed mobile
ad-hoc network. However, it should be reasonable to
assume the existence of some sort of trustiness to enable key distribution. We refer this assumption to as
two scenarios: Strong Trust and Weak Trust.
• Strong Trust. Mobile hosts rely on an online TA
for key distribution. This assumption is not valid
in a freely formed ad-hoc network; therefore it is
out of our interest.
• Weak Trust. Mobile hosts are associated with a
TA such as their home domain, but they do not require an online TA in key distribution. There have
been a quite lot of work based on this assumption,
for example, [9, 13, 8, 12].
Based on the strong trust model, any existing key
distribution protocols could be applied (for example
[4, 7]); therefore it is out of our interests. One of interesting key distribution models that satisfy the weak
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trust assumption is the dynamic trust model was initiated by Kong et al [9] based on threshold cryptography. In their model, mobile hosts can dynamically construct a trusted group consisting of predeﬁned number
of members in an ad-hoc network. It requires to have
a Trusted Authority (TA) at beginning to construct
shares for an authorized secret key. The trusted group
can play a role of online trusted authority for future
key distribution. The major drawback of this scheme
is that the share construction is static. It means that
it is not suitable for a freely formed ad-hoc network
where the mobile hosts can join and leave freely.
There are some other attempts, for example, making use of the Diﬃe-Hellman key exchange algorithm
with the assumption that there exists a TA who can
issue public key certiﬁcates [1]. However, the computational overhead of such system is proportional to the
number of users; therefore it will be considerately high
when the number of mobile hosts is large. Some other
related work in this area includes the security policy
[11, 10] which is suitable to small devices with limited
computational power.

2.1

Our contributions

In this paper, we introduce the concept of instant
broadcast for freely formed mobile ad hoc networks.
Broadcasting in our scheme relies upon only the identities of the associated mobile hosts or receivers.
Our scheme allows broadcasting to be dynamic which
means that any mobile hosts or receivers can be dynamically selected by the broadcaster. In other words,
the size of the randomly selected subgroup can vary.
Moreover, our scheme does not require any online
trusted authority that manages key distribution in the
network; therefore, there is no any need for us to set
up the network with secret sharing scheme given by
Kong et al [9].
We make use of the recent work by Boneh and
Franklin in identity based cryptography and our formulism on a polynomial setting. In a broadcast, the
broadcaster selects identities of intended receivers and
utilize these identities and a system public key to encrypt a message, the each mobile host in the group can
decrypt the message with his/her private key. The idea
for such broadcasting is entirely novel and we found
that it is especially suitable for small mobile ad hoc
networks.

3

Model and security requirements

3.1

to be ﬁlled by new mobile hosts. As a result of
JOINnetwork , we have An+1 . After JOINnetwork , Hi
can invoke a BROADCAST event.

Model

We now deﬁne our model and provide some notations
required throughout this paper.
An ad-hoc network, An , as illustrated in Figure 1
consists of n mobile hosts. Every mobile host can
broadcast an instant message to a group of hosts in
terms of their identities. We call such groups as instant groups or groups.

• In a BROADCAST event, a host Hi ∈ An broadcasts
an encrypted message to an instant ad-hoc group
Gm , m ≤ n and all hosts in Gm can extract the
message.
To construct a secure and dynamic ad-hoc mobile
network, we require the following security properties.
The scheme must be secure against collusion attack.
Namely, a collusion of some mobile hosts in a group
Gm cannot ﬁnd out others private decryption keys. We
require our scheme is as secure as the Bilinear DiﬃeHellman problem.

4

A
C

In the following, we describe a secure scheme that ﬁts
into our model introduced in Section 3. In this scheme,
we assume that there is a home server, which only exists in the initialization phase. His role is only to setup
the system. We note that this is applicable in practice
since normally a system administration needs to allocate some identiﬁcation to each mobile device.

B

Figure 1: Illustration of an ad-hoc network which contains three ad hoc groups A, B, and C which are freely
formed in terms of selected identities of mobile hosts
by the broadcaster. Groups B and C have an overlap
in which one mobile host has a membership in both B
and C.
Definition 1 Given an ad hoc network An , we say
that Gm of size m is an instant ad hoc group with respect to an encrypted message M , if all identities of
mobile hosts Hi ∈ Gm are associated with M and all
hosts {Hi }i=1,···,m are able to extract M .
Our protocol consists of several
REGISTRATION, JOINnetwork , BROADCAST.

Initialization

events:

• In a REGISTRATIONevent, a mobile host Hi registers itself with its home domain. Upon the completion of REGISTRATION, the host Hi obtains the
public key Ppub of the system and its private key
SHi .
• The JOINnetwork event is referred to as a construction event. In a JOINnetwork event, a mobile host
 An can join the ad-hoc network An that conHi ⊂
sists of existing mobile hosts and available spaces
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4.1

Bilinear pairing

The basic setup of our schemes are based on the pairing
[3]. The basic system parameters for our systems are
described as follows. Let E denote an elliptic curve
over a ﬁeld K with characteristic > 0, and E[n] be its
group of n-torsion points.
Definition 2 Let n ∈ Z≥2 denote an integer, coprime
to the characteristic of K with characteristic > 0. The
Weil pairing is a mapping
ê : E[n] × E[n] → µn
where µn is the group of nth roots of unity in K̄.
Under the deﬁnition of the Weil pairing, if ê(P, Q)
is not the unit in µn , then ê(aP, bQ) = ê(P, Q)ab for
P, Q ∈ E[n] and all a, b ∈ Z. Please refer to Page 43
of [2] for details of the Weil pairing.
Group E[n] is a cyclic additive group, now denoted
G1 , which maps to a cyclic multiplicative group G2 by
the Weil pairing. If n is prime, then both G1 and G2
have a prime order.

4.2

Setup

The home domain H needs to set up the system such
that all necessary parameters can be used during ad
hoc network constructions. H selects the following parameters:

• Compute
the polynomial function
f (x) =
m
m
(x
−
x
)
mod
p.
From
(x
−
xi ) =
i
i=1
i=1
m
i
i=0 ai x mod p, we obtain
a0

• a large prime p = 2q + 1 where q is also prime,

=

a1

• an additive group G1 and a multiplicative group
G2 (both have order p),

=

am−2

=

• a number P ∈ G1 .
am−1

H then computes the system public key Ppub = sP
which is then made available for all mobile hosts who
have registered with H. H also selects two strong
public one-way functions H1 : {0, 1}∗ → G1 and
H2 : G1 → {0, 1}∗ .

=

···
n


(−xi )(−xj ),

i=j,j>i
m


(−xj ),

am = 1.
m
{ai } satisfy i=0 ai xij = 0 mod p, j = 1, · · · , m.
From the set {ai }, we can construct the corresponding exponential functions,
{a0 P, a1 P, a2 P, ..., an P } ≡ {P0 , P1 , P2 , ..., Pm }.
{xi } form an authorized set Xm for mobile hosts
in Gm .

Registration (REGISTRATION)

REGISTRATION event occurs between a mobile host and
the home server. When a mobile host Hi to join
the system. The home server assigns Hi with a private key SID = sQID , where QID = H1 (ID). After
REGISTRATION, Hi becomes a member in the system.
Any subset of mobile hosts in the system can form an
ad hoc network.

5.2

(−xj ),

j=1

ID-based instant broadcast

5.1

(−xj ),

j=1
m 
n

i=1 j=i

• a master secret key s ∈ Z, and

5

m


Let M ∈ {0, 1}∗ be the message. The encryption
protocol on M is as follows.
• Pick a random k ∈ Z and a random D ∈ G1 .
• Compute (m + 2)-tuple T ← (R, M ⊕ H2 (D), D +
kP0 , kP1 , ..., kPm ).
• Broadcast T to Gm .

Construction (JOINnetwork )

A subset An can setup an ad-hoc network with n hosts,
Hi ∈ An , i = 1, 2, · · · , n. After the JOINnetwork event,
all BD ADDR’s in An can be observed from all mobile
hosts in An . Secure communications amongst these
mobile hosts can now be “ID-based”.

To decrypt T , Hi ∈ Gm computes
ê(SIDi , R) = xi ,
C0

m

j=1

xji Cj = D,

C ⊕ D = M.

5.3

Instant broadcast (BROADCAST)

The BROADCAST event is performed as follows. Any
host Hj ∈ An can broadcast an instant message to an
arbitrary subgroup Gm ⊆ An .
To broadcast an instant message to Gm , the sender
prepares the following parameters. Assume the identities of mobile hosts are denoted by IDi , i = 1, · · · , m.
• Select a random r ∈ Z.

The correctness of the decryption is proved as follows.
ê(SIDi , R) = ê(sQIDi , rP ) = ê(rQIDi , Ppub ) = xi ,
C0

m

j=1

xji Cj

=

D + k(a0 + a1 xi + ... + am xm
i )P

=

D + 0P = D.

The soundness of the protocol is that only the mobile
hosts in Gm can decrypt
m the message. This is because
for any xj ∈ Xm , i=0 ai xij = 0 mod p.

• Compute R = rP .
• Compute xi = ê(rQIDi , Ppub ).
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5.4

Construction of a short-term group

If Hi ∈ Ai broadcasts a session key ks to Am instead of a message, then an instant ad hoc group
Gm+1 = Am ∪ Hi will be constructed. ks is then used
as the group secret key that can be used for a session of
communication amongst group members in Gm+1 . To
ensure that all members in the group know who are indeed in the group, Hi broadcasts ks concatenated with
all ID’s belonging to Am using the scheme described
in the preceding section to construct Gm+1 .
This construction requires that the initiator or
broadcaster be trusted by all group members in terms
of group memberships. All members in the group
should know who are conﬁned in the group. When
such trustiness does not exit, the instant broadcast of
messages will be a better solution.
As long as the life of Gm+1 lasts, ks can be used as
the group key. The new session key can be initialized
by any member in the group when felt necessary.

5.5

Computational complexity

Our scheme is suitable for an ad hoc network since
most ad hoc networks have a small size of less than 100
mobile hosts. The computational complexity should
be able to be coped by normal laptop computers. In
particular, when broadcasting is used for session key
distribution, the communications in the group can then
be based on a symmetric key cipher such as AES.
Also, observe that when a session key needs to
be replaced in a group, the broadcaster, the host
who initiated the previous session key can reuse
{P0 , P1 , P2 , ..., Pm } to encrypt a new session key for
the next session of group communications.

6

Security

Theorem 1 The security of the encryption refers to
the Bilinear Diﬃe-Hellman Problem (BDHP).
Proof: In bilinear pairings, the Decisional DiﬃeHellman Problem (DDHP) is deﬁned as follows: given
P, aP, bP, cP ∈ G1 and a, b, c ∈ Zq , decide whether
?

c = ab ∈ Zq . The bilinear DDHP is easy [6], since
e(aP, bP ) = e(P, P )ab .
The security of a pairing based algorithm can be
based on the computational Diﬃe-Hellman problem
(CDHP): Let a, b be chosen from Zq at random and
P be a generator chosen from G1 at random. Given
(P, aP, bP ), compute abP ∈ G1 . G1 is referred to as a
Gap Diﬃe-Hellman (GDH) group and CDHP can be
referred to as a Gap Diﬃe-Hellman problem, if DDHP
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can be solved in polynomial time and no polynomial
algorithm can solve CDHP with non-negligible advantage within polynomial time.
There is a new type of hard problem [3], which is referred to as Bilinear Diﬃe-Hellman Problem (BDHP).
It states that given P, aP, bP, cP , ﬁnd ê(P, P )abc In
our scheme, the secret decryption key is computed
from xi = ê(rQIDi , Ppub ) and R is assumed public.
Matching it with BDHP, we have that given R = rP ,
QIDi = aP , and Ppub = sP , ﬁnd ê(P, P )ras , where
we have assumed that QIDi = aP ; namely, QIDi can
be generated from the generator P of G1 . Boneh and
Franklin [3] proved the security of this kind of crypt
systems by using a random oracle model.

The security of the system can also refer to the factorization of D + kP0 in order for ﬁnding D. Given
P as a generator of G1 , the probability of ﬁnding D
is 1/p, which is negligible when p is large. The factorization can also be carried out using public values, kP1 , ...,
m ), i.e., ﬁnding a correct xa such that
kP
m
D+kP0 + i=0 xia kPi = D. This success probability is
also 1/p. Clear, these attacks are based on exhaustive
search, which is hard when the data ﬁelds are large.

7

Conclusion

We have presented a novel scheme for secure instant
broadcasting in mobile ad hoc networks. In our
scheme, a message can instantly be broadcasted to a
group of mobile hosts, where the broadcaster (a mobile
host) utilizes the identities such as BD ADDR numbers
of the receiving hosts only. We have also described the
case that a group of mobile hosts want to form a instant
ad hoc group for one or a few sessions of communications, by allowing the broadcaster broadcasts a session
key to the speciﬁc group. The communications within
the group can then be based on a symmetric cipher
such as AES. We have also analyzed security of our
scheme and showed that it is equivalent to the Bilinear
Diﬃe-Hellman problem.
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Abstract
The chronobot is a time/knowledge
exchange system. One of the objectives of
the system is to improve the effectiveness of
e-learning and distance education. The
chronobot has the following components:
the knowledge manager, the time manager,
the time/knowledge exchanger and, for elearning
and
distance
education
applications, a powerful and versatile
virtual classroom. In this paper we present a
time/knowledge exchange protocol. We
propose a constraint satisfaction algorithm
to solve the time/knowledge exchange
problem, which interoperates with the
various chronobots and co-ordinates the
settlement of a bid in a distributed manner
and selects the best bid using a metric
known as the QoB (Quality of Bid). We have
also begun to extract various patterns for
time/knowledge exchange for incorporation
in the protocol.

essential for the chronobot to accomplish
timely knowledge generation. Only the
user knows what he/she really wants. If
there is no close supervision, the chronobot
may collect a lot of garbage, making
subsequent information fusion more
difficult. That is why the user must spend
time to supervise the chronobot to gather
information, and give appropriate labels to
the collected information items. Timely
knowledge generation depends upon the
chronobot’s ability for information fusion.
The chronobot may also be very useful for
enhancing human interactions as well.
The rest of the paper is structured as follows.
In section 2, the functions that must be
performed
by
the
Time/Knowledge
Exchange protocol are discussed. In section
3, a complete description of the proposed
algorithm is given. In section 4, related work
is discussed and finally we conclude in
section 5 also outlining directions of future
research work.

1. Introduction
The chronobot is basically a time and
knowledge manager. It performs its
functionality
through
time/knowledge
exchange protocols. The uniqueness in the
concept of a Chronobot is the
exchangeability of time and knowledge.
The protocol for time/knowledge exchange
is key in determining the success of the
system envisioned. We discuss the protocol
in the following sections. Typically when a
Chronobot enters a bid for time/knowledge
exchange, other Chronobots respond and the
time/knowledge exchange protocol is used
to settle the bid.
In the two examples described in [1] the
user’s close supervision of the chronobot is
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2. Functions of the Time/Knowledge
Exchange Protocol
The Time/Knowledge exchange protocol
needs to specify exactly what needs to be
done under different conditions. The
functions of the exchange protocol are as
follows.
I. The protocol must decide whether
to allow the Chronobot that wants
to bid may proceed to do so, based
on prior history obtained from User
Profile information.

II. The protocol must decide which
Chronobots can take part in the
bidding process.
III. The protocol must specify the order
in which the Chronobots can take
part in the bidding process. In other
words, the protocol must specify a
global ordering of how the various
bids will appear.
IV. The protocol must validate the bids
of the various Chronobots.
V. The protocol must specify the order
in which the bids of the various
Chronobots are presented to the
Chronobot that is initiating the
bidding process.
VI. The protocol must specify the order
in which the bids of the various
Chronobots are presented to the
Chronobot that is initiating the
bidding process.
VII. The protocol must notify the
Chronobot that is initiating the
bidding process when one of the
Chronobots that had bid earlier
wants to retract its bid.
VIII. The protocol must decide online,
using a set of criteria presented to it,
which Chronobot(s) will be
assigned the task required by the
initiator of the bid.
IX. The protocol must notify the
Chronobot(s) that is selected of the
results of the bidding process. If the
Chronobot(s) refuse to honor the
bid, then the protocol should update
the user profile appropriately and
start the bidding process all over
again by repeating steps I. through
VIII.

bidding process that the bid has
been resolved.
XII. If the Chronobot(s) do not satisfy
their agreement the protocol must
update the user profile. If the
Chronobot that initiated the bid still
needs the job to be done, then the
protocol must start the bidding
process all over again by repeating
steps I. through VIII.
XIII. When the Chronobot(s) performs
the requested task, the protocol
must update the user profile
appropriately.
XIV. The protocol must notify the
Chronobot that initiated the bid that
the job has been accomplished.
In order to perform the aforementioned tasks,
there needs to be a detailed algorithm that
maps the requirements of the Chronobot that
initiated the bid and the Chronobot(s) that
proposes to perform the task. I go on to
discuss the algorithm in the next section.

3. Algorithm for Time/Knowledge
Exchange
The Algorithm for Time/Knowledge
Exchange must first take into account all the
initial specifications of the protocol and
devise a way in order to settle the bid among
the Chronobot that initiated the bid and the
Chronobot(s) that proposes to perform the
task. The Algorithm is basically a constraint
satisfaction algorithm that interoperates with
the various Chronobots and co-ordinates the
settlement of a bid in a distributed manner
selecting the best bid using a metric known
as the QoB (Quality of Bid).

X. If the Chronobot(s) agree to the bid,
then the protocol must notify the
Chronobot that initiated the bid that
the bid has been resolved.

Firstly, the algorithm performs validation as
described in section 2. Then it utilizes a
technique based on Multi-Expert weight
updation to select the best possible
Chronobot(s) to perform the task. This
procedure is described as follows.

XI. The protocol must also notify other
Chronobots that took part in the

The algorithm for time/knowledge exchange
must consider criteria for deciding the
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Quality of Bid (QoB). We now go on to
describe the complete set of criteria.

In certain cases, it is better for
multiple Chronobots to work on
solving the problem. This can be
specified by the Chronobot,
initiating the bid, in the weight that
it wants to assign for this criterion.

3.1 The Criteria for Time/Knowledge
Exchange
The complete set of criteria that the
algorithm must take into account in order to
decide the Chronobot(s) that win(s) the bid,
are as follows.
1.

The user profile
Chronobot:

history

of

the

The User profile history will be
maintained for each Chronobot
entering the bid and it will be
checked by a routine before the bid
is being finalized. The Chronobot
initiating the bid must annotate the
weight that it wishes to assign to
this in the skill set specification.
2.

Detail whether the Chronobot has
defaulted before or not:
The information regarding whether
the Chronobot that is entering the
bid has defaulted or not must be
maintained for each Chronobot and
the appropriate weight that the
Chronobot that is initiating the bid
gives to it must also be retrieved
from the database.

3.

The Skill set required by the Chronobot
initiating the bid:
The Chronobot initiating the bid
can specify how much weight it
wants to assign to each of the skill
sets respectively.

4.

Prior experience with handling similar
problems:
This can be annotated in the skill
set requirement and the weight that
the Chronobot initiating the bid
wants to assign to this can also be
specified.

5.

Whether the Chronobot initiating the
bid has a preference or not in multiple
Chronobot(s) solving the problem:
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6.

The
feedback
Chronobot(s):

from

previous

The Chronobot(s) that have utilized
the Chronobot entering the bid
must leave behind feedback, either
positive
or
negative.
The
Chronobot, initiating the bid, can
specify the weight that it wants to
assign for this criterion by
annotation in the skill set.
Now we go on to pictorially describe the
schematic for the
Time/Knowledge
exchange protocol as follows.

3.2 The propagation of bids among
the various Chronobot(s)
At this point, it appears that the algorithm
for Time/Knowledge Exchange must
propagate the bids among the various
Chronobots using a centralized update
approach. In other words, the bids of the
various Chronobots will appear on the
document that hosts the initiation of the bid.
The Chronobots are free to update their bids
and the updation should appear with
minimum time delay on the document that
hosts the initiation of the bid.
The actual Automata-based formulation of
the protocol is continued in the following
sections starting with the definitions.

3.3 Definitions
Definition 1. The self-model [2] of a
Chronobot includes the current set of values
for the various criteria and the weights that
the Chronobot assigns for each of those
criteria.

Sc is a nonempty set
Chronobot

of states of the

Ds is a nonempty set of self-models
of the Chronobot, and
Da is a nonempty set of alienmodels of the Chronobot
f : Sc * (M * M)* -> Sc is the state transition
function. Given the current state of the
Chronobot and the history of messages
exchanged between the Chronobot initiating
the bid and the Chronobots participating in
the bidding process, f specifies the next state
s0 in S is the initial state of the Chronobot
F, a subset of S, is the nonempty set of final
states
DB is the Database that stores the history of
all the Chronobots involved in the
Time/Knowledge Exchange.
We now go on to describe the messages that
are generated for state change.

Definition 2. The alien-model [2] of a
Chronobot includes the current set of values
that the various Chronobots taking part in
the bidding process assign to the multitude
of criteria specified by the Chronobot
initiating the bid.
Definition 3. A Chronobot is a 6-tuple (M, S,
f, s0, F, DB)
Where
M is a non-empty set of messages (the
message space)
S is a non-empty set of states (the state
space), S = Sc * Ds * Da
Where

Initially the Database of User Profile History
is accessed and then based on the state of the
Chronobot specified in the database,
message M1 is used to validate the
Chronobot.
Message M2 is used to order the Chronobots
to enable them to enter the bids in a
distributed manner.
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Message M3 is used to signal to the
Chronobots that are participating in the
bidding process to start entering their bids.

Message M4 is used to validate the bids that
are presented by the Chronobots that are
participating in the bidding process.
Message M5 is used to compute the QoB
based on information from the Database.
Message M6 is used to inform which
Chronobot has the highest QoB among the
bids that are presented by the Chronobots
that are participating in the bidding process.
Message M7 is used to announce the
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winner(s) of the bidding process. Then the
database is updated appropriately.

3.4 The Time/Knowledge Exchange
Protocol
The Time/Knowledge exchange protocol
specifies exactly what needs to be done
under different conditions. The Automatabased formulation of the different steps that
the protocol must take is as follows.
The protocol for Time/Knowledge Exchange
must first take into account all the initial
specifications of the protocol and devise a
way in order to settle the bid among the
Chronobot that initiated the bid and the
Chronobot(s) that proposes to perform the
task. The Algorithm is basically a constraint
satisfaction algorithm that interoperates with
the various Chronobots and co-ordinates the
settlement of a bid in a distributed manner
selecting the best bid using a metric known
as the QoB (Quality of Bid).
Firstly, the algorithm performs validation as
described earlier. Then it utilizes a technique
based on Multi-Expert weight updation to
select the best possible Chronobot(s) to
perform the task. This procedure is
described as follows.
Our terminology and approach for the
problem is as follows.
¾The “experts” are criteria that make
predictions; denoted by vector (xt).
¾Weights of experts (wt) represent their
quality of predictions.
¾The Master Algorithm predicts with a
weighted average of the experts’ predictions
x yt = wt . xt
¾Depending on the outcome (ýt) the weights
of the experts are updated.
x

ýt = wt+1 . x t+1

is called Loss Update (Weighted Majority
Algorithm [3]). It uses the following
formula for weight updation.
–KLt,i
where :

w t+1 ,i :=
for i = 1..n

w t ,i . e

Normalization ( ¦wt,i )

K (eta) = the learning rate
W0 = ( 1/n, 1/n, … , 1/n) Æ
weights initialized equally
But the problem is that Loss Update learns
too fast, but does not recover fast enough (e
–KLt,I = e –1 | 1/2.7)
There is a better approach for Weight
updation known as “Share” [4] Updates. The
motivation is essentially biological for Share.
For instance imagine all cache policies as
species competing for food (credits in the
equation) in habitat (the criteria that are
involved for selection).
The fitness of specie is based on how well it
eats
– In our context fitness of a species is
its weight assigned accordingly by
the user.
The population share (or frequency) of a
specie depends on its fitness. Highly fit
species may starve the others and if
conditions change the whole system
collapses. Predators (probabilistically) prey
on the most frequent (or easy) species.
Predators protect diversity (mixing) among
species. By avoiding the most fit specie
from starving the others. Our predator
implementation in terms of the credits
assigns the credits to the various criteria.
The problem is that we cannot allow
duplications, in other words, assign
probabilistically and also lucky draws
(unfairness) can cause bad assignment of
credits.
Hence
the
appropriate
implementation works as follows.
¾A pool is created from the shared weights

¾In this way the system improves itself in the
form of a feedback based approach.
The updation of weights can be done using
either of two approaches. The first approach
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¾The algorithms are forced to share in
proportion to their loss

¾Weights are redistributed from the pool to
make sure all policies have some minimal
weight ( w t+1 ,i )
Incorporating the aforementioned weight
updation algorithm employing Share
Updates, the general algorithm for
Time/Knowledge exchange is as follows.

Step 5. Compute the following for
each bid that has been initiated in
order to compute the QoB (Quality
of Bid).
QoB (i) = W1 * C1 +
+W2 * C2 + …

The following are the procedures used in the
algorithm.

+Wn * Cn
Where:

Let UPDATE_USER_PROFILE() be the
procedure that updates the user profile of
Chronobots participating in the system.
Let ORDER_CHRONOBOTS() be the
procedure that globally orders the various
Chronobots participating in the system.
Let VALIDATE_BID(k) be the procedure
that validates the bids of the various
Chronobots.
Let VALIDATE_CHRONOBOT(k) be the
procedure that validates each and every
Chronobot that wishes to participate in the
bidding process.
Let Chronobot (i) denote the one initiating
the bid.
The step by step algorithm is as follows.
Step 1. Chronobot (i) initiates the
bid for a task.
Step 2. For each Chronobot (j)
wishing to participate in the
bidding
process
call
VALIDATE_CHRONOBOT(j) to
validate each of the Chronobots
that wishes to participate in the
bidding process.
Step
3.
Call
ORDER_CHRONOBOTS()
to
order the Chronobots wishing to
participate in the bidding process.
Step 4. For each bid k initiated, call
VALIDATE_BID(k) to validate the
bid originating from the various
Chronobots.
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C1, C2, … Cn are the
various
criteria
for
deciding the bid such as
user profile history of
the Chronobot, whether
the
Chronobot
has
defaulted before or not,
and so on.
W1, W2, … Wn are the
weights respectively for
the various criteria.
Step 6. Select the bid with the
highest QoB (Quality of Bid) and
present it to the Chronobot
initiating the bid. Resolve ties
appropriately.
Step 7. If the Chronobot initiating
the bid agrees to the bid, mark the
bid as resolved and inform all other
Chronobots appropriately.
Step 8: After the task has been
completed,
update
weights
appropriately.
Step 9. If the Chronobot(s) that had
proposed the bid defaults or
withdraws from the task, repeat
steps 1 through 8.

4. Related Work
Although there has been prior art in
quantifying knowledge exchange in the
context of Natural Language processing
(NLP) there has been no prior work on the
exchangeability of knowledge and time and
in the advocation of such knowledge/time
exchange protocols. I summarize the work
of three of the best attempts at quantifying
knowledge exchange.

In [5], the authors describe a project known
as
SHADE
(SHAred
Dependency
Engineering). SHADE's approach has three
main components: a shared knowledge
representation (language and domainspecific vocabulary), protocols supporting
information
exchange
for
change
notification and subscription, and facilitation
services for content-directed routing and
intelligent
matching
of
information
consumers and producers.
In [6], a protocol called Generic Frame
Protocol (GFP) is discussed. It provides a set
of Common Lisp functions that provide a
generic interface to underlying frame
knowledge representation systems (FRSs).
The GFP protocol is complementary to
language specifications developed to support
knowledge sharing. KIF, the Knowledge
Interchange Format, provides a declarative
language for describing knowledge. The
Generic Frame Protocol focuses on
operations that are efficiently supported by
most FRSs (e.g., operations on frames, slots,
facets; inheritance and slot constraint
checking).
In [7], the authors discuss the design and use
of a shared representation of knowledge
(language and vocabulary) to facilitate
communication among specialists and their
tools and its relationship to current and
emerging data exchange standards.

5. Conclusion and Future Work
We have outlined an automata-based
formulation of a Time/Knowledge exchange
protocol. The protocol interoperates with the
various chronobots and co-ordinates the
settlement of a bid in a distributed manner
and selects the best bid using a metric
known as the QoB (Quality of Bid).
Our contributions are twofold. Firstly, we
have proposed a time/knowledge exchange
system which is unique by itself in terms of
its characteristics. Secondly, we have
outlined a detailed protocol to perform
time/knowledge exchange efficiently in a
distributed and coordinated manner.
We are currently in the process of
implementing the protocol in a run time
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system and testing it in a real-time bidding
scenario. A good area of future work or a
topic that requires further inspection is that
of propagation of bids among the
Chronobots themselves. Another issue is
that of capturing patterns in the process of
time/knowledge exchange. We are currently
in the process of investigating it.
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Abstract
This paper introduces FAQ-master as an intelligent
Web information aggregation system, which employs
intelligent retrieval, filtering and integration techniques
to provide high-quality FAQ answers from the Web to
meet the user information request. We focus on the
issues of how to faithfully capture user intention,
facilitate knowledge sharing and reusing, and
effectively discover and aggregate unstructured Web
information. This design can tackle the following three
aspects of Web search activities at the same time: user
intention, document processing, and website search.
The techniques involved in the design include domain
ontology, user models, website models, and data
aggregation and proxy mechanisms. Our experiments
show: 1) The Interface Agent can correctly understand
user intention and focus of up to 80% of the user’s
queries. 2) The Proxy Agent can share up to 70% of the
query loading from the backend process, which can
effectively improve the overall query performance. 3)
The Answerer Agent has 5 to 20% improvement in
precision rate and produces better ranking results. 4)
The Search Agent performs very well in obtaining
accurate and stable webpages classification, which in
turn supports correct annotation of domain semantics to
the webpages and helps fast and precise query search
with a high degree of user satisfaction.

1. Introduction
The user in the Web age expects to spend shortest time
in retrieving really useful information from the Web
rather than spending lots of time and ending up with
lots of garbage information. Three major problems are
behind the bad quality of searching on the Web: no
databases of a single search engine can cover the entire
Web, the pre-defined database indices are complex,
inflexible, and hard-to-use, and the keyword-based
interface cannot faithfully capture true user’s intention.
Three major schools of solutions have appeared in the
literature. First, OntoBroker [7], WebKB [4], and
SHOE [10] provide content-based search by annotating
a document with proper semantics. Second, systems,
such as Letizia [16], Amalthea [18], Syskill&Webert
[21], Basar [25], Avanti [8], WebWatcher [13], ifWeb

[1], Profile [24], and Personal Webwatcher [17],
employ a user-specificity-based filtering system to
work as the front end for the search process. Finally,
meta-search is used to replace the single search engine
approach; examples include GIOSS [9], Metacrawler
[23], Savvysearch [6], Profusion [5], NECRI
meta-search engine [14] and OySTER [19]. These
solutions essentially try to improve the search result
from only one of the following three aspects of Web
search: user intention, document processing, or website
search. In this paper, we propose FAQ-master as an
intelligent Web information query system, which can
improve search quality from all the whole three
aspects.
U ser qu ery

Inte rface
Ag en t

Interna l
q u ery
fo rm at

S ea rc h
Ag en t

Q u ery
te rm s

C o nten t
B ase

P rox y
Ag en t

Q u ery
term s

S e arch
en g in es

An sw erer
Ag en t

Fig. 1 System architecture of FAQ-master
FAQ-master [11,12] possesses intelligent retrieval,
filtering and integration capabilities and can provide
high-quality FAQ answers from the Web to meet the
user information request. By a high-quality, integrated
answer we mean an answer which is profound,
up-to-date, and relevant to the user’s question. Fig. 1
illustrates the architecture of FAQ-master. It contains
four agents supported by a Content Base, which in turn
contains a User Model Base, Template Base, Domain
Ontology, Website Model Base, Ontological Database,
Solution Library, and Rule Base. The Interface Agent
captures user intention through an adaptive
human-machine interaction interface with the help of
ontology-directed and template-based user models
[2,31]. It also handles user feedback on the suitability
of proposed responses. The Search Agent performs
in-time, user-oriented, and domain-related Web
information
retrieval
with
the
help
of
ontology-supported website models [26,27,28]. The
Answerer Agent works as a back end process to
perform ontology-directed information aggregation
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from the webpages collected by the Search Agent
[3,29]. Finally, the Proxy Agent works as an
ontology-enhanced intelligent proxy mechanism, which
shares most query loading with the Answerer Agent
[15,30]. From the viewpoint of FAQ service, this
architecture can collect most useful FAQ files,
preprocess the files into consistent data, aggregate FAQ
answers according to the user query and his user model,
and provide user-oriented FAQ answers through a
quick proxy mechanism.

2. Domain Ontology

Fig. 2 Part of PC ontology taxonomy

Fig. 3 Ontology for the concept of “խ؇ᕴ”
(CPU)

Fig. 4 Part of problem ontology taxonomy
The most key background knowledge of the system is
domain ontology, which is developed for the PC
domain using Protégé 2000 [20]. Fig. 2 shows part of
the ontology taxonomy. The taxonomy represents
relevant PC concepts as classes and their parent-child
relationships as isa links, which allow inheritance of
features from parent classes to child classes. We
carefully selected the properties that are most related to
our application from each concept and defined them as
the detailed ontology for the corresponding class. Fig. 3
exemplifies the detailed ontology for the concept of “խ
؇ᕴ” (CPU). In the figure, the root node uses
various fields to define the semantics of the CPU class,
each field representing an attribute of “CPU”, e.g.,
interface, provider, synonym, etc. The nodes at the
lower level represent various CPU instances, which
capture real world data. The complete PC ontology can
be referenced from the Protégé Ontology Library at
Stanford
Website
(http://protege.stanford.edu/ontologies.html). We also
developed a problem ontology to deal with query
questions. Fig. 4 illustrates part of the Problem
ontology, which contains “ംᠲীኪ” (question type)
and “ംᠲᖙ( ”܂question operation). Together they
imply the semantics of a question. Finally, we use
Protégé’s APIs to develop a set of ontology services,

which provide primitive functions to support the
application of the ontologies. The ontology services
currently available include transforming query terms
into canonical ontology terms, finding definitions of
specific terms in ontology, finding relationships among
terms, finding compatible or conflicting terms against a
specific term, etc.

3. Interface Agent with Ontology-Supported
User Models
A user model contains interaction preference, solution
presentation, domain proficiency, terminology table,
query history, selection history, and user feedback (Fig.
5). The interaction preference is responsible for
recording user’s preferred interface, e.g., favorite query
mode, favorite recommendation mode, etc. When the
user logs on the system, the system can select a proper
user interface according to his preference. We provide
two modes, either through keywords or natural
language input. We provide three recommendation
modes according to hit rates, hot topics, or
collaborative learning. We record recent user’s
preferences in a time window, and accordingly
determine the next interaction style. The solution
presentation is responsible for recording solution
ranking preferences of the user. We provide two types
of ranking, either according to the degree of similarity
between the proposed solutions and the user query, or
according to user’s proficiency about the solutions. In
addition, we use a Show_Rate parameter to control
how many items of solutions for display each time, in
order to reduce information overloading problem. The
domain proficiency factor describes how familiar the
user is with the domain. By associating a proficiency
degree with each ontology concept, we can construct a
table, which contains a set of <concept
proficiency-degree> pairs, as his domain proficiency.
Thus, during the decision of solution representation, we
can calculate the user’s proficiency degree on solutions
using the table, and accordingly only show to the user
his most familiar part of solutions and hide the rest for
advanced requests. To solve the problem of different
terminologies to be used by different users, we include
a terminology table to record this terminology
difference. We then use the table to replace the terms
used in the proposed solutions with user favorite terms
during solutions representation to help the user better
comprehend the solutions. Finally, we record the user’s
query history as well as FAQ selection history with
corresponding user feedback in each query session in
the interaction history, in order to support collaborative
recommendation. The user feedback is a complicated
factor. We remember both explicit user feedback in the
selection history and implicit user feedback, which
includes query time, time of FAQ click, sequence of
FAQ clicks, sequence of clicked hyperlinks, etc.
In order to quickly build an initial user model for a
new user, we pre-defined five user stereotypes [22],
namely, expert, senior, junior, novice, and amateur
[11,32], to represent different user group’s
characteristics. This approach is based on the idea that
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the same group of user tends to exhibit the same
behavior and requires the same information. Fig. 5
illustrates an example user stereotype. When a new
user enters the system, he is asked to complete a
questionnaire, which is used by the system to determine
his domain proficiency, and accordingly select a user
stereotype to generate an initial user model for him.
However, the initial user model constructed from the
stereotype may be too generic or imprecise. It is then
subjected to refinement to reflect the specific user’s
real intent after the system has experiences with his
query history, FAQ-selection history and feedback, and
implicit feedback.
Stereotype : Expert
Query Mode

Interaction
Preference

Use History
N
Time Window Size:5

Keyword Mode : 0/5
NLP Mode : 1/5

Use History
Co
Time Window Size:7

Hit : 0/7
Recommendation
Hot Topic : 0/7
Mode
Collaborative : 1/7

Show_Rate (Similarity Mode) : 0.9

Domain
Proficiency

4. Ontology-Supported Proxy Agent
B acken d P ro cess

Use History
S
Time Window Size:5

Show Query Similarity : 1/5
Mode Solution Proficiency : 0/5

Solution
Representation

performs such pre-processing tasks as labeling
keywords for subsequent processing. The Scorer
calculates the user’s proficiency degree for each FAQ
in the FAQ list according to the terminology table in
the user model. The Personalizer then produces
personalized query solutions according to the
terminology table. The User Model Manager is
responsible for quickly building an initial user model
for a new user using the technique of user stereotyping
as well as updating the user models and stereotypes to
dynamically reflect the changes of user behavior. The
Recommender is responsible for recommending
information for the user based on hit count, hot topics,
or group’s interests when a similar interaction history is
detected.
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Fig. 6 shows the architecture of the Interface Agent.
The Interaction Agent provides a personalized
interaction, assistance, and recommendation interface
for the user according to his user model, records
interaction information and related feedback in the user
model, and helps the User Model Manager and Proxy
Agent to update the user model. The Query Parser
processes the user queries by segmenting words,
removing conflicting words, and standardizing terms,
followed by recording user’s terminologies in the
terminology table of the user model. It finally applies
the template matching technique [31] to select
best-matched query templates, and accordingly
transforms the query into an internal query for the
Proxy Agent. The Proxy Agent then searches for
solutions and collects them into a list of FAQs, each
containing a corresponding URL. The Web Page
Processor pre-downloads FAQ-relevant webpages and

The Proxy Agent performs solution finding by a
two-tier architecture [30]. The first tier predicts queries
and caches possible solutions. The second tier employs
case-based reasoning to derive solutions for the given
user queries. Fig. 7 illustrates the architecture of the
Proxy Agent and shows how it interacts with the User
Interface and Backend Process. First, the Interface
Agent collects queries from the user according to his
user model. The user queries history can be used by the
Predictor to do query prediction and query cache
services. The Answerer Agent manages OD
(Ontological Database), which stores preprocessed Q-A
pairs collected from the Web, and retrieves proper Q-A
pairs to respond to user queries. Inside the Proxy Agent,
the Ontological Database Access Cases (ODAC) is the
case base for CBR, which stored all of user query cases.
From the viewpoint of cognitive science, ODAC
accumulates the system experience of user query
responses. And it will incrementally extend its
coverage of the domain knowledge after the system
accumulates more past cases. The sources of the
ODAC are the new cases aggregated by the Answerer
Agent or the adapted cases through case adaptation.
The Predictor is responsible for tracking user query
history for storing most often occurring queries in the
Cache Pool, and predicting next possible queries for
storage in the Prediction Pool. With these two pools,
together called Query Pool, it can provide services of
query cache and query prediction as the first-tier proxy
mechanism to reduce query response time. The CBR
serves as the second-tier proxy by employing the
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case-based reasoning technique to reason about
solutions for a given query from the ODAC. If there
exists a case in the ODAC that is exactly the same as
the user query, the CBR directly outputs it as the
solution to the user. If only similar cases to the user
query exist in the ODAC, the CBR adapts the solutions
for the user through a case adaptation process. The
CBR is also responsible for the maintenance of cases in
the ODAC by evaluating and determining whether the
adapted Q-A pair deserves storage in the ODAC to
serve as a new case according to the user’s feedback on
the solution. The Solution Finder is the central control
in finding solutions. Given a user query, it first checks
with the Predictor for any possible cached or predicted
solutions. If none exits, it invokes CBR to retrieve or
adapt old solutions. If still no solution produced, it
finally passes the query to the Backend Process, asking
the Answerer Agent to aggregate a solution from OD.

5. Ontology-Supported Answerer Agent
H T M L W ra p p e r

retained for ranking. We finally apply different ranking
methods to rank the retrieval results according to
whether full keywords match or partial keywords
match is applied. Factors involved in the ranking
processes contain keyword’s appearance probability,
user’s satisfaction value, FAQ’s statistic similarity
value, and keyword’s compatibility value [29].
Select ! *
From! ࡹո
Where ՙɟ ‘Є’ AND
јᗍຉ like ‘% 1GHZ % K7V % τўಷᏋ%’

Fig. 9 Example of transformed SQL statement

6. Search Agent with Ontology-Supported
Website Models
Fig. 10(a) illustrates the format of a website model,
which contains a website profile and a set of webpage
profiles. A website profile contains statistics
information about a website. The webpage profile
contains three sections, namely, basic information,
statistics information, and ontology information. The
first two sections profile a webpage and the last
annotates domain semantics to the webpage.
W eb site P ro file:
W eb N o ::Inte ge r
W eb site _Title::S tring
S tart_U R L::S trin g
W eb T yp e::In teg er
T ree_L e vel_L im it::In te ger
U p date_ Tim e/D ate::D a te/Tim e
.....
W eb p age P rofile :
B asic In form atio n:
D o cN o ::Integ er
L o catio n ::S trin g
U R L ::Strin g
W eb T yp e::In teg er
W eb N o ::Inte ge r
U p date_ Tim e/D ate::D a te/Tim e
.....
S tatis tic s In fo rm ation :
# Ta g
# Fram e
.....
T itle T ex t
An cho r Text
H ead ing T ext
O u tb ou nd _U R L s
.....
O n to lo g y In fo rm ation :
D o m ain _M ark ::B o olea n
c la ss1: b elief1; te rm 11 (fre qu ency); ...
c la ss2: b elief2; te rm 21 (fre qu ency); ...
.....

W rappers for V arious
Types of W ebpage

O ntology
B ase

O ntological
D atabase
(O D)

O ntological
D atabase
M anager
(O DM )

FAQ
Answ erer

P roxy
Agent

Fig. 8 Answerer Agent architecture
Fig. 8 illustrates the architecture of Answerer Agent.
The Ontological Database (OD) is a stored structure
designed according to the ontology structure, serving as
an canonical format for storing FAQ information. The
HTML wrapper performs parsing, extracting and
transforming of Q-A pairs on each Web page into the
canonical format for the Ontological Database Manager
(ODM) to store in OD. Finally, the FAQ Answerer is
responsible for retrieving the best matched Q-A pairs
from OD, deleting any conflicting Q-A pairs, and
ranking the results according to the match degrees for
the user.
Given an internal representation of a user query, the
FAQ Answerer can easily transform it into a SQL
statement. Fig. 9 shows the transformed SQL statement.
Note that we include all the keywords in the query
conditions. This is called the full keywords match
method. In this method, the FAQ Answerer retrieves
only those Q-A pairs whose question part contains all
the user query keywords from OD as candidate outputs.
If none of Q-A pairs can be located, the Answerer then
turns to the partial keywords match method to find
solutions. In this method, we select the best half
number of query keywords according to their TFIDF
values and use them to retrieve a set of FAQs from OD.
We then check the retrieved FAQs for any conflict with
the user query keywords by submitting the unmatched
keywords to proper ontology services, which check for
any semantic conflict. Only those FAQs that are proved
consistent with the user intention by the ontology are

(a) Format of a website model
W ebN o#1

D ocN o#11

D ocN o#12

(w ebsite p ro file)

.....

D ocN o#189

D ocN o#190

(w ebp age profile)

W ebN o#2

D ocN o#21

D ocN o#22

(w ebsite p ro file)

.....

D ocN o#290

D ocN o#291

(w ebp age profile)

(b) Conceptual structure of a website model
Fig. 10 Website model format and structure
Each field in the basic information section is
explained below. DocNo is automatically generated by
the system for identifying a webpage in the structure
index. Location remembers the path of the stored
version of the Web page in the website model; we can
use it to answer user queries. URL is the path of the
webpage on the Internet, the same as the returned URL
index in the user query result; it helps hyperlinks
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analysis. WebType identifies one of the following six
Web types: com (1), net (2), edu (3), gov (4), org (5),
and other (0), each encoded as an integer in the
parentheses. WebNo identifies the website which
contains this webpage. It is set to zero if we cannot
decide what website the webpage comes from.
Update_Time/Date remembers when the webpage was
modified last time. The statistics information section
stores statistics about HTML tag properties, e.g.,
#Frame for the number of frames, #Tag for the number
of different tags, and various texts enclosed in tags.
Specifically, we remember the texts associated with
Titles, Anchors, and Headings for webpage analysis;
we also record Outbound_URLs for user-oriented
webpage expansion. Finally, the ontology information
section remembers how the webpage is interpreted by
the domain ontology. It shows that a webpage can be
classified into several classes with different scores of
belief according to the ontology. It also remembers the
ontology features of each class that appear in the
webpage along with their term frequencies (i.e.,
number of appearance in the webpage). Domain_Mark
is used to remember whether the webpage belongs to a
specific domain; it is set to “true” if the webpage
belongs to the domain, and “false” otherwise. This
section annotates how a webpage is related to the
domain and can serve as its semantics, which helps a
lot in correct retrieval of webpages.
Let’s turn to the website profile. WebNo identifies a
website, the same as used in the webpage profile.
Through this number, we can access those webpage
profiles which describe the webpages belonging to this
website. Website_Title remembers the text between
tags <TITLE> of the homepage of the website.
Start_URL stores the starting address of the website. It
may be a domain name or a directory URL under the
domain address. WebType identifies one of the six Web
types as used in the webpage profile. Tree_Level_Limit
remembers how the website is structured, which can
keep the search agent from exploring too deeply; e.g., a
value of 5 means it explores down to level 5 of the
website structure. Update_Time/Date remembers when
the website was modified last time. This model
structure helps interpret the semantics of a website
through the gathered information; it also helps fast
retrieval of webpage information and autonomous Web
resources search, as shown in Fig. 10(b).
Fig. 11 shows the architecture of Search Agent.
Focused Crawler is responsible for gathering webpages
into DocPool according to user interests and website
model weakness. Model Constructor extracts important
information from a webpage stored in DocPool and
annotates proper ontology information to make a
webpage profile for it. It also constructs a website
profile for each website in due time according to what
webpages it contain [28]. Webpage Retrieval uses
ontology features in a given user query to fast locate
and rank a set of most needed webpages in the website
models and displays it to the user. Finally, Query
Interface receives the user query, expands the query
using ontology, and sends it to Webpage Retrieval,

which will return a list of ranked webpages. Note that
the query is transformed into a list of keywords by
Interface Agent for query expansion by this component.
WWW
S e arch
E n gin es

w e bp ag es

F oc us ed
C raw ler

U s er
Q ue ry

D o cP oo l

M od e l
C o ns tru cto r

M od e l
Info rm ation

S e arch ing S tring s

Q ue ry
Inte rfa ce

O nto log y

W e bs ite M o d els

An s w er
W e bp ag e
R e trieval

Fig. 11 Search Agent architecture

7. Conclusions
We have described FAQ-master as an intelligent Web
information integration system. It is equipped with
techniques of domain ontology, user models, website
models, solution aggregation and solution proxy to
support effective discovery, retrieval, and integration of
high-quality
information
from
a
distributed
environment to meet the user information request. It
was properly designed to tackle the following three
aspects of Web search activities at the same time: user
intention, document processing, and website search.
We have completed the implementation of a
prototype of FAQ-master. It includes four agents. First,
The Interface Agent work as an assistant between the
users and the system for capturing true user’s intention
and accordingly providing high-quality FAQ answers.
Second, the Proxy Agent works as a two-tier mediator
between the Interface Agent and the backend Answerer
Agent. It employs an ontology-enhanced intelligent
proxy mechanism to effectively alleviate the
overloading problem usually associated with a backend
server. Third, the Answerer Agent employs the wrapper
technique to help clean, retrieve, and transform FAQ
information collected from a heterogeneous
environment, such as the Web, and stores it in an
ontological database. It works as a back end process to
perform ontology-directed information storage and
aggregation from the webpages collected by the Search
Agent. Finally, the Search Agent performs in-time and
domain-related Web information retrieval with the help
of ontology-supported website models to provide a
semantic level solution so that it can provide fast,
precise and stable search results with a high degree of
user satisfaction.
Our experiments show: 1) The Interface Agent can
correctly understand user intention and focus of up to
80% of the user’s queries. 2) The Proxy Agent can
share up to 70% of the query loading from the backend
process, which can effectively improve the overall
query performance. 3) The Answerer Agent has 5 to
20% improvement in precision rate and produces better
ranking results. 4) The Search Agent performs very
well in obtaining accurate and stable webpages
classification, which in turn supports correct annotation
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of domain semantics to the webpages and helps fast
and precise query search with a high degree of user
satisfaction.
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ABSTRACT

the traditional copy center?

The business division of Ministry of Economics
Affairs(MOE) has submitted “Business Automation
Ten-Year Plan” in 1991 and “Business Automation and
Electric Promotion Plan（ 07/1999-12/2004）”in 1999. In
America, a “Quick Response Plan” was submitted in 1986
and “Efficient Consumer Response Plan” was submitted in
1992. Based on new technical management method and
business modern management mode, the traditional copy
centers in Taiwan should realize to upgrade now.

2.1.2 Supply Phase

In this paper we made an analysis in five phases :
“Requirements Phase、 Supply Phase、 System Phase 、
Integration Phase and Staff Phase” The results of this
research are four upgrading models : i. The Model of
Modern Management Operation ii. The Model of
Customer Service iii. The Model of Integration Goods
Distribution iv. The Model of Employees’ High -Tech
Training
Key words: Business Automation, Business Modernization, Business Upgrade, Consumer Service Quality

1. INTRODUCTION
Facing the e-commerce, many consumers operate
computers as their daily tools. The owners of the
traditional copy centers feel that there are many new
competitors arise from the industries [1].
We have a high interesting in how to upgrade the
traditional copy centers. We plan to make a series of
stages to help the traditional copy centers achieving the
goal of upgrade [2].
The MOE has planned the ‘investment deduction’ and
‘upgrade grading’ plan within two series Business
Modernization Plans. The Business Division is in charge
of the education training and skill instruction issues.
Indeed, this is a good chance for the business to implement
reorganization and upgrade.

2. RESEARCH MOTIVE AND PURPOSE
2.1 Research Motive
The motive of this study is concluded in the
following phases: Requirement Phase, Supply Phase,
System Phase, Integration Phase and Personnel Phase.
2.1.1 Requirement Phase
How to increase the quality of consumer service?
How to increase the suppliers’ service speed and quality of

In order to establish the fast and convenient service,
the industry of copy center should establish its competidence strength [3].
2.1.3 System Phase
The internal standardization paper forms flow
should be designed first. Then, the information management and statistical analysis would make the increase in
management quality [4].
2.1.4 Integration Phase
Due to the lack of integration planning of all the
suppliers around the traditional copy center, it appears the
less control of information transferring and goods delivery.
2.1.5 Personnel Phase
There is an increase in regulating consumer protection rules annually. Therefore, the consumers’ emphasis on their personal right runs day by day.

2.2 Research Purpose
The purpose of this search is:
i. A research in the upgrade of the traditional copy center’s
flow of the overall industry environment?
ii. A research in the upgrade of the traditional copy
center’s flow of the consumers’ service operation?
iii. A research in the upgrade of the traditional copy
center’s flow of the suppers’ operation?
iv. A research in the upgrade of the internal information
management operation of the traditional copy center’s ?
v. A research in the upgrade of the traditional copy center’s
flow of the traditional operation management model?

3. LITERATURE REVIEW
The MOE has created the “The Industry Automation
Plan of the Republic of China” [ 5].
“Business
Automation Promotion Plan (7/1991- 6/2000)” is one of
the sub-plans. The five major sub-plans are: Information
Flow Standardi- zation, Product Sale Automation, Product
Selection Automation, Product Flow Automation, and
Accountancy Booking Standardization. The research
targets are: selected retailers, distribution centers and
consumers. The planned goals are: Economic Benefit,
Social Benefit and Environmental Benefit.
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There is a good evaluation record while promotion
business automation under the construction of the
Business Division of the MOE. For example, there is a
consumer's service training in producing product bar code.
In order to protect the right of purchasing good products
for the consumers, the distribution centers are designed.
It transforms various types of ordering forms through
computer network technique within companies. And the
EDI (Electronic Data Interchange) and EOS (Elec- tronic
Ordering System) ordering standards created by the
government are submitted to the business owner.
At the end o f “Business Automation Promotion Plan”,
the Business Division of the MOE implemented the
second stage’s ‘ Business Automation and Electrical
Promotion Plan (07/1999-12/2004)’. This plan inherits
all the strengths from the former ten-year plan. This plan
aims at the following business: 3C product, grocery
product, drug & cosmetic, book & video entertainment,
customized clothes and tourism service.
The traditional copy center is not included in the
second stage. There is no any research in the field of
upgrading the traditional copy center. Based on the
results of the former Business Automation Plan, we would
like to make a research in upgrading the traditional copy
center [6].
In order to integrate the overall information around
business, the product channel between traditional copy
center and the supplier should be planned cautiously.
Therefore, the ‘EOS [7]’ and ‘EDI [ 8]’ ordering stan dardization models resulted from the first stage ‘Business
Automation Ten-Year Plan’ could be involved in our study.
The field of e-commerce is one of the categories in our
study, too. And the owners of the traditional copy center
should pay more attention in the security of the
e-commerce payment method [9].

vii. An understanding of the status of the employees’
information techniques of the traditional copy center.
viii. An understanding of the possibilities of the multitypes e-commerce of the traditional copy center.

5. RESEARCH CONCLUSIONS
After further research, an efficient process model and
strategy are submitted. This efficient model consists of
four sub-models. The detailed introduction is listed
below.

5.1 The Model of Modern Management Operation
5.1.1 ‘Functional Area’ of Internal Environment
While the traditional copy center upgrades, there is a
function distinction in this office (Fig. 5-1). The detailed
descrip- tion of each function area is:
i. Copying Area:
Different types of copy machines are located for the
multiple-use of the consumers. These machines can be
used by the consumers themselves.
ii. Delivery Channel:
While at the ‘service -free’ time, the consumers put
their documents on the delivery channel. The documents
will be delivered to the back-desk, the copy schedule and
the number of the pick-up desk will be made next day.
iii. Pick-Up Bo x:
The pick-up box is just like the mail-box in the post
office. The consumers can pick up their original documents and the copied papers in this box.
iv. Computer Console Room:
v. Storage Room;
The storage room is used to storage all kinds of the
goods and materials used in the store.
vi. Binder Area:

4. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
4.1 Research Method

The various types of binder are needed by the consumers.
All the binder equipments are placed here.

4.1.1 Group Interview Method
4.1.2 Questionnaire Investigation Method

Storage Binder
Room

4.2 Research Design

Manage
Area

4.2.1 Select Sample
The selection of the samples is determined by the
urgent degree of the upgrading need.
4.2.2 Research Scope

♣
Delivery
channel

i. An understanding of the industry environment of the
traditional copy center.

Recycle

ii. An understanding of the social requirements of the
traditional copy center.

Copy
Machine

iii. An understanding of the operation management status
of the traditional copy center.
iv. An understanding of the goals and potential difficulties
of the traditional copy center.
v. An understanding of the owners’ background and the
operation items of the traditional copy center.
vi. An understanding of the status of the information
development of the traditional copy center.
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Fig. 5-1、 The Functional Area of the Upgrading
Modern Copy Center

an alarm system that is connected to the police station.

vii. Counter:

5.1.7 ‘Overall Computer Framework’ of Co py Center

The cashier is needed in commercial stores.
viii. Customer Area:
The consumers are allowed to use all the equipments
and the service in this area.
5.1.2 ‘Factory System’ Concept
The concept of the ‘Factory System’ is: in order not
to invest huge amount in each branch store [10], there is
the max-function equipments planning in the master store.
The general-function copy machines are located in the
branch stores . In order to provide high-quality service in
the master store, a ‘high -quality copy channel’ is designed
in each branch.

The computer assisted equipments are used among
the copy centers, the suppliers and the consumers. ‘The
Overall Business Environment Computerization Diagram’
is designed (Fig. 5-2).
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The digital files of the consumers’ can be transferred
to the master store via the network. The papers are
delivered to the consumers by the distri- bution system.
There is fair quality service for the consumers.
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5.1.3 ‘Digital Network Copy Center’ Positioning
After finished upgrading, the traditional copy centers
turns to be a ‘Digital Network Copy Center’.
The consumers can transfer their digital files to the
copy center wherever they are at home or at the office.
After finished copying, the papers are delivered to the
consumers by the distribution system [11].
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5.1.4 ‘Service -Free Copy Center’ Operation Model
People are more and more busy today. We would
like to transform the copy center into the operation model
of ‘Service-Free Copy Center’ at night. There is no any
employee in this copy center at night. All the copy
equipments are used by the consumers themselves. In
order to protect the consumers’ safety and the properties of
the copy center, the overall safety management system is
established at night.
Under this kind of operation model, the following
items should be re-organized and re-evaluated: internal
flow, employees, information techniques, inventory
control, payment method, overall security control.
5.1.5 ‘POS (Point of Sales) System’ Payment Model
The ‘POS System’ Paymen t Model is consisted of the
goods bar-code, cash machines and the related computer
hardware and software. All the information collected by
the POS system will be turned to the manager for adjusting
the operation management policy.
While using the ‘POS Sys tem’, the hardware and
software used in the front-desk and back-desk are:

Fig. 5-2 Overall Computer Framework
of Copy Center

5.2 The Model of Customer Service
5.2.1 ‘ID Code’ Service Model
After the upgrade, the ‘24 Hour Automatic Copy
Center’ is created. It is qu ite necessary to design an ‘ID
Code’ to verify the consumer’s identifications [ 12]. The
function of the ‘ID Code’ is used while transf erring the
network information and the various kinds of use of the IC
card. There is a different ‘ID Code’ for each cons umer.
5.2.2 ‘E-Store’ Operation Model
After upgrade, the consumers can transfer the digital
files, query the copy schedule and receive the discount
service notification via the ‘e -Store’ operation model.
5.2.3 ‘IC Card’ Operation
The ‘IC Card’ is an import ant ID verification for the
consumers while using the modernization equipments in
the copy center [13]. The functions of the IC Cards are:
i. Door-entry control card

i. Front-desk: POS cashiers, bard-code scanners, POS
front-desk saling system.

ii. Customer personal data

ii. Back-desk: Computer equipments, printer, bar-code
printer, network equipments, modems , phones, fax
machines, POS back-desk sale system.

iv. Entry records at ‘service-free’ time

iii. Customer transaction records
v. Copied paper amount records

5.1.6 ‘Overall Security’ Management Model

vi. Binder times records at ‘service -free’ time

In order to protect the consumers’ safety and the
properties of the copy center, the overall safety management system is established at night.

5.3 The Model of Integration Goods Ordering
Distribution

First, the door-security system is established. The
video-cameras are located at the suitable place. There is

The daily ordering operation and inventory control
are not processed by the computer in the traditional copy
center. A lot of mistakes occurred, such as: the shortage
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of inventory, the over loading of goods, the mistake of
goods ordering, etc.
Based on the ‘EDI’ program and the ‘EOS’ program,
presented by the Business Division of the Ministry of
Economics Affairs, the ordering forms can be made
through the network. This type of ordering system not
only speeds up the distributing system, but also reduces
the goods storage cost. (Fig. 5-3)
Return Goods
After Sale Service

Ordering

Receiving
Order

The befits of the upgrade of the copy center are:
i. Increase the consumer service quality.
ii. Establish related industries promotion chains.
iii. Increase the labor productivity of this industry by using
automatic technical equipments.
iii. Lower the labor cost of this industry by using
automatic technical equipments.
iv. Establish “Copy Center” new image by multi-service
policy.
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Therefore, the employees must learn to operate the new
digital copy machines.
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Abstract
The information appliance (IA) is used to control the
electronic consumer products. But the specifications of the
digital devices are defined to the individual company. That
causes to the majority of IA devices do not interconnect the
owner functions of each other. The main purposes of this
paper will issue an efficient architecture to integrate the
difference IA devices. The proposed architecture is exploited
the MIB tree structure to define the IA devices. In order to
implement the purposes of data exchanging and integration,
we also use the Agents software to construct a group-relation
to solve the event of IA devices.
Keywords: Information appliances, agent, integrate, and
LONWORK.

recognizing the image, which is accessed from the sensor.
Through the ES, it will tell whether the person is allowed to
enter the building or not? The configuration of the ES is
shown in Figure 1 [4] in which is combination of several CCD
devices, sensors, and operation the software of Agents. When
guests want to get into the office, the ES will progress the
recognizable face image. The location of the guest is
monitored by the sensors. Both the two information are
communicated through the platform of Agents. Referring to
Figure 1, we find the ES is a combination of four agents, they
are monitoring agent, recognizing agent, interface agent, and
the device control agent.
The monitor agent is constructed by several CCD devices
and sensors for monitoring whether guests enter or not?
The recognizing agent is used to recognize the image
information of face, which is transmitted from the monitor
gent, to recognize whether the entrance person is a guest or
not?

1. Introduction
For a usable IA device in which the functions are not only
suitable to individual person need, but also efficient integer
the information each other. In the recently time, the
width-band is applied to the network, the more data and
information, such as text, image, voice, graph, etc., is access
via Internet. Thus, the IA devices are not only used as
equipments of household, but also offer all kinds of
information services.
In order to improve the performance of the IA devices, we
must integrate the difference specifications of IA of the
individual companies. Thus, we need to construct a platform
to exchange the needed data and information of each IA
device. In this paper, we will offer an integrating architecture
to integrate all data and information. This proposed
architecture is used MIB tree structure to define all
information of IA devices. We also apply this proposed
architecture to the emergency system to verify it is feasible.
In this paper, a concept of IA BOX will be proposed. The
IA BOX and Internet are linked to access to all information of
the IA devices. The more interactive and cooperative of
software among the linked IA devices, which are linked to
become a group to implement the purposes of integration and
share sources and data.

2. Literature Review
The main application of entrance system (ES) is to support for
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Fig. 1. Entrance system configuration.
The Interface Agent is used to manage the security. When
the control agent agrees the person enter to office, a message
of “open” is delivered to this interface agent.
The Device Control Agent is used to control and monitor
all IA devices and sensor respectively. The information offers
from the interface agent to the control agent, and the control
agent sends the control signal, which is the processed
information, to the interface agent for controlling the IA
devices and using the Lon system [3].
The Lon system is a connection card or chip. We can create

any kinds of connector and control the connected equipments
via this Lon system. The communication protocol of
LONTALK is exploited in this Lon system.
As for the application of ES, the Lon system is used to
integrated the information of IA devices, which connected to
the Lon system chip or connection card. That causes the
cost increasing and to connect the IA deceives deficiently
each other.

3. The Applications and Structure of IA
The most popular household equipments, such as TV,
computer, radio and so on, are the positive devices to receive
the information. Nowadays, the Internet techniques are
improved, thus we can through the Internet to research and
access the needed data quickly and accurately in any place
and any time. The main purpose of this paper is to expand the
application field. Thus we will integrate the technologies of
IA and Internet to share the resource and data.
In this paper, an example of the fire alarm is used to prove
the proposed platform of IA. Upon the sensor detecting fire
alarm, the IA system either sends the alarm information to the
security service firm, or starts the fire flighting system via the
internet system.
The purpose of the integrated IA system, not only offers a
facility operation Internet system, but also exchanges the
needed data and information. Each device will implement the
defined job while it receives exchanged data or information.
The integrated IA devices can share the data of each other
conveniently.

3.2 Control Section
Control Section (CS) is the main part of IA system. The CS is
a operation platform, database platform, monitor platform,
and data-exchanging platform of this IA system. A IA BOX,
which consisted of Device Control Agent, IA MIB database,
and Device Connector Interface, is based on TCP/IP protocol
to be installed into computer to exchange the needed data and
status work of IA. The host will follow the received message,
which sent from the IA devices, then send a control signal to
fire and monitor the active IA devices.
In order to integrate all active IA devices and share the
resource and data each other, we exploit the IA BOX to
integrate all devices and to link the servers. The method of
linking is shown in Figure 3, which the information
equipments are linked to the device connector of the IA BOX.
That is all information equipments must via the IA BOX to
transmit the message, and through the TCP/IP protocol sends
the message of the information equipment to the server, which
will process and recognize the received message.

3.1 The Structure of IA
The structure of the integrated IA system is shown in Figure 2,
which consists of three parts. They are: Control Section
controls and harmonizes the platform for the integrated
information, Application Section uses to transmit the data,
command, and status words of the information of IA devices,
and the Device Section is used to integrate the different kinds
of the interfaces of the IA.

Fig. 3. Linking between IA and computers.

3.3 Application Section
The Application Section is a combination of Monitor Agent,
IA agent, Device Control Agent, and the IA MIB database.
The purpose of the Application Section is used to set the
process status and events of the integrated IA. Thus, we can
integrate the IA devices more convenience and efficient.
Furthermore, supporting a optimal decision under a relational
and helpful each other.
The specifications of each agent of the Application Section
are illustrated as follows:
The Monitor Agent is used to check the message and the
executed event. We use the Monitor Agent to monitor each IA
device, recognize the executing events, and transmit the
message of IA devices.
The IA Agent is to verify and notice the executed event
whether associates the event group or not? The functions of
the IA Agent are used to upload the message of IA devices,
download the commands of Monitor Agent, and verify the set
data of IA MIB database.

Fig. 2. The structure of IA.
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The Device Control Agent is used to start the IA devices of
the event group while a message of execution is received. The
main functions of the Device Control Agent are used to check
the connection status of the integrated IA devices, and to
pre-process the requirements of the IA devices and the data of
the local IA MIB. For the registering of the IA devices is
process by the Device Control Agent, which follows the set
value of the IP of the IA and describes in Figure 4.

groups can be implemented the same job via the event. The
basic function of event is action.

Fig. 6. The example of setting the IA IP

Figure 4 devices of IA IP values
The set value of the IP of the IA is a combination of seven
parts, where were shown as follows:
Layer1: set the entry value of the IP of the IA.
Layer 2: define the classifications of the IA
Layer 3: indicate the manufactories the IA
Layer 4: indicate the model of the IA
Layer 5: indicate the number of the same IA
Layer 6: indicate the functions of the IA
Layer 7: set the functions of the IA
Finally, the IA MIB database is used to store the registered
data of all IA devices. The IA MIB is consisted of three
elements, event, group, and IA. The relation is shown in
Figure 5.

Figure 6 is an example of seeting process of the IA IP. In
this example, we use the SAMPO A 2000 alarm sensor. Firstly,
in Layer 1, set the IA BOX entry, Root, to 192.168.1.1 (the
virtual IP address). In Layer 2, set the code of the goods,
alarm, to 3. Thus, the IA IP is 192.168.1.1.3. In Layer 3, we
set the code of the company, SAMPO, to 1. Thus the IA IP is
192.168.1.1.3.1, in Layer 4, setting the second IA device to
ready. Thus, the IA IP is 192. 168. 1.1.3.1.2. In Layer 5,
setting the model 1, A2000 of the IA device to 2. Thus the IA
IP is 192.168.1.1.3.1.2.2. In Layer 6, we set the function,
upgrade to 1. The IA IP is 192.168.1.1.3.1.2.2.1. Lastly, in
Layer 7, setting the function of the IA to 4. Thus the final IA
IP is 192.168.1.1.3.1.2.2.1.4.
The integrated IA device is processed by an event and the IA
MIB. Referring to the Figure 7, which illustrates the process
of the trigged sensor, IA BOX, and IA MIB for message
responding and event processing. The system is executed
according to the IA IP set value.

Fig. 7. The process of the IA.
In this paper, we define the form of the IA IP as follows:

Fig. 5. The relation between event, group, and IA.
When the IA device is linked to the IA BOX, the IA device
will be registered and an IA IP is set. The registered IA
devices can share the resources etch other in a group. Several
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Each field of the defined IA IP are described as shown in
Table 1.
Table 1. The Characteristics of fields of the IA IP
bit
Description
0-11
IP value of IA device
12
The goods of IA
13
The Company of IA goods
14
The type of IA
15
The number of the same IA
16
Error message and basic function of IA
17
Function defination
The Device Section is consisted of IA and Device Connector
interface. All IA devices are connected by the Device
connector interface. The Device Connector interface is also
used as a transmitting/receiveing channel to start the
execution command of the IA device.

4 Main Findings
4.1 The process of fire accident
We can apply the integrated IA to the fire accident of a
multi-storey building to real-time produce the fire emergency
accident. Exploiting the integrated IA system, we can execute
the set event and handle the resource of this building, such as
starting the camera and the security system. Figure 8
illustrates the produce of the fire accident. Upon a
conflagration detecting by the fire sensor, this IA system will
send a emergency message immediately. The bell alarming,
message transmitting and broadcasting, and noticing the
management of building to arrive at the scene of fire accident.
If the accident is handled and the scene is cleaned by the
management of this building. An accident record is listed in
the IA system automatically.
If the fire accident is un-handled by the management of this
building, the IA system changes to the emergency status
automatically, such as evacuating the resident people, putting
out a fire, and noticing the fire bureau. Until the emergency
accident cleared, the investigations of the accident are
recorded in the IA system.

Referring to the Figure 8, which is consisted of several
events. The characteristics of those events are described as
follows:
Fire alarm sensor is used to detect and sensor the
temperature of the scene. If the fire trigs the fire alarm sensor,
then the alarm message will be issued to IA agent.
The agent is used to integrate the IA device to construct a
group event system, which all IA devices can support and
share each other.
Management is the handler of the accident. When the accident
occurred, the management must produce the scene.
Scene is indicated the place of accident. When a accident
occurred, the management must arrive at the
sceneimmediately.
Conflagration is indicated whether the accident is handled or
not? If the accident had been handled then the scene returns to
normal, or the scene changes to emergency.
Server is used as a host of this IA system. All information of
the fire alarm sensor and the smoke detector are sent to the
server, which will check the emergency message. If the
emergency message is confirmed by the Server, then the
system will change the status to emergency, or the Server will
produce a message to the management to reset the system.

4.2 Emergency Machine
If the Server recognizes the emergency is tru, the emergency
machine will be started, the following measures will proceed:
evacuate peoples, put out a fire, and notice the fire
department.
Alarm Recover is used to release the emergency status and
recover the system to normal state while the conflagration is
under control. After the alarm recovering, the management
start to clear the scene of the accident.
Event report has the following functions after the calamity is
recovered, such as investigation and criticism of the clamity,
and bring the improvability strategy to avoid this kind of case
take place again.
Accomplishment Event indicates the event is
complemented and releases the trigger event by the system.

4.3 The Relation of Event Group
While the conflagration occurred, the relation event and event
group are to set and execute. For example, the relation event
groups are shown in Figure 9, which is a combination of fire
alarm group (temperature and smoke sensor), give the alarm
group (alarm and broadcast equipments), sprinkler group,
smoke eliminator group, lighting group (emergency power
and illumination equipments), and monitor group (camera and
video recorder).

Figure 8 servers detects the process
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4.4 Transmitting and Receuving Message

Figure 9 trigger the group relation for fire disaster
The operation of IA is decided to the relation of Agent.
Thus, the process flow of the Agents corresponds to the
effects of integrated system. The interaction of Agents, which
shown in Figure 10, is illustrated to the following steps:
Step 1: sending the message of the detected temperature of the
sensor to the Device Control Agent via the Device
Connector
Step 2: Comparing the message of the Device Control Agent
to that of the IA MIB database. In order to obtain the
set value, which is corresponded to the event.
Step 3: responding the respond correspondence value from IA
MIB to the Device Control Agent.
Step 4: sending the message from the Device Control Agent to
the host, and initialing the set IA devices, which is
according to the value of the IA IP.
Step 5: re-comparing the massage of the IA agent to that of
the IA MIB database of the host to obtain the
correspondence value of the trigged event.
Step 6: responding the correspondence value from the IA MIB
database of the host to the IA agent.
Step 7: deciding the receiving correspondence value by the
Monitor Agent
Step 8: requesting a fire fighting of the Monitor Agent, when
the status is emergency.
Agent

Server

Figure 10. agents of interactive
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Figure 11 describes the transmitting flow chart of the message
among the Device and the Server of the integrated IA system.
In this paper, we discuss with the following two cases:
z Delivering from the Device to the Server
The message of the device is delivered to the Device
Control Agent to process. The Device Control Agent
compares the received massage to the IA MIB database
to obtain the IA IP. Furthermore, send the
correspondence value to the host.
z Delivering from the Server to the Device
A command is decided to the host, which obtains the set
value of the IA IP from IA MIB database. Furthermore,
the host sends the IA IP value to the Device Control
Agent to start the correspondence events, group event
and IA devices.

Fig. 11. Flow chart of transmitting and receiving
message among Devices and Servers

5 Conclusions and the Further Works
In this paper, we propose a new structure, which is based on
the IA MIB to solve the problems when the IA devices is
integrated. Integrating the IA devices on the IA MIB, the IA
devices are more flexible, convenient, and grouping to solve
the event efficiently. For example, when a conflagration
occurred, the message will be sent from the integrated IA
system to management center. According to the received
massage, the integrated IA system will decode it and decide to
take emergency measures, which will minimize the damage.
On the other hand, the real-time monitor system is started to
monitor the electricity monitor system, spinkler system,
security control system, and fire alarm system to build a
automatic emergency monitor system.
The contributions of this paper are summarized as follows:
z Create the group model
According to the IA MIB, we can integrate not only the
IA devices, but also create the group model of IA
devices. Through this model, all IA devices can share
the resources and data.
z Create event model
For the group model, other groups and equipments can
be created a group based on the same event.

5.1 Further Works
The technologies of wireless communication are researched
and applied widely. The wireless communication are
embedded in the devices, especially the IA devices are
required the functions of wireless communication. Applying
the wireless techniques to the IA devices is the tendency in the
future.
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Abstract--This work studies and designs an interactive
voice-enabled web browsing system. The system complies with
VoiceXML standards and has a three-tier architecture,
involving front, middle and back tiers. Users accessing the
front tier can retrieve web page information by telephone. The
proxy server in the middle tier parses the VoiceXML web
pages and performs the text-to-speech transformation.
Meanwhile, web page data is gathered in the back tier and
stored in the database. The prototype system is used to
implement three types of web pages for different applications:
weather forecasting; real time traffic information for freeways;
and English learning. For the first and second applications,
the designed proxy server automatically and periodically
connects to the Internet to obtain the real time web page data.
Tags complied with VoiceXML then are inserted into these
pages. Subsequently, the voice module transforms text in these
web pages into voice. Users dialing into the server by
telephone can thus hear the real time information.
Additionally, the Hidden Markov Model is used to design a
speech recognition module for keyword recognition. This
system allows users to input key commands vocally rather
than via the keyboard. We believe that by integrating Internet
and telephone networks such a system is extremely useful and
worthy of further study.
Key Words--VoiceXML, 3 tiers, speech recognition, text to
speech

1. Introduction
Searching for information on the Internet has become a part
of daily life, and exchanging information via email and
online chat is now widespread. However, the telephone
remains the most popular and convenient medium for
communication. Integrating the rich content available on
the Internet with the Public Switching Telephone Network
(PSTN) can enable users to obtained the diverse
information on the Internet by telephone.
The integration between the Internet and telephone
networks is increasingly being recognized. For example,
the World Wide Web Consortium (W3C) [21] launched the
Voice Extended Markup Language (VoiceXML), which can
provide the development application of Interactive Voice
Response (IVR). VoiceXML can generate interactive dialog
in digital synthesized voice, speech reorganization, press
button entry and voice recording, enabling users to obtain
Internet information with telephone as the access interface.
VoiceXML is an optimal implementation of voice network.
A telephone network that incorporates the VoiceXML
web page and voice-enabled web browsing system can
exchange data with the Internet. For example, Voice Portals
can provide value-added services for example stock query,
ticket booking, weather inquiry and hospital registration

[5,9]. Automatic voice service helps reduce call center costs
and improve customer satisfaction. In banking, cost savings
can be achieved on large quantities of repeated transactions
via press-buttons and automatic voice services. The
resulting Voice User Interface (VUI) provides wide access
mechanisms and functions, and improves the value of voice
applications. However, in China the applications of Chinese
phylum, such as speech recognition, cadence and
polyphone, remain imperfectly integrated with the
VoiceXML system. Commercialization remains in the
research phase.
This study designed a rudimentary VoiceXML-based
voice information system for connecting Internet and
telephone networks. This system enables the user to access
Internet information on the telephone, and thus to gain new
knowledge without temporal and spatial restrictions. This
system helps in examining in the VoiceXML voice label
mechanism, and also in familiarizing the user interface with
the VUI build program and call flow design principal. The
agent server was installed using Validation XML Parser and
VoiceXML Document Type Declaration to parse the
VoiceXML syntax. Moreover, Text To Speech (TTS)
technology was used to convert the words in the web pages
into voice and forward them to the user via the telephone
network. The user could send the control information using
Dual Tone Multiple Frequency (DTMF) and Automation
Speech Recognition (ASR). For feasibility testing, three
web pages were created using the VoiceXML language,
dealing with weather forecasts, freeway traffic broadcasts
and English learning, respectively, and the voice-enabled
web browsing system was tested using these web sites.
2. Background and Objectives
2.1 Background
VoiceXML is a voice extensible markup language for
designing voice interactive interfaces. The VoiceXML
forum, involving IBM, AT&T, Lucent and Motorola,
cooperates in interactive voice Internet access technology,
and includes voice synthesis, digital voice recording,
speech recognition, press-button entry, telephone control
and additional functions. For the syntax structure, a series
of call flows form the whole program. The technology is
compatible with existing services based on the existing
telecom and Internet. The information prompt and response
are provided through interactive voice access. Consequently,
users take a telephone set to operate the voice-enabled web
browsing system and thus enjoy the rich applications and
content available on the Internet. The VoiceXML syntax
has the following distinguishing features [3-5,8,9,21]:
(1) A language that describes the interaction mode between
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browsing system has the following modules: (1) VoiceXML
Interpreter Module, (2) Telephony Module, (3) Speech
Recognition Module, (4) HTTP Service Module and (5)
Text to Speech Module. These modules construct the
functions required for the basic VoiceXML web browsing
system. The following section introduces how this study
follows the W3C specifications and designs the above
modules to realize the system objectives.

user and computer, with voice synthesis technology or
pre-recorded voice file as the output, and DTMF or natural
speech recognition as the input.
(2) Telephone set as the major input and output device.
(3) Compliant with XML architecture, with a telephone
rather than a PC used as the communication media, and
using VoiceXML rather than HTML, Voice Browser instead
of a Web Browser, and a system designed by developers
familiar with XML syntax.
(4) It is a high-level language with standardization and OS
independent.
(5) A development language designed for domain-specific
applications.
Like the HTML, the VoiceXML web page can be stored on
any web server, and is compliant with the XML language in
terms of syntax. Numerous tone elements are defined such
that the voice function can be easily written into the
VoiceXML file.

3. Implementation
For system design, this study uses the voice card and
Microsoft components, including TAPI 3.0 (Telephony
Application Programming Interface), MS Speech 5.1 SDK
(Software Development Kits) and Microsoft Internet
Controls, to reduce the hardware cost. These software data
are public standard specifications, and are free, enabling
improved system design compatibility and expandability
and reduced cost. Based on experience and technological
results [6,7] in voice system development, this study refines
the pure server architecture to produce a 3-tier architecture,
as illustrated in Figure 1. The system is flexible for
designing better integrated functions and provides web
page selection and consolidation services. The hardware in
the designed system includes voice card, telephone switch
and two servers that are the agent server and web page
server. The agent server is installed using five modules, as
displayed in Figure 1(B): (1) VoiceXML Interpreter
Module, (2) Telephony Module, (3) Speech Recognition
Module, (4) HTTP Service Module and (5) Text to Speech
Module. The VoiceXML web pages in the web page server
provide weather forecast, freeway traffic broadcast and
English learning services, doing so in the form of
interactive web pages compliant with VoiceXML standards,
as illustrated in Figure 1(C). The designs of the above
modules are described below, along with the discussion and
solution of related problems.

VoiceXML Web Pages
Network

Request

VoiceX ML Document

(C)Back Tier - VoiceXML Web Server

VoiceXML Agent Server
Voi ceXML I nt er pr et er Modul e
Implementation Platform
HTTP Ser vi ce Modul e

Text to Speech Module

Tel ephony Modul e

Speech Recogni t i on
Modul e

DTMF

Speech

3.1 VoiceXML Interpreter Module
The VoiceXML is essentially an XML-based file.
Consequently, the browser server requires XML Parse and
VoiceXML Document Type Declaration [13], to parse the
VoiceXML syntax correctly by verifying the grammar and
file structure. The parsed results are processed using the
Form Interpretation Algorithm [13]. The resultant
VoiceXML elements then execute the relative actions
individually. During execution, if the file has the grammars
defined such as Speech Recognition element or Text To
Speech (TTS) element, then that file is forwarded to the
lower-layer Speech Recognition or Text to Speech
functional modules for execution.
The VoiceXML file is parsed through Microsoft XML
Parse4.0[17]. MSXML is a COM object and can be used in
an ActiveX environment. If in VB and VC++ programming
language, the dynamic link library msxml.dll of Microsoft
XML Parse 4.0 stored in the system files are called upon to
utilize.
The VoiceXML file defines interactive elements that
are required by the file itself, but the user may be lost in the
internal call flow. Some key words with global functions
thus must return to their initial status. Alternatively,
variable communication is defined between different call
layers in the programming, so that the variables can be
transferred directly or alternatively global keywords (such
as home, help and exit) can be defined on the application

Synthesized Speech

H.323 Voice Protocol

Tel ephony I nt er f ace
(B) Middle Tier -Agent Server

PSTN/
PBX/GSM

Phone / Mobile Phone
(A) Front Tier - User

Figure 1. Architecture of the three-tier voice-enabled
web browsing system
(A) Front tier – user
(B) Meddle tier – agent server
(C) Back tier - VoiceXML Web Pages
2.2 Objectives
In the VoiceXML standard [3,21] by W3C, a voice web
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short time energy conversion requires multiplying the
original tone frame using the Hamming Window (Formula
2).

layer. These functions are active in all layers in the call
flow.
3.2 Telephony Module
This module is defined as the input end interface, which is
the protocol for the VoiceXML Interpreter Module to
communicate with the telephone interface. Generally,
manufacturers of voice cards provide software design
programs for their products. However, such programs are
incompatible with one another, creating problems in their
use and limiting their expansion. Consequently, the system
design based on the TAPI 3.0 protocols by Microsoft and
Intel for maximizing the compatibility.
The user logs into the system and the location where
the DTMF grammar is defined in the VoiceXML, or selects
the required service using the telephone press-button, as
illustrated in Figure 2, in which the VoiceXML is awaiting
the entry of DTMF Grammars “1”, “2”, “3”, “#”.
Additionally, the waiting time is defined in the file for the
timeout event of DTMF, to prevent the system from waiting
indefinite system waiting.

y[0 ]

x[ 0 ]

y [ n ] x[ n ]  0 . 95 x[ n  1]
1d n d L
L denotes the sampling size of tone frame.
(Formula 1)
ª 2Sn º 0 d n d N  1
0.54  0.46 cos «
¬ n  1 »¼
(Formula 2)
h[0]

The feature parameter vector of the voice data is
calculated using Linear Prediction Coefficients (LPC).
S (n) represents the sampled voice signal. Furthermore,

Sˆ (n) is the discreet value (Formula 3), where D N
denotes the linear discreet coding coefficient, and p is the
order of the discreet filter. The discreet error thus is
represented as illustrated in Formula 4.

<grammar mode="dtmf" version="1.0" root="root">
<rule id="root" scope="public">
<one-of>
<item> 1 2 3 </item>
<item> # </item>
</one-of>
</rule>
</grammar>

Sˆ ( n )

p

¦D

k

S (n  k )

k 1

(Formula 3)

e(n )

p

S ( n )  Sˆ ( n )

Sˆ ( n )  ¦ D kS ( n  k )
k 1

(Formula 4)

Figure 2. Example of DTMF Grammars [19]

Minimizing the square error in Formula 4 allows a
group of optimal linear discreet coding coefficients to be
obtained. The feature parameters finally used are the LPC
linear scrambler coefficients, and are defined as the inverse
Fourier conversion of the spectrum alogarithm, as indicated
in Formula 5.

3.3 Speech Recognition Module
Speech Recognition involves sampling the features of the
voice signal of the user, then converting them into words
and working with the defined VoiceXML grammar to
analyze the meaning of the voice. Although MS Speech
SDK involves Speech Recognition API, it is designed for
recognizing continuous strings. MS Speech SDK thus is
poor at recognizing short words, and requires multiple
repetitions and corrections to function. Consequently, this
study examines how to design a system based on a Speech
Recognition model.
This study uses the Hidden Markov Model; HMM
[14,16] to design the Speech Recognition model. In our
practice, corresponding recognition models first are made
for the keywords required for recognition, to allow the
sequential users to input the voice comparison. A fast
algorithm [10] then is used to classify the keywords based
on Figure 3. The tree searching structure significantly
reduces recognition time and increases accuracy.
The voices entered by the user are recorded and
compressed using the MciSendString API function. The
recording format is PCM, 8KHZ, 16Bit, and Simple
Channel. Short time energy and Zero crossing rate are used
for the final detection to select the voice signal’s portion
and divide the signal into tone fames. High frequency
voice loss occurs during the telephone line transmission
and voice recording. To compensate for this loss, the voice
signals in each tone frame are processed with pre emphasis
through the first order high pass filter (Formula 1). The
signal generally must be converted before processing. The

c1 D 1
n 1 §

m·
°D n  m¦1¨ 1  n ¸ .D m .c n
©
¹
°
cn ®
p §
° ¦ ¨ 1  m ·¸ .D m .c n  m
°¯ m 1©
n ¹
(Formula 5)

(1 d n d p )
(n t p )

 m

Generally, voice is subject to the noise effect, which
causes voice spectrum distortion or interference. However,
noise does not significantly influence transfer scrambler.
Since it is a dynamic parameter, voice can be combined
with Formula 5, to determine the feature parameter for
recognition in Formula 6.
k

w c n (t )
wt

' c n (t )

¦

k

k  c n(t  k )

k
k

¦

k

k

2

k

(Formula 6)
Finally, the Viterbi Algorithm in the Dynamic
Programming mode is used to compute the similarity
between the input voice feature and voice data model
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feature values, to maximize the Joint Probability between
the observation and status sequences, and to determine the
optimal status sequence. The final calculation result is
defined as the voice variable in the VoiceXML Document,
and is then executed by the VoiceXML Interpreter.

̎

˄

˅

ˆ

ˇ

ˈ

ˉ

̐̎

ˡ̈̀˵˸̅ʳ
˘˿˸̀˸́̇

˧̂̀̂̅̅̂̊

˧̂˷˴̌

ˠ̂̅́˼́˺

˔˹̇˸̅ʳ˥̂̂́

̐̎

˪˸˴̇˻˸̅ʳ
˘˿˸̀˸́̇

̐̎

˧˴˼˶˻̈́˺

˞˴̂̆˻˼̈́˺

˛̂̀˸

ˡ˸̋̇

˧˴˼̃˸˼

˧˴˼́˴́

˕˴́˾

˘̋˼̇

˔̅˸˴ʳ
˘˿˸̀˸́̇

̎

˪˸˴̇˻˸̅ʳ˹̂̅˸˶˴̆̇ ʳ˙̅˸˸̊˴̌ʳ˥˸˴˿˧˼̀˸ʳ
ˡ˸̊̆ʳ

˚˸́˸̅˴˿ʳ˘́˺˿˼̆˻ʳ
ˣ̅̂˹˼˶˼˸́˶̌ʳ˧˸̆̇ʳ

Interpreter for whole-domain grammar design. The
functions, including home, previous page, stop and help,
are all voice-controlled whole-domain commands. The user
can use these voice commands on any web page.
3.5 Text to Speech Module

̐

To support multiple user environments, reduce system
workload and enhance execution efficiency, the strings are
removed from VoiceXML and the words are placed in a
Froms2.0 Textbox Object, after which the Speech Engine
synthesizes the voice, and finally the voice information is
forwarded to the user via the voice card and telephone
interface. This is the whole voice interactive session.
However, MS Speech5.1 SDK [18] supports only
simplified Chinese and can only be attached to a simplified
Chinese operating system. A module is designed to convert
traditional Chinese into simplified Chinese (Big5 to
GB2312).The Unicode-supported Froms2.0 Object then is
used to read the converted simplified Chinese, and the
Speech Engine synthesizes the Chinese voice.
For the word string in the file, the VoiceXML
Interpreter Module interprets the element-required voice
engine and then reads it smoothly. Some elements for
describing voice features can be defined in the file, for
example expression speed and volume, as illustrated in
Figure 5.

ˠ˴˶̅̂˶̂̆̀ʳ
˘˿˸̀˸́̇

̐

ˣ̂̅̇˴˿ʳ
˘˿˸̀˸́̇

Figure 3. Classifications of keywords
3.4 HTTP Service Module

The design of this module uses the Web browser Object in
Visual Basic to obtain the web page database and
VoiceXML Document in the remote server, which then is
submitted to the VoiceXML Interpreter Module for parsing,
and a response is made based on the file-required function.
The VoiceXML web page browsing provided by the
system must be updated in real time to reserve its
availability, because both weather forecasts and freeway
traffic broadcast involve real-time information. Updating
this information manually can become extremely complex.
The information sources in this study are the web pages of
the central meteorological bureau [1] and the freeway
real-time traffic information system [2] of the Ministry of
Communication. The original codes of the web pages are
selected to determine specific fields and generate the
required strings. For example, in the web pages of the
freeway real-time traffic information system of the Ministry
of Communication, the values in the fields <td> and <p
align="center"> are chosen and combined into the tone
element fields of the VoiceXML Document, to provide
users with the newest voice information, as illustrated in
Figure 4.

<vxml version = ”1.0”?>
<vxml version = ”2.0” encoding = ”iso-8859-1”>
<Form>
<Voice Required="Name=Microsoft Mike">
Hello, Good luck.
</Voice>
<Voice Required="Name=Microsoft Simplified Chinese">
ړ܃,ᦟ०ၞԵଃԵՑጻీ
</Voice>
<Voice Required="Name=Microsoft Mary">
<Rate Speed="3">Taiwan</Rate>
<Spell>Good</Spell>
<Pitch Middle>System </Pitch>
</Voice>
</Form>
</vxml>
Figure 5. Voice description feature elements
4. System Achievements

The current system platform set up comprises two hosts
(one agent server and one web page server), one voice card,
one telephone set and one telephone switch. To demonstrate
the achievements of this study, the results are summarized
below.

General HTML Web Pages

Internet

Request

Data

Voice XML Web Server
Renewed Information

Http Service Module

Weather forecast
Freeway RealTime
News

4.1 Voice portal architecture

General English
Proficiency Test
Request

To verify the effectiveness of the subject voice-enabled
web browsing system, this study designed a voice portal
web site, as illustrated in Figure 6, providing weather
forecast, freeway traffic broadcast and English learning
services. Three different sites comprised VoiceXML web
pages and CGI programs. The system updates itself from
the central meteorological bureau and freeway real-time
traffic information system of the Ministry of

VoiceX ML Document

VoiceXML Interpreter Moudle

Figure 4. Fetching information and combining into
VoiceXML web page
HTTP Service Modules essentially provide identical
functions to Netscape Browser and Internet Explorer.
However, the VUI cooperates with the VoiceXML
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Communication at 30 minute intervals, thus obtaining the
latest information for updating the VoiceXML web pages
and preserving the real-time nature of the information
offered on the web pages, as illustrated below.

˪˸˴̇˻˸̅ʳ˹̂̅˸˶˴̆̇

˙̅˸˸̊˴̌ʳ˥˸˴˿˧˼̀˸ʳ
ˡ˸̊̆ʳ

˦̇̈˷̌ʳ˘́˺˿˼̆˻

(A)

ˠ˴˼́ʳˠ˸́̈

˦˸˿˸˶̇˼̂́ʳˠ˸́̈

˧˸˿˸̃˻̂́̌ʳ˜́̇˸̅̃̅˸̇˸̅ʳ

˩̂˼˶˸ʳ˦̌́̇˻˸̆˼̍˸˷

ˣ˦˧ˡ

˥˸̄̈˸̆̇

˨̆˸̅

(B)

Figure 6. Architecture of VoiceXML portal
4.2 System demonstrations

When the user dials by telephone to access the
voice-enabled web browsing system, the system first
provides aural instructions. The user either uses the
telephone buttons or simply uses spoken commands to
select from among various services, including weather
report, traffic broadcast and English learning, as shown in
Figure 7(A). The telephone buttons are used as follows:
Buttons 1 to 6 are used for selection, according to the
prompts of specific web pages. Meanwhile, buttons 7 ~ #
are global system commands and can be used on any web
page, as below: 7: Volume up; 8: Volume down; 9: Previous
page; *: Next page; 0: Home page; and #: Exit. The
system loads the required web page depending on user
commands, and loads different speech recognition element
for different web pages, such as weather elements for
weather forecast web pages, and e-learning elements for
English learning web pages. Using different recognition
models for different web page can effectively enhance the
recognition effect, as illustrated in Figs. 7 (B) (C) and (D).
The user can also use “home” and other verbal global
commands on any web page. The representation of the
study achievements demonstrates that the whole voice
browsing process resembles browsing a HTML web page.
The user can easily learn to use the system, and thus can
access web pages without limitations of time and space.
The ease of use verifies the practicality of the VoiceXML
voice system designed in this study.

(C)

(D)
Figure 7. System demonstrations
5. Conclusion

Integration of Internet and telephone networks is a clear
trend. This study attempted to design a system for
VoiceXML voice-enabled web browsing, thus integrating
web information with telephone networks. The problems
associated with such integration of Internet and telephone
networks are studied in detail based on the system
development and application. The related voice processing
technologies and applications discussed here, for example
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VUI, call flow, text to speech and speech recognition, are
practical yet quite challenging, and so deserve further
development. This study created an interactive service web
site, designed modules for text to speech and speech
recognition and integrated the Internet and telephone voice
control. Such systems allow users to easily obtain Internet
information via the telephone.
The contributions of this study are as follows: The fact
that a computerized information service platform is
developed only on Internet represents a breakthrough. The
information service platform integrated with the telephone
network developed here is easier to use than similar
systems developed elsewhere. Future studies will pursue
further integration between Internet and telephone networks,
as well as the technologies and problems related to
developing VoiceXML interactive voice response.
Acknowledgment
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ABSTRACT
Music owns the characteristics to inspirit human
emotion. In order to increase the consumers’ positive
impression on product brand positioning, many brand
designers use the core element ‘music’ while broad casting the brand positioning information. Therefore,
we can hear beautiful music acco mpanied by the various
kinds of product brand positioning strategy. Music
catches the attraction of the consumers. Music also
establishes the specific magic in brand positioning by its
structured elements. Therefore, how to design an appropriate brand music would become one of the most
important goals while implementing universal brand
positioning policy.
In our research, we believe that there is a quantity
relationship between music and brand positioning.
Therefore, based on the following stages: analyzing the
music structured elements (rhythm, melody, timbre ) of
the fast-food product and cosmetic product, analyzing the
four niches phases (brand space theory, brand asset theory,
brand value theory, brand circle theory), collecting the
samples, designing the questionnaire, establishing the
statistical model. We found out the brand-positioningthree-dimensional coordinate. The three axis indexes
are: ‘overall index: consumer index: product index.
After analyzing the structured elements of the music, we
also found out the music-three-dimensional coordinate.
And an appropriate vocabulary is generalized by the
coordinate. We believe that the result will help the
music designers creating appropriate music. It would
also help achieving the goals of brand positioning policy.
Key words: Brand, Brand Positioning, Music, Emotion

1. INTRODUCTION
1.1 Research Background
The reaction of human while hearing the music is
nature. Music creates an imagination space for consumers. Music establishes special relationship for brand
and product. Music appears high influence on the brand
attitude of the consumers. McInnis and Park [1] found,
in spite of the high-involvement or low- involvement,
music appears influence in inspiriting consumers’ emo tion and brand attitude. The influence is significant,
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especially under the low-involvement.
1.2 Research Motive
Due to the widely use of multi-type and multifunction broadcasting media, music places an important
role in information promoting. Product brand means a
feeling, reliance, a service for the consumers. While the
brand music is broadcasting, the consumers feel the
emotion inspiration. This kind of feeling deepen the
consumers’ realization of the product brand.
The creator of the music must realize that music
creation means the creation of communication. The
creator of music must also realize that the music must
fully represent the importance of product brand.
Therefore, seeking the relationship between music and
brand positioning and using the relationship to deepen the
realization of the consumers is the motive of the research.
1.3 Research Purpose
The purpose of the research is implemented by the
following stages : first, focus on the characteristics of the
brand positioning, and list the index values of the four
niches phases, second, analyze the structured elements of
the brand music and list the quantity values of the music
structured elements, third, select appropriate sample,
design questionnaire and establish statistical model.
1.4 Research Scope
The scope of this research is:
1.4.1 Brand Sample
The research sample includes the McDonald’s
fast-food product brand and SKII cosmetic product brand.
1.4.1 Music Sample
The research of the music includes the brand music
of McDonald’s and SKII.
1.5 Operational Definition
There is a few operation definition in the research:
1.5.1 Music
In the research, the ‘music’ means that can be
broadcasted by multi-media equipments. The music
does n’t include the lyric. Not only the various kinds of
instruments but the natural sound is allowed to be used
while designing the music.
1.5.2 Brand Positioning
After reviewing the past literatures, we submit four

i. Time ： The time includes three factors: time, speed and
notes. Jing-Hwung Chang [7] pointed out while the music
is playing, the strong sound and the weak sound is played
repeatedly, is called time. The classification of time is
in Table 2-1 and Fig. 2-1.

niches phases theory. The four niches phase theory
includes brand positioning elements those could be used
in establishing the coordinate.

1.1 Endless Positioning
1.2 Universal Base
1.3 Business Environment
1.4 Target Market
1.5 Consumer Market
BRAND SPACE
NICHE-1

2.1 Tangible Asset
2.2 Reverse Marketin g
2.3 Simple Message
2.4 Organization
Management
2.5 People Asset
2.6 Word Power

One

Two
Two Time
Four time
Six Time
Twelve Time

BRAND ASSET
NICHE-2

One

Two

Three

BRAND
POSITIONING

Three Time
Nine Time

BRAND VALUE
NICHE-3
3.1 Business Life
3.2 Business Culture
3.3 Feeling Value
3.4 Network Asset
3.5 Green Brand
3.6 Trust Logo

BRAND CYCLE
NICHE-4
4.1 Brand Differential
4.2 Brand Impression
4.3 Brand Renewal
4.4 Re-Positioning
4.5 Life Cycle

Fig. 2-1 The System of Double Times
and Triple Times
Data Source: Jin-Hwung Chang, 1982
Table 2-1 The Classification of Time
Double Times
Triple Times

Fig. 1-1 Four Niches Phases of Brand Positioning

Two Time Four Time
Six Time Twelve Time

2. LITERATURE REVIEW
The collected literature includes three parts: First,,
the literature review of music structure elements; second,
the relationship between music, consumer brand attitude
and consumer psychology; third, the brand positioning.
2.1 Music Structured Elements
The famous description of music: ‘The content of
music is the exercis ing type of music’ is said by Hanslick
Eduar [2] in nineteen century. He thought the origin
element of music is the regular and good listening voice,
the principle of the pleasant music is using rhythm, the
elements of writing songs are tone, harmony and rhythm.
And the continuing melody is combined with the basic
elements those create the basic structure of the music.
Manfred Clynes [3] pointed out the suitable structured music can efficiently help human’s brain reaction
and emotion reaction. Mei-Nyu Gwo [4] pointed out
music is the art and science, is created by human nature
development. Mei-Nyu Gwo [4] also pointed out all the
music ’s basic principles are structured by rhythm, melody,
harmony and timbre. The following literature review
focuses on rhythm, melody and timbre.
2.1.1 Rhythm
Zuckerkandl Victo [5] pointed out music broadcasts via the time, music also changes via the time. He
pointed out rhythm is the time factor of the music.
There are two types of rhythm: the widely rhythm and the
narrow rhythm. The widely rhythm includes the nature
aspects of the universe, the physical appearance of human
body, human action and human language. The narrow
rhythm means the regulatory movement, the repetition of
music ’s length, speed, strength under the limited time.
This kind of moving includes the following three factors:
strength, speed and repetition. Hevner [6] pointed out
the slow movement easily creates the circumstances of
silence, sad and lonely. The fast movement easily
creates the circumstances of exciting and merry.
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Three Time
Nine Time

Table 2-2 The Classification Of Speed
Rhythm
Time
Speed
Per
Minute

Slow
Time

MediumSlow
Time

Medium
Speed

MediumFast
Speed

40-56

56-69

69-88

88-108

Fast
Speed

Faster
Speed

108132

132
-184

Data Source: Jin-Hwung Chang, 1982
Table 2-3 24 Styles of Music
Jazz Swing
Shuffle Rock
Bouncy
Jazz Waltz
Lite Rock
Ethnic
Waltz
Medium Rock
Funk Bossa
Country 12/8
Rock
Cha Cha
Country 4/4
Miami Rock
Bossa Nova
Country 12/8
Pop Ballad
Irish
Blues Shuffle
Pop Ballad 12/8
Rhumba
Blues Straight
Milly Pop
Reggae
Data Source：Jau Liu, 2001

ii. Speed： Holbrook and Anand [8] concluded that the
music factors’ influence represented as the sign of ‘∩’.
They pointed out the appropriate speed of music influences human most. Jing-Hwung Chang [7] pointed out
different types of speed is used to express different
concept. The classification of speed is as Table. 2-2.
2.1.2 Melody
Gundlach [9] found that high-volume music acts
happy and exciting emotion, low-volume music ma kes
people feel silence emotion. Alpert and Alpert [10] [11]
also found that the commercial music influences the
mood and purchase desire of the consumer. The lite

melody of music leads to happy mood of the consumer.
The sad melody of music increases the purchase desire of
the consumer. We will make a discussion in the fields
of style, interval and timbre.
i. Style: The style strongly represents the type of melody
and rhythm. Jau Liu [12] listed twenty-four styles of
music.
ii. Interval: The interval means the height of the
relationship between two notes. Jing-Hwung Chang [7]
pointed out the wider interval is called ‘full interval’, the
narrow interval is called ‘half-interval’. The ‘halfinterval’ is half of the ‘full-interval’.
iii. Key: Jing-Hwung Chang [7] pointed out the key is
created while the relationship of the interval is established and the height of the notes is listed. The key
means the accurate height of the notes.
2.1.3 Timbre
The timbre is created while using various kinds of
sound. It includes not only the sound that is played by
various kinds of instruments, but also the nature sound
played by human beings and animals. Each timbre
represents different sound curve. Each sound curve
represents specific characteristics and various degrees of
influence to the human beings.
2.2 The Relationship between Music, Consumer
Brand Attitude and Consumer Psychology
Alpert [10] [11] has made a research in the
influence of the consumer purchase desire about the
playing of music. He found that the happy music made
the consumers represent a joyful emotion about the
product, the sad music made the consumers represent
higher purchase desire.
Park and Young [13] made a research of the
influence in the usage of music about consumers’
psychology. They tried to find out the difference of the
advertisement attitude, brand attitude and behavior ambitious with or without the background music and three
different-level involvement (high-knowledge involvement, high-feeling involvement and low involvement).
They pointed out three results: first, the consumers couldn’t concentrate while playing the music under high-knowledge involvement; second, the result couldn’t be
appealed apparently while playing the music under highfeeling involvement; third, it appeals benefit while
playing music under low-involvement.
Bozman, Mueling and Pettit-O’Malley [3] made an
research in music commendation. They found out that
there is an interactive influence on music commendation
and the degree of involvement toward brand attitude.
We see the shorter distance between negative-music and
positive-music toward brand attitude under the
high-involvement in Fig. 2-2. Bozman [3] and his
group found out the music commendation results from
the joyful feeling under the low-involvement. This
reflects the emotion to brand itself.
Holbrook and Anand [8] made an research in the
relationship between music rhythm and consumer
purchase attitude. They found out while the rhythm
strengthens the consumer purchase attention increases, vs.
But the consumer purchase attention decreases while the
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Brand
Attitude
Low-Involvement
Group
High-Involvement
Group
Negative Music

Positive Music

Fig. 2-2 The Cross-effect of Music Commendation
and Involvement-Type Toward the
Influence of Brand Attitude
Data Source：Bozman, Mueling and Pettit-O’Malley, 1993

rhythm speeds up.
The music influences the internal aspect of human
beings. It re-creates the external behavior of human
beings. While we are discussing the influ- ence function
of the music, we must understand the music that is
researched by the psychologis ts. Music owns the strong
inspiration model. While the inspiration accu- mulates a
series of repeatedly desire, the result raises apparently.
Posch, Palmer, Cantor and Mischel [14] researched the creation of brand attitude. The result of their
research pointed out the consumers use the concept of
prototypes to justify the benefit of the product. The
concept of prototype represents the impression of the
series of product nature or product characteristics. They
thought that the creation of brand attitude is structured by
three elements: feeling, concept and attitude. These
elements are tightly combined with consumer’ motivation.
Gorn, Mitchell and Olson [15] researched the creation of
brand attitude. They found that the creation of brand
attitude is concerned with the leading of feeling.
2.3 Brand Positioning
Philip Kirtler [16] pointed out ‘Brand is a name, a
mark, a symbol or a graph; or the combination of them.
Brand is used to identify the sale product or service.
Brand is used to be distinguished with the competitor’s
product and service.
Ming-Hai Ye [17] thought that ‘Brand positioning is
a process and a result of establishing a target that includes
all the brand impression. Brand positioning is the outcome of the marketing development. The core of the
brand positioning is separated to the detailed market,
selective target market, the brand significant positioning.’
Table 2-4 The Core of Brand Positioning

Detailed
Market

1. Ensure the detailed
variables and detailed
market.
2. Outline the description of detailed market.

* The three-stage of the
detailed market: Investigation stage, analysis stage,
separation stage.
* The basis of the detailed
consumer market: Geography, people, psychology, behavior.

Selective
Target
Market

3. Evaluate the market
attraction of each detailed market.
4. Select target market.

* Concerning factors: The
attraction of the size and
development tendency of detailed market, the internal
structure of detailed market.

5. Assure brand ability image for each market.
6. Select and plan the brand ability image and
trans fer to digital model.
Data source: Ming-Hai Ye, Brand Renewal and Brand
Marketing, Hebei People Publisher, Feb. 2001

Brand
Significant
Positionin g

Bing Chang [18] thought the general method of the
brand positioning places in: Continuing satisfy the new
needs of the consumer, inspiriting the purchase desire,
introducing product function toward consumer’ psychology, amplifying the product’s new function to achieve sale goal and creating the representation symbol of
the product. Yong Su and Shin-Ming Jin [19] pointed
out the views of the brand positioning concern the
following fields: the view of product function, the view
of product quality, the view of target market, the view of
price, the view of concept, the view of benefit, the view
of direction.
Kevin Lane Keller, Brian Sternthal and Alice Tybout
[20] pointed out the traditional method of brand positioning is to focus on the ‘point of difference’ that
distinguis hes each brand from its competitors. But this
method might neglect other important issues. Under
some circumstances, it is required for each brand to be
placed in same base. But the efficient brand positioning
requires not only the cautious concern about the ‘point of
difference’, but also the ‘point of parity’. The right and
suitable product positioning competition needs an appropriate reference-coordinate that combines the ‘point of
difference’ and ‘point of parity’ of the product.

3. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
3.1 Research Framework
In this research, we use an efficient method to
analyze the relationship between music and brand
positioning. First, we selected the appropriate brand
sample and music sample. Second, we established the
brand positioning-three-dimensional coordinate. The
three axis indexes are: ‘overall index: consumer index:
product index’ . Third, we analyzed the music structured
elements and calculate the music-three-dimensional coordinate. Then, an appropriate vocabulary was generalized by this coordinate. Furthermore, the testers were
invited to the lab experiment and filled out the questionnaire, then the three-dimension-model relationship between music and brand positioning was established.
Finally, an evaluation inspection process was made by the
T-test analysis. If the relationship between music and
brand positioning appears normally, the quantity model
could be processed practically.
Data Analysis

Music Sample
Brand Sample

i. Fast-Food Brand: McDonald’s Company.
ii. Cosmetic Brand: SK II Company.
3.2.2 Data Analysis
After data was collected, we made further analysis
in both music and brand positioning.
i. Music Analysis: Based on three music structured
elements---rhythm, melody and style, we analyzed the
music by music digital software. Finally, the musicthree-dimensional coordinate is established.
ii. Brand Positioning Analysis: Based on the four niches
phase, the brand-positioning-three-dimensional coordinate was established. The three axis indexes are:
‘overall index: consumer index: product index’.
Y=w1 X1 +w2 X2 + w3 X3 +w4 X4
Y = Overall Index
Xk = Dimensional Variables
W k = Principal Weight
Table 3-1 Brand Positioning Niches Variables
X1
X2
Brand
Positioning
Niches
Variables

Brand
Positioning
Niches
Factors

NICHE 1
Brand Space
Theory
X3

NICHE 2
Brand Asset
Theory
X4

NICHE 3
Brand Value
Theory

NICHE 4
Brand Cycle
Theory

X1

X2

1.1 Endless Positioning
1.2 Universal Base
1.3 Business Environment
1.4 Target Market
1.5 Consumer Market

2.1 Tangible Asset
2.2 Reverse Marketing
2.3 Simple Message
2.4 Organization Management
2.5 People Asset
2.6 Word Power

X3

X4

3.1 Business Life
3.2 Business Culture
3.3 Feeling Value
3.4 Network Asset
3.5 Green Brand
3.6 Trust Logo

4.1
4.2
4.3
4.4
4.5

Brand Differential
Brand Impression
Brand Renewal
Re-Positioning
Life Cycle

3.2.3 Establish Vocabulary
Based on the Farnswort’s Correction Table Toward
Hevner Adjective Circle, we collect the music description
vocabularies.
Table 3-2 Farnswort’s Correction Table Toward
Hevner Adjective Circle
A
B
C
D
E

Music Vocabulary Group
Factor Analysis Brand Positioning Index
Relationship Music and
Model
Brand Positioning

Cheerful
Happy
Bright
Merry
Sprightly

Evaluation & Inspection
Fig. 3-1 Research Framework of the Relationship
Between Music and Brand Positioning

3.2 Research Design
There are five stages in this research.
3.2.1 Data Collecting
The sample focuses on the universal brand.
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Gav
Bright
Joyous
Playful

Fanciful
Light
Quaint
Whimsical

Delicate
Graceful
Lyrical

Dreamy
Leisurely
Sentimental
Serene
Smoothing
Tender
Tranquil
Quiet

Longing
Pathetic
Plaintive
Pleading
Yearning

F
Dark Depressing
Dolefu Gloomy
Melancholic
Tragic
Mournful Pathetic
Sad Serious Sober
Solemn

G
Sacred
Spiritual

H
Dramatic
Emphatic
Majestic
Triumphant

I
Agitated
Exalting
Exciting
Exhilarated
Vigorous

According to the “overall index: consumer index:
product index” and the music-three-dimension-coordinate,
the three-dimension-model of the relationship between
music and brand positioning is as Fig. 4-1.

J
Frustrate

Overall
Index

3.2.4 Experiment Design
In the lab test, we used the Semantic Differential
Method (SD Method) to establish the evaluation questionnaire. Based on the music-three-dimensional coordinate, the testers were asked to fill out the ques tionnaire while hearing the music. After that, we used
the factor analysis to find out the appropriate relationship
between music and brand positioning.
3.2.5 Evaluation and Inspection
At last, the testers were invited to the lab. There
were various types of music playing toward one brand.
The testers were asked to fill out the questionnaire while
hearing the music. The result would be used as the
correction process of the evaluation and inspection of the
model of the relationship between music and brand
positioning.

4. CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION
In this section, we would like to list the conclusion
and the contribution we made in this research. We also
list the limits and the future research direction of this
research.
4.1 Research Conclusion
4.1.1 Analysis Result of Fast-Food Product
i. Music Analysis Result of Fast-Food Product
By analyzing the McDonald’s music’s rhythm,
melody and style, we calculated the music-threedimension-coordinate: “Change-Definite”.
A vocabulary was generalized: ‘Merry’.
ii. Brand Positioning Analysis Result of Fast-Food
Product
By using the factor analysis, the brand positioningthree-dimension-coordinate was established. The “overall index: consumer index: product index” were calculated.
4.1.2 Analysis Result of Cosmetic Product
i. Music Analysis Result of Cosmetic Product
By analyzing the SKII music’s rhythm, melody and
style, we calculated the music-three-dimension-coordinate: “Bright-Dark”.
A vocabulary was generalized: ‘Graceful’.
ii. Brand Positioning Analysis Result of Cosmetic
Product
By using the factor analysis, the brand positioningthree-dimension-coordinate is established. The “overall
index: consumer index: product index” were calculated.
4.1.3 The Relationship between Music and Brand
Positioning Of Fast-Food Product and Cosmetic Product
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Product
Index

McDonald’s

SKII

Consumer
Index

Fig. 4.1 Three-Dimension-Coordinate-model of
the relationship between music and
brand positioning

4.2 Research Contribution
Through this research, we learned more knowledge
about music and brand positioning. We also realized
that the relationship between music and brand positioning
can be defined by the model of description vocabulary.
This model would become the great help while the brand
designer selecting the appropriate music for the brand.
The appropriate music would also become the concept
promotion of the brand positioning process for the
consumers. The contribution of this research includes:
i. Clearly classification of the music type of the fast-food
brand and cosmetic brand.
ii. Clearly definition of the description vocabularies of the
fast-food brand and cosmetic brand.
iii. Clearly definition of the factors of the brand positioning and music.
vi. Completely establishment of the brand positioning
three-dimension-coordinate
and
the
music-threedimension- coordinate.
v. Establishment of the three-dimension-coordinate model
of the relationship between music and brand positioning.
4.3 Research Limits
In this research, we focused on the fast-food
product brand and cosmetic product brand only. The
limits of this research are:
i. In this research, we collected the data from McDonald’s
and SKII only. The samples are limited in this research.
ii. In this research, the lab tests and the questionnaires
focused on McDonald’s and SKII only. The samples are
limited in this research.
4.4 Suggestion and Future Study
In this research, we focus on the fast-food product
brand and cosmetic product brand only. Therefore, the
research of the relationship between music and brand

positioning of other industries can be researched in the
future. The research methodology of this research could
become the primary basis of the future further research.
The future further study could include:
i. Expanding the brand’s samples: The expanding samples
of the universal various brands could find out the
regulatory relationship between music and brand positioning.
ii. Expanding the consumers’ samples: According to the
expanding of the research samples, the consumers’
samples expand, too.
ii. Expanding the physical area of the consumers:
According to the study of the universal various brands,
we could compare the culture variance in different
physical area.
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exploitation method of the area of water effectively,
safeguard the reservoir fluid matter and extension reservoir
lifes, gather reservoir to watershed’s cadastral data
electronically, in really current urgent key job.

Abstract
Owing to unsuitable land-development of the upstream
of Ba-Zhang river and improper land-management of the
catchment (ex. land expropriation has not yet completed,
buffer zone of reservoir has not yet delimited etc.), the
trapped deposits of Ren-Yi reservoir have become serious. It
has been the fifth highest among the twelve off-stream
reservoirs, since it operated in 1987. To solve above
problems, the management of the cadastral data around the
reservoir catchment becomes more important. The
conventional operation of the authority treats the graphic
database and attribute database separately. It is time
consuming and can’t provide the information immediately
and precisely.

This research regards Ren-Yi Reservoir as to study the
district, regarding geography information system as the tool,
expecting the result that reaches as follows:
a. Establishing the cadastral data around the reservoir and
related geography environment databases of the
watershed.
b. Carry on the search, analysis and statistics and display
the cadastral data of watershed through the geography
information system, solve at the present time in
handling by artificial, to raise the efficiency of
cadastral data on the management.

The Geographic Information System (GIS) is widely
used to tackle spatial data. This study focuses on an
application of GIS to the Ren-Yi reservoir watershed for
establishing cadastral database of this area. It is good for
reservoir watershed management and for the references of
the decision maker.

c. For reducing the mire sand or pesticide direct afflux
reservoirs, Make use of the spatial analytical function
of GIS to delimited the buffer zone of reservoir.

2. Environment of Study Area

Keyword: GIS, Buffer zone, Cadastral data

The Ren-Yi Reservoir is resided in southeast square in
Chia-Yi City about 6 kilometers of, the whole area belongs
to the Nai-On village inside the Fan-Ru country of Chia-Yi
County.

1. Introduction
The Ren-Yi Reservoir sets up in 1980, complete work
in June of 1987, is a public water supply in one target to
leave the slot reservoir, gather the water area about 3.6
square kilometers of, gather the area of water and
protections to bring to all plant the high and economic farm
crop and few miscellaneous woods wood inside most lands,
the agrochemical usage rate is high, because the topsoil
often turns over to move, meeting the pouring rain to clip to
bring a great deal of sediment and agrochemicals to flow
into the reservoir namely each time, plusing the Ba-Zhang
river upper stream lands exploitation, making lead the water
it contains the amount of sand high, make Ren-Yi Reservoir
sludge high to reside the whole province the fifth, therefore
the valid land management method is one of the initial
works of the current management unit.

The Ren-Yi Reservoir is located in valley marsh land
of the Ba-Zhang river right bankses, the geography is low to
sink the similar basin.
The geography of the reservoir then tilt to one sides to
the south by the north, equally slope about 0.21, become the
circular slightly, is to belong to the mound geography.
Figure 1 is satellite image and DTM data set after
folding it as a result, can know to observe the district
hinterland form to rise and fall the variety.

3. Study Method
Section 3.1 will introduce the study tools, and Section
3.2 will introduce the procedure of this study.

For managing the reservoir to gather the land
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cadastral data in the scope.

3.1 Study Tools
This research makes use of the geography environment
database, cadastral database and spatial analysis by the
geography information system software ArcView and ARC/
INFO software to establish the cadastral data of reservoirs,
with the understanding and valid the management gathers
the cadastral data of the land inside the watershed, to
prolong the reservoir life and raise the precious resource of
water.

It including in the property form of cadastral data
diagram: the area, ground number, country name, district
name, land type, ownership person's name, ownership
person's ID NO., ownership person's address, telephone
number, price of imposition, announces price, whether the
imposition, property right belongs to the category etc. 13
columns of data.
4.2 The reservoir drowns the land imposition situation of
the area

3.2 Procedure
Adhere to the process of this study, the detailed
implement step is as follows:

The reservoir drowns area is a full water level in
reservoir district in the line, have land 1054 totally in this
district, area about 2.46 square kilometers of, usually the
reservoir drown area and should carry out the imposition
all.

a. Establishment the geography environment database.
Making use of the geography information system
software digitizes 1/5000 it be like a basic diagram, and
obtain the information that basic diagram layer data need
when extracting by the parties concerned, digitizing to
establish the geography environment database, including
the geography position diagram of watershed and the
watershed geography diagram, geology diagram, soil
diagram, land's owner diagram, land usage distinction
diagram, land to make use of the limit diagram, land to
make use of the current conditions diagram etc..

But data in manifestation, already by there is totally
869 in the land of imposition by water supply corporation,
total area about 2.23 square kilometers of, have the 90.17%
in total area, not yet imposition land then contain 159, total
0.19 square kilometers of, have the 7.84% in total area, the
land that did not issue accounts 26, the area have 0.049
square kilometers of, account for 1.99% of total area, above
and various area it distribute and content are shown in
figure 3.

b. Establishment the spatial and property of cadastral data
in watershed.

4.3 The leasing and the indemnity of Ren-Yi reservoir
buffer zone

Current cadastral data, be divided into the cadastral
paper diagram and writing datas two kinds of, but because
the cadastral data quantity of this research demand is hugein
addition to purchasing whole Fan-Ru country cadastral
paper diagram from the application of Tai-Chung Land
Survey Bureau, needing to face again Ju-Chi land office
application to purchase the writing data. Data after
compile, the establishment of spatial and property data and
the process of the mergers are as follows:

When reservoir full water level, water would by the
capillary function rising break the root-zone of crops,
causing the fruit tree to lose plant, make water supply
cooperation every year all with leasing and indemnity
method, subsidize the loss of the landholding person, let the
water supply cooperation stir up a few harassments.
From 1987 to 2003, the reservoir drowns the land
rental capital sum of the area neighborhood as NT$ 225,732
dollars. The building injures to compensate total amount of
money as NT$ 1,288,929 dollars.

(a)Digital cadastral diagram
The cadastral diagram that application purchase, after
tidy up, by the software of ARC/ INFO, digital the scope of
each data, the establishment becomes the electronics
cadastral diagram, and input the serial number in cadastral
data column, with the conduct and actions cadastral data to
merge hour it common column.

Total 16 years water supply cooperation is within the
scope of full water level in reservoir 0.5 meters of to the
leasing of the landholding person and compensate total
amount of money as NT$ 1,514,661 dollars.
This research with a reference that fold analyze,
distinguish calculate 30 meters of and 50 meters of
imposition in scopes area (as figure 4 show) outside the full
water level line and amount of moneys with provide
manage unit in delimitation reservoir protection bring and
carry out the related affair that land collect of the geography
information system according to.

(b) Tidy up the property of cadastral data
Spatial and property of cadastral data after merged,
fold the analysis with the set of the GIS software, can
immediately acquire the Ren-Yi reservoir to gather the
cadastral diagram of watershed.

4. Result and Discussion

4.4 The valuation of protection bring zone

4.1 Cadastral database System of Ren-Yi reservoir
The cadastral data of Ren-Yi reservoir is located the
Fan-Ru country of Chia-Yi County inside, as the figure 2
showed, the green part in diagram is a cadastral data of
Nai-On village, the pink is part of Ren-Yi reservoir

With the GIS analytical function, delimit 30 meters of
reservoir protections to bring, have land 293 totally inside
this district, the area is total 473,136 square meters of, need
to be imposed private to own the land total 202, the area is
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[5]Lemly, D. A. and Richardson, Guideline for Risk
Assessment in Wetlands, Environmental Monitoring and
Assessment, PP 117-134, 1997.

373,026.28 square meters of, the amount of money of
imposition is NT$176,052,765 dollars, detailed as table 1
shown.
Same with the GIS analytical function, delimit 50
meters of reservoir protections to bring, have land 299
totally inside this district, the area is total 650,603 square
meters of, need to be imposed private to own the land total
206, the area is 526,161 square meters of, the amount of
money of imposition is NT$248,749,898 dollars, detailed as
table 2 shown.

5. Conclusion and Future Work
The geography information system is the best tool of
cadastral data management, the reservoir cadastral database
that build to complete can be provided as search, statistics,
demonstration and analysis etc. function, can solve the
current management unit by artificial of homework,
promote the cadastral data to manage the effect of the work
significantly to also help normal operation of the reservoir.
Cadastral data through fold function of GIS, can search
the other geography environment information of the
cadastral record's data, for example fold with soil diagram
set behind, then search that cadastral record.

Fig. 1 The satellite image and DTMs turn stereoscopic
diagram that draw

The reservoir not yet delimits the scope for protect
bring, only with the full water level is on-line 0.5 meters of
scope for the buffer zone, because the water will break by
the capillary function rising privately of root-zone in crops,
cause the crops to lose plant. So the water supply
corporation from 1987 to 2003 with leasing and indemnity
of way spent NT$ 1,514,661 dollars totally. If delimit 30
meters of protections to bring the scope, need to cost
amount of money as NT$176,052,765 dollars, if bring the
scope with 50 meters of delimitation protections, need to
cost amount of money as NT$248,749,898 dollars.
For letting the cadastral data and current conditions of
the data to agree with, the follow-up research will make use
of the satellite image and GPS systems, increasing the
exploitation current conditions of set up each land, toing
reach to gather the land inside the area of water to make use
of it supervise and control, in order to prevent break the law
the matter of develop the exploitation, to insure normal
operation of the reservoir.

Fig. 2 cadastral data of Ren-Yi reservoir and Nai-On
village
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Fig. 3 The diagram of reservoir drowns the land
imposition situation
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Fig. 4 The Ren-Yi reservoir protection brings the scope
diagram
Table 1 The imposition general situation form of various land of 30 meters of protections bring zone in Ren-Yi
reservoir
˖̂̆̇ʻˡ˧ʷʳ˷̂˿˿˴̅ʼʳ̂˹ʳ
ˡ̈̀˵˸̅ʳ̂˹ʳ˼̀̃̂̆˼̇˼̂́ʳ
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˅
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Table 2 The imposition general situation form of various land of 50 meters of protections bring zone in Ren-Yi
reservoir
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Abstract²In this paper artificial neural network (ANN)
technologies and analytical models have been investigated and
incorporated to increase the effectiveness and efficiency of
machinery self diagnostics system. Several advanced vibration
trending methods have been studied and used to quantify machine
operating conditions. An on-line, multi-channel condition
monitoring procedure has been developed and coded. The major
technique used for self diagnostics is a modified ARTMAP neural
network. The objective is to provide a possible solution for
condition-based intelligent self diagnostics system.

compatible computer. The multi-channel data acquisition program
controlling the hardware equipment has been coded.
B. Programming Logic for Parameter Estimation (PE) Module
The parameter estimation module is designed to estimate the
parameters of the normal condition of a machine. It provides a
procedure to set up the machine positions considered to be critical
locations of the machine. The PE module must be executed before
running the PM module. The information to be calculated in the
PM module needs to be compared to the base-line information
generated in the PE module.

Index Terms²Intelligent System, Self Diagnostics, Artificial
Neural Network, Condition Based Maintenance.

Condition Monitoring System
Parameter Estimation

I. Introduction

Data
Acquisition

I

n this paper, an integrated Intelligent Self Diagnostics System
(ISDS) based on real-time, multi-channel and neural network
technologies is introduced. It involves intermittent or continuous
collection of vibration data related to the operating condition of
critical machine components, predicting its fault from a vibration
symptom, and identifying the cause of the fault. Referring to
Figure 1, ISDS contains two major parts: the condition monitoring
system and the self diagnostic system. The fault diagnostic system
is based on the ARTMAP fault diagnostic network developed by
Knapp and Haung [1, 2, 3]. The ARTMAP network is an enhanced
model of the ART2 neural network [4, 5].

II. Condition Monitoring System
The condition monitoring system developed contains four
modules (see Figure 1): data acquisition, Parameters Estimation
(PE), Performance Monitoring (PM), and Information Display and
Control (IDC). The entire system was coded using C programming
language. We have developed a user friendly graphic interface that
allows for easy access and control in monitoring an operating
machine. The system has been tested and verified on an
experimental lab settings. The detailed procedure of ISDS and
programming logic is discussed in the following sections.
A. Data Acquisition Module
The data acquisition module is more hardware related than the
other modules. Vibration signals were acquired through
accelerometers connected to a DASMUX-64 multiplexer board
and a HSDAS-16 data acquisition board installed in a PC
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Figure 1. Overview of ISDS
The normal operating condition of a machine position is usually
defined by experience or from empirical data. However, this
normal condition is not unchangeable. Any adjustment to the
machine, such as overhaul or other minor repairs, would change its
internal mechanisms. In this case, the normal condition must be
redefined, and all the base-line data of the monitored positions on
the machine need to be reset.
The PE procedure starts with specifying the ID of a machine, its
location ID, and several other parameters related to each position,
such as channel number and sampling rate. Then the upper control
limits of the Exponentially Weighted Moving Average (EWMA)
[6] and Root Mean Square (RMS) [7, 8] vibration trending indices
are determined and an adequate Autoregressive (AR) order is
computed. The AR time series modeling method is the most
popular parametric spectral estimation method which translates a
time signal into both frequency domain and parameter domain [9].
Once the AR order is determined, the AR parameters can be
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estimated through several normal condition signals collected from
the particular position. A major issue with the parametric method
is determining the AR order for a given signal. It is usually a
trade-off between resolution and unnecessary peaks. Many criteria
KDYHEHHQSURSRVHGDVREMHFWLYHIXQFWLRQVIRUVHOHFWLQJD³JRRG´
AR model order. Akaike has developed two criteria, the Final
Prediction Error (FPE) [10] and Akaike Information Criterion
(AIC) [11]. The criteria presented here may be simply used as
guidelines for initial order selection, which are known to work well
for true AR signals; but may not work well with real data,
depending on how well such data set is modeled by an AR model.
Therefore, both FPE and AIC have been adapted in this research
for the AR order suggestion.
A setup file is then generated after the PE procedure is
completed. This file, given a name that combines the machine ID
and the position ID, consists of all the parameters associated with
the specific position. The number of setup files created depends on
the number of positions to be monitored in the PM mode, that is,
each monitored position is accompanied by a setup file.

Figure 2. Condition Monitoring Information Display and
Control (IDC) Screen Layout
In order to perform a multi-channel monitoring scheme a setup
log file is also generated. This file contains all the names of setup
files created in the PE mode. Every time a new position is added its
setup file name is appended to the setup log file. The setup log file
is very important. It not only determines the channels needing to be
scanned when the PM program is executed, it also provides the PM
program with paths to locate all the necessary information
contained in the setup files. After the PE procedure is completed,
on-line performance monitoring of the machine (the PM mode)
begins.
C. Programming Logic for Performance Monitoring (PM)
Module
In the PM module, vibration data arrive through the data
acquisition hardware and are processed by AR, EWMA, ARPSD,
RMS, FFT spectrum, and hourly usage calculation subroutines.
After each calculation the current result is displayed on the
computer screen through the Information Display and Control
(IDC) module.
IDC is in charge of functions such as current information
displaying, monitoring control, and machine status reasoning.
D. Information Display and Control (IDC) Module
As shown in Figure 2, eight separate, small windows appear on
the computer screen when the IDC module is activated. Each

window is designed to show the current reading and information
related to each calculation subroutine (e.g. AR, EWMA, ARPSD,
RMS, and FFT spectrum) for the current position being monitored.
Window 1 is designed to plot the current time domain data
collected from the data acquisition equipment. Window 2 displays
both the AR parameter pattern of the current signal and the normal
condition AR parameter pattern stored in the setup file generated
in the PE module. Window 3 plots the current EWMA reading on a
EWMA control chart and its upper control limit. Window 4 plots
the current RMS value and its upper control limit on a RMS
control chart. Both the RMS and EWMA upper control limits are
calculated in the PE module. Window 5 displays the hourly usage
and other information of the position. Window 6 indicates the
current performance status of the position. Three different levels
of performance status: normal, abnormal, and stop, are designed.
Each status is represented by a different color: a green light signals
a normal condition; a yellow light represents an abnormal
condition; and a red light indicates an emergency stop situation.
The determination of the status of a position based on the current
readings is discussed in the next section. Window 7 gives the
current ARPSD spectrum, which is calculated based on the AR
parameters from Window 2. Finally, Window 8 displays the
current FFT spectrum by using the time domain data from Window
1.
E. Vibration Condition Status Reasoning
Based on the criteria stored in the setup file and the current
readings, the EWMA and RMS control charts show whether the
current readings are under or above their respective upper control
limit. If both readings are under their corresponding control limits,
then the position is in a normal condition. However, if either one of
the control readings exceeds its upper control limit, the
performance status reasoning program would turn on the yellow
light to indicate the abnormality of the position. In this case, the
fault diagnostic system is activated.
F. Condition Monitoring Sample Session
Data collection, in the form of vibration signals, was conducted
using the following test rig (see Figure 3): a 1/2 hp DC motor
connected to a shaft by a drive belt, two sleeve bearings mounted
on each end of the shaft and secured to a steel plate, an amplifier to
magnify signals, a DASMUX-64 multiplexer board, and a
HSDAS-16 data acquisition board installed in a personal computer.
Vibration signals were collected from the bearing using 328C04
PCB accelerometers mounted on the bearing housings. Using the
test rig, the following sample session was conducted.
Assume that when the motor was turned on initially, it was
running in normal condition. Later, a small piece of clay was
attached to the rotational element of the test rig to generate an
imbalance condition. This was used as an abnormal condition in
the experiment. In the beginning, the setup procedure (PE) needed
to be performed in order to obtain the base-line information. The
sampling rate used was 1000 Hz and the sampling time was one
second. The PE program first acquired eight samples and then took
their average. Using the average normal signal, the AIC and FPE
criteria were calculated. An AR order suggestion for the normal
condition of the test rig was made. The AR order was fixed
throughout the entire experiment. Once the AR order was known,
the program started estimating the AR parameters and upper
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control limits of RMS and EWMA by collecting another eight data
sets, calculating eight sets of AR parameters, and then averaging
them. Finally, all parameters were stored in the setup file which
would be used in the PM stage. An example of the normal
condition parameters from a setup file are listed below:
x Machine ID: TESTRG
x Position ID: CHN1
x Channel number: 1
x Sampling rate: 1000
x AR order: 32
x AR parameters: ....
x EWMAUCL: 0.8912
x RMSUCL: 0.0367
When the machine was running in normal condition the readings
of EWMA were approximately -0.486 far below the EWMAUCL
of 0.8912. The readings of RMS were about 0.01895, and
therefore, they were below the RMSUCL. As soon as an imbalance
condition was generated the EWMA and RMS readings jumped to
values of 3.3259 and 0.0504, respectively. The EWMA and RMS
readings indicated the test rig was in an abnormal condition since
both readings exceeded their respective control limits.
The machine condition monitoring mode switches to self
diagnostic mode when at least one index exceeds its control limit.
Once the system is in the diagnostic system, a detailed automatic
analysis begins to identify the machine abnormality occurred. The
next section explains the fault diagnostic system designed for this
research.

the modified ARTMAP network and the ART2 network is the
modified ARTMAP permits supervised learning while ART2 is an
unsupervised neural network classifier.
B. Performance Analysis of ARTMAP-Based Self Diagnostic
System
The performance of the ARTMAP-based self diagnostic system
was validated by employing vibration signals from test bearings.
The two sleeve bearings were replaced by two ball bearings with
steel housings. The new setup allows easy detachment of the ball
bearing from the housing for exchanging different bearings.
Six bearings with different defect conditions were made. Table
1 describes these defective ball bearings. A two-stage vibration
data collection was conducted for each bearing. Five sets of
vibration signals were collected in the first batch, three sets in the
second batch. A total of eight sets of vibration signals were
collected under each defect. Therefore, there were a total of 48
data sets. All time domain vibration signals were transformed and
parameterized through the ARPSD algorithm. The AR order used
was 30. Thus, the dimension number for each AR parameter
pattern was 31 (i.e., 30 AR parameters plus one variance). These
48 AR parameter patterns were used to train and test the
ARTMAP-based self diagnostic system.
Table 1. Test Ball Bearings
Bearing #
Defect
1
Good bearing
2
White sand in bearing
3
Over-greased in raceway
4
One scratch in inner race
5
One scratch in one ball
6
No grease in raceway
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Accelerom eter
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Su pplier

Accelerom eter

Moto r

Accelerom eter
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Figure 3. The Test Rig for ISDS Experiment

III. ARTMAP-Based Self Diagnostic System
A. Introduction to ARTMAP Neural Network
The self diagnostic system in this paper employs a neural
network architecture, called Adaptive Resonance Theory with
Map Field (ARTMAP). The ARTMAP network is developed as an
extension of the ART neural network series [5]. The ARTMAP
learning system is built from a pair of ART modules, which is
capable of self-organizing stable recognition categories in
response to arbitrary sequences of input patterns [3].
A modified ARTMAP architecture has been adopted in this
paper in order to perform the supervised learning. The modified
ARTMAP architecture is based on the research by Knapp and
Huang, which replaces the second ART module by a target output
pattern provided by the user [1, 3]. The major difference between

Note that the 512 frequency components in each ARPSD
spectrum were compressed to only 31 parameters in each AR
model indicating the system dealt with a significantly reduced
amount of data; this is extremely beneficial in real-time
applications.
Figure 4 shows the plots of AR parameter patterns from the six
defective bearings. The first column displays the six training
patterns, which is the first one of the eight data sets from each
bearing type. The second column illustrates some of the other
seven test patterns, where the solid lines represent data from the
first collection batch and the dotted lines are from the second batch.
As can be seen from Figure 4, the profiles of the AR parameter
patterns within each group are very similar. Only a few deviations
can be seen between the first and second batches. The deviations
come from the very sensitive but inevitable internal structure
changes of the setup during the bearing attachment and
detachment operations between the two data collections.
The experimental procedure began with using the first pattern of
all the conditions for training and then randomly testing the other
seven patterns. In addition, the modified ARTMAP network was
designed to provide two suggested fault patterns (i.e., the outputs
of the first two activated nodes from the F2 field). Table 2
summarizes the test results on diagnosing the 42 test patterns. The
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first column of Table 2 for each bearing type is the first identified
fault from the network. It shows only 3 of the 42 test cases were
mismatched in the first guess but they were then picked up
correctly by the network in the second guess (see bold-face
numbers in Table 2). Interestingly, these three mismatched
patterns were from the second batch. If the profiles of Bearings 4
and 5 in the second batch (the dotted profiles in the second column
of Figure 4) were compared, then one could see the test patterns of
Bearing 4 from the second batch were much closer to the training
pattern of Bearing 5 than that of Bearing 4. This is why the
network recognized the test patterns of Bearing 4 as Bearing 5 in
its first guess. These test results clearly display the capability and
reliability of the ARTMAP-based self diagnostic system and the
robustness of using AR parameter patterns to represent vibration
signals. For the efficiency of the ARTMAP training, the training
time of one 31-point AR parameter pattern was less than one
second on a PC.
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Figure 4. AR Parameters Patterns of Defective Bearings

IV. Summary and Conclusions
This paper presents an integrated Intelligent Self Diagnostics
System (ISDS). Several unique features have been added to ISDS,
including the advanced vibration trending techniques, the data
reduction and features extraction through AR parametric model,
the multi-channel and on-line capabilities, the user-friendly
graphical display and control interface, and a unique machine self
diagnostic scheme through the modified ARTMAP neural
network.
Based on the ART2 architecture, a modified ARTMAP network
is introduced. The modified ARTMAP network is capable of
supervised learning. In order to test the performance and
robustness of the modified ARTMAP network in ISDS, an
extensive bearing fault experiment has been conducted. The
experimental results show ISDS is able to detect and identify
several machine faults correctly (e.g., ball bearing defects in our
case).
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nonlinearities in the control input and their effect can not be
ignored in realization. In addition, to obtain a more
practical system model, the information of delay time
should not be discarded. Thereby, it is necessary to develop
a new robust control method to deal with the perturbed
time-delay systems with input nonlinearity.
In this paper, an intelligent controller is derived
through variable structure control (VSC) [2]. Although the
method of variable structure control can solve the
above-mentioned system, the drawback of the variable
structure control is their chattering owing to the sliding
control law that has to be discontinuous across the sliding
surface. Moreover, if it is filtered at the output of the
process, it may excite unmodeled high frequency modes,
and may degrade the performance of the system and may
even lead to instability. Although the FSMC method can be
used to control nonlinear systems very well, they are with a
linear input, not a nonlinear input and it can not be ignored
in reality. Therefore, in this paper, we will adopt the FSMC
with self-tuning single fuzzy input variable to design a
robust controller for the perturbed time-delay system with a
nonlinear input such that the behavior of the control input
can be dramatically improved.

Abstract
In this article, an intelligent fuzzy controller, with
single-input fuzzy logic control and self-tuning scheme, is
proposed to cope with the problem of perturbed time-delay
systems with nonlinear input efficiently. This method
provides a simple way to achieve asymptotic stability.
Other attractive features include the fuzzy rules been
greatly reduced, as well as the insensitivity to the
perturbation, especially the behavior of control input is
dramatically improved. In addition, the method can handle
the chattering problem inherent to the sliding mode control
easily and effectively. Simulation results are presented to
demonstrate the power of the method.
Key words: Fuzzy rules, asymptotic stability, perturbed
time-delay systems

1. Introduction
In this paper, we propose an intelligent fuzzy controller,
the self-tuning single-input fuzzy logic controller
(ST-SIFLC) which satisfies the reaching condition ss  0 ,
and only use the D s , a signed distance to the sliding
surface, as a fuzzy input variable. Thereby, the total number
of rules of the system could be greatly reduced.
Simultaneously, in light of the Lyapunov stability theorem,
the system can thus be ensured to be asymptotically stable.
The rule table is then constructed in a one-dimensional
space and will be quickly organized and easily calculated.
Furthermore, in order to get a better response of the system
than that of pervious work [2, 5], a new kind of self-tuning
algorithm for improving system performance by adjusting
the scaling factor is proposed. The input scaling factor in a
fuzzy control system is commonly used to conduct proper
transformations between the real input data and
pre-specified universe of discourses of the fuzzy input
variables in the system. Theoretically, the scaling factor is a
constant parameter. We derived a tuning scheme with only
two rules of fuzzy inference and an ultimate equation from
the result of defuzzification, this tuning algorithm is simple
and convenient to use.
Moreover, most work of robust control has
concentrated on the systems with uncertainties and/or
external disturbances. The assumption of linear input is that
the system model is indeed linearizable. However, in
practice, due to physical limitation, there do exist

2. System Description
A general description of perturbed
dynamical systems with nonlinear input [2] is

time-delay

x ( t ) ( A  'A) x (t )  b) (u )  Ad x (t  W d )  f (t )
x (t ) ș (t ) ,
W d d t  0

(1)

where x (t ) , b , and f (t )  R n is the state
variables, the input vector, and the disturbance
vector, respectively. u  R is the control input of
the system, A  R nun is the state matrix, Ad is
the delay term matrix including the uncertainty,
and ) (u ) : R o R is a continuous function of
nonlinear input and ) (0) 0 . 'A is the
bounded uncertainty matrix of A , W d represents
a nonzero time delay, and ș (t ) is a continuous
vector-valued initial function. For dealing with the
study of system (1), the following assumptions are taken:
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s : x  c1 x

Assumption 1. The matrix Ad and uncertainty matrices
'A , f satisfy the following rank conditions [1].
rank['A] rank['A b]
rank['Ad ] rank['Ad  b]
rank[ f ] rank[ f  b]

First, we introduce a new variable called the signed
distance. In Fig. 1, the distance between A( x, x ) and
B ( x1 , x 1 ) can be expressed by the following equation:
d1

(2)

Based on Assumption 1, there exist vectors h , g , and a
scalar d such that the following matching conditions hold
[3].

Ad

bg

g d ȕ2

f

bd

d d ȕ3

[( x  x1 ) 2  ( x  x1 ) 2 ]

1

x1  c1 x1

2

(11)

1  c12

The signed distance d s is then defined as follows:
x  c1 x
x  c1 x
s
d s sgn( s )
2
2
1  c1
1  c1
1  c12

h d ȕ1

'A bh

(10)

0

(12)

where
sgn( s )

(3)

 1 for s ! 0
®
¯ 1 for s  0

(13)

The above matching conditions (3) are for simplicity of
derivation.
Assumption 2. The nonlinear input ) (u ) applied to the
system satisfies the following property [2]:

u ) (u ) t D  u 2

(4)

where D ! 0 and ) (0)

x
d1

0.

z
B ( x1 , x1 )

z
A( x, x )

3. Variable Structure Control Design [2]

x  c1 x

Fig.1. Derivation of a signed distance

First, the following lemmas will be employed to derive
the variable structure controller.
LEMMA 1 [2]. If the nonlinear input satisfies the property
as indicated in eq. (4), there exists a continuous function
I () : R  o R  , I (0) 0 , and I ( p) ! 0 for p ! 0 .
Therefore, if u (t )

For the nth-order system (1), eq. (6) can be represented as:
s

D  u t q  I (q) , q t 0
For system (1), the switching surface is defined as
s (t ) c T x (t ) 0

x ( n-1)  c n 1 x n  2    c 2 x  c1 x

0.

(14)

Hence, the general signed distance Ds is changed to be:

I (q ) , then

2

0

Ds

(5)

x ( n 1)  c n1 x n  2    c 2 x  c1 x
1  c n21    c 22  c12
s

(6)
1 c

where c  R n is a constant vector.

2
n 1

.

(15)

   c 22  c12

By the time derivative of both sides of (6), we obtain
LEMMA 2 [2]. The motion of the sliding mode (6) is
asymptotically stable, if the following condition holds
ss  0 ,  t ! 0
(7)
To fulfill the condition stated in eq. (7), the desired variable
structure control is suggested by
u (t )



where I ( x , t )

sc T b
I ( x, t )
sc T b

r

D

s

c T Ax  c T b) (u )  c T b(hx  gx d  d )

(16)

Then yielding
ss

sc T Ax  sc T b) (u )  sc T b(hx  gx d  d )

(17)

Here, we consider that c T b ! 0 . In (16), it is seen that s
increases as ) (u ) increases and vice versa. In (17), it is

(8)

seen that if s ! 0 , then decreasing ) (u ) will make ss
decrease and that if s  0 , then increasing ) (u ) will
make ss decrease. From the Assumption 2, we know that
u v ) ( u ) . So, it is seen that if s ! 0 , then decreasing u
will make ss decrease and that if s  0 , then increasing
u will make ss decrease. Now, we choose a
1 2
Lyapunov-like function V
Ds
2
Then

{[ (c T b) 1 c T A  E1 ] x  E 2 xd  E3}

,r !1

c T x

(9)

4. The Intelligent Fuzzy Controller
A.

Single- input fuzzy logic control (SIFLC)
The switching line for a second-order system (1) is
defined by:
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V

Ds D s

1 c

2
n 1

ss
   c 22  c12

control gain. So we propose to decrease K1 when error is
large, and vice versa. The fuzzy rule for tuning K1 can be
formalized as
ԦIf error is large (EL) then scaling factor is small (CS)
ԦIf error is small (ES) then scaling factor is large (CL).
By defining the following membership function:

(18)

Hence, it is seen that if s ! 0 , then D s ! 0 , decreasing u
will make ss decrease so that V  0 and that if s  0 ,
then D s  0 , increasing u will make ss decrease so that
V  0 . So we can ensure that the system is asymptotically
stable. From the above relation, we can conclude that:
u v Ds
(19)
Hence, the fuzzy rule table can be established as shown in
Table 1. The triangular type membership function is chosen
for the aforementioned fuzzy variables, as shown in Fig. 2.

P ES 2 /[exp( D s )  exp(D s )] 1 / cosh(D s ),
P EL 1  P ES ,
1, K1 K1, max ,
®
¯0, K1 z K1, max ,

PCL

1, K1 K1, min ,
®
¯0, k1 z K1, min ,

PCS

(22)

and using the max-min inference for defuzzification the
value of K1 can be found as
K1

K 1, min  'K 1 / cosh( D s )

where 'K 1

(23)

K 1, max  K 1, min .

Fig. 4 shows ST-SIFLC controller.
D s (t )

Fig. 2. Fuzzy variable of triangular type

~
Ds

˞˄

U

Fuzzy Control
Rules

u (t )

˞˅

˦˸˿˹ˀ̇̈́˼́˺

Table 1. Rule table for SIFLC

Fig. 4 The block diagram of the ST-SIFLC
Ds

NB

NM

NS

ZE

PS

PM

PB

u

PB

PM

PS

ZE

NS

NM

NB

5. Simulation
Consider a perturbed
nonlinearity shown below

The SIFLC is shown in Fig. 3. where D s and u are the
input and output of the single-input fuzzy logic control,
respectively. The input of the proposed fuzzy controller is
~
D s , which is a fuzzified variable corresponding to D s .
The output of the fuzzy controller is U, which is the
fuzzified variable corresponding to u. All the universes of
~
discourse of Ds and U range from –1 to 1. Thus, the
range of nonfuzzy variables D s and u must be scaled to
~
fit the universe of discourse of a fuzzified variable D s
and U with scaling factors K1 and K2 respectively,
namely,
~
D s K 1  D s (t )
(20)
u (t ) K 2  U
(21)
D s (t )

˞˄

Fig. 3.

B.

~
Ds

x (t )

time-delay

Fuzzy Control
Rules

with

( A  'A) x (t )  b) (u )  Ad x (t  W d )  f (t )

Ax (t )  b) (u )  b[ hx (t )  gx d  d ]
where x d

x (t  W d ) ,

h d E1 ,

g d E 2 and

From eq. (3), we also obtain 'A bh , Ad
f bd . The corresponding parameters are
A

1º
ª0
« 2  3» , b
¬
¼

) (u )

ª0º
«1» , x
¬ ¼

ª x1 º
«x » , xd
¬ 2¼

T

bg , and

(G e ¬sin u ¼  J cos u)u, G ! J ! 0 , and

hx  gx d  d

u (t )

d d E3 .

ª x1 (t  W d ) º ,
« x (t  W )»
d ¼
¬ 2

l1e (1sin x1 ) x1  x 2  l 2 cos x 2d x1d  x 2 d  l 3 cos x 2
2

2

2

The switching surface is taken as s (t )
U

system

2

2 x1  x 2 .Obviously,
T

c b ! 0 . This meets the condition c b ! 0 in (17). The
initial values are arbitrarily chosen as x1 (0) 1 ,
x 2 (0) 1 and the numerical values are G 1.0 , l1 0.04 ,
l 2 0.3 , l3 0.6 , and J 0.3 .

˞˅

The block diagram of the SIFLC

Self-tuning scheme and scaling factor

A. VSC method [2]
For the computer simulation, the corresponding
parameters of VSC method are r 1.1 , D 0.7 ,
E 1 0.3 , E 2 0.3 , E 3 0.3 , respectively. The delay
time constants are taken as W d 0.2 .
B. FSMC method [5]
Fig. 5 shows the block diagram of the FSMC [5]. The

In this section we will introduce the self-tuning scheme
because the fuzzy system performance is sensitive to the
scaling factors K1. If large values of K1 are available the
system steady tracking error will be reduced but the
overshoot may increase because large K1 provide large
control gain. Conversely, if small values of K1 are chosen,
the tracking accuracy will be degraded, leading to the small
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scaling factors are chosen as K1=0.5, K2=0.5 and K3=50.

25

S(t)

s(t)

Fuzzy Control
K2

s ( t )

K3

U

20

u(t)

Rules

control force U

K1

30

S ( t )

15
10
5
0

Fig. 5 The block diagram of the FSMC [5]

-5
-1 0

C. Intelligent fuzzy controller, ST-SIFLC method
For ST-SIFLC method, the rule base is a
one-dimension table as in Table 1. The scaling factor K1 is
variable due to the self-tuning scheme. Furthermore,
k 1 min 0.1, k 1 max 1.1 and the other scaling factor is
chosen as K2=25. The computer simulation sampling steps
for the perturbed time-delay system with nonlinearity in
above three methods are 0.01 seconds.
Fig. 6 shows the phase plane of x1 and x 2 , it is
observed that the sliding surface of ST-SIFLC is modified
successively. The control input u is shown in Fig. 7. It is
clear that the control signal of ST-SIFLC is dramatically
reduced and all of the chattering has been eliminated. This
demonstration shows that the proposed technique serves as
a perfect control input behavior with high efficiency.

0

0 .0 5

0.1

0 .1 5

0.2

0.25
t im e (s e c )

0 .3

0 .3 5

0 .4

0 .4 5

0 .5

(c)
Fig. 7 The control force u: (a)VSC, (b)FSMC [5], and (c)
The proposed method of ST-SIFLC

6. Conclusions
Several important results of the proposed technique are
summarized in the following:
(1) We don’t require an exact mathematical model of the
nonlinear systems for the controller design. The only
information needed to design the controller is the
influences of u with respect to Ds.
(2) An inherent chattering problem of sliding mode
control can be eliminated effectively without
involving sophisticated mathematics.
(3) This new kinds of self-tuning scheme in fuzzy logic
controller, which improves the performance of
chattering elimination and increases the efficiency of
the control input by adjusting the scaling factor, and
the asymptotic system stability can be guaranteed..
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MIDI-Based Audio Recording/Playing System
with Smaller Data Quantity
Hsin-Chuan Chen and Chen-Chien Hsu
Abstract—Conventional music CDs are produced by storing
digital audio data files (wave files). High quality sound effect can
be obtained when they are played at the cost of a huge data
quantity. Alternate well-known digital music files, MIDI (Musical
Instrument Digital Interface) files, have very small data size due to
the fact that only the musical performance information is recorded.
By separating vocal from music and using of a MIDI file that
replace the wave data file of music, we propose an audio
recording/playing system to allow more songs stored in a single
CD than ever before, while maintaining satisfactory sound quality.
The total data size of a song can be reduced significantly compared
with that of the conventional music CDs.

enough to record the vocal, and it is also a benefit to reduce the
total wave data size. Based on this idea, a new MIDI-based
audio system is proposed in this paper. In the recording process,
we only record the vocal wave data, and then combine this vocal
wave data with the MIDI data generated by the MIDI instrument
as a MIDI-wave file. In the playing process, the MIDI data and
the vocal wave data are synchronously processed, respectively.
Finally, their analog signals after DAC conversion will be
mixed as an audio song. Due to a significant reduction on the
data size of a song, a compact disc will store more songs than
that of the conventional music CD.

Index Terms— MIDI, wave data, MIDI, synthesizer, audio
recording/playing system.

II. BASIC CONCEPT OF MIDI

I. INTRODUCTION

I

n the production of conventional music CDs, the background
music of a song is produced and recorded first, and then
singer inputs his/her vocal associated with the background
music, so as to record the vocal. Finally, two recorded sound
sources including the background music and the vocal are
mixed together to perform a complete song. For achieving a
better sound quality during the recording of digital music CD,
according to Nyquist Theorem, 44K sampling rate and 16-bit
data resolution are required. However, higher sampling rate and
data resolution mean larger digital data size (i.e. wave data)
need to be generated. Consequently, there are few songs that can
be stored in one compact disk, and these songs with wave data
are not suitable for transmission on the Internet.
In the past, several researches are conducted to extract the
information of notes such as pitch, length, and velocity from the
music wave data, and then convert them to the MIDI data format
[5][7]. However, due to complicated processes, such audio
systems using extraction method are difficult to implement for
the music played by multiple instruments or the audio
combining music with vocal. Actually, most of the background
music of songs is directly completed recording on the MIDI
instrument devices, which can directly generate the
corresponding MIDI data, thus it only use 11K sampling rate to
record the vocal as a wave data file without re-recording the
background music. In fact, using 11K sampling rate is good
Hsin-Chuan Chen and Chen-Chien Hsu are with the Department of
Electronic Engineering, St. John's & St. Mary's Institute of Technology
(phone:
886-02-2801-3131;
fax:
886-02-2801-3413;
e-mail:
robin@mail.sjsmit.edu.tw).

The Musical Instrument Digital Interface (MIDI) protocol, a
standard specification, has been widely accepted and utilized by
musicians and composers. Because it contains only the MIDI
data needed by a synthesizer to play the sounds, the MIDI data
is very efficient for representing musical performance
information, and this makes MIDI an attractive protocol not
only for composers or performers, but also for computer
applications which produce sound, such as multimedia
presentations or computer games [3]. The main advantage to use
MIDI data is to achieve less storage space than the digitally
sampled audio data [5]. Furthermore, better transmission
efficiency for multimedia data on Internet can also be obtained.
A. MIDI Data Format
When we play music on the MIDI instrument, this MIDI
instrument device sends a sequence of MIDI data in serial bit
stream at 31.25K bps from its MIDI OUT port. Each MIDI data
includes one STATUS byte followed by 0 to more DATA bytes
to construct a MIDI message, in which the MSB of the STATUS
byte set to 1 specifies various MIDI commands such as note-on,
note-off, or program change, and the MSB of the DATA bytes
set to 0 represents the number and range corresponding to the
operation specified by the STATUS byte such as note-on
velocity.
B. MIDI File Structure
A standard MIDI file is composed by single Header chunk
followed by one or more Track chunks, and each chunk consists
of type, length, and data [2]. Fig. 1 shows the MIDI file structure,
where the data part of the Header chunk specifies the format,
number of tracks, and timing for the MIDI file, and data part of
Track chunk contains many MIDI messages and their
corresponding Delta-Time bytes. The Delta-Time placed in
front of each message is a variable-length quantity and
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represents the amount of time before the following message [4],
and the unit of the Delta-Time is clock tick depending on the
tempo specified by in the header chunk of the MIDI file.
C. MIDI Sequencer and Synthesizer
For a MIDI-based audio player, sequencer and synthesizer
are two important components [3]. The sequencer is used as a
MIDI file interpreter, and it can generally manage multiple
MIDI data streams, or tracks. As MIDI data is read, the
sequencer decides how long each note play according to the
Delta-Time bytes for each channel voice message in the MIDI
file, and it also knows which instrument should be used to play
these notes according to the STATUS bytes for each channel
voice message in the MIDI file. The synthesizer is used to
practically produce the various instrument sounds, which means
the sound quality of MIDI devices is mainly dependent on their
synthesizers. Two widely used techniques are Frequency
Modulation (FM) synthesis and Wavetable synthesis. The FM
technique can generate various sound waves with different
timbres by the approach that uses one periodic modulator signal
to modulate the frequency of another carrier signal. Alternate
technique, Wavetable synthesizer, and uses a memory table to
store a large number of sampled sound segments (i.e. sound
waveforms) that may be looked up and utilized when needed.
According to amplitude envelope of the attack and the sustain
sections of various instrument sounds during playback, the
Wavetable synthesizer will loop the samples in the
corresponding segments. This synthesis approach has been the
majority of professional synthesizers for achieving high sound
quality.

MIDI-based audio system will be described in detail,
respectively.
A. Process of Recording
In the process of recording shown in Fig. 2, vocal input must
be synchronized with music played, but they can separately
generate their own data. Firstly, we use a MIDI instrument to
play the desired music. At mean while; the corresponded MIDI
data will be generated immediately. However, the generated
MIDI data are quite much smaller compared with the
conventional music wave data. When the music is played, the
vocal input of singer also synchronously generates the wave
data by PCM (Pulse Code Modulation) technique with 11 KHz
sampling rate and 16-bit, 2-channel data resolution. Because the
voice band is 4 KHz, only 11 KHz sampling rate for vocal is
required, unlike 44 KHz for the conventional audio. Thus the
vocal data only needs 1/4 times by the original wave data.
Finally, we combine the MIDI data of music and the wave data
of vocal to perform a MID-Wave file for using in the proposed
audio record/play system. Fig. 3 shows the detailed format of a
MIDI-wave file, where SYN data is used to indicate two starting
time for music playing and vocal playing, respectively.

MIDI
Instrument

Vocal
Input

Data

MIDI File
Header Chunk

Type

Length

Format

Tracks

PCM

MIDI Data

Wave
Data

MIDI-Wave
File

Sampling: 11KHz
(16 bits, 2 Channel)
Division

Fig. 2. Block diagram of recording process
Track Chunk

:
:
:

Data
Type

Length

Delta-Time

Message

......

Track Chunk

Fig. 1. MIDI File Structure
III. PROPOSED AUDIO RECORDING/PLAYING SYSTEM
To achieving a small digital data size for audio, we propose
an audio recording/playing system using the MIDI file to
replace the wave data file of music. Based on this ideal,
recording and playing of audio all need two processing parts
including the MIDI data for music and the wave data for vocal,
which differ from the conventional music CD system. Besides,
the MP3 compressor and decompressor are also considered to
employ if expect to achieve a much smaller data size. In this
section, the processes of recording and playing of the proposed

B. Process of Playing
Fig. 4 shows the process of playing for the proposed audio
system. When a MIDI-wave file is read, according to the format
of the MIDI-wave file, the MIDI data and the vocal wave data
are synchronously processed, respectively. By the SYN data in a
MIDI-wave file, the processed starting time of the vocal wave
data and the MIDI data can be decided. Following the
Delta-Time bytes of MIDI data, the MIDI sequencer interprets
the recorded MIDI data as a sequence of MIDI messages at
appropriate time. The tone generator using FM modulation or
wave table techniques will synthesize various wave data of
tones corresponded to different MIDI messages, such as piano,
saxophone, trumpet, etc. In the end of process, two D/A
converters are used to separately convert two wave data into the
practical analog waves, and these analog waves will be mixed to
recover an original audio song. However, the standard MIDI
data do not specify how the sound of each instrument is
produced in details, which means different synthesizers may
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generate different sound performance for the same instruments.
In the future, only adding the accurate definition about sound
performance in the MIDI data, any MIDI synthesizers can
produce the same sound as that of the original music.
Music
Header

SYN
Data

MIDI Data

Vocal
Wave Data

Music
Vocal
Starting Time Starting Time

Fig. 3. Format of a MIDI-wave file

MIDI
Data

MIDI
Sequencer

Tone
Generator

In the design of the proposed player, the synchronization
between music playing and vocal playing is an important issue.
Although the starting time for vocal playing and music playing
are specified by “SYN” data in the MIDI-wave file, however,
the delay time incurred by the processing of the MIDI data
including the interpretation of MIDI messages and wave data
synthesis need to be considered. Here, the fast processing of a
DSP processor can reduce the delay time. Furthermore, the
effect of the tone generator is also a key factor to affect the
performance of player, which means that the played sound
quality depends on the resolution of wave synthesis. Because
the shared memory must be accessed by the CPU and the DSP
processor, thus the DSP processor that supports DMA function
can directly access the share memory when it needs to process
the MIDI data, and no performance degradation due to stealing
the cycle that the CPU do not use the share memory.

CD-ROM
Controller

DAC

CPU

Audio

DSP
Processor

DAC

Shared
Memory

Mixer

Audio

Local
Memory
Wave
Data

DAC

DAC

Fig. 4. Block diagram of playing process

Fig. 5. Architecture of the MIDI-based audio player

C. Implementation of Player
According to the process of playing described in section 3.2,
we use two processors to implement the MIDI-oriented audio
player. In the architecture of player shown in Fig. 5, the data bits
of all digital components are16 bits, and the functions of all
parts are shown as the following descriptions.
(1) CD-ROM Controller: used to control the CD-ROM device
in order to read the MIDI-wave files stored in a CD, and
directly move the MIDI-wave file into the local memory of
CPU for each playing.
(2) CPU: a general-purpose processor, used to drive the
CD-ROM controller and separate the MIDI data from the
wave data.
(3) DSP Processor: used as a MIDI sequencer to interpret the
MIDI data and a tone generator to synthesize various wave
data of different instruments by using the lookup of the
wave table [6].
(4) Local Memory: used to store the program/data of system
and the MIDI-wave file read from the CD-ROM Controller.
After the CPU splits the MIDI-wave file, only the wave
data resides in the local memory.
(5) Shared Memory: used to store the MIDI data separated
from the MIDI-wave file for the DSP processor.
(6) DAC: Two D/A converters are used to separately convert
two wave data into practical analog waves.
(7) Mixer: used to mix the music generated from the MIDI data
with the vocal generated from the wave data.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
Before implementing the practical circuit of the proposed
player, we use the sound effect card based on PC and a MIDI
instrument to emulate this system. In recording process (shown
in Fig. 6), we input a music MIDI file into the MIDI instrument,
and then the output of the MIDI instrument is connected to the
line input of sound effect card of PC1. The vocal input will be
connected to the microphone inputs of sound effect cards of
PC1 and PC2, respectively, where the sound effect card of PC1
sets its sampling frequency 44KHz and data resolution 16 bits,
2-channel, another sound effect card of PC2 sets its sampling
frequency 11KHz and data resolution 16 bits, 2-channel. When
the MIDI instrument plays the music, the vocal concurrently
inputs into two sound effect cards. On PC1, the song wave file
including vocal and music will be produced, at mean while,
another wave file only including vocal is also produced on PC2.
After recording, we combine the vocal wave file from PC2 with
the original MIDI file as a new file called “MIDI-wave” file. In
playing process, we play the song wave file and the
“MIDI-wave” file on PC, respectively. By using multimedia
application software, “Spectrum Analyzer Pro Live”, we
compare the spectrum from the output of the proposed audio
system with the spectrum of the original sound played by the
wave data.
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MIDI
File

MIDI
Instrument

B. Spectrum Error Comparison
In our simulation, we observe two spectrums using wave data
and using MIDI-wave data for different songs, respectively. We
find these two spectrums are very similar for the same song.
Moreover, we also make a spectrum error comparison related to
the original sound wave for the output waves of different songs
using MIDI-wave files. Evaluating the RMS (Root Mean
Square) error of all energy at different frequency, we find that
the largest spectrum error is less than 1.5 dB from Fig. 8.

PC1

Vocal
Input

PC2

Fig. 6. Recording process of emulation

V. CONCLUSIONS

A. Data Size Comparison
Due to only storing vocal wave data sampled by 11 KHz,
consequently, the vocal wave data of our proposed audio system
can reduce about 3/4 data size compared with the wave data
sampled by 44 KHz. Besides, the MIDI data representing the
original music also can effectively reduce a large number of data
size. Therefore, the proposed MIDI-based audio system has the
main benefit to significantly reduce data size. In our experiment,
we record 4 songs with different types such as soft or rock
rhythms. Table II shows the total data size comparison for the
MIDI-wave file of our proposed audio system and the wave data
file of the conventional music CD.
Table I
Data size comparison for two data files
Wave Data

MIDI-wave

File

File

Song1
(Soft rhyme)

36.6 MB

10.1 MB

72.2%

Song 2
(Soft rhyme)

23.6 MB

9.91 MB

58%

Song 3
21.1 MB
(Soft rock rhyme)

9.89 MB

53.1%

5.79 MB

75.6%

Songs

By using the MIDI file to replace the music wave data file,
and only recording the vocal wave data using 11 KHz sampling,
a new audio system is proposed to reduce the data size of songs
in this paper. In our experiment, we indeed find the data saving
of the proposed MIDI-based audio system is generally up over
50%, even up to75%. To further reduce the data size required,
the well-known MP3 compression/decompression technique
also can be applied in the vocal wave data of this MIDI-based
audio system. As demonstrated in this paper, the output
spectrum of the player in the proposed audio system suitably
approximates that of the original sound wave, where RMS error
is less than 1.5 dB. In the future, the proposed MIDI-based
audio system can be applied to multimedia data transmission on
the Internet such as on-line KTV to achieve higher sound
quality and better real-time effect.
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improved materials in the teaching of Chinese
orthography.

Abstract
Given the increasing demand for Chinese language
proficiency and the advancement in educational
technology, it has become apparent that the traditional
way of teaching and learning Chinese orthography is
facing a serious challenge by the multimedia mode of
delivery. In our newly designed software, the Chinese
Character Learning System v 2.0, students learn
Chinese orthography while exploring the intuitive and
student-centered interfaces that ultimately tell the story
of the Chinese language, art, history, and culture. The
Chinese Character Learning System v. 2.0 integrates
vector-based animation, digital video, interactive
games, database management systems, geographic
information systems, and cartography with artificial
intelligence and cognitive psychology. The companion
web site houses a relational database that facilitates
interactive learning and collaboration. The result is an
effective and flexible learning system that challenges
traditional systems, and is especially useful for
teaching Chinese as a Second Language.

2. Theoretical Basis of the Project
Of the current Chinese character indexing systems in
usage, both Kangxi’s 214 radicals and the
contemporary 227 modified radicals are based on
character strokes and character parts that encompass
some suggestions of patterns that may be useful for
learning. By tradition, however, Chinese teachers
instruct students to learn radicals and characters
through rote memorization. In a departure from
tradition, our new approach is to start with meaningful
elements that have form, sound, and meaning and can
be learned through logic and reasoning. Our system
has advantages for the learner who has little or no
preparation in the Chinese language, and whose
primary language is English.
In our systems approach to Chinese orthography, first
elucidated by Professor Kai Chu [2], we have defined
three types of formal elements in the Chinese writing
system, primary significs, phonetics, and phonograms:

1. Introduction
The Chinese Ministry of Education reported in
February 2003 that 30 million people in 85 countries
are learning Chinese [1]. In China, a documentintensive society where writing has surpassed oral
communication in importance for thousands of years,
non-Chinese must read and write Chinese in order to be
truly effective. For non-Chinese, however, the usual
barrier to mastering the Chinese language is Chinese
orthography, the traditional system of character writing.
Chinese orthography is typically learned through rote
memorization, and to date, very few non-Chinese and
overseas Chinese have been able to master the system.
Upon discovering that they must learn six or more
“styles” of a given character, as “ancient” forms coexist with “modern traditional” and “modern
simplified” characters in contemporary usage, students
are further dismayed. Clearly, there is a need for

x

Primary significs refer to the most fundamental
characters in the Chinese language, those that
cannot undergo further decomposition into simpler
meaningful units.
Example: ϔ “yi 1”
one

x

Phonetics refer to characters that represent the
primary sound aspect of a character. They can be
characters of any level in the hierarchical system.
Example: 䳡 “huo 4”
sudden (adj.)
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x

We divide the groups into 25 subgroups, which are
further divided into 108 roots. Through this cultural
hierarchy, the student also learns to appreciate the
Chinese cultural mind set. For example, if a learner
wishes to search the cultural hierarchy for the root
character Horse, they will find Horse indexed under
the major group Animals and the subgroup Land.

Phonograms refer to characters that are composed
of a signific and a phonetic. 90% of Chinese
characters fall into this category.
Examples:
Phonogram Phonetic
Signific
㯓Āhuo 4” = 䳡Āhuo 4” + ȽĀcao 3”

4. The Software Interface

pea (n.)

The Chinese Character Learning System v 2.0 is a
media-rich, student-centered environment for nonChinese to learn and explore Chinese characters. Our
group created vector-based animations in FLASH MX
2004 Professional and Illustrator CS. We produced
original digital video footage, edited them in Adobe
Premiere Pro and Final Cut Pro, and embedded them
directly into our FLASH animations. We recorded
sound files as narratives, background music, and
special sound effects, and edited them in the Cubase
sound editing program. Integrating these multimedia
components in a shell based on the object-oriented
FLASH scripting language, Actionscript 2.0, we
developed learning software compatible for both the
Windows and MacOS environments.

Phonogram
Phonetic
Signific
 Āhuo 3” = 䳡Āhuo 4” + ᠠĀshou 3”
to knead (v.)
to mix up (v.)

The 108 root characters are a set of reusable
components, in some ways analogous to an “alphabet”
for building Chinese characters. We consider these root
characters to be first level (L1) characters. In order to
form second level characters (L2), we use a set–
theoretic model to combine two root characters. In a
similar manner, we combine a root character (L1) with
a second level character (L2) to obtain a third level
character (L3). We repeat this process to obtain higher
level characters, up to as many as seven levels. Using
this system, we have systematically constructed a
hierarchical tree model that can accommodate all
Chinese characters.

Applying the 108 root characters recursively for
learning a new character, the Chinese Character
Learning System v. 2.0 promotes internalization of
knowledge by the student. Conjoined with a
multimedia mode of delivery, the student finds learning
Chinese characters to be a pleasurable, intuitive and
intellectually challenging experience.

In addition, we apply the mathematical concept of
“series” to reveal the structure of different patterns of
Chinese character relationships in two ways:
x
x

Direct Descendants--a “vertical series” or
direct descendants of derived characters.
Siblings--a “horizontal series” of siblings of
derived characters.

Our hierarchical design guides students through a
progression of learning activities. Short learning
modules surround each character with a cultural and
historical context as well as describe the character’s
historical evolution. Navigational buttons encourage
students to explore different modes of learning.

For example, the series ϔ one, Ѡ two , ϝ three, ⥟
king, and Џ prince is a Direct Descendant group,
while Ѡ two and ℷ correct belong to a Sibling group.

As an example, consider a lesson module for the root
character ್/偀 Horse. Students are able to choose
from several options: They may read or listen to a
story about the ancient horse in China. They may
watch an animation showing the gradual
transformation and abstraction of the pictogram into its
modern forms as in Figure 2. They may learn about the
invention of the stirrup and the horse-drawn carriage.
They may practice their pronunciation of the Chinese
word for Horse (“mă”). As students traverse deeper
into the lesson, they may entertain themselves with 3-D
games. They may create their own interactive maps
and historical timelines to further their understanding
of the rich background underlyingChinese orthography.

3. A Chinese Character Indexing System
We strongly believe that effective language learning
cannot be conducted in a vacuum. Therefore, we
created a cultural hierarchy to help the learner, which
was first developed in a copyrighted pilot version [3] of
the Chinese Character Learning System. Our learning
environment allows the learner to be steeped in a
cultural setting during their study. In the Chinese
Character Learning System v. 2.0, we categorize
Chinese characters into eight distinct cultural groups:
Universe, Reverence, Five Elements, Humanity,
Physical Body, Four Necessities, Animals, and Plants.
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On the other hand, students may choose to explore the
rich web-based relationship database and discover the
hierarchical tree that displays the Direct Descendants
and Siblings of the ್ /偀 Horse character. For some
sample screen shots of the software interfaces, please
refer to Figures 3 and 4.

In order to obtain the feedback necessary for
refinement of our work, Beta testing of the Chinese
Character Learning System v 2.0 will occur at various
institutions of higher learning in both the United States
and China, including Humboldt State University. In
addition to the English edition of our software, we will
be releasing a Spanish language version.

5. Future Work

__________________________________
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Figure 3: CCLS v 2.0 Game: The Lexicon
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Abstract

2.1 User Needs

We present a Chinese Character Database and
Query System for searching and indexing
Chinese characters as an adjunct to the Chinese
Character Learning System. The relational
database system consists of 17 tables that
contain describable attributes of Chinese
characters and the relationships among them.
This database is hosted on a Sun Sparc Server
that is running Apache and MySQL, and is
accessible on the Internet through the Humboldt
State University network. The Web location is
http://cnrs-sun1.humboldt.edu.

English language users of the Chinese Character
Learning System typically perform an initial
search for a Chinese character in one or a
combination of several ways: by its English
name or translation, by the number of strokes
contained in a character, or by its Pinyin
pronunciation. To this end, we have provided a
Search Menu that includes all of these basic
search features
Several related matches may be found. Once the
desired character is selected from the available
choices, the user may wish to learn more about
the many attributes of the character. More
advanced attributes include its form in Chinese
Classical Script, the original meaning, extended
meaning[s], its Unicode identifier and even its
frequency of Internet usage by Google searches.
Complex attributes include syntactic categories
and semantic information about the character.
See Figure 1 for an example of a search result.

1. Introduction
Our group has designed a relational database for
searching and indexing Chinese characters,
scripted in the REBOL language [1]. ]. In
addition, created on-line user views and query
interfaces in the English language, using PHP [2],
a scripting language for web development, and
the MySQL query language [3]. The database is
a companion to the Chinese Character Learning
System, a stand alone system described in a
separate publication in the current issue of this
journal, entitled An Intelligent System For
Learning and Indexing Chinese Characters [4].

2.2 Information Organization
To support user needs, we organized the
information on Chinese characters in our
database as a hierarchical structure, analogous to
a genealogy tree. Based on Professor Kai Chu’s
hierarchical system for Chinese orthography as
displayed in his copyrighted pilot software [5],
we classified Chinese characters into different
levels. We started with 108 root characters in
the first level (L1). Each root character is a
parent node, and gives rise to an entire series of
child nodes, or descendants. Some characters
may extend to a depth of up to seven levels from
the root character.

2. System Analysis
In this section, we describe users’ query needs
and the resulting organization of information in a
database of Chinese characters, designed for
students of Chinese orthography whose primary
language is English.
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The result is a family tree of related characters,
and a system of parent-child and sibling-sibling
relationships. Because of its intuitive structure,
this model offers a practical system for easy
retrieval of information pertaining to a given
character.

3.5 Physical database design
In our Chinese Character Learning System
students learn Chinese orthography while
exploring the intuitive and student-centered
interfaces that ultimately tell the story of Chinese
language, art, history, and culture. To support
this we integrate digital video, interactive games,
geographic
information
systems,
and
cartography into the system.
This means
organizing the database on the secondary storage
to include many types of files including the
physical locations of the image, video, audio,
pictogram, character, and pronunciation files that
are part of the multimedia learning modules in
the Chinese Character Learning System.

3. System Design
In this section, we address two design aspects:
user views and database design. The database
design is further divided into conceptual, logical
and physical database design.
3.1 Design of User Views
We have designed several user views, each
corresponding to a distinct search method. We
have collected and will continue to collect and
analyze different users’ applications. Our goal is
to apply a “centralized approach” that will
combine all user views and culminate in one
integrated database management system.

The table organization is supported by several
indices to achieve efficient access to the data.
Database integrity and security are also built into
the relational model.

4. System Implementation
We chose the REBOL language for
implementing our database design because it is a
powerful language that was designed for
distributed computing ideal for the next
generation of Internet applications. We selected
MySQL because of the advantages of open
source software, and because we needed a fully
relational tool for querying our database. We
chose PHP for interfacing between our database
and MySQL. The system resides on a Sun Sparc
server that is hosting an Apache web server at
Humboldt State University, a campus of the
California State University system. Users may
access the database and query system through
the following web address:

3.2 Phases of the Database Design
Our design process follows the three welldocumented phases of design: the conceptual,
logical, and physical phases.
3.3 Conceptual database design
We used a set-theoretic model for organizing all
Chinese characters. In this model, we first
combine two root characters (L1) to obtain a
more complex character at the second level (L2).
Subsequently, we obtain a third level character
(L3) by combining a root character with a
character from the second level (L2), and so on
to get other higher level characters. Using this
method, we constructed a deep hierarchical tree
for all Chinese characters. At this point our data
model is entirely independent of any
implementation details.

http://cnrs-sun1.humboldt.edu

5. Future Work
We are currently in the process of identifying
and optimizing subsets of the database and query
system that would address specific user needs.
One of the targeted subsets is the 500 most
frequently used characters in the People’s
Rebublic of China standardized examination of
proficiency in the Chinese Language, the Hanyu
Shuiping Kaoshi [6].

3.4 Logical database design
We first organized the essential attributes of
Chinese characters into 17 tables, or relations.
Then we identified the relationships among
tables, depending on whether the relation is 1:1,
1:many, or many:many. We also established the
primary keys, foreign keys, alternate keys, and
the proper normalization processes to avoid
database anomalies.

We anticipate the expansion of work in this area
to include more advanced queries that would
include logical operators and artificial
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intelligence (AI) rules to facilitate scholarly
research, such as a system for investigating
Chinese history and geography.
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Figure 1: Query Result for a Chinese Character
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Mandarin teachers’ lack of relevant “know-how” in
computer technology, the realm of Mandarin teaching
and learning has always ended up resorting to more
traditional, less technology-oriented methods of
dissemination (Yeo, 1997). However, with the
tremendous advancement achieved in this realm
performing Chinese word processing and even
transmitting Chinese characters over the Internet is no
longer a difficult task (James, 1996).

Abstract:
With the tremendous advancement achieved in the
arena of Mandarin-based computational technology,
performing Mandarin-based word processing and even
transmitting Chinese characters over the Internet is
now no longer a daunting task. This paper provides a
systemic viewpoint on the advances made in present
day Mandarin-based computational technology. In
addition, it highlights the pedagogical relevance of
Computer-assisted language learning (CALL), as well
as multimedia-based CALL and Web-based
Instruction (WBI) in the field of Mandarin teaching
and learning. This paper was inspired by need for
logistics, infrastructure and pedagogical scaffoldings
for WBI in the field of Mandarin teaching and
learning at Mara University of Technology, Malaysia.

The Keying In of Chinese Characters
In recent years, input of Romanised Mandarin
characters carrying tone marks has captured attention
from some major developers of Chinese software. The
latest versions of NJStar and ChineseStar 2.97,
amongst others, both come with this feature (L. Zh.
Zhang, personal communication, Jan 24, 1999). For a
more detailed description on keyboard input method,
please refer to Learn and Utilise Chinese Star 2.97
Step-by-Step by Yong (1998). According to Zhang
(personal communication, Jan 24, 1999), the final
version of Windows Internet Explorer (IE) version 5.0
released by Microsoft in March 1999 comes with a
very distinguished feature with enhanced Chinese
support. After the installation of two Chinese texts
(BIG 5 & GB) from the support system, IE5.0 will
display BIG 5, GB and HZ codes quickly without the
help of other Chinese systems. These Chinese add-ons
embedded with IE5.0 have greatly facilitated online
Chinese applications within Windows environment.
James (1996) sums up the advancement achieved in
the realm of Mandarin-based computational
technology well. He asserts:

Keywords: Mandarin education, Computerassisted language learning, Multimedia, Web-based
Instruction

Introduction
While using computer technology to perform word
processing in alphabetic languages like English is
relatively easy, doing the same with pictographic
languages such as Chinese poses a unique frustration
to professionals who work with the Mandarin. The
exclusion of the Mandarin in the original design of
computer technology was perceived to be the major
holdup to computerised processing of the language.
Similarly, owing to the intrinsic technical difficulties
of Mandarin-based computational technology and
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“Now, after a short span of a dozen years, it has
become clear that rather than the characters creating a
serious impediment to computerisation, the computer
makes any difficulties of the Chinese writing system
recede into the background, and anything that we can
do with western languages – from desktop publishing
to database manipulations and on-line communications
– we can also do, quite easily, with Chinese (p.32).”
As revealed by Ferreira-Cabrera and AtkinsonAbutridy (1998), in the last 15 years, members of the
foreign language teaching profession have begun to
examine
seriously
notional
and
functional
communicative method as a more effective approach
to train language learners develop functional language
ability. In the field of Teaching Chinese as a foreign
language, Chu (1996) believes that “ …to teach
Chinese is to help students acquire useful knowledge
and apply this knowledge to communicate in a
linguistically accurate and socially and culturally
appropriate manner. In other words, to teach Chinese
is to help students learn to use Chinese as a functional
language (p.139).” Founded on this belief, Chu further
states that “…to teach Chinese is thus to make a
commitment to assist students in acquiring
communicative abilities (p. 154).”

Communicative CALL
The advent of new media and its new uses resulted in
the movement towards adoption of many alternative
approaches to learning and in a similar logic, the rapid
growth of computer technology has propelled the field
of foreign language instruction to seek for a more
innovative instructional approach and it subsequently
gives rise to CALL (Zhang, 1998). According to
Ferreira-Cabrera and Atkinson-Abutridy (1998), more
recently, CALL has been regarded as an endeavour
that “covers the fundamentals of and concrete
propositions for integrating computers into a
methodology for the communicative teaching of
languages (p.75).” Warchauer and Healey (1998)
reveal that the effectiveness of CALL has been well
documented and it is learned that the foremost
advantage of it is that it facilitates the process of
developing learners’ language skills such as listening,
speaking, reading and writing. According to Zhang
(1998, p.55), the pedagogical values offered by CALL
are:

x

Random and rapid access allows the
instant retrieval of vocabulary and
grammar explanations. It also contributes
to easy learner control and recycling of
material.
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x
x

CALL's ability to store and manipulate data
also makes it possible to keep scores, log errors
and track learner performance.
The consistency and patience of CALL is
crucial for learning by association and repeated
exposure. Paradoxically, without the possible
ill effects of an over-bearing human teacher,
the patient computer can provide a very userfriendly
and
learner-centred
learning
environment.

Yao (1996) reports that the earliest attempts at seriously
using computer technology to teach Chinese characters
took place in the 1970s. He further informs that the
Chinese component of the Plato System was developed
at the University of Illinois at Urbana – Champaign. The
project was considered a success as the supervisor of the
project managed to lay a theoretical foundation for the
teaching of Chinese characters and to establish some
practical parameters for designing computer software
for the teaching of Chinese characters. The success of
the project has helped demystify the assumption
postulating that, as the Mandarin is non-alphabet and
non-syllable, it did not lend itself to computerisation. He
further reveals that this success and another software
programme, developed by Smith at Brigham Young
University in 1981 for teaching Chinese characters,
proved that in actual fact computer technology can
accommodate the delivery of Mandarin education and
therefore CALL for the Mandarin learners started
emerging.
The necessary linguistic components that should be
mastered by novice learners of Mandarin to develop
basic communicative (both verbal and written)
competence in the language outlined by the U.S.-based
National Foreign Language Centre (NFLC)’s Guide for
Basic Mandarin Programmes (1997) are the
pronunciation of the four tones, grammar and sentence
structure, the writing of the transcription systems
(Romanised Chinese phonetic systems), the writing
system of Chinese characters, and the cultural aspects of
the language. Zhang (1998) reveals that, in recent years,
with the escalating development in Mandarin-based
computational technology, there are hundreds of
commercially available multimedia-based CALL
courseware programmes tailored to the teaching and
learning of virtually all aspects of the above-mentioned
linguistic skills.
The subsequent section illustrates the degree to which
multimedia-based CALL has benefited Mandarin
learners. A multimedia-based CALL package developed

by Wang (1997) for teaching Chinese characters has
recorded positive outcome. The students were put on the
trial for eight weeks and a survey gauging their
perceptions towards the multimedia mode of learning
was administered in the last week of the trial. Data in
the survey showed an overwhelmingly positive response
of the multimedia mode of delivery where learning
Chinese characters was concerned. What follows are
some of the comments from the respondents on the
strengths of the multimedia-based CALL package:
x
x
x

x
x
x

“It is great to watch the stroke order
[through the video capture] and listen to
pronunciation at the same time”
“The video recordings of the stroke order
and the tracing function are very useful”
“The character history, the bit on radicals,
audio and video, everything really except
writing with a mouse is a lot different to
writing with a pen”
“Easy to use, stimulating and interesting”
[Characters are] “learnt at own pace and
given in context”
[For] “the clarification it offers and
accessibility as well”

To sum up, the students welcomed the multimediabased teaching and learning of Chinese characters.
Wang (1997) concludes that through multimedia,
students appeared to have the option for more
individualised interaction with the materials than a
teacher could possibly offer in a traditional
classroom.

Web-based Mandarin Instruction
According to Godwin-Jones (1998), the availability
of web-based interactive web tools such as
dynamic HTML, Java Applets, CGI, Plug-ins and
JavaScript has transformed the WWW from a sole
repository of information into an exciting medium
for realising an authentic interactive learning
environment. In the area of web-based Mandarin
instruction, Zhang (1999) reveal that there are
basically two types of online delivery programmes.
The programmes are either those with structured
materials and are offered totally online as a
distance-learning package, or those that serve as a
supplement to existing lessons conducted in the
traditional classroom setting. The International
Conference on Internet Chinese Education (ICICE)
held in Taiwan in 2001 has showcased a host of
research projects related to WBI in the Mandarin
classrooms. The projects showcased in the
conference provide samples of good practice and
suggest that the use of WBI, if carefully employed,
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would lead to improved performance and
motivation on the part of the Mandarin learners
(ICICE, 2001).
Let’s consider WBI targeted at novice learners of
Mandarin, so as to help portray that WBI is a
viable instructional tool. The discussion starts with
a project titled Internet-based Chinese Teaching
and
Learning
(http://chinese.bendigo.latrobe.edu.au,
1998)
developed by an Australian Mandarin instructor.
This fee-paying, web-based project is specifically
launched to provide non-native speakers, who are
geographically and temporally dispersed in various
localities, with fundamental skills in listening,
speaking, reading and writing in Mandarin. The
programme provider, Zhang (1998) has tested and
evaluated some of the methods and techniques
made available with interactive web-based
technologies for the course he developed. The
methods and techniques examined include: Javabased animation, CGI-enabled multiple choice,
streaming audio and video, Internet telephone, and
online discussion forum. The online Chinese
course has been running on an experimental basis
and the positive responses given by the participants
so far have been overwhelming. Zhang thus
concludes, “…the Internet has added a new
dimension to CALL. From a pedagogical point of
view, Internet technologies will enable students to
increase their learning motivation through nonlinear interactivity. Certainly Chinese Studies can
make use of this advantage if teaching and learning
strategies are properly adopted (p. 109).” Chang
and Low (1999), two American Mandarin
instructors have developed a similar web site,
where their site provides self-accessed interactive
exercises to facilitate self-directed learning for the
learners. The web-based lessons make use of text,
images, audio, video and animation to present
material and to provide immediate feedback to the
learners. According to them, the lessons would
help learners develop effective reading strategies
and listening skills. To this end, in relation to the
basic assumptions of what first time learners of
Mandarin need to learn as articulated by NFLC in
the previous discussion, Liu (2001) has seemingly
summed up precisely how WBI could
accommodate the delivery of various language
skills deemed necessary to be acquired by the
Mandarin learners.
The above discussion has demonstrated that the
interactive, collaborative and communicative
features of WBI enable Mandarin learners attend
web-based classes in a pedagogically relevant
manner and enjoy the functionality of the language
classroom.

Summary
Once relegated to "novelty" status, Mandarin-based
CALL has seemingly achieved the recognition it
deserves owing largely to the tremendous
advancement in educational computing. Though
further empirical evidences are needed to validate
the legitimacy and effectiveness of Mandarinbased CALL and WBI particularly, the language
instructors should take the plunge and approach the
innovation as a teaching and learning instrument.
Albeit the innovation can not supplant the language
classroom and the face-to-face interaction between
instructor and learner, it should serve as an
efficient and powerful dissemination aid. This
review was inspired by the imminent establishment
of an intranet-based (local area network) and webbased, Chinese language facility at the Mara
University of Technology, Malaysia. The need for
logistics,
infrastructure
and
pedagogical
scaffoldings resulted in the research and
publications of various literatures in the area of
Chinese language teaching and learning.
*Part(s) of this paper is extracted from the main
author’s postgraduate thesis titled “Teaching and
Learning Chinese Language through Web-based
Instruction at a Malaysian University – An
Exploratory Study”.
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Abstract
To generate a proper Korean predicate, a natural expression of modality is the most important factor on machine translation (MT)
system. Tense, aspect, mood, negation and
voice, which relate to modality information,
should be provided correctly by Chinese
analysis in Chinese-Korean MT system. In
this paper, a new applicable categorization of
Korean modality system will be proposed
through contrastive analysis of Chinese and
Korean and from the viewpoint of a practical
MT system. And according to the new categorization of modality system, we will describe
the feature selection in Chinese. A variety of
machine learning methods are adopted to
show the effectiveness of re-categorization of
the modality system in Korean and feature selection in Chinese.
Keywords: Modality Information; ChineseKorean MT System; Tense; Aspect; Mood;
Negation; Voice;

1

Introduction

Tense, aspect, mood together with negation and voice
are hard to be translated naturally in Chinese-Korean
MT system. Especially, Chinese and Korean belong to
the totally different language family in terms of linguistic typology and genealogy, which can cause differences
of modality system between the two languages.

In most of the previous papers, the taxonomy of the
modality system is discussed respectively in each language from the linguistic viewpoint [3, 10 and so on].
But the modality system is so different from language to
language, which will cause problems such that some
concepts cannot be found in the other language. In this
paper, we will discuss the modality system through a
contrastive analysis of Chinese and Korean and from the
viewpoint of a practical Chinese-Korean MT system.
We also consider the distribution of modality information through a real corpus-based analysis.
As an isolating language, Chinese does indeed lack
functional markers in a sentence. The modality information in Chinese is provided by a variety of combination
of related morphemes, and these morphemes always
scatter in the whole sentences. So, feature selection in
Chinese, which decide modality system, is also an important task. And by revealing the correlations between
modality information in Chinese, we will present the
reasons why tense, aspect, mood, negation and voice
should be considered synthetically.
Usually, the modality information is processed by
rule-based system. But, making the heuristic rules includes a labor-intensive process and a rule-based system
has a chronic problem of low coverage. To resolve all
these problems, in this paper we proposed a machine
learning (ML)-based method to process modality information effectively.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Chapter
2 will briefly introduce some issues of modality information in Chinese and Korean. And chapter 3 will describe a new categorization of modality system in
Korean, which is proper to Korean generation in Chinese-Korean MT system. According to the new catego-
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rization of modality system, feature selection in Chinese
will be given in chapter 4. In chapter 5, a variety of machine learning methods are adopted to show the effectiveness of re-categorization of the modality system in
Korean and feature selection in Chinese. Finally, conclusions and future work will be given in chapter 6.

2

Some Issues of Modality Information in
Chinese and Korean

2.2

Correlations of Modality Information in
Chinese

There exist some correlations among modality information. Thus, in a Chinese-Korean MT system we should
consider synthetically the modality information: tense,
aspect, mood, negation and voice. And basically, tenseaspect-mood relate to time category, so correlations
between them are a natural result.
1.

2.1

Tense and aspect
The event of perfective aspect mostly occurs
in past time. Tense information can be inferred
from aspect markers. Especially in Chinese, it
is a salient characteristic, because there is no
grammatical form of tense markers.
2. Tense and mood
Future tense is closely tied with the mood of
presumption and volition.
3. Negation and aspect
There exist affirmative-negative correspondences holding for sentences containing aspect
markers [3]. In other words, some negative particles can imply aspect information.
4. Negation and mood
There are special negative imperative particles
like ‘bie’, ‘buyao’ and so on. And “verb + ’bu’
+ RVC” structure is a negative potential form.

General Comparison between Chinese
and Korean

The systems of modality information are substantially
different between Chinese and Korean in terms of typology and genealogy. We will show the differences by
comparison of two languages according to several linguistic views.
Table 1 shows the difference of modal expression in
terms of language typology. Generally a Korean predicate is composed of a main predicate and an auxiliary
predicate. Main predicate describes the core content of
predicate, and auxiliary predicate refers to modality
information. As an agglutinative language, Korean modality information is intensively expressed by the auxiliary predicate at the end of the sentences. But as an
isolating language, in Chinese the modality information
is scattered in all sentences, which will definitely increase the processing complexity to detect correct modality information.
Table 1. Difference of modal expression
Language
Typology
Modal Expression
By combination of related
Chinese
Isolate
morphemes
Mainly by auxiliary prediKorean
Agglutinative
cate
As shown in Table 2, Chinese does not have a fixed
grammatical category in tense and voice. Besides this,
each system of modality information is so different between two languages, which means some concepts
probably cannot be found in the other language. We will
explain this phenomenon in detail in chapter 3 through a
contrastive analysis.
Table 2. Differences of modality information from the
viewpoint of grammatical category
Language Tense
Not
Chinese
Exist
Korean
Exist

Aspect

Mood

Negation

Exist

Exist

Exist

Exist

Exist

Exist

Voice
Not
Exist
Exist

3

Re-categorization of Modality System in
Korean

The taxonomy of modality system is so different between Chinese and Korean. And the majority of them
are discussed from linguistic perspectives. It is not reasonable to directly apply the result to MT system, because most of the discussions did not consider the MT
environment and also did not consider the differences of
the two languages.
We will target a practical Chinese-Korean MT system to re-categorize the modality system of Korean.
And will give the contrastive analysis between Chinese
and Korean.

3.1

Tense

In Chinese and Korean, it is generally agreed that there
are three tense forms: past, present and future.
But Chinese does not have the grammatical category
of tense, because the concept denoted by tense is indicated by content words like temporal adverbs. Definitely, it will increase the difficulty to provide correct
tense information. And the future tense in Korean, in
comparison with past and present tense does not have a
formally fixed form. And interestingly, both in Chinese
and Korean, there exists a correlation between tense and
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mood, which is usually based on the future tense and the
mood of presumptions and volitions. For example, the
future tense suffix ‘-kess’ can be analyzed not only as a
temporal marker, but also as a modal marker.
According to the facts presented above, it is not essential to have a future tense system in Korean, especially in Chinese-Korean MT system. In this paper, we
just define two tense forms: past and non-past.

3.2

Aspect

Chinese grammatically marks aspect but not grammatically mark tense. As such, Chinese is exclusively an
aspect language. While Chinese is recognized as an aspect language, there is no generally unified description
of the aspect system of this language, since different
researches define aspect in their own ways. In this paper,
we will adopt the aspect system classified by [8], which
is the most acceptable classification in Chinese. Table 3
shows the aspect system in Chinese.
Table 3. Aspect system in Chinese
Category
Subcategory/Aspect Marker
Perfective

Actual / ‘le’
Experiential / ‘guo’
Delimitative / reduplicant
Completive / RVC1

Imperfective

Durative / ‘zhe’
Progressive / ‘zai’
Inceptive / ‘qilai’
Successive / ‘xiaqu’

Chinese is an aspect language with a complete set of
markers to express aspectual distinctions. Here, some
aspect markers like ‘le’, ‘guo’, ‘zhe’ and ‘zai’ are functional words, which have a well-established system to
express aspectual meaning. But other ways of conveying aspectual values, they retain their original lexical
meaning. It will increase the complexity to detect
whether the aspect marker just works as aspect marker
or not in a MT system. And also, it is not enough to
generate a correct Korean predicate just give the aspect
information like completive. In this paper, we will suppose that aspect markers such as reduplicant, RVC,
‘qilai’ and ‘xiaqu’ just provide pure aspect information.
The aspect system of Korean is relatively simple than
the Chinese one. Generally, Korean aspect is divided
into two categories, such as perfective and imperfective.
And the imperfective category is sub-classified such as
progressive, iterative, habitual and stative duration. But
except for progressive, the other three subcategories
1

don’t have specially fixed grammatical forms, which are
semantically encoded to convey aspectual meaning. In
other words, these three subcategories are classified
semantically rather than syntactically. An unmarked
form can be used in these three sub-categories.
There is a correlation between past tense and perfective aspect in Korean, because both of them use the
same suffix ‘-eoss’ to represent the related information.
In other words, from the generation perspective, it is
enough to use just one of the information.
To take all these facts into consideration, we will define the aspect system in Korean like this: perfective
(experiential) and imperfective (progressive).

3.3

Mood

Mood is a formally grammaticalized category of the
verb with modal function. We will consider mood, a
grammatical category, is expressed by verbal inflection,
and modality is the semantic concepts of moods that can
be expressed by some specific lexicon. And the honorific in Korean, its relevance for the analysis of mood
lies in the fact that they are marked with a set of differing verbal suffixes, thus creating a paradigmatic set of
forms within each and every mood [1]. But in Chinese,
there is not such phenomenon, so it is hard to provide
the honorific information in Chinese analysis to generate the proper speech style of Korean. Based on this
difference, we will neglect the honorific in Korean
generation.
As a well-known isolating language, Chinese does
not have a verbal inflectional form, so it lacks a system
of marking sentences for mood. Actually, the mood
system of Chinese is mostly indicated by modal auxiliaries and particles. Here we will regard the system,
which expressed by modal auxiliary and particles as
modality in Chinese. And in Chinese, almost all of the
modal auxiliaries and particles can decide the category
of modality independently. For this reason, we will just
consider mood in this paper.
The mood system in Korean is more elaborate than
the one in Chinese. But considering that the genre of the
corpus is news of People’s Daily in China, we will set
these four categories such as: simple declarative, imperative, interrogative and exclamatory declarative.

3.4

Negation

The negation system in Chinese and Korean are very
similar. Commonly, there are standard negation, double
negation and imperative/propositive negation that are
necessary in Chinese-Korean MT system. But the mood
information of imperative/propositive negation will be
given in mood part, so we will just define two catego-

RVC: Resultative Verb Construction
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ries in Korean negation system, such as: standard negation and double negation.

3.5

Voice

As mentioned before, Chinese voice belongs to lexical
category because of one of the characteristics of Chinese, but not so in Korean.
In Chinese, it has often noted that the message carried
by passive sentences with verbs of perception or cognition is unfortunate or pejorative, whereas the meanings
of their verbs are neutral. Also, topic-comment construction in Chinese also can indicate passive message,
which does not use any passive marker. Although the
non-adversity usage of passive sentences increase in
modern Chinese due to the influence of Indo-European
languages, the topic prominence of Chinese together
with the restriction of the ‘bei’ construction to adverse
message combine to reduce the usage of the passive in
the language [3].
And there is no clear explanation about causative
voice. Causative sentences are mostly discussed as a
category of serial verb construction. Usually a variety of
notional causative forms are adopted in Chinese to express causative voice.
Generally, there are more productive sentences
without any passive/causative markers than with markers in Chinese, which can make the detection more difficult.
In Korean, voice is a well-defined grammatical category, and we will set the voice system in Korean as:
passive and causative.

3.6

each of the sentences to process modality information in
Japanese-English translation. But as mentioned before,
Chinese is an isolating and not a verb-final language, so
n-gram strings at the ends of the input Chinese sentence
and all the morphemes may not have great influence in
Chinese. We will show the experiment result to support
this perspective. Through this comparative experiment,
we derived the conclusion that the feature selection
should sufficiently consider the characteristics of the
source language.
In this paper, we will select the features according to
linguistic knowledge, which closely relate to the modality information in Chinese. The overview of features is
as follows.
Table 4. Overview of features2
Feature
Description
1.Time_t
Temporal marker, POS3 is t
2.Time_d
Temporal marker, POS is d
3.Time_auxv
Temporal marker, POS is auxv
MP is a motion verb of non4.MP4_motion
duration
5.MP_pos
POS information of MP
6.Aspect_u
Aspect marker, POS is u
7.Aspect_d
Aspect marker, POS is d
8.RVC_a
MP has a RVC, POS is a
9.RVC_vd
MP has a RVC, POS is vd
10.RVC_v
MP has a RVC, POS is v
11.MP_redup
MP has a reduplicant construction
12.Mood_y
Sentence final particle, POS is y
Sentence final punctuation mark,
13.Mood_w
POS is w
14.Negation
Negative particle
15.RVC_bu
‘bu’ before RVC
16.MP_buliao
‘buliao’after MP
Words function as passive/causative
17.Voice
markers
Property of MP, which can be used
18.MP_voice
in a sentence without passive/causative markers

Taxonomy of Modality System in Korean

Finally, we defined the taxonomy of modality system
in Korean as follows, which is proper to a practical Chinese-Korean MT system.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

4

Tense: {past, non-past}
Aspect: {perfective (experiential), imperfective
(progressive)}
Mood: {simple declarative, exclamatory declarative, imperative, interrogative}
Negation: {standard negation, double negation}
Voice: {passive, causative}

Feature Selection in Chinese

According to the modality system, which is defined in
section 3.6, we will select features that can represent the
modality information saliently in Chinese.
[6] used 1-gram to 10-gram strings at the ends of the
input Japanese sentences and all of the morphemes from

As previously noted, Chinese is an aspect language
and have a complete set of aspect marker. But in contrast, Chinese has no markers of tense. The language
does not use verb affixes to signal the relation between
the time of the occurrence of the situation and the time
that situation is brought up in speech [3]. Tense information is provided by temporal words like adverb and
2
t: time; d: adverb; u: particle; auxv: auxiliary verb; y: mood
particle; w: sentence final punctuation mark; a: adjective; vd:
directional verb; v: verb;
3
POS: Part Of Speech
4
MP: Main Predicate
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time or can be inferred from aspect markers. Some auxiliary verbs and adverbs in Chinese, which are used to
show presumptive/volitional modality, can refer future
tense according to the correlation between tense and
mood. Feature 1, 2 and 3 are selected for these reasons.
Through corpus analysis, we have found an interesting result that most of Chinese sentences are organized
in unmarked form, even without any temporal or aspect
markers. These unmarked sentences are hard to provide
correct tense information when they are translated into
Korean. About 59.7% ((2663+4570)/(5165+6949)) of
sentences are in unmarked form. The distribution of
tense is as follows.
Table 5. Distribution of tense with/without markers
Category Frequency
With / Without Marker
Past
5165
2502 / 2663
Non-Past
6949
2379 / 4570
Especially, as an isolating language, we can say that
the unmarked form in Chinese is one of the salient characteristics to make sentences very simple. But even
though there are no temporal or aspect markers and no
context information, people can recognize that the event
is occurred in past time or non-past time by linguistic
competence. Through corpus analysis, we have found
that the property of main predicate can be a useful clue
to identify tense. Actually, the motion verbs of nonduration can only represent past or future tense in a
moment. And motion verbs of duration, stative verbs
and adjectives are usually translated into present tense
in Chinese-Korean MT. For this reason, we will also
consider feature 4 and 5 as temporal markers.
The features from 6 to 11 have been described in section 3.2 already which represent the aspect information
well in Chinese.
Traditional Chinese grammar refers to the sentencefinal particles as yuqici (mood word). The sentence final
particles and punctuation marks such as question mark
and exclamatory mark can be good features to show
mood information.
Negation can be expressed by general negative particles, so feature 14 is selected for this reason. Feature 15
and 16 reflects some special cases in Chinese to express
negation. One is a negative word ‘bu’ before RVC and
the other is ‘buliao’ after main predicate to show negative view.
The last two features are used to classify voice information in Chinese. As mentioned before, voice system
in Chinese can be expressed by two ways. One is with
passive/causative markers and the other one is without
these markers. Feature 17 represents the passive/causative markers. And we already knew that most

productive sentences do not have the markers, which
can show voice information. The last feature will be a
good feature that can provide the information whether
the main predicate can be used in a sentence without
any passive/causative markers.

5

Experiment

In this paper, in order to make a modality detection
model, we randomly extracted sentences from the PFR
corpus 5 and segmented them into simple sentences to
make the training corpus in Chinese. In our ChineseKorean MT system, first, it will segment long sentences
into several simple sentences to reduce the parsing
complexity [7]. Finally, we collected 12,114 simple
sentences and annotated the main predicates with the
tense-aspect-mood-negation-voice information by three
bilinguists, considering the modality information when
they are translated into Korean. 46 categories have been
found in the corpus and the distribution of the major
categories is as follows.
Table 6. Distribution of major categories
Category
Frequency Rate (%)
Non-past
5731
47.30
Past
4592
37.90
Non-past, standard negation
432
3.57
Non-past, imperfective
249
2.06
Non-past, causative
238
1.96
Past, causative
230
1.90
Past, passive
133
1.10
Past, standard negation
117
0.97
Non-past, interrogative
117
0.97
In this paper, we adopted 9 classifiers and their variants provided by WEKA 3.46. The classifiers are as follows.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Naïve-Bayes classifier (NB)
Decision Tree using C4.5
Instance-based learning: K-NN, K*
Decision Table (DT)
Multi class classifier using SVM and AltDT
Boosting: AdaBoost (AB), LogitBoost (LB)

Concerning multi class classifiers, we used SVM of
polynominal kernal function and AltDT as base learners.
AltDT is a learning algorithm of alternating decision
tree. It is a 2-class classifier like SVM. And two boost5

PFR corpus: POS tagged corpus of People’s Daily (1998)
made by Peking University of China.
6
WEKA is a ML s/w in Java, which is developed by the University of Waikato.
(http://www.cs.waikato.ac.nz/~ml/weka/index.html)
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ing method were adopted with the base classifiers such
as, decision stump (DS) and decision tree (C4.5). Decision stump is a binary 1-level decision tree. It is usually
used in conjunction with a boosting algorithm.
The accuracy of 9 classifiers is displayed in table 7 as
follows.
Table 7. Accuracy of various ML methods
Method
Accuracy (%)
NB
75.17
C4.5
71.90
K-NN
82.33
K*
77.94
DT
82.71
Multi+SVM
75.97
Multi+AltDT
79.49
LB+DS
81.85
AB+C4.5
71.95

Table 9. Optimal feature set of each search method
Search Method
Optimal Feature Set
Bestfirst
3,4,6,7,9,13,14,15,16
Forward
3,4,6,7,9,13,14,15,16
Genetic
1,2,3,4,6,7,8,9,12,13,14,15,16

For a more accurate evaluation, 10-fold crossvalidation was adopted in all experiments and it was
repeated ten times and the results were averaged. We
can see that K-NN, DT and LB+DS have the best performance. But, through the two-sided t-test, we can say
that the differences between these three performances
are not ‘significantly different’. But, we will select decision table for our classifier because for future classification, the resulting decision table provides a constant
classification time on the average and is therefore well
suited for applications in real-time environments [2].
Decision table was adopted to perform the following
experiments.
In order to identify the best features and the optimal
feature set, we also performed two more experiments.
First is to handle experiment with one of the features
omitted each time. We displayed the five central features in table 8. The results show us that the MP_motion
feature is the most important factor. This is because
about 59.7% of Chinese sentences in the corpus are in
unmarked form as we mentioned before. In other words,
the MP_motion can function as a unique clue in the
sentence to provide modality information, especially
correct tense information. The distribution of the major
categories can really support this judgment in table 6.
Table 8. List of most central features
Feature
Reduction of accuracy (%)
MP_motion
11.72
Aspect_u
4.69
Time_auxv
3.23
Negation
3.09
Voice
2.67

Secondly, we adopted scheme-specific feature selection of Wrapper7 approach [9], which is essential for
learning decision tables to find the optimal feature set.
Here, the optimal features may not include all relevant
features. Bestfirst, forward and genetic search were performed. The optimal feature sets of each search method
are given in table 9. Again, we applied the optimal feature sets respectively to evaluate and achieved the accuracy such as, 83.10%, 83.10% and 83.05%. There is a
little improvement of accuracy, but we can still expect
an accuracy improvement through optimal feature set
selection.

As mentioned before, we also performed a comparative experiment with the feature set of [6]. The result is
shown in the table 10. Both of the experiments are performed by SVM method in the same parameter environment.
Table 10. Comparative experiment result with Murata’s
method
Feature Set
Accuracy (%)
Murata’s feature set
69.53
Our feature set
75.97
The result with our feature set improved the performance by 6%. In summery, we can come to the conclusion that feature selection is a very important factor and
it should take the linguistic characteristics into consideration.

6

Conclusions and Future work

To generate a proper Korean predicate, the natural modal expression is the most important factor on MT system. Usually, the modality information is processed by a
rule-based system. But, to make the heuristic rules is a
labor-intensive process and the rule-based system has a
chronic problem of low coverage. To resolve all these
problems, in this paper we proposed a ML-based
method to process modality information effectively.
First, we redefined a new applicable categorization of
the modality system in Korean through contrastive
analysis of Chinese and Korean and from the viewpoint
of a practical MT system. And according to the new
categorization of modality system and linguistic knowl7

Attribute selection is implemented as wrapper around learning scheme.
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edge, we described the feature selection in Chinese. The
comparative experiment to [6] has shown that feature
selection should sufficiently reflect the linguistic characteristics.
Through applying several ML techniques, in our experiment environment, we have found that the decision
table showed the best result considering the computation time together with the performance. And we also
found the property of main predicate whether it is a motion verb of non-duration is the most important clue.
This result is supported by the distribution of the unmarked sentences and the distribution of the major categories in the corpus.
The corpus we used in this paper is not a bilingual
corpus and the modality information is annotated by
bilinguists. But to evaluate the experiment objectively,
it is better to use a bilingual corpus and automatically
extract the modality information through corpus analysis. And to satisfy a practical MT system, we will explore the effect of various domains in future. There also
remained the translation problem of RVCs, which can
work as an aspect marker, and also retain the original
lexical meaning. It is essential to process the RVC problem because the RVCs occur frequently in Chinese sentences. Further research should be done with these
problems.
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Story Representation based on Term Distribution on Timelines for Chinese News
Event Link Detection*
Hainan Jin*, Dongun An**
Dept. of Computer Engineering, Chonbuk National University, Korean
* hnkim@duan.chonbuk.ac.kr
** duan@chonbuk.ac.kr
necessary of retrieval based on immediate-contentfocused queries for obtaining a variety of relevant stories,
but also reduces complexity because on-line news stories
have obvious time mark and doesn’t need training data, so
construct them automatically is very simple.
This paper discusses the influence of story
representation based on timelines on Chinese event link
detection. In this paper, we provide an empirical news
event description based on conventional feature term
extraction, improve existing story expansion strategy and
construct story weight vector.

Abstract
We investigate a system for Chinese news event detection
that automatically discovers relevant among the news
events and reports event topic to users in human-readable
form. The TDT link detection aims to determine whether
two stories discuss the same topic. This task much
depends on similarity calculation that more depends on
story representation. However, the study of feature word
extraction strategy impacts on Chinese event link
d e t e c t i o n i s s t i l l n o t d e e p e n o u g h e s p e c ia lly .
This paper provides some new issues of feature term
extraction on timeline for Chinese event link detection.
Feature selection is commonly known as dimensionality
reduction approaches. It attempts to remove noninformative words from documents in order to improve
categorization effectiveness and reduce computational
complexity. We propose a simple statistical model of
feature occurrence over time, and extract significance of
terms appearance on an individual date. The groupings
of terms display the major events and topics covered by
the corpus on a given date. We use TDT2 Mandarin data
as training data, and TDT3 Mandarin data as evaluation
data. The experiment results show our feature term
extraction strategy is useful to represent news stories; an
empirical Chinese news event description improve the
efficiency of event detection; improved story expansion is
helpful.

2. Corpora and Evaluation
The corpora used in this paper are the TDT2 Mandarin
corpus. It spans from January 1,1998 to June 30,1998.
There are 20 topics for Mandarin, and 18,712 story pairs
for link detection tasks. We evaluated the performance
with the augmented version of TDT3 corpus spanning
October 1,1998 to December 31,1998. These corpora are
provided by Voice of America, Xinhua and Zaobao News
Agencies. No translation is required in this paper.
Because cost function’s dynamic range makes it
difficult to interpret, in this paper we use a Normalized
Detection Cost (C Det ) Norm that its lower value
corresponds the better link detection [3].
(C Det ) Norm

C Det / min( C Miss u Pt arg et , C FA u Pnon  t arg et )

(1)

1. Introduction

3. Link Detection System

Traditional methods of information organization and
exploration classify information in a corpus or sub-corpus
according to the human psychology referring to the
training documents. This traditional technique is useful
for content-focused queries, but deficient for generic
queries such as “What happened?” or “What’s new?”
We are interested in using time as a categorization
benchmark [1, 2]. This development not only satisfies the

This paper’s primary aim is automatically selecting
features that reflect and summarize individual event from
a corpus for display. Classify the story with the same time
tag, extract feature terms, explicitly rank how likely these
features are to be high content relation and group these
feature terms. The groups of feature terms signify
individual event topic successfully.

3.1. Feature Term Extraction
* This work was supported by grant No. R012003-000-11588-0 from the Basic Research
Program of the Korea Science & Engineering
Foundation.
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Automatic feature selection methods include the
removal of non-informative terms according to corpus
statistics, and the construction of new features which
combine lower level features into higher level orthogonal
dimensions.

grouping. Group the stories with same time mark and
2

choose x statistic method that provided by the
traditional text category [6, 7] to calculate the weight of
an individual feature term f 0 on a certain date t0 relatives
to feature term distribution during a period of time 't .
Table 2 is a 2 u 2 contingency table, t0 is the certain

3.1.1. General Feature Term Selection In this paper,
Chinese lexical analysis using Hierarchical Hidden
Markov Model (HHMM) provided by free software
ICTCLAS [4]. After processing, obtain segmented feature
words with corresponding 39 lexical Part-Of-Speech tags.
Remove non-informative words from the inverted word
list, such as preposition, auxiliary word, pronoun and
exclamation etc.; preliminarily choose noun, verb,
adjective, time and number, etc. At the same time, we
take some simple rules to overcome the trouble that
brought by too careful segmentation. For example, mark
people name “਼ᘽᴹ/nr” by combining the surname “਼
/nr” and the first name “ᘽᴹ/nr”.
In general, nouns and verbs are important terms to
identify the topic that the story discusses. Especially,
some special nouns such as people names, location names
and organization names, etc. that denote interesting
entities and some important verbs denote the specific
events. But a lot of researches indicate that compared
with other morphological feature terms the verbs and
adjectives bring more information [5]. We found that
there are some important adjectives provide significant
information. Some important nouns are mis-tagged as
adjectives. Some unimportant verbs which do not have
the actual meaning take much noise. All these lead this
result.
In order to signify the news event better, we added
compound nouns as the feature term based on the above
tactics. Table 1 shows all performance improved when
using compound nouns. The best strategy is to choose
nouns, verbs, adjectives and compound nouns as the
feature term to represent stories. In the experiments, we
have discovered the increment of similarity threshold that
corresponding best strategy. It indicates matching
compound nouns in two different news stories is more
difficult than matching single terms.

day that we want to get intraday news events from
different resources and different reporter’s reports.
Accordingly, the collection of all news stories during a
period of time 't is the all news events reported up to
today.
The stories that
include the feature
term

0.1

0.15

0.2

0.25

0.3

0.4621

0.4179

0.4301

0.4423

0.4664

N&V&CNs

0.4349

0.4093

0.4103

0.4207

0.4432

N&J&CNs

0.3910

0.3879

0.3964

0.4279

0.4097

term

f0

The stories that are
reported on t 0
The stories that are

a

b

c
d
not reported on t 0
Table 2: Individual Feature Term Distribution based on Special Data
We use this distribution table to calculate the weight
of individual feature term.

x2

(a  b  c  d )  (ad  bc) 2
(a  b)(a  c)(b  c)(b  d )

(2)

From a series of inverse lists, knowing a indicates the
number of stories on that day t0 contains f 0 , a and

b total amount is the number of stories from a given day
t0 , a and c total amount is the document frequency of
the feature term ( f 0 ) in the whole stories collection,
a ǃ b ǃ c and d total amount indicates the total number
of news stories reported during a period of
time 't .Formula 3 express the relation between feature
word and time figuratively.
wTime (t 0 , f 0 ) x 2 (t 0 , f 0 )
(3)
2

We select the term that its x value is above our
threshold. The groups of these terms can indicate
different event. Through feature word distribution
situation, we can clearly see the degree that event attract
attention on its spanned dates.

Similarity Threshold
N&CNs

f0

The stories that not
include the feature

3.1.3. Empirical News Event Description We found
some general laws that dependence on coexistence of
some simple terms can signify a kind of relevant event.
For example, if readers see that there are such things of
“U.S.A. and Iraq” in news title, will think of the war
between two countries naturally, and some relevant news
stories. Another example, one group about U.S.A.
Colombia space shuttle crash events, the news title is
various for emphatic content of the news story. Some

N&V&J&CNs

0.4192 0.3940 0.3873 0.4005 0.4380
N:nouns V:verbs J:adjectives CNs:compound nouns
Table 1: Performance of Link Detection under Different Feature
Selection strategies

3.1.2. Feature Word Distribution on Timelines We
provide a model of feature term distribution on timelines
usage is appropriate for automatically selecting and
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titles such as “The Chinese people express the
compliments to the astronaut died in an accident of
Colombia.” “U.S.A. looks for the fall of Colombia space
shuttle promptly.” “Verify that seven astronauts die in
this accident” etc., all these correspond to the same event
and can be denoted with some significant words such as
“American plane crashed”.
Our research increase rule-based empirical news event
description for story representation. According to
artificial statistics rules, assign higher weight value to
signify individual event. The experiment results are
shown in Table 3.
0.1
Empirical news
description

0.4401

Similarity Threshold
0.15
0.2
0.25
0.4149

0.3670

0.3769

represented as a vector with tf idf weights with
formula 5, performance increases after story expansion.
w ( t i  { A , B }, d j ) tf i ( A  B ) idf i ( all )
(5)
Let idf i (all ) be the inverted document frequency of ti
for all documents, don’t care whether the similarity of
two stories is higher than TH e . But story expansion with
the non-relevant terms would reduce the performance of a
link detection system. It may introduce some noise into
the story and make the detection more difficult.
Our method improved this technique, only expanded
some terms that both occur in the expansion story pair
and counted idf relatives to the stories that the similarity

0.3

of two related stories is higher than TH expansion

0.3898

w(t i { A}, d j ) tf i ( A B ) idf i ( S (related part) !TH e )

Table 3: Performance of Chinese Link Detection with Empirical News
Event Description

(6)

We took the best strategy to represent story. The results
are shown in Table 4 shows that improved story
expansion outperforms the basic method. The total miss
rate was decreased to nearly 80 percent of original
amount. So story expansion is a good strategy to improve
the performance of link detection task.

Experiment results demonstrate that empirical news
event description is useful for event link detection.

3.2. Stories Similarity Measure

TH decision

Each story is represented as a vector with the weights
that are calculated with Formula 4.
wgt f 0 tf f 0 x wNE f 0 x wTime ( t 0 , f 0 )
(4)

0.2

TH exp ansion

0.2

0.25

0.3

0.35

0.4

N&J&CNs
N&V&J&CNs

0.4210 0.4174 0.3767 0.4073
0.3783
0.4406 0.4237 0.3673 0.3910
0.4079
Table 4: Performance of Chinese Link Detection with Best Strategy

For general feature terms, we set wNE is equal to 1.
For Named Entities such as <people’s names> <place
names> <organization names> <time> and <number>,
etc., we set it a higher value. The cosine function is used
to measure the similarity of two stories. Finally, a
predefined threshold TH decision is employed to decide

4. Experiment and Evaluation
4.1 Goals
We place test kernel on investigating the influence of
feature term distribution on timelines and particular
weight expression on Chinese news event link detection.

whether two stories are on the same topic or not.

3.3. Story Expansion

4.2 Evaluation Criterion

The length of stories may be diverse. There may be
very few features remaining for short stories. Already
existing technology is not reliable for low-frequency
terms. The similarity of two stories may be too small to
tell if they belong to the same event. To solve this
problem, a lot of researches introduced story expansion
technique [5].
The method introduced in paper [5], when the
similarity of two stories is higher than a predefined
threshold TH expansion , which is always larger than or

Heavy workload, our experiment only uses thirteen
training events to test the performance of Chinese link
detection task. These events are a portion of TDT2 event
collection. Table 5 lists the news events with simple topic
title.
Upcoming Philippine Elections
1998 Winter Olympics
Current Conflict with Iraq
China Airlines Crash
Tornado in Florida
Asteroid Coming
Viagra Approval
India, A Nuclear Power
Israeli-Palestinian Talks (London)
Anti-Suharto Violence
Anti-Chinese Violence in Indonesia
Afghan Earthquake
Clinton-Jiang Debate

equal to TH decision , the two stories are related some topic
in more confidence. Thus their relationship will be used
for story expansion later. For example, if the similarity of
a story pair (A, B) is very high, we will expand the vector
A with B when a new pair (A, C) is considered. If story is

Table 5: Detection Events
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The standard evaluation is precision, recall, miss
alarm, false alarm and micro-averaged F1 .

2 precision recall /( precision  recall)

F1

strategy and optimal similarity threshold to satisfy the
requirement of news event link detection task.
We applied the best strategy for TDT3 corpora in
above experiments. The result of our method showed the
total miss rate was decreased. But its value has not still
reduced to a satisfying degree. This is another challenge
issue to overcome.
For simplicity we have restricted ourselves to a
retrospective task here, have not yet tested in an on-line
setting.
Whether some already succeed techniques such as
topic segmentation and thesaurus can improve the
performance, need our experiment authentication in the
future.
Future work we can apply these techniques in
multilingual link detection task. For same event, different
national, various sources and different news reporter,
views are different. Consulting the content of these
reports synthetically will help readers to understand the
event more clearly. It will promote culture exchanges
across different national boundaries.

(7)

4.3 Experiment Result
The performance of event link detection depends on
feature term distribution, and term distribution more
depends on weight calculation of the feature term. We use
traditional tf idf to compare with our proposed weight
calculation that provided with Formula 4. Figure 1 shows
comparative distribution of story vector with different
strategy.

(a)

(b)
Figure 1: Story Weight Vector

(a)

tf  idf

(b) bases on feature term distribution on timelines

The results of event link detection are shown in Table
6. Better performance is obtained corresponding
similarity threshold from 0.1 to 0.35. Compare with
traditional weight calculation, micro-averaged F1 value
has increased 13.6%.

tf  idf

proposed

precision

0.3313

0.3774

recall

0.9131

0.8506

miss alarm

0.0869

0.1494

false alarm

0.5765

0.2947

0.4862

0.5228

micro-averaged

F1
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Abstract

acter has up to 25 strokes, giving more than 32,000
strokes in Chinese characters, and making it very difThis paper presents a novel system for font genera- ﬁcult to enter all strokes for reﬂecting user’s indivition based on an individual’s handwriting. The concept suality. An eﬃcient automatic method for character
is to compress the reference character database by us- pattern generation is therefore required.
ing vector quantization, with one input character corMany methods have been developed for the generaresponding to many reference characters for the pur- tion of handwritten-style fonts. For example, there are
poses of font generation. We call that correspondence methods used in the pre-processing stage of handwritstroke correspondence. A compression rate of 1.4% ing character recognition [4][3], the main purpose of
is achieved by the vector quantization. The system is which is to normalize handwriting to ensure highly acalso applicable to characters that include smoothly con- curate handwriting character recognition. There are
nected strokes, by using a Fourier descriptor. In ad- also methods for generating handwritten-style fonts
dition, the cost of the font generation is low for users that geometrically modify an existing font [5], however
and the font is generated on demand using several pa- these use parameters that are very complex, and the
rameters. A strongly individual font, a standard font, resulting fonts do not reﬂect individual style. Methods
and a font that includes many connected strokes are also exist to extract parameters from a user’s on-line
generated on the user’s command. Two evaluation ex- handwritten characters, and modify a reference patperiments involving 25 subjects show that generated tern using parameters based on them [6]. Obtaining
fonts reflect the user’s individual handwriting, using an optimized reference pattern is diﬃcult, as generated
both subjective and objective criteria.
fonts depend greatly on a reference pattern, and applying this to a character containing connected strokes is
considered diﬃcult for the same reason. Furthermore,
1 Introduction
methods exist that extract geometry information from
a user’s oﬀ-line handwriting characters using a scanHandwriting is a skill that is personal to individuals.
ner, and use this to modify an existing font [8][9]. Only
Handwriting was developed as a means to expand huabstract aspects of a user’s handwriting are reﬂected
man memory and to facilitate communication. The
by these methods, and they ignore the prospect of reprinting press and type writer opened up the world to
ﬂecting a user’s individuality.
fomatted documents, increasing the number of readThe purposes of the method proposed in this paper
ers that, in turn, learned to write and to communicate
[7]. Nowdays, typical fonts such as Times Roman and are to:
Times New Roman used widely in newspapers, articles and on the Internet. While these fonts are easy
1. generate a handwritten-style font that reﬂects the
to read, they lack individual characters and appear
user’s individuality,
overly mechanical. Most Japanese people may use an
Oriental brushed-penned fonr for a New Year’s card,
2. reduce the cost of generating this font to a minifor example, yet wish to express their feelings using
mum,
their own individual characters. Receiving a letter or
email written in a personal font makes communication
more pleasant and expressive than if written in a typ3. include characters in the generated font having
ical font.
connected strokes, and
Our goal is to generate a handwritten-style font that
reﬂects user’s indibiduality. Our target for font gener4. arbitrarily adjust to reﬂect a user’s individuality
ation is Chinese characters. There are over 3000 Chiby generating connected strokes.
nese characters used in Japan, and each Chinese char-
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2

Stroke Correspondence

Chinese characters are composed of a combination of a
radicals. A radical may be separated accurately from
text using the generation rules of Chinese characters,
and most Chinese characters are assembled using two
or more common radicals. A radical may be separated
into several strokes, with each stroke corresponding to
two or more common strokes. By paying attention to
the characteristic of Chinese characters and strokes,
we consider each stroke as a vector and compress the
stroke pattern using vector quantization.

2.1

Threshold

Total stroke
number

Compression rate

Maximum
strokes
per character

0
5
6
7
8
9
10

32398
1156
817
601
455
364
294

3.57%
2.52%
1.85%
1.40%
1.12%
0.91%

2721
3303
3824
4308
4825
5344

Target Characters

This font generation system aims to implement the
ﬁrst level of the Japanese Industry Standard (JIS) Chinese character code set. The code set includes 2,965
Chinese characters. A Chinese character has up to 25
strokes, and there are 32,398 strokes in total for all
characters. The character database generated by [10]
is used as the reference character database in this system. The database was compiled by 90 subjects, and
the data were obtained using a stylus pen on an input
character area of 256x256 pixels. Subjects were directed to write input characters cursively in a normal
manner similar to handwriting in one’s own notebook.
Input characters are then normalized in size, and averaged. An averaged character is used as the reference
character data.

2.2

Table 1: Total number of strokes using simple clustering.

Vector Quantization

The starting point of each stroke of the reference character database is moved to the origin, and the data are
used as a specimen to divide the character data into
several strokes, where Pi (i = 1, ..., n) is the ith point of
a stroke. The coordinates of the stroke are expressed
as (xi , yi ).
Despite a total of 32,398 strokes across all Chinese
characters, most strokes are common since Chinese
characters are assembled from a combination of radicals. Each stroke is therefore considered a vector, and
many strokes may be compressed using vector quantization. Vector quantization is the method of classifying input vectors into several clusters. In this system,
a simple clustering algorithm and the K-means clustering algorithm are used for the vector quantization.
The simple clustering algorithm determines the number of compressed clusters and the initial values used
by the K-means clustering algorithm. The K-means
clustering algorithm classiﬁes N vectors into an optional K categories [2], where K is the number of categories obtained from the simple clustering algorithm.
The simple clustering algorithm calculates the distance between one stroke and others, and classiﬁes
strokes based on this distance. If the distance is less
than a threshold, these strokes are classiﬁed as within
the same cluster. A Euclidean distance measure is used

for the distance calculation. In the following equation,
S is the reference stroke, S  is the input stroke, and
D(S, S  ) is the distance between S and S  .

1  
 )2 .
(xij − xij )2 + (yij − yij
n j=1
n

D(S, S  ) =

(1)
Table 1 shows the result of classiﬁcation of the
reference character database using simple clustering,
where, at maximum, 2,721 strokes may be compressed
into one single stroke. Moving the starting point to
the origin is considered the reason for the high compression. The number of clusters that are obtained by
this algorithm, and the average value of a cluster, are
used by the K-means clustering algorithm. In the Kmeans algorithm, K is the number of strokes in Table
1 and the ﬁrst centroids are average values of clusters.

2.3

Stroke Correspondence Database

The main purpose of the stroke correspondence
database is to analyze a correspondence stroke, which
is one between a compressed stroke and an uncompressed stroke. The database is used to assemble a
generated character from user’s input. The stroke correspondence database is generated from the relationships between the strokes of the uncompressed reference characters and the compressed reference characters. Since a compressed stroke corresponds to many
uncompressed strokes (for example, in the case of
θ = 8, one stroke corresponds to 4,308 strokes), fonts
are generated eﬀectively.

3

The Handwritten-Style Font
Generation System

The method generates a handwritten-style font by applying the following procedure. First, the character’s
nonlinear parameters are extracted as global features
from a user’s on-line handwriting characters. Secondly,
user’s input strokes are corresponded to compress a
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reference stroke pattern and assemble a Chinese character from these strokes. Thirdly, an abstract of the
character shape is extracted using a Fourier descriptor,
and connected strokes are generated. Furthermore, the
generated character is modiﬁed by nonlinear parameters and a handwritten-style font is generated.

3.1

Global Features Parameters

Figure 1: An example of a corresponding stroke.

The nonlinear transformation proposed by [6] is used
as the global features parameters in this system. The
nonlinear transformation is deﬁned as follows:
x = ((rw − x)(rh − y)a + (rw − x)yc
+xye + x(rh − y)g)/(rw rh )
y  = ((rw − x)(rh − y)b + (rw − x)yd
+xyf + x(rh − y)h)/(rw rh )

(2)

where a, b, c, d, e, f, g, h are the nonlinear parameters
and (x, y) is a coordinate of a character stroke and
(x , y  ) is a coordinate after transformation, rw and rh
are the character’s width-height. These eight parameters are decided automatically by the least squares
method for ﬁtting the reference character and the input character.

3.2

Character Assembly

Figure 1 shows examples of correspondence strokes for
the 6th stroke of the Chinese character ”.” A character is assembled to correspond one input stroke with
the strokes of many characters. Since a character is assembled stroke-by-stroke, there is an incomplete character in this case so parameter α is used to indicate
whether to complete a character if it is assembled by
using a certain number of strokes. The range of α
is 0 < α < 1, and NMAX and Ninp are the number
of all strokes and the number of input strokes for a
character, respectively. If α is NMAX < Ninp , the
character appears complete and the next process is
conducted. A stroke in an insuﬃcient section compensates for the same stroke in the compressed reference
character database. A larger α indicates that fewer
generated characters are used but the user’s input is
reﬂected more strongly. Parameter β is used to control the blend between a reference stroke and an input
stroke, where β is 0 < β < 1. A reference stroke and
an input stroke are set to Sref and Sinp , and Sgen ,
which is a generated stroke between Sref and Sinp , is
determined by Sgen = βSinp + (1 − β)Sref . The generated character remains identical to the user input
stroke in the case of β = 0. In the case of β = 1, the
generated character becomes is identical to the reference character.

3.3

Connected
Database

Stroke

Analysis

The connected stroke analysis database contains the
criteria to connect the last point of a stroke with the
ﬁrst point of its following stroke. Not all generated
characters necessarily include connected strokes. Connected strokes are analyzed using the input data from
on-line handwritten characters that have been input by
90 people. The analysis determines a stroke that is appropriate for connecting to an another stroke, based on
the connected stroke analysis database. The parameter Cθ is a threshold used to connect several strokes.
If the number of writers who used connected strokes is
greater than Cθ , the strokes are then connected to another stroke. Strokes s1 and s2 are candidate strokes
of the connected strokes. The ending point of s1 connects with the starting point of s2, and the connected
stroke s1 is obtained and normalized so that the distance between each point is equal.

3.4

Connected Stroke Generation

This process explores a combination of strokes that can
tend to connected strokes from the connected stroke
analysis database. A parameter Cθ is calculated indicating the tendency for strokes to connect. If Cθ
is exceeded, those strokes will be connected and they
will combined as one stroke. After this, smoothly connected strokes are generated to describe the frequency
domain using a Fourier descriptor and to obtain the
low-pass characteristic.
The Fourier descriptor is used to describe a curve
on a plane using a frequency domain representation.
Z-type [12], G-type [1], and P-type [11] descriptors are
possible. A Z-type descriptor carries out a Fourier
transformation on a linear function of the accumulation of angle change and length from one point of a
closed curve. A Z-type descriptor carries out a Fourier
transformation to a complex function of the length,
from one point of a closed curve. A P-type descriptor carries out a Fourier transformation on the Pexpression using a direction vector between one point
and the others. Since a Z-type Fourier descriptor and
a G-type Fourier descriptor are diﬃcult to apply to
open curves, a P-type Fourier descriptor, which may
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be applied to open curves, is used in this process.
Information about an abstract shape of an original
curve resides in the low-pass components of the power
spectrum, and information about its details resides in
high-pass components. The original curve C and the
N dimensional reproduction curve CN approach the
original curve C as N becomes large. Detail features
are lost and CN approaches an abstract shape of C as
N decreases. The abstract shape of C appears to omit
features, such as when a user writes connected strokes.,
as shown as Figure 2. The generated character has an
abstract shape of several combined characters. The
connected strokes, which are a natural handwriting,
can be obtained using the connected stroke analysis
database.

Original

N=5

N = 10

N = 15

Figure 2: Sample characters of each parameter N of a
P-type Fourier descriptor.

3.5

No. 1
No. 2
No. 3
No. 4
No. 5

Figure 3: Input characters for the generation experiment.

stroke correspondence. (b) and (c) of the ﬁgure show
characters that are using stroke correspondence and a
nonlinear transformation. (d) of the ﬁgure shows the
connected strokes by setting Cθ = 1.0. The left part
of Figure 4 shows the characters that are identical to
the input characters, and the right part shows the new
characters that diﬀerent to the input. It can be seen
that individuality is reﬂected by comparing these with
the input characters for every subject.

Character Modification

Table 2: The number of generated characters.
α
0.5
0.6
0.7
0.8 0.9 1.0
Number 2243 1375 723 302 60 22

The values of a, b, c, d, e, f, g, and h obtained in the
global features extraction are used for the parameters
of a nonlinear transformation. A nonlinear transformation is a conversion process for geometric modiﬁcation. Since the global features of the character are
reﬂected by a nonlinear transfomation, a handwritten- 4.2 Evaluation Experiment
style font reﬂects the user’s individuality, such as their The individuality reﬂected in the generation results
character size and distortion.
was evaluated using both the degree ranking of subjectively similarity by subjects, and objectively using
4 Font Generation Experiment the degree ranking of the distance [6].
The degree ranking of subjective similarity is perand Evaluation
formed through evaluation of subjective test results.
The conditions of the test are as follows.
The generation results vary according to the diﬀer1. There are 25 subjects, who are identical to those
ences between three parameters α, β, and Cθ . This
who supplied input characters.
chapter describes the font generation, subjective evaluation and the objective evaluation experiments using
2. The subjects are shown Figure 4, which is gen25 subjects. The input characters are selected from a
erated from the input characters from the same
set of character having many correspondence strokes,
subjects in this system.
as shown in Figure 3.
3. The following directions are provided to subjects,
and they rank the generation results by their sub4.1 Generation Experiment
jective similarity.
Table 2 shows the number of characters that are gener”The following characters were assembled based
ated in this system by eight input characters. A large
on your handwriting. Please choose the ﬁve sets
number of characters are generated, even with only
of characters that you judge to be closest to your
eight input characters. There is little cost for users to
handwriting, in order.”
input characters. Figure 4 shows examples of the genThe results of the degree ranking of the subjective
erated characters. (a) of the ﬁgure shows characters
that are using a nonlinear transformation only without similarity are shown in Figure 5. ”SC” means stroke
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No. 1
No. 2
No. 3
No. 4
No. 5

(a)

No. 1
No. 2

correspondence. Stroke correspondence was not used
for ”Nonlinear transformation only” curve in the ﬁgure
to compare an eﬀectiveness of using stroke correspondence.
The ranking consists only of the ten highest, because it is diﬃcult to attach rankings to all characters. The proportion of those characters generated by
using stroke correspondence and nonlinear transformation within the tenth place ranking is 80%. It was
determined that individuality was subjectively distinguishable, as reﬂected in the generation results.
The objective degree ranking is based on the distance between characters. The distance is determined
from 1 input character and 25 generated characters.
The objective degree ranking is determined using the
following procedure.
(i)

No. 3

1. Let Ctn be an input character of a category i from


(i)

subject tn , and Ctn be the generated result using
(i)
Ctn as input.

No. 4
No. 5

(i)

(b)



(i)

2. Let D = (Ctn , Ctm ) denote the distance between


(i)

(i)

Ctn and Ctm .
(i)

3. Find Dn,m , with i, n ﬁxed.
(i)

No. 1

4. Find Dn,m for all n, m, i.

No. 2

5. The ranking is determined to be in Dn,m order.

No. 3

Figure 6 shows the ratio of the objective degree
(i)
ranking in kth order corresponding to Ctn , which is
the user’s own handwriting character of the genera
(i)
tion result Ctn . The proportion of results generated
by using stroke correspondence and a nonlinear transformation within ﬁfth place is 92%. The objective evaluation was omitted when connected strokes are generated because the distance calculation is too complex.
As mentioned above, it was conﬁrmed that individuality was reﬂected in the generation result.
The ratio of the objective degree ranking is such a
high percentage because of the global features extraction and the modiﬁcation by using nonlinear transformation of generated characters and the local features
extracted by using stroke correspondence in this system. The size of input characters and the distortion
are extracted as parameters and a nonlinear transformation is conducted to generated characters using the
parameters. The global and local features of generated characters resemble the input characters, due to
the appearance of global and local features of the user’s
input characters from the subjective evaluation experiment.

(i)

No. 4
No. 5

(c)

No. 1
No. 2
No. 3
No. 4
No. 5

(d)

Figure 4: Examples of generated characters. (a) A
nonlinear transformation only without stroke correspondence, (b) stroke correspondence and a nonlinear transformation (β = 0), (c) stroke correspondence
and a nonlinear transformation (β = 0.5), and (d)
stroke correspoindence and anonlinear transformation
and connected strokes using a P-type Fourier descriptor.

5

Conclusion

This paper describes a method for generating a
handwritten-style font that reﬂects user’s individual
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Percentage of best-fit fonts

of connected strokes for softer and more natural curve.
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ABSTRACT

searching procedure to get a solution that meets the
maximum probability, or to generate N best results
serving further processing [1].
Because of the limitation from our system and
platform, the unknown words that we identified only
include Chinese person names (PER), location names
(LOC), numerals (NUM) and time expressions
(TIME). The evaluation is conducted on a large set of
corpus segmented and tagged manually, while the
experimental results show the efficiency of our
method. The precision of PER, LOC, NUM and
TIME on the test set is 82.1%, 80.5%, 91.7%, 95.5%,
respectively; and the recall is 87.0%, 71.3%, 90.6%,
93.7%, respectively. There are 75.1% of the results
matching the standard ones perfectly, if five best
results for one input are saved.

The paper presents a Chinese unknown word
identification system based on a local bigram model.
Generally, our word segmentation system employs a
statistical-based unigram model. But to identify those
unknown words, we take advantage of their
contextual information and apply a bigram model
locally. To explain this local approximation, we make
an “integrally smoothing assumption”. As a
simplification of bigram, this method is simple as well
as feasible, since the complexity of its algorithm is
quite low and not so many training corpora are
needed. The results of our experiments show the
solution is really effective.

1

INTRODUCTION

Unlike Indo-European languages, Chinese words
do not have spaces to mark their boundaries. So word
segmentation is the foundation of Chinese natural
language processing (NLP). A system with a lexicon
could perform quite well, however, the unknown
words which are not registered in the lexicon, become
the bottle-neck of the precision and recall. Simply
enlarging vocabulary will not work, because those
unknown words are so vast and various as to be
collected exhaustively. Unknown word identification
(UWI) therefore plays a significant role in word
segmentation.
In this paper, we illustrate an approach to recognize
unknown words, which is based purely on statistics
and probabilities, and involves information only on
word level. First, a process to specify an unknown
word candidate is triggered on some certain
conditions (a Chinese character that can form a
surname will cause a specifying process of a
candidate of person name, for example), and an initial
probability of this word is calculated from its internal
formation. Then the context information of it is taken
into consideration, with a local bigram model applied
here, whose details will be discussed later in Section
3. At last the specified candidates of unknown words,
together with normal lexicon words, will go through a

2

RELATED WORK

Recently, many techniques have been proposed for
Chinese unknown words identification. Lv et al [2]
presented a rule-based method, which used unknown
words’ internal structure and context relations to
develop its evaluation functions, and resolved them
by a dynamic programming. Tan et al [3] expounded
a transformation-based machine learning approach.
They focused on the problems of Chinese place name
recognition, with a similar idea with Brill algorithm
[4], and eliminated many incorrectly recognized
sequences by transformation rules. And Zhang et al [5]
revealed a universal method based on roles tagging.
They tagged the roles of words’ component tokens by
applying a Viterbi algorithm in the fashion of a POS
tagger. As a result their system could recognize
several types of unknown words.
In the last few years, some class-based models
were introduced. For example, Sun et al [6] integrated
word segmentation and named entity identification
into a unified framework and developed the
class-based LM with their own features. Zhang et al
[7] improved their role-based model and added a
class-based segmentation. Fu and Luke [8] also
combined the model based on classes with their word
juncture models and word-formation patterns for
UWI.
We benefit form their approaches, and explore a
statistical-based model that fit our own word
segmentation system and NLP platform.

*

This research was supported by National Natural
Science Foundation (60203020) andScience
Foundation of Harbin Institute of technology
(hit.2002.73).
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䖭䞠/᳝/݇/⚜/ⱘ/䘫⠽/Ǆ(There are relics of Martyr Guan
Tianpei here.)
2.Intersection with posterior word
䙧ᇣᑇ/ㄝ/乚ᇐ (Deng Xiaoping etc.)
3.Surname with a lexicon word
⥟䳲( ܝWang Xiaguang)
4.Being a lexicon word simultaneously
咢ᯢ (Li Ming, with another meaning of dawn)
5.Combining ambiguity
a)
䆄㗙/ܼЁ/䘧Ǆ˄Reported by Quan Zhong.˅
Ҫ/क/ᵾ/ܼ/Ё/䵊ᖗ/Ǆ(His ten shots all hit the bull’s-eye.)
b)
1000/ԭ/ϛ/( ܗmore than 10 million yuans)
ᴥ䭓 / ԭϛ ܗ/ ᳝ / ϔ / Ͼ / ܓᄤ / Ǆ (Yu Wangyuan, the leader of
village, has a son.)
Table 1: Examples of Ambiguities Related with Person Names
intersection ambiguities and combining ambiguities is
12:1 [9]. So unigram could work rather well, as it
3 LOCAL BIGRAM MODEL FOR UWI
solves intersection ambiguities effectively, which are
The noisy channel model is a classic language
major problems for word segmentation. But for UWI,
model for word segmentation, of which the actual
it is not always competent. The formation of Chinese
application could be an n-gram model. In this section,
unknown words (especially Chinese person names) is
we integrate the UWI process to a word segmentation
so complex, that it can generate several types of
system with such a model, and employ a local bigram
ambiguities as Table 1 shows. It can be seen that
method, with the assumption that the rest parts, where
information only from the word formation pattern
unigram is used, are smoothed.
itself is not adequate. Maybe, in Case 1 or Case 2, it
might still work. But if the input sentence is like Case
3.1 The Classic Noisy Channel Model
3 or Case 4, the corresponding probabilities will
for Word Segmentation
probably be partial to the lexicon words. Furthermore,
Given a sentence that can be regarded as a
in Case 5, we could not even judge whether it is a
sequence of Chinese characters S=s1s2…sn, the task of
person name or not. Considering that, context
word segmentation is to find a separated sequence
information is indispensable to UWI.
W=w1w2…wn, whose posterior probability:
A rule-based weighting is efficient, but for a
P (W ) P ( S | W )
(3.1.1)
statistical-based model that outputs N best results for
P (W | S )
P(S )
further refining, the weight added illogically may
confuse the evaluation process, which obeys
is maximum over all possible ones. For a fixed
probability originally, to mark and order the results.
sequence, P(S) is a constant, and P(S|W)=1 because
Then bigram model is chosen, and indeed, it performs
the sequence of Chinese characters is unique for any
better. Yet, the training of the transition probabilities
result word sequence, then:

of every two words calls for an enormous collection
W arg max P (W )
(3.1.2)
of corpus, which is not handy at all time. If used as a
W
rough segmentation, it would cost a lot of time and

where W is the recognized word sequence.
memory for the decoding to gain N best results. Since
Stochastic language models are usually used to
unigram already can do so much, the cost-efficiency
calculate P(W), with which, for a sequence of words
of bigram is not that high. Hence we decide to find a
W, P(W) can be written as:
compromise.
1.Intersection with previous word

N

P (W )

 P( w

| w0 ...wi  2 wi 1 )

i

(3.1.3)

3.3 Local Bigram Model

i 0

Observing the P(W) of bigram model, it is generally
computed under the Maximum Likelihood paradigm
as:

However, in practice, it is impossible to compute
the exact conditional probabilities P(wi|w0…wi-2wi-1)
for a long sentence. So we assume that a given word’s
probability only depends on its n previous words. The
equation (3.1.3) is expressed as:

P ( wi | wi 1 ) |

N

P (W )

 P( w

i

| wi  n ...wi  2 wi 1 )

C ( wi 1 , wi )
C ( wi 1 )

(3.3.1)

where C(wi-1,wi) is the frequency of the
co-occurrences of wi and wi-1, and C(wi-1) is the total
frequency of wi-1 in the corpus. Here we prefer to
write it as:

(3.1.4)

i 0

Then we call it an n-gram model. Bigram (n=1) and
unigram (n=0) are both popularly used instances.

P ( wi | wi 1 ) |

3.2 The Unigram Model’s Dilemma
A research shows that ambiguities occur 1.2 times
per 100 Chinese characters, while the ratio of

P ( wi 1 , wi )
P ( wi 1 )

(3.3.2)

by dividing the numerator and denominator with a
same factor C(Total), the total of the words in the
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Unknown Word
PER
LOC

Related Word Class
Expression
Example
Appellation
NC
䆄㗙⥟फ (Reporter Wang Nan)
Preposition
P
≜䰇Ꮦ (in Shenyang)
જᇨⒼ࣫䚼 (northern part of Harbin)
Orientation
F
NUM
Postfixe of numeral
PX
ϝग (more than three thousand)
Quantifier
Q
ϔⱒᓴ (a hundred papers of)
TIME
None
Table 2: The Classes Having Dependencies with Unknown Words
their types as their classes, we also defined several
corpus, for the convenience of latter illations. But if
word classes that have a close relation with them.
P(wi-1,wi)=0 in the training corpus, the element whose
Table 2 shows the details. The other words’ effects to
P(wi|wi-1) is 0, will make it terrible on test data.
unknown words candidates are so slight that we
Considering this, many smoothing ways have been
ignore them. For the above classes, we can believe
devised, one of which is interpolation. With this
that in the defined local area if a class Ci contains a
method unigram and bigram are combined, and
formula (3.3.2) is rewritten as:
word wi, then wi belongs and only belongs to Ci. So
we can suppose P(wi)= P(wi, Ci)
P ( wi 1 , wi )
P ( wi | wi 1 ) | O
 (1  O ) P ( wi ) (3.3.3)
According to that, for an unknown word candidate,
P ( wi 1 )
formula (3.3.4) is transformed to:
in which O (0 d O d 1) is usually determined by
O P( wi 1 , wi )
optimizing on the “held-out” data.
P * ( wi | wi 1 )
 P ( wi )
1

O P ( wi 1 )
According to this principle, we make an “integrally
smoothing assumption” that in a sentence,
O P(wi 1 , Ci 1 , wi , Ci )
 P( wi )
probabilities of the rest parts’ co-occurrences are all 0,
1 O
P( wi 1 )
so they are smoothed and only have factors like
If complete probability formula is used, then:
(1-O)P(wi), except the unknown words candidates
O P(Ci1 , Ci )P(wi1 , wi | Ci1 , Ci )
identified and some local areas associated with them
P * (wi | wi1 )
 P(wi )
O
1

P(Ci1 )P(wi1 | Ci1 )
whose probabilities will have dependencies with their
previous words. Here, we must also make a definition
Suppose wi-1 and wi are independent under the
to the “local area”: We consider an unknown word
condition Ci-1, Ci :
together with its one previous word or one posterior
P * (wi | wi 1 )
word (both are the longest) as a local area. Then the
O P(Ci 1 , Ci ) P(wi 1 | Ci 1 , Ci ) P(wi | Ci 1, Ci )
bigram model is applied in this extent correspondingly.
 P(wi )
1 O
P(Ci 1 ) P(wi 1 | Ci 1 )
Again we divide every P(wi|wi-1) with a factor (1-O),
as:
Further, suppose wi is independent of Cj (izj):

P * ( wi | wi 1 )

O P( wi 1, wi )
1 O

P( wi 1 )

 P( wi )

(3.3.4)
P * (wi | wi 1 )

And let:

O P(Ci 1, Ci )P(wi 1 | Ci 1) P(wi | Ci )
1 O

P(Ci 1 ) P(wi 1 | Ci 1 )

O P(Ci 1, Ci ) P(wi | Ci )



W * arg max  P * ( wi | wi 1 )
W

1 O

(3.3.5)

P(Ci 1 )

 P(wi )

 P(wi )

i

We can also express it as:
º
ª O
P (C i 1 , C i )
P * ( wi | wi 1 ) «
 1» P ( wi ) (3.3.6)
O
1
P
(
C
)
P
(
C
)

i 1
i
¼
¬

which will have the same outcome with (3.1.2). After
that, the general parts of the sequence inputted will
have P*(wi|wi-1)=P(wi) that just equal the probabilities
with unigram. Whereas, take the sentence “ᬭᥜᄳ㽓
ᅝ ” (Professor Meng Xi-An) as an example, the
unknown word candidate “ ᄳ㽓ᅝ ” (Meng Xi-An)
will have such a P* as:
P * (ᄳ㽓ᅝ | ᬭᥜ)

The initial probability P(wi) of the candidate is
calculated as:
(3.3.7)
P( wi ) P( wi | Ci ) P(Ci )
The conditional probability P(wi|Ci) is generated from
its internal formation patterns:

O P(ᬭᥜ, ᄳ㽓ᅝ)
 P(ᄳ㽓ᅝ)
P(ᬭᥜ)
1 O

m 1

P( wi | Ci )

which is enlarged by its previous word “ ᬭ ᥜ ”
(professor), for “ᬭᥜ” (professor) is a appellation
word often appearing ahead a person name. In this
way, the “local bigram model” is created.
On the second thoughts, to avoid the data
sparseness that remains serious when the probabilities
are computed based on exact word, we actually apply
a clustering method. Besides unknown words that take

i
i
i
P( s0i | C Beg
) P( smi | C End
) P( s ij | C Mid
)
j 1

(3.3.8)

3.4 Decoder
The decoding algorithm is much simplified. We
create a directed acyclic graph for an input sentence,
of which the vertexes represent the spaces of every
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two Chinese characters and the edges denote there
could be words. The weight of each edge is set with
–ln[P*(wi|wi-1)]. As it is generally a unigram model, a
Dijkstra searching with some judgments is enough. It
can also gain N best results conveniently just by
adding a storing structure to the graph.

RPM

where C(PerfectMatch) is the number of the output
sentences one of whose N results perfectly matches
the standard result, and C(Sentence) is the total
number of input sentences.

3.5 Sample Results and Discussion

4.2 Experimental Data

With the above model, we solve many problems
that were inextricable with unigram before. There are
some examples:
1.
“ᴅ⨇Ҏ” (Mrs. Zhu Lin)

The lexicon used in our system contains about
80,000 words. We also have an additional dictionary
that covers the information related with (3.3.8).
Several tests are taken on a corpus set containing
1,2000 sentences (expanded in Table 3) extracted
from the news of People’s Daily in the first half year
of 1998 [10]. To emphasize the local bigram’s effect,
we compare it with the result based on simple
unigram model. At last we make an open evaluation
on the test data for the track of PK-open in 2003
SIGHAN Bakeoff [11] to contrast our system with the
other public systems in the track.
Class
Words
Rate
Lexicon word
243997
92.1%
PER
2757
1.0%
LOC
122
0.05%
TIME
4737
1.6%
NUM
6879
2.6%
Table 3: Details of Test Corpus

P(ᴅ⨇ PER ) P(Ҏ | ᴅ⨇ PER )
º
ª O
P( PER, NC )
P(ᴅ⨇PER ) «
 1» P(Ҏ)
¬1  O P( PER) P( NC ) ¼

will be much greater than P(ᴅ⨇ PER)P(Ҏ).
2. “ҪकᵾܼЁ䵊ᖗǄ” (His ten shots all hit the
bull’s-eye.) Comparing with “ 䆄 㗙 ܼ Ё 
䘧Ǆ”(Reported by Quan Zhong.)
As “ܼ” and “Ё” are both single-character words
with high frequency in the corpus, P( ܼ )P( Ё ) is
greater than P(ܼЁ PER). Therefore, the first sentence
can be segmented correctly as: “Ҫ/क/ᵾ/ܼ/Ё/䵊ᖗ
/Ǆ” And because of the weighting of “䆄㗙” to the
person name candidate “ܼЁ”, the second one can be
segmented as “䆄㗙/ܼЁ/䘧” correctly, as well.
3.
“1000 ԭϛ( ”ܗmore than 1000 yuans)
After weighting procedure the probability of the
sequence is like:

4.3 Performance of UWI

P (1000) P (ԭ | NUM ) P (ϛ | PX ) P ( | ܗNUM )

Class
PER

which prevents the result “ԭϛ ܗPER” .
But there remain some ambiguities that can not be
solved. For example “䙧【⫳ܜѢ 1886 ᑈǄ” (Mr.
Deng Jiaxian was born in 1886.) We can not decide
whether it is “䙧【ܜ/⫳Ѣ…” or “䙧【/⫳ܜ/Ѣ…”
only by this model. However, bigram even trigram
can not solve many instances of this kind, either.

4

LOC
TIME
NUM

4.1 Evaluation Metric
The precision, recall and F-scores of our system are
conducted by following formulae:
Number

R=

of

Correctly

Identified

Number of Identified Unknown
Number of Correctly Identified Unknown
Total Number of Unknown

F=

P
82.1%
84.0%
80.6%
77.4%
95.5%
95.5%
91.7%
91.6%
90.3%
89.7%
95.5%
94.0%

R
87.0%
78.9%
71.3%
67.2%
93.7%
93.7%
90.6%
90.4%
65.6%
63.9%
96.2%
94.7%

F
84.5%
81.4%
75.7%
71.9%
94.6%
94.6%
91.1%
91.0%
76.0%
74.6%
95.8%
94.3%

All the words out
of lexicon
Full
word
segmentation
system
Table 4: The Results of Experiments for UWI
The table above shows the performance of our
system. It displays the precision, recall and F-scores
for the identification of each unknown word’s type
apart. The two lines in each row refer to the system
with local bigram model and just with unigram model
respectively.
As our system is also in charge of generating N best
results of every input for further processing, we record
the perfect match rate (viz. RPM) in the table below
while N increases from 1 to 5.
N Paths
RPM
1
63.4%

EXPERIMENTS

P=

C ( PerfectMatch)
C ( Sentence)

(E2+1)PR
E2P+R

We also record the percentage of N-best results that
entirely match the standard ones. It is defined as:
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2
3
4
5

71.4%
73.3%
74.4%
75.1%
Table 5: Perfectly Matching Rate

[2]

4.4 Evaluation with SIGHAN Bakeoff
Data

[3]

The comparison among our system and other
systems in 1st SIGHAN Chinese word segmentation
bakeoff is summarized as below. We would like to
give some more explanations as well.
Site
ROOV
RiV
R
P
F
S10
79.9% 97.5% 96.3% 95.6% 95.9%
S01
74.3% 98.0% 96.3% 94.3% 95.3%
S08
67.5% 95.9% 93.9% 93.8% 93.8%
S04
71.2% 94.9% 93.3% 94.2% 93.7%
S03
64.7% 96.2% 94.0% 91.1% 92.5%
S11
50.3% 93.4% 90.5% 86.9% 88.6%
Our
65.0% 95.0% 93.1% 93.4% 93.2%
System
Table 6: The Results of SIGHAN PK-open Test
Through the results of PK-open test, we can see
although there is a slight distance between our system
and some excellent ones, it is not a wide gap. Except
the systems that make use of the information from
higher levels such as S01 [12], we prefer to compare
our system with those just based on word level: S04
[13] is a good selection, which used bigram method
for word segmentation and introduced a word juncture
model combined with word-formation pattern to
identify unknown words. We could say our system
performs almost as well as theirs measured either by
F-score or by P or R. So it proves local bigram model
can solve the chief problems to a large extent, while
the complexities are not increased.

5

[4]

[5]

[6]

[7]

[8]

[9]

[10]

CONCLUSION

We have presented a local bigram model for
unknown word identification. In this model, we
cluster the words that have important effect for
identifying unknown words to several classes, and
make use of their dependencies locally in the form of
conditional probabilities, while assuming the other
parts, where unigram is used, are smoothed. We take
advantage of the convenience of unigram together
with the dependent information of bigram. The
system brings a satisfying outcome, either from its
best result or from the N best results. Since its
complexities of both time and space are much lower
than many general algorithms, this method is quite
practical when training data is not ample, or in a
resource-limited environment such as PDA

[11]

[12]

[13]
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